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NOTE TO THE READER 

A number of points should be borne in mind when reading the tables in this Report because it looks at 
Structural Fund assistance from a variety of viewpoints. As far as possible, these are indicated in the 

text. 

What are these various viewpoints? 

• The programming period: Usually this is 1994-99. Only in Chapter ll.A Budgetary implementation 
has a desire to be comprehensive resulted in the inclusion of earlier programming periods in order to 
show all bt:dgetary activity relating to the Structural Funds in 1995 (this relates only to the settling of 
payments). Naturally, Chapter IV refers to the period 1989-93. 

• The programming phase: At Community level, the first phase is that of the CSF. In the summary 
tables in Chapter I, these are "programmed" appropriations. The second phase is that of operational 
programmes, global grants or major projects. This phase is referred to as "adopted" in the summary 
tables. In the case of single programming documents, these two phases of programming coincide and 
the amounts are therefore the same. 

• The number of Member States (EUR 15, EUR 12 or EUR 3) depending on the year (1994 or 1995) 
and the form of assistance (Objective, Community Initiative, technical assistance, innovative 
measure). These data are presented in integrated form in the Annexes and in Chapter II.A on 
budgetary implementation. In Chapter I a distinction is made between assistance at the initiative of 
the Member State and studies and technical assistance carried out at the initiative of toe Commission 
and relating to this assistance because the regulatory basis is different. These studies and technical 
assistance are, however, included in ..:ommitments and payments in the Annexes if the budget 
heading is the same. 

• Assistance (operational programme, SPD, technical assistance) without regard to the budget heading 
from which the appropriations were committed or paid or the budget heading from which the 
commitment or payment was made, without regard to the fonn of assistance. Commitments and 
payments are presented in accordance with the first criterion in Chapter I and according to the second 
in Chapter II.A and Annexes I to IV. 

• The type of appropriation, that is appropriations for the financial year or appropriations carried 
over or made available again. This distinction is made only when considering appropriations 
implemented for each budget heading, i.e. in Chapter II.A and the Annexes. Unless otherwise 
indicated in the title or a note, appropriations carried over and made available again are always 
included. 

• The year of reference in which prices are expressed. The amounts of assistance granted are 
expressed in prices in the year of adoption, whether this was the point of programming (CSF) or 
adoption (operational programme, SPD, etc.). Appropriations implemented are, however, expressed 
in prices ofthe year of implementation (current prices). 
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This report is compiled pursuant to Article 16 of Regulation (EEC) No 2052/88 as amended and the 
detailed provisions in Article 31 of Regulation (EEC) No 4253/88 as amended. It presents the 
application in 1995 of the Structural Fund regulations, particularly the implementation of their 
Objectives (Objectives 1 to 6). The report is structured in accordance with 'the requirements of the 
Regulations, but is also shaped by the main activities or trends of the year in question. It also includes 
certain innovations. From the point of view of content, it deals with new matters such as the practical 
implementation of partnership with the regions and presents, in a single section, all the measures 
implemented by the Commission to disseminate good practice. In terms of fonn, the financial aspects 
have been dealt with exhaustively and 1995 has been placed in the context of the 1994-99 programming 
process. A major innovation is the environmental thread which runs through the report, reflecting 
various aspects of the way in which environmental considerations are taken into account in the 
programming of all measures. 

Chapter I presents the implementation of the various structural operations in 1995 in the context of 
multiannual programming. Attention is given to measures under the different Objectives, but also to the 
integration of the three new Member States into the structural policies and the adoption of the new 
Community Initiative programmes. In accordance with Article 31 of Regulation (EEC) No 4253/88 as 
amended, a list of the major projects is given in the Annex, but a more detailed assessment has begun, 
the results of which will be presented in a future annual report. 

Chapter II concerns budgetary implementation in 1995, also presented in its multiannual context, and 
other financial matters such as financial management and monitoring of utilization. As in last year's 
report, it pays particular attention to the complementarity between the Structural Funds and the various 
Community policies, which is highlighted by a horizontal treatment running throughout the report. 

Chapter Ill is devoted to various institutional matters concerning the Structural Funds, ranging from 
relations between the Community's different institutions and dialogue with the social and regional 
partners to information on the work of the Funds. As mentioned above, there is a special focus on 
partnership with the regions and measures at Community level to disseminate good practice. 

Chapter IV carries on where the same chapter in last year's report left off, describing the achievements of 
the 1989-93 programming period. It deals only with those aspects not yet touched on in previous annual 
reports ( 1993 and 1994 ). A more general assessment of the period is given in the first three-yearly report 
on economic and social cohesion. 

This introduction will deal in tum with the main features of 1995 for the Structural Funds, an 
explanation of the importance of environmental concerns and the main elements ofthe report. 

A. 1995 

1. The new Commission and the group of Members responsible for economic and social 
cohesion 

In 1995 a new Commission took office under the presidency of Mr Santer. Right at the beginning of its 
te!ln, in order to stimulate its debate on certain broad areas of Community policy, the Commission set up 
six working groups, on External Relations; Growth, Competitiveness and Employment; Trans-European 
Networks; Cohesion; the Information Society and Equal opportunities for Men and Women. The 
working group on Cohesion is chaired by Mrs Wulf-Mathies, the member of the Commission with 
special responsibility for the regional policies and cohesion, and includes Mr Flynn (employment and 
social affairs), Mr Fischler (agriculture and rural development), Mrs Bonino (fisheries), Mrs Bjerregaard 
(environment), Mr Kinnock (transport) and Mr de Silguy (economic and financial affairs). 

The group held its first meeting in March 1995 and gave itself the task of debating the broad lines of the 
following issues: improving the perception of the cohesion policy as a way in which the Community 
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adds value; improving the implementation of action by the Structural Funds (and the Cohesion Fund); 
first thoughts on what a future policy for economic and social cohesion might look like. 

The working group m'et a further tnree times in 1995, to discuss the following subjects: utilization of the 
budget reserve for the Community Initiatives; employment and the Structural Funds; cohesion policy 
and the environment; guidelines for the Community's rural development policy; information and 
communication on the cohesion policy. These discussions provided a basis for orienting the work of the 
Commission's departments in the areas concerned and for preparing the Commission's decisions on the 
allocation of the Community Initiatives reserve, its communications to the other institutions on 
"Cohesion policy and the environment" and "Employment and the Structural Funds". TI1e meetings also 
gave Mrs Wulf-Mathies an opportunity to brief her colleagues on the results of the informal meetings of 
the ministers responsible for regional policy and regional planning held in Strasbourg and Madrid. 

2. Integration of the new Member States into the structural policies 

In 1995 three new Member States: Austria, Finland and Sweden acceded to the Community. A sti.ldy of 

the impact of this enlargement on the structural policies began starting in 19941 and preparations for 
adopting operational programmes under the different Objectives were commenced at the beginning of 
1995. Discussions with the three new Merober States were concluded rapidly and effectively: with a few 
exceptions, all the measures under the different Objectives were adopted and underway before the year 
was out. As in the case of the other Member States, the programmes which had not yet been approved by 
the end of 1995 mostly concerned the Community Initiatives. 

3. Launch of the Community Initiative programmes 

After adopting guidelines for the 13 Community Initiatives according to a timetable staggered over 

19942, the Commission gradually adopted the Community Initiative programmes during 1995. The 
profusion of programmes presented by the Member State ( 400 in all) required intensive preparation and 
discussions with the various national authorities. Two thirds of the envisaged programmes could be 
adopted in 1995, representing more than 80% of the funding allocated to the nvelve Member States and 
almost 45% of the allocation for the three newcomers. 

4. The first full vear of implementation of assistance 

Following the adoption of most programmes and other forms of assistance in 1994, actual 
implementation for most assistance, i.e. programmes (CSFs and SPDs) under the different Objectives, 
took place in 1995. Further new programmes, mainly under Objectives I and 5(b ), were adopted in 
1995, bringing the rate of adoption of programmed appropriations up to almost I 00% for the twelve 
Member States for the period 1994-99. 

During this first full year of implementation of operations, the Commission had two main concerns. 
Firstly, much effort went into seeking the greatest possible degree of effectiveness. To ensure effective 
monitoring of operations, Monitoring Committees were set up and criteria for the selection of projects 
adopted. The Commission drew the attention of the different partners to the need for rigorous monitoring 
and the importance of selecting projects most likely to attain the objectives of the programmes. The 
drive for effectiveness could also be seen in the intensive work on evaluation: the preparation of mid
term reviews, prior appraisal of projects and continuing ex post evaluation of assistance implemented 
during the period 1989-93. Furthermore, the effectiveness of management and of the socio-economic 

1 See the 1994 Annual Report. 
2 See the 1994 Annual Report. 
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impact of programmed measures is aided by thorough cooperation between a wide variety of partners. 
Since 1994 the Commission has invested much effort in convincing the various authorities responsible 
for structural measures of the importance of extending partnership to a wide range of actors, including 
local and regional authorities and the economic and social partners. Lastly, in 1995 the Commission 
continued to encourage rigorous financial management of operations, stepping up its checks on 
utilization of the Funds as well as discussing with the Member States ways of improving the joint 
management of Community appropriations by the Member States and the Commission and making it 
more effective. 

Another major concern in the implementation of programmes ii1 1995 was consistency with all the 
Community's other policies and financial assistance. Since the Structural Funds involve very large 
amounts of Community finance, the Commission takes great care to ensure that operations are consistent 
with the Community's other instruments, be they legislative, financial or political. Discussions on this 
matter therefore resulted in communications describing the links between the Structural Funds and other 
policies (employment, environment, equal opportunities, integrated development of certain areas). In 
addition, the drive begun in 1994 to improve coordination between the different financial instruments 
was continued in 1995, particularly In the case of Cohesion Fund assistance. 

B. A REPORT WITH A STRONG ENVIRONMENTAL BIAS 

In the effort to ensure that assistance by the Structural Funds is consistent with the Community's other 
policies, special attention has been given to environmental concerns. Both the principle of economic and 
social cohesion and that of environmental protection are mentioned in the preamble to the Treaty on 
European Union. In practical terms, as far as the environment is concerned this means that 
environmental protection measures must be integrated into the definition and implementation of other 
Community policies (Article 130r of the Treaty). This requirement is particularly relevant to the 
Structural Funds because of the context in which they operate as well as the links between structural 
policy (particularly its regional aspect) and environmental policy. 

1. Background 

The 1993 review of the regulations governing the Structural Funds introduced new environmental 
requirements. As a result, there has been a clear improvement in the way in which account has been 
taken of the environment in the programming for 1994-99. The new rules also require greater vigilance 
in preventing and penalizing infringements of Community law in the environmental field. The 
Commission is keen to increase the awareness of its various partners to this matter and makes sure the 
rules are observed. 1995 witnessed a still greater commitment to the environment, which received 
special attention in the form of the mid-tenn progress report on the Fifth Programme of policy and 

action in relation to the environment3 and a communication on cohesion policy and the environment4. 
Both of these documents stress that, since the environment is a horizontal issue, implementation of the 
major objectives of the Fifth Programme is essential. 

2. Complementarity between cohesion policy and environmental policy 

The Commission's communication on cohesion ·policy and the environment demonstrates the 
complementarity which exists between cohesion policy and environmental policy, whereby sustainable 
socio-economic development is sought taking care to preserve natural resources. This complementarity 
should also be illustrated with specific examples. Firstly, the environment is a factor in regional 

3 COM(95) 624 final, lO January 1996. 
4 COM(95) 509 final, 22 November 1995. 
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development. A high-quality environment can play an important role in attracting potential investors to a 
region. Furthermore, activities related to the environment can be a substantial source of employment and 
create major opportunities for SMEs to provide goods and services. Lastly, the environment is an 
excellent justification for diversification as regards both activities (in rural areas, for example) and new 
skills and qualifications for the work force. 

Secondly, structural policy itself contributes to the environment in two ways. Not only does it generate 
large injections of funds with direct or indirect spin-offs for the environment, which also enable less
favoured regions to finance the investments needed to comply with Community environmental 
standards, but it is also a vector for other instruments which can promote sustainable development. It can 
encourage a more rigorous analysis of the environmental effects of projects by requiring an 
environmental impact assessment, reliable statistical data on environmental aspects or the development 
of physical indicators for the evaluation of programmes. Involvement of the Structural Funds in 
environmental measures also helps increase public awareness of environmental issues, for example by 
providing training in new skills related to the environment and encouraging public authorities to give 
greater care to their town and country planning and the preservation of natural resources. 

This complementarity and its context called for a clear description of the ways in which the need for 
environmental protection is taken into account in the programming of the Structural Funds. Rather than 
dedicating a section of the Annual Report on the Structural Funds to the complementarity between these 
t\vo policies, therefore, it has been deemed appropriate to weave a thread throughout the Report to 
demonstrate that each aspect of the implementation of the Structural Funds has an environmental 
dimension and to show how that dimension is taken into account to the greatest possible extent in 
programmes which, it should not be forgotten, aim primarily at economic and social development. 

C. EMPLOYMENT, A MAJOR CHALLENGE FOR THE UNION 

The serious employment situation is a central concern of the European Union, where there are now some 
18 million people without work. In December 1994 the Essen European Council reaffirmed the prime 
importance of combatting unemployment and of equal opportunities. The Council took the view that the 
essential return to steady growth also required the structural refonn of the employment market and 
identified five areas for priority measures to overcome the structural problems of employment. It asked 
the Member States to turn each of its recommendations into a multi-annual programme. 

In its 1995 communication "Community Structural Policies and Employment"5, the Commission 
proposed a number of guidelines to ensure coherence bet\veen the policy decided on in Essen and the use 
of the Structural Funds and to increase their impact by incorporating them into the European strategy for 
employment. These were ensuring the conditions for long-term growth, raising the employment content 
of this gro\\1h, developing an economy of solidarity in addition to this performing competitive economy 
and making the most of partnership arrangements, and encouraging those involved at local level. 

In practice, this means using the flexibility offered by the implementation of the CSFs/SPDs and 
directing the monitoring and assessment systems towards the gradual implementation of the priorities 
selected without undermining the programming of the Structural Funds as adopted, for the most part, in 
1994. 

The Madrid European Council in December 1995 confirmed the need for ..:oordination bet\veen national 
job-creation policies and the Community structural policies. The Structural Funds are essential 
instruments for the promotion of growth and employment, pmticularly in the Member States and regions 
which benefit most from them. Structural assistance helps support demand by increasing regional 

5 A communication originally presented to the infomwl ministerial meeting in Madrid on 30 November and 
1 December 1995). 
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income through finance for investment in infrastructure, productive capacity, human resources and 
technological potential, all of which will make the region more competitive. 

This approach also implies stressing proactive and preventive measures. This is particularly true of 
Objective 4, the implementation of which occupied the whole of 1995. It is an approach which requires a 
concerted effort from all those involved in the implementation of structural assistance and one in which 
the Commission has undertaken to support its partners. 

D. THE MAIN ELEMENTS OF THE REPORT 

I. Implementation of appropriations in 1995 

In total, of the ECU 24 069 million available in 1995 for all assistance, ECU 21 938 million was 
committed, as compared with ECU 21 323 million and ECU 19 246 million respectively in 1994. At 
91%, the rate of implementation is high (90% in I 994), with 82% of committed appropriations paid as 
against 76% in 1994. There was a clear improvement in the implementation of Community Initiatives, 
with an implementation rate of91% of available appropriations (i.e. ECU 2 358 million) compared with 
12% in 1994. This improvement is due to the fact that most of the new programmes wer.e adopted in 
1995. 

Looking at the different Objectives, commitments for Objective I amounted to ECU 14 518 million; for 
Objective 2, to ECU 1 735 million; for Objective 3 and 4, to ECU I 607 million and 94.5 million 
respectively; for Objective S(a), to ECU 655.9 million for agriculture and 179 million for fisheries; for 
Objective S(b), to ECU 571.9 million and lastly, for Objective 6, to ECU 125.9 million. 

In absolute terms, there is a great difference in the value ofthe appropriations committed for each of the 
Funds, ranging from ECU 485.5 m:llion for the FIFG (2% of total commitments) to ECU 12 211 million 
for the ERDF (56% of total commitments). Nevertheless, the rate of implementation of the available 
appropriations is similar for all of !he Funds, at 99% (for all types of assistance), except for the ESF, 
with 76%. 

2. Concentration 

The principle of concentration is one of the key concepts behind the 1988 reform of the Structural 
Funds. It involves the concentration of assistance on a limited number of objectives, geographical 
concentration on certain eligible areas, concentration of funding on the severest problems and areas in 
greatest difficulty and concentration of assistance on certain thematic areas. There has been little 
progress in geographical, financial and thematic concentration in 1995 because the decisions and 
guidelines relating to these aspects for the entire programming period ( 1994-99; 1994-96 for 

Objective 2) were taken in 1993 and 1994.6 However, while the principle of financial concentration has 
mainly meant the fixing of financial allocations for 1994-99, activity in 1995 has clearly confinned the 
principle in practice: the greater part of the Commission's work has been concentrated on Objective 1. 
64% of all the appropriations committed in 1995 under the newly-adopted Community Initiative 
programmes (taken together) were allocated to Objective I regions. The same trend is reflected in 
budgetary activity, with Objective 1 accounting for 66% of all commitments and 70% of all payments 
implemented in 1995. These figures also reveal a remarkable dynamism in the implementation of 
Objective I in comparison with other structural assistance. 

6 See the 1994 Annual Report. 
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3. Programming 

Another characteristic of Structural Fund operations is multiannual programming over a six-year period. 
It was introduced in 1994, when most of the programming documents for assistance under the different 
Objectives were adopted (CSFs, followed by operational programmes; single programming documents 
(SPDs)). The programming documents for the new Member States were adopted in 1995 (36 in all, with 
a further six Swedish SPDs still to come) as were a large number of Community Initiative programmes 
(265 in all). 

Looking back on the first two years of the programming period ( 1994 and 1995), implementation has 
been relatively satisfactory. With regard to assistance under the Objectives, 97% of the funds 
programmed in CSFs or SPDs have been committed in the form of SPDs, operational programmes, 
global grants or major projects. As stated in last year's Annual Report, the possibility of submitting 
single programming documents has. enabled the arrangements for programming to be simplified. 
Furthermore, a glance at the situation regarding overall financial implementation shows that in two years 
almost one third (31 %) of available assistance has been committed and one fifth (19%) has been paid. 
Although generally speaking there is room for improvement in the rate of payment, which reflects 
progress in the actual implementation of measures, the situation varies depending on the Objective. The 
rate of implementation of Objectives 1, 3 and S(a) is in line with the overall figures. Objectives 4 and 
S(b), however, are progressing at a much slower rate (Objective 4: 24% of assistance has been 
committed and 12% paid; Objective S(b): 18% committed and 10% paid). Lastly, while the rate of 
implementation of Objective 2 appears at first sight to he higher because it is programmed in three-year 
phases (52% of assistance committed and 26% paid), it is actually lower than average when related to 
the full period 1994-99. The implementation of programming is also progressing at different rates in the 
different Member States. Taking the Objectives as a whole, the percentage of total aid committed ranges 
from 21% for Belgium and Finland to 41% for the United Kingdom, while the percentage of total aid 
paid ranges from I 0% for Finland and 11% for Italy to 25% for the United Kingdom. 

Programming has turned out to be more problematic where the Community Initiatives are concerned. 
The process has been hindered by the number of programmes presented by the Member States (400 for 
all 15, i.e. about the same number of operations as for the OPs/SPDs), which has resulted in an 
administrative overload. However, three quarters of the programmes have been adopted, accounting for 
81% of the appropriations allocated to the Twelve and 42% of those allocated to the three new Member 
States. At the informal Council meeting in Venice in May 1996 the Commission and the Member States 
acknowledged the problem caused by the excessive number of programmes and the resulting 
complexity, especially for the Community Initiatives, and recognized the need to remedy the situation. 

4. Additionality 

Compliance with the principle of additionality requires continuous financial monitoring. For the new 
programmes for 1994-99, the detailed procedures for this monitoring are laid down in the programming 
documents. It was thus possible for the prior appraisal of additionality to be largely carried out in 1994 
and more or less completed in 1995. Most of the work on additionality in 1995 concerned ex post 
evaluation of the period 1989-93 and ongoing monitoring of the second period. 

The results of the ex post evaluation of the first programming period vary according to the Objective and 
the Member State concerned. The procedure has been successfully completed for Objectives 1 and 2 and 
additionality was verified in 1995 for five Member States, although it was still impossible to verify for 
others, either because of incomplete data (three Member States) or total absence of data (four Member 
States). Similarly, for Objectives 3 and 4 additionality was verified for four Member States, is still 
uncertain for two and is impossible to verify for five others. Objective S(b) was the only Objective for 
which it was possible to confirm in 1995 that additionality had been observed in all Member States. 
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Ongoing assessment concerned only Objective 1 in 1995, but results were limited because only one 
Member State observed the principle and the verification procedures. 

5. Partnership 

Implementation of partnership entered an active phase in 1995 with the setting up of Monitoring 
Committees for the programmes. Partnership with the regional authorities is now a widespread and 
accepted practice and functions satisfactorily on the whole. However, partnership with other 
geographically-based authorities, particularly at local level, is less well-developed. This report reveals 
very different situations depending on institutional arrangements and types of assistance. It also reveals a 
degree of complexity which requires thought to be given to ways of simplifying monitoring methods at 
regional level. The trend is towards greater involvement of the social and economic partners in the 
Monitoring Committees, although here also the situation varies greatly, from no involvement in some 
Member States, through indirect representation or mere information procedures in others, to real 
involvement in decision-making in others. In order to avoid the danger of increasingly unwieldy 
procedures in increasingly complex partnership structures, the Commission is aware of the need to 
develop the most appropriate possible procedures for involving the different partners more closely, to 
the degree called for by their respective roles and responsibilities. 

6. Monitoring and evaluation 

Intensive monitoring and evaluation continued in 1995, in two directions. Monitoring Committees were 
set up for the current programming period and, at the same time, the Commission issued a Common 
guide for Monitoring and Interim evaluation intended to ensure that all the partners use the same 
procedures for qualitative and quantitative monitoring of the financial situation and the progress made in 
implementing programmes. The partners also launched the mid-term review process, scheduled for 
completion in 1996, whereby measures are subject to systematic critical analysis. However, the process 
has been slow to start, although there is a clear improvement compared to the past. The other aspect of 
evaluation work has been the continuing ex post evaluation of the first programming period. The 
preliminary results received by the Commission at the end of 1994 for Objectives 3 and 4 and 
Objective 5(b) were confirmed during 1995 and results were received for Objective S(a) and for some of 
the 1991-93 Community Initiatives. Although these results arrived after the programmes for the second 
period had been adopted, their lessons will still be used to improve current operations, particularly in the 
context of the mid-term reviews. 
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A. ASSISTANCE BY OBJECTIVEl 

1. Introduction 

1.1. 1995 in the context of the 1994-99 programming period 

Table 1: Financial allocations 1994-96/99 (ECU million) 

8 DK 0 EL E F IRL I L N AT p F1 SE LK TOTAL 

Objodive I 730,0 13.640,( 11980,0 26300,0 2189,2 56.."0,0 14 860,0 15!'0 165,6 I) 980,0 2.359,8 93.974,6 
ObjectiveZ 160,0 ~.0 73l,C 1.130,0 1.763.2 684,C 7,0 300,0 101,0 0,'1 160,0 2142,0 7.305,4 
Objedive3 396,2 263,0 I 682,1 1474,4 2~2,4 131~3 2C,7 922,8 334,0 258,4 347,0 1501,0 11.078,3 
Objective4 25,4 13,0 104,5 368,6 299,6 398,8 0,9 156,2 61,0 84,6 lJJ,C 329,7 Z.015,3 

ObjectiveS(•• 194,1 ~ 1144,4 0,0 445,( 1.935,4 0,0 814,4 40,1 164,6 387,8 0,0 354,0 130,1 449,7 6.317,9 
ogricultun: r~4 1r.o J.(/69,9 3}~() 1.745,5 6!W,O 39,0 118,0 385,8 33/,11 ro.J 361,0 5.443,7 

fa-h<rics }.J,5 /39,Y ~4.5 1/9,6 /89,9 134,4 1,/ 46,6 },0 23,11 ·10,0 88" /184,2 

Objective 5(b. 78,1 54,0 1.229,0 <'64,0 2239,4 \1)3,7 6,0 150,0 411,0 194,0 138,( 820,5 6.887,7 

Objective& 459,9 252,( 711,9 

TOTAL 1.584,6 652,9 18.533,~ 13.980, ~.382,6 10.98'1,2 ~620,0 18.9T7,2 74,7 1.843,6 1.464),4 13.980,0 1.420,1 1.200,1 7.602,1 12&~1,1 

Where Structural Funds assistance programmed by Objective was concerned, 1995 had two key 
elements: adoption of the programmes for the new Member States and the actual implementation of the 
rrogrammes adopted and begun in 1994 in the other hvelve. Most of the last remaining programmes 
were adopted in 1995 and implementation (establishment of the Monitoring Committees, project 
selection) was on the whole satisfactory. The result after two years of launching new programmes is 
quite significant. A total of 407 programming documents other than CSFs (OPs, SPDs, global grants, 
major projects) were adopted in 1994 and 1995 in the hvelve Member States. This was an average of34 
per Member State, but the number varied from 8 programmes for Denmark and Luxembourg to 83 in 
Spain. For the 15 Member States a total of 442 programmes had been adopted by the end of 1995, in 
other words, 35 in the new Member States. If we add the Community Initiative. programmes, mainly 
approved in 1995, we obtain a total of 733 programmes for the 15 Member States (an average of 49 per 
Member State: 29 OPs/SPDs and 17 CIPs). 

Table 2: Number of programming documeuts adopted in /994-95 

U OK D EL E F !RL L N P liE.: EUR12 AT Fl SE: EURJ E:l!RIS 

Objectirc 1 
Obj teti\'C 2 
ObjectiveJ 

Objectirc 4 
Objecti,·e 5(a) agTic.. 

Objective S(a) fisher-ies 

Objeclive S(b) 

OL>jccti"'if 6 

T(Jral· objective.\· 23 

Community initintivc.1i: 

lli(Crre,w7\·occ 

Odl<'r (/) /6 

TOTAL 41 
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8 1r. r .11 
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13 127 41 106 97 16 87 12 28 28 59 
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72 
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J I 
9 
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2/S 

6SS 21 II 11 

10 
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82 
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14 

36 

12 

1H 

291 

35 
156 

733 

Ifwe compare the actual adoption of programmes with what was programmed for 1994-99, the situation 
at the end of the first two years seems satisfactory. 97.% of the programmed appropriations were adopted 
in the form of SPDs, OPs, global grants or major projects. All the assistance in four Objectives (2, 3, 5(a) 

Readers should note the following: Measures in the new Member States have been grouped into one section, A.7; 
throughout the Report, unless otherwise indicated, amounts relate to prices in the year the measures were adopted 
( 1994 or 1995) where programming is concerned and to current prices where budget execution in terms of 
commitments or payments is concerned. 
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fisheries and 6) was adopted in 1995. Three other Objectives (1, 5(a) agriculture and 5(b)) also had very 
high adoption rates (between 96% and almost 100%). All the SPDs for Objective I had been adopted in 
1994 (1995 for Austria), and of the measures in the various CSFs only technical assistance in Germany 
and Ireland and some OPs in Greece, Spain and Italy remained to be adopted. All the Objective 5(a) 
agriculture SPDs have been adopted except those under Regulations (EEC) Nos 866/90 and 867/90, 
where a number of OPs in a single CSF in Italy have yet to be adopted. In the case of Objective 5(b), 
only the SPDs for Sweden and the technical assistance programme for France still remained to be 
adopted. Only Objective 4 had a lower rate of adoption, 75%, the reason being that the United Kingdom 
did not present any programmes for 1994-96 and the SPD for Sweden had not yet been adopted. 

If we look at the situation in each of the Member States, the vast majority of tbe Twelve, taking all 
Objectives together, had programme adoption rates of 100% (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, 
Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Portugal). Three Member States had rates between 90% and 
100% (Italy, Spain and Greece); this was because a few Objective 1 OPs had still to be adopted in each. 
TheUnited Kingdom had a rate of96% if Objective 4 is taken into account (the other programmes were 
adopted in their entirety). The situation in the three new Member States was also well advanced by the 
end of 1995, with all measures having been adopted in Austria and Finland and the SPDs for Objectives 
4 and 5(b) remaining to be adopted in Sweden. 

Table 3: Assistance adopted in 1994-95 (SPDs, OPs global grants, major projects) as a percentage of 
appropriations programmed for 1994-96199 

B DK D EL E F IRL I L N AT p f[ SE UK TOTAL 
Objective 1 1(1()<>/o 100% 98% 94% lOll% 100% 9i% 100% 100% 99'% 100"/o 96%1 
Objoclive2 1(1()<>/o lOll% J(l()<>/o 100% 100% 100% JIJOO;( 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100"/a 
ObjectiveJ 101% 1000;( 100% 100% 100% 99% J()()O;( 100% 100% JOO% 100% 100% 100% 
Objec:ti"·e4 101% 100% 100% 100'% 100% 100% 99";( 100% 100% 100"/o 0% ()"/, 75 11/o 
CHljecthe 5(a) agriculture 100% 100% 100% - 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Objocrive S(a) fisherirs 100% lOll% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Objecti,·e S(b) 100% lOll% LOO% ]OQCI/o 100% 100% 100'1< lOO% lOll% - 100% 0% 100% 98% 
Objecti,·e6 100% 100% 100% 

TOTAL 100'1.. 100% 100% 98% 95% 1oo•;., 100% 93% l()()Oft, 100% 100% 99%. IOO'Y.. 74% %o;., 9'7o/co 

The financial progress of programme implementation appears normal. Overall, the rate of commitment 
of the funds at the end of the first two years was nearly one third (31 o/r ), which reflects mainly 
commitments made in 1995 given that most of the programmes were adopted in the second half of or at 
the end of, 1994. 

Table 4: Commitments 1994-95 as a percentage of assistance commirted (ECU million) 

B DK D EL E F IRL I L N AT p F1 SE UK Tolal 
~<Dive I 107.0 3.892,1 4.544,9 8.372,4 4'fl,6 1.680,1 3.024,7 37,2 28,8 4.54&,8 532,3 27.265.9 
%offfiS'islan:e IS% 29% 33";( 34% 23% 311'1. 22% - 25% 17"/. 33% 23% 3{1';( 

~<Uive2 62.2 30,3 286,9 659.2 'm,4 299, 8,0 105,0 54.1 31,1 105,8 1.250,0 3.796,9 

%of <mlstarce 39'!. 54% 39'/. 58% 51% 44% 114% 3S•f< 54% 45% 66% 58";( 52% 
Uja:rive3 'II,& 85,0 YJ/,8 420,6 778,4 200,5 6,5 282,3 64,1 60,3 73,0 'IIS,O 3.357,1 

%ofassistarcc 24o/. 32% 18"!. 29'/. 30% 15";( 31% 31% 19"!. 23"/. 21% 65"/. 311'1< 
~<Uive4 4,6 6,0 29,6 118,1 95,4 60,6 0,5 22.2 11,7 14,8 0,0 0,0 363.6 
%of W.stmce 18'V 46% 28"!. 32";( 32";( IS% 59";( 14'!. 19";( 18"1< 24% 

(]:jective S(a) ("!lriculnre) 53,0 38,7 322,7 101,9 678,6 117,5 12,2 25,3 61.5 - 61,4 13,7 85,2 1571.6 
%ofass:i~ )JO/ 3(1';( 3(1'/o 31% 39'!. 17"/o 31% 21';( 16'!. 1'1'/o 15'/o 24% 29% 

(]:jective S(o) (fisheries) 4,1 46,6 24,9 39,8 63,3 44,8 1.1 9,2 2,0 23,0 40,0 14,8 313,4 
%ofassistar~:e ]'?,> 33% 33% 33"/ 33';( 33"!. 100";( 2l1'!. IOO"l 100"/. 100"!. 17"!. 35% 

Uja:rive S(b) 92 9,8 261,7 162,1 373.2 107,0 0,8 25,6 78,3 32,8 0,0 120.7 1.181,2 
%ofassistartt 12"1. 18% 21o/c 24% 17"/o 12"/o wv 17"/o 19'/. 17";( 15"/o 18"/o 

(]:jecti\~6 81,0 44.9 125,9 
%ofassistan::e . - 18% 18"/o - 18";( 

lUTAL 337~ 216,3 S.I2S,6 4.544,9 9.880,1 3.390,9 1.680,1 3.8.'\5,0 29,1 Sffi,S 300,5 4$18,8 3(»,~ 277,4 2.978,0 37.'fi5Jj 

%(!{Cl'iSh!CJ1;tX.' 21% 3J"Yo 2/f'/o 33% J.fU JJ% 311% 22"/.. J:JU 2';% 21% JJ% 21% 31% -II% 3}% 

Payments, which represent the actual progress of the measures since they are a function of applications 
from the final beneficiaries, stand at 19%, which is evidence of the delay in 1994 but is logical given that 
most payments were made in 1995. 
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Table 5: Payments 1994-95 as a percentage of assistance paid (ECU million) 
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1.2. Greater integration of the "environment" factor 

Implementation of the second Structural Funds programming period coincided with the desire to 
integrate the environment more fully into Community policies with the aim of promoting sustainable 
development. Thus, the 5th Environmental Action Programme was aimed more at a preventive approach 
and extended the range of measures, targeting five activity sectors (industry, transport, energy, 
agriculture and tourism) to which the Structural Funds give major financial support under the 
development and conversion objectives. In addition, the regional development analyses conducted by the 
Commission identified persisting environmental infrastructure requirements in the least-favoured 

regions2, and, more broadly, territorial development requirements linked to the distribution of activities 

or infrastructures, in particular in the 5th Action Programme's target sectors3. 

The revised Structural Funds regulations introduced the principle of sustainable development into the 
programming process and defined the obligations to be respected by the regional development plans to 
be submitted by the Member States (assessment of the environmental situation, environmental impact 
assessment for the proposed measures, quantified environmental objectives for the development 
priorities and involvement of the environmental authorities). The ooligations helped to markedly 

improve the appraisal of the environmental impact of the programmes4. But alongside that appraisal and 
the obligation to comply with environmental legislation during programme implementation, the 
Structural Funds grant very substantial and varied financial support to environmental protection where, 
in accordance with the tasks of the Funds, such support is linked to the economic development of the 
regions. This is all the more important since the operators involved in implementing the Structural Funds 
at all levels are agreed that the environment should no longer be seen as an isolated sector but as an 
essential dimension of sustainable development and a source of economic initiative and innovation, and 
so of job creation, particularly at local and regional levels. 

The Structural Funds, instruments for promoting sustainable development 

Between 1989 and 1993 ECU 2 751 million (about 7% of the total) was allocated to measures directly 
relating to the environment in Objective 1, 2 and 5(b) regions. The protection and improvement of the 
environment is therefore a dimension that has been taken into account since the 1988 Structural Funds 
reform. For the new period 1994-99 (1996 in the case of Objective 2), a total of ECU 9 445 million is 
currently earmarked for those regions (9% of the total programmed). 

2 See the 5th periodic report on the social and economic situation and development of the regions in the 
Community. 

3 See Europe 2000+ - cooperation for European territorial development. 
4 See 1994 Annual Report. 
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Table 6: Regional Objectives oftlte Structural Funds- measures under programming for 1994-96/99 directly 
related to tlte environment (EUR 12- ECU million- 1994 prices) 

B [)I( D EL E F IRL I L N p UK To!al 
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The work of the Structural Funds in favour of s_ustainable development is multi-facetted. It can be seen 
as acting at two different times, when the assistance is planned and when it is actually implemented, and 
as taking on four different aspects. 

At the time the assistance is planned, it is Structural Funds assistance which provides for investment 
directly rel.ating to the environment. Such investment is aimed at two types of measure: 

• Direct investment in environmental projects. This is most often investment in the modernisation and 
development of infrastructure for some of the target areas in the 5th Environmental Action 
Programme (water, waste, coastal areas and river basins, industrialised urban environments, natural 
areas and biodiversity). In these areas infrastructure requirements are long-term, particularly in the 
least-favoured regions (see Table below), or they are taking on a new urgency as a result of the need 
for industrial or agricultural conversion. However, they vary greatly according to region, and this is 
clear from the respective proport,ion of the different investments. For example, it is water - the 
purification, collection, distribution and management of coastal or inland water resources - which 
dominates (83%) environmental investments in Objective I regions. In contrast, cleaning up 
pollution and waste treatment dominates in the industrial Objective 2 areas (53%), although it is also 
important (30%) in the rural Objective 5(b) areas. Lastly, among the directly environmental measures 
under Objective 5(b), nearly 60% relates to the management of the natural environment, preservation 
of the countryside and biodiversity. 

Table 7: Average tlllllua/ invesfment required befween 1993 and 2003 to provide file least-favoured regions 
with environmental infrastmcture in conformify with European Directives (ECU million - 1994 
prices) 

:\Icmbcr State 
Urban n·astc lntluslrial or \Vater 

water Urban wasle dangerous waste distribution 

Spain 458 I? 10 372 
Greece 2~0 35 2 9' 
Ireland 95 20 7 .:w 
llaly 208 I 5 14 288 

Portugal I 13 35 14 149 
Total 656 105 37 562 

Source· FLfth penod1c report on the !iocml and e-conom1c s1tuatlon and development mthe regwns 
of the Commun}ty 

TOTAL 

859 

372 
152 
525 
31 1 

1.360 

• Investments of a prevelllive nature. These are measures which are applying the basic principles and 
recommendations of the 5th Environmental Action Programme, in other words, action at the source, 
encouraging the development of production processes by combining direct and indirect incentives 
and diversifying the action instruments. More specifically, the measures financed relate to certain 
sectors: industry, particularly SMEs (productive investments in "green products", "clean 
technologies" and energy-saving processes); energy (promotion of renewable energy sources, more 
rational use linked to trans-European networks); transport (promotion of ucban public transport and 
multimodal transp.ort at European level, coordination within the framework of trans-European 
networks); agriculture (promotion of agricultural diversification towards "cleaner" methods, 
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combination with the agri-environmental measures under the CAP reform); and tourism, where the 
aim is to develop it more rationally with less pressure on the environment (in particular "green 
tourism"). Preventive measures also comprise indirect long-term action, such as environmental 
research linked to technological applications and the training of workers in new environmental 
technologies. These two fields, research and training, also benefit from appropriations specifically 
earmarked for them under Objectives 1 and 2; they represent 1% of the environmental resources for 
Objective 1 and 6% for Objective 2. 

When the programmes are implemented, measures in favour of the environment are directed more at 
compliance with legislation and rules. Major efforts have been made in two directions, and these need to 
be pursued and intensified: 

• Intensification of assessment and monitoring. This was particularly evident in the prior appraisal of 
regional development plans and programmes in compliance with the new rules which stress 
assessment of the environmental impact of programming. So environmental objectives were 
systematically included and quantified in the programming documents (CSFs or SPDs) and special 
care was taken to specify environmental impact indicators, a process which has been improved. 
However, there is no doubt that the environmental assessment and monitoring of the programmes can 
be improved (see below): 

Quantified environmental objectives: 
The 1994-99 programming documents include a series of quantified 
environmental objectives. In Objective 1 regions water and waste management 
predominates. To take a few examples: in Spain, waste water treatment capacity 
should increase from 59% to 75% of the population and for dangerous and 
toxic waste treatment it should rise from 0.5 to 1.2 million tonnes; in Greece, 
surface water quality should improve by 10% and the urban waste treatment 
rate should increase from 25% to 45%; in Ire/am/, urban waste recycling 
should increase from 8% to 15%; in Italy (Mezzogiorno), population coverage 
by waste treatment facilities should increase from 50% to 70%; lastly, in 
Portugal, the percentage of the population having access to mains public 
drinking water should increase from 77% to 95%. 

a The selection and implementation of projects. The integration of environmental concerns at this 
stage is vital to guarantee the impact of the investments and to ensure that the prior appraisals are 
correctly applied. The new rules allow environmental authorities to be associated with the 
implementation and monitoring of environmentally ser,sitive measures. In addition, the 
environment Directives have to be complied with, the main ones for the Structural Funds being the 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directive5 and the "Birds" and "Habitats" Directives. 
The rules and the standard clauses in the programming documents expressly stipulate compliance 
with those provisions. However, experience has shown that progress is needed in the quality and 
transparency of these studies. In addition, when it comes to project eligibility, the selection criteria 
must take account of a project's environmental sustainability. The Monitoring Committees are the 
forum for considering what progress remains to be accomplished on these two points. 

Tlte Communication on cohesion policy ami the environment 

In order to report on the progress already accomplished in integrating the environment into economic 
and social cohesion policy and to discuss the options for future action towards sustainable 
development, the Commission adopted in 1995 a communication entitled "Cohesion policy and the 

environment"6. It recognised the progress already made, but identified various aspects which would 
promote sti 11 flll1her the environmental dimension of Structural Fund assistance: 

5 Council Directive 85/337/EEC of27 June 1985, OJ No L 175, 5.7.1985. 
6 COM(95) 509 final of22 November 1995. 
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• The Commission will intensify its work towards a better understanding of preventive measures, 
which are the key to sustainable development. It plans to undertake a critical review of 
programming documents to identify preventive measures which could be emphasised in the future. 

• To encourage environmentally sustainable investment, the Commission will give priority to 
environmental measures when new programmes are adopted or existing ones revised. To that end, 
it plans to make more use of the opportunity to differentiate the Community's rate of assistance for 
environmental measures, as provided for in Article 13 of the Framework Regulation. 

• The Commission intends to intensify discussions with the Member States and regions with a view 
to improving environmental objectives and impact indicators in programmes. This will include a 
strategic assessment as well as an appraisal of projects. The Monitoring Committees will play a 
key role here, given that the Member States are responsible for implementing the programmes. 

• With regard to project selection and implementation, the Commission wishes to see better 
application of environmental legislation such as the EIA Directive. The Commission intends to 
play a more active role in preventing infringements of environmental legislation and, if necessary, 
will make vigorous use of sanctions, including the repayment of Community funds. To improve 
and speed up information on this, dialogue with representative non-governmental e~vironmental 
organisations could be improved. 

• Structural Fund assistance should go beyond mere conformity with environmental rules, so the 
Commission will require project eligibility and selection criteria to reflect the imperatives of 
sustainable socio-economic and environmental development. The Commission will intensify its 
discussions on this topic with the Member States and regions in the Monitoring Committees. 

• The experience of the environmental authorities is essential for the planning and implementation 
of the environmental dimension of the programmes, so the Commission will encourage Member 
States to increase their capacity and participation. 

1.3. Monitoring and interim assessment 

Reinforcing monitoring 

The monitoring and assessment of Fund assistance, the improvement of which is one of the elements 
of the revised rules and a key factor in their impact, are carried out in the Member States by 
Monitoring Committees, taking full account of the special nature of the Funds concerned and of local, 
regional and national circumstances. The new rules insist on the need for better appraisal and for a 
procedure which goes beyond mere financial monitoring in order to identify how Community 
resources have actually been used, in other words, to monitor physical implementation, results and the 
impact of the measures part-financed. With regard to the purely quantitative aspects of such 
monitoring, the current generation of programmes ( 1994-96/99) can be regarded as considerably 
better than the previous one. Where the more qualitative aspects are concerned, it is certainly 
necessary to improve the monitoring systems and methods applied to appraisals and assessments. 

To that end, the Commission has drawn up a working document entitled "Common guide for 
Monitoring and Interim Evaluation" which contains guidelines intended to assist those responsible for 
implementing the Structural Funds in the Member States. It should provide a clearer picture of what 
monitoring and assessment cover and act as a reference manual. It is flexible enough to be adaptable 
to the very varied situations in each of the Member States while presenting a coherent approach at 
Community level. As such it supports the monitoring requirements contained in each CSF and SPD. 
The Commission has no intention of imposing a single framework on Member States, but rather of 
providing a working document which can be used as a common reference work. To establish effective 
monitoring rules, the guide requires: 

• a definition of the data to be collected, which have to provide the information needed to assess the 
measures, their results and their impact; 

• a definition of the content of the infonnation to be supplied to the Monitoring Committees, whose 
meetings are the culmination of the work on monitoring the assistance and which provide the 
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opportunity for examining the data on monitoring, the results of interim assessment work and 
proposals for amending the programmes; 

• recognition of the importance of the annual progress reports submitted to the Commission, which 
supply information on the measures taken and their results, progress in administration, the general 
operational bases, the results of interim assessments and the discussions and. decisions in the 
Committees during the programming period. 

Implementation oftlte interim assessments 

General principles: The main purpose of the interim assessments is to reinforce the monitoring 
mechanism and to give the Monitoring Committees a genuinely useful management tool. They 
therefore consist of a critical analysis of all the data collected, in particular during the monitoring 
procedure, and a measurement of the way in which the objectives pursued are gradually achieved, 
while providing an explanation of any deficiencies and a forecast of the results of the assistance. They 
also assess the validity of the assistance in progress and the relevance of its objectives. The 
assessments provide the Monitoring Committees with assessment factors and specifie proposals 
relating to problems arising, with the aim of improving or adjusting, if necessary, the implementation 
of the measures using the possibilities for amendment offered by the regulations. As a general rule, 
assistance lasting longer than three years is subject to a mid-term assessment after the end of the third 
year; this is intended to provide a basis for any necessary amendments. It also undergoes an ex post 
evaluation at the end of the reference period. In the case of Objective 2, where assistance lasts for 
three years, the mid-term assessment is to be replaced by a provisional report on the assistance 
provided during the first programming period. 

Operational procedure: The interim assessment consists in adopting a systematic procedure for the 
critical analysis of the information provided by the monitoring system. This procedure, which should 
be established by each Monitoring Committee, must permit the collection of quantitative data on the 
physical and financial execution of the measures and on the observed results and impact. In 
partnership with the Commission, the Monitoring Committees must also organise the assessment 
procedure: selection of an independent assessor (expert or group of experts), preparation of work 
specifications, establishment of the timetable for reports, information for the assessor, appraisal of the 
assessment reports. This procedure must fit in with the Monitoring Committee timetable and its 
administration work. As a general rule, because of legal requirements, it is intended to organise the 
interim assessment process for the 6-year Objectives in the following way: 

• a preliminary report on the feasibility of the assessment, covering an analysis of the quality and 
content of the programming document and of the monitoring system established; 

• a mid-term assessment report prepared after the third year of activity, followed by additional 
reports; 

• a first summary report at the end of 1999 which will provide the preparatory work for the final ex 
post assessment. 

In the case of Objective 2, the mid-term report will be replaced by an analysis before the end of 1996 
of the initial results; this will be reinforced by the Objective 2 ex post evaluation for 1989-93. 

Implementation: After adoption of the CSFs, SPDs and other forms of assistance under Objectives I, 
2 and 5(b), the Commission discussed the general interim assessment approach with the Member 
States. At the end of often laborious negotiations, a general consensus was reached which, allowing 
for sometimes substantial nuances of interpretation, finally resulted in support for that approach at the 
informal ministerial meeting in Madrid in December 19957. However, the Committees' assessment 
procedures are being introduced very slowly and often run up against problems of an organisational 
nature. For instance, by the end of December 1995, eight of the nearly 130 Objective l committees or 

7 See Chapter lli.A.3. [nformal meetings ofthe ministers responsible for regional policy and planning. 
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sub-committees had appointed their experts (Ireland, Belgian Hainaut and Corsica), 80 had 
programmed invitations to tender for the first half of 1996 and 40 had not yet taken a decision. In 
respect of the 80 which have programmed invitations to tender, the Commission has ensured that 
special work specifications are being established and adopted by the Monitoring Committees so that 
assessor selection procedures can be launched. 

With regard to Objective 2, the specifics of the interim assessments appear to vary from country to 
country and will be detailed separately in each case. The Monitoring Committees have paid particular 
attention to the operational implementation of the method. By the end of December 1995 only three 
committees (two in Germany and one in Belgium) out of 80 had appointed their assessors. Denmark, 
Sweden and Finland had launched invitations to tender, France and the Netherlands were planning 
them but Spain, Italy, the United Kingdom and Austria bad not yet adopted any provisions. This made 
it difficult at the end of 1995 to forecast how many summary reports could actually be prepared 
before the end of 1996 and be usable for the second Objective 2 programming period (1997-99). 

Similarly, for Objectives 3 and 4, the guidelines contained in the "Common guide for Mtmitoring and 
Interim Evaluation" were presented in the Member States at special meetings or at meetings of the 
Monitoring Committees. There was a need to make ESF partners more aware of the assessment of 
programming and management activities so that the Monitoring Committees could use the results of 
assessments for the management of measures. In order to formalise the methodology of assessment 
work, technical assessment groups were set up in the Monitoring Committees; this was accomplished 
with some difficulty because of the schedule for the procedures for the selection of the independent 
assessors, which had not yet started by December 1995 in all Member States. An initial report by the 
independent assessors was awaited at the beginning of 1996. This will provide an analysis of the 
existing monitoring and assessment systems to be drawn up and recommendations for their 
improvement within the framework of the interim assessments. The first report assessing the 
tr;easures will be avai table at the beginning of 1997. 

With regard to Objective S(b), the interim assessment is based on the guidelines approved in 
September 1994 by the Committee for Agricultural Structures and Rural Development. That 
assessment will provide the initial results of the execution and impact of the programmes up to mid 
1997. The assessors, whose selection is in progress, will also provide their support for the collection 
and analysis of data used for preparation of the annual reports by the Monitoring Committees. 

In general, considerable progress was made compared with the previous programming period but it 
will be necessary to ensure that Community expenditure has a significant economic and social return. 

1.4. Verification of additionality 

Work on verification of additionality in 1995 was a very heavy statistical and accounting exercise 
both for the Commission and for the Member States: It made all partners aware, sometimes 
reluctantly, of the importance of the question: to guarantee that eligible public expenditure, whether 
oi not part-financed by the Structural Funds, in eligible regions is maintained at at least the same level 
in the current programming period as it was in the previous period, 1989-93, so that the funds granted 
have a genuine impact. However, the results of the work vary greatly according to the stage of the 
verification process, the Objective and the Member State concerned. 

Prior appraisal of additionality 

Objective 1: The principle of additionality had been verified by prior appraisal for the eligible regions 
in 1994 for the period 1994-99 and for the ten Member States concerned at the time the programming 
documents were being prepared and adopted. In 1995, this was also confirmed for Austria 
(Burgenland). However, in 1995 there was still a problem with France, which had undertaken to 
provide, before 31 December 1994, an update of the data in the financial tables included in the SPDs, 
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those figures being insufficiently representative of the total amount of eligible national expenditure 
. under Objective I. That undertaking was not respected in 1994, nor was it in 1995. At the end of that 
year the Commission had still not received any updating of the French SPD data under Objective I. 

The principle of additionality for the regions eligible under Objective 2 had also been verified by prior 
appraisal in 1994 for the nine Member States concerned, with the exception of Belgium, France, Italy 
and Luxembourg; a suspensory clause was inserted in the decisions adopting the programming 
documents for those countries. That clause suspends payment of the second Structural Funds advance 
until the relevant information needed for a prior appraisal of additionality is provided. The clause was 
lifted in May 1995 for Belgium and in December 1995 for France after the figures needed to verifY that 
the principle of additionality had been correctly respected ex ante were transmitted. It was, however, still 

in force at the end of 1995 for Italy and Luxembourg8. The additionality principle was verified for the 
three new Member States in 1995 during the adoption of the Objective 2 programming documents. 

Objective 5(b): Here, verification has run up against methodological problems. Definition of the eligible 
areas does not always correspond to the administrative units and this poses problems-regarding the 
availability of data on public expenditurein those areas. In such cases, Member States fell back on 
methods for estimating expenditure within the areas. For a large number of the eligible areas, 
additionality information was included in the programming documents or supplied separately by the 
national administrations. In those cases the Commission was able to verify additionality before 
approving the programmes. Where the information was not yet available the approval decisions 
contained a clause suspending Community payments (for example in Germany and the Netherlands) 
pending transmission of the necessary information. Since then the information has been supplied and the 
Commission has been able to verify compliance with the additionality principle in all Objective S(b) 
areas. 

The additionality principle also applies to all measures under Objective 5(a). However, verification 
poses problems relating to the nature of the measures. Although it has proved pos~ible to verifY 
application of the principle for measures intended to improve structures for the processing and 
marketing of agricultural and forestry products (Regulations (EEC) Nos 866/90 and 867/9G) which were 
subject to programming, the principle is only partly applicable to measures intended to improve 
production structures. The diversity of national aid measures for identical purposes and the vast 
dispersion of administrations makes the gathering of coherent and comparable data difficult. A working 
paper was discussed in depth v,iith the Member States at a STAR Committee meeting and in the 
Regulation (EEC) No 866/90 Monitoring Committees during 1995. 

The two Member States affected by Objective 6, Sweden and Finland, have both respected the principle 
of additionality. 

On-going assessment of additionality 

Nearly all the Objective 2 programming documents were adopted at the end of 1994 so the on-going 
assessment of additionality for those zones did not commence in 1995, so as not to place an additional 
burden on procedures. The Commission was to start work in 1996, as for Objective 6. 

Objective I programmes were adopted earlier, in mid 1994, and the rules for the on-going assessment of 
additionality were included in the programming documents. This is therefore an obligation resulting 
from a partnership agreement between each Member State and the Commission which consists in the 
annual updating of the information initially provided in the programming documents. The Commission 
did not receive any updated infonnation from the Member States except for Portugal, so in October 1995 
it restarted the procedure by sending a letter to all Member States concerned by Objective I. At that 
time, three countries (France, Italy and the United Kingdom) had still not respected the time limits in the 

8 The suspensory clause has since been lifted for Italy. 
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programming documents. At the end of 1995 the situation was varied: Germany, Belgium, France, Italy 
and the Netherlands had supplied no figures; Spain, Greece, Portugal and the United Kingdom had 
supplied incomplete figures (to varying degrees), while Ireland had supplied satisfactory figures which 
allowed verification of the fact that in 1995 additionality was respected. 

Objectives 3 and 4: Figures for the on-going assessment of additionality were requested from all 
Member States in 1995. Nevertheless, since the Objective 3 programmes were adopted at the end of 
1994 and given the new character of Objective 4, the majority of the replies were expected in 1996. 
Figures received by the end of 1995 (from France and Luxembourg) suggest that additionality has been 
respected there. 

In general terms, despite the relatively slow progress in submitting data, the Commission and the 
Member States have worked closely and intensively to clarify the methodology for the collection of data 
and to increase their transparency. Once these bases are in position, future work on verification will be 
made much easier. 
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2. . Objective 1 

2.1. Implementation of Objective 1 in 1995 

The second programming period (1994-99) was for the most part launched in 1994; the process 
continued in 1995. 24 operations were adopted in 1995: one SPD (Austria9), 16 OPs, 5 global grants and 
two major projects, as compared with a total of 141 in 1994 ( 127 OPs, 11 SPDs and three global grants). 
Thus, in 1994 and 1995 all the Objective I CSFs (6) and SPDs (12) were adopted, together with 
143 OPs, 8 global grants and two major projects (i.e. a total of 165 operations not including the CSFs). 

With regard to integration between the Funds, 88 of the 165 operations adopted in 1994-95 (53%) 
concern only one Fund (49 the ERDF, 20 the ESF, 16 the EAGGF and three the FIFG). Of the 34 (21%) 
financed by two Funds, the vast majority (31) are joint operations by the ERDF and the ESF, with one 
by the ERDF and the EAGGF, one by the ERDF and the FIFG and one by the ESF and the EAGGF. No 
operations were adopted involving the EAGGF and the FIFG or the ESF and the FIFG. 31 (19%) 
operations are financed by three Funds. These all concern the ERDF, the ESF and the EAGGF (not the 
FIFG), except for one, which involves the FIFG but not the EAGGF. Lastly, 12 (7%) operations were 
adopted which include financing from all four Funds. 

Table 8: Objectil'e I- 1995 ill tlte context ojprogrammi11gjor 1994-99 (ECU million) 

B [) EL E F IRL I N AT p UK Total 
Progrnmmed 730,0 .. D.640,0 •• 13.980,0 u 26.300.0 .. 2.189.2. 5.620,0 .. 14.860.0 u 150,0. 165,6. 13.980,0 ** 2.359,8 • 93.974,6 
Adopled 730,0 13.621.9 13.661,1 24.668.3 2189.2 5.622.5 13.491,6 150,0 165,6 13.905,8 2.359,8 90.565,7 
%adopted 100"/o 100% 98% 9-1% 100"/, lOCI% 91% 100"/o 100"/o 99% 100"/o 96% 
Corrunitments 1994·95 107,0 3 892.1 4.544,9 8.372.4 497,6 1.680,1 3.024,7 37,2 28,8 4.548,8 532.3 27.265,9 
%of assistance IS% 29% 33% 34% 23% 30'% 22% 25% ]j'O~ 33% 23% 30% 
Payments 1995-95 79,8 2.470,1 2.7f!J,7 5.570,0 286,7 IJ69,6 1.555.4 19,6 14.4 3 263,4 331,4 17.721,1 
%of assistance II% 18% 2Cf/o 23% 13% 24% 12% 13% 9% 13% 14% 20"/-. Programmed by SPD 

· " Progr.unmed by C'5F 

Progress on the implementation of Objective l at the end of the first two years of the 1994-99 
programming period is fairly satisfactory. Almost all (96%) the assistance programmed has been 
adopted, as SPDs and as OPs, global grants and major projects. Actual implementation, which 
commenced for some operations in 1994, is now underway. Almost one third of total assistance has now 
been committed to the adopted operations, with most progress in this respect by the four Member States 
which are beneficiaries of the Cohesion Fund and Belgium in the rear with the lowest level of 
commitments. Naturally, there has been less progress in terms of payments since, apart from advances 
paid out when assistance is adopted, Community payments are made only at the request of national 
authorities as actual implementation progresses. The fact that the rate of payment of assistance is only 
20% is therefore mainly due to the adoption of programmes in late 1994. HO\vever, this has been 
remedied in some cases in 1995. 1 he situation varies from one Member State to another, again with the 
four Member States which are beneficiaries of the Cohesion Fund in the lead, with payments 
approaching one quarter of available aid, and Belgium and Austria bringing up the rear. 

9 Sec Chapter I.A.7, Integration of the new Member States into the structural policies. 
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Consideration of the environment in Objective 1 measures: 
Environmental assistance by the Structural Funds in Objective 1 regions and Member States mainly 
involves direct investment in environmental projects, often on a very large scale. For the period 1994-
99, ECU 8 327 million, or 9% of total funding programmed for Objective 1, is explicitly earmarked 
for environmental investments, most of which concerns measures to bring environmental 
infrastructures up to standard. The Fifth Periodic Report on the social and economic situation and 
development of the regions in the Community revealed that these infrastructures are particularly 
lacking in the most backward regions, despite recent progress. Moreover, they are both vital for 
protecting the regions they serve from ecological damage and important for their contribution to 
economic activity in the regions and localities concerned. 
The main ecological problems facing Objective 1 regions concern the protection and management of 
water resources, be they coastal or inland, urban or natural, and the disposal of domestic, industrial 
and toxic waste: 86% of the appropriations granted directly for the environment under Objective 1 
are allocated to these two areas. The projects and measures financed concern the treatment of waste 
water, water capture and supply, the collection, treatment and recycling of waste and the-elean-up of 
coastal areas and river basins. 
In these regions, much of the support for productive investments also has an indirect beneficial effect 
on the environme!11. Such investments mainly concern public transport, the promotion of 
environment-friendly tourism or energy-saving measures (particularly in SMEs). 
A number of agricultural programmes provide for measures to protect the environment, for example 
by controlling farm pollution and protecting landscapes in rural areas. These measures supplement 
the environmental measures adopted in the wake of the CAP reform. 
Despite their scale, particularly in the counlries benefiting from the Cohesion Fund, the 
infrastructure projects financed under Objective 1 are sub}ect to the same rigorous monitoring, 
evaluation and environmental impact studies as all other projects. 

Table 9: Objectil•e 1 and the enl'ironmelll .- breakdown of appropriatiom allocated directly to the 
em·iro11ment i11 1994-99 (EUR I 2- ECU million- 1994 prices) 

(bf 13% 
(cf 3% (df1% 

Dr~ mage and 1stnbut1011 ol water resources t<l) 6.970 

Urban and industrial Cll\ ironment, protection of nature (b) 1.057 

Colkction and trc"J.tmcnt of\\aste (c) 225 

Research, lraining nnd othe-rs (d) 75 

Total S. 2 7 
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2.2. Country-by-country survey 

BELGIUM 

ECUflllilion 

Priorities Total ERDF ESF EAGGF F/FG (d) 17% (e)t% 

Stirrulation of economic activity (a) 480,1 388,9 45,5 45,3 0,4 

Improving attractiveness (b) 90,6 85,9 3,0 1,7 (c) 4% 

Transport infiastructures (c) 30,9 30,9 - -
Equal opportunities (d) 124,6 7,6 117,0 -
Technical assistance (c) 3,8 2,6 1,2 (b) 12% 

Total 730,0 515,9 166,7 47,0 0,4 

% 100% 71% 23% 6% 0% 

Implementation in 1995 

Hainault is the only Belgian province eligible under Objective I. Its programming was aoopted in the 
form of an SPD in June 1994. The total contribution from the four Structural Funds amounts to ECU 730 
million. The most important priority in the SPD concerns aid to industry. By the end of I 995 investment 
aid had been granted for the creation or expansion of 250 businesses and this will lead to the creation of 
some 2 000 jobs during the period from July 1994 to the end of I 996. The SPD provides for the creation 
over six years of some 4 800 jobs under these two measures and about 15 000 jobs under the entire 
programme. These two measures have been given priority by the Walloon authorities and are 
progressing rapidly. 

The technical and financial committees approved fewer projects under the other priorities in 1994 and 
I 995, so no significant results have yet been attained for these. Approved measures mainly concern 
strengthening the research and development poles, cleaning up derelict industrial and urban sites, access 
to and facilities for industrial zones, water and waste management and transpon infrastructure. 

The environment in the SPD for Hainault: no separate priority is dedicated to the ei1Vironment, but 
it forms part of t11·o different priorities. Firstly, the priority concerning economic revival includes a 
special measure for the industrial environment, aiming at reclaiming derelict industrial and urban 
sites and so on (with ECU 42 milfion from the ERDF). Seco/1(/ly, the priority to enhance the 
attractiveness of the area includes environmental measures for the management rif water resources 
and waste (with ECU 4 7 million from the ERDF) and for training in e/1Vironmental protection 
(ECU 3 million ji-om the ESF). In a/1, the Community's colllribution to these environmental measures 
amounts to ECU 92 million, i.e. 13% of the entire allocation to Hainault. 

1995 in the coll!ext of the 1994-99 programming period 

Overall, not enough appropriations have been taken up yet for the 1995 ERDF instalment to be 
committed (but this is now planned for 1996). By contrast, utilization of the EAGGF, ESF and FlFG 
appropriations is proceeding normally and the 1995 instalments have been committed. In addition. at ih 
second meeting in 1995 the Monitoring Committee decided to transfer some EAGG F appropriatiuns 
from measures for the food industry to aquaculture projects financed by the FIFG. 

Table 10: Objectil'e I - Belgium - Finrmcial implementation of the SPD (ECU million) 

'Yo 
(3)!(2) 

)/n 
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GERMANY 

ECUmillion 

Priorities Total ERDF ESF EAGGF FIFG 

Productive invcs tn-cnt (a) 2.430,6 2.375,2 55,4 (g) 2% (a) tB% 

Aid for SMEs (b) 2317,9 2.064,7 253,2 
R&D, innovation (c) 613,1 485,0 128,1 

Environn-cnt (d) 1.105,7 805,7 300,0 

Hurmn resources, trnining (c) 3.648,2 584,1 3.064,1 - (b) t7% 

Agriculture, rum1 areas, fisheries (f) 3.224,3 425,3 107,3 2.608,2 83,5 
Technical assistance (g) 300,2 80,0 183,9 36,3 

Total 13,640,0 6.820,0 4.092,0 2.644,5 83,5 
% I 00"/o 5[)% 30% \9% 1% 

(d) B% 

A CSF was adopted for the new German Lander in 1994. It is being implemented by means of 18 
operational programmes entailing Community assistance totalling ECU 13 622 million. The CSF takes 
an integrated approach with three OPs for each of the new Lander relating to economic development 
(mainly funded by the ERDF, with additional measures by the ESF and the EAGGF), development of 
the labour market (mainly funded by the ESF, with additional measures by the ERDF and the ESF) and 
development of rural areas (mainly funded by the EAGGF, with additional measures by the ERDF and 
the ESF). In Eastern Berlin, measures by all three Funds are integrated into a single OP. Two other 
programmes, one funded by the ESF and the other by the FIFG, are being implemented horizontally in 
all the Lander. 

Implementation iu 1995 

Implementation of the priorities in the CSF is progressing well. At 31 December 1995, about 9 300 
projects had received aid from the ERDF. 64 600 new jobs had been created, and about 117 000 
maintained, thanks to productive investments and aid to SMEs. The rural development programmes 
opened the way for 20 300 jobs to be created or maintained in 1994-95. 

Measures to improve the environment in the new Lander have a priority to themselves in the CSF. 
They are mostly financed by the ERDF (ECU 806 million, or 12% of aft ERDF appropriations for the 
CSF), with a substantial contribution from the ESF (ECU 300 million). In all, this represents 
ECU 1 106 million from the Structural Funds, accounting for 8% of aid under the CSF. The 
environmental priority in the CSF is implemented by means of measures included in each of the 
regional OPs. The ERDF measures concentrate on indust1y and commerce, businesses supplying 
environmental products and services and the development of environmental protection infrastructure 
(rehabilitation of derelict industrial and commercial sites, creation of water treatment facilities, 
environmental technology activity centres, service ente1prises and environmental agencies whose task 
is to advise and iliform SMEs). ESF fimding goes to ski/ling in the context of employment projects and 
the promotion of ecological occupations, for example by providing training for employees in SMEs. 
At the end of 1995. 461 projects had already received aid under this priority. 

Under the CSF priority relating to aid for productive investments and economic suppm1 infrastructures, 
most aid for productive investment has gone towards setting up subsidiaries and independent activities, 
rationalizing and convet1ing existing firms, and commercial tourism. Investments in support 
infrastructure concern the development of commercial and industrial sites, technology centres, industrial 
and business parks, supply and waste disposal facilities and public tourism services. About 35% of the 
ERDF appropriations available for the programming period have been allocated to this priority, under 
which 2 480 projects had received ERDF aid by the end of 1995 (including l 308 in Saxony) and about 
24 400 jobs had been created and some 57 700 maintained (including 32 800 in Saxony). Although the 
ESF's contribution to this priority is relatively meagre ( 1.4% of appropriations), it is impm1ant because it 
goes towards placing job-seekers, particularly young people, and creating in-house training places. 
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Under the CSF priority relating to aid to SMEs, an initial set of measures concerns productive 
investment (creation of SMEs and expansion, rationalization and conversion of existing SMEs). A 
second set of measures concerns support services for SMEs (creation and utilization of infrastructures 
such as industrial and business parks, supply and waste disposal services; shared premises and services 
such as technology and innovation centres and business incubators; creation of shared business facilities 
for vocational training; mobilization of local development potential; market access and business 
management assistance). About 30% of ERDF appropriations for 1994-99 have been allocated to this 
priority. The ESF contribution (about 6% of appropriations) goes towards continuing training and job 
stabilization. Particular effort is being focused on improving management in SMEs in the following 
areas: organization of work and staff, management, marketing, product creation and quality. With regard 
to the Eastern Berlin OP, at the end of 1995 the Commission authorized the transfer of about ECU 48 
million from the priority concerning aid for productive investments to the development of industrial and 
commercial sites, to make available a greater number of sites for leasing to regional SMEs. By the end 
of 1995, 5 536 projects had received aid under this priority, and about 35 000 jobs were created and 
some 53 500 maintained. 

Another of the CSF's priorities concerns research, technological development and innovation. Measures 
include, for example, investments in research services and laboratories, aid to technology centres and 
product creation and advice on technology and marketing. ESF assistance under this priority concerns 
mainly investments in vocational training and the placement of young researchers (as innovation 
assistants, for example). It has not been possible to utilize all of the available funds (3% of all ESF 
appropriations). Given the importance of this priority for the economic development of the Lander, a 
special effort will be made to catch up. By the end of 1995 307 projects had received aid under this 
priority, 40% of which are in Eastern Berlin. 

The operational programmes to stimulate employment cover a wide range of measures to assist the 
labour market and restructure education and training systems. About 80% of ESF appropriations for 
1995 were ::oncentrated on these OPs (ECU 489 million). The lion's share of ESF assistance is 
channelled towards young people (Youthstart type measures) to guarantee apprenticeship training places 
and specific packages to help young people from deprived backgrounds. Specific modular training 
courses are planned for the unemployed to provide vocational and social ski lis, language training and 
training abroad. Special attention is given to vocational training for women and their (re)integration into 
working life; in addition to specific measures, provision is made to maintain the high rate of female 
employment (above 50%). Substantial assistance is provided for the creation of independent activities 
and management for SMEs. ESF assistance makes a substantial contribution to the employment 
programmes in the new Lander, accounting for 20-35% of their expenditure. An estimated I 00 000 
people have taken part in measures part-financed by the ESF. The ERDF will also contribute under this 
CSF priority, to the tune of ECU 584.1 million (9% of ERDF appropriations for 1994-99), for measures 
to create and develop training places and training workshops for industry and business, vocational 
schools and specialized colleges as well as vocational training centres. 

The operational programmes relating to rural development aim at improving the economic situation in 
agriculture. The ERDF will contribute ECU 425.3 mi Ilion (about 6% of ERDF appropriations for 1994-
96) for the development of infrastructure in rural areas (equipping of industrial and business sites, 
infrastructure to support economic activities). By the end of 1995 439 projects had received ERDF aid 
under these OPs. In the food industry there has been a transfer of activities away from milk and meat 
(the drastic reduction in livestock production has resulted in overcapacity in slaughterhouses) towards 
flowers and plants and fruit and vegetables. As a rule, investment is concentrated on new products which 
require more sophisticated processing. Lastly, village renewal is without doubt n motor for rural 
development. It mobilizes a great deal of private capital in a multitude of smnll investments which have 
a remarkable impact on local craft activities and the creation of jobs outside agriculture in rural areas. 
The ESF is contributing ECU I 07.3 million (3% of ESF appropriations for 1994-99) to these OPs for 
measures to strengthen and maintain jobs (SMEs) in areas such as tourism, commerce and 
environmental improvement. Priority is given to the skilling and (re)integration of the unemployed 
(more than 50% women), where measures often include contributions from other Funds. 
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It was necessary to reprogramme FIFG measures to assist fisheries to cope with an accelerated rate of 
investment in certain areas of assistance. 

Lastly, the 1994-99 CSF contains ECU 300.2 million for technical assistance. At the end of 1995, 269 
ERDF measures had been approved and set up, mostly for the implementation and monitoring of the 
OPs. 

With regard to the mid-tem1 review of the programmes, ad hoc committees set up in the second half of 
1995 have drawn up a detailed timetable for the presentation of assessment reports at Lander level (the 
final reports are scheduled for April 1997) and the summary report at CSF level (final report scheduled 
for July 1997) and have fixed the terms of reference for the evaluation, which have been adopted by the 
Monitoring Committee. 

1995 in the context oftlte 1994-99 programming period 

With regard to the financial implementation of the CSF, commitments are quite satisfactory at 29% of 
Structural Fund assistance. At the end of 1995, payments for 1994 and 1995 amounted to ECU 2 4 70 
million, ERDF payments were ECU 1 027, i.e. 15% ofERDF appropriations for 1994-99 and 95% of the 
instalments for 1994 and 1995. Good progress is also being made in EAGGF operations in the new 
Lander. Investments and projects have been launched on a large scale and the take-up of appropriations 
is satisfactory. 

Table 11: Objective 1- Germany- Financial implementation of the programmes (ECU million) 

Programmes and ~·cnr uf<~doption Tn1al co-st SF ass.~slance Com milmcnts Commitments % Pa~·menl~ Pn:)'me:rtls 'Yo 
(I) 1995 1994·95 (2)1(1) 1995 1994·95 (JJ/(2) 

(2) (3) 

1994 

RcKjonal ()/'s 

OP Eastern Berlin 2 442,9 743,1 110,0 211,4 28% 47,2 107,0 51% 
OP Brandenburg (I) 6 141.4 964,8 95,4 2:!6,J 23% 87.2 155,8 69% 

OP Brandenburg (2) 2.417,8 729,9 107,3 :::!07,2 2S% 85,3 162,1 78% 

OP Brandenburg()) 889,1 471,9 70). 134,8 29% 55,8 104,5 77% 

OP Mecklenhurg·Westcrn Pomerania t I) 5 819,0 785,1 117,7 224,2 29% 123,8 177,1 79% 
OP r>.!cd:lcnburg·Western Pomerania (2) 1 880,7 676,0 197,8 296,6 44% 79,0 156,4 53% 

OP ~\h:cklenbury·Wesu:m Pomerani<~ (J.) 808,6 362,2 54,9 104,6 2Q%, 44,7 69,5 66% 

OP Saxooy (I) 8 908,0 2 081,2 267,4 590,1 2S% 156,3 391,9 66% 

OP Saxony (2) I 679,4 621,5 86,9 179,8 29% 76,9 142,3 79% 

OP Saxony fJ l 948,3 659,8 107,3 146,2 2~% 65,3 84,8 58% 
OP Saxony-Anhalt (I) 9 488,8 I 190,8 177,1 338,6 28°.-'i. 48.1 128,8 38% 

OP Saxony-Anhalt (21 ~ 059,0 583,5 81,3 173,9 30% 77.5 124,2 71% 

OP Sa-.;ony-r\nhalt (3) 974,2 590,6 80,~ 161,1 2JD/o 40,1 102,8 64% 

OP Thuringta( I 1 8 2-10,4 I 0:::!1,8 152,6 :::!91,3 2Q% 10,6 118,8 -11% 

OP Thuringia(:: 1 2.432,9 521,0 77,"2 149,4 29 1% 5"2.,1 89,4 60'% 

OPThuringm(JI 778,6 457,9 68,1 130,8 ~9% 66,5 97,9 75'0/o 

UP Mulrircgimwl 

OP Fisheries 197,2 83,5 12,0 19,0 2) 0/D 8,1 11,6 61% 

OP Training of l.1bt1ur force 2 )60,5 1.076,7 159,5 306,7 ::s% 127.6 245,4 SO% 

TOTAL 58.466,9 13.621,9 2.022,6 3.892,1 29% ].252,0 2.470,1 63% 

l1) Economic de\ elopment 

(:!)Rural de,·elopmcm 

(J) Labour mnrket 

In 1995 the CSF for 1991-93 was still being completed. By the end of the year 100% of Structural Fund 
appropriations had been committed. ECU I 437 million, or 92% of the total ERDF appropriations 
available under the 1991-93 CSF (ECU I 567 million), had been paid by the end of 1995 without any 
payments actually having been made during 1995 itself, because the final reports and final payment 
requests for the completed OPs were not yet available at the end of the year. The deadline for 
presentation of these reports is 30 June 1996 for Mecklenburg-East Pomerania, Saxony and Saxony
Anhalt. The deadline for Eastern Berlin, Thuringia and Brandenburg was postponed to 30 June 1997 
because the payment deadline had to be extended as a result of organizational difficulties arising from an 
unclear legal position concerning property and delays in the call for funds by private investors. 
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GREECE 

CSF pmgromming fl~r 1994-99 

ECU million 
A,.·c:r priorilaircs TPial FEIJER FSE FEOGA !FOP (1)1% 

Major infrastructure (a) 2.7J7,1 2 699,5 37,6 
Jmprovements in living, standards (b) L456,8 IA36,8 20,0 
Economic competitiveness (c) 2.684,3 I 210,2 75,1 l 269,0 I 30,0 
Human resources and employment {d) 2.556,3 377,0 2.179,3 

Reduction of regional disparities (e) 4.474,4 3.707,4 236,0 531,0 
(b) 10% 

Technical assistance (r) 71,1 58,6 12,5 

Total 13.980,0 9.489,5 2.560,5 1.800,0 130,0 

% tOO% 68% 18% 13% 1% 

New programmes adopted in 1995 

Most ofthe OPs and major projects in the Greek CSF for 1994-99 were adopted in 1994. The remaining 
OPs, conceming tourism and culture, telecommunications and postal services, were negotiated and 
adopted in 1995. The only OP remaining to be adopted in 1996 concerns technical a~istance and 
includes the accompanying measures needed to adapt Greece's public administration to the second CSF. 

The OP relating to tourism and culture was adopted in November 1995. It consists of two sub
programmes, one for tourism and one for culture. The total cost to the public sector is ECU 479.3 
million, of which the Structural Funds will contribute ECU 229.1 million (ECU 219.1 million from the 
ERDF and ECU 10 million from the ESF). The private sector is to contribute ECU 316.3 million to the 
subprogramme for tourism. The aim of this subprogramme is to alleviate the problems besetting the 
Greek tourist industry by extending the tourist season, achieving a more balanced geographical 
distribution of tourist activities and improving the quality of tourism· products (particularly 
accommodation and human resources). The cultural infrastructure receiving funding is directly linked to 
the development of tourism (museums, restoration of monuments, conference centres). 

The telecommunications OP has been allocated ECU 172.7 million from the Structural Funds 
(ECU 142.2 million from the ERDF and ECU 30.5 million from the ESF). Its objective is to bring the 
Greek regulations into line with European legislation, bring the network up to standard in the outlying 
regions and improve the quality of telecommunications services by digitizing the network and 
developing new ad\'anced services. 

The OP for the postal services will receive Community assistance worth ECU 78 million (ECU 70.9 
million from the ERDF and 7.1 million from the ESF). The total cost of the programme is ECU 117.1 
million. Its objective is to improve the quality of the service, to reorganize and upgrade operations and to 
review the legislation in this area. 

Implementation in 1995 

The environment is the subject of a subpriority in the improvements in living standards priority of the 
Greek CSF. The main objectives concern several types of operation: monitoring the various sources 
of pollution (wafer, noise, ail); management of water resources and waste 11'aler; management of 
household and toxic waste: prevention of major environmental risks; improvement of air quality, 
particularly in Attica; regional planning, including the creation of a register giving priority cover to 
biotopes. This sub priority will absorb 35% of the ERDF contribution. It is rhe subject of a national 
OP with ECU 376.7 million from the ERDF. In addition, environmental measures are included in rhe 
different regional programmes. In total, the Community will contribute ECU 624 million to the Greek 
environment (4% of the CSF). 

Among the programmes adopted in 1994, the agriculture OP stands out. This single-fund OP financed 
by the EAGGF is part of the national section of the CSF and consumed almost all its appropriations for 
1995. This was due to the excellent progress made by certain measures, such as those under 
Objective 5(a), !he completion of projects commenced earlier and forestry measures. In 1995 the 
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programme was allocated a further ECU 13.3 million following the indexing of the CSF, so that new 
measures could be launched. The situation with regard to the regional section of the CSF is more 
complex because of the great variety of assistance and the plethora of aid schemes, the innovative nature 
of many of the rural development measures and the introduction of new management arrangements for 
the regional OPs. Progress was therefore slower than expected. However, all the initial teething troubles 
were resolved in 1995 and most of the delays should be made up in 1996. In general, the regional OPs 
are progressing faster than the national OPs. This is because they involve smaller-scale projects and 
could therefore be launched more quickly, while major projects require new implementing structures to 
be set up first. 

Agricultural structures and rural development: some important achiet•ements 
• 170 000 holdings received compensatory allowances; 
• I 327 new investment plans were approved; 
• 900 ha were reafforested, 630 ha of national forests and parks improved, 

I 160 ha of ravines improved, 2 030 ha of forest protected; 
• 58 water management projects were completed and 8 important new projects 

started; 
• 420 ha of vine (affected by phylloxera) were included in the new 

programme. 

The institutional framework and the arrangements for coordination of the network were set up for the 
human resources priority. A central agency is responsible for planning and general programming. It also 
coordinates "observatories" of trends in industry, the labour market and skills and qualifications. 
Another of its tasks is to develop training specifications and study programmes, as well as generally 
monitoring the implementation of continuing training activities. In addition, arrangements for the 
certification of continuing training have been introduced. Under these arrangements approval was given . 
first to training centres and then to instructuors and continuing training courses. The objective of 
certifying thos responsible for training and instructors is to ensure that continuing training is compatible 
with the initial training system run by the Ministry for National Education. 

The fisheries OP was implemented in two phases in 1995. In the first phase the national authorities 
adopted the legal framework for the application of the OP; in the second phase the first ministerial 
decisions were taken concerning potential beneficiaries and measures were implemented. The 
Monitoring Committee held two meetings, which helped to speed up the launching of the first measures 
under the programme, particularly those conceming sea fisheries. 80% of FIFG appropriations for 1994 
have been paid to Greece and implementation of measures progressed well enough for the 1995 
appropriations to be committed. 

Two other programmes were amended in 1995: the industry and services OP and the environment OP. 
The amendments were decided by the Monitoring Committee and concern only financial 
reprogramming to take account of delays in launching the programmes. This late stm1 was caused by the 
major legislative and preparatory work needed because of the innovative nature of some of the measures. 
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New structures: 
Success of the Greek CSF depends on the creation of effective implementing 
structures, such as agencies for the construction of motorways and railways, 
realization of the cadastral survey, etc. (Egnatia S.A., Ergose, Cadastre). These 
agencies were set up in 1995 and have already started to function. 
Another major innovation is the two structures provided for in the CSF, never 
before seen in Greece, the "one-stop-shop" for productive investments and the 
"management organization unit" to improve the management and monitoring 
of the CSF. These innovations will help to improve the quality of 
implementation of structural operations in Greece. 
Considerable effort has also been made to improve the public works system. 
Great progress has been made on the public works programme and many of the 
points have already been implemented and become law (e.g. the amendment to 
the basic law on public works and the adoption of presidential decrees, circulars 
and ministerial decisions). 

1995 in the context ojtfte 1994-99 programming period 

45 

The CSF has taken up 70% of total appropriations for 1995 and an aggregate of 55% for 1994 and 1995. 
Progress made in 1995 on the implementation ofOPs and major projects made it possible to commit and 
pay large amounts (ECU 2 653 million committed and ECU 1 706 million paid). ERDF commitments 
have already exceeded forecasts and the ERDF allocation for Greece for 1995 (ECU I 813 million 
committed instead ofECU I 405 million). 

Table 12: Objective I - Greece- Financial implementation of tfte programmes (ECU million) 

Programmes and year of adoption Total cost SF assistance Commilment Commitmenl -x. Payments t•aymencs ·x. 
(I) 1995 1994-95 (2)/(1) 1995 1994-95 (3 )1(2) 

(2) (3) 
/YY> 

IUU tucgWJUI' (/i S 

OP Cuhure, tourism 795,6 229,1 19,5 19,5 8% 9,7 9.7 50% 
OP Postal services 117,1 78,0 10,8 10,8 1~% 0,5 0,5 .t% 

OP Telecommunication5 321,8 172.7 45.9 45,9 27% 1,7 1.7 4% 
'Y4 

IReJ:wnul OPs 

OP Attica 938.6 685,7 195,9 298,7 44% 106.5 158,0 53% 

OP Crete 435.3 312,3 84,2 131,0 42% 49,7 73,1 56% 

OP Northcm A egcnn 327,9 210,2 58.3 89,8 43% 32,7 48,5 54% 

OP South em Aegean 380,0 224.1 32,9 66.6 30% 26,7 43.5 65% 
OP Epirus 346.9 236,5 57,8 93,2 39% 24.0 41,7 45% 

OP Continental Greece 623.0 371,8 54,1 109,9 30% 56.8 84.7 77% 

OP \1,' estem Greece 501,6 301,5 44.3 89.5 30~_)0 45.2 67,9 76% 

OP \onion islands 228.2 170,7 24.7 50.3 29% 26.4 39,2 78% 

or Central MacedOllia 816,9 588,5 86,5 174.8 301% 90,1 134,2 77% 
OP Western Macedoni~ 308,1 219,4 31.9 64,4 29% 34.5 50.7 79% 

OP Macedonia-Thracc 689,0 494,3 72,7 146,8 30% 74,4 111,5 76% 

OP Peloponnese 440,2 2B6,0 42,0 84,9 30°;(, 17,6 39.1 46% 
or Thessnly 560,9 375,8 55,2 111.6 30% 59,6 87,7 79% 

Multircgiomtl OP . ..-

OP Agticuhure 2 795,3 1.247.7 354,0 535.4 43% 253,3 405,8 76% 
OP Railways 490,1 294,1 85.9 138,1 47° ... n 84,4 110.5 80% 
OP Urban de\'elopment (undcrg.10und railway) 1.5&6,0 7&3,0 294,5 411,0 52% 119.7 212.9 52% 
OP Educa1ion and basic training 1 847.6 I 385,7 205,6 395,8 29% 157,2 252.2 64% 
or Energy 946,3 352,1 108,3 152,7 43% 55.0 77.2 51°/o 
OP Environment 515,0 376,7 57,6 95,3 25% 30.3 49,1 52% 
OP Social exclusion 328,0 246.0 35,0 68,8 28% 23.3 40.2 58% 
OP Continuing training 1.283,0 756.0 105,0 208,8 28% 79,6 131.5 63% 
OP Natural gas 825,4 354,6 75,8 116,5 33% 62.3 94.9 81% 
OP Industry and services 2.808,9 720,0 110,2 182.2 25% 56.3 92.3 51% 
OP Modemization of the ci\ il scr\'ice 305,4 168,6 25,0 48,2 29% 13.5 25.1 52% 
OP Fisheries. Aquactuhurc 311,7 150,0 22,3 42,8 29% 5,3 15,6 36% 
OP Research and techno1ogy 579,3 316,2 48,4 80,0 25% J2,8 48,6 6~% 

OP .Roads ·Por1 s-A irp o r1 s 3.182,4 1.327.4 205,6 455,9 34% 75,1 200,3 44% 

OP Health and prevention 339,0 226,4 3,1 25,7 II% 1,6 12.9 50% 
TOTAL 2~.95~.6 13.661,1 l.65J,U 4.544,9 JJ%, 1.70~.8 2.76U,7 61% 
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It should be remembered that for practical purposes 1995 was the year in which the OPs under the CSF 
for 1989-93 were finally terminated. National payments were extended into 1995 (up to 30 September 
1995 for most OPs) and the amounts still not spent on the OPs and Community Initiatives could 
therefore be fully utilized. 

SPAIN 

CSF pn1gramming for J 994-99 

Priorities Total ERDF 

Adjustments to the system ofrroduction (a 9.075,4 4.340,4 

Human resources (b) 8 779,8 3.159,0 

Access to isohted areas (c) 6.517,6 6.511,6 

Basic infrastructure (d) 1.927,2 1.921,2 

Tolsl l6.JOO,O 15.944,2 

% 100% 61% 

ECU million 

ESF EA GGF FIFG 

426,2 3.313,8 995,0 

5.620,8 

6.047,0 3.313,8 

23% lJ% 
995,0 

4% 

(d) 7% 

(c) 25% 

(b) 33% 

Since I February 1994, 33 regional OPs, 13 multi-regional OPs and seven global gran1S have been 
approved for Spain. Of the ECU 26 300 million allocated to Spanish Objective I regions in the CSF, 
94% (ECU 24 668 million) have therefore been programmed for the different fonns of assistance. 

New programmes adopted in 1995 

Seven new operations were adopted in 1995, with Community assistance totalling ECU 627.2 million. 
These operations include four global grants, all under the main priority of the CSF, namely adjustment 
and development of the production ~tructure. These global grants are for the regions of Salamanca, 
Castile-Leon and Andalusia and for SMEs. The global grant for Salamanca \viii be implemented by 
"Consorcio Salamanca Emprende", a public body set up by agreement between the province, the 
municipality of Salamanca and partners such as the chamber of commerce, the unions and the university. 
Its main objective is economic development (investment~ in industry, crafts and services, ROT 
measures, promotion of local products and the region's tourist image, creation of a service centre for 
businesses) and the provision of technical assistance to change the mentality of local operators and 
encourage them to invest in their businesses. The global gram for Castile-Leon is to be implemented by 
a public company the "Sociedad para el Desarrollo Industrial de Castilla y Leon SA" intended to 
stimulate the development and consolidation of entrepreneurial projects seeking to modernize and 
diversify the region's industrx. It will achieve this by offering venture capital formulas or technical 
assistance to entrepreneurs. The global grant for Andalusia, which is the largest global grant adopted in 
financial terms (ECU 223.9 million), will be implemented by the regional authorities and has three 
objectives: modernization of productive structures by supporting investments in businesses (industry and 
services, mainly tourism), technological modernization of businesses and upgrading of human resources. 
Lastly, the non-regional global grant, to be implemented by the Council of Chambers of Commerce, 
Industry and Navigation, focuses on internationalizing SMEs by means of measures to prepare for 
external promotion and support, information and promotion measures. 

The three other operations approved in 1995 are single-fund OPs. The first provides for ESF assistance 
in Cantabria (ECU 8.96 million) and the other two are EAGGF programmes worth ECU 355.8 million 
for Andalusia and technical assistance. Adoption of the multi-regional programme for economic 
diversification in rural areas would mean that all the CSF appropriations for the EAGGF had been 
programmed. 
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Implementation in 1995 

E11vironmental concerns have, for the first time, been integrated into all the operations provided for 
under the Spanish CSF, through the national strategic plan for the environment. This concern can be 
seen in the objectives and the priorities for assistance. The objectives concern persist ant problems in 
Spain: the fight against desertification (reafforestation, forest hydrology, combating erosion and 
forest fires); improvement of water quality and water management (with the objective of reducing 
demand, particularly in farming); management of human and industrial waste; promotion of 
renewable sources of energy; upgrading the urban environment by means of mechanisms to 
coordinate the different authorities (urban planning, traffic in and around cities, noise, atmospheric 
pollution). 
The CSF priority relating to human resources includes a subpriority containing training measures in 
sectors concerned with the environment, with an ERDF a!!ocation of ECU 1 730 million. However, 
most of the environmental measures can be found under the priority relating to the development of 
infrastructure and concern either energy or water. This priority has an ERDF allocation of 
ECU 1 927 million and accounts for 7.3% of total Community funding to the .CSF Water 
infrastructure alone wi!l receive ECU 1 304 million (43% of the environment budget). In all, the 
direct investment for the environment in Spain (training and water infrastructure) represents 
ECU 3 034 mi!lion, or 11.5% ofCSF appropriations. 

Most of the decisions approving investments in 1995 bad to contain suspensory clauses because, on the 
one hand, of the time lag between the official date when the programming was launched and the 
commencement of implementation and, on the other hand, the very large number of aid schemes part
financed by the Structural Funds which need to be scrutinized for compliance with Articles 92 and 93 of 
the Treaty. EAGG F assistance progressed satisfactorily on the whole, with all the programmed 
appropriations committed except for the OP for Cantabria, which was delayed. By contrast, part of the 
1996 instalment for the OP for Objective S(a) measures was already committed in 1995. It is also worth 
noting that most operations were reprogrammed at the request of the Spanish authorities. It should be 
stressed that commitment appropriations were fully utilized. 

With regard to operations in the fisheries sector, implementation of the fisheries OP did not commence 
until 1995 because it was not adopted until December 1994. 60% of the 1994 instalment was 
implemented, so that the second advance for the financial year could be paid to the Member State and 
the 1995 instalment could be committed. Nevertheless, the annual timetable had to be reprogrammed, 
with ECU 56 million being transferred from the 1994 instalment to the 1995 instalment and ECU 20 

million from the 1999 instalment to the 1995 instalment 1 0• 

1° For aiJ granted to crews and shipowners affected by the expiry of the fisheries agreement with !V1orocco. sec also 
Chapter I.A.5.2 (Objective 5(a) fisheries). 
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1995 in the context, of the 1994-99 programming period 

Table 13: Objective 1- Spain- Financial implementation of the programmes (ECU million) 

Programmes ILnd yur ol adopho.n Tolal <OS I , ... ftJJuta:n.ce 11.....omm1tmenl t CommJtmenl % rayme&tJ Paymenis % 
(I) 1995 1994-95 (1)1(1) 1995 1994-95 (3)/(l) 

(l) (3) , .. , 
cgwng urs 

OP Andalusia (3) 575,3 342,0 103,7 103,7 30% 51,8 51,8 50% 
GGAndalusia 1.894,5 223.9 67,9 67,9 30% 0,0 0,0 0% 
OP Cantabria (2) 12,0 9,0 1,4 1,4 15% 0,7 0,7 50% 
GG Salamanca 39,1 12,9 6,] 6,3 49% 3,1 3,1 50% 
GO Sod ical (Castile-LeOn) 43,1 6,5 3,6 3,6 55% 1,8 1,8 50% 

Multir~gionul OPs 

GG Chambers of commerce 37,0 19,2 1,1 1,1 6% 0,0 0,0 0% 
OP Technical assislance (3) 18,4 I 3,8 2,0 2,0 14% 1,0 1,0 50% 

IYY4 

tf(~gwna · ur.~ 

OP Andalusia (2) 434,0 325,5 50,3 74,0 23% 37,0 48,9 66% 
OP Andalusia (I) 5.559,0 2.938,9 47B,4 1.033,9 JS% 549,4 827,! 800/o 
OP As1LHias (3) 116,5 81,1 12,8 25,2 31% 13,9 20,1 80'/o 
OP Asturias (I) l.J 98, 5 809,2 206,8 303,0 37% 111,7 159,8 53% 
OP A stur\as (2) 41,6 31.:! 5,1 10,5 34% 6,8 8,] 78% 
OPCanary Islands (I) 1 179,4 694,7 266,8 368,4 53% 225,0 275,9 75% 
OP Canary Islands (2) 215,2 182,9 29,7 54,8 30% 14,8 27,4 50% 
OP Canary Islands (3) 154,4 80,7 11,1 29,8 37% 14,5 23,8 80% 
OP Castile-leOn (3) 746,3 381 ,I 58,1 105,3 28% 60.7 84,2 80% 
OP Cas tile-LeOn (2) 172,6 129,4 0,0 19,7 15% 0,0 9,8 50% 
OP Cas tile-Le6n (I) 2.752,3 1.612,6 2:!8,1 403,0 25% 235,0 322,4 SO% 
OP Castile-La-Mancha (1) I 779,5 936,6 187,5 310,1 33% :!11,3 272,6 88% 
OP Castile-La-Mancha {)) 628,5 288,4 46,7 85,2 30% 34,9 54,2 64% 
OP Castile-La-Mancha (2) 47,5 35,6 5,9 11,7 JJ% 6,6 8,5 73% 
OPCeuta(l) 70,9 47,4 13,3 28,3 60% 15,1 22,6 80% 
OP Extremadura (3) 307,1 174,8 30,7 47,4 27% 20,4 28,7 61% 
OP E'<l•emadura (I) 1 577,5 1 011,9 124,5 216,2 21% t:n, \ 172,9 80% 
OP Extremadura (2) 209,9 167,9 0,0 21,4 13% 0,0 10,7 50% 
OP Galicia (3) 464, I 303,5 44,5 82.5 27% 47,0 66,0 80% 
OP Galicia {I) 2.493,4 1544,5 519,8 806,6 51% J 15,1 458,5 5?% 
OP Golicia(2) 242,0 181,5 :!5,5 48,8 27% :::!8.7 37,4 77% 
OP l\1elilla 82,4 42,1 12,1 I 5,9 38% 7,2 9,1 57% 
OP Murcia {2) 59,4 44,6 0,0 5,6 13% 0,0 2,1 37% 
OP Murcia (3) 127,3 55,6 9,3 17,4 31% 7,1 11,1 64% 
OP Murcia (I) 767,3 487,3 160,1 2:!8,7 47% 94,5 128,8 56% 
GG Murcia 562,3 79,2 0,0 12,3 16% 0,0 6,1 50% 
Or Cantabrta muhiregional {J) 110,8 54,3 0,0 5,3 10% I ,6 4,2 80% 
Or Cantabna muhircgional (I) 536,6 343,0 105,0 I 34,7 39% 39,7 54,5 40% 
OP Cantabria regional (I) 158,6 105,0 0,2 14,6 14% 0,1 7,3 50% 
Or Valencia (I) 3 691,7 1 207,9 507,9 726.3 60% )40,4 449,6 62% 
OP Valencia (2) 413,2 309,9 64,2 127,3 41 11/o 70,8 95.2 75% 
OP Valencia (3) 274,2 I 03,5 17,5 32,4 :.11% 13,5 25.9 80% 

Multiref.:iGnal OP.o; 

OP Regional assistance 3.125,9 381,0 85,7 164,5 43% 108.0 147,4 QO% 
GGCcmpetitiveness ofSMEs 300,9 210,6 36,0 66,? J:!% 53,4 53,4 SO% 
OP Doflan::1 Phase:! (4) 2iJ,9 146,6 0.0 51,8 39% 0,0 28,9 50% 
Or Local cnv~ronment 82&,6 580,6 0,0 96,8 17% 0.0 48,4 SO% 
OP FORCEM 447,6 262,5 41,3 97,5 J7% 20,6 48,8 SO% 
OP Food industry 1 028,6 1.220,0 234,7 443,5 .16% 183,4 319,9 72% 
OP INEM 3.4::!6.3 2569,8 411,2 776,:! 30% 388,1 570,5 74% 
OP Sc1cntilic infrastructure 479,4 342,::! 72,7 135,6 40% 21,2 5:!,7 39% 
OP Local 812,5 580,6 96,8 193,5 33% :!9,0 77,4 40% 
OP Min1stnes 52,Q 39,7 0,0 5,6 14% 0,0 2,8 50% 
OP Min is try of Education 1935,8 1 451,9 146,5 319,0 22% 159,5 245,7 77% 
OP Autonomous bodies 416,6 312,4 56,8 92,7 JO% 32.2 50,2 54% 
OP Fisheries. 2.158,0 995,0 167,9 304,5 J 1~% 41,0 109,2 36% 
GG In du !>lrial techno log~· 48:!,5 I 50,2 21,5 26,5 18% ::!2,5 22,5 &5% 

TOTAL 47.702,8 14.668,3 4.778,9 R.312,4 J4 •Jo J. 72,2 5.570,0 67% 
(l)~mg e-1uno vP- tK..L.Jt' 

(2) Single-fund OP. ESF 

(3) Single-fund OP- EAGGF 

(4) lncl~l d m):!. appropriations imp Iemen ted under budget h cad ing ll2-1820 (lrans jlio nal a~ d mn ovativc measures). 
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FRANCE 

SPD progromming fttr 1994-99 

A Pesnes~IJtuuli-Valt!nr:icflncs 

Priurilit!s 

Stimulation of economic activity (a) 

Research and development (b) 

Human resources (c) 

Regional reseneration (d) 

Technical assistance (e) 

SPD progrtuumingforl9'1..f-99 

Cor!J·ica 

Prittritics 

Reducing isolation (a) 

Agricultural and marine production (b) 

Universities. research (c) 

Tourist and cultural herital_;e (d) 

Environment (e) 

Economic development (f) 

Human resources (g) 

Technical asSIStance (h) 

,\'PD pro;.:rommin,; for /99-t-99 

OJ•erseu.li deptutments 

Pr;f1ritics 

Access, spatial balance (A) 

Environment and infrastructures lb) 

Total 
% 

Total 

% 

Production, co mpet it 1venes s, indus try, 

crafts (c• 
Human resources, socml balance {d; 

Ag,ricuhure, rural development (e) 

F1sheries and aquaculture (f) 

Tou-rism (g) 

Tech n 1ca\ assistance (h) 

To! a\ 

% 

Implementation in 1995 

Tolol 

141,8 

38,6 

92,5 

165,1 

2,0 

440,0 

100% 

Total 

67,9 

12,4 

12,5 

15,0 

30,7 

18.] 

31,0 

2,1 

249,9 

100% 

Total 

~14,6 

305,9 

'279,7 

394,3 

242.7 

24,5 

21,1 

16,4 

L499,2 
100(1./(f 

ECU million 

ERDF £SF EAGGF 

100,8 22,3 18,? 

34,1 4,5 

43,9 48,6 

128,4 6,1 30,6 

0,9 0,9 0,2 

308,1 82,4 49,5 

70% 19% 11% 

ECU million 

£RDF ESF EAGGF 

6?,9 

1,5 63,4 

12,5 

15,0 

30,7 

18.] 

0,6 30,4 

0,9 0,6 0,6 

147,4 31,0 64,0 

59% 12% 26% 

ECU million 

ER/JF ESF EAGGF 

20:2,7 1,8 10,1 

291,1 14,8 

178,6 46,3 48,7 

35,1 359.2 

~42,7 

21,1 

9,8 4,H 1,7 

738,4 412,1 318,0 

49% 27% 21% 

49 

(e) 0,01% 

(d) 36% 

(c) 21% 

FIFG 

(g) 12% (h)1% 
1,5 

(e) 12% 

7,5 
Jg/c 

(g) 1% 

FIFG I 

(e) 16% 
(f) 1% 

I 
• (h) 1% 

6,1 

24,5 
(d)27% 

0,1 
(c) 19% 

l0,7 

2% 

Environmental concerns in the French SPDs are very varied because of the diversity of the regions 
themselves. In all, !hey represent a Community contribution of almost ECU 323 million (15% of 
Objective 1 appropriations in France). In the overseas departments, the main concern is water: in 
Guadeloupe (environmental priority: ECU 39.6 million from the ERDF and the EAGGF), the main 
investment is a major irrigation project financed by the EAGGF; in Martil1ique (environmental 
priority: ECU 50.5 million from the ERDF) the chief concern is protection against water and floods; 
in Reunion (environmental priority: ECU 178.5 million from the ERDF), appropriations are 
concentrated 011 water management for irrigation purposes; in French Guiana (environmental 
priority: ECU 18.9 millionfrom the ERDF), about ha!jofthe measures concern upgrading the water 
system, to which should be added a further ECU 2 million from !he EAGGF for exploration and 
protection of biodiversity in the tropical forest. In Corsica, environmental protection (ECU 30.7 
million from the ERDF) concerns measures to clean up the coastline and treat household waste (84% 
of the environment priority), and to upgrade the heritage, i.e. restoration of buildings using 
traditional materials. Lastly, in Nord Pas-de-Calais, the lion's share of the Community's contribution 
to the environment will go towards the rehabilitation of derelict industrial and urban sites and 
industrial pollution management (ECU 29.1 million from the ERDF), as well as to research and 
environmental technologies (ECU 11.3 million ji·om the ERDF) and training in this field 
(ECU 9 000 OOO.from the ESF). 
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The six French SPDs (Corsica, Guadeloupe, French Guiana, Martinique, Reunion and Avesnes-Douai
Valenciennes in Nord Pas-de-Calais) were approved by the Commission in July 1994 and represent total 
assistance from the Structural Funds worth ECU 2 189 million. ll1ese SPDs have been rather slow to get 
underway. There are stil\ problems with the monitoring of Community programmes in French Guiana, 
since the planned "Cellule Europe" has not yet been set up. However, the national and regional 
authorities have made a real effort to develop more specific methods for gathering information on 
projects at local level and to pass the information on selection criteria for projects and lists of projects on 
to the Monitoring Committees. In three of the six regions, the assessment structure is already in place or 
being set up. 

In the context of partnership, a workshop was organized in Reunion with regional officials on 21-
23 November 1995 to discuss matters relating to the implementation of Community programmes such as 
management of the Structural Funds and development engineering. 

1995 in the context of the 1994-99 programming period 

With the exception of Corsica and Martinique, where there is considerable delay and where no ERDF 
financial operation took place in 1995, all the other regions (Guadeloupe, Reunion, Nord Pas-de-Calais 
and French Guiana) declared sufficient expenditure to enable the Commission to commit the 1995 
instalment of the programmes and to pay the second advance on the 1994 instalment. However, only 
Guadeloupe and French Guiana declared enough expenditure (60% of the 1994 instalment) to trigger 
payments from the first advance on the 1995 instalment. With regard to fisheries, fewer than ten projects 
were adopted for each of the regions, with the exception of Corsica, where the programme is progressing 
at a satisfactory rate. 

Table 14: Objective 1 -France- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU millio11) 

Programmes nnd year o adopli on Total cos 1 !SI'ass•slunce CommJtnJe.nt 1 Commitment % PaJments Pa_}'tnents % 

(I} 1995 1994·95 (l )/(1) 199~ 1994-95 (3)/(2) 

(2) (3) ,,. 
SPD am aut I lJ9,6 440,0 9,4 69,9 16% 8,9 40,0 57% 

SPD Corsica 679,4 ~49,9 14,2 48,5 19% 10,5 ::::7,4 56% 

SPD Guadeloupe 794,2 344,8 54,0 100,6 ::!9% 3::!,4 56,0 56% 

SPD French Guiana 304,4 164,9 8,1 26,9 16% 7.6 17,0 63% 

SPD i\1 artinique 620,7 329,8 24,4 57,6 17% c1,9 38,5 67% 

SPD RCunion I 267,::! 659,7 I 12,2 194,2 ~9°/o 66,2 107,9 56% 

TOTAL 5.005,4 2.189,2 222.4 497,6 23% 147,4 2S6;i 58'V.u 

Lastly, at the request of the French authorities the deadlines for payment by the national authorities to 
final beneficiaries were extended for several programmes from the previous programming period ( 1989-
93). 

IRELAND 

Produc1ive sector (n) 

Economic infrastructure {b) 

Human resources (c) 

Local development (d) 

Technical assistance (e) 

Tolfll 

% 

T1dol 

c 508,0 

I 113,0 

I 732,0 
257,0 

10,0 

5.620,0 

100% 

New operations adopted in 1995 

ERIJF 

I 099,0 

I 113,0 

160,0 

180,0 

10,0 

2.562,0 

46% 

F.CtJ million 

E.I'F EAt;GF FIFfi 
{d) 5% {e) 0,2% 

324,0 1.038,0 47.0 
(c) 31% 

1.572,0 
57,0 20,0 

1.953,0 1.058,0 47,0 

35% 19% 1% {b) 20% 

The only new operation adopted in 1995 for Ireland concerned ERDF assistance to a major project 
within the meaning of Article 16(2) of the Coordination Regulation, the Tallaght Hospital. ERDF 
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assistance amounts to ECU 39.4 million, a 30% contribution to the total cost of ECU 131.2 million 11 

This is the first time that the ERDF has been involved in an operation in the health field in Ireland. The 
project concerns the construction and fitting out of the Tallaght university hospital in Dublin, which will 
have 513 beds and should create some 1 500 jobs directly and a further I I 00 indirectly. 

Implementation in1995 

Environmental concerns are the subject of a subpriority included in the priority relating to economic 
infrastructure in the CSF which is being implemented in the form of an OP with ECU 78 million from 
the ERDF (1.4% of Community appropriations). The programme focuses on water supplies, treatment 
of waste water, water supply systems, management of urban and dangerous waste, management and 
protection of coastlines and environmental monitoring and research. 

Implementation of the Irish OPs proceeded normally in 1995. Only the OP for industry, which also 
includes measures for the food industry, ran behind schedule because of delays in starting up. The slight 
overall delay will probably be made good thanks to an increase in payment rates in I996. Progress in 
attaining the quantified objectives (macro- and micro-economic indicators) fixed in the CSF is 
satisfactory. Only the technical assistance programme (with ECU 10 million of Structural Fund 
assistance), has yet to be adopted. This should happen early in 1996. 

Implementation of the agriculture and rural development OP is in full swing, with the exception of a few 
measures. Expenditure is in line with the financing plan. Certain measures are very popular, particularly 
that concerning the control of farm pollution. Other measures have been suspended due to lack of 
appropriations. During I995 an independent consultant studied the compensatory allowance system and 
the balance betv.·een income support and development measures. 

In the fisheries sector, a total of 155 projects funded by the FIFG were approved, relating to 
modernization of the fleet, aquaculture and marketing/promotion of products. The total investment in 
these projects amounts to ECU 31 million. 

Monitoring of operations is being carried out at three levels: the Monitoring Committee for the CSF, the 
Monitoring Committees for each of the OPs and the committees of the eight regional authorities. The 
Monitoring Committee for the CSF is made up of representatives of the ministries involved, the 
Commission and the EIB. The Monitoring Committees for the OPs consist of representatives of the 
social partners as well as the officials concerned. By way of example, the Committee coordinating 
human resource measures, -responsible for monitoring horizontal matters affecting the quality and 
effectiveness of the training system, met for the first time in 1995. It examined the progress made by 
measures part-financed by the ESF throughout the CSF, as well as the measures concerning the training 
of instructors, equal opportunities and certification. At regional level, the representatives of voluntary 
organizations and local authorities are involved in the committees alongside representatives of public 
authorities and agencies and the social partners. The Monitoring Committees of the chief OPs are 
assisted by permanent, indepenrlent external assessors. In addition, three full-time evaluation units have 
been set up and a foUJth will be created at the beginning of 1996. These units will evaluate specific 
aspects of the CSFs and OPs and will help the external assessors. They will also help to prepare the mid~ 
term review for all the programmes. 

1995 in the conte.x:t of the 1994-99 programming period 

Although payments for 1994 were lower than expected (ECU 513 mi Ilion, as against an initial forecast 
of ECU 771 million), most of the lag was made good by the end of 1995. Payments by the Structural 
Funds in 1995 amounted to ECU 856 m i Ilion out of an initial budget of ECU 834 mi Ilion. 85% of the 
appropriations planned for the first two years have thus been paid. 

11 See also Annex (i Major projects adopted in 1995. 
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Table 15: Objective 1- Ireland- Financial implementation of the programmes (ECU million) 

Pl'"ogrammt! and year o adoptiOn Totnl cost ISF nss1stance I Commitment I Comnutment % Payments l aymenls •;; 

(l) 1995 1994-95 (2 )1(1) 1995 1994-95 (J )l(l) 

(2) (J) 

»J 

M allasnt OS pita 13 ,21 9,4 39,4 3,,4 100% 31,5 31,5 80'. ... 
U.t' Agncu ture, rural development I. 91,4 9>6, 160,1 299,4 3JI'o 118,6 263,0 88'. 

OP Local deveiopmcnl 420,1 257,0 33,6 54,8 21% 22,1 32,7 60% 

OP Industry 2 843,7 1.029,0 127,1 261,1 25% 102,9 196,0 75% 

OP Economic tnfrastruc!ure 319,6 I 08,0 10} 11,9 II% 8,7 9,5 80"/o 

OP Fisheries 177,0 78,0 12,3 20,5 26% 10,6 14,7 72% 

OP Human resources 2.362,3 I 732,1 266,1 541,9 31% 264,9 481,6 S9% 

OP Environmental services 125,6 78,0 6,2 24,0 3\% 10,3 19,2 80% 

OP Tourism 805,0 456,3 51,5 94,0 21% 51,0 77,2 8:2% 

OP Transport I 406,2 888,0 247,6 3J3,2 )8% 175,8 244,2 73% 
fUTA L 0.383 1 1 •• 622,5 954,2 1.680,1 30"/• 856,~ 1.369,6 82 11/. 

ITALY 

CSF pmKmmmit!l: for /99J-99 

ECU milhon 

Prioriri~., Tolul ERIJF ESF EAGGF FIFG 

Communications (n) 2 159,6 2.159,6 (h) 1% (a) t5% 

Industry, crafts (b) 3 707,5 J 557,2 150.] 

Tourism (cl 86:!,1 774,6 87,5 

Rural development (d• "340,7 55,0 57,7 2.2"8,0 
F1shcries (c) 257,4 24,4 2)),0 

EconomiC infrastructure (f) 3 235,9 2 992,5 243,4 (f) 21% 
Human resources (g • 2 209,1 61.4 2 147,7 

Technical assistance {h) 87.7 59,7 28,0 
24% 

Tot:\1 14.860,0 9,660,0 2.739,0 2.228,0 233,0 (d)16% (c) G% 

% 100% 6:5% 18% 15% 2% 

The CSF for the Italian Objective 1 regions (Mezzogiorno) provides for total expenditure of ECU 32 440 
million, of which ECU 14 860 million will come from the Community. The CSF is being implemented 
by 13 multi regional OPs, I 0 regional OPs and one major project, adopted in 1994 and 1995. 

New programmes adopted in 1995 

During 1995 a total of 11 operations were adopted, with total assistance from the Structural Funds 
amounting to ECU 8 085 million. Six of these operations are regional OPs, representing ECU 4 289 
million of Community assista!1ce, and four are multiregional programmes. One of these alone, the OP 
for industry, accounts for 26% of total ERDF assistance allocated to the Mezzogiorno and includes part
financing of the general ftalian aid scheme for productive investment. Lastly, a major project was 
adopted for Calabria, at Gioia Tauro (ECU 40 million towards a planned total cost of ECU 120 
million)12. This major project within the meaning of Article 16(2) of the Coordination Regulation 
concerns the conversion of the Gioia Tauro p01t into a large container port specializing in transhipment 
in order to adapt its basic infrastructure to trends in world sea transport. The project should create 1 500 
jobs directly and indirectly. 

A little less than I 0% of the total resources from the ERDF has yet to be programmed at national level, 
particularly for the multiregional OPs for energy, environment and technical assistance, regional and 
multi regional operations to be implemented by means of global grants (to be managed at national level) 
and certain major projects (the Messina-Palcrmo motorway). Commitments relating to the coming years 
will depend on these programmes being adopted and on the progress (in terms of national expenditure) 
of the programmes \\'hich have already been approved. 

12 See also Annex (i iv1ajor projects adopted in \995. 
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Implementation in 1995 

Some of the delay in implementation of the CSF in 1994 was retrieved in 1995. Italy's difficulties in 
utilizing Community funds, which were also very visible in the previous programming period, can be 
put down to weaknesses in the national political and administrative context. In order to improve the 
general implementing conditions for Community assistance in Italy, the Commission and the Italian 
Government concluded an agreement on 26 July 1995. At the conference for the State and the regions 
held on 29 September 1995, this was extended to include the regions and autonomous provinces. Under 
this agreement, the Italian Government will strengthen central and regional administrative structures, 
improve the implementing procedures for part-financed measures, strengthen technical assistance, 
particularly the arrangements for the monitoring, evaluation and control of the programmes, and 
guarantee financial cover for national matching funds. This agreement must be implemented if 
Community appropriations are to be better utilized during this programming period. At the end of 1995 
the Italian Government showed that it had taken a series of initiatives, particularly during the second half 
of the year, relating to administrative structures, the setting up of new integrated arrangements for 
monitoring and for procedures to select external experts and the making available of coun~rpart funds. 
These initiatives are a concrete manifestation of the spirit of the agreement and augur well for 
improvements in the conditions in which programmes are managed. 

The environment is the subject of two sub priorities in the Italian CSF, both of which are included in 
the priority relating to infrastructures. The first subpriority deals with water resources (ECU 1 119 
million from the ERDF), with the objective of increasing available resources and improving 
distribution, as well as reducing losses during supply and rationalizing management and 
maintenance. The second subpriority relates to environmental protection (ECU 748 million from the 
ERDF and the ESF), with the objective of cleaning up particularly rundown and polluted areas, 
eliminating situations presenting a serious danger to the environment, safeguarding the natural 
heritage and promoting public environmental services (water and urban waste). Together, the two 
subpriorities represent a Community contribution worth ECU 1 867 million, or 12.6% of the 
appropriations allocated to the CSF. Half of these appropriatior:s are being implemented at 
multiregional level, the other half at regional level, in each of the regional OPs. At multiregional 
level, the OP for water resources was adopted in 1995 with an ERDF contribution of ECU 871 
million, and the environment OP should be adopted in 1996 (with ECU 48 million from the ERDF). 

With regard to EAGGF assistance, the measures in most of the programmes are organized by product 
sector with a view to helping modernize production and marketing in line with market demand. There 
are also measures to assist alternatives to traditional farming, such as farm tourism, rural tourism, small
scale processing and direct sales of typical traditional farm products. The programmes also include 
research measures and technology transfer and agricultural advisory services. 

Agriculture and rural development- some significant achievements: 
In Sardinia (OP adopted in 1994): 
• l 300 sheep and goat rearing holdings ( 417 000 head) received Community 

assistance to improve the health and hygiene conditions for milk production; 
• 32 modernization projects for cheese producing cooperatives; 
• 34 rural tourism projects to breed and train 'Anglo-Arab-Sardinian' horses. 
In Abruzzi (OP adopted in 1995): 
• 160 rural development projects financed, including II 0 for rural tourism. 

1995 in the context of the 1994-99 programming period 

With regard to financial implementation, the Commission's commitment of appropriations in 1995 was 
satisfactory in relation to the amounts provided for in the CSF, except for ESF commitments, which fell 
well short of forecasts. However, insufficient funds were committed to fully make up for the delay in 
1994, so that at the end of 1995 there was a shortfall in commitments of ECU 1.2 billion. In terms of 
implementation in the field (i.e. expenditure by the implementing authorities), the situation of the 
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programmes remained critical in 1995. In all, at the end of the second year of the programming period, 
only 2% of total appropriations for the six years had been spent. 

Table 16: Objective 1 - Italy - Financial implementation of tlze programmes (ECU million) 

Programmes and year of adopt1on 

I YYJ 

l!J:Wtral (If'S 

OPAb-ruzzi 
OP Abruui (1) 

OP Calabria (I) 

M P Gioia Tauro Port 

OP Campania 
OP Apulia 

OP Sicily 
MuJriregional UPs 

OP lndusLry and services 

OP Agricultural advisory services (I) 

OP W a.ler res o u:rces 

OP Tourism 

CKinna' IJ, .'i 

OP Basi!icata 

OP Calabna 

OP Molise 

OP Sardinia 
MllltireghJnaf UP.t 

OP ~ Emeryency" Employment 

OP Training for instructors 

OP Training for miHrant workers 

OP Min is try of Education 

OP Fishenes. 

OP Research and development 

OP Telecommunications 

OP Rail transport 

OP Techn1cal assistance t2) 

(I) Songle-lund OP- EA GGf 

{2) Single·fund ESF 

TOTAL 

Total cost iF au.sranu 1 LommatmtniiLommitmenl "/• Pay menu 

3JJ,4 

161,1 

482,0 
120,0 

2.890,8 

2 406,4 

2.603,1 

4 962,4 

231,4 

2.008,3 

302,8 

1.129,5 
I JO&,O 

2 103,4 

514,0 

271,4 

29,5 
395.0 
560,0 

I 341,J 

I 076,1 

I 756.6 

I 12,1 

2 i .637 ·"' 

(q 1995 1994-95 (2)1(1) 1995 

150,S 

83,9 

241,0 

40,0 

1.321,9 
1.148,4 

1.337,2 

2 592,7 
162,0 
811,0 

130,0 

583,2 

580,3 
292,0 
967,1 

355,7 
184,0 

20,0 
254;0 

233,0 

784,0 

376,7 

?nJ.o 

76,0 

13.491,6 

75,0 
59,4 

76,2 

40,0 

124,0 

203,1 
1&9,4 

746,9 

34,4 

140,7 

22,2 

51,1 

1,0 

26,8 
50,9 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 
48,9 
)4,6 

8,2 

102.3 

192.6 

0,0 

2.228.6 

(2) 

91,5 61% 
59,4 71% 

76,2 32°/, 

40,0 100% 

177,2 13% 

203,7 \8% 
189,4 14% 

750,3 29% 
34,4 21% 

140,7 \6% 

22,2 17% 

98,1 17% 
72,9 13% 

37,7 1)% 
170,6 18% 

32,7 9% 
16,9 9% 

1,8 9% 
68,5 27% 
66,5 29% 

65,9 8% 

215,9 57% 
J85,2 SS% 

7,0 9% 
3.014.7 22"1 .. 

31,5 
30,7 
41,8 

0,0 
63,2 

92,9 

14,1 

313,5 
17,2 
?0,3 

11,1 

29,2 

19,1 

15,S 

25,5 

0,0 

0,0 
0,0 

24,4 

0,0 
4,1 

34,1 
211,9 

0,0 
1.17 6.1 

ayrrents •;. 
1994-95 (J)/(2) 

(3) 

45,8 SO% 

30,7 52 1
/1 

41,8 SSo/. 

0,0 0% 

89.8 51% 
92,9 46% 

74,1 39% 

375,2 SO% 
17,2 50% 
70.3 50% 
lt,l 50% 

S2,4 SJ% 

36,5 50 11/o 

19.3 Sl% 
86,9 Sl% 

16,3 50% 
8,5 50% 
0,9 50% 

34.3 SO%. 
16,0 24% 

32,9 SO% 

90,9 42% 
308,2 80~'. 

3,5 SO% 
1.555,4 51% 

Furthermore, the unsatisfactory utilization of Community funds under the CSF for the first programming 
period (1989-93) led the Commission to negotiate with the Italian Government, in the context of the 
agreement of 26 July 1995, a final extension of the national payment deadlines until 31 December 1995. 
At the end of 1995, since the Italian Government had undertaken some steps to implement the 
agreement, the extension of the Community payment deadlines was confirmed. This means that the 
Italian authorities now have two years after the deadline for committing national funds to finish paying 
the amounts in question. These extensions have enabled them almost fully to complete the national and 
regional commitments for 1989-93 (I 00% for the centrally managed OPs and 98.7% for the regionally 
managed OPs), although progress is still required as far as payments are concerned, particularly with 
regard to the regionally managed OPs which, at the end of 1995, had an average implementation rate of 
65% (ranging from 44% for Apulia to 75% for Basilicata). 

NETHERLANDS 

srD t'm;:rommingfnrl9'9.f.99 

Priflritic\ 

Industrial promotmn (n) 

Tourism (b) 

Agricuhure, rural development (c) 

F1shcries (d) 

Hum~n resou-rces (e) 

l3u:;mess mfr<Jslruch.Jre (I) 

Transport infrastructure (l!) 

Research and dcvclopmcnl (h} 

Technical aSSlSt;tncc (i) 

% 

Totul ERVF ESF EAGCF FJFG 

22,0 

5,2 

21,2 

R,2 
cS,O 

I J,O 

) 1,4 

14,4 

2,6 

100% 

11,9 
4,] 

0,9 

16,S 

:n.o 
14,4 

1,0 

80,0 

53% 

10,1 

0,9 

27,1 

0,5 

0,4 

1,0 

40,0 

27% 

21,2 

O.l 

11,5 
14%. 

O,J 

8,5 

6% 

(h) 10% 
(i)2% (a) 15% 

(e) 19% 
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Implementation in 1995 

The SPD adopted for the Netherlands on 21 June 1994 concerns Flevoland. The total contribution from 
the Structural Funds amounts to ECU 150 million. Implementation of the main project in the 
programme, which concerns the conversion of the highway N27 into a motorway (A27) to improve the 
link between Flevoland and the centre and south of the country, is running according to schedule. 
Another part of the programme concerns employment, providing for aid to firms which create jobs, 
whether they are established in Flevoland or have just established themselves there. The total number of 
participants in measures receiving funding from the ESF in 1995 exceeded expectations (I 788 as 
against 985). The regional employment office has launched some of the more important activities 
provided for in the SPD. This required intensive preparation and the inclusion of new pmtners, and 
consolidates the basis for activities part-financed by the ESF. 

Environmental protection has no separate priority in the SPD for Flevoland. Instead, environmental 
measures are included in several different priorities: agriculture, tourism and industly. An estimated 
ECU 5 million (3% of the Community's total contribution) will go towards environmentaLprotection, 
chiefly for measures such as assistance to SMEs to adopt less po!luting and more energy-saving 
procedures, measures to control atmospheric and water pollution: reduction in the use of pesticides 
and herbicides, conservation of biodiversity, management of water sheets from the polder, 
decontamination of the Ketelmeer. 

With regard to monitoring and studying the impact of the SPD, the regional authorities of Flevoland 
have developed the DIN network (targets-efforts network) to ensure proper monitoring of the SPD by 
measuring its impact on the Flevoland economy. The programme was developed in 1995 and will 
become operational in 1996. It is expected, for example, that the projects approved before the end of 
1995 will make it possible to create I 600 permanent jobs directly, more than 3 000 permanent jobs 
indirectly and almost 2 800 temporary jobs. The objective is to create 15 000 net jobs between 1994 and 
1996. In addition, the University of Wageningen has drawn up a working document for Flevoland 
concerning extremely strict criteria for the selection of agricultural projects and criteria for the appraisal 
of innovative projects as well as their impact on employment in agriculture. Lastly, a seminar was 
organized in 1995 bringing together other Objective I regions (Burgenland, Highlands and Islands, 
Northern Ireland, Merseyside, Ireland) to exchange experiences of the implementation of programmes. 

1995 in the context of the 1994-99 programming period 

The financial implementation of the SPD has been satisfactory in terms of commitments at national 
level. However, there is a serious delay in payments of EAGGF funds because of the slow stmt in 
getting measures underway. Thus, at the end of 1995 public expenditure for agriculture amounted to 
ECU 1.3 million, compared with total planned expenditure of ECU 24.8 million for the 1994 and 1995 
instalments. However, in December 1995 the province of Flevoland applied for commitment of the 1995 
instalment of ERDF funding, illustrating that all of the planned projects are progressing normally. 
Similar progress is being made by the fisheries measures financed by the Fl FG. 

Table 17: Objective I -the Netherlwuls- Financial implemelltation of the SPD (ECU million) 

l'rogrammc .and ycnr ufaduptwn 

I 

Tul"l COS! ISF ussoslance I Cummolmcnl \ Cumnulmcnl \ % '\ I'")"''"" \ l'aymcniS \ % 
(I) 1995 1994-95 (1)1{1) 1995 1994·95 (3)1(1) 

(2) (3) 
I >>4 

:>eu cvo ant I 9>X, lj l>ll.Oj I ·'I 3 ,21 2)'};,, tJ,6 19,6 ,; Yo 
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PORTUGAL 

ECU million 
Priurilii!s Ttl/a I ERDF ESF EAGGF FJFG 

Human resources and employment (a) ]"059,6 918,0 2J41,6 

Economic competitiveness (b) 6J06,2 4 073,2 414,0 L6J7,0 182,0 
Living standards (c) L264,0 936,0 ]28,0 

Regional economic base (d) J 144,] 2"661,8 194,1 257,2 31,2 
Technical assi!)lance (e) 205,9 134,9 71,0 

Total 13.980,0 8.723,9 3.148,7 1.894,1 113,2 
% 100% 62% 23% \4% 2% 

(b) 46% 

Assistance adopted in1995 

In 1995 the only Commission approval was of a global grant for municipal investment. The contract 
between the intermediary body and the Commission was signed on 15 November 1995. The Portuguese 
CSF is thus being implemented by means of nine multiregional OPs and seven regional OPs, all adopted 
in 1994, and a global grant adopted in 1995. These operations account for all of the assistance 
programmed in the CSF. 

Implementation in 1995 

On the whole, progress in 1995 was satisfactory. Most of the programmes attained the objectives fixed 
for the year. However, progress was less satisfactory in certain cases, although the delays in the 
programmes in question should be made up thanks to the sustained management effort and monitoring 
undertaken by the Portuguese authorities. 

The environmental measures in the Portuguese CSF come under the priority relating to living 
standards and can also be found in the regional programmes as regional development measures. Very 
substantial funding is provided for in the regional OPs (ECU 1 056 million. or 7.6% of CSF 
assistance) and concentrates mainly on the supply and distribution of water, collection and treatment 
of urban waste and waste water, reduction of river pollution, protection of the coastline and biotopes 
and public information. Under the living standards priority, the environment and urban renewal are 
the su~ject of an OP with ECU 559 million from the ERDF for two subprogrammes. The environment 
section (ECU 260 million) provides for conservation and upgrading of the natural heritage, 
improvement of the environmental impact of productive activities, information and training measures 
and technical assistance. The urban renewal section (ECU 299 million) provides for the renovation of 
slums and degraded areas, EXPO '98 and technical assistance. 

With regard to programmes which had already been adopted, two additional allocations from the 1995 
indexing operation were granted: one, amounting to ECU 39.1 million, was allocated by the EAGGF 
Guidance Section to the agriculture subprogram me to alleviate the effects of the persistent drought in 
1995, the other, amounting to ECU 14.5 million, by the ESF to the knowledge and innovation OP in 
order to strengthen the vocational aspect of the education subprogramme. 

With regard to the rate of implementation, there is a delay in implementing the OP for the development 
of regional potential. This is mainly due to the innovative nature of the programme and the need for 
many legal instruments in order to decentralize its management (protocols with local development 
associations, banks, etc.). Nevertheless, it is expected that several subprogrammes and measures under 
this OP (rural centres, historic villages, aid schemes) will started in practice at the beginning of 1996. 

The rate of implementation of the urban renewal subprogramme of the environment and urban renewal 
OP is ve1y slow, at 16%. This is partly due to the difficulties encountered in the compulsory purchase of 
land. 

The commerce subprogramme in the economic modernization OP is to be reprogrammed. Its low rate of 
implementation (20% for 1994 and 1995) is due above all to the fact that it finances measures which 
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require a long implementation period. Also in the economic modemization OP, the first six months of 
implementation of the fisheries subprogramme was mainly spent selecting projects and adopting the first 
ministerial decisions on potential beneficiaries, as well as implementing the programmed measures. The 
rate of implementation picked up in the second half of the year and preparations for the evaluation of the 
OPs began. Invitations to tender for the appointment of independent experts are due to be issued at the 
beginning of \996. The Monitoring Committee held six meetings during 1995, which helped to speed up 
implementation of the first measures. However, in order to compensate for the low rate of 
implementation in 1994, the Monitoring Committee reprogrammed the financial deadlines at its last 
meetings. It also adopted a specific FIFG measure to assist Portuguese crews affected by the expiry of 

the fisheries agreement with Morocco 13 The purpose of this measure is to compensate for the temporary 
suspension of activity (from May to November I 995) caused by the absence of a new agreement. The 
funding for the measure is restricted to ECU 4.8 million. In addition, some of the FIFG appropriations 
already granted to P011ugal under the CSF have been reallocated in order to indemnify shipowners for 
the temporary laying-up of their vessels, on the basis of Article I 4 of Regulation (EC) No 3699/93. 
ECU 4 million has been mobilized for the entire laying-up period, to which the Community will 
contribute ECU 3 million. 

The delay in the financial implemt>ntation of the energy subprogramme in the infrastructure OP arose 
because ce11ain projects initially included in this sub-programme, for which a heavy take-up of funds 
was expected in 1994 and 1995, were transferred to the Regen section of the 1nterreg Community 
Initiative14. The subprogramme was reprogrammed during 1995 in order to adjust the 1994 and 1995 
forecasts to take account of these transfers. 

The Commission did not adopt the technical assistance OP until 20 December 1994, which is why the 
implementation rate is so low. It is planned to use the ERDF's appropriations for 1994 in 1996, while the 
Portuguese authorities have requested reprogramming of the ESF section to transfer the appropriations 
not used in 1994 (ECU 8.2 million) to 1996 (ECU 4.1 million) and 1997 (ECU 4.1 million). 

The OP on the development of regional potential was the only programme to be amended in 1995, by 
decision of the Monitoring Committee on 13 November. The Community's pari-financing of the 
programme remains the same (ECU 595 million, of v,;hich ECU 405 million is from the ERDF, ECU 81 
million from the ESF and ECU 109 million from the EAGGF Guidance Section). The main change lies 
in the introduction of an aid scheme for the smallest firms with the chief objective of encouraging the 
creation of new jobs (estimated at 20 000). This scheme is of the utmost imp011ance to local and rural 
economies affected by depopulation and other development problems. The undet1akings made in the 
initial version of the programme, particularly the creation of regional development agencies (with a view 
to gradually increasing the degree of decentralization and pat1nership between pub! ic and private 
economic operators) and the strengthening of policy for medium-sized towns (as a factor in the 
development of towns with the potential to play a role in regional development) are taken up in the 
revised version. 

1995 in the content o.f tire 1994-99 programming period 

In all, financial implementation of the Pot1uguese CSF is making good progress. The average 
implementation rate on the ground in 1995 for all programmes was 85% for all Funds taken together 
(93% for the ERDF, 98% for the ESF). Community commitments represent one third of the funding 
avai I able for the entire period. 

13 See Chapter I.A.5.2 on Objective 5(a) fisheries. 
14 See Chapter I.B.l on Community lnitiatives. 
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Table 18: Objective 1- Portugal- Financial implementation of the programmes (ECU million) 

l'rogrl'lm mots and )'.CRr or adopt: on TOlD CO! I p l' auutancc 1 Commllment 1 t.:omm•tment 'Yo Paymcnl.s ayme-nu % 
1995 1994-95 {lf/(1) 1995 1994-95 (l)/(2) 

(I) (2) (l) 
r YY> 

M u ltrt:t:wna IJ, 

GG Support for local investment 33,3 25,0 25,0 25,0 100% 0,0 0,0 0% 
rYH 

egwna r Ul'l" 

OPAz.oers 857,6 616,0 84,7 216,2 35% 96,9 lSI ,2 &4% 
OP A lenleJo 250,6 182,0 57,7 18,6 43'% 27,0 43,8 56% 
OPAigarvc I 01,9 76,0 24,9 28,5 J7% 15,9 18,8 66% 
OP Centre 490,5 362,0 60,0 126,0 35% 47,0 88,3 70% 
OP Lisbon~Tag,us Va!ley 517,2 382,0 94,0 124,5 33% 65,1 89,5 72% 
OP Mad~ ira 665,2 369,3 &2,4 148,6 40% 74,8 123,8 83% 
OP North 721,1 537,0 97,8 210,0 )9% 77,8 148,3 71% 

PO pluri~rCt:i(lnuux 

OP Environment and urban renewal 973,7 559,0 0,0 55,1 10% 16,5 44,1 80% 
OP Techn1cal assistance I 35,6 101,7 11,0 28,6 28% 8,2 17,0 59% 
OP Bases for knowledge and innoval!on 2 257,0 I 675,0 210,7 587,6 35% 232,5 412,7 70% 
OP Train in~ and employment I 903,3 I 384,6 219,3 409,3 3-0% 251,8 346,7 85% 
OP Infrastructure 3.915,8 I 987,0 0,0 618,5 31% 259,0 517,9 84% 

OP Modernization of the economic fabnc 11 678,8 4.319,2 284.) 1.526,2 35% 403,8 998,4 65% -
OP PRINEST (I) 40,0 30,0 7,3 22,3 74% 7,4 11,2 77% 
OP Development ofregional rotent1al I 231,8 595,0 14,0 67,2 II% 11,1 31,7 56% 

OP Heahh and social integration 940,0 705,0 I 06,6 276,5 39% 72.J 178,1 64% 

TOTAL 2 6.71 J,J 13.905,8 1.379,7 4.548,8 33% 1.667,0 3.263,4 72 •;. 

~I) Sta\1SI1cal1nfrastructure 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Tl1e environmental measures provided for in the SPDsfor the United Kingdom are varied because of 
the diversity of the regions concerned In Northern Ireland action is chiefly focused on protecting the 
natural environment (ECU 64. I million, 5.2% of the appropriations in the SPD) but also covers the 
development of activities related to the environment such as services to businesses, product quality or 
research and development (ECU 19 million), conservation of the heritage (ECU 8.I million), urban 
renewal (ECU 25.5 million) or energy-saving measures in businesses (ECU 5 million). Environmental 
action for Mer.seyside (ECU 45 million, or 5.5% of the appropriations in the SPD) concerns the 
treatment of industria/waste, the development of clean technologies and enviJ<onmental skills in firms 
(ECU 13 million from the ERDF and the ESF), the restoration of run-down urban areas and 
protection of the natural environmel1f and architectural heritage (ECU 29 million from the ERDF). 
Las!ly, environmental measures in the Highlands and Islands (ECU 16.3 million, or 5.2% of the 
appropriations in the SPD) are financed by the three Funds, each according to its specific vocation: 
recycling of waste m1d environmental research are funded by the ERDF (ECU 7.6 million), a scheme 
for the protection of the natural environment is financed by the EAGGF (ECU 7. I million) 011d 
training is funded by the ESF 1. 6 million) In rota!. the Community's direct contribution to the 
environment in !he United Kingdom amounts 10 about ECU 146 million, or 6% of the overall 
allocation. 
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Implementation in 1995 

Implementation of the SPDs for the United Kingdom's Objective I regions (Northern Ireland, Highlands 
and Islands, Merseyside) has progressed in line with the programming forecasts. 

SPD pNIJ:Nmuningfor/99./-99 

North.un Ireland 
ECU million 

Priorities Tutal ER/!F ESF EAGGF FJF(; (e) 5% (f) 013% 

Economic develop men I (a) J 15,1 199,] 115,8 

Local communities (b} J 15,8 90,6 225,2 

Measures Lo reduce remo1eness (t) 321,2 321,2 

Agricu~ture and fishcncs {d) 215,0 13,0 186,9 15,1 

Environment {e) 64,1 64,1 

Techn•cal assistance (f) 1,6 1,6 

Totnl 1.231,8 676,8 354,0 186,9 15,1 
% 100% 55% 29% 15% 1'% 

Northern Ireland: The rate of expenditure in 1995 made up for the slow start and the initial objective 
should be attained during 1996. The main delays concerned the energy measures (under_ the priority 
"measures to reduce peripherality"), with public enquiries slowing down expenditure on an important 
project to connect the electricity grids of Scotland and Northern Ireland. By contrast, the priority relating 
to environmental services had made good progress at the end of 1995. In addition, after the CAP refonn 
the climate for investments in agriculture was good and several measures had to be suspended for lack of 
appropriations because the funds allocated to agricultural measure had been exhausted. The cessation of 
violence early in autumn 1994 led to an increased demand for investment in tourism and in projects 
under the measure for the physical and social en.vironment, the objectives of which are reconciliation of 
local communities and urban renewal (the local communities priority). These activities were allocated 
additional funds by the Monitoring Committee in November 1995. A first step was also taken in 
considering whether the SPD should be adjusted to take account of these developments, ·as proposed by 

the British Government when preparing the Peace initiative approved in July 1995 15. With regard to the 
evaluation of the SPD, the Monitoring Committee agreed to appoint an external assessor at its meeting 
in November. External assessors will also be appointed for the different priorities, with the exception of 
the environmental services priority. 

SPD pmJ:runrm•'n;:.fru·IIJIJ.../-'JY 

lli~:/JJumh umJf.,lumh 

ECU million 

Prioritic.\ r,tul ERIJF E.\'F £AGGF FIFG 
Bus mess de\'Ciopmcnl (a) 72,1 54,) 17,8 

Tourism, CLlllure (b~ 24,2 2~.0 2,2 (f) 
(g) 1% 

Environment (-c} 16,3 7,6 1,6 J,l 

Prtmary sector (d) 68,7 4S,9 19,8 

Local communtty devel0pmcnt (t') 46.9 13,9 JJ,O 

Communtcattons .tnd ~er\ tc<.>s (I) 79.7 79,7 

Technical as~istnncc (g) l,l 2,S 0.6 

Tot:tl 311,0 160,0 55,2 56.0 19,8 

% 100% 58% 18% 18% 6% 

Highlamls and Islands: Since the approval of the SPD in 1994, I 500 projects have been presented, of 
which 604 have been selected. There has been a significant success, to judge from the increase in the 
number of participants in the programme: on the basis of the projects selected, more than 130 
organizations will receive assistance from the ERDF and the ESF. One third of the resources available 
from these two Funds has gone to the "Highlands and Islands Enterprise" network. A substantial 
amount of ERDF assistance is being pumped into the Western Isles, Caithness, Sutherland and Argyll 
through a set of projects relating to the development of communications, tourism and businesses. To 
judge by the commitments, the programme is making excellent progress with regard to tourism and 
cultural heritage measures, but progressing more slowly in other fields (research and development, 
access to information by firms, advisory assistance). The agricultural measures are being implemented at 
a satisfactory rate, with the exception of the environmental and forestry measures. Delays in payments 
have arisen between the phase of approval of the projects and the declaration of expenditure. The 

15 See Chapter I.B.l Community Initiatives. 
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authorities responsible have promised to take the necessary steps in 1996 to ensure that these delays are 
not exacerbated. All the measures to be financed by the FIFG have been launched and are progressing at 
a satisfactory pace. The Monitoring Committee met twice in 1995, and the management committee four 
times, to assess the projects to be approved. In November 1995 the Monitoring Committee decided to 
review the programmes implementing procedures in order to encourage greater participation by local 
operators in line with the bottom-up approach. A number of local groups will be set up and invited to 
study the projects in their respective areas and the local strategies contributing to the overall attainment 
of the SPD's objectives. The Monitoring Committee also launched several thematic studies concerning 
the assessment of environmental impact, regional GOP and the labour market. 

~\'PIJ progrrHttnllt1g f•~r 1994-99 

M er~•ey.\·iJ~ 

Priorities 

Large firms (a) 

Local businesses (b) 

Technological development (c) 

Culture (d) 

Measures benefiting lhe local popula1ion (e) 

Technical assistance (f) 

To1J:II 
% 

Totaf 

186,0 
149,0 

62,0 

54,0 
361,0 

4,0 

816,0 
100% 

ECU million 
ERJJF £SF EAGGF 

178,0 8,0 
106,0 40,0 3,0 
42,0 20,0 (e) 44% 
38,0 16,0 

109,0 252,0 
2,0 2,0 

475,0 338,0 3,0 
58% 41% 0% 

(d) 7% (c) 8% 

Merseyside: The Monitoring Committee met five times during the year and there were ten meetings of 
the technical committees chiefly responsible for project selection. A points scoring system was 
introduced for the selection of measures to receive ESF assistance and 688 measures were selected to 
receive a total of ECU 45 million. In the context of local economic development, 38 seriously 
disadvantaged areas were defined as target areas. Local partnership was set up in these areas, made up of 
the local authorities and the main bodies involved in the programme, and a specific development 
strategy was drawn up. More than 500 projects relating to industry eligible for ERDF assistance were 
presented. A two-tier selection procedure and scoring system were applied and 181 ofthe projects were 
selected. An impo11ant innovative project was approved for the development of SMEs, for which the 
Merseyside special investment fund will receive ECU 18.9 million to im_prove the functioning of the 
capital market by creating three investment funds with a total allocation of ECU 29.4 million. The 
Commission's approval was sought and the fund should begin to operate in 1996. Another important 
project which was approved concerns the Chevasse Park media factory, which aims to manage work 
places and to offer training to facilitate the growth of SMEs in the communications sector. This measure 
should help to create a cultural and communications activity pole close to the centre of Liverpool 
comprising, in particular, the Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts financed under the previous 
programme. 

The rules governing applications for ERDF financing and their evaluation were reviewed in partnership: 
calls for projects \Viii be issued continuously throughout the year and projects will be assessed using 
more rigorous criteria, particularly with regard to environmental requirements. Lastly, in addition to the 
Monitoring Committee's normal meetings, two "strategy days" were organized by the local partner.s, 
with more than 100 participants. During these days the implementation oft he programme was examined 
in greater detail and technical working parties were set up to assist the local partners in making the best 
strategic choices. With regard to evaluation, a study on the Merseyside economy was launched to 
produce recommendations on implementation of the programme. This brought to light the Merseyside 
economy's potential for growth and stressed the need to help inhabitants in the most disadvantaged 
neighbourhoods to find jobs. 

1995 in the conte.x:t of the 1994-99 programming period 

Financial implementation for Merseyside (commitments and payments) is progressing normally for the 
ESF, and more slowly for the ERDF and the EAGGF. Although 65% of all the available ERDF funds 
had in principle been approved by the end of 1995, there were few requests for payment. The same is 
true in the case of the Highlands and Islands: financial implementation (commitments and payments) is 
progressing normally for the ESF and the FIFG and more slowly for the ERDF and the EAGGF. In this 
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case, the rate of commitment of ERDF funds at 31 December 1995 amounted to around 30% of 
available funds while payment requests were much lower. In December 1995 the financing schedule was 
amended so that the 1995 instalment for the ERDF could be committed. 

Table 19: Objective I- United Kingdom- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU million) 

rag ramm~s 11 nd yeor or adopt• on ota) C:OSI Sl' auastanc~ I Commitment 1 Commatment % Payments ----r-ayments % 

(I) 1995 1994·95 (2 )/(1) 1995 1994·95 (3)1(2) 
(2) (3) , ... 

~PD Hoghlands and Islands \.012,4 311, 39,1 81,9 2bYo 16,6 40,7 >ov, 
SPO Northern [reland 2 6S8,3 L2J2,8 129,) 288,3 23% 102,8 190,2 66% 
SPD Merseyside 2.000,0 816,0 50,2 162,1 20% 44,5 100,5 62% 

ru· AL 5.6 0, 2.359,8 218, 532,3 2J 'lo 163,8 331,4 62% 
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3. Objective 2 

Table 20: SutnnUlry of Objective 2 OPs/SPDs adopted in 1994 and 1995 (ECU million) 

SPDs ADOPTED IN 1994 OPt ADOPTED IN 1995 

M<mber SUI<IR<gion TOTAL ERDF ESF M<mber Sllf<IR<gion TOTAL ERDF . ESF 

ll<lgium 160,0 130,0 30,0 Spain 1.130,0 810,1 259,9 

A11hange 1.3 0,9 0,4 Aragon 64,2 49,4 14,1!-

Liige 88,5 75,3 13,2 BaleMicblands 10,4 8,8 1,6 

Umhurg 46,8. 35,1 I 1,7 Catalonia 510.1 402.2 107,9 

f.::-..:"[;.:::•m:.::•;;;har::';:.'------------t---2;:3;:,,4;;t----:;1~8,':-7t----:-:4:!-:l,7 Rioja 11,9 ]0,5 1,4 

f,:O.::::;•::m;:;••:.:k:.,-------------t---5:;6:=,,0;t----'4':;4,l~--·;;l,.g,8 Madrid 14S,O 113,7 31,3 
Lofland 9,5 7,0 2,5 Na\'OJTt 22,8 17,7 5,1 

NonhJutlm•d 46,5 37,2 9,3 BasqueCmmtry 325,9 267,8 58,1 
I-;Go,..-:r.c_m""an-:y...;___; ___________ t---;;73;o3;':,0;;t----;5;-;l~3,':;7t--~ll:-;9~,3;1 Multi-ugiona/ 39,7 0,0 39,7 

Bavaria 14,7 9,5 5,1 TOTAL 1995 1.130,0 870,1 259,9 

Berlin 158,3 102,1 56,2f---------------.:::%:.J....._..:I.:::OO:.:%.:..'L_ _ _:7.:..7.:::%L_....::23:.:%::.j 
Burnell 46,9 30,5 16,4 

Lower Saxony 

Nonh Rhine Wc~'lphalia 

Rh;,,eland-PalatttJa/e 

Sarrlaud 
Schle~wig-Ho/.!·teill 

Franc!!! 

Alsace 
Aqrdtaitte 
Artv.cr,gne 

Lmt>er NormanJ;-v 

Burgundy 

Brilta11y 

Centre 
ChampaKJie-Artk•lme 

Frunche-Comtti 

llppt!r Normwuly 

l..allb'~teJoc-Rou.l.li/lml 

Lorrailll! 

MidJ-PyrenJex 

l•./ord!Pa.\-de-Calai.l 

Loire RegifJ!I 

Picard}' 

i'oitrm..{.'harcm~:.l 

Prow•/Jcc-Afp~.l..('filc tl'A:ur 

Rh6ue-Aipa.•.1 

haly 
Emilia-Romagna 

Friu/i-Vem::ia Giulia 

L~in 

Liguna 

Lombardy 

Alarche 

Pit•Jnumt 

Tmcany 
(lmhria 

l'allr:d'Aw·ta 

VcnL'Ifl 

Luxembourg 

Nclherlands 

Arhm:m-Nijme;:c11 
Grrmillg£'11-D!'erltht• 

Twentc-0J'I.'riJ.\el 

Zwd-Limhurg 

Zu"Joo,,/ Braham 

United Kingdom 

r:nsl Lmulou and Ihf.' /.ce J 'af/q 

FLl.\1 MidlamLo; 
F.a.\fem Scurlaud 

Gihrallar 

(/n•,ua Alundl{'\lt'f, I.wu.:a.>hire. ( 'hl•,JJiu: 

/nJJntrial South Wah•.\ 

North F.a.\1 F:nKianJ 

Plymouth 

Thane/ 

We.\( ( 'rrmhriaanJ /:urm•\' 

lf'cstA!iJ/ands 

Wt•xtem Scolltmd 

!'wJ..1hire crud }{umh{'f'lidl• 

TOTAL 19?4 

% 

21,3 18,3 3,0 

42,S 29,8 12.7 

361,4 263,8 97,6 

23.S 15,2 8,l 

49,1 34,4 14,7 

15,4 10,0 5,4 

1.763,1 1.451,6 310,6 

19,6 16,1 3,5 

107,1 91,5 15,6 

61,1 50,6 IO,S 

57,8 46,6 II,) 

49,4 42,0 7,4 

89,7 77,6 12,1 

24,2 20,5 3, 7 

77,5 62,1 15,4 

47,8 41,2 6,6 

146,0 112,1 l3,9 

70,5 59,9 10,6 

127,4 102,9 24,S 

42,6 34,6 8,0 

3 18,1 265,5 S2,6 

135,9 109,6 26,3 

122,4 98,8 23,6 

53,3 43,6 9, 7 

113,1 95,7 17,4 

99,7 81,! 17,9 

684,0 542,3 141,7 

12,0 9,6 2,4 

24,0 18,4 5,6 

64,0 52,2 11,8 

96,0 67,S 28,5 

23,0 18,8 4,2 

il,O 17,9 J,l 

205,0 164,0 41,0 

127,0 103,0 24,0 

35,0 27,5 7,5 

6,0 5,8 0,2 

71,0 57,6 13,4 

7,0 6,0 1,0 

300,0 206,0 94,0 

56,0 39,4 16.6 

76,0 48,6 27,\ 

58,0 39,4 18,6 

43,0 31,7 II,) 

67,0 47,0 20,0 

2.142,0 1.606,9 535,1 

74,0 55,5 Ul,5 

79,0 59,3 19,8 

121,0 96,8 24,:! 

\,0 4,1 0,9 

329,0 230,3 98,7 

IS8,0 141,0 47,0 

308,0 2J 1,0 77,0 

29,0 23,3 5,7 

14,0 11,9 "·I 
25,0 

371,0 

286,0 

Jll,O 

5.8-45,2 

/{/0% 

18,8 6,2 

278,0 9.1,0 

222,9 63,1 

234,0 79,0 

4.501,7 1.343,4 

;"i% 23% 

6,97~.21 

/(1(/' .. Vr;j 
1.603,3 

}3% 
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3.1. Implementation of Objective 2 in 1995 

As far as Objective 2 is concerned, during 1995 work began on the programmes, which will run for an 
initial three-year period from 1994 to !996, in all the twelve Member States. All the Objective 2 
programmes (SPDs) had been adopted at the end of 1994, as had the CSF for Spain, leaving only the 

eight OPs to implement that CSF and the SPDs for the three new Member Statesl6 to be adopted in 
1995. This means that in the I 5 Member States there are 82 operations under Objective 2: eight OPs 
within a single CSF in Spain and 74 SPDs in the other Member States. Of the SPDs, 64 had been 
adopted in 1994 while 18 operations (of which ten concerned the new Member States) were approved in 
1995. As far as the integration of the two Funds (ERDF and ESF) which finance Objective 2 is 
concerned, it should be noted that all but one programme (the multi-regional OP in Spain) provide for 
joint financing by the ERDF and the ESF. 

Table 21: Objective 2- 1995 in tire context ofprogrammilrgfor 1994-96 (ECU million) 

Programmed 
Adopt<d 
% 

Comminnents 1994-95 

%of assistance 
Payments 1994-95 

%of assistance 
• Prugr.:mm1cd by SPD 

•• Pro~:;mmmcd by CSF 

B 
160,0. 

160,0 

100% 
62,2 

39% 
29,3 

18% 

DK 
56,0 • 

56,0 

100"/o 

30,3 

54o/o-
20,0 

36% 

D E F 
733,0 • ).130,0 .. 1.763,2 • 

733,0 1.130,0 1.763,2 

100"/, 100"/, 100% 

286,9 659,2 904,4 

39"/o 58% 51% 

156,9 448,0 423,3 

21% 40% 24% 

I L N AT Fl 

684,0 • 7,0 • 300,0 • 101,0 • 69,2. 

684,0 7,0 300,0 101,0 69,2 

100"/o JOO% 100"/o 100%. 100% 

299,9 8,0 105,0 54,1 31,1 

44% ]]4% 35% 54% 45% 
150,0 4,0 52,5 21,4 15,6 

22% 57% 18% 21% 22% 

SE UK Total 
160,0. '2.142,0. 7.305,4 

160,0 2.142,0 7.305,4 

100% 100% 100"/o 

105,8 1.250,0 3.796,9 

66% 58%. 52% 

38, I 518,9 1.877,8 

24% 24% 26% 

The extent of implementation of Objective 2 at the end of the period 1994-95 can be looked at from a 
number of points of view. All the programming documents (mainly SPDs) were adopted and 52% of the 
commitments for them have been made. Payments at the end of two years stand at one quarter of total 
assistance. At first sight, these rates may appear low but it should be recalled that the vast majority of 
SPDs and OPs were not adopted until the last quarter of 1994 or the beginning of 1995. A substantial 
increase in absorption is therefore expected for 1996. However, the situation varies considerably from 
one Member State to another, with commitments as a percentage of assistance ranging from 35% in the 
Netherlands to almost 60% in the United Kingdom and 66% in Sweden while payments range from less 
than 20% of assistance in Belgium to 57% in Luxembourg. 

16 See Chapter I.A.7. Integration of the new Member States into the structural policies. 
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Consideration of the environment in Objective 2 measures: 

Finance for sustainable development in the Objective 2 areas takes many forms since special 
attention was paid to this sector when the programmes were prepared. Environmental measures in 
the strict sense of the term account for ECU 397 million of the appropriations programmed for 1994-
96, or 5. 7% of the total for the Objective. In addition, investment in the renovation of industrial and 
urban sites amounts to ECU 956 million, 14% oftotalfundingfor Objective 2for 1994-96. To these 
amounts should be added the appropriations for 1997-99. 
The main problems experienced by the Objective 2 areas stem from industrial activities either past or 
present which have resulted in the contamination of land or groundwater by industrial pollution or 
the failure to remove waste and the abandonment of industrial or urban sites. As a result, 
environniental measures are concerned mainly with cleaning up pollution and encouraging new 
productive investment to use environmentally-friendly processes and plant. These account for over 
half (53%) of the finance allocated directly to the environment under Objective 2. A further 
substantial proportion (41%) goes to the treatment and cleaning up of sites. 
Because of its long-term benefits, support for productive investment including preventive measures is 
also of considerable importance under Objective 2. This includes incentives, primarily for small 
businesses, for the use of environmentally-friendly products, technologies and sources of energy, for 
the adoption of "green technologies" and for environmental research and development and for 
increasing mvareness through vocational training to help the labour force adapt to changes in the 
structures of production. 

Table 22: Objective 2 and lite ei!Pironment - breakdown of appropriations allocated directly to tlte 
e11viro11ment in 1994-96 (EUR 9- ECU mi/lion-1994 prices) 

(c) 6% 

1Kemova1 ot pollution. treatment ofwaste and c. lean technologtes (a) 210.8 
Restoration ofindus1ri~l sites and urban area:; (h) 161.0 
Training and other (c) 24.2 

Total 397,0 

3.2. Country-by-country survey 

BELGIUM 

Programmiug for 1994-96 (ECU million) 

Brelllulowu by sector : 

Productive cnvironm~nt (a) 76,0 

Human resources (b) 52.8 (d)S% (e) 3% 

Lnnd improvement and restoration (c) 18.8 

Environmental protection (d) 8.1 

Technical assistance (c) 4.1 

Bre11ktfow11 by Fund: 

ERDF 130,0 81% 

ESF 30.0 19% 

Total 160.0 100% 
4 SPDs 

A 1·cragc per Sl'D 40,0 
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Implementation ilt1995 

Each SP D except the one for Aubange contains a priority or subpriority dealing with measures for 
the environment. The general contribution of the Structural Funds is ECU 22 million (14% of total 
assistance), of which ECU 8 million will go to measures directly concerned with the protection of the 
environment. The bulk of the appropriations will be used for the treatment of industrial waste with 
others being used to clean up disused sites. Limburg and Turnhout are allocating 5% of the 
appropriations for the environment (using funding provided by the ESF) to environmental research 
and training and employment in this area. 

The total contribution of the Structural Funds to the areas of Belgium eligible under Objective 211 

amounts to ECU 160 million programmed in the four SPDs adopted in December 1994. The progress of 
the SPDs varies, with the programmes in Tumhout and Limburg already operational. The priorities in 
Turnhout are industry, services and the environment and the main project selected is a centre for 
promotion, demonstration, research and advice to help small firms develop and use environmentally
friendly production and management techniques. Limburg has the same priorities, with the m·ain project 
concerning technology to promote research into new materials for use in industry. In botncases, the 
Monitoring Committee and the Management Committee have operated satisfactorily. 

Implementation of the programme for Liege, by contrast, whose priorities are economic diversification, 
technological innovation, improving the attractiveness of the area and employment, has suffered some 
delay (the 1995 ERDF instalment could not be committed in that year). This is greatest in the areas of 
technological innovation, the development of tourist potential and the cleaning up of abandoned sites. 
Measures to develop locally generated potential (information for small firms, assistance, help with the 
establishment of firms) are, however, progressing satisfactorily. Approval at the end of the year of the 
scheme of aid for productive investment (ECU 13.7 million from the ERDF, or 18% of its total 
contribution) will enable this measure to get under way. 

Since the decision was taken in 1994, only one commitment (ECU 1.3 million) has been made for the 
Aubange programme. It was amended i1i autumn 1995 by the first rY1onitoring Committee, which 
decided to abandon the measure concerning business premises in favour of four measures relating to 
reception infrastructure for firms, one of which is a joint services centre, on the site of the European 
development pole. 

1995 in the conte:..:t of programming for 1994-96 

Table 23: Objectil•e 2- Belgium- Financial implementationoftlle SPDs (ECU million) 

J•ro-:;:r.;Ullln~Cs :~nd y-e-ar of :uJoption Total co!' 1 SF :JS!'is hmce Comm1tmc-n1 Cumtmlment % P.ol) mcnr!O P.aym~Cnls % 
(I) 1995 l '!94 -9~ (2)/(1) 19'J5 19H-9S (3 )/(1) 

(2) (3) 

/YY4 

SPlJ Aubangc I.J 0.4 J.J IOU% 0.) 0,) 37% 

SPD liege 314,2 88,5 4.2 22.5 2:5% IU 11.3 50~-;. 

SPD Limburg 121.8 46,8 0.0 14.9 32% 0.0 7.5 50'% 

SPD T11rnhou1 58.1 23,4 u_o 23.4 100'!{. 0.0 lfl.l .1.3~-'[lo 

.UlAL ." ' 1'>«,1 •• 6 >L, j~", I I ,7 H,J • " " 

17 Aubange, Liege, Limburg and Tumhout. 
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DENMARK 

Programming for I 994-96 (ECU millior1) 

Breakdown by sector: 

Productive environment (a) 23,4 
(c) 2% 

Human resources (b) 31,6 
Technical assistance (c) 1,0 

Breakdown by Fu11d: 

ERDF 44,2 79% 
ESF 11,8 21% (b) 56% 

Total 56.0 100% 
12 SPDs 

Average perSl'lJ 2H,O 

Implementation in 1995 

The environment is not regarded as a separate priority in the Danish SPDs but is an integral part of 
most of the other priorities, such as aid to businesses, through for example, support for the adoption 
of clean technologies. 

The two SPDs decided on m December 1994 for the eligible areas of Denmark 18 provide for the 
Structural Funds to contribute a total of ECU 56 million in 1994-96. During 1995 implementation of 
these tvvo programmes was satisfactory. When the Monitoring Committees met, it proved necessary, 
because of economic conditions in these areas, to increase the ERDF allocation for support for 
investment in existing small firms and the establishment of new firms, particularly in North Jutland. The 
financial progress of the programmes meant that the 1995 ERDF instalment for North Jutland could be 
committed and 80% of it paid. In the case of the SPD for Lolland, 50% of the single ERDF instalment 
has now been paid. 

Table 24: Objectil·e 2- Denmark- Financial implementation oftlleSPDs (ECU million) 

Pro~rammes anti ~e-ar of adoption % 

(3 )/(21 

o land 

SPD North Jurl.:111d 76% 

66% 

18 N011h Jutland and Lolland. 
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GERMANY 

Programming for 1994-96 (ECU milfion) 

Breakdown by sector: 

Productive environment (a) 245,0 
Human resources (b) 293,0 

(d) 7% (e) 2% (a) 33% 

Land improvement and restoration (c) 132,0 
Environmental protection (d) 52,0 
Technical assistance (e) 11,0 
Breakdown by Fund: 

ERDF 513,7 70% 
ESF 219,3 30% 

Total 733,0 100% 
9 SPDs 

Average per Sl'D 1 ~I ,4 

Implementation in1995 

Environmental protection varies in the nine Lander eligible under Objective 2. The Community 
contribution amounts to a total of ECU 198 million, including measures directly relating to the 
environment (ECU 52 million) and others. Together with Luxembourg, Germany is the Member State 
which devotes the largest proportion of Objective 2 funding to environmental protection. Two of the 
Lander eligible under this Objective (Rhineland-Palatinate and Schleswig-Holstein) make no 
provision for the Structural Funds to finance environmental protection but they receive only a vel}' 

small amount ojCommunity aid. However, the Lander of Berlin, North Rhine-Westphalia and Hesse, 
which have more substantial environmemal problems than the other two. have allocated an 
appropriate share of finance to them. Interesting experiments include North Rhine-Westphalia, which 
is concentrating on the restoration of industria/wasteland for an international exhibition on urban 
planning (lntemationale Bauaustellung Emsche1park). This includes the renovation of industrial 
areas and old buildings converted into technology centres with aid also being provided for firms 
specializing in the environment. Berlin is also preparing programmes of a new type (Environmental 
improvement programmes and Initiatives to encourage economic activities relating to the 
environmem) which include the environment in a social or economic pi·ogramme. In this Land, the 
ESF will contribute ECU 14 million to employment and training relating to the environment. 

Nine SPDs for the German Objective 2 areas 19 were approved in December 1994 for the 1994-96 
programming period. These programmes are intended to improve the competitiveness of these areas, 
consolidate and expand employment, restore ce1tain areas of land and encourage research and 
development and measures to protect the environment. Total assistance from the Structural Funds 
amounts to ECU 733 million. Each Land has its own development strategy and so defines for itself the 
main aspects of its structural policy. 

19 Bavaria, western Berlin, Bremen, Hesse, Lower Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland Palatinate, Saarland 
and Schleswig-Holstein. 
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Examples of past ami present achievements in Germany: 
Saarland: One of the priorities, receiving ERDF assistance of ECU 3.5 million 
towards a total cost of ECU 14.8 million, is the transfer of knowledge and 
technology through the promotion of institutional cooperation between the 
Zentrale fur Produklivitdt und Technologie (ZPT - Centre for productivity and 
technology), the Kontaktstelle fur Wissens- und Technologietransfer (KWT -
Contact point for the transfer of science and technology) in the University of the 
Saarland and the Jnstitut des Technologietransfers (FliT - Institute for the 
transfer of technology) in the Hochschulefur Technik und Wirtschaft (Technical 
and economic institute). The ZPT offers advice and services to small firms and 
has established departments to provide information on Community activities 
and to deal with patents. One of the main tasks of the FliT and the KWT is to 
promote cooperation between various educational establishments and small 
firms (on the training available in higher education, the organization of 
cooperation measures, conferences and seminars and the supply of services 
where use is made of public aid programmes). 
North R!Jine-Westphalia: The emphasis is on the restoration of industrial areas 
and the refurbishment of factories for economic purposes. For example, the 
former boiler room in the Zollverein XII pithead in Essen has been converted 
into a design centre for North Rhine-Westphalia. The ERDF contributed ECU 
9.8 million towards a total cost of ECU 19.9 million. Work on the mine has 
enabled almost 300 unemployed people to obtain vocational skills in a variety 
of construction trades (ESF contribution of ECU 2.1 million towards a total cost 
of ECU 6.4 million). 
Lower S£LtOII)': Two business parks costing a total of ECU 16.6 million have 
been built at Peine near the Hannover-Berlin A2 motorway with assistance 
amounting to ECU 750 000 from the ERDF under Objectives 2 and 3 and ECU 
3.1 million from the Resider [ Community lnitiative.'0 They provide 
administrative and social buildings and workshops and one of them, Peine II, 
received the Deutscher Stddtebaupreis 1995. A total of23 firms have acquired 
premises creating a total of 500 jobs. On one such site, a municipal promoter is 
offering training and job placement, mainly in connection with the environment. 
In 1994 160 people took part and the ESF contributed about ECU 550 000. 

1995 in tl1e context o.fprogmmming for 1994-96 

Programmes show a low rate ofpayme1its in 1995 (55% of commitments but 21% ofthe aid) because of 
the comparatively· late approval of the SPDs, in December 1994, and the delay in getting the assistance 
programmed under way in 1995. 

Table 25: Objecth·e 2- Germany- Financial implementation ojtfle SPDs (ECU million) 

P rug nnn rncs and yc.ar of adn(lt~on Total cos£ S ~ assist~ncc Commitment 1 Cumnutmcnt % Pa~ men!.'> Pnymcnts % 

{1) 1995 1994-95 (2 )/{ 1) i995 1994-95 (J )/12) 
(2) (J) 

/994 

S •u Havana .•J,) '"· II. 1 J.o "·"' 
__ (l ).~ "' ,., 

SPD Bctlm 390.7 158.3 13.1 41),::! 31 "', ll.rJ 19,9 61% 
SPD 13tcmcn 172.5 46.9 2.6 14.') 32% ~ 0 10,4 (19% 

SPD llcs:sc (11,.3 21,3 l.2 21..1 I 00~1, 0,(1 10.6 50~0 

SPD Lower s~nuny 1~(.,4 4V 6.5 13,5 31% 3.~ "-~ 50% 

SPD North Rhmc \Vcstph;tlia I 2()8,S )()I ,4 5,4 115.0 3 2 ",:~ ' ' 57.:. 50"0 -·' 
SPD Rltinc!and-1\!l:ltinJlC 49,0 235 3.1 23_j 1110% l.5 ll.i so•;;, 
SPD S:uda1td 212.6 ·19.1 6.1 ::!0,5 42" .. '-~ 12.9 (•3% 

SPD Schlcswig-llol:;tcin 32,0 15.4 0.0 15.4 ]()(/~;. 11,0 7.7 50%, 

1 u 1.\ L.J '· f>j, j, ,ll .. r.,9 j')",. 
, _ _, 

l.(t.IJ ~s~~ .. 

Programmes under the preceding phase ( 1992-93) also continued and most of them were completed in 
1995. These were seven programmes for the six western Uinder, which received a total of ECU 303.2 

20 Sec Chapter 1.13.1. Community Initiatives. 
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million (ECU 266.4 million from the ERDF and ECU 76.9 million from the ESF). Commitments for all 
these programmes had been made by the end of 1993. During 1995 the Commission made payments 
amounting to ECU 60.6 million for four programmes (Berlin, Lower Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia 
and Saarland) so that the ;vestem Lander had received ECU 185.6 million (82% of commitments) in 
Community aid for 1992-93 by the end of 1995. In the case of the Peine-Salzgitter (Lower Saxony) OP, 
the applications for payment of the balance have already been made, while an extension of the time for 
payment to 31 December 1996 has been granted to two programmes, North Rhine-Westphalia, because 
of delays in implementing certain projects, and Berlin, because of problems in implementing 
infrastructure projects and late applications for Community funds by certain private investors. 

SPAIN 

Programming for 1994-96 (ECU million) 

Breakdown by sector: 

Productive environment (a) 592,0 
Human resources (b) 317,0 

{d)4% {e)1% 

Land improvement and restoration (c) 174,0 
Environmental protection (d) 40,0 

Technical assistance (c) 8,0 

Breakdown by Fund: 

ERDF 870,1 77% 
ESF 259,9 23% 

Total 1.130,0 100% 
11 CSF /8 OPs 

A veragc per OP 141,3 

Implementation in 199 5 

Protection of the environment, a priority under the CSF, is programmed through an OP receiving 
ECU 40 million from the ERDF (3.5% of total assistance) and adopted in 1995. Eligible measures 
under this OP include equipment to prevent and treat industrial pollution. the restoration of run-down 
il?dustrial sites. monitoring the quality of the environment and infrastructure to prevent and reduce 
the negative impact on the environment of productive activity. 

Spain is the only Member State whose national authorities chose to programme assistance under 
Objective 2 through a CSF and operational programmes. The CSF was adopted at the end of 1994 and 
implementation began with th..: approval of eight OPs in the first half of 1995. These comprised seven 
containing assistance from the ERDF and the ESF to each of the beneficiary Autonomous 

Communities21 and the multi-regional ESF programme, which contains the vocational training measures 
under the CSF and for which the national authorities are responsible. The Structural Funds are 
contributing ECU l 130 million to these eight OPs as a whole. Each of them forms part of the CSF's 
priorities, suppmt for employment and the competitiveness of firms, environmental protection, aid for 
technological research and innovation, the development of transpo1t related to economic activity, local 
and urban development and technical assistance. 

21 Rioja. Aragon, the Bnlcaric lslnnds. Cntnlonia, Navarre. l'dadrid and the 8nsquc Country. 
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Table 26: Objective 2- Spain- Programme priorities adopted in 1995 (ECU million) 

Employment nnd Emironmrnt Rf:st..JU"th, Transport Local T«hnical Stnnlunll National 

the irmo\'arion dt\'elopmenl assisl.ancr funw public 

competitivwus assistance contribution 

of firms 

Ar-aeon 28,3 0,6 8,5 17,0 9,3 0, 64,2 73,8 

ERDF )6,6 0,6 5,5 r.o 9,3 0.5 .J9 . .J 59,0 

li.SF IF 0,0 J,O 0,0 0,0 0,1 14.8 1<,9 

Dalearichtand!i &.~ 0,0 0,3 0,0 0,9 0, 10~4 10,1 

ERIJF "";IJ 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,9 O.J 8,8 8,8 

'"'"' l,l 0,0 0,3 0,0 0,0 0.1 1.6 /,J 

Catalonia 167,0 7,3 20,5 162,9 150,9 I, 510,1 606,!\ 

EJIJJF 1~8.1 7.3 16,} 162,9 87,.J O,J <02,2 515,7 
E..\'F 38.9 00 4,4 0,0 63.5 I./ 107,9 90,8 

:\1adrid 62,5 0,6 26,6 30,6 23,1 145,0 16l,8 

J::RnF J./.1 0,6 15.6 JO,ti iU J.fi 1/3,7 130,9 

F.SP 28.-1 0,0 /,0 0,0 1.8 0,0 31.3 31.9 

l'iavarre 9,0 1,8 4,5 5,1 2,2 0,3 11,8 26,4 

EIUJF 1,8 1.9 5.1 0,0 0.2 17.7 20,6 

E.\1;- u 0.0 1.6 0,0 2.2 0.1 5.1 5.8 

Rioja 5,4 0,0 1,0 3,6 1,7 0) 11,9 14,1 

EJIIJF 4,J 0.0 0- 3,ti '·' 0,/ 10,5 12.6 

£\'F I,U 00 0.3 0,0 0,1 0,0 u 15 
Bas.qmCountl") 123,6 29,2 31,0 83,1 55,9 3,1 3m 368,0 

ERDP 91 .• ' 29.2 7,8 SJ.I 53.6 2.Y 26'7.1-: JJ./, '; 

E.\1' Ji.J 0,0 .. ~3.2 0,0 2.J 0.2 58.1 51,-1 
Mu.ltirt'giorml E.SF 20,9 0,0 18,8 a,o 0,0 0, 39,7 48,2 

TOTAL 425,5 39,5 111,3 302,2 243,9 1, 1.130,0 1.310,1 

li.lwr· 2.\'9,- 305 5~')'1 301.2 J';.f,U 5.9 8-0.1 1.0~2.3 

F.'iF 135.8 110 52.5 0,0 !'!?.9 1.- 259.~ ).J-:'.8 

To~.al cost 1.85-fl.l 7<J,.fl lJ.U 774,9 ~15,0 9, 3.911,7 

During November and December the Monitoring Committees for each programme held their first 
meetings in the appropriate regional capital and the Monitoring Committee for the CSF met in Madrid at 
the end of October. In the cases of Catalonia (one progr.:::nme) and the Basque Country (two 
programmes), assistance is subject to a suspensory clause. 

1995 in the context of programming for 1994-96 

Financial progress in the OPs may be regarded as remarkable in view of the late adoption of this 
assistance and the fact that, while there remains in principle one year of programming, there are three 
years to finalize national commitments and payments. An exception is Aragon, where, as a result of 
delays in implementation, in December 1995 the Spanish authorities asked for reprogramming to shift 
the bulk of the programme to 1996. The OPs for the Balearic Islands, Navarre and Rioja were approved 
through a single commitment of the total amount of Community assistance. 

Tah/e 27: Objective 2 -Spain- Financial implementation ofprogrammes (ECU million) 

Programmes and year of adoption Total cost SF assistance Commitments Commitments % Payments Payments ')1, 

(I) 1995 1994-95 (2)/(1) 1995 1994-95 (3)/(l) 

(2) (3) 
1995 

Rc~-:imw/OP.\ 

OP Arag.on 199,3 64,2 13,9 13,9 22% 6,9 6,9 50% 
OP Balearic Islands 61, I 10,4 10,4 10,4 100% 5,2 5,2 50% 
OP Cnt<~lonia 1.994,0 510,1 289,0 289,0 57%. 220.4 220,4 76% 

OP Rioja 74, I 11,9 I 1,9 11,9 100% 5,9 5,9 50% 
OP Madrid 398,8 145.0 79,1 79, I 55% 29.5 19,5 37% 

OP Nav:me 62,5 22.8 22,8 22,8 100% 16,7 16,7 73% 

Or Basque Country 1.033,4 325,9 192.4 192,4 59% 148,4 148,4 77% 

Multi·rc~:imwl OP 

OP Multi-rcglorl<tl 88,3 39,7 39,7 39,7 100'1. 1 14,9 14.9 38°/r. 

TOTAL 3.911,7 1.130,0 659,2 659,2 58% 448,0 448,0 68% 

It should also be noted that assistance under the CSF for 1992-93 continued in 1995. That CSF, 
approved on 18 December 1992, contains ECU 724 million (at 1992 prices) of Community assistance 
for seven ERDF OPs (ECU 520 million), seven ESF OPs (ECU 166.6 million), the Renaval and Resider 
Community programmes in the Basque Country (ECU 34.2 million) and one Renaval Community 
programme in Cantabria (ECU 3 million). This, in the end, was not implemented and the amount was 
subsequently included in the corresponding regional OP. The 14 national initiative OPs (seven for the 

. 
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ERDF and seven for the ESF) were implemented in accordance with the contents of the five priorities in 
the CSF, establishment and development of productive activities, protection and improvement of the 
environment, support for research and development and training facilities, improvements to the 
communications network and technical assistance. In the case of the nine programmes part-financed by 
the ERDF, all the commitments had been finalized by 31 December 1993, with the exception of the 
programmes for Aragon, Cantabria and Madrid where an extension to 31 March 1994 was granted. The 
final date for payments for each of these OPs was 31 December 1995. At the end ofNovember 1995, the 
Spanish authorities sent the Commission requests for this date to be put back to 31 March 1996 in the 
case of the programmes for Aragon and Madrid and to 30 June 1996 for that for Cantabria. The 
Commission agreed to these requests. 

FRANCE 

Programming for /994-96 (ECU million) 

Brellkdown by ,-ector: 

Productive c1nironment (a) 710,0 

Human resources (b) 614,0 
(d) 6% (e)1% 

Land improvement and restoration (c) 313,0 

Environmental protection (d) 103,0 

Technical assistance (c) 25,0 

Breakdown by Fund: 

ERDF 1.4 52.6 82% 

ESF 310.6 181j~ 

Total 1.763.2 100% 

/9 SPDs 

A vcrage per SPD 92.~ 

Implementation in 1995 

Environmental mea.~ures differ considerably in France from one region lo m1o1her. 7he Iota! 
conlribution ofthe Structural Funds amounts to ECU 234 million (only ECU 103 million if measures 
concerned with direct protection are excluded), 13% of total assistance. Howe\·er. !his figure may rise 
to 28% in Alsace and not exceed 3.5% in the Loire region. In Lower Nonnall(fv it is ::ero .. \1ost ofrhe 
measures are for urban restoration and the cleaning up of indus/ria! sires. mainlv by ren1m·ing 
industrial pollution The example of Picnrdv is fairly representative: o large port (1 8%) of the 
Community contribution goes to en\'ironmemo! projects, the use of c!ecm !t>chnologies and advisory 
servicec fn•· ~ .. ,,< _;< encouraged through rhe regional fimd for the environment und 1!111!1'.'!:_\'. wul 
employmen, .... "/!raining related to the environme111 will be encouraged 

The 19 SPDs for the Objective 2 regions of France22 were approved in December !994 and all the 
Monitoring Commith .. , · •r these programmes had been established by the end of l\·1arch !995. Most of 
the programmes got under wa1 f<Jirly slowly and their implementation gi\'es grounds for a certain degree 
of concern. 

The evaluation structure to monitor assistance has been established or is being set up in sc\'cn of the !9 
regions and in most regions the system suggests that monitoring will be more rigorous thanks to stronger 
teams and have a higher profile as the result of the quality of information sent to the Monitoring 
Committees, particularly as far as the selection of projects to receive Community funding is concerned. 

22 Alsace, Aquitaine, Auvergne, Brittany, Burgundy, Centre, Champagne-Ardennes, Franche-Comtc. L~nguedoc
Roussillon. Loire Region, Lorraine, Lower Nonnandy, Midi-P)Tenecs, Nord/Pas-de-Calais, Pic<Jrdy, Poitou
Charentes, Provence-Alpes-Cote d'Azur, Rh6ne-Aipes and Upper Normandy. 
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Through partnership a meeting with the regional partners organized by the DATAR23 was held in May 
1995 and provided :m opportunity to exchange experience on a number of topics, including assessment. 

1995 in tile context of programming for 1994-96 

Statements of expenditure for the 1994 instalment sent to the Commission at the end of 1995 for II of 

the 17 regions24 show that it had proved possible to commit the 1995 instalment but the first advance for 
that year had been paid in only three regions. This means that the level of public expenditure ofthe 1994 
instalment of the programme had not reached 40% in six regions and was below 60% in 14. It should be 
noted that Rh6ne-Aipes, Nord/Pas-de-Calais, Aquitaine, Brittany, Champagne-Ardennes and Franche
Comte had not declared sufficient expenditure to justify a call for funds or a request for commitment of 
the Community instalment for 1995. The result is that at the end of 1995 France will have received 
payments totalling ECU 348.3 million in respect of the first advance for 1995 and the second advance 
for 1994. This situation is particularly worrying because programming should be completed and fully 
committed at national level before the end of 1996. 

Table 2.~: Objective 2- France- Financial implementation of tile SPDs (ECU million) 

Progratnmt:s ~nd ycur of ado1•tion Total cost IS F ass is lance 1 Commitment Commitment •y,, Paymcn1s lla)'·ments 'I',, 

(I) 1995 1994-95 (2 )/(1) 199S 1994-95 (3 )/(2) 
(2) (3) 

1994 

Si'U A Jsoce 4(o,U I ~.6 U, lo,6 IUWtO "·' "· >U% 
SPD A quirainc 379,1 107,1 3,8 37,9 35% 2.6 19,6 .52% 
SPD A un:rg.11t: 126.0 61,1 19} 38,7 63% 15.6 25,3 65% 
SPD Lower \:onn:1nJy 1695 57.8 17.1 35,5 61%. 12.2 21.3 60% 
SPD BurJJ.undy 130,4 49.4 13.9 29,6 60% 0,0 7.'J 27% 

SPD Gritt~ny 26:!.3 89,7 0.0 28.5 32 11/o 0.0 14.3 50% 

SPD Centre 108,4 24.2 0,0 24.2 100% 0,0 12,1 50% 
SPD Champ~gnc·Ardcnn:: 211.3 77,5 0,0 24.6 3:2% 0.0 12.3 50% 
SPD Fr:111chc·Comll~ 111,7 47,8 2,1 17,3 36 11/(, 1.1 8,7 50% 
SPD L1ppcr t'\onn:wdy 3%,9 146,0 45.2 91,6 63% 18.5 41,7 46% 

SPD L•ngu~:doc·Rouss1ll0n 219,5 70,5 19,9 42,3 60~/o 5.7 16.9 40% 
SPD Lo1rainc 282.7 127,4 40,0 80,4 (13%, 15.5 35.7 44% 
SPD \1 idi-PyrcnCes 151.3 42.6 13,6 27.2 64% 2.1 8.9 33% 
SPD i'olli.:Pas·de·Cnbis 9"3.1 318,1 12.0 114,1 }6°/i.J 11.7 62.8 .S5% 
sro Loi1c Rc~10n 321.7 135.9 4!.9 85,1 63{Yn 12.9 27.0 32% 
SPD Pu.::nJ~ .t29.2 122.4 37,6 76.5 6:2% 30.S 49,9 65°/c 

Sl)D Poiwu-Chilrcnlc~ 130.7 53,3 17.1 34,0 64% 6.7 15,2 45% 
SPD P A (' \. Ill 295,7 113,1 29.6 65.6 5S% 0.0 18,0 27% 
SPD R!a)nc-Aipes 316,7 99,7 0.0 31.7 321lft, 0.0 15.8 50°~0 

IU -\ L 5.0 12 ,u 1.763,2 313 ,I 904,4 S1% I 4'.1 4l J.J • % 
(I} )ro\·cnce·.·\ pcs·Cotr: d':\zur 

At the request of the French authorities, the Commission took a decision to extend the period for 
nation;J l payments for final beneficiaries in respect of a number of programmes under previous phases of 
programming(l989-91 and 1992-93). 

23 Dcli.'gntion :'! l'~menagement tlu tcrritoire et a !'action regionale (department for spatial plmming and regional 
acti\'itics). 

2
--1 Scvcnte..:n rather than 19 bccaw,e a single commitment was made \\'hen the SPDs for ,.\ls<Ke and Centre were 

adopted. 
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ITALY 

Programming for /994-96 (ECU millio11) 

Breakdown by sector: 

Productive environment (al 334,7 
Human resources (b) 204,3 (d) 7% [e) 2% 

Land improvement and restoration (c) 86,0 
Environmental protection (dl 48,4 

Technical assistance (el 10,6 

Breakdown by Fund: 

ERDF 542,3 79% 
ESF l4l ,7 2!% 

Total 684,0 100% 
pt :o>rDs 

Average perSPD 62,2 

The new programming period 1994-96 provides for Community assistance totalling ECU 684 million to 

11 regions in northern and central ltaly25 All the SPDs had been approved by the end of 1994 with 
Community assistance ranging from ECU 6 million for the Valle d'Aosta to ECU 205 million for 
Piedmont As regards content, the programmes lay greater stress than in the past on activities relating to 
new sources of employment. This includes aid to small firms for the adoption of new technologies 
through support for R&D and the transfer of technology (science and technology parks, innovative 
services for small firms, specific training measures, the creation of consortia of producers and potential 
users of the results of work on research and innovation). Particular attention is also paid to the 
development of human resources, which is a specific priority in all the programmes other than those for 
Valle d'Aosta and Lombardy. This priority includes horizontal and/or innovative measures concerning 
skills and support for the economic system and experiments with new forms of assistance. 1t is 
structured in three parts: the development of human resources for workers in lflrge firms threatened with 
or suffering from unemployment, innovative projects relating to training I inked to the opportunities 
offered by new sources of employment (accompanying measures and local development initiatives) and 
improvements to the training system. 

Environmental protection has received particular attention. The total contribution of the Struclural 
Funds is ECU I05 million (ECU 48 million ifonly measures direclfy concerned 1vi1h !he environment 
are included), 15% of total assistance. However, the figure varies sharp~y fi·o/11 one region to another. 
ranging from zero in Emilia-Romagna to 20% in Piedmont. In general. a/lent ion is concenlra!ed 
mainly on industry, particularly control systems, environmen/al infi·as/ruc/ure. !he restoralion of 
abandoned areas. programmes of subsidies for investment in clean !eclmologies and some specific 
training measures. For example, in Lombardy substantial aid will be given lo help small firms 
modernize their facilities for treating waste water and other waste. In I'iedmonl u Iorge part of the 
.finance will go to clean technologies, the storage or recycling ofiirdustrial was/e and !he reclamation 
of abandoned industrial/and. 

The programmes also give greater assistance to local development through a series of measures 
including grants for new investment, services, a fresh boost to the economy and new financial 
instruments with innovative aspects. 

Implementation in 1995 

In most regions, implementation of the SPDs began immediately the programmes had been approved. 
The outturn has, however, varied widely from one measure to another. In generaL programmes 
providing grants to small firms (craft firms, tourism and services) have been very successful with 

25 Emilia-Romagna. Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Lazio, Liguria, Lombardy. Marche, Piedmont. Tuscany, Umbria. Valle 
d'Aosta and Veneto. 
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commitments approaching I 00% in many regions. However, although new infrastructure measures have 
attracted a large number of applications, they require more time because of the cumbersome Italian 
legislation on invitations to tender. It should be noted that the process of selecting projects eligible for 
financing has encouraged transparency and compliance with the principle that assistance from the 
Structural Funds should add value and, in accordance with the selection criteria, only the most promising 
projects have been selected. 

The Monitoring Committees for all the SPDs met in 1995 and took the steps required for measures 
which had remained in suspense when the SPDs were adopted to make progress. The Committees 
approved the various selection criteria for the projects and issued calls for proposals. Where necessary, 
some (Liguria and Tuscany) adopted various corrective measures to adjust the programmes in the light 
of developments in the region. 

1995 in the context of programming for 1994-96 

Table 29: Objectil·e 2- lta(F- Financial implementatio11 of the SPDs (ECU million) 

l'rogr;~mmcs and )Car ofadol'tion Totnl cost .'iF :tssist01ncc Lommitment Commitmrnt % P:tymcnts Payments % 
(I) 19 95 1994-95 12 )1(1) 1995 1994-95 (3 )1(2) 

(2) [3) 

I 4 

~ ~u t:m1 m~K0magnJ 39,4 12,0 0,0 12,0 1110% U,ll 6,11 50% 
SPD Fr1ull-\'encz~a Gluli:J. 10 •. 8 :!~.0 0,0 24,0 lOO% 0.0 12.0 50% 

SPD Laz1o 193,4 G•.o 0,0 20,3 32% 0,0 I 0,2 50°,~ 

SPO L1t! u1la 174,7 96,0 0,0 30,5 32% 0,0 15,3 50%, 

S PD Lornlnndy 76.1 23,0 0,0 23,0 100% 0.0 11,5 50% 
SPD ~j :11che 57,0 21,0 0,0 21.0 ]{)Qil;O 0.0 I 0,5 50% 
SPD Pir.:dmon1 695.9 205,0 O,D 65,1 31 11·'0 0.0 32.6 50~0 

SPI) Tu-;cany 485,1 127.0 0,0 40,4 32 1~~ 0.0 20.2 50% 

SPD l~mbrl~ SO,I 3:'.0 0,0 35,0 100%. 0.0 17,5 50'Yo 
SP[) \'aile d'Aosta ]j,.j 6,0 0.0 (o,O 100'% o.n 3.0 50% 
SPD Veneto 22~.1 11.0 0.0 22.6 ~2% 0.0 11.3 50% 

1'0'1 ·\L -.H5.1 foM4.u ll,u 
L "· 

44", 11,0 I''·" Su'Y,, 

In terms of financial implementation at national level, payments by the national authorities responsible 
for the implementation of the programmes give rise to considerable concern because of the low level of 
implementation at the end of 1995 (between 0% and 8% of the total planned for 1994-96}. 

It should also be noted that implementation ofthe first phase (1989-91) of the previous programming 
period is now complete. While total payments amounted to 80% to 90% of the total available 
appropriations (ECU 158 million). this under-utilization is partly the result of difficulties encountered 
during implementation (long and obscure administrative procedures, the abandonment of projects to 
\\ h ich appropriations had already been committed) and partly to the devaluation of the I ira. As a result of 
this devaluation. full utilization of ERDF assistance would have required the national authorities to make 
additional resources available, which was not considered compatible with eff01ts to achieve budgetary 
discipline at national level. Each region has made an initial assessment of the impact on the economy 
and employment in its final rep01t. HO\vevcr, a more complete ex post evaluation study will be carried 
out ~1y an outside assessor selected by the Commission. In addition, information and publicity measures 
have been undertaken to raise the profile of the ESF measures. 

In the second phase ( 1992-93). the Community contribution to the nine programmes amounted to ECU 
183 million (ERDF: ECU 127 million; ESF: 56 million). Total investment under these programmes. 
including national public and private resources, amounts to ECU I billion and the average multiplier 
effect is about 5.7. Although commitments at regional le\'el have reached I 00% in almost ull cases. 
implementation has been delayed because of the adoption of the programmes at the end of 1992 and the 
impact this had on payments on the ground. As n result, the final dnte for payment has been put back by 
six months in seven regions. By the cnd of 1995 the overall rate of payments was around 50%. However, 
since the rate of expenditure normally rises sharply during the last few months before the final dates t(x 
payment, there is e\·cry rcasc'n w cxpect tilt: situation to improve in 1996. 
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LUXEMBOURG 

Programming for I 994-96 (ECU mil/io11) 

Breakdown by sector: 

Productive environment (a) I ,0 

Human resources (b) 2,0 

Land improvement and restoration (c) 2,0 

Environmental protection (d) 2,0 

Breakdow11 by Fu11d: 

ERDF 6,0 86% 
ESF I ,0 14% 

Total 7,0 100% 
I SPD 

A vcrage per SPD 7,0 

Implementation in1995 

Protection of tile environment receives the largest share of appropriations under Objective 2 in the 
SP D for Luxembourg: 30% of the appropriations from the Structural Funds (ECU 2.2 million). This 
priority is concerned with cleaning up industrial waste land and the treatment of waste. 

Progress in implementing the SPD for Luxembourg, which was adopted in 1994, is rather variable. 
Some measures (the equipping of reception areas and the construction of tourist infrastructure) are 
proceeding as planned while others had not really begun in 1995 because of stat1-up problems. Some 
adjustments wi II be made during 1996 (particularly the project to cover over the waste tip at 

Ronnebierg). 

Table 30: Objectit•e 2- Luxembourg- Financial implementatiou of tire SPD (ECU million) 

J>,og'""'"'" Hnd Y"" ofHdoption I Total cost IS I·""" tnncc I Cumn,itmcntl Cnmnutmcnt I % I i' ;I~ Tilt' II (S 

I 
l':.1ymcnts I ·y, (I) 1995 19~~-95 (2)/(1) 199S JIJ9-I-95 (J J/(2) 

(2) (J) 

19 94 

~p) Lu:-.cm >oulg I _0,7j '·"I OJJj ~.Uj ll·l'~·oJ "·"I 4,01 5tJ"u 

NETHERLANDS 

Programmill}i far 199./-96 (ECU millio11) 

BreakdoH'Jt by sector: 

Productive environment (a) 141.4 
l!uman resources (b) 112,8 

Land improvement and restoration (c) -11.5 
(d) 2% (e) 3% 

Environmcnlal proJection (d) 5.0 

Technical assistance (c) 9.2 

Br~akdow11 hy Fu11d: 

ERDF 206.0 69% 

ESc 94,0 31% 
Total 300,0 100% 

5 SPus 

:\ \'Crage per SPD (•0.0 
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Implementation in 1995 

Environmental measures in the Netherlands are very varied. Three of the SPDs (Groningen, 
Zuidoost Brabant and Zuid-Limburg) make specific provision for Community appropriations 
amounting to ECU 13 million (ECU 5 million for direct measures), or 4.5% of total assistance. These 
measures concentrate on improvements to make urban and industrial areas more allractive. 

The areas of the Netherlands eligible under Objective 226 receive a total of ECU 300 million from the 
Structural Funds in the fonn of five SPDs adopted in 1994. In general, the launch of these programmes 
in 1995 was satisfactory, as shown by the level of Community commitments, but actual implementation 
on the ground varied from one programme to another. The SPD for Zuidoost Brabant got off to a slow 
start because of its late approval but progress speeded up at the end of 1995 so that, by the beginning of 
1996, 54% of the total appropriations had been committed for approved projects (ERDF: 48%; ESF: 
66%). These included a number of major projects, which gave an important stimulus to private investors 
(some 250 companies). In the case of the Arnhem-Nijmegen programme, actual expenditure committed 
by the final beneficiaries now amounts to 40% of the total costs for 1994. In the case-of the ESF, 
however, some ECU 2 million out of a total of ECU 16.6 million had been committed so that a special 
working party was set up to encourage a larger number of projects part-financed by the ESF. This has 
made encouraging progress. 

Good progress in implementation: 
In Zuidoost Brabant, the measure for the restoration of areas for the 
establishment of economic activities will be completed early in 1996 and there 
are high expectations of the KlC ( Kennisintensieve !ndustrie Clustering -
Knowledge-intensive industrial grouping) involvir.g technical cooperation 
between fim1s not only in Zuidoost Brabant but also in Zuid-Limburg, another 
Objective 2 area, and in nm1hern and central Limburg, which are eligible under 
Objective 5(b). 
111 Amflem-Nijmegen, the aim of the programme is to create 3 000 jobs and it 
appears that the total number of jobs created by the projects approved has 
a ]ready reached that figure. 
111 Twente, the main project approved in \995 was the general programme of 
assistance to small finns (total cost: ECU 11.4 million, ERDF aid: ECU 8.5 
million) which has three strands: assistance and advice, investment grants and 
loans for innovative projects. The Commission approved the first two pm1s in 
spring 1995. 

In the case of the Twente SPD, about 43% of the ERDF assistance (ECU 39.4 million) was used for 
individual projects. This means that the ERDF provided about ECU 24 million in pari-finance. While the 
schedule of commitments was complied with, there are delays in payments since the 1995 instalment has 
not been paid. The situation with regard to the Groningen-Drenthe programme is similar. While almost 
40% of ERDF assistance (ECU 48.6 million) has been committed, there is a delay in payments and the 
1995 instalment will have to be committed in 1996. The Zuid-Limburg programme became operational 
in a few months, mainly because it was the continuation of earlier programmes. By the end of 1995, 
32% of the assistance had been committed. Because a number of the projects decided on are on a large 
scale (the development of sites and facilities for economic nctivities), nctual payments will be made 
later. 

26 Zuidoost Brabant, Arnhem-Nijmegen, Groningen-Drenthe, Twentc and Zuid-Limburg. 
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1995 in the conte:.:t of programming for 1994-96 

Table 31: Objective 2- Netherlands- Financial implementatio11 of the SPDs (ECU million) 

rrogrammc.s and )'ear 0 ado piton ocat cost !SF ass1.stance Commltmenl Lommitmcnt " . O)'mcnts 'l:lymcnts % 

(If 1995 1994-95 (2)/[1) 1995 1994-95 (3 )1(2) 

(2) (3) 

I YY4 

:).-'U A r lnem-NiJille!!cn I I 1,6 56,0 u. J 17,9 32% u. "· )U'10 

SPD Groning.en-Drcnthe 252.7 76.0 9,1 33,4 44°'0 12.3 16.7 50'%) 
SPD Twenle-Ovcrijsel 197,5 58,0 0,0 18,6 32% 0.(1 9.3 50% 
SPD Zuld-Llmburg )30,3 4\0 0,0 13,8 32% 0.0 6,9 50% 
SPD Zuidoos1 Brabant 172,0 67,0 0,0 21,4 32% 0,0 10,7 50% 

TUTAL 9H,I JUU,U 9,1 I US,O JS% 12. -··. ,u·r. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Programming for 19 94-96 (EC U million) 

Breakdown by sec'lor: 

Productive environment (n) 1.03 8,0 

Human res ou rccs (b) 755,0 
(d) 6% (e) t% 

Land improvement and restoration (c) i 89,0 

Environmental protection (d) 138,0 

Technical assistance (c) 22,0 

Breakdown by Fund: 

ERDF 1.606,9 75~'0 

ESf 535.! 25% 

Tuta! 2.1-12.0 100% 

Jj SPDs 

,.\ ,·eragc per SPD ! 64,8 

Implementation in 1995 

ll1easures to protect tire environment are included in virtually all the SPDs for rhe United Kingdom. 
They total ECU 138 million, or 6.5% of Community assistance. Despite their Wll'iety, they form two 
distinct group. Afany areas are t1ying to improve their image and so are targeting measures on the 
renovation (){urban cellfres while other have concentrated measures on the del·elopment of clean 
technologies in firms in order to reduce industrial pollution. 

In the early part of the year, the bulk of the work involved establishing the Monitoring Committees for 

the 13 SPDs27 approved at the end of 1994 and defining the procedures and criteria for the selection of 
projects. In each region the Monitoring Committees set up a number of sub-committees (working 
parties, advisory groups, etc.) to assist in programme implementation, and particularly the assessment 
and selection of projects. The groups are organized on a regional or sub-regional basis (e.g. for 
Yorkshire and Humberside the•·e is a separate advisory group responsible for selecting projects in the 
three areas eligible. South Yorkshire, West Yorkshire and Humberside) or on a sectoral basis (e.g. a 
sectoral group for each of the programme priorities: small firms, R&D, local deYclopment, etc.). The 

Commission is represented on all these committees. 

27 Eastern Scotland, Westem Scotland, East Midlands, Gibraltar, East London and the Lee Valley, Industrial South 
Wales, North East England, Greater Manchester Lancashire Cheshire, Plymouth, Thanet, West Cumbria and 
Furness, West Midlands, Yorkshire and l-lumberside. 
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Origiualmetllods of operating: 
The Monitoring Committees and working parties are assisted by secretariats. 
The Commission has attached great importance to the establishment of 
independent secretariats responsible to the Monitoring Committees but only in 
Scotland have such secretariats (with externally recruited staff and their 
establishment financed partly by technical assistance). been set up with the 
support of local partners. They have given very good results. In England and 
Wales the secretariats have been set up with staff from the regional government 
offices or the Welsh Office and in some cases staff seconded from the 
partnership paid partly through technical assistance. 
In all the regions, the Monitoring Committees have adopted trampareut criteria 
for the selection of projects. All the projects are assessed using a system of 
points based on criteria agreed jointly by the respective Monitoring Committees. 
The criteria used include the capacity of the project to create pennanent jobs. 
Other criteria include the cost/benefit ratio, the life of the project and its 
complementarity with other projects. Projects costing less than ECU 5 million 
are nom1ally considered and selected by working parties reporting back to the 
appropriate Monitoring Committee. Projects costing more than that amount are 
normally approved by the Monitoring Committee. 

Operational mechanisms were introduced in all the regions in February-March 1995. The main task in 
the following months was to issue calls for projects, which was done at regular intervals throughout the 
year, and to select projects. rvteasures under the ESF were selected on the basis of a single call in each 
region, as were those under the ERDF in the case of the smallest programmes. In the case of larger 
programmes, a number of calls for projects \vere issued with varying results. For example, under the 
West Midlands SPD, over 800 proposals were received in response to the first call. Replies varied 
depending on the measure. Traditional measures such as "industrial sites and premises" and 
"development of tourism" sometimes reached the allocations fixed rapidly. More innovative measures 
such as the development of clean technologies and local economic development made slower progress. 
Some applicants. particularly associative bodies, often had problems in finding the part-finance required 
to implement their projects. 

The l'vlonitoring Committees also resolved certain basic questions on the implementation of the SPDs, 
including the implementation of priorities for local development, where progmmmes sought to stimulate 
a bottom up approach, and _combatting the social exclusion of the least favoured social groups 
concentrated in certain areas of each region. Where these areas had not been defined in the SPDs this 
was done by the Monitoring Committees during 1995. Plymouth is the area where the target population 
is most concentrated with 14% of the population of the Objective 2 areas. 

i\ certain amount of aid was provided under technical assistance, for example for the preparation of 
work programmes or to bolster secretariats through staff seconded from the enlarged partnership. 

/\s far as monitoring and evaluation are concerned, the local partners unde11ook to complete the basic 
indicators. some of 11·hich were not yet available when the SPDs were <lpproved at the end of 1994. By 
the end of 1995 some major indicators still remained to be established in some beneficiary areas. 
Evaluations of earlier programmes (such as that for Eastern Scotland) or studies on specific subjects 
were launched and the results will be considered by the Monitoring Committees. In addition. in 1995 the 
Commission launched a study on local economic development in Great Britain. In some regions, such as 
NL)rth-East England. special seminars \ICI'e organized to make the opportunities in this field better 
kno\\.11. 
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1995 in the context of programming for 1994-96 

Table 32: Objective 2- Uuited Kingdom- Financial implementationoft!te SPDs (ECU million) 

rogramme! ana year o aaoptaon lolOI cost lSI' .usJst:.nce 1 Commatment t:ummltment % nymcnts l"oymenb % 
(I) 1995 199~-95 (2)t(l) 1995 199~-95 (3 )1(2) 

(l) (J) 

/994 

~PD cast London & the Lee ,-alley 191,3 4,0 6,1 29,7 40% 4.4 16.1 54 i'ol) 

SPO East Midlands 21~.2 79,0 6,5 J 1,7 40% 5,8 18.4 58% 
SPD Eastern Scotland 293,0 121,0 40,1 78,6 65% (,_6 25,9 D"';b 
SPO Gibrahat 11,5 5,0 0,0 5.0 100%) 0.0 2.5 50(1/r. 

SPD Greater Manchester 814,5 J29,0 32,7 137,3 42% 27,5 79,8 58~~ 

SPD Induslri:d South \Vales Sc6,4 188,0 15,6 75) 40% 14,3 44.~ 59% 
SPD North East England 723,7 308,0 95,7 193.6 63% ~7.4 ~(l.3 -l5'~:~ 

SPD Plymouth 69,2 29,0 0,0 29,0 100% 0,0 14,5 50% 
SPD Thanet 69,1 14,0 0,0 14,0 100% 0,0 7,0 s.oc,o 
SPD West Cumbria & Fu1uess 65,3 25,0 0,0 25,0 100% 0.0 12.5 50% 
SPD \'\'est 1\1 idlands 938,4 371,0 123,0 ::!~0.9 65% 19,1 78,1 3 2'~;. 
S PO \V estem Scotland 665.8 286,0 94,8 185,7 65% 18,5 61,9 }41;/(]-

SPD Yorkshire & 1-lumberside 813,7 113,0 103,8 204,4 65":~, 19) h0,6 H% 
IV AL 5.400,1 2.1 42,0 . 18,3 I·-· 0,0 :.'18'Y,, I OJ,U 5 I 8,9 ~1 •y,, 

l n general, measures under the programmes have given impressive results in terms of the level of 
commitment of the Structural Funds. By the end of the year, the programmes which had been approved 
in principle represented about half the total assistance for that purpose. However, progress in terms of 
actual expenditure was rather slower. 

In December 1995 adjustments were made to four SPDs (Eastern Scotland, Western Scotland, Yorkshire 
and Humberside and West Midlands), mainly to define better the contribution of the private sector and 
to transfer to 1995 instalments of ERDF and ESF appropriations not used in 1994. 
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4. Objectives 3 and 4 

4.1. Implementation of Objectives 3 and 4 in 1995 

All the programmes under Objective 3 have now been approved for the new period, as all the CSFs, OPs 
and SPDs for the nine existing Member States were adopted in 1994 and the three SPDs for the new 

Member States were adopted in 199528 . In all, therefore, Objective 3 is being implemented by four 
CSFs, 46 OPs and seven SPDs (including three for the new Member States). All the Objective 4 
programmes for the Nine were also adopted in 1994, and in the new Member States, only the SPD for 
Sweden remained to be approved in 1995. Thus, Objective 4 is being implemented by nine SPDs 
(including two in the new Member States), one CSF and five OPs. 

Implementation of Objective 3 in the Member States in 1995 was satisfactory. Emphasis was placed on 
the new guidelines for the 1994-99 programming period, which introduced new possibilities for 
assistance as regards both the targeted recipients (all those threatened with exclusion from the labour 
market) and measures (integration pathways, basic and continuing training and apprenticeship schemes). 

Since the CSFs and SPDs for Objective 4 were approved in December !994, measures were prepared in 
1995 at differing speeds in the different Member States. Priority was given to the dissemination of 
infonuation (mainly through seminars and information campaigns), setting up the partnership and 
selecting projects. In some Member States measures were launched in 1995, in others this will happen in 
1996. The innovations in Objective 4, particularly with regard to pre-emptive measures, the extended 
partnership and the need to comply with competition rules have resulted in delays in implementation in 
relation to initial forecasts. 

Table 33: Objeclil'es 3 and 4- 1995 ilrtfle context of programming for 1994-95 wtt! 1996-99 (ECU million) 

~ I DK D I E I L I N ,\)' I Fl SE I UK Total 

IObjecti,·e 3 (1994195·99 e>.ccpt for UK 1994-96) 

P1ogrammed 396,2 •• 263,0. 1.682,1 .. 14 4,4 •• 2 562,4 • 1.316,3 .. 20. .. 922,8 • 334,0 • ~58,4 • 347,0. 1.)01,0 • 11.078,3 

Adopted 400.9 263,0 l 682,1 1 480,3 2 56::!,4 1.]00.1 20,7 922,8 JJ~.o 258_..1 347.0 1.50 I ,0 II 072.7 

% 101% 100% 100% 100% JOOO,.'o 99% 100% IOOC:.'c 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Comm1tmcnts 1994-1995 97,8 85,0 307,8 4~0,6 JJ8,4 200,5 b,S 282,3 04,1 o0.3 7J,O 975.0 3 357,1 

%of assistance :!4%, 32% 18% 29{1>/() 30% 15% ll% 31% 19'[)/~ ~3%. 21% 65% JO%-

Payments 1994-1995 74,5 74,2 234,3 :!44,5 503,1 100,2 5,6 253,3 32,0 30,2 36,:::. 818,6 2.407.6 

%of assistance 19% 2S% 14% 17% 20% 8% 27% 27'% 1{1%, 12% I!O,'c 55% :!.2% 

ObjHti\·-e 4 (1994/9:::.-96 e>.cept or E.1. N, UK 1994·99) 

Programmed 25,4 •• 13,0. 104,5 • 368,6 • 299,6 • )98,8 • 0,9 156,:2 • 61,0 • 84,6. 173,0' 3.:!9,7 • 2 OJ 5,3 

Adopted :s.J 13,0 104,5 368,6 299,6 398,8 0,9 156,2 61,0 84,6 0,0 0,0 1_5] ::!,9 

% 101% 100% 100% I OO~·'G 100% !00% 99% \00% 100% 100% 0% 0% 75% 

Commllments 1994-\995 4,6 6,0 29,6 118,1 95,4 60,6 0,5 22.2 11. 14,8 0,0 0,0 363.6 
0
/G of aSSIStance IE~D 46% 28% 32% 32% 15% 59% 14% J'}% 1 s~/o 0% 0% 24% 

'ayments 1994-!995 :!.3 3.0 H,8 65,8 47,7 JOJ 0) 11,1 5.9 i,4 0,0 0,0 !88,7 

% ofassist~nce 9% 23% 14% IS% 16'% ga/o 38% 7% !0% 9% 0% 0% 12 1% 

* Programmed by SF'D 

• • Programmed by CSF 

The under-utilization of ESF appropriations for 199529 was noted by the various parties involved in the 
Community institutions and the Member States. The main reasons for this situation have been 
weeknesses and delays in implementation in certain Member States and delays in the adoption of many 
decisions. The situation varies according to the Objective and the Member State concerned, but a plan of 
action comprising steps to be taken by the Member States and the Commission has been adopted 111 

order to improve implementation and achieve better control from 1996 on. 

28 See Chapter l.A.7. Integration of the new f\1ember States into the structural policies. 
29 See also Chapter ll.A Budgetary implementation. 
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The environment in Objectives 3 and 4: 
Since Objectives 3 and 4 concern human resource measures to combat long-term unemployment and 
facilitate vocational integration (Objective 3) and to facilitate the adaptation of workers to industrial 
changes (Objective 4) environmental considerations are necessarily indirect and concern work 
experience and vocational training. However, in the long term they contribute to adapting employees 
to new jobs and increasing public awareness of environmental issues. Thus, under Objective 3 the 
ESF is supporting envimnmental action by part-financing employment aid for environmental 
improvement operations like the restoration of industrial sites, cleaning of rivers or beaches and the 
conservation of natural sites. Objective 4 includes vocational training and advisory measures in the 
context of re-s killing workers in the face of industrial changes. In the main, these measures aim to 
raise skill levels to enable workers to adapt to new, environmentally friendly procedures lvhich often 
require advanced technical skills. 

4.2. Country-by-country survey 

BELGIUM 

OhjectiL•e j- progrrwrminJ: for /994-99 (ECU miiJifm) 

Priorities FSE 
(dl7% 

(el 7% 
(a) 34% 

Integration ofthc long-term unemployed {a) 133,0 
Vocation a! integration of young people seeking employment (b) 84,8 

Integration ofthose threatened \O,.'ith exclusion (c) 124,6 

Equal opportunities for men ~nd women (d) 26.4 

Atd fortraining nnd integration facilittes (c) 27,4 

Total 396,2 
(b) 21% 

Objective 3: Objective 3 in Belgium is programmed in a CSF and five OPs, all adopted in 1994 and 
representing ESF assistance worth ECU 396.2 million. Measures programmed for 1995 progressed well. 
The Monitoring Committees for the OPs studied the ways and means of achieving optimal management 
of the integration pathway, which will become an eligibility criterion from 1997. Underlying this 
discussion has been the setting up of a forum to take place in 1996 in which trainees under measures 
supported by the ESF will play a key role. The Monitoring Committees also focused on defining 
specifications for assessment as well as appointing independent assessors. 

Local branch offices in Brussels: 
The idea of setting up local branch offices came from the municipalities which 
make up the city of Brussels, the public social assistance centres (CPAS) and 
their pm1ner associations as a shared means of assisting local inhabitants in 
difficulty. There is no single model. These local branches seek to render the 
various measures and legal provisions taken by the municipal, regional and 
federal authorities more accessible and applicable to the everyday reality of the 
local population they serve. They play an important coordinating role at local 
level in facilitating access by the population to vocational integration measures 
and encouraging the development of integration pathways. The local br<:~nch 

offices in Brussels have set up reception and guidance facilities. Each ·year 300 
to 600 people receive initial socio-vocational guidance in each of the local 
branches. There are now nine of them in the city's main municipalities. 
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Objective 4- programmi11g for 1994-96 (ECU mi/Jion) 

IPr~ortlle.S J-SJ:. 

Antlc>pat>on otlabourmarkettrends (a) K,J 

Improvements in training and guidance schemes (b) 6,4 

Development oftraining and guidance (c) 8,7 
Horizontal measures (d) 2,0 

1 otat l~,4 

Objective 4: Like Objective 3, Objective 4 is programmed through a CSF and five OPs adopted in 1994 
w·ith an ESF contribution of ECU 25.4 million until !996. However, in contrast to initial plans, few 
measures were organized in 1995 because the Monitoring Committees for the OPs, in their concem to do 
justice to the specific goals of Objective 4, decided to determine as exactly as possible the criteria and 
procedures for selecting projects. Their discussions should be translated into administrative procedures 
during 1996. 

Table 34: Objectives 3 and 4- Belgium- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU million) 

Programmes and re:tr or adopllOR Total cost 1 SF au IS tunce 1 ComnulmenU 1 Com m11menls % Payments Pa)·m~nu % 

(I) 19 95 1994-95 (2 )1(1) 1995 1994-95 (3)1(2) 

(2) (3) 

Objecli\'e J 

I Y94 

01' flcm"h Commun>ly 632,0 , 88,3 0,0 30,4 ] 6~/~ 9,4 24,6 S I /u 

OP French Community 361,7 , 58,7 25,9 51,9 33% 25.9 38,9 75% 

OP Gcrman·speaking, community I ~.4 5,5 0,0 0,8 15% 0,1 0,5 5fl% 

OP Brussels 3.2,7 l2,4 1,9 3,7 30% 1,5 2.4 64'}~0 

OP Ministry of employment 94,3 36,0 5,6 I 0,9 30% 5,5 8,1 75% 
rJ/a /./]],(/ 400,9 3JJ > 7,H 14% 4 2,3 74,5 76 '!i. 

0 bJectil'e 4 

/994 

OP Flermsh communi!) 45,1 18,3 0,0 3,5 19% 0,0 1,7 SO% 

OP French Cornmun tty II, I 3,7 0,0 0,2 5% 0,0 0,1 50% 

OP Germaf1·speak~ng comnH1nity 0,6 0) 0,0 0,1 25% 0.0 0,0 SO% 

I 
OP Brussels 3,1 1,0 0,0 O,.l )0'% 0,0 0,1 50~/.Qo 

OP M tnJSiry ofempt·') men! 6,9 2,6 0,0 0,6 24% 0,0 0.3 so-c-/o 

I ota 66,8 :5,7 11,0 4,6 18% tJ,(I 2,3 511% 

I TOT,\ L 1.1 99,8 4.26,6 33,4 I 02,-' 24% 4 2.3 76,8 iS% 

The measures recetvmg assistance under Objective 3 in 1995 comprise active steps to combat 
unemployment, with special priority to integration mechanisms which, with appropriate supervision, can 
effectively help the unemployed into permanent jobs. Implementation of this exacting concept (the 
integration pathway) has been highly successful. The delays in starting up in 1994 have almost all been 
retrieved and the financial implementation rate is expected to be around l 00% when the balances are 
calculated. The success rate of Objective 4, being much more recent in terms of both approach and 
direction, has been more varied in the different regions of the country. Only the federal OP kept up with 
initial programming in 1995. 

DENMARK 

Ohjec.:ti\'C 3- progrumm;nJ.: [llr /994-99 {ECU million) 

(d) 2% 
Priorities FS£ 

Vocational mtt:gration ofyoung people (R) 55,0 

lnlcgration of the long·-tcrm unemployed (b) 144.0 
Inu~gration ofthosc threatened \O,.'ith exclusion (c) 58,5 
Technical assistance (d) 5,5 

Total 263,0 
(b) 55% 

Objective 3: Objective 3 is being implemented in Denmark through a single SPD adopted in 1994, 
which saw ECU 41 mill ion in commitment appropriations for !995. The SPD supports and supplements 
Denmark's dynamic employment policy by concentrating assistance on a number of beneficiaries much 
smaller than the number of unemployed people receiving national assistance and on projects of a longer 
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duration than in the previous programmmg period. Results 111 1995 show that application of this 

principle is bearing fruit. 

Objective 4- programming jar 1994-96 (ECU mi/liou) 

Pnonlles FSJ:: {d)4% (a l1s% 
An ICipa 1011 0 aoour mar,;e <Tenus anu I'Ocauonaltrammg 
requirements (a) 1.9 
Vocational training, guidance. advice (h) 6,7 
Improvements in vocational training schemes (c) 3,9 
Technical assistance (d) 0,5 

l otal l.l ,U 

Objective 4: 1995 was the first full year of implementation of the SPD for 1994-96 in Denmark. Late 
approval of the SPD prevented any action in 1994 and resulted in ECU I million being carried forward 
from I 994. ECU 5 million was committed in 1995. The measures provided for in the SPD aim, in 
particular, at improving the current arrangements for monitoring the labour market and assisting firms to 
make better use of them. The ESF is also assisting measures with 1\vo other strategic aims: on the one 
hand, to develop vocational training in addition to that offered by the Danish system, matching market 
requirements and targeting those in greatest need and, on the other hand, to set up advisory services for 
businesses, especially SMEs. With regard to monitoring, the standing assessment committee provided 
for in the SPD has been set up. It is collaborating in the creation, application and development of new 
methods for anticipating and monitoring labour market requirements. 

Study 011 tf1e impact of electronic data exchange (EDE): 
The purpose of this project is to study the extent to which EDE will change the 
skills required of staff and how surplus human resources can be reallocated 
elsewhere. The main target group is staff directly affected by the introduction of 
EDE, with management in second place. The first phase of the project, launched 
in 1995, consists in gathering infom1ation and pinpointing current and future 
uses of EDE by businesses by r.1eans of intemal interviews and using experience 
gained in other countries. The project is being pmt-financed by the ESF (39%), 
the national public sector (33%) and the private sector (28%) 

Table 35: Objectives 3 and 4- Denmark- Financial implementation oftlte SPDs (ECU million) 

l'ro~r"""'" •orl )'CH of ~~~opl;onl Total ros[ Is F '" ,;.,an<e r•mm;lnlOnU I Com m;lmeots I "'• I Paynlf'IIIS 

I 
]' 1-1~ lllt'J\ IS I ·~ (I) 1995 !994-?S (l)/(1) ] 9 1)5 199~-9 5 (3)/(ll 

ill (3) 

Objecti\·e 3 

1994 

SPD Denmark I SS2,YJ 26l,OJ 41,0] 85,0] J2~'o 1 JQ,OI 74.~ 1 S70.'o 

Objtctl\·e-' 

I 994 

SPD Denmon~ I 2~.91 I J.OJ S.OJ 6,0] 46%1 2.s 1 J,O I 50gt0 

TO I' ALl ;s t.sl l7o,o 1 H,OJ 91 .o 1 JJ% 1 41 .s 1 77.21 85% 

GERMANY 

Ohjct"ti!•c 3 -prHJ:ffJJrunin;: for J 994-99 (ECU million) 

Priodties FSE 
Vocat10nalmtcg,ral1D11 o1 those. thrcntt:.ncd wnh long-term 

(d) 10% (e) 3% 

(c) 5% 
unemployment (n) ~51.4 

Vocation<tl integration of young peop1e .sccki11g employment (h) 441,7 

Integration of those thrcJtcncd with C:\clusion (c) 78,1 

Equal opportunittcs for men and women (tl) 160,1 

Technical assistance and pilot projccls (c) 50.7 

Total IJ• 82,(1 
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Objective 3: Objective 3 in Germany is programmed in one CSF and 12 OPs (one per Land and one 
federal) adopted in 1994 with total ESF financing worth ECU I 682 million. 1995 was the first full yem 
of implementation of the OPs, which is why only 18% (ECU 48.2 million) of the total allocation of 
ECU 268.7 million provided for 1995 in the financing plan was committed and why commitments for 
1994-95 represented 58% of the amounts programmed. Most of the programmes only reached cruising 
speed during the second half of 1995. 

ESF assistance under Objective 3 at federal level is being used to supplement standard aid proposed 
under national employment measures, i.e. the "AFG-plus" programme run by the federal employment 
service (Bundesanstalt for Arbeit), which supplements the training and employment aid provided for in 
the "AFG" (Arbeitsjorderungsgesetz) employment promotion law. The most important aspect of the 
"AFG-plus" is the grant of aid to participants in vocational training measures who are not entitled to 
benefit under the AFG. Since the main beneficiaries of this assistance are women, implementation of the 
"AFG-plus" programme also helps contribute to equality of opportunities for men and women. 

At Lander level, the most noteworthy aspect of the new set of programmes is the creation or 
development of "soziafe Betriebe", or social enterprises. Their mission is to integrate disadvantaged 
unemployed people by setting up businesses which, in time, will be viable without financial assistance 
from public funds. These social enterprises have mainly been developed in Lower Saxony and are 
currently being introduced in other parts of the country, often in slightly different forms. They will carry 
considerable weight w·hen the OPs are assessed. 

Training women to drive buses in ft1unster: 
The aim of this project is to provide appropriate training for women who, after a 
period away from work, wish to re-enter the labour market as bus drivers. Part
time training should enable them to get part-time work doing a job in which 
women are under-represented. The shift of emphasis away from physical 
strength towards customer service makes this work more attractive to women. 
Lasting 21 months, the training involves both general aspects (driving 
techniques, road safety and the highway code, labour law, passenger and goods 
transport. selling methods, office organization and using a PC) and long 
practical training courses, partly organized on a rotating basis, which bring 
women into contact with their future employers. 

With regard to implementation of the OPs, the closer cooperation between the regional branches of the 
federal labour services and the.social affairs services ofthe Lander provided for in the CSF has already 
begun to bear fruit. The implementing arrangements for several of the specific programmes for the 
Lander have been amended to make them compatible with the federal "AFG-plus" programme. Most of 
the bodies managing the programmes have found that the overall level of the programmes has been 
improved by applying the quality criteria of the CSF, which stipulate that projects must meet local and 
regional skilling requirements and be linked as closely as possible with businesses providing jobs. 
However, although progress is tangible, it is also slow and monitoring is needed to ensure that 
implementation continues. In addition, participation of the social pa1tners and independent experts on 
the labour market in the work of the Monitoring Committee has permitted more intensive debate on the 
policy options. The economic and social partners in several Lander are collaborating in the selection of 
projects or the adjustment of regional programmes. 

Lastly, mid-term revie\\'s of Objectives 3 and 4 have been prepared, \\ ith Monitoring Committee sub
groups on assessment drawing up specifications and publishing an invitation to tender. 
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Objeclive 4- programmi11g for 1994-96 (ECU mil/io11) 

Prwrllres FSE (d)S% (a)11% 
1Ail 1c1pallon 01 1aoour marKe1ucnas ana voca wna ratnmg 

requirements (a) I 1,4 
Training and retraining, guidance and advice (b) 73,7 
Improvement and development of appropriate training 
schemes (c) 13,7 
Technical assistance (d) 5,7 

1 olal I t14,5 (b) 71% 

Objective 4: Objective 4 is being implemented in Germany by an SPD with ECU 104.5 million for 
1994-96. Implementation of assistance began late, so that the German authorities were able to spend 
only ECU 3 million in 1994 and 1995. The unspent funds from the 1994 and 1995 instalments will be 
carried forward to 1997-99. One of the main reasons for the delay was the temporary imposition of the 
"de minimis" rule on state aids, since the German authorities had to show that the planned assistance 
complied with Community competition rules. Consequently, none of assistance provided for in the SPD 
was implemented unti I May-June 1995. Another reason for the delay is the novelty of the approach 
under Objective 4, which required suitable structures to be set up to ensure that the right projects were 
selected. On 6 and 7 July 1995 the Gennany authorities organized a seminar in Berlin to discuss 
planning for structural change and the forecasting of vocational training requirements. This was the first 
thematic seminar at European level since the Objective 4 programmes were launched. 

Table 36: Objectives 3 and 4- Germa11y- Fi11ancial implementation of the programmes (ECU million) 

Jlrogn1rnmes nnd )'Car o o1doption "fo1nl cost SF ass1sLance CommitmentsiLomnutments 'Ya I' a~ ntc n ts Paym~nts % 

(I) I 9 9 5 I 99 4-9 5 (2)/(1) [99:- 1 9C14-9 5 (3)/(21 
(l) (J) 

uhjHtl\'e J 
/994 

Rc;.:unwl 01 \ 

OP Badc-n-WUrttemberg 115,8 52.4 u 16.'1 Jl% ('.6 10,6 US% 

OP Bavilria 125,3. 56,5 0,0 8,7 1 ~% ~ .6 6}J S-O~e 

OP BC"rlln II J,O 50.S 8,1 I 5,9 Jl'% s $ t ::!,7 £.0% 

OP Bremen 93,5 J9.~ 6.) 12.3 31% t1.S 9,9 ROOJ;~ 

OPHamburg 80.! 39, I 0.0 (\,0 t) 0/it l.S 4.8 SQG,~ 

OP Hesse 135,4 49,6 7.9 IS,) 31% ,,,: 10,0 G.:'~'o 

OP lo"·cr S;p,onv 276.8 121.2 0.0 I 8,6 15% U.t'l 9.) :\0% 
OP Rhmeli!nd->-Jorth 

\\' estph aha 674.8 ::!S0,6 0.0 43,0 IIi% 12.9 34,4 80% 
OP Rhineland-Palatinate 6S.S :!9} 5.0 1 0.::! 34° .. 'll .:.1 6,6 6 ~ 0 0 
OP Saar 90,'9 40.9 6,4 I l.O J:% 7 I 10.4 so~o 

OP Schleswig-Holstein 90.4 ] 4. ~ 6,1 12.1 3~% (•.7 9,8 80% 
,l,/ul!ircgiorl(l/ Of'\ 

OP Fedcrcd ~ 5 31),7 887,6 0,0 I 36.1 15%,_ ~(1.~ I 08.8 SO% 

10/11 4 . .f5 7,.1 I .6Hl,J 411,2 Jf/7,11 Ui'X• J ii4.S 2 ).f ,3 7 6 ~~ 

ubjeclhc 4 
/994 

SPD_Ucrmany I :! ~ 5, 3 1045 o.o 29,6 ::!8% O,U I 14,8 50°/o 

Tofll' j 155 ,J I 04 ,S fi,(J 19,6 ~ s ~ ..... 
"·" 1 

J 4 ,X s o•:;, 
TOTAL 4.7 I 2 .~ I ,7 86,6 4 8,2 JJ ,4 I 9 ";., I 04.5 249,1 i4% 

The rather low rate of budget implementation can be attributed mainly to the fact that the federal 
programme for Objective 3, which accounts for more than 50% of ESF assistance, is financing new 
measures which cannot be implemented in practice until a decision approving them has been taken. For 
this reason, the programme reached cruising speed only in the second half of the year. In addition, 
implementation of the programmes for the previous programming period continued unti I the end of 
1995. 
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SPAIN 

Ohje,·til'e 3' • pwJ:rammin;: for 1994-99 (ECU million) 

Priorities FSE (c) 13% 
(d) 4% 

Vocational integration of the long-term unemployed (a) 499,3 

Vocational integration of young people seeking employment (b) 725,8 

Integration ofthose threatened with exclusion {c) 187,6 

Equal opportunities for men and women (d) 61,7 

Total 1.474,4 

Objective 3: Objective 3 assistance in the Spanish regions outside Objective I is p;·ogrammed in a CSF 
with Community assistance worth ECU 1 474 million. There are II OPs in all, of which four 
(representing 72% of total assistance) are managed by national bodies and the remaining seven (28% of 
assistance) by the Autonomous Communities. Around ECU 233.8 million was available for 1995, about 
90% of which was committed. The average rate of implementation of programmes is satisfactory. At its 
two meetings in 1995 the Monitoring Committee emphasized its strategic role in implementing the CSF 
priorities and in organizing the mid-term review as well as drawing up specifications for intermediate 
assessment by independent assessors. 

Stimulating the spirit of enterprise in Spain: 
The "Escuela de Organi:::aci6n Industrial" project was set up to help design a 
project to create new businesses to capitalize on local potential and to stimulate 
the spirit of enterprise and innovation through theoretical and practical training. 
To achieve this, the school provides training in how to manage a business in 
three integrated modules (theory, practical experience and supervision). During 
the practical phase, students develop a project to S<-t up a business under the 
individual guidance of a project director (product/market definition, analysis of 
local potential, determining the strateg_', etc) and during the final phase the 
finished project, including the data necessary to assess its viability, is formally 
presemed. 

Objectit·e .J- progrnmming fnr J 99.J-99 (ECU milfivn) 
(c)s% (a)1D% 

PrioritieS 

1Pre-empu\·c measures. gu1dance and ad\·Jcc (a) 

l't'~l1lll1UIIlg Lrainlll£. or\\Orkcrs (b) 

Tcchn1col assistonce (<) 

I otal 

J6.\l 

308.4 
23,3 

.16M,b 

Objectil'e 4: Objective 4 outside the Objective I areas of Spain is programmed in an SPD for 1994-99 
adopted at the end of 1994 w·ith ESF assistance worth ECU 368.6 million. Implementation of this SPD 
has been seriously delayed, since only 25% of the 1994 instalment has been spent, leading the 
Commission to approve an amendment to the financing tables in the SPD in November 1995 to transfer 
unused amounts from 1994 to 1995. The delay is due both to the late approval of the SPD and the 
internal decision-making process of FORCEM, the joint body responsible for managing and part
financing Objective 4. With regard to the measures implemented by FORCEM in 1994 and part
financed by the ESF under Objective 4 (i.e. outside Objective 1 regions), it has become clear that the 
emphasis must be placed on training in SMEs (less than 250 employees), the least qualified workers and 
equality of opportunities for men and \\·omen. The Monitoring Committee met twice in 1995. 
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Table 37: Objectives 3 and 4- Spain- Financial implementation of the programmes (ECU million) 

Programmu andye11ro ado1lt1on Total cost ISFas.siSIRnceiCommJlmenlsiComm•tments o;. Pnytnt'nts 

{II 1995 1994-95 (2)/(1) 1095 

(::!l 

Ubjechve J 

1994 

R•cw•al UPs 
OPAragon 45,1 20,3 0,0 20,0 'J9~1o ::!.1 

OP Balearic ls li!nds :!8,8 l :;,9 0,0 ] 2,9 100% 0,(1 

OP Catalonia 210,3 94,6 15,6 J 1.1 :13% I ~.5 

OP RioJa 9,6 4,3 0.0 4,) 100'Yo 0,(1 

OP Mad rid 250,2 112,6 18,4 36,8 J3li·C ll.-l 

OP N:J\'arrc 94,6 42,6 6,8 l:i,4 )2% (·.7 

OP Basque Country 279,2 125,7 20,7 41,3 33% 1.'-.) 

Multiuginnaf OPs 

OP INEM (1) 1.364,4 614,0 110,0 167,1 27% SJ.6 

OP Multire,gional 7J0,6 328,8 35,5 58,) 18% 2 "l, ~ 

OP Un ivers i1ies 201,2 90,5 0,0 7,3 8% 0.0 

0 P Various bodies 15,6 34,0 0,0 3],9 100% 0.0 

ota 3.21f9,6 J.480,J 2 fl7,{1 <26,6 29'~ Jn\1",7 

Objecrive 4 
I 994 

SPD Spam 1 045,01 )68,6 62,7 118, I J2% I -''.II 
Tutu 1.114.1,111 36X,6 61,11 II H,l 32% 3X.I I 

l'nylnl'nls 

19Q4-95 

(3) 

1,(, 

1.0 

:n.o 
0,6 

:;::,& 

10,1 

~5.!J 

112.1 

40,5 

3.7 

::,4 

:44,5 

1)5.8 

6.'\,H 

R7 

% 

(J )/(2) 

1 Jll-', 

8% 
i4~ (I 

1 4~.o 

6~% 

75"·0 
(,Jo.c, 

ld~, 

7(1(Jo-'o 

)(1~-'~ 

."i 7"" 

~()CI,, 

5 (, '~~ 

TuT,\L 4.3 34 .s l.BH,9 2 6 9,1 54 4.1 29% 2 0; .. II 3 I 11.4 I_ 3 7 •·· .. 

( 1 J 1 'auo n al•n st•tutc tor cmp lo) men I 

FRANCE 

Objecii\'e 3- proxrunrmit~J.: j11r J 99.J.(j9 (ECU mill inn) 

Priorities 

Integration ofthose thr~atcncd wHh long-term uncmrlo) rncnt (a) 

Vocation<ll integration of young people seeking employment (h) 
lntegr<~tion ofthose threatened with exclusion (c) 

Equal opportunities for men and women (d) 

Technical assistance and pitot projects {c} 

Total 

FSE 

705,S 

9S7.2 

714.2 

17.9 

136. q 

2.562,0 

(d) t% (e)s% 

(b) 38% 

Objective 3: The programming of ESF assistance under Objective 3 in France, implemented by an SPD 
with an ESF contribution amounting to ECU 2 562 million, contains a new feature in the greater 
involvement of local authorities, both financially (with 40% of ESF appropriations) and in terms (li' 

programming and management (decentralization of appropriations in the regional ~ection ). 
Implementation in 1994 was much slower than expected because of the late adoption of the SPD, the 
reform of French financial channels, the programming of assistance in new domains c!lld the greater 
involvement than hitherto of the local authorities. However, generally speaking the priority conceming 
those threatened with long-term unemployment progressed \\'ell. The priorities Cl1ncerning the 
vocational integration of young people and equal opportunities were slol\ er to gel suu1ed and 
encountered difficulties in implementation. The priority concerning the integration of those threatened 
with exclusion faced still greater implementation problems. 

The rate of financial implementation was higher in 1995 than in 1994 (73%). ~C\"Crthclcss. since neither 
of the meetings held by the Monitoring Committee in 1995 rep011ed on the progress made in 
implementing the programme in 1995, no information regarding qualitati\'e results or forecasts \\aS 

available for inclusion in this report. In addition, in 1995 a debate began on employment policy in 
France which will have repercussions on the programming of Objecti\e 3 (abolition of certain 
mechanisms, mergers, etc.) The Commission has repeatedly stressed the need to conHnc a mcetint!- of 
the Monitoring Committee as quickly as possible. With regard to assessment, the spccilleation has been 
adopted and the assessor selected. The steering committee met twice and should transmit a mid-term 
rep011 at the end of July 1996. 
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Objt!cti\·e 4- programming for 1994-96 (ECU million) 

ll'rrorllles 1:-Sl=. (c) 5% 
(d) 8% (a) 11% 

ll're-empti\'C measures rclat1ng to skills and qualifiCations (a) 31,1 

Increase in the training effort (b) 227,8 
Improvements to training schemes (c) 14,6 
Technical assistance (d) 25,1 

total 1.1~,6 

(b) 76% 

Objective 4: The decision approving the SPD for Objective 4, which provides for an ESF contribution 
worth ECU 299.6 million, was taken in 1994. Since the call for projects was not issued until early 1995, 
no measures were approved in 1994 for the 1994 instalment. In view of the newness of Objective 4, 
special efforts went into preparing communications measures (call for projects, dissemination of 
technical tools, exchange of experience) to train those involved and inform and raise the awareness of 
the bodies liaising with firms, especially SMEs (local chambers of trade, socio-professional bodies, 
social partners). Much of 1995 was dedicated to these measures and the presentation of projects 
therefore began only towards the end of the year. 70 projects were approved at national level and 335 at 
regional level. With regard to assessment, a steering committee was set up at the end of 1995 to 
determine specifications with a view to selecting an assessor. 

JHeasures to accompany changes in tire car industry: 
A car parts company, Valeo Securite, in the department of Nievre, has 
developed new products and new production systems and work organization 
anangemcnts in order to adapt to industrial change and find new markets. To 
accompany these changes in its development strategy, employees have attended 
training programmes (integrated automation of production processes, use of 
new materials, integrated quality management, international sales and trade) to 
increase their independence and range of skills. These measures targeted 
employees with the lowest skill levels in order to increase their skills in line with 
the development of their jobs. The ESF contributed 8%, as did the French 
Go\'cmment, while the firm contributed 84%. 

Table 38: Objecth·es 3 ruul4- France- Financial implementation of tile SPDs (ECl.i millio11) 

Tot;dco~l ISFnJ;.s.i~l~-tnC(''IICommilm'fntsi'CommiLments.l ''In 
1

1 
0) 1995 1994-95 (l)/(1) 

(l) 

I rJ9.J 

SPD Fran(e s 4<13,4 2 56~,4 396,8 778,4 JQ!l-1~ 

OhjHtive -1 

J '194 

:-:,I' f) F r~\ 11 c c I S34.S. ~()q .t• 0,0 9S,4 3~% 

1(11,\1. 6.2 "!7 ,() l 1\62,0 31JG.S ~ 7 3,8 31 '% 

ITALY 

Ohinrhc 3- pru,.;rummin;.: jur 199.J-{jiJ (I:CV millio11) 

) I ~.1/ 

O.tl 

3 I:::! ,9 

Pn~ mC'nls 

1994·95 

(3) 

503,7 

.n.7 
551.-t 

(3 )/(l) 

I 
'Y, 

65'[)/'il-

50°'0 

63% 

l~rforitie\· FSE (ef 7% 
8% (af 32% 

Rcintegra!!on ~1fthc long·tt.:rm uncmrln~cd (a) 
fntllaltraining and irHt:gratH1rl ofyoung pcupk: (h) 

lll!CgratJOII orlhl)~~ thrt.:,\lCnt.:J \\ilh C\.C.:)U~~OII (C) 

Equai(,ppottunilic:-. form~11 and 1\Pm~n (d) 

lmptl)\l:m-.:nts in trainl11g ~chcnH:~ and t.:mp1o~m~lll ~en ICC.'- (c) 

Tulal 

42~.2 

566,0 (cf 10% 

131.6 

I 05.3 
92. I 

1.319,2 (bf 43% 

Programming ofObjecti\e 3 in ltaly is being implemented by means of a CSF. adopted in August 1994, 
and I() regional ami multiregional OPs adopted in December 1994. Objecti\'c 4 progr:Jmming is being 
implemented by an SPD also adopted in 1994. Howl:ver. in 1995 the Cummission decided to extend the 
commitments of fllnds for ccnain 1·egional and multiregional OPs under Objecti\cs 3 and 4 for the 
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period 1990-93, so that the new and the old programming are running side by side and the 
implementation of the priorities of the Objective 3 CSF and the Objective 4 SPD for the second 
programming period has been slowed down. 

Objectil•e 4- programmi11g for J 9°4-99 (ECU millio11) 

Wrw rttles r:!>t:. (c) 4% (a) 15% 

re-emp lVe measures, a1a or programmmg anu managmg a 

continuing training scheme (o) 58.3 

Training, the adjustment ofhuman resources to structural 

changes in the productive econ,omy (h) 323,1 

Technical assistance (c) 17,4 

Toto[ J~~.~ 

The ESF has become an indispensable partner in the development of training in Italy. Most of the 
regional training systems are closely involved \Vith Community assistance, either for part-financing or 
for training guidelines. Moreover, one of the characteristics of the new programming is the net increase 
in assistance under the responsibility of the central authorities. In addition, the new programming in Italy 
includes a system of tendering procedures for project selection which certainly ensure transparency :md 
efficiency in the management of training systems but which also slow down implementation of the 
programming. This is why all the regions and autonomous provinces selected projects on the basis of 
invitations to tender published in the regional official gazettes only towards the end of 1995. The 
projects presented concern training and measures relating to the creation of new jobs (Objective 3) and 
prospecting measures to disseminate the results of studies on the anticipation of needs in businesses. as 
well as training measures (Objective 4). 

There has been some delay in implementing the measures part-financed under Objecti\'es 3 and 4, and 
there were no commitments or payments in 1995 as a consequence. The amount provided f(x 1995 "ill 
therefore be reprogrammed over subsequent years. It should be pointed out that the part-financing 
mechanism, which had suff(red from shm1comings in the past, has just been refL!rlnccl. lmprO\ ements 
can therefore be expected in the years to come. 

Table 39: Objecth·es 3 and 4- Italy- Financial implementalion of the programmes (ECC millimr) 

J',·og.r:1mllll'S and y{'nr or adoptiou Tot~l Co~ I .S t-: a!'~ i.o.t anc e Cummilmeul\ C!Jrumitml·nt!> •:.-;, 
1'"'""'"1'1 I' a~ m l' n t' 

II j ·\ .. ( ~ I (I) 199~ I fJ 'J-1-95 ( ~ I'( I I 1 11'>" I'! '14- 11;:. 

(2) Ill I 
Objecth·e 3 

JY9~ 

Rc;.:wnu ()J'!o 

or Bolzano 54,4 ~ 4, ~ 0,0 ~. 7 L~P"f, 0: ~. ( \ 1.::-: :'O· ~ 

0 P EnHii::J · Rfl m:-~g n a 409,8 I S4.4 0_0 ~ 7 _(, 15':i. 11(1 I ~ -~ :'I.~ (• 

or Friuh-\'cnc.l.ia GJUkl II S.G SJ,4 0,0 1::,0 1 s~.o (It: ' •> :'(!''(> 

or LaLLO ~71. 7 I:~_:; o_o I X.~ J)••;, ('I' " -- ~ ()'' ~ 

OP Ligur1a q..:.o ~ 2.3 0,0 ld i 5 ~ ~ il(l ''J',, 

Of' Lombardy ~ kll.l 175.1 0.(1 :r .. 2 1:\'''o (lJI 11 I ~ ( t"" 

or M.arc-hc R 1.7 :; ~~.s ll.{j 5 5 IS"o (t,O ' " )O'' n 

0)' Piedmont ~71 ,6 122.: OJ) i ~ ·' I 5" ~ {J(I •) : ~~ •'' ,. 
or TusC,in\ 1·15.S (,)(, O.(t <) s 1 )" ~ (lll ' " ~ Ll"" 

Of>Trcl1\(l h2.7 23 2 fl,(l -l. ~ I 5" ~ Li.fi ' I ,,,•·, 
OP Umbria (>7.7 :;o,s 0.0 -l,l· ISvo (It' : ' ~ ( ,,. " 
or \'~lilt: d ':\(IS t a 27,(· 12,4 0.0 I ., 

I ~·· o 1)(1 (I'· "llu" 

01' Vene;:ia 240.7 I OS.) {I.U 1••..:: I~·· o \1(1 ' I '(''•· 
Hultire~:ion11/ OP\· 

or Technll',_.l as~l~l<lllC{' 77.::<: 35,0 0,{1 5, " 17', ~ '· (1 i ,, 'l-l''o 

or' lnnov~\1\'l' rllC~SLHCS. 1 l S.9 5),5 0.0 LJ_() 17':, ll.ll ·+.:' :;(]''" 

OP Tra1r.ing 45(•.8 105,t• (J(I \<1.~ 11''(, 0.0 I 7,4 :'U'',, 

T"'"t 1 SX9JI l.JIW,} 0,11 ::11(1,5 I 'i" ~ .. (1,11 1 /1(/,} 511'::. 

0 hjectnc 4 

/9'}.f 

SI'IJ ~11n1stry ol employment I ;so, ~L .l%.S O.C>_L HU• I ) ·~" l•.IJ .>u.:; =-~··· .. 
Total 1 ~'N6,1 I 3 911 ,H 11,111 61/,(J 15 '.'·, 11.(1 3 f/,.1 5 rJ",, 

'I 0 L\ L I 3.77 5,! I .6 ~i 8. ,X u,u 1 :: (J l . ~ IS 'Y,, O,U I J 0 .~ 5 u .. ,~ 
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LUXEI\lBOlJRG 

Oh)cctiw: 3 • prfiJ,;rammin;.: Jor 1994-99 (ECU miUion) 

Priorities FS£ 

lntegrotion of the long-term unemployed (a) 5,5 

Vocational integration ofyoung people (b) 3,1 
Integration ofthosc threatened with exclusion (c) 9.9 
Equal opportunities ror men and women (d) 1,2 
1-lorizontal measures (e) 0.9 

Total 20,7 

The Objec~ve 3 SPD for Luxembourg, \Vith ECU 20.7 million for 1994-99, is based on five priorities 
comprising a total of 14 training measures which have benefitted a total of 421 people. The Objective 4 
SPD, with ECU 900 000, targets low-qualified workers, particularly in sectors where there is little or no 
access to training. 

However, Luxembourg increasingly has a hard core of long-term unemployment. With ESF assistance, 
therefore, active measures to assist the unemployed have been strengthened by taking on social workers 
and setting up a new service for placement, prospection and support. Rates of financial implementation 
for both Objectives are very satisfactory. 

ObjeC!iL·e J- programming for 1994-96 (ECU millirHr) 

Pnorllu!s FS£ (d) 13% (a) 12% 

l~'lcasurcs to an ICipa c rcnas rn 111c ranour mar~ct ana 

re4uirernents for' ocational sk1lls (") 0.1 
Vocation:J.Itr~ining :tnJ retrJining, gu1danc~ :md ad\·ice (b) 0.5 
lmproremcnt and dc\·elop_mcnt oftrainmg schemes (c) 0.1 

.\tc:..~sures coYcnng the entire SPD (d) 0.1 

rot" I u.~ 

Table 40: Ohiectil·es 3 and 4- Luxembourg- Financial implementation of tile programmes (ECU million) 

Objl'CIIH' 3 

J99.J 

UP Ptl\ ate rromott"rs 

I OP Put-he pr<dllutcrs 

7 "'"'-' Ohjccti\·e 4 

19 94 

.)PD Pu.tll•c pnlmotcrs I 
Total I 

"( OLILI 

NETHERLANDS 

/'rio ritit'.f 

Tt:.Jlning (:t) 

.lob placL:'nH.:nt (Ill 

lntt.::grntwn p;llhw~t\S (~/ 

Tt.:chnirnl aS)I~tancc (d) 

Tut.al cu~ 1 IS F .:1\~i~ IHnr~· lj'C•,mmitmcntsljCom mi-~menls I •y.., I 
(I) 1995 1994-95 (2)111] 

12) 

21 ';I 
:-l,.l 9 ;I II ,0 I-~ I 

l.S 
46,111 211.'-]_ 3,31 

2.3] "·91 0.-'1 
:.3 I "·'I o,3 1 

•• .J 1 2 L J' J,6 

Tut;-~1 

J.~l 
3,5 

6,51 

o.s 1 
i/,5 I 
7,0 

I-'S£ 

480,0 

120.0 

277,0 
4(>,0 

') !J ,0 

J I'/~ I 
J:?.% 

31 ·x. J 

0.5"1 
5 n. I 
J2% 

Pa~·nH•nts I 
1995 

I ~ I 2.J 

4,/1 I 

"-'1 
0 ~~ 
0.2j_ 

(d) 5% 

P::~ym('nl.~o 

199~v9S 

(3) 

(J )1{2) 

I 
'Y. 

2.S I S3% 

l.l ()(J% 

-'·• I 1-.'i% 

O.J I 0.65 

i/,,1, {,5% 

5,9J 8 s ·~~ .. 

Objective 3: Implementation of the: Objective 3 SPD. adopted in I 994, commenced 111 I 994 and reached 
its cruising speed at the beginning uf' 1995, so that Jll the ECU 143.8 million in the financing pl<~n for 
1995 11as cotnmittcJ. The mainntL·:t:;Ltre implemented was the training mc:~sure pr·o1idcd lor in the SPD 
which conccms initial. basic a11d 1 l)Gttional training and includes practic;1l tr;1ining in tlrms nr 
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educational establishments, individual follow-up and personal guidance. A special eff01t was also made 
in 1995 to implement the new "integration pathways" measure in the new programme, which was 
specifically designed, using an integrated approach, to help the socially excluded return to the labour 
market. The Netherlands has also implemented a placement measure. These different measures focus on 
activities such as training, preparation for vocational integration, integrated initiatives to achieve closer 
cooperation between local authorities, the employment of people in the health sector and the 
reintegration of the partially disabled into the labour market. Other measures concern employment pools 
and the acquisition of work experience. Young unemployed people have benefitted from training 
programmes specifically designed for those who left school early, special schemes guaranteeing jobs 
and an extension of apprenticeship schemes. Lastly, the Monitoring Committee for the SPD gave special 
attention to improving the selection criteria adopted the previous year, because the lack of transparency 
had caused difficulties for programme managers. During the year, the Committee refined its quality 
criteria in order to ensure that better projects were selected, thereby allowing the regions to add certain 
criteria of their own and to improve the complementarity between projects and regional policy. At the 
same time, the restructuring of the regional employment offices was commenced. 

A project for tire socially excluded iuNortlr Brabant: 
Initially an experimental project of the provincial employment aid agency, an 
office has been set up lo offer advice to individuals excluded from the labour 
market because of mental problems. They receive personal follow-up 
throughout the process of training and recruitment, as well as after their 
reclassification. In this way they can step out of their isolation and some can 
find a job. 

Ohjccth•e .J- programming for J 994-99 (ECU million) 

(d) 5% (a) 8% 
Pnorrtces tSJ:. 

Encouragmg mtcrest m trammg (a) I J,ll 

Matching training to needs (b) 29,1 

Training programmes (c) 106,7 
Technical assistance (d) 7.4 

rot• I 156,2 

Objective 4: Since the Dutch SPD for Objective 4 could not be launched until the second half of 1995, 
the appropriations allocated had not yet been committed at the end of 1995. This considerable delay is 
due to uncertainty as to the programme's implementing procedures and the need to set up a special 
temporary office in the Ministry for Social Affairs and Employment. In June 1995 a conference was 
finally organized in order to launch the Objective 4 programme30, during which an information booklet 
for potential promoters was officially presented. The Monitoring Committee for the SPD was also set up 
in mid-1995, when it adopted the project selection criteria. However, the Netherlands has had difficulty 
in finding suitable sources of part-financing and using existing resources to set up new structures. These 
different reasons explain why the first wave of projects was not presented until the end of 1995. 

Table 41: Objecth•es 3 am/4- Netlrerlands- Financial implementation of tire SPDs (ECU million) 

Toi:d cu~l \SF :1~sis1anrt'lCnrnmilrnl"nl~l\L'Omntilml'nl;; I ''1,. 

1
1 

ill 199~ !99,-9$ (211(1) 

(2) 

/994 

Sl'D Neth~rl.:~nds I I 4lll.SI 9:!~.~ I 14l,S I 2~2.3 1 J I~' l 
!U IJCCII\'e 4 

/9'}4 

SPD ;-o;ctht·rl~•nJs J6J.~ 1so.2 1 0.01 ::.:I 1-l%1 
TO I".\ I. 1.771,-1 I .U7CJ,O 143,8 311-1.5 H%1 

P;•ym rnt" I 
19 1):' 

I "2·''1 

''·"l 
I ~ 1.(, 

l'aynJC"IIlS 

1994-!J 5 

(3) 

I (3 ·~~,, 

2l! . .11 O(J'!'o 

11.11 5\l~o 

H< ·'I Hi •:-·~ 

-'
0 Together with the Community lnitiati\'es Emploi ;md Ad<lpt (see also Ch<tptcr l.L~.l Cummunity lniti~ti\'es). 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Objeclil't! .f • programmin1: for J 994-96 (ECU million) 

Priorities FSE 
]Vocational mtegrallon ot tnose unemployed tor SIX months or more (a) 566,0 

Vocational integration of the under 25s (b) 475,0 
Vocat~onal integration of those threatened \Vith exclusion (c) 353,0 
Equal opportunities for men and women (d) 91,0 

Technical assistance {c) 16,0 

Total 1.501,0 

It should be remembered that only Objective 3 has been programmed in the United Kingdom for 1994-
96, as the authorities did not wish to present a programme for Objective 4 for that period. 

Objective 3: The SPD for Objective 3 covers the period 1994-96 and has a total allocation of ECU I 501 
million, of which ECU 497 million was committed in 1995. Four priority groups are targeted for 
integration or reintegration measures: the long-term unemployed, young workers with few or no 
qualifications, those threatened with exclusion and the main potential beneficiaries of equal 
opportunities measures. Three types of measure are planned for each target group: guidance and 
counselling, training and job-hunting. This approach makes it possible to develop integrated projects 
giving those taking pat1 a structured and sign posted pathway to lead them from a situation of inadequate 
schooling or unemployment to suitable qualifications and a job. The selection of projects is administered 
by several types of body (national and local government, training and enterprise councils and local 
enterprise companies in Scotland, higher education establishments, universities and charitable 
organizations). The annual financial allocation for ~ach type of body, per priority and per measure, was 
approved by the Monitoring Committee in 1994. 

The delay in implementation in 1994 resulted in retwspective selection in 1995. However, it became 
clear once the projects had been selected that, for all the different types of body, the distribution by 
target group and measure did not correspond to the one in the financing plan of the SPD, which therefore 
had to be amended. The same procedure had to be repeated in 1995 when the situation recurred, this 
time because there were not enough measures under the equal oppot1unities target group or the measure 
for direct assistance in finding a job for all four target groups. It was decided to concentrate the lion's 
share of financing (95%) on the training measure for all four groups. 

Lastly, the Objective 3 Monitoring Committee decided to set up a standing assessment group ro prepare, 
study and supervise the assessment procedure and report back to it. The assessment process is based on 
the analysis of the participants' dossiers, the monitoring of beneficiaries and ad hoc studies. 

Table 42: Objectil·es 3 and 4- United Kingdom- Financial implemerrtation oftlte SPD (ECU million) 

l'rnJ!r:Jmmc and year o odort•on I Tota '"" ~~tassostoncciLommotmcntsiLommotmcntsl 'X. )I bymcnts I P:J) mcnts l •y, 
(I) t99~ 199~-9~ (!)/(I) 199; 199~-95 (J J/(l) 

(2) (J) 

0 lJecii\'C 3 
/fJI).j 

. )IJ Un1ted K111g,(1om I J 89K.'Ji I >ll 1.0] 497,0] 915,0] (,)Yo! ~"''-"! M I X_6] t\.4 ;;, 
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5. Objective 5(a) 

5.1. Objective 5(a) for agriculture 

Programming for 1994-99 

Objective S(a) -a horizontal Objective which concerns farming throughout the Union - is a fundamental 
part of Community rural development policy31 . Closely linked to the common agricultural policy, with 
the task of modernizing agricultural structures and funding of ECU 5 400 million32, it makes an 
important contribution to helping the Structural Funds achieve social and economic cohesion. 
Objective S(a) measures are taken pursuant to specific Regulations, the most important of which are 
Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91 on production structures, and Regulations (EEC) No 866/90 and No 
867/90 on marketing and processing structures. These Regulations were revised in 1994 by 
Regulation (EC) No 2843/9433, which simplified the rules and introduced greater flexibility into the 
granting of aid. 

Competitiveness and employment: Measures to make the agricultural sector more compet1t1ve and 
maintain employment levels are supported at every level, from farmers setting up to the modernization 
of holdings and the marketing of agricultural products: 

• training aid34 helps to improve technical knowleuge among farmers setting up so that they can meet 
the challenges of a constantly changing economic environment; 

• setting-up aid for young farmers35 contributes to generational renewal to counteract one of the 
trends which weighs heaviest on the agricultural sector and most undermines competitiveness: the 
ageing of the active population; 

• aid for investments in agricultural holdings36 assists with modernizing facilities, rationalizing the 
production process and making it more profitable, diversification, improving living and working 
conditions and maintaining employment; 

• aid for back-up measures to assist agricultural holdings37 (administrative services, mutual aid, 
accounting) makes a qualitative contribution to improving competitiveness; 

• aid to producer groups38 for marketing their products in regions with specific marketing problems 
also contributes to redressing inter-regional imbalances; 

• aid for investment in the processing and marketing of agricultural and forestry products39 assists 
with the modernization of industrial and coti1mercial activities which receive inputs from 
agriculture by guaranteeing better outlets for fanners and ensuring that they receive a share of the 
profits arising from the value added to their products. 

\Vhen approving specific measures proposed by Member States, the Commission takes care to ensure 
that they are compatible with other measures covered by the regional Objectives (1, S(b) and 6), and 
with other Community policies, in particular environmental policy and the common agricultural 
policy. To this end, a number of rules are applied (selection criteria, sectoral prohibitions and limits, 

31 See also Chapter 11.0.2. The Structural Funds, the common agricultural policy and rural development. 

32 Initial financial allocation for 1994-99. 

33 See 1994 Annual Report. 

34 Article 28 of Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91. 

35 Articles 10 nnd II of Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91. 

36 Articles 5 to 9 of Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91. 

37 Articles 13 to 16 of Regulation (EEC) No 2328191. 

38 Regulation (EEC) No 1360/78. 

39 Regulations (EEC) No 866190 and No 867/90. 
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conditions to be fulfilled, etc.) to guarantee complementarity with CAP measures40. Preventing 
surplus production and encouraging production of products which can be disposed of through normal 
market outlets are also important factors in improving the sector's competitiveness. 

Consideration of the environment in Objective 5(a) measures for agriculture: 
In the context of the adjustment of agricultural structures, assistance granted by the EAGGF 
Guidance Section under Objective 5(a) has beneficial effects on the environment through support 
for investments in agricultural holdings which are intended to protect and improve the 
environment. Furrhermore, as part of the measures for adjusting processing and marketing 
structures for agricultural products, in 1994 the Commission amended the selection criteria for 
investment aid so as to encourage investments in processing industries using technological 
inno1•arions that are environmentally friendly, help prevent pollution and eliminate waste and 
promote organic farming products. 
Note should also be taken of the impact on the environment of the measures to accompany the 
reform of the CAP adopted by the Council in I992. One of the three measures, financed by the 
EAGGF Guarantee section, concerns agricultural production methods compatiblrr with the 
requirements of the protection of the environment and the maintenance of the countryside41. This 
Regulation provides in particular for limiting agricultural production by reducing the use of 
fertilizers, pesticides and insecticides, as well as reducing the number of livestock held on farms or 
the number of head per hectare. In 1995 ECU 484.5 million was paid out for this purpose in the 
twelve Member Stales. Forecast expenditure for 1996 is over ECU I 300 million for the fifteen 
il1ember States. 

Balanced land use ami employment: To achieve balanced land-use development, specific measures 
are applied in particular to assist mountainous and other less-favoured areas~ 2 They are designed to 
maintain fanning in such areas through compensation for the permanent natural handicaps which 
exist there and comprise principally compensatory payments per production unit and more generous 
investment aid than that granted to areas without such handicaps. Their effest is to maintain the social 
fabric in areas under serious threat of depopulation and so prevent job losses. the flight from the land 
and desertification. 

411 Sec Chapter II.D.:!. The St1·uctu1·al Funds. the common agricultm~ll policy and rural dc\·(1<'1'111CI11. 
11 Cotmcil Regulation ( ITCl No ~078. '):2 of 30 June: 1992. OJ No L :! 15. JO. 7.1 'J'>:' 
12 :\nick~ 1 I tp 20 pj' EL·guli\tinn (F[( ·1 ~\1 0 ~ ~2~ 9_ 
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Table 43: Extent of less-favoured a rem· (in 1 000 lw) 1vitflin the lll!!lllling of Directil·e 751268/EEC (~ituation at 
the start of 1996) 

MEMBER STATES 
UAA of less·fa'\'Ourcd areas~•) Total l!A:\ 

%of less

fa\'oured 

Less-fa,·oured Lc!IS- a'\'ourcd lt\lem >cr :State .areas in Ehe Muu n ta1n u ther es~· 

areas (Art. fa\·oured 

J(J)) ar<as (ArL 

J (4 )) 

BeJgiu m 273 

Denmark 

Germany 336 7.98 7 

G rc e ce 3. 914 964 

Spa in 7 5 03 I 1.34 3 

France 5.2 84 7.809 

Frartcf! (excl. ()/1) 5 .I iJ- - -f).J 

FrtlllCC 0/J s- 15 

Ireland 3 4 56 

Ita I}' 5.2 I 8 3.40 5 

Lu :t.em bou rJ! t2.2 

Xclhedands 

Portug.nl 2 2 7 2.0 56 

United h:ingdom 8.34 I 

Total El'R ll 2J.4H2 ~ 5. 7 56 

Austria ~ .0 4 7 208 

Fin I and 1.4 07 536 

S1\cden 526 I 0 II 

Total EUH. IS 2?.462 47.511 

% 35% til% 

nreas with 
speciric 

handicaps 

(Art. 3(5)) 

199 

402 

700 

804 

-2!) 

-5 

12 

2 I 8 

Ill 

150 

2.6011 

164 

220 

333 

J.J I 7 

.J% 

areas Member Shle 

2 7 3 I .J 57 20% 

2.770 0% 

8.5 21 17 Q I 2 50% 

5.2 8 0 6 ~ 0 8 8 2':1o 

I 9.546 2 (j .3 30 7 4 °/~ 

13 897 3 n.o 1 1 46% 

I 3.-10 2'.J :-:.u .J{,% 

I-- I-- )00% 

3.4 6 8 4 .K9 2 7 I ·~ ~ 

8 8~ I I 6 496 54% 

I 24 127 98% 

Ill 2.0 I I 6% 

3 ~:; 3 3 ')9 8 86% 

8 342 I 8 6 58 45% 

71.8 3 7 I 30.070 5~% 

2 4 19 3 52-1 69% 

2 164 2 -~ .t 9 85% 

I .869 .1 (, 3-+ 51% 

7 8.2 9 0 IJ'J. 77 7 S6'Y., 

lll L1.\.-\ L•sable :l!;fiCultural aiC:l mclud1ng "CL)Illll\On land" ~SIIIll~lted at. 2 300 000 ha 111 GJI!CC~. I 770 000 11.1 1n Spatn: 

I 230 000 ha 111 hancc, 450 000 h:1 in l1e:lnnd. I 550 000 ha in ltal~ !(HI (J00 ha in Pollug.d: ~2U OOtllla m the 

l'ni!\!d Kint;.dflm: 250 oon ha in Austria. 100 00L1 ha 111 SIHJcn 

k!ember State selections of measures for tire 1994-99 programmes: Taken as a whole, the Objective 
5(a) measures provide a flexible legal framework within which Member States may both select measures 
and decide what arrangements arc most appropriate to the specific needs of each area. Thanks to this 
flexibility, Member States have been able to select the sectors, categories of fanners and areas which 
they consider should receive priority. 

Member States' optiom for 1994-99 

B(.•lgium 

8% 

offn~Slmcn!~ oniH1Idin!;S (:'} 

olralllll!~ aud $l!ppC'IIl 5-l.:t\iCC~ (J) 

(d) 
8% 

nerunark 

0 l'roduccr t!rOiq)s {h)-

0 :d ounlaHl :mJ. lo5-fi'\ ourtd art' aS (c) 

Germnny 

(f) 11% Ia )13% 

B Ptocc~<;uq; i'llld rn,uhcting (cl 

G) Y(IUIIS brlllCl:\ {f) 
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France Italy 

(f) 24% (a) 16% (f) \2% (a 26% 

15% 

) 
2% 

(d) 2'.4 (e) 26% 

Luxembur-g Netherlands 
4% 

(f) 26% (a) 26% 

(e) 44% 

~estmcnts on holdings (a) CD Producer groups (b) 

I oTrainin~:; and sup pori services (d) •M ountain and less-favoured areas (e) 
'-· 

(e 
27% 

(C)30% 

United Kingdom 
5% 

(f) 0,3% 

(e) 

(c)63% 

• Processing and marketing (c) 

11 Young farmers (f) 

(b) 
3% 

(b) 0,1% 

Implementation forecasts: After adoption of the programming documents and expenditure forecasts 
for the new Member States43 , the indicative financial programming for Objective S(a) measures 

outside Objective I and 6 regions44 for the period 1994-99 is as follows : 

Table 44: Objective 5(a) agriculture- Implementation forecasts for 1994-99 (ECU million) 

'1 otal % 
Belgturn l7U,4 !ProductiOn 140,4 

Processing and marketing 30,0 
Denmark 127 .o Production I 00,3 

Marketing and processing 26,7 
Germany l.U69,9 ProductiOn ~)I ,7 

Processing and marketing 218.3 
S pa1n 326,U Production 207,0 

Processing and marketing 119,0 
trance 1.7 4=>,=> !l'roauctmn 1.4~6.6 

Processing and marketing 258,9 
Italy 680,0 ProductiOn 494,4 

Processing and marketing 185,6 
Luxembourg 39,U ProductiOn .>7,3 

Processing and marketing I, 7 
Austna (l) 38:.,8 !ProductiOn .)-.J.) 

Processing and marketing 62,3 
j'\;etherlands II M,U [l'roduct!on IX.~ 

Processing and marketing 39,2 
United Kingdom 361,0 ProductiOn 134,) 

Processing and marketing 226,5 
Finland(l) 331,0 ProductiOn 2S7,9 

Processing and marketing 43,1 
Swedcn(l) 9U,I Production 6/,_ 

Processing and marketing 22,9 
Total 5.443,7 l'roducllon ~.209,6 

Processing and marketing 1.23~,1 

111 1995-99- See also Chapter l.A.7. IntegratiOn of the new Member States mto the 

structural policies. 

~2% 

18% 
79% 
21% 
00% 
20% 
63% 
37% 
~5% 

15% 
7.) Yo 
27% 
96% 

4% 
~4% 

16% 
67'Yo 

33% 
37% 
63% 
87% 
13% 
75% 

25% 
77% 

23% 

43 For more details on the new Member States, see Chapter LA.7. Integration of the new Member States into the 
structural policies. 

44 In Objective I and 6 regions, Objective S(a) measures are programmed within the CSFs and SPDs. 
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Implementation of Objective 5(a) for agriculture in 1995 

Physical and financial implementation for 1995 outside Objective I and 6 regions is shown below. 

Table 45: Objective 5(a) agriculture- Financial implementation in 1995 (commitments- ECU million) 

Indirect measures l'rocesstng and 

~lember State "structures of marketing (R. Tot~ I 
production" 866/90) 

llletgmm L_,o)U 7 ,5~3 30,-JJ 
Den mark 16,731 16.731 
Germany 138,230 26,902 165,132 
Spain 19,920 I, I 76 21,096 
Fran cc 216,972 35.111 252.083 
Italy - - -
Luxembourg 5,188 0,283 5,~71 

A us tria 61,498 61,498 
Netherlands 4,889 HS9 
Fin land 54,523 6.897 61.420 
S\1 eden 13,721 - 13.721 
United Kingdom (I) 22,802 - 22,802 

TOTAL 577.124 77.9 52 655,07(, 
1) Kcv IS Cd :>I'!J 

A large number of the programmes conceming measures for processing and marketing had been 
approved and the first instalment committed by the end of 1994. However, a number of Member States 
could not receive the second instalment ( 1995) before the end of that year because the programmes had 
not made sufficient progress. The first instalment for Austria was not committed until the beginning of 
1996 and Sweden did not programme an amount for 1995. 

Table 46: Objecth•e 5(a) agriculture- Physical implementation in /994 

~ .. ·uin~ 4 1LJl uf young. r~lrmen lnH'Stment ~id 00' lnH:-stoncut O\id Cnmp~ens.:.ll>w~ 

:'1-Icm!Jcr Stat(' {c\rC. JO) ynung farmers (Arl. II} t.\rt.. 7 t allowances (Art.IY) 

i\'um ber of hl·neli.ciaries ;\'nmber of Oen£'ficiaril's :\nmher ofbcu('liciwri(''> :\'umhc-r ofhnltlinJ!~ 

Obj. I :'<ion·Ohj. I Totl\l Dbj. I :\on·Ohj. l 'I ot:• Ohj. I t'\on·Obj. t rntal 

l3~1~1Um 7 ~ 712 l-:44 26 3-1.:! !f,t; & I I [l(l{' LJ.!] c,t:::n. 
Den mad.: <l3:S 4)8 4~0 4~0 l 41(-. 1-1.\(1 J-10 (o]:! 

Germany Q8~ 4 049 s 033 6'3Q (,89 2 II 0 2 110 ::!J\.::!75 
GrCl'Cc iOS 7(15 :!51 :!51 ::: 466 :.-{,(, IS7 5)S 

Spain J5C•l l ~ 11 4 71::; I 8<10 7SJ 2 64J (j 762 ) 277 13 (I~<) I S7 o;;,c 
F r~ nee 1 ~ Q 7 086 1 2,5 21 : :SG 2.':!77 57 7 400 7457 \40.61: 
Ireland J57 )57 290 290 :; 660 ::! 6(1(1 1 O:i o I') 
Italy <IS l 4<:lS 2:; 13 55 -+12 .:l67 271 I 6''6 I <~(,9 J9 056 
luxcmbou1g• 59 59 101 101 <1(, ()(, : 51~ 

J\cthcrl.:lnd!i 0 no 9• ~ 5 s::.s ~~n .).':)01 

p.._,rttJgal 1 05'l I (15Q 1025 1 fi.2S :; )53 :.353 t)fJ510 

United K 1nsdom 0 14 00 ::n 4WJ 6..1(! 1,0 q I::! 

TOT,\ L 7 .!'~5 I S.l II 2 2.66 (! J .5":0 S.Oii S.6~1 I 7.914 1~.HH 36.26 2 I .I Y~ . .JX! 

19'>3. c"ccpt lorcomfJenS.etiOrJ :!ll0w<lncc.!> 1')()4 

1995 in tire context oftlze 1994-99 programming period 

Table 47: Objecth•e 5(a) agriculture- State of financial implemenflttion ojtl1e programme.\· (ECU million) 

ll DK Ll E F L :-.. .\ r Fl ~E lh: Tot:d 

h0gr:Lmmc-d 170.4 1.?7,0 \.Ub~.'J .,2h.O I 745,5 c.xu.u .. 39,0 • II S,O 1!<5.R _.,_, 1,0. 90, I .161,0 5.-t-13,7 
.-\ doplcd I 70.-l 121.0 I 06?.'J 32(,,0 1.145,5 680,0 39,0 II 8.0 JH5.S :>31,0 90.1 :;61,0 5 4-D i 
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5.2. Objective S(a) for fisheries 

Programming for 1994-99 

The objective of the adjustment of fisheries structures, the financial instrument for which is the FIFG, is 
pursued through operations aiming both to ensure a sustainable balance between fisheries resources and 
fishing activities and to support and strengthen the entire European fisheries sector. As regards the 
adjustment of fishing effort, the FIFG contributed in 1995 to part-financing the reduction of the 
European fleet in line with the Multiannual Guidance Programme for 1993-96 through the permanent 
cessation of fishing vessel activity (in the fonn of the scrapping or export of vessels or the formation of 
joint ventures). At the same time, work was continued on strengthening the European fisheries and 
aquaculture industry, in particular in the fields of product processing and marketing, aquaculture and 
port facilities. 

Consideration of the environment in Objective 5(a) measures for fisheries: 
Several measures part-financed by the FIFG, including the adjustment of fishing. .. .effort, are 
designed to reduce the disruptive effect of fishing activity on the environment and fisheries 
resources, which are still being over-exploited. This involves supporting material investment in 
protecting fisheries resources in coastal sea areas, protecting certain coastal areas and 
modemizing facilities and equipment in fishing ports, aquaculture and the processing industry as 
well as the introduction, under the common fisheries policy, of technical rules to protect fisheries 
resources and the maritime ecosystem in general, which have a clear preventive impact in terms of 
the conservation of the environment. 

Objective S(a) and protected maritime areas: 
The improvement and protection of certain coastal areas is the fourth mpect of FIFG intervention. 
The creation of protected marine areas can be achieved through the introduction of mobile or 
stationmy units, in the form of artificial reefs, the creation of marine resen·es, the prohibition of 
fishing activities, etc. This action will help to protect juveniles and impro,·e living standards and 
resource development in the regions concerned. More than ECU 30 million of FIFG resources 
have been allocated to these projects, a,( which ECU 16 million has gone to Spain. 

Objective S(a) for fisheries concerns only measures outside Objective I and 6 regions (within those 
regions "fisheries" operations are included in CSFs and/or single programming documents). There are 
a total of 12 of these programmes, nine in the old Member States, which were adopted in 1994, and 

three in the new Member States, which w·ere adopted in 199545. ECU 176.9 million has been 
committed under this heading and ECU 81 million was paid out in 1995 (of which ECU 65 million 
and ECU 19.1 million respectively w·ere for the new Member States). 

FIFG measures in Objective I regions were implemented through five operational programmes for 
fisheries. but also under the "fisheries and aquaculture" chapters in a total of nine SPDs and three OPs. 
Similarly. in Objective 6 regions both the single programming documents for Finland and Sweden 
contain a "fisheries and aquaculture" heading. ECU 270.8 million has been committed and ECU 81.3 
mill ion was paid out in 1995 for Objective I regions, while for Objective 6 regions commitments and 
payments represented ECU 1.4 mill ion and ECU 700 000 respectively. 

45 See Chapter I.A.7. Integration of the new Member States into the structural policies. 
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Table 48: Objective 5(a) for ftslleries - Operatioua/ priorities of si11gle programmi11g documellfs for 1994-99 
(ECU milliou) 

B DK D (I) E F ! L N UK Total 

Adjustment of fishing efforts 5,2 3 7,7 6,8 40,6 16,2 3 5,4 0,0 8,0 13,5 163,4 

Other fishing fleet measures 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2 7,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 18,5 45,5 

Moderniz.ation and renovation of the fishing fleet 7,9 35,0 12,3 35 '9 20,3 33,6 0.0 2,2 13,3 160,5 

Aquaculture I ,9 9,2 7, I 7,2 33.7 20,5 0.7 I ,5 J ,8 85,6 

Protection of marine areas 0,7 3,2 0,0 1.8 0,0 1.2 0,0 0,0 0,4 7,3 

Port facilities I ,5 9,8 5,6 6,0 8,1 5,6 0.0 20,4 4.3 61 ,3 

Processing and marketing of products 5,9 30, I 3 9,4 23,9 54,8 28, I 0,3 8,5 22,7 213,7 

P remotion of products 1,2 7,2 2,5 1,8 5,0 3,6 0,1 6.0 12, I 39,5 

Socio-economic tneasures (2) pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm 

Other m easurcs 0,2 7,6 l ,8 1,4 24,& 6.4 o.o 0,0 0,2 43,4 

To tal 24,5 13 9,9 75,S 119,6 189,9 134,4 1,1 46,6 88,7 820,2 

(1) Indexed amounts. 

(2) Following the amendment of Regulation (EC} No 3699/93 in 1995, these measures may be introduced by the Member States. 

The amount of these measures is to be determined within the overall financing allocation 

Implementation of Objective S(a)for fisheries in1995 

In 1995 the main steps taken were the adoption of socio-economic measures, a specific measure to assist 
Spanish and Portuguese fishermen and the rescheduling of FIFG appropriations for certain Member 
States. 

Socio-economic measures for fishermen: Alongside the measures to reduce the fleet and improve 
fisheries and aquaculture structures, a new, socio-economic dimension was added to FIFG-financed 
measures in 1995. A Regulation adopted by the Council in November46 allows the FIFG to finance, 
at the request of the Member States, two new types of measure to alleviate the social consequences of 
the far-reaching restructuring of the sector, in patticular job losses arising from the reduction of the 
Community fleet. These measures consist of aid for national early retirement schemes for sea-going 
fishermen (under ce1tain conditions concerning age and the length of time spent in this occupation) 
and individual grants for younger fishennen obliged to leave this employment because of the 
withdrawal of fishing vessels from use. These measures, which meet the requests of several Member 
States, the European Parliament and those employed in the sector, will impose no additional burden 
on the Structural Fund budget since they will be financed through the rescheduling of FIFG 
appropriations already allocated. 

Specific measures to assist Spanish and Portuguese fishermen: The expiry of the Fisheries 
Agreement with Morocco and the temporary absence of a new one caused around 700 vessels in 
~pain and P01tugal, whose fishing activities were in waters under Moroccan sovereignty or 
jurisdiction, to be laid up between May and November 1995. A specific measure for the crews 

concerned, designed to limit the consequences of this situation, was established47 using a system of 
monthly individual compensation payments. Expenditure on this measure is limited to ECU 31.8 
million (ECU 27 million for Spain and ECU 4.8 million for Portugal), of which the Union provided 
ECU 23.85 m iII ion. In addition, FIFG appropriations already granted to these two Member States 
under their operational programmes were partly re-directed to compensate ship-owners for the 
temporary inactivity of their vessels, on the basis of Article 14 of Regulation (EC) No 3 699/93. For 
the entire period during which activity was interrupted, ECU 52 million were made available 
(ECU 48 million for Spain and ECU 4 million for Portugal). of which ECU 39 million came from 
Union resources. 

Reprogramming of FIFG appropriations: The delayed adoption of a number of FIFG programming 
documents in 1994 and difficulties relating to the establishment of a completely new financial 
instrument led in some Member States to a cettain delay in the use of FIFG appropriations programmed 

46 Regulation (EC) No 2791/95 of20 November 1995, OJ No L 283, 25.11.1995. 
47 Council Decision 95/451/EC of26 October 1995, OJ No L 264, 7.11.1995. 
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for 1994. To avoid this delay having repercussions on the entire programming period, the Commission 
and the eight Member States concerned decided, through the partnership, to reschedule the commitments 
by transferring part of the 1994 appropriations to 1995. Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and the United 
Kingdom benefited from this arrangement under Objective 5(a), and similar rescheduling was carried 
out for Germany, Greece, France, Italy, Portugal and Spain under Objective 1. 

Clumges in the rules: Regulation (EC) No 3699/93 laying down the criteria and arrangements 
regarding Community structural assistance in the fisheries and aquaculture sector was amended twice 
in 1995. The first amendment48 introduced gross tonnage as the unit of vessel measurement (used to 
establish premiums for permanent abandonment of activity). The second concerned socio-economic 
measures for sea-going fishermen (see above). A third proposal for a Council Regulation was 

introduced before the end of the year49 intended, firstly, to maintain at a constant level permanent 
withdrawal premiums for vessels more than thirty years old and, secondly, to put a ceiling on the cost 
of measures for the temporary cessation of fishing activity. Finally, with regard to rules for the 

payment of FIFG appropriations, the Commission adopted a new Regulation 50 laying down the 
procedure for presenting half-yearly statements of expenditure and annual implementatioll reports, on 
the basis of which advances and balances are paid out. These measures are intended to harmonize and 
rationalize systems for paying out FIFG assistance, as well as guaranteeing greater transparency. 

1995 in the context l~( the 1994-99 programming period 

Table 49: Ohjectil'e 5(a) for jis!reries- 1995 intire context of programming for 1994-99 (ECU million) 

B 01\. u t. ~ I L N .. u Fl SE UK 1 otal 

ProgrammeJ _4,) 13~.Y 74,5 II Y,6 I ~Y.Y I o4.4 1,1 46.6 -,0 -O.U 40,0 ~~.7 SS4,2 

.-\dopted 245 139.9 74.5 119.6 189,9 134,4 1,1 46.6 2.0 23.0 40.0 88,7 884.2 
~/0 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100'/,, 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Comm1tmcnts I Y~-1-Y) 4.1 46,6 24.~ jY,~ 63,3 44,~ 1,1 Y.~ -,U -o.ll 40,1) 14,g .ll .l,4 

~Yo of assistance 17% ""0/ .J.J,o J]O/o 33% 33o/o 33% 100% ~0% !DO% 100'% 100% 17% 35% 

l)a:·ments I <JlJ-1-Y) .) __ , 5U,J 16.1 IU,U 41, I II,- .1.- 6.- u __ 6_Y L,U ! 1.~ 14Y.o 

~'0 of~ssJstancc j'"'O/ .1/0 2~% 1')0 1 

-- lo S% 12°/o S~lo 15% 13~1o 10% .\0~1o 30% 13%. 17% 

Country-by-country survey 

Table 50: Objectil·e 5(a) jisl1eries- Financial implementation of SPDs (ECU million) 

Prol!,r:lmTH(.'~ I ut;d cost~ S t- :\~SIS l:wcc 1 Cumn11trnents 1 Commarmenls ·~:. PaynH·nt!' P;rymcnts 

ar1d (I) 1~95 1994-95 (21/( I) llJ95 1994-95 (3 )/(2) 

Y'"'" r u f j f~u pi i un (2) (3) 

II y Y4 

SI'LJ Llel~n1111 ')l.) _4,) li.U -1.1 17 ,(l 1._ ~( •0 

SPD 1Jenm~11h: .u:.;_s 139.'! 23.3 -16.6 .) 3(1,~ I S.(1 JOJ 65"% 

SPD Gcrma&ly y)/).2 ns 12.5 2-L'J 33°·0 C),IJ 16.1 651;1!0 

SPD Sp;un :n-1.1 II '!.6 19,9 19,8 )3°0 n.o 10.0 25% 
SPD Fr;111~c S-lo.O I 89.9 ",6 0JJ 3_1.% ::5.3 41.1 65% 

SPD ltal: 3XO.S 1.14A 11..+ 44.8 J].% 11.0 11.2 25% 

SPD Lu\c.:mbourg ).7 1.1 0.9 1.1 I 00°'~ 0,1 0,:2 15°/o 
SPD ~crhnlan ds j J3j cl(>.6 I.~ 9.2 20~LI 2.:. 6.2 6S% 

SPD Ut13trd ~Lngdotll 2411.~ SS,J 0.0 14.S I i~' ~ 4.4 11.8 so~~ 

Ill ,\ •. 8 2 5 ,S ~ l ~.2 ll I ,Y HS,4 Jll •y, c, I ,Y I J 0,2 ,_ ·~. 

Belt::ium: The contribution of the FIFG to the single programming document under Objective 5(a) in 
Belgium is ECU 24.5 million for 1994-99, with ECU 4.1 million each for 1994 and 1995. 
Implementation of the programme began in l c;95 in the case of adjustment of the fishing effort and 
renewal and modernization of the fleet. 

..JS Council Rcgulalion (I£) No 1624195 of29 .June 199.:\ OJ No L 155. 6.7.1995. 

•1'1 COM(95) 627 linal. 5.12.1995. 

~° Commis,ion Rcgttlation (ECi 1\'o 1796/CJ) nC25 July 1995.0.1 No L 17·1, 26.7.1 \)C)) 
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Denmark: ECU 23.3 million was committed in 1995 under Objective 5(a) for fisheries in Denmark. The 
Monitoring Committee met twice in that year and adopted detailed project selection criteria. 
Implementation of the programme proceeded satisfactorily. Substantial legislative work was carried out 
in Denmark in 1995 in order to adapt nationa11aw to the Structural Fund system. The Danish authorities 
organized a major conference in May 1995 on the future of fisheries in Denmark. 

Germany: In 1995 Monitoring Committees were established and adopted their rules of procedure and 
project selection criteria. This facilitated a rapid start-up of the programmes (adopted in December 
1994 ), so that absorption of appropriations was satisfactory. Two thirds of the annual instalment for 
1994 was implemented, which meant that the 1995 instalment could be committed and the second 1994 
advance paid out, as well as the first advance for 1995 (total FIFG payments: ECU 16.1 million out of 
ECU 24.9 million committed.). 

Spain: Since the Spanish single programming document was adopted on 22 December 1994, 
implementation could not really start until 1995. The level of implementation was 25% of the 1994 
instalment (total FIFG payments: ECU I 0 million out of ECU 19.9 million committed). Reprogramming 
was carried out on 19 October 1995 involving the transfer of ECU 15.1 mill ion to the 1995 instalment, 
which subsequently enabled the Commission to commit the 1995 ii1stalment. 

France: The single programming document, adopted on 22 December 1994, was actually implemented 
in 1995. However, implementation was satisfactory and used 64% of the annual instalment for 1994, so 
that the second instalment for the year could be paid out, the 1995 instalment committed and a first 
advance paid out within the time limits provided for (total FIFG payments: ECU 41.1 million out of 
ECU 63.3 million committed, with a national contribution of ECU 42.5 million). 

Jta(v: 1995 was marked by difficulty in absorbing appropriations because of the delayed availability of 
the national financial contribution for internal administrative reasons (delayed approval of the findings 
of the inter-Ministerial Committee for economic programming; Sardinian appeal again~;t those findings). 
As a result of these delays, the appropriations needed for national part-financing only became available 
from October 1995. On 23 October I 995 the Monitoring Committees for the two F:FG programmes 
(Objective 5(a) and Objective I) approved the rescheduling of the 1994 instalment to adjust it to the real 
state of progress, thereby enabling the Commission to commit the 1995 instalment. Almost all the 
projects financed are part of the last instalment (I994) under Regulation (EEC) No 4028/86, paid out of 
the FIFG budget. 

Lw.:embourg: The main objective of the programme is to assist the development of aquaculture and the 
processing and marketing of aquaculture products. The Monitoring Committee met twice in 1995 and 
the principal beneficiary has already made substantial investments in improving and 1ncreasmg 
production of ce1iain species offish in aquaculture. 

Netherlands: l n 1995 the programme's Monitoring Committee was set up. After it had adopted its rules 
of procedure and project selection criteria, actual implementation of the programme began with the first 
measures for the permanent withdrawal of fishing vessels. In addition, the Dutch authorities informed 
the Monitoring Committee of various measures launched under other headings in the programme. 
namely agriculture, product processing and marketing, and the promotion of fisheries products. 
Financial rescheduling was, however, adopted on 29 November 1995, reducing the 1994 instalment 
initially provided for (ECU 7.8 million) by ECU I .2 million, while the 1995 instalment was increased 
ti·om ECU 7.8 million to ECU I4.3 million. 

United KinRdom: The Objective 5(a) single programming document concentrates on adjusting fishing 
effort, modernizing and improving the safety of vessels, adjusting the processing industry and 
developing ports. Appropriate national legislation was adopted in June 1995 and certain Fl FG measures 
were launched at the end of !995. It was necessary to revise the financial plan for the single 
programming document, reducing the 1994 instalment by 30% and increasing the 1996 instalment by 
the same proportion, in order to schedule expenditure more efficiently over the whole period. The 
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meeting of the Monitoring Committee enabled project selection criteria to be adopted. A measure for 
taking vessels out of service is underway for 1993-98: around 7% of the fleet has currently been taken 
out of service, and it is estimated that at the end of 1998 around 12% will have been withdrawn. 
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6. Objective S(b) 

6.1. Programming for 1994-99 

Table 51: Objective 5(b)- area and population of eligible areas and funding allocated to euc!l Member State. 
1994-99 

ropulation 
S tructuntl Fund 

J\lember Stales Area (km') 
('000 inhab.) 

allocation (EC!' 

million) 

~t:lelgmm 6.~JI 44~ 78.1 
Denmark 8.374 361 '4.0 

Gennany 96.178 7823 1.~29,0 

Spain 85.223 1731 (,(,~.0 

France 291.558 9.759 U39.4 
Italy 80.486 4.828 903.7 

Luxembourg 83 I 30 (1,0 

Netherlands 5.405 800 150.ll 

United Kingdom 67.987 2.841 S20.5 

lt.l'K 'J 1>4l.!I7J 21L1>2l (, .144 .7 

A ustna 5U.U4U _.Lf(> 411.0 

Fin I and 95.219 I .094 )<LUI 

Sweden 52.746 754 I o~.il 

EUR 3 l'I!I.OUS 4.124 7 4J ,II 
Total !14U.!17!1 J2.745 <• .8 X 7. 7 

A study of the 78 single programming documents approved in 1994 and 1905 for the Objective 5( h) 
I 994-99 programming period confirms that the main priorities set by the l\1n1m iss ion ha\ e been taken 
into account. Article 4 of the Framework Regulation, specifying that "Cnmmunity operations shall he 
such as to complement or contribute to corresponding national operations." has led the ComrnissiPn tu 
adjust its assistance to the specific contexts of each Member State and region. The result has been a g.rcat 
diversity of programmes, reflecting the very varying nature of European rural areas. 

Priorities adjusted to national and regional contexts 

Agricultural diversification, support for forestry-related actiPities ([//(/ tire wnstruction of rum/ 
infrastructures together receive more than 27% of Community funding. 1-!oll'e\'et·. this percentage Gtn 
vary greatly from one Member State to another: Denmark, Spain, France. Italy and Austria submitted 
programmes under which the prop01iion of the appropriations set aside for this cle,·elopment priority is 
higher than average. This means that farms located in Objective 5(b) areas may be assisted 11hen the} 
engage in product improvement projects, in particular under Council Regulation (EEC) No 2081/92 c'll 

the protection of designations of origin and geographical indications. In fragile rural areas. the major role 
that can be played by farmers in tourist development (farm tourism) and maintaining nr protecting the 
environment is very actively encouraged. Farmers' effons to diversify their products arc :~lsn 

encouraged. These measures, which are targeted and adjusted to each different regional or even "micrn
regional" context, are a useful complement to the common agricultural pL)Iicy. the eftects of\\hich the} 
are designed to reinforce. 51 

Setting up am/ supporting SMEs is the second largest sphcrc of :~ssiswlll:e (25% pf Comrnutlit) 
funding). For Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands, Finland and the United Kingdom. this is the mo't 
important priority and the proportion of appropriations devoted wit exceeds the Community average. It 
enables trade and crafts to be maintained and developed in villages and thus helps to impmvc the 
services available to the rural population. Production too is involved, since appropri:llions arc <liSt) 

allocated to supp01iing direct investment by SMEs and enabling them to develop or establish themselves 
(areas of economic activity, industrial premises, etc.). The main purpose of this assistance is to allow 
rural SMEs to benefit from the effects of the single market. 

51 See Chapter 11.0.2. The Strucrural Funds, the comnwn agricultural pt)licy and rur,il del clopmcnt. 
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Investment in human resources is the third largest sphere of assistance. Almost 15% of Community 
funding is being used to finance training and recruitment aid measures. Investment in "human capital" 
must be inseparably linked with other productive investment. In the countryside, the priority is to adjust 
training arrangements to the specific conditions of particular areas and their inhabitants (low population 
density, development projects which are often very specific and do not always conform to pre
established training models). The Commission has put a great deal of effort into ensuring that priority 
for assistance under this heading is given to training modules designed and implemented to meet real 
needs and which support local development trends. 

Tourism (complementary to the farm tourism referred to above) involves more than 12% of the 
Community appropriations allocated. In Denmark, the majority of funding is allocated to this priority. 
The United Kingdom and Italy also decided to devote a major part of the funding to this area of 
assistance, which takes second and third place respectively in their list of priorities. One aim is to 
improve and increase tourist accommodation capacity. Where necessary, accompanying investment is 
planned to make rural areas more attractive (site improvements, tourist sign-posting, development of the 
cultural, architectural and natural heritage). A key objective is to make original forms of tourism 
available on the market (cultural tourism, discovery trails, open-air sports, etc.). 

Consideration of the environment in Objective S(b) measures: 
A high-quality environment can contribute to the development of rural areas. It is the basis for many 
tourist and farming activities which, in turn, can contribute to a better environment. Thus, under 
Objective 5(b), direct investment in environmental projects accounts for ECU 720.5 million for 1994-
99. i.e. 11.7% of the appropriations for this Objective, M'hich are to a \'ely large extent (56%) 
concentrated on measures, most frequently of a preventive nature, contributing to the conservation of 
the cozmliyside and biodiversity. Another substantial fraction (30%) of the funding goes towards 
restorative measures to reduce pollution. More specific examples are the estabfishment of teams and 
structures for imroducing people to environmental protection in cooperatio11 with the farm tourism 
sector in particular (discove1y trails. education and reception poims) and measures to protect aquatic 
biotopes (reintroducing salmon, restoring sites which have deteriorated). In l'el}' sensitive areas (for 
example. H·'etland~). Community assistance takes account of the particular constraints which this 
imposes on economic activity and provides them >t'ith additional resources for adjustment. In addition, 
productive acti,·ities are encouraged entailing diversification and based on a high-quality 
environment, such as services associated with research and development on food and agriculture, 
"green tourism". organic farming and nature conservation. In rural m·eas. as elsewhere, investments 
are o/.so encouraged in SAfEs to support products and techniques compatible with I he needs of the 
em·ironment. reneH·able energy and Feclmiques which economize on !he use of energy and water. 

Tahle 52: Objecth·e 5(b) am/ the environment - breakdown of appropriation.\· allocated directly to the 
em·irownent, 1994-99 (EUR 9- ECU million- 1994 prices) 

(c) 14% 

Man;,~t:li1CI11 ot nalurc.lbc COllllll:~~de.: and bLoJ.I\CISII)' (a) 400.5 

Depnllut•n•L/ trL'atmcnl (ck;w ll'chi1U1Pgit:s,mdu$tri;al wa.str..:) (II) 216.2 

Upg1adn1g \\Cledl;ands (c) 10.3.8 
Tut"l 720,5 
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A contrasted impact of Community investment in different Member States 

Commission expectations concerning the impact of Community investment in relation to total 
expected investment were of two kinds: firstly, to ensure that the Community allocation to each 
programme could directly generate by the "lever effect" a significant total investment; secondly, to 
avoid Community funding being so diluted among the vast range of public assistance measures that 
the qualitative contribution made by Union assistance could not be perceived. A study of the 
financing plans of each SPD adopted shows that the ratio between Community investment and total 
planned investment is directly related to the content of the programmes (priorities, content of 
measures, types of operations). On average, one ecu from the Community should generate ECU 3.9 of 
investment : 

• Italy and Austria proposed programmes envisaging ECU 5.2 to 6.5 of investment f(x each ecu 
allocated by the Community; 

• in the case of Finland, Belgium, France, Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany and Luxembourg. 
the expected impact ranges from ECU 3.2 to 4.3 of total investment planned for cGch ecu from the 
Community; 

• in the case of the United Kingdom and Spain, investment of ECU 2.5 10 2.7 is e\pected fore\ er~ 
ecu contributed by the Community. 
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6.2. Implementation of Objective S(b) in 1995 

Table 53: Ohjectil·e 5(h)- Summary of SPDs adopted in 1994 and 1995 (ECU million) 

SPO. ADOPTED I~ 1994 SI1Ds ADOPTED IN 1995 

Mt-mber Staleiregion 

[)cnmark 

/.ower Scumzy 

Aru~on 

( ·~~rulrm1u 

Jllli}CJ 

,\ludnd 

TOTAL EAGGF ERDF F.Sf Mtomber State/region 

54, 21,~ 11,6 10, Belgjum 

!.083,3 454,2 

298.1 197 7 7:!,8 28,1 Spain 

148,0 88,0 36,0 23,4 Jlalearic Mwuis 

38,. 26,3 10,1 2, Fro nee 

49) ~-l-.3 13,2 11,7 Ma.n·ifCr:ntral 

56,t 37,8 1::!, 1 6,7 Ma .. rnfJe.r PyrCnCe.\ 

::!:6.5 19,1 4,5 J,O hal)' 

2.218,1 1.000,1 9li.l 290, Friuli-Jiene:1a Giulia 

f--,A""-,"-,----------+---c48"'.s::l---;-;J9"', ::l---,"'•"'.2;t---,s<l.s Ug11ria 

AtJIIIWifh' 

.1rn·,·n.,?rc 

h'ur.i.'1'11.h 

1/nlltl'n 

I ~'JI':r ,\'onmm:~l 

1~111.'-'l'l'Jrlc·llrmnr/1~11/ 

IW!/J/1\1/1 

\ft.lt4 /'yrl!nh:Y 

!mrt: 

l'r•JI'('I1ll'·Aipc_, 4
{ 'rilcd>1;ur 

u;,,;,,l. 4 Alf'e' 

Hobmo 

J.milio Rumo;:n11 

fu:.1o 

lrouu 

(;,..,mingot: ])rolfhc 

l.imhour,..: 

(}lo,,.,.,.,,\d 

let·f~l'''' 

llnil('d Nngdorn 

/~1~1 An;:lia 

r:ngfishXrmlwml,/•lund\ 

,'\muh Wc,t l:.n~l,md 

TOTAL 1994 

:::csJ 
164.7 

11.J .. > 

112.7 

IS6,3 

~..1.1 

12~.(f 

1.10,1 

9).( 

1(•9,4 

664.2 

4)_0 

51.1 

40.' 

113.0 

)f) 0 

75.) 

14S.(• 

"· 
150,C 

68.7 

J4,Q 

19.1 

15,5 

II.~ 

JH?.I 

60,D 

lOS.() 

:::t<~,O 

11J,5 

SO,J 

47,0 

61,2 

73,0 

36.1 

12,1 

34) 

S. 

63.5 

u~.s 

JG,) 

47,0 

.:.6,0 

75.7 

J05.2 

IS, I 

5:\.5 

33,1 

2.2 

5-0,6 

II,; 

~.I 

4,S 

5.< 

7R.f• 

](J} 

:::7,0 

-ll,l 

5.1 ~o.~ 1.306,1 

8U 

63.) 

61) 

3Q,4 

91.1 

~ 5, 

14' 

Jl.c 

4.8 

41,:: 

39, ~ 

48,3 

lJO,g 

57,1 

.:7,4 

)8,7 

75,0 

264,4 

51,5 

IS, I 

56,1 

7,S 

32,(: 

2,0 

56.S 

J.l 

81,8 

4J,S 

16.8 

8,1 

8,q 

4,( 

150,4 

40,5 

lH)\ 

145,1 

1.113,5 

.J /~·" 

30,l Mar<·he 

21,1 Pu:dmonl 

:25,0 L'oitcd Kingdom 

12, l /Jorrier<: /((·girm 

22,2 Central Smrlund J lilylrdt.: 

1~.0 Dumfrte., andGallouuy 

3,0 /::JIJ.dhh .Midland Up!atld.\ 

lO,o Grampian 

l,4 /.1m .. o/mhm: 

l.5.:: 111!' }..ja,.che.\· 

:O,S Wule.1 

12.: TOTAL 199_:1; 

JO.c "· 
17.J 

23,4 

lO,J 

18.6 

94,i 

5.2 

7.1 

24,1 

4, 

18,5 

2,8 

9,1 

0, 

::J,J 

0,8 

17,6 

6,0 

I.S 

1,( 

9, 

16.~ 

J:.s 

-:r.o.s 

/5% 

TOTAL 1994- I 995 

TOTAL EAGGF 

78,1 23,8 

10,3 3,5 

4l,4 

26,4 

145,7 

74, 

46,8 

24,1 

46,1 

.. l(i,j 

ll,J 

12.7 

8,( 

239, 

44.0 . 

J5,8 

76,: 

83,5 

-433.5 

)0,4 

15,4 

·P.7 

12.2 

39.5 

S3.7 

40.() 

184,0 

964.2 

)(J(}% 

12,4 

7,9 

68,7 

42,4 

18,3 

7,9 

20,? 

111,-

1,~ 

2,8 

4,:!-

10~,7 

~0.7 

13,3 

37,6 

34,1 

72,6 

3,7 

J.~ 

6,4 

~.I 

4,S 

9,5 

7,4 

35,0 

298.5 

31% 

ERDF 

41,1 

5,' 

20,4 

15,5 

58,6 

'27, 

:!3, 

7,5 

11,2 

12.2 

12,3 

8,3 

3, 

105,9 

17,8 

18,1 

JO,S 

39,5 

284,6 

20, 

17,1 

34, 

8,2 

28,6 

36,::: 

24,:2 

liS, I 

5H,7 

53% 

(o.I44,7J 2.604,71 2.628,21 

lf!fi'X. I .J}~~;, t ..f3~\1, l 

ESF 

13,2 

l, 

8,7 

2,9 

]8,4 

5,1 

4,7 

8,7 

13,1 

!3.2 

l,C 

1,5 

0,5 

17,9 

5,5 

4,3 

8,1 

9. 

16.3 

6,1 

5,1 

6,0 

1.~ 

6,1 

R,C 

85 

JJ.J 

151,0 

/fi% 

qii,H 

In 1995 the Commission appro\-ed 30 Objective 5(b) SPDs, including nine for the new Member States, 52 

bringing the total number of such documents adopted for 1994-99 up to 78 ( 48 were adopted in 1994). 

52 See Chapter l.A.7. Integration of the new i\kmbcr St:llcs into the structur~ll policies. 
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Among the programmes adopted in 1994 and 1995, 77 include contributions from three Funds (the 
ERDF, EAGGF and ESF) and only one (Valle d'Aosta) from the ERDF and EAGGF alone. 

More generally, 1995 was the year in which implementation of most Objective 5(b) SPDs actually 
began, with financing for 1994-99 forecast at ECU 6 900 million. Substantial work was done regarding 
the new Member States (Austria, Finland, Sweden) in order to decide which areas are eligible, define the 
amounts of Community funding, prepare and adopt the single programming documents and organize the 
first meetings of the Monitoring Committees. 

Almost ECU 6 750 million was allocated to Objective 5(b) programmes approved in 1994 and 1995. 
Over these two years, the Commission committed ECU I 181 million (or 17.5% of the 1994-99 total 
allocation) and paid out ECU 662 million (or 9.8% of total funding). After the 78 single programming 
documents had been adopted, the Commission committed a first instalment and paid half the 
appropriations so committed. Regions were then entitled to apply for subsequent payments and 
commitments according to the actual state of progress of projects on the ground. Excluding Austria, 
Finland and Sweden, whose single programming documents were approved somewhat later, 2 I regions 
were in a position to apply for a second Community payment (second advance on the first instalment 
from the EAGGF, ERDF and ESF); 15 regions were able to apply for a third Community payment (the 
balance of the first instalment) in the case of the EAGGF, and 13 in the case of the ERDF. Few regions 
were able to apply for a fourth payment (second advance on the second instalment): five regions in the 
case of the ERDF and eight in the case of the EAGGF. 

Table 54: Objectil•e 5{b)- 1995 in the collfext of programming for 1994-99 (ECU million) 

B DK D E F I L N AT Fl SE l'K Total 
Programmed 78, I 54,0 1.229,0 664,0 2.239,4 903,7 6,0 150,0 411,0 194,0 138,0 820,5 6.887. 7 
Adopted 78,1 54,0 1.229,0 664,0 2.239,4 903,7 6,0 150,0 411.0 194.0 0,0 820,5 6.749,7 
% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 98% 
Commitments 1994-99 9,2 9,8 261,7 162,1 373,2 107,0 0,8 25,6 78,3 32.8 0,0 120.7 1.! 81,2 
%of assistance 12% 18% 21% 24% 17% 12% 14% 17% 19% 17% 0% 15% 18% 
Payments 1994-99 4,6 5,7 134,2 118,4 207,9 53,5 0,4 12.6 39,2 15,9 0,0 69,4 661,9 
%of assistance 6% 10% II% 18% 9% 6% 7% 8% 10% 8% 0% 8% 10% 

As- regards the state of progress of the programmes, it should first be noted that financial implementation 
will have to be accelerated. To achieve this, an effort will be made to ensure better circulation of the 
appropriations. Greater involvement of public part~financers will have to be encouraged at Monitoring 
Committee meetings. If it proves appropriate, adjustments to the programmes could be adopted. 
Secondly, greater attention should be paid to the objective of integrating the three Funds, thereby 
achieving concrete results reflecting a link between investment in human resources and investment in 
the productive sectors. 
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6.3. Country-by-country survey53 

BELGIUM 

opulatlon ('UUU mhab.) 

I Area (km') 
!LU lllf ion 

J SI'IJ.•· l a tall 

Average per st>u I 

Jrcakdoh'J/ hy l·ufld 

r.Avv:l ERDF 
ESF 

Implementation in 1995 

44~ 

6.831 
(f) 16% 

(g) 1% 

7H,I (e) 

LO, 

o.~ 

41,1 

13,2 

7th Annual Report on the Structural Funds (1995) 

(a) 35% 

l oAguculture, forestry, 
j horticulture (a) 

; tiJ Economic stimulation and 
i diversification {b) 

! • Ma111tenance of sea 
: fishing (c) 

; o Tourists development (d} 

: • Village attractiveness and I 
1 

liv1ng standards (e) 

; 0 Human resources and I 
i lraimng (f) I 
~ • Technical assistance {g) I 
, __________ ! 

Three SPDs were approved by the Commission at the beginning of 1995: in Flanders, two programmes 
for the regions of Westhoek and Meetjesland, and in Wallonia one programme for the south-east of 
Belgium. Flanders and Wallonia are responsible for the implementation of these Community operations, 
which give high priority to developing small and medium-sized firms and industry and to diversification 
in agriculture and forestry. The three Monitoring Committees met during 1995. Proposals for assessment 
and information programmes wi 11 be submitted at their next meetings. Precise project selection criteria 
have been established and communicated to Committee members. 

1995 in the conte.;r:t of the 1994-99 programming period 

TaiJie 55: Objecth·e 5(b)- Belgium- Financial implementation of tile SPDs (ECU million) 

Progrnnllnl'!i Total co~t 1 S ~ ass l!i lance 1 Cum m 11ments 1 Com m limen Is % Pilymcnts Payments % 

and (l) 1995 1994-95 (l )/(l) 1995 I ?94-95 {3 )1(2) 

year of .adopthm (2) (3) 

/995 

M«tJ"slalld 34.2 I 0.3 1.2 1.2 12% 0.6 0.6 SOu/o 

\Va11onio:t I >5.4 ·II ,4 4.9 4,9 12% 2.4 2.4 50% 

\V estho"k 96/J 26.4 3.1 :1,1 12% 1.5 1.5 50% 
ro·t .\ L l66,Z H,L ~-- 9 ,z L. 'X, 4.6 4,6 50% 

Progress on financial implementation of the programmes must be accelerated in !996, since in 1994-95 
the Commission committed 12% and paid out 6% of the total appropriations for the whole period. 

DENi\1,\RK 

Objali1·c S(/.) • pro;.:rummin;.: for 1994-Y9 

'opulaiiOII {UUU lllhall.) I :\rca {tm=} 

~cr~ m1 /11/{ 

I' Sl' f) lola! I 
/\ vcrage;: per S ~u I 

Un·akdown 'Y "/Ill! 

EAlrtJI:I 
ERDF 

ESF 

-'"' 
SJH (d) 2% 

~4 ,ll (c) 37% 

>4.U 

.'I ,6 

21 ,6 

10,8 

(a) 25% 

(b) 36% 

cJDIVersifiC-.31ion,·-- ---··-- --. 

en.v1ronmentaf protection 
{a) . I 

1!1 S-us1ness development (b) 

oTounsm (c) 

'11 Technical assrslance (d) 

53 For a more detailed description of each Member State's programming priorities, see the ! 994 Annual Rcpot1. 
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Implementation in 1995 

On 21 December 1994 the Commission approved the single programming document for Denmark which 
established three major priorities of equal importance: diversification of agriculture and forestry, 
diversification and development of non-agricultural sectors and development of tourism. The Danish 
Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for implementing the programme. The Monitoring Committee for 
the programme met at the end of 1995. Its members were informed of the project selection criteria. 
Assessment and information programmes are to be adopted in 1996. 

1995 in the context of the 1994-99 programming period· 

Table 56: Objective 5(b)- Denmark -Financial implementation of the SPD (ECU million) 

l,rogrammes 

I 
otal cost IS~ asSistance\ Lomm•tmcnts I Lomm1tmcnts I ''• I l ayrncnts ll'aymcnts 

1 (3 ·;:~2) anti (1) 1995 1994-95 (2)/(1) 1995 1994-95 

year of ;Hioption (2) (3) 

/994 

Denmark I LU l.ll 54,01 .•,41 9.~ I 18%1 2.s 1 5.7] 5-S% 

Between 1994 and 1995, after committing 18% of the total Community appropriations, the Commission 
paid out I 0.5% of the overall allocation for the period as a whole. 

GERMANY 

Obje,·Ii••c .'i(f1)- pro;:rumminr,:for 1994-9-9" 

1Popula1lon ( UU J m 1aD) J 7 -~--
:\ ren l).:m:) 96.178 

/: ( ~ i 1111/1111 II 

8 Sf' /Js Tuta'l 12 ~ 9,0 

A\ c1.:~e per ::-:.1-'U I t ,_,_6 

n rcakdo 11"1/ /1}' l·ulld 

~A l·G~ I ) ... ~ 
ERDF 475,1 

ESF 231.0 

1mplemelltation in 1995 

(d) 0.1% 
(c) 19% (a) 42% 

o0Lverslf1Cai1Dn and 
adjustment of agflcultural 
structures (a) 

0 Development of non
farming sectors (b! 

• Development of human 
resources (c) 

0 Environmental protect1on 
(Saarland) (d) 

Between December 1994 and March 1995 eight single programming documents were approved for the 
German regions. These programmes give high priority to the development of small and medium-sized 
firms and industry, followed by agricultural and forestry diversification. Responsibility for each of the 
programmes is in the hands of the Lander. The eight Monitoring Committees met in 1995. Project 
selection criteria were precisely defined under the various arrangements for regional aid used for the 
implementation ofthe programmes. Mid-term assessment was to begin in 1996 and be finalized in 1997. 
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1995 in tlte conte.;~:t oftlte 1994-99 programming period 

Table 57: Objectil•e 5(b)- Germany- Fimmcial implemelllation of tile SPDs (ECU million) 

r- Progn1nuncs Total c-ost S t· assis~ance ICommLtments Commitments % Pn~·ment:s E1 a)-'menu ':t. 
and (I) 1995 1994-95 (2 )I (I) 1995 1994-95 (l )1(2) 

year of adoption (2) (3) ,. 5 

Baden-W titltcmbcq; 450.8 74.9 8.8 8.8 12% 4.4 4,4 50% 

Nonh Rhine· 117.9 4(,,8 5.5 5.5 12% 2.7 2,7 50% 
W cstph:tlia 

Saarland I 0&.0 24.1 2.8 2.8 12% 1.7 1.7 61% 
199</ 

Bnvana 2 933.4 560.2 70.4 135.5 24% 34.9 6 .4 50% 

Hesse 232.3 80.8 14.1 23.7 29% 8.0 12,8 54% 

LOwer Sa"\ony 706.5 245.1 15.6 44.4 18o/o 11.3 25,7 58% 

Rh in eland -Pa l~111n at<: 4 26.8 111.3 8.0 20.2 iS% 6.4 12,5 62% 

Sch leswig;-Holslcin 229.6 85.9 I 0.7 20.9 24% 1.8 7 .o 33% 
TOTAL 5.205.3 1.129,0 I 3 5,8 2 61,7 11% 71 ,2 I 34,2 51 Yo 

The state of financing of the single programming documents is satisfactory, as the Commission has 
committed 21% and paid out 11% of the appropriations provided for the period as a whole. 

SPA I:\' 

Ohjccri,·c -'fh)- pm;:rummin~ for 199./-99 

jl'opulaiiOll couu m11ab.) I I.!.' 

Area (km') 85.223 

/;CI•IIIIIiion 

S!'l!l 1 otull b{J~ ,u 

A\ c1age pel SI'O I Y4.Y 

Urt'okdou·n hy J·untl 

.,.\ u01:1 .) 14.6 

ERDF 160.8 

ESF 88.6 

Implementation in 1995 

(e) 13% 
(a) 31% 

(b) 24% 

0 01verslf1Cal1on of economiC 
act1v1ty (b) 

• Protection of natura! 
resources (c) 

0 lmprov•ng reralliv1ng 
cond1t1ons (d) 

13 Human resources (e) 

A 11 the Spanish Objective 5(b) single programming documents were approved in 1994, \Vith the 
exception of the one for the Balearic Islands (appr;wed on 18 January 1995). In total, seven programmes 
are being implemented. They are organized around five priorities : basic infrastructure for economic 
development (country roads, electrification and small-scale industrial infrastructure, consolidation of 
holdings and improving existing irrigation networks); economic diversification and job creation 
(agricultural diversification, quality policy, aid to craft, industry and service SMEs); protecting and 
developing the potential of the environment (protection and extension of forested areas, combating 
erosion. developing the potential of protected country areas): improving rural living conditions 
(improving small-scale infrastructure and the renovation of villages); and human resources (training, 
recruitment aid. improving employment structures, improving scientific and technological potential). 
Responsibility for implementing the programmes is in the hands of the Autonomous Communities. 

The l\1on itoring Commit tees for these programmes were set up during the first half of 1995. The Madrid 
and Balearic Committees held second meetings at the end of 1995. A nationnl Monitoring Committee 
responsible for coordination at national level of aspects concerning more than one single SPD met in 
July and December. 
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1995 in the context t~( tire 1994-99 programming period 

Table 58: Objecth•e 5(b)- Spain- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU million) 

J' rogrammcs ola cost ; F ass 1s tance 1 Commlfments TCornmttmenrs '7. · Vaymenls Jl~rmcnts % 

and (1) 1995 1994-95 (2)/(l) 1995 1994-95 (J )/(2) 
year of adOJlfion ~~I (3) 

119 95 

Ualeam Islands 4o.~ 1 46,1 ·s.:r nr IB%T 6.~ 6.8 &]~, 

IYY4 

A ra~on 76. ,6 2~8.6 41,0 i8.8 .. 6u/o ~ 7.8 )6~ 12% 

Catalonia )66.7 148,0 17, I 34.7 23% 15,8 24,6 71% 

Rioja 166,5 38.9 1,9 6,2 16% 1.8 4.0 64% 
Madrid 112,9 49,3 6,5 11,3 23% 5,4 7,8 69% 

N <n' arrc 161.0 56,6 I 0,1 16,4 29°;;, I 0.9 14.1 86% 

Bas-que Cou111ry 81,2 26,5 3,8 6,4 24% 3.1 4.6 71(1,-o 

lU IAL l. l YS, 6 64,0 ~11,6 lbZ ,I r.l '7,, ~I' I 18,4 73% 

Financial implementation generally went ahead very rapidly in 1995 in order to make up for the delay in 
approving single programming documents in 1994. The Commission was able to commit 24% and pay 
out 18% of the total appropriations allocated to the single programming documents for the period as a 
whole. . 

FRANCE 

Ohj~t..til'e S(h) • rro;:rumminr.: for I 994-99 

opu atJon ( lOu m lab.) 

I 
9.7 j~ 

A rca (km') 291 553 (d) 2% (a) t4% 

u·/,mrl/1011 

.f! Sf' IJ< Total' .H~.~ (c) 33% 

r\ \ c1agc per .'-l 'JJ I ll .. ll 

frctJk..do\t n hv /· 11/ltf 

lcAGlil·:l I liUr,l 

ERDf lJ39A 
ESF 2?2.9 

(b) 51% 

Implementation in 1995 

0 Ag~ric·U·11~ia Jdiv erS-if ~c-a~.10n 
(a) 

• EconomJC development (b) 

o A !lract1veness of rural 
areas (c) 

11 Techro1cal a:ssL.s1ance (d) 

Eighteen French single programming documents were approved in 1994 and two fur1her programmes 
co11cerning the Massif Central and the French Pyrenees \vere ado!Jted in the first quar1er of 1995. A 
specific programme concerning technical assistance still remained to be adopted at the end of 1995. All 
these programmes confirm the priority given to strategies for diversification and developing the potential 
of agricultural and forestry production. The second level of priority is "diversification and development 
in non-agricultural sectors". Responsibility for the implementation of the programmes is in the hands of 
the regional representative of the State. 

Thirty Monitoring Committee meetings were held in 1995. This allowed all the pa11ners to be informed 
about the project selection criteria, which were set out in the application documents drawn up in each 
region. Most of the Committees considered and proposed assessment programmes, and the assessors 
were to be selected in the first half of 1996 in order to stmi interim assessment during the second half of 
the year. 
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1995 in the context ofthe 1994-99 programming period 

Table 59: Objective S(b)- France- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU million) 

t rogrammes ota cost 1 :S t' assIS-tance 1 Lomm1!mcnts j Commitments % Payments --vnyments % 
and (I) 1995 1994-95 (2 )/(I) 1995 1994-95 (3 )/(2) 

year of adoption (2) (3) 
II,,) 

M asSJt Central 27,4 I "•7 1,1 1,1 ~% 0,) 0,5 )0% 
Mass if des Pyrenees 17.8 8,6 1,1 1,1 13% 0,5 0,5 .50% 

119 94 

A Is ace !6Y, 4~. U,_ 6,7 14''' 0.0 ... 48'1o 
Aquitaine 762,4 225_3 2.8 34,4 15% 3.4 19,2 56% 
Auvergne 724,7 164,7 25,7 44.9 27% 19.0 28,6 64% 
Lovoer Normandy 433,4 133,3 12.8 31,5 24% 7.8 17.1 54% 
Burgundy 407,6 112,7 20,4 29,7 26%, 9.4 14.1 47% 
Briltany 510,6 186,3 0,0 26,2 14% 3.1 16.2 62% 
Cenlre 259,7 84,1 1,1 5,1 6% 0,5 2.5 49<!1o 

Champagne-Arden 11 e 100,1 29,3 0.0 4.1 14% 0.0 2,1 50% 
Franche-Ccmte 437,6 78,1 6,9 13,9 18% 4.8 8,3 60% 
Upper Normandy 32,9 11.1 0,0 1,1 10% 0.0 0,5 50~/o 

Lang u ed o e-Ra us s illo n 344,3 119.9 0,0 II ,7 \0% 0,0 5,8 .5QC1jll-

Limousin 560,8 128,0 H,O 32,0 25% 12,5 21.5 67%. 

Lorraine .104,6 96,8 I ,4 10,2 II% u 5,6 55% 

M Idi·PyrCnees 849,9 283,1 4.9 33,9 12% 3.7 18.2 54°/~ 

Loire 334,2 122,0 12,5 27,8 23~/[) -1.1 11,8 42% 

Po ito u-Ch a1 c nte s 450,8 130,1 3,8 20,9 16°/lt 2.6 11.1 53~.-o 

P A.C A. (1) 288.0 95,0 0.3 12.1 13% 1.9 7.8 65% 
RhOnc-Aipcs 844.5 169,4 1.6 24,9 15% 1.5 13.~ 5Y~O 

TOTAL 7,860,4 2.239,4 I I 0,5 3 7 3,2 1 7 •:t,, i (i ,G 20 7-;<f !'6% 

I {) Provence-A es-lote ct'Azur 

The Commission committed 17% and paid out 9% of the Community allocation for France (entire 
period). A sustained effort must be made to make up for the delay caused largely by the fact that 
programmes w·ere adopted at the end of 1994. 

ITALY 

Ohjcctil·e S(h)- JlWI-:rlllnmillf.: (or 1994-99 

'opu atJon {"UOU 11111ab.) 

I 
4.,28 

Area (km') 80.486 

/:( lJ 11111/1011 

I J SJ' Ill 'otall ~03,7 

1\ vcraJ:!C per ~PU I 69.) 

!Jrcak<iown ''Y J·und 

:AGG~~ 41U,, 

ERDF 370J 
ESF 1n.6 

Implementatio11 ill 1995 

{d) 12% 
(e) t% 

---.----
(c) 12% 

{b) 43% 

0 Moaer·rdZ<itlon·and ·
divers•f•catlon of 
agr1cullure (a) 

o Reinforcement of non
agricultural sector {b) 

a Environment (c) 

o Human resources (d) 

61 Techn1ca! ass1stance (e) 
1 

During the first quarter of 1995, the adoption procedures for the 13 Italian single programming 
documents were completed. These programmes show the priority given to agricultural and forestry 
diversification, the second priority being the development of small and medium-sized firms and industry 
and tourism, while an effort was made to ensure that, in addition to the training measures provided for 

under each of the priorities, a separate priority was adopted for the development of human resources. 
The Italian programmes call for substantial pat1icipation by the private sector. Responsibility for 

implementing the programmes is in the hands of the regions and autonomous provinces. 

The Commission participated in seventeen Monitoring Committees meetings, which concentrated on the 
imp011ance of transparent procedures and project selection criteria. All the Committees drew up and 
approved assessment programmes. Selection of independent assessors by invitation to tender will be 
completed in the middle of 1996. The Committees also adopted information and publicity programmes. 
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1995 in the coute.xt of the 1994-99 programmiug period 

Table 60: Objective 5(b) -Italy- Financial implementation of tlte SPDs (ECU million) 

t•rogrnmmes I otal cost 1 :S t' assistance I Commitments ICommatments -~. Vayments t-'armcnts '1,, 

and (I) 1995 1994-95 (2)/(1) 1995 1994-9' (3 )1(2) 

year or adoption (2) (3) 

1199 > 
~nu!!-Venez1a v1u 110 213,4 44,U ~.2 ~-- 12% -·" "·" )\)', 

Liguria 189,6 35,8 4,2 4,2 12% 2.1 2.1 50% 
Marc he 429,9 76,2 8,9 8,9 12% ~.5 4.5 50% 
Piedmo11 t 438.2 83,5 9.8 9.8 12% 4.9 4,9 50% 

I YH 

Bo zano I ){,I 4J,U u,u ),I IL% LI.U .,6 .\0% 

Emilia Romagnn 311.6 57.1 3,4 6,8 12% l.i' 3,4 50% 
Lazio 514,9 145,7 0,0 I 6,7 11% 0.0 8.3 50% 
Lombardy 21J,8 40,3 0,0 4,8 12% 0,0 2,4 50% 
Tuscany 744,9 133,0 0,0 15,8 12% 0.0 7,9 50% 
Trcnto 66,0 19.9 0,0 1.1 6% 0,0 0,6 50% 
Umbria 341,9 75.5 0,0 I 0,7 l4% 0.0 5.4 50% 
Valle d'A oslo 13,9 4.2 0,0 0,6 14% 0.0 0,3 50% 
Veneto I .03 3.2 145,6 0,0 17.3 12% 0,0 8,6 5o~~v 

TOTAL 4. 7!8,4 903,7 31,5 I 07 ,U I. •y., I 5,8 53,. ~u·y,, 

For !994-95, the Commission committed 12% and paid out 6% of the Community allocation reserved 
for the Italian single programming documents. Following the invitations to tender issued in 1995 and 
appraisal of the projects submitted, it was expected that the utilisation of available financing would 
increase from J 996. 

LUXEMBOURG 

Popu <lllon ru1J) 111101 J.J 
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/Jreokd•J\111 h•· J.und 

L~ vl•rl 
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(a I 21% 

(c) 51% 0 Rev~\altzation ol.aQn:UIH.ue 
and forestry (a) 

0 Employment in anduslry 
and services (b) 

• Tourism and l1v1ng 
standards (C) 

The single programming document for the Objective 5(b) area of Luxembourg was approved in 
December 1994. The priorities of this programme are creating and maintaining jobs in SMEs and small 
and medium-sized industry and developing tourism and the quality of life. Responsibility for 
implementation of the programme is in the hands of the Ministry of Agriculture. The first meeting of the 
Monitoring Committee, which was to have been held in J 995. was postponed to 1996. 

1995 in the context (~(tire 1994-99 programming pedod 

Tahle 61: ObjectiPe 5{b)- Luxembourg- Financial implementation li(t!te SPIJ (ECU million) 

]'fOJ!fOIItlrtlC 

I 
ol;ll cus 1 IS~ """''""'C ll'olllmllmeuls IComllltlmcnt> \_ •y,, 1 Paymt.'llh 

I 
Pa~ nll'nls I (J ·:;·(!) 311 d (I) 1995 19?4-95 (2)i(l) I') I) 5 199-t-'J 5 

~ L"ar of ;Jdopriun (2) (3) 

!9Y4 

Lu .... cmbou ~g 
I -'·'I (J,U I 11,0[ o ~I 14'\:, l (1.2_1 11.-11 5lf'•, 

The Commission comm itt eel 14% and paid out 7% of the Community allocation for the 11·hole period. 
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NETHERLANDS 

Objatiw! J(h)- p1'11/:I'Umming for J 991-99 
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(f) t% (a) a% 

'(]oevetopment of agriculture; 
. and hortlculture (a) l 
c Business es1ablishment 

(b) 

• Tourist infrastructure (c) 

o Env tronmental protection 
(d) 

• Human resources (e) 

oTechnlcal aSSIStance (f) 

Five single programming documents for the Netherlands were adopted by the Commission in 
December 1994. The operations are directed primarily towards supporting small and· medium-sized 
firms and industry and protecting the environment. Responsibility for the implementation of the 
programmes is in the hands of the regional authorities. 

The Commission participated in eight Monitoring Committee meetings in 1995. During the meetings 
information was provided on the project selection criteria. The programmes are currently being drawn 
up, and should lead to the first invitations to tender being issued during 1996. 

1995 in the conte.xt of the 1994-99 programming period 

Table 62: Objective 5(b)- Netherlands- Financial implementatiou of tile SPDs (ECU mifliou) 

l'roj.!r.ammes ·1 utnl cost s ass •s f;.Lnce 1 Com m1tmcnts 1 L'ommttmcnts 'y., P:1ymcnL" l ayments % 

and (I) 1995 1994-95 (2 )/(I) 1995 1994-95 (3 ]/(!) 
year of adoption (2] (3] 

/9 Y4 

Fneslond ~66, 1) 68,7 4,5 I ~.i 18%, 4.1 5.2 4 )".;, 

Groningcn! Drcnthe 157,4 34.9 0,0 4.2 12% 1.7 2.1 so·~~o 

Limburg, 48.4 I'J,I 0,0 2.3 12% 0.4 1.1 50~/Q 

0\'clijssel 70,2 15,5 1.4 3.3 21% 1.2 L6 50% 
Zcelnnd 49.2 II.S 1.4 3.2 27% 2.0 2.5 "iiJ~o 

'lu IAL 5n,l 15U,U ,J L,6 17'X, 9.5 IZ,6 4~% 

Between 1994 and 1995, the Commission committed 17% and paid out 8% of the Community 
appropriations allocated for the period as a whole. 

UNITED KING DO:\! 
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J:C I, 111 ii/Joll 
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Jr('tlk.down hy ·tnui 

C!\Gvl:·\ ·-
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o Techmcal ass1slance (f} ~ 
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Implementatiotr in 1995 

Eleven single programming documents for the United Kingdom were approved between the end of 1994 
and the beginning of 1995. Generally speaking, they give a high priority to supporting small and 
medium-sized firms and industry and to developing tourism. The programmes are implemented by the 
Government departments concerned. 

Eighteen Monitoring Committee meetings were organized in 1995. At the meetings Committee 
members were informed of the project selection criteria. Assessment programmes should be finalized in 
1996. 

1995 in the context of the 1994-99 programming period 

Table 63: Objecth•e 5(b)- United Kingdom- Financial implememation oftlte SPD.\· (ECU million) 

t"rogrammes I otal cos f 1 !S t as.s•stance 1Lomm1tments omm1tmen1S ')<, ruymcnts Pa~omenb '/, 

and {I) 1995 1994-95 (2 )/(I) 1995 1994-95 (3 )/(l) 

year of alloJJtion (2) (3) 

IYY5 

IJorders Keg10n lb, _lU,4 1,1 _) :.'o ·'·' .. I ~ I'Y, 

Cenlral Scotland I Tayside 64,0 25,4 3.8 3.8 IS% 2.0 ~.0 j~U~ 

Dumfries and Gallow11y I ~5.3 4 7,7 6,7 6,7 14%. :;.() 3.{) 5~% 

English Midland Uplands JJ.J 12.2 1.4 I ,4 12% 0 7 0.1 5~'\, 

Grampian 96.2 39,5 5.6 5.6 14% 2.9 2.Q 52'J'o 
Lincolnshire I 33.6 53,7 7,5 7,5 14% 4.0 4.0 5J0

u 

TheMa1ches Q0,8 40,6 6.2 6.2 15% ~.4 3A 55u;, 

Wales 483,4 184,0 27 .I 27.1 15~·0 15.3 I ~.3 56% 
19Y4 

l:.ast An gila I .\_,4 bU,U 1,4 h,6 l 4 o,~. 1..1 4.6 )_, '(I 

English Northcm Uplands ~62.3 I 08.0 2.2 15.0 l~% 1.7 8.1 54 (~0 

South West England "~.5 219.0 5.1 31.2 14% s.s 21.8 70'>0 
TOT.\L .. Ul.,J xzu.s 74,6 I L\l,7 I,.~ .. 41•,4 b9A ;;s·~. 

The Commissiun committed 15% and paid out 8% of the Community allocation for the period as a 
whole. 
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7. Integration of the new Member States into the structural policies 

Integration of the three new Member States into the structural policies was an important aspect of the 
1994 accession negotiations; it is an aspect which is largely regulated by the Act of Accession itself. The 
Act provides for the creation of a new Structural Funds Objective, Objective 6, for regions with a very 
low population density, makes the Austrian Land of Burgenland eligible under Objective 1 and also 
fixes for each Member State the financial resources for Objectives 1 (Austria), 6 (Finland and Sweden) 
and Objectives 2 and 5(b) (all three countries). The Act did not establish the list of eligible areas under 
Objectives 2 and 5(b), nor did it allocate the appropriations for Objectives 2 to 5(b). This was a task for 
the Commission, which adopted the decisions in 199554. 

In 1995, activities relating to the new Member States were more concerned with preparing all the 
programming documents under the various Objectives than with implementing the programmes, given 
that Community rules did not apply to those countries until I January 1995. It was therefore felt that the 
priorities for the different programmes for those countries should be presented in a separate section, 
whereas for the other Member States the Report concentrates on implementation and execution during 
1995. However, almost all the programmes of assistance by Objective were adopted rapidly in 1995 so 
that most of them could start up before the end of the year. 

A total of 35 programming documents were adopted for the three new Member States in 1995: 17 for 
Austria and 9 each for Finland and Sweden. By the end of the year there were only six Swedish SPDs 
left to approve, one under Objective 4 and five under Objective 5(b). Objectives 2 and 5(b) had the 
majority of the approved programmes (10), followed by Objective 5(b) (9), then Objective 5(a) 
agriculture (5). For the other Objectives. one SPD per Member State was approved (Objective 1: I, 
Objective 3: 3, Objective 4: 2, Objective 5(a) fisheries: 3, Objective 6: 2). 

The desire to preserve sustainable development: 
Austria, Finland and Sweden are environmentally conscious countries. The state of the environment 
in all three new Member States is very good. The northern parts ofSwedell and Finland in particular 
(the sparsely-populated Objective 6 region) is recognized as one of the last natural wildernesses left 
in Europe in an almost pristine state. Austria possesses some of Europe's most beaut{ful mountain 
regions. 
The high sensitivity of public opinion to environmental issues has resulted i11 well developed 
em•ironmental legislation in each of these Afember States. In the Finnish and Swedish Objective 6 and 
2 regions, the main environmental problem is probably the potential threat posed by cross-border 
pollution. Some damage is caused through acidification of land and water. Another important issue in 
these two countries is the sustainable exploitation of natural resources. In Austria, the main 
environmental issues are probably the protection of the natural environment in the mountainous 
regions against transport pollution and the promotion ofsustainable fonns of tourism. 
The environment as a horizontal concern in all programmes : 
A common feature of all programmes in the new Member Stales is regard for the environmellt as a 
horizontal theme underpinning all measures. In all the Swedish programmes, envirmzmenral concerns 
are regarded as a horizontal criterion in most measures. It is hol\'ever not possible fa translate the 
commitmelll to gire priority to actions contributing to sustainable development or to 011 improvement 
of environmental conditions into monetmy terms. 

'·1 For more Jctails on the stl'llctural :tspc~ts of enl:u·gcmcnt in !994. see the 1994 /\nnu:tl Report. 
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7.1. Objectives 1 and 6 

Objective 1 

AUSTRIA 

Burgenland is the only region in the three new Member States eligible under Objective 1. In 1995 the per 
capita GDP in this region bordering three central European countries was about 70% of the Community 
average. Its 270 000 inhabitants live in 4 000 km2 of mainly rural areas. The SPD presented to the 
Commission on 20 April 1995 was adopted on 15 November 1995' and provided for ECU 165.6 million 
in Structural Funds assistance to a programme costing a total of ECU 831.4 million. 

Ob)cctif 1: Aurrichc -Ia pm~:rammiJiitm JY9J-/999 

.\'.F. U~\i:>tuncc Natrona/ PFll'UIC 

Priori lie,· Total co.'fl Tota t:RIJt ~.\T fEACiC·t· puhlic contribution (e) 8% (f) 1% 
contribu rion 

radc and mdusuy ~H) )60,9 56,8 53,8 l,O l\4,4 I 89,1 

Research & development (h) 82,6 15,5 I 2,5 J,O 26,9 40.2 

Tourism (c) 191,5 )8,1 38,1 61,2 89,6 

Agriculture and environment (d) I :!5,0 ~4.2 :!4,2 48,2 52,6 

Promotion of job creation and 
(c) stability (e) 63,0 26,3 0,1 25,6 26.7 10,0 

Technical assislance (f) 8.4 4,1 :!,0 1,5 0,6 4,2 (b) 10% 

Total 831,4 165,6 I 01,6 3),1 14,8 283,6 381,1 

The general aims of the regional development programme are to create in central Europe a region with 
dynamic industrial, commercial, tourist and agricultural sectors and to reduce internal economic 
disparities by creating a more uniform standard of living throughout the region. The measures financed 
will create an extra 7 300 jobs (6 000 in industry, 1 000 in technology-based SMEs and 300 in 
technology centres). 

A jew general priorities: 
• Pa1ticular attention will be paid to ways of increasing job oppmtunities for 

women, unskilled labour and young people in essentially rural areas, this 
being an essential. way of stopping population drift and reducing out
migration. 

• Measures to train and reskill local labour are aimed at better meeting the 
needs of the region with regard to training SME entrepreneurs in technology 
and to development of the local economy. 

• Internationalization, cooperation and networking, reflecting the geographical 
situation of Burgenland and its cooperation with Hungary and other central 
and eastern European countries. 
Preser11ation of u unique en11ironment: The measure "protection of nature 
and the environment" (ECU 800 000 of Structural Funds money; total cost: 
2.26 million) provides part-finance for projects in protected zones and 
landscapes attractive to tourism: the Burgenland ecological programme, the 
programme to clean up the Neusiedlersee, the Neusiedlersee-Seewinkel 
national park and the programme to protect threatened biotopes and 
habitnts. 

The opportunities offered by the new situation in central Europe and by the accession of Austria to the 
European Union need to be fully exploited to the profit of Burgenland between 1995 and 1999. In this 
respect, the growth potential in neighbouring countries and the other regions of Austria should have a 
very favourable impact on the future prospects for northern and central Burgenland. The southern part 
does not benefit from the same external stimuli and will have to concentrate on the development of its 
locally-generated potential (particularly spa tourism) while drawing maximum benefit from cross-border 
cooperation. 
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Table 64: Objective I- Austria- Financial implementation of the SPD (ECU million) 

rogramme 
and 

Objective 6 

(2)/(1) 
ayme nts 
1995 

(3) 

(3 )/(2) 

Objective 6 was introduced by the Act of Accession and targets the development of sparsely populated 
areas; this is understood to mean a population density of no more than 8 inhabitants per square 
kilometre. The areas in Finland and Sweden eligible under Objective 6 were defined in Protocol No 6 to 
the Act of Accession. As a general rule, the provisions of the Structural Funds Regulations, in particular 
those applicable to Objective 1, also apply to Objective 6. 

Table 65: Objective 6 in Finland and Sweden- basic statistics 

Total % of Total % of 

0 bjective 6 national 0 bjectiYe 6 national 

population total area (km') total 

Fmland 840.000 17% 206.000 60% 
Sweden 449.000 5% 241.640 50% 
roTAL 1.289.0UO - 44 7.640 -

FINLAND 

The Finnish regions eligible under Objective 6 cov.;:r a continuous surface comprising the regions of 
Lappi (Lappland), Kainuu, Pohjois-Katjala (North Karelia) and Etela-Savo (South Savo) and parts of the 
regions of North and Central Ostrobothnia, Pohjois-Savo (North Savo) and Keski-Suomi (Central 
Finland). The average population density is 4 inhabitants per km2

. The increase in unemployment 
resulting from the crisis in the 1990s has worsened the traditional problems in those regions - a gradual 
decrease in population and an exodus from the land towards the towns. All the regions are also highly 
dependent on the agriculture and forestry sectors and on public services, and the industrial base is 
unbalanced, concentrated on a number of major forestry, metals and chemicals businesses. In addition, 
there are relatively few SMEs and job losses in the public sector are affecting women more than men. 

The Objective 6 SPD was presented to the Commission on 8 March 1995 and adopted on 11 July 1995. 
Its strategy is to develop the strengths of the regions: timber and forestry products, specialized branches 
of agriculture, metals, electronics and tourism. It is aimed at creating a stronger SME sector through 
incentives to establish local industry and private service firms and through training and R&D. The 
programme also aims to exploit to their maximum the opportunities offered by new technologies, 
particularly in te!ecommunications, so as to counteract the effect of the long distances. Because of the 
significance of agriculture, particularly in the southern parts of the zone, about a quarter of the 
programme is to be earmarked for aid to farmers under the system of aid to less-favoured areas 
(Objective 5(a)). The programme also contains ESF measures to aid the unemployed and to support 
training. The ESF wi II also finance projects relating to the information society. 

During negotiations with the Finnish authorities, a number of amendments were made to the 
programmes initially presented. The Community part-financing rate for the less-favoured areas was 
reduced so as to release appropriations for development. Basic infrastructure projects were abandoned 
and measures relating to human resources in the information society were strengthened. Lastly, a 
number of relatively minor measures were regrouped into a package of flexible rural development which 
wi II finance mainly local projects in a large variety of sectors, including projects relating to the Sami 
minority in northern Lappland. 
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Objurh•t! 6, Finfrrnrl· prr1grnnwri11K {M 1995.99 (£CU millirm) 

, atuma nwltf' 

'" {lltblic cmlln"luahm 
(d) 1% 

(a) 39% 

nmtrihurion 

Industrial development (a) ~I 3,4 153,7 133,S 19,9 0,0 0,0 !53,7 206,0 

Development of human r~ources (b) 189,8 81,9 16,7 71,2 0,0 0,0 87,9 14.0 

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries, rural 
development & environment (c) 604,l 209,1 18,6 12,6 174,0 3,9 280.~ 114,9 

0,1 '9,2 

4,0 S31,3 334,'9 

Technical assistance (d) 18,4 9,2 3,4 2,1 3,6 

Total 1.326,1 459,9 172,5 105,8 171,6 
(c) 45% (b) 14% 

The final programme consists of three priorities: industrial development, the creation of businesses and 
investment in existing businesses, and human resources, comprising training and advice to the 
unemployed, research and the information society, and agriculture, forestry, fisheries, rural development 
and the environment. The Community contribution to the programme is ECU 459.9 million (a major 
proportion of this, 39%, coming from the EAGGF as a result of the size of compensatory allowance 
payments) out of total expenditure of ECU I 326 million. 

Measures for the environment: 
Under the industrial development and environmental protection priorities, the Finnish SPD provides 
for environmental measures requiring a Community contribution of ECU I ..f . ..f million: 
• Firstly, to encourage the use of biomass and other renewable energy sources 011(/ to develop 

energy infrastructures and networks (Structural Funds assistance: ECU 8 million; total cost: 35.3 
million). This relates, inter alia, to environmentally sound production method\· (renewable energy 
sources, emission reduction. etc) and measures for the rational use of energy. 

• The environmental protection measure provides for improving water supply and waste disposal 
systems, developing recycling, environmental protection in tourist centres, im·estments in nature 
reserves, environmental studies, environmental management plans, etc. (Srruc/ural Funds 
assistance: ECU 6.4million, total cost: 16 million). 

The aims of the programme are to reduce the rate of unemployment by 2% and to put 8 000 people back 
to work each year, this in a region which had 90 600 jobless in 1994 (24% of the active population): to 
increase to 135 000 the number of jobs in the private services a.1d industry (117 500 in 1994): and to 
reduce by 5 points (from 20% to 15%) the gap between local GDF and the national average. 

Management of the SPD is shared between the regions and central government. Each region has adopted 
its own programme which it will implement in accordance with a common framework of project 
selection procedures and criteria via a regional management committee comprising representatives of 
the region, of the ministries' local offices and of the social partners. This is why the programme is 
contained in a single SPD with a single Monitoring Committee. Two meetings of the Monitoring 
Committee took place, in September and November 1995. 

SWEDEN 

There are seven Swedish regions eligible under Objective 6, located in the north of the country. They arc 
one entire county (.Himtland), and parts of six others (Yarmland, Kopparberg, Gavleborg, 
Viisternorrland, Vasterbotten and Norrbotten). Their population density is 2 inhabitants per km 2

. These 
areas taken as a whole are characterized by small urban centres separated by long distances, with a third 
of the population living in very isolated habitats outside those centres. The sparseness of the population 
in the interior of the region along with the resulting close dependence on the coastal regions creates a 
great demand for infrastructure and social solidarity. The rate of unemployment is 13% and jobs, 
particularly those for women, are mainly in the public sector followed by forestry and mining, which is 
in decline, in second place. 

The SPD was adopted by the Commission on 6 November 1995 and provides for a Structural Funds 
contribution ofECU 252 miilion to a total cost ECU 635 million. The aim ofthe programme is to help to 
overcome the problems linked to the remoteness of the region, to job losses in traditional industries 
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(especially in the mines) and to population imbalances caused by the exodus of women and young 
people. The programme also seeks to develop the strengths of the region: its unspoilt environment, 
abundant natural resources and relatively well developed infrastructures. The SPD therefore seeks to 
create jobs in the private sector so as to reduce unemployment and offset the planned job losses in the 
public sector, which will mainly hit women. The viability of the widely scattered small communities will 
depend on their capacity to create new jobs and keep the region attractive as a place in which to live and 
work. 

Ohjccti••c 6, Su·cflen- fJP'J:JUmmin~; fur J 995-99 (ECU million) 

Pri,n.rit'.l Total 111~1 ttf{l L/(J) 

:mp oyment, traoeanu tnouslry •I .. 6. ,4 &2,6 l8, 

Promotron of know-how l b) 102,7 48,8 35,7 

Agriculture, fisheries & natural res. (C') I~ I ,S 66,1 125 

Rural dcvelopml'nl &. wmmunny \\Orl (U) 8'4 41,7 13,7 

Smm porula11on tr) 15,7 7,6 0,0 

Technical ass1stance(f) 10.3 5) 2,5 

otal 63.,0 152,0 122,6 

. a:uutanct-

'-"" 1'-Au•, FJFG 

10, 3,. 0, 

13,1 0,0 0,0 

6,0 <3,6 4,0 

20,C 8,0 0,0 

2,6 5,0 0,0 

l,l 1,2 0,1 

63,9 61,4 4,1 

atu1nu 

public 

wntributifJn 

80, 

40,4 

61,0 

41.7 

7,6 

l,l 

236,1 

t'ni'IJit' 

contribtltl'mJ 

106,6 

13,5 

2~.4 

2,0 

0} 

" ,0 

(e) 2% {t) >% 
(d)13% ~·'_,•..,----

(b) 16% 

The programme's strategy, which revolves around five priorities, is also based on a number qfhorizontal 
themes: maximum use of the information technologies in all socio-economic activities, guaranteed equal 
opportunities for men and women, preservation' of the exceptional natural environment and cultural 
heritage, exploiting the competitive advantages of the region, and improving the skills and qualifications 
of individuals. There is also a set of measures to help finns and increase their competitiveness, develop 
the potential of RTD and information technologies, develop natural and agricultural resources while 
respecting the environment, expand tourism, encourage local initiatives and improve the level of training 
and qualifications. The special priority for the Sami people will help to preserve their environment and 
their traditional way of life, the farming of reindeer. 

Jl1easures for tire environment: 
YJJC Swedish SP D provides for two measures with Community funding of ECU 6 million: 
• for natural resources and conservation of the cowmyside: measures for recycling, improvement of 

water supply and drainage systems, research and pilot projects in envi1·onmenta!/y sound 
agriculture, and development (){better environmental management systems (Structural Funds 
contribUiion: ECU 4 million; total cost: 8 million); 

• to develop environmental expertise, it is planned to support training in environmental 
tcclmo!ogies, !he training of farmers and forest owners in environmental management, trai11ing in 
recycling for industry and commerce, new water technologies, and publicity in the tourism sector 
011 public righr qf access to the countryside ("a/lemansriitt") (Structural Funds contribwion: 
ECU 2 million: total cost: 4 million). 

The general targets of the programme are to create or preserve about 9 500 jobs, to reduce the gap 
between the per capita GOP in the region (excluding energy production) and the national average, to 
create 900 new firms and to increase expertise in information technologies. 

The majority of the programme budget (80%) will be executed by regional management committees 
made up from existing local and regional structures. Some measures, for example those under Objective 
5(a). will be managed by central bodies, while the Sami will receive a global gr<l!ll. The first meeting or 
the SPD Monitoring Committee took place in December 1995 and the appro\ a! and execution of the 
projects commenced in that year. 
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Table 66: Objective 6- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU million) 

7.2. Objective 2 

Programme 

Adopted 

%of assistance 9% 9% 

121 

The Commission, acting in accordance with the Regulations governing the Structural Funds and the 
provisions of the Act of Accession of Austria, Finland and Sweden and \Vith the unanimous approval of 
the Committee for the Development and Conversion of Regions, adopted the lists of zones eligible under 
Objective 2 for Austria and Finland on 22 February 199555 and for Sweden on l 0 May 199556. 

Table 67: Objective 2 in tlte new Member States- basic statistics 

:"umber ol Total 0 bJeCtl\'c 2 0/o Total area 1Yo 
eligible regions population of total of total 

Austna 4 640.000 8% X.692 I U'~{l 
Finland 6 790.000 15% 17.000 so,-;, 

Sweden 5 970.000 II% 35.315 8"' '" 

AUSTRIA 

The Austrian authorities prtsented proposals for the four Austrian Objecti,·e 2 regions (StyTia. Lo\\'cr 
Austria, Upper Austria and Vorarlberg) on 26 April 1995, and the Commission adopted the SPDs on 
15 November 1995. The programmes cover the period 1995-99. Their total cost is ECU 816 111 ill ion, :~nd 
the Structural Funds contribution is ECU I 01 million. 

Table 68: Objective 2- Austria- Fbumcial breakdown by regiou mrd by Fu111/ (ECU 111iflimr) 

S.l'. assrsrar1ce ,\(/[/()Ill// rrn'ilt.C 

SPD Total cost J otal t.KUt t.SJ• public coutributiou 

co11trihuriou 

JStym 46~.4 58,0 Jg.x I '1.2 I L,;, 7 ~~ 1.7 

Lower Austria 199.2 22,4 17.9 4.S .:13.7 143.0 

Upper A us tria 67.0 10.8 7, I 3.6 I X. 7 3 7 _) 

Vorarlbcrg 86.6 9,9 6.4 3.5 12.0 (14. 7 

ro 1 A L s 16,1 I U I ,II 7U.Z JO,X IIIX,2 ~ 2 (, ~~ 

The strategy behind the SPDs is to modernize and diversify the economy in these :~reJs, whid1 have been 
hit by the rapid decline in the metallurgical, mining and textile sectors. The accent is on creating new 
enterprises and strengthening existing ones (pmticularly SMEs) by developing new technic:~! skills. 
About 60% of the available resources are earmarked for strengthening industry ~md the handicrafts 
sector and the corresponding technical skills; 30% will help to fin:~ncc measures to pro\·ide human 
resources with skills and 7% will help to develop and promote tourism. It is estimated that measures 
financed under the four SPDs will help to create or maintain 1 I 000 jobs. 

55 OJ No L 51, 8.3.1995. 

56 OJ No L 123, 3.6.1995. 
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. . t. a.n,sloncc i'\"urtonu Tll'UI~ 

co:.t alu t;;I'(J), £SF public cuntrihulion (d) 9% (e) 1% 
contribution 

nveslmcn s m enlcrprtse~ me uomg 
\ourism) (a) 573,4 40,8 40,8 0,0 84,9 447,7 

R&D. lnnovalion. 1echnology transfer (b) 84,4 l 0,2 10.2 0,0 2J,2 51,0 (b)10% 
lnfrastruclurcs supporting actiVIties {c) 76,6 16,7 16,7 0,0 35,1 24,8. 

Training and rest.. illlng {d) 75,6 30,5 0,0 30,5 41,7 ),4 

Technical assis1ance (e) 6,1 2,8 2,5 0,3 J,J 0,0 

lDTAL 816,1 I 01,0 70,2 30,8 188,2 526,9 

Integration of the environment: 
Environmental protection is an integral part of the SPDs and is included in support for the 
introduction of "clean" technologies and the use of alternative energy sources: 
• In Styria, two measures under two different priorities (investment in indu.st1y and tourism, 

technology transfer and advice) provide for support to investment in environmental protection 
enterprises and advice on energy-saving and environmental technologies. 

• In Vomrlberg, !he kn01v-how improvement measure provides for aid to pilot and full-scale 
projects promoting !he rational use of energy and more environmentally-sound production 
methods. 

• in Lov.'er Austria, action to help the environment is planned within three measures: economic 
restructuring: support to investment by enterprises (rational use of energy, reducing industrial 
waste and air pollution, etc); advisory services to enterprises: advice to SA1Es (waste treatment, 
pollution reduction, audits, etc), and economic infrastructure: investments in renewable energy 
sources (solar, biomass, wind. hydro-electricity, etc). 

In addition, there are special measures aimed at the reintegration of women into the labour market, 
mainly in Lower and Upper Austria. Technical assistance will be supplied to strengthen and create 
regional management structures aiding the development and launching of innovative project ideas and 
the coordination of regional development eff01ts. 

Tahle 69: Objectire 2- Austria- Financial implementation of tile SPDs (ECU milliou) 

Programmes lotal cost S .F. 1 Commitments % Payments 'Yo 

and :tss is lance 1995 (2 )1(1) 1995 (3 )/(2) 

year of adoption (I) (2) (3) 

IYY5 
SI'LJ L0\\erAustna 1'1'1.2 22,4 22,4 100% 7.6 _,4l~/o 

SPD Upper A us tria 67,0 10,8 10,8 100% 3.9 37%) 
SPD St) ri~ 463,4 58,0 11.1 I91Yo 5,6 50% 

SPD Vorar1berg 86.6 9.9 9,9 100% 4.3 44% 

roT,.\ L s ((,,1 I 0 I ,0 54,1 ~.j Yo -I.~ ~ll% 

FINLAND 

Six industrial areas of Finland are eligible under Objective 2. Programming is integrated into a single 
SPD for 1995-96, the Finnish authorities having opted to present a new programme for 1997-99. Three 
of the areas are coastal regions (parts ofthe regions Satakunta and South-West Finlr111d on the west coast 
and Ita-Uusimaa and Kymenlaakso on the eastern coast of the Gulf of Finland and Kokkola on the 
northwestern coast); the other three arc in the interior, in the regions of Paiji:it-Hiime (Lahti) and in 
Central Finland (Jyvaskylii) and South Karelia (Lappeenranta). The main problem is the high rate of 
unemployment (an average 23% in 1994 against a national average of 20% ), due to structural changes 
and the constant erosion of jobs in the main industries, dominated by the major com panics in the 
forestry, metals and chemicals sectors. The structural decline in employment in those industries has been 
speeded up by the colbpse in trad~: with Russia after 1990. 
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Dependence on a few large employers is one of the weak points in these regions. Because of this, the 
SPD stresses the development and diversification of SMEs. In addition to aid for setting up new 
enterprises, the programme encourages the development of existing SMEs through investments, 
research, the development of new products and improving skills in technology and marketing, hence the 
importance of training and networking with other SMEs or larger enterprises (grouped development). 
Lastly, the programme is aimed at developing Finland's role as an access route to Russia and the Baltic 
States, especially by means of targeted investments in the ports used for transit trade. 

Ohjcctil'~ 2 Fin/anti· prtJJ;r41mming far 1995~96 

Toto/ 

Priruirie.r; co.st 

:}, /<-. aHUiance NaiiMHI rll'fl/1! {d) 
{c) 22% 

1% 
Jofa ~Kur ~. p"Mic conJribaa (IH 

cflnlriburion 

ew:_) 3r.,.fi 30J (, ' ~ 49,4 :K fi.. ~ 

16,] '·' u 211,1 lJ.2 

[4,9 14,9 n.o JJ,IJ 9 9 (b) 
1,4 1.1 O,J 1.4 (a) 61% 

D..:n:lopmcnl of cn.tcrprisc5 (n.) 112.~ 

Skill~ ilr.d t~.:-chnologics (b) 45,6 

En~·ironmcnl. infr.aSIIUCtun::s..:and tourism 
(c:) fd.~ 

Tccbn•cal assist;mcc (d) 2,:el 

TO TAL 283,0 $9,2 55.2 14,0 l 07,9 I 05,9 

The programme was presented to the Commission on 8 March 1995 and adopted on II July 1995. It 
contains three priorities: the development of enterprises; the development of skills and technologies; and 
the environment, infrastructures and tourism. The Community contribution is ECU 69.2 million, and the 
total cost is ECU 283 million. The aims of the programme are a net increase of about I 0 000 jobs in the 
industry and service sectors, a reduction in the rate of jobless towards the national average, a 3% 
increase in the number of SMEs and a 3% increase in the number of exporting SMEs. 

Two environmental protection measures: 
One is included in the priority for the development of skills and technologies and the other in that for 
the environment proper: 
• The measure "development and application of environmental technologies" (ECU 300 000 from 

the Structural Funds, total cost: ECU 1.1 million) provides aid for the gathering and 
dissemination of information on "green" technologies, for the development of environmentally
sound products and production methods, and for studies into environmental research and into 
cooperation between enterprises in the environmental field. 

• The measure "environmental protection and urban renewal" ('5tructural Funds: ECU 6. 9 million, 
total cost: ECU 30 million) provides aid for the renovation and use of vacant indusTrial strucTures, 
for improving the environmel1l in town centres, for public awareness campaigns on environmental 
issues, and for research and development in waste treatment. 

Programme management is divided between the regions and central government. Each area has adopted 
its own programme which it is implementing in accordance with a common framework of selection 
procedures and criteria via a regional management committee composed of representatives of the region, 
of the regional offices of the ministries and of the social partners. This is why the programme is 
integrated into a single programming document with a single national monitoring committee. The 
Monitoring Committee met twice: in September and November 1995. 

Table 70: Objectii'C 2 - Fbr/all(/- Fimmcia/ implementation of tire SPD (ECU million) 

I rog ram me 

:Hid 

year of adoption 
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SWEDEN 

The proposals covering the five Swedish Objective 2 regions (Angermanlandskust, Blekinge, Fyrstad, 
Norra Norrlandskust and Bergslagen, with a total population of 970 000} were presented to the 
Commission on 16 June 1995 and the five SPDs, which cover the period 1995-99, were adopted on 
22 November 1995. The five regions are characterized by a high degree of dependence on traditional 
industries (forestry, mining, mechanical engineering), the dominance of one or two large employers on 
the local labour markets, a weak enterprise spirit and a tendency for people to leave resulting in ageing 
of the remaining population. The programmes provide for a total Structural Funds contribution of 
ECU 160 million to a total cost of just over ECU 800 million. 

The main challenge facing these regions is to create new jobs to compensate for the losses suffered 
recently in traditional industries and those anticipated in the public sector. The main aim of the SPD is 
therefore to modemize and diversify the economies in the regions so as to provide a solid foundation for 
the creation of jobs in the private sector. The five programmes seek to improve the business environment 
in the regions concemed and strength~n SMEs in the productive sector and services to businesses. 
Another aim is to develop tourist activities based on the rich cultural heritage and natural beauty of the 
regions. It is estimated that implementing the programmes will create 21 000 new jobs. 

Table 71: Objecth•e 2- Sweden- Financial breakdown by region and by Fund (TCU million) 

S.F. OSSIS(O/ICe Nat1011al Pnl'llfe 

SPD Total co.>/ I otal ~H.lJ/:' ~Sf public contribution 

contribution 

Angerman I an ds ku s t MY,) l ~.,l 14,L ~.~ 29,) 42.0 
Bergs1agen 321,4 67,0 47,5 19.5 150,9 103,5 
Blekingc 85,8 15,0 12,3 2,7 33.1 37,7 
Fyrstad 145,5 24,0 19.0 5,0 56.0 65.5 
Norra Norrlandskust 161,0 36.0 28,7 7.3 83,0 42.0 

TOT.-\L I! OJ,~ 16U,U 121,7 Jl!.3 352,5 290,7 

In order to achieve these strategic aims, the priorities are centered on the development of businesses and 
industry, tourism and human resources. Aid will go to advisory services, networking and research and 
training activities so as to encourage diversification and increase the competitiveness of businesses and 
the export potential. To stimulate inno\'ation in SMEs, the SPDs provide for aid to business networking, 
collaboration between businesses and centres of expertise and SME staff training. Efforts will also be 
made to attract in\'estments (restructuring and cleaning-up of industrial sites and promotion activities). 
Lastly, the programmes will assist measures to encourage the development of tourist activities (for 
example, small-scale tourist infrastructures, the organization of cultural events emphasising the rich 
heritage of the regions, the development of new attractions). These priorities are based on horizontal 
themes such as the development of information technologies, the promotion of equal opportunities, 
conservation of the environment and increasing skills and know-how. 

Measures for tlze environment: 
Each qfthe Swedish SPDs include such measures, which concern: 
• The renovation and cleaning-up of abandoned industrial sites and structures (Bergslagen: EJWF: 

ECU 3 mil/ian: total cost: 16million). 
• Aid for the de1•elopment of environmentally-sound products andfor the intmduction of "clean" 

technologies into SMEs (Fyrstad: EJWF: ECU 600 000; total cost: 3.6 •nil/ion). 
• Aid for the conservation and maintenance of!he heritage (Fyrstad: ERDF: ECU 1.6 million; total 

cost: 9.1 million; Norra Norrlandskust: ERDF: ECU 1.8 million; Iota! cost: S. 7 million). 

The main beneficiaries of the programmes will be the SMEs, those wishing to start up businesses, the 
municipalities, various local org~mizations and training and R&D institutions. 
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Objcctiw! 2 Swcdt!n - prnt;r.umming for 1995-99 

Toto ... t. U)"\1.\tCJncc t\utwniJ 1r!I'UIC 

Priori tic\· on·t Tutu/ ERJJf' ESF pubfic contrihuti11t1 

contTiburinn 
(d) 12% (e) 1% 

Development of en1erpmcs (a) 453,1 79,5 63,5 16 I 71.7 101,9 

lnnovaliofl, research & technology (b) 86,7 11,8 11,8 0.0 39,8 29,1 (c) 20% 

Er.terprise environment, tourism, loca1 

development {.r) 151,1 JJ,& 30,8 89,6 JJ.1 

Training, skills (d) 97,2 24) 6,2 18,1 46,9 26.0 

Technical assistance (e) 9,1 4,6 3,4 1.2 4,5 0,0 

TDTAL 803,2 160,0 121,1 38,3 JSl,S 290,7 

Programming will be carried out through partnership involving the Commission, central government and 
regional and local authorities representing all local interests, including the social partners, via a system 
of management committees under one general Monitoring Committee for the SPD. The first meeting of 
the five SPD Monitoring Committees was held in December 1995. 

Table 72: Objective 2- Sweden - Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU million) 

Programmes Total cost s.~. 1 Com m1 tmcnts % l'aymcnts 'Yo 

and assistance 1995 (2 )/(I) 1995 (J)/(2) 

year of adoption (I) (2) (3) 

I I 995 

SPU Angermanlandsl<ust li':J,) l~.u 1~,0 IUU'Yo 6,2 J4% 
SPD !3crgslagen 321,4 67.0 12,8 19% 6.4 50% 
SPD !31ekingc 85,8 15,0 15,0 100% 5,0 34% 
SPD Fyrstad 145,5 24,0 24,0 100% 8,2 341% 

SPD Norra Norrlanuskust 161,0 36,0 36,0 100% 12,3 34% 
TU'IAL ~UJ.l 1611,0 ltb.~ (,{,% JS,I j h Yo 

7.3. Objectives 3 and 4 

As for the other Objectives, 1995 was the year in which the Objective 3 and 4 SPDs for the new Member 
St<Jtes were established in an active partnership process. 

Table 73: Objectives 3 aml 4 - lru/ica/il'e breakdown of appropriations for tire new Member Stllfes (ECU 
millio11) 

Objectives J and 4 Objective 3 Objective 4 

;\us tria 395,0 334,0 61.0 

Fin ian d 343,0 258,4 84.6 
Sweden 520,0 347.0 173.0 

Total 1.258,0 ')39,4 318,6 

AUSTRIA 

The Austrian Objective 3 and 4 SPDs were adopted in July 1995. They represent total ESF funding of 
ECU 395 million and are implemented under the general responsibility of the Minister tor Labour and 
Social Affairs, mainly via the public employment service and the Lander social affairs departments. 
They cover 1995-99. 
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Objective ~·Programming for 1995-99 (£CU million) .. 
Priorities ESF (f)s% (a)s% 

Support for categories hit by structural changes (a) 25,8 
Integration of the long-term unemployed, old people and 
those threatened with exclusion (b) 113,8 
Integration ofthe handicapped (c) 95,2 
Aid for integration ofyoung people into employment (d) 22,9 
Promotion of equal opportunities (e) 61,1 
Technical assistance (I) ! 15,2 

Total 334,0 

Objective 3: Under this Objective special priority will be given to aid for those parts of the population 
particularly affected by economic trends resulting from accession. The ESF funding - continuance and 

deepening of Austrian labour market policies- will be targeted mainly at the long-term unemployed, old 
people and those threatened with exclusion from the labour market. There will be sizeable aid to 
encourage unemployed handicapped people to reintegrate into the labour market. Additional measures 
will promote equal opportunities and the integration of young people into the labour market.-

Objecti•·e 4: Programming for 1995-99 (ECU million) 

Priorities ESF (c) 14 % (d) 3% (a) 7% 

AntiCipation ot labour marl-:et trends and upoatmg ol SKillS (a) 4,5 
Professional training (b) 46,0 
Improvement and development of training system (c) 8,4 
Technical assistance (d) 2,1 

Total 61,0 

Objective 4: The main aim of the SPD is to help salaried staff to adjust to industrial change and to ne\v 
production methods. To this end, in accordance with the principle of concentration, measures will be 
centered around SMEs. They will target old workers, unskilled workers or workers with obsolete skills, 
workers in key positions, customs agents, short-time and seasonal workers. Since this is a new approach 
to labour policy in Austria, the measures will be evaluated after two years and adjusted or replaced if 
necessary. 

Implementation of the programmes in 1995 was facilitated by the decision of the Austrian authorities to 
pay advances to project promoters. However, the socio-economic effects will only become clear during 
the course of !996. 

Table 74: Objectit·es 3 am/4- Austria- Financial implementation of tire SPDs (ECU million) 

l'rogrammes 1 otal cost :'I.L JLommJtments "/o t'nymcnts ':fo 
and assistance 1995 (2 )/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

year of adoption (1) (2) (3) 

U bjeCIIVC 3 
/995 

Sl'D Austna 779,3 JJ4,0 64, I I~ Yo )2,0 50% 
U bjecti\'C 4 
/995 

SI'DAustna I /I ,4 61,0 11,/ I'J% ).'J )0'!10 

TOTAL 950,6 395,0 7 5,8 19'Yo J 7,9 5(1% 

FINLAND 

Finland was the first of the new Member States to have its ESF programmes approved. The Finnish 
Objective 3 and 4 SPDs were adopted on 25 July 1995 and provide for total ESF funding of ECU 343 
million. This is equivalent to 7% of the national funds earm3rked for employment me:1sures. Finbnd is 
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one of the most advanced countries in Europe in terms of education, training and employment pol icy so 
the ESF measures and programmes give a significant place to innovative measures. 

With regard to implementation, Monitoring Committees have been set up for each Objective and all of 
them have already met. Several seminars, preparatory meetings and working parties have also been 
organized. The monitoring and evaluation rules have been developed with the Finnish authorities and the 
Monitoring Committees will take decisions on them during the first half of 1996. The employment 
ministry will be responsible for coordinating Objective 3 and 4 measures and will coordinate, with the 
competent authorities, the human resources measures under all Objectives. It will be responsible for 
executing most of the ESF horizontal programmes. Establishment of the budget and national rules will 
guarantee wide distribution of the decision-making procedures applied to ESF projects. . 

Ohjectil•e 3: The SPD is designed to combat unemployment and trigger economic growth by the creation 
ofSMEs. Some 97 400 people should benefit from the measures programmed under Objective 3. 

Objecti>•e 3: Programming for 1995-99 (ECU million) 

Priorities ESF (d) 0,3% (e) 2% 

Reintegration pathways (a) 110,0 

Job creation and human resources development in SMEs (b) 61,5 
Young people's employment needs (c) 82.2 
Measures in favourofthc Aland islands (d) 0,8 
Technical assistance (c) 3.9 

Total 258,4 (b)14% 

In early 1995 the Finnish authorities speeded up the launch of the programme by introducing an 
"absolute priority procedure". Drawing up new working methods and practical models, the 
administrative procedure and the creation of the necessary tools had taken longer than anticipated. Most 
of the projects stmted up in late autumn. A total of204 projects stmted up in 1995. Given the problems 
bound to be encountered in the first year, this overall picture for 1995 is satisfactory. 

Objective 4: Objective 4 will receive total funding of ECU 84.6 million in 1995-99. It contains three 
priorities and should benefit 34 500 people. 

Objecti>•e 4: Progmmming for /995-99 (£CU million) 

Prtorrtres ESF (d) 0.2% (e) 4% (a) 9% 

Forecasts of trends throughout working life (a) 7.~! 
Professional training. and rctrninln.g; guidance and advice (b) 4 7.5 
Development ufinno\·ati\·~ know-how nnd rll'tworks (c) 25.5 
Measures in favourc>fthc ..\land islands (d) 0.2 
Tcchn ical ass istancc (c) 3,H 

Total 84.6 (b) 57% 

The Objecti\'e 4 programme started up more rapidly than anticipated in most of the Member States. The 
only problem is the concentration of funding and projects on a small number of measures, especially the 
measure to develop practical skills in the workforce, the largest one in the SPD and the only one really to 
have started properly. The other measures still contain only a few projects. A total of 81 projects got 
under way in 1995. 
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Table 75: Objectil•es 3 ant/4- Filtlantl- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU million) 

Programmes 'I alai cos I S.f. [Com m1lmcnts % Payments % 
and ass is lance 1995 (2 )/(1) 1995 (3 )/(2) 

year of adoption (I) (2) (3) 

I u bJCC!JVC j 

HY5 
SI'U Fmland 926,0 158,4 60.~ 23% 30,2 50% 

JUbJechve 4 
IY95 

SPD Fmland 301,5 l!4,b 14,8 18 Yo 7.4 50% 
TOTAL 1.22 7,5 343,0 75,2 22% 37,6 50 Yo 

SWEDEN 

Objeclil•e 3: Progmmnrin g for 1995-99 (ECU nriJ/ion) 

Priorities ESF 

Integration ofyoung people into the labour market (a) 96,6 
Combatting long-term unemployment (b) 173, l 
Integration into the labour market of people threatened with 
c~clusion (c) 63,3 

Technical assistance (cJ) 14,0 

Total 347 .o 
(b) 50% 

Objective 3: Sweden presented its draft SPD for Objective 3 to the Commission in April 1995, and the 
Commission approved it on 6 December 1995. It did not start up until 1996 but it was agreed to grant 
ESF funding retroactively to eligible projects started after 1 July 1995. The ESF funding will be 
concentrated on the most effective and innovative integration measures targeted at those most at risk of 
exclusion from the labour market. All the measures will respect the principle of equal opportunities. 
Some 160 000 people should benefit from the programme between 1995 and 1999. 

Objectil•e .f: Programming fnr 1995-99 (ECU million) 

Priorities ESF 

Forecasting, planning and development (a) 26.0 
Improving skills, guidance and advice (b) 1!2,4 
Cooperation and transfer structures. networks (c) 26,0 

Technical assistance (d) 8,6 

Total 173,0 

(b) 65% 

Objective 4: The draft Objective 4 SPD was presented to the Commission by the Swedish authorities in 
April 1995, but it was not approved until February 1996. As a result, ESF financing could be allocated 
only to projects started in the period 1996-99. The programme will concentrate mainly on innovative 
adjustment measures for the staff of SMEs employing fewer than 50 people. The SPD forms a coherent 
whole, each measure leading to or opening a door to another: the macro-economic forecast is duplicated 
by a forecast and definition of the enterprises' professional needs. This approach comprises the drawing 
up of individual business plans, permanent training of senior staff and -the main measure - developing 
the skills of staff, in particular those threatened with unemployment. The final measure encourages the 
establishment of networks between workers, businesses and transfer structures. A maximum of 15% of 
the budget earmarked for the main measures will be reserved for projects which, at the municipality and 
county level, are aimed at staff of SMEs in the public caring sector. Concern for equal opp01tunities 
underlies all the measures. The total number of beneficiaries will be of the order of240 000 in the period 

1996-99. 
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Table 76: Objectil•e 3 -Sweden- Financial implementation of the SPD (ECU million) 

Programme Total cost :s.F. Lommttmcnts 'Yo Payments % 

and ass istancc 1995 (2 )/(1} 1995 (3 )/(2} 

year of adoption (I) (2) (3) 

IU DJCC!I\'C j 

11995 

:SI'U :sweden 771,0 J47.0 73,U 21% 36.5 50% 

7.4. Objccth:e S(a) 

Objective S(a) agriculture 

The forecasts of expenditure in the new Member States on Objective S(a) agriculture outside the 

Objective I, 5(b) and 6 areas were adopted during 1995. along with the priorities by activity sector. 

category of farmer and type of area. 

Table 77: Objective 5(a) agriculture - Forecast implementation i11 tile new .11ember States /995-99 (ECU 
million) 

I otal % 

A us Ina 385,8 Production 323,5 8~'Yo 

Pro ccs sing and marketing 62.3 16% 

!Ftnland 33 I ,U ll'roductton ~87.~ ~7% 

Processing and marketing 43.1 13% 

IS\\CUCII 90,1 l'roductton 67,_ 7 5 Yo 

Processing and marketing 22.9 2 5°/o 
Total 80(, ,9 P ro<luction (, 7 8,6 84% 

Processing and marketing 128.3 16% 

Objective S(a) - Tire JHember States' optimrs for 1995-99 

Finland 
(a 1 1.2% (r 

(f) 12% (a)11% (f) 7% ... _.-··(~. L 

(e) 7B% 

fliJn\L'':>tm~.:nl~ in the JwJJin~/~) D~ 1 1LHILI(.t:r ~roups (b) 

oTt.llnlll~and ~upp(lrl s..:t\lces.idl 0 i't1tlt1~ f.nmt·•~ {() 

ONective S(a) forfislleries 

After preparatory worh "·hich stal'tccl in 1994, the three Objective 5(a) fisheries programmes for 1\ustria. 

Finland and Swcclc·n j(.,r !he period ! 995-99 \\·ere ~dopted during 1995. It should be noted that the 
Objective 6 SPI)s ack)pted for Sweden and Finland also contain a :;eel ion 011 lishcrics. 
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Table 78: Objective 5(a) for fiSheries- Priorities for assistance in the new Member States (ECU million) 

Austna r1n1ana ~weaen :s.~·. total 
Adjustment and reonentatmn ot lishmg effort 4,1 4,U !1,1 
Other fleet me as urcs - - 0,0 
Fleet renewal and modern is at ion 2,4 12,0 14,4 
Aquaculture I ,05 6,0 5,1 12,2 
Protected marine areas 0,5 1,9 2,4 
Port facilities 1,0 2,2 3,2 
Processing and marketing of products 0,87 6,5 9,0 16,4 
Product promotion 0,04 2,2 2,2 4,4 
Socio-economic measures (I) pm pm pm pm 
Other measures 0,3 3,6 3,9 

Total z,u ZJ,IJ 40,0 b!l,U 
.lJ ~mcetleamenament m ~"' o Kegu alton (t.L) No '"""Nj, such measures may be mtroduce oy 11e 

Member States. The amount allocaled to such measures must be detennined within the O\'erall budget. 

Table 79: Objective 5(a) for fiSheries- Finaucial implementatiou of the SPDs (ECU million) 

-
Programmes Total cost ~.F. !Commitments % Payments "/o 

and (I) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3 )/(2) 
year ofodoption (2) (3) 

1995 

SI'U Austna 22,) 2,U 2,U lOU% 0,2 10% 
SPD Finland 81,9 23,0 23,0 100% 6,9 30o/o 
SPD Sweden 115,9 40,0 40,0 100% 12,0 30% 

IUTAL ZZU,J 65,0 65,U 1 UU'Yo 19,1 29% 

AUSTRIA 

The Objective 5(a) fisheries SPD (non-Objective I) was adopted on 26 July 1995 and provides for an 
FIFG contribution of ECU 2 mtllion for the period I 995-99. It relates mainly to the aquaculture sector 
and the processing and marketing of products. The Monitoring Committee met for the first time in 
October 1995, approving its rules of procedure and the project selection criteria. The Austrian authorities 
have already taken the first steps to implement the programme. 

FINLAND 

The Objective 5(a) fisheries SPD for Finland covers all the fisheries measures outside the Objective 6 
zone. The indicative financing plan provides for a total investment of ECU 82 million for 1995-99, 
ECU 23 million of which will come from the FIFG. The programme was approved on 28 July 1995 and 
comprises eight priorities, including the adjustment of fishing effort, fleet modernization, aquaculture 
and product processing. The tlrst meeting of the Monitoring Committee, whose members include five 
representatives of the various fishery organizations, was held in December 1995. Although a small 
number of projects have already been approved, the method of assistance by programming is new and it 
will be a little while before the Finnish authorities and the Monitoring Committee can adopt procedures 
and monitor the implementation of the programme. 

SWEDEN 

The Swedish Objective 5(a) fisheries programme (non-Objective 6) was approved on 8 November 1995. 
The FIFG contribution is ECU 40 million, and its main aim is to assist the adjustment and modernization 
of the fishing fleet and the qualitative and quantitative development of the processing industry. The 
Monitoring Committee, which will cover Objective S(a) measures throughout the country, including the 
Objective 6 zones with the exception of financial matters, held its constitutive meeting in December 
1995, where it adopted the selection criteria for projects; this enabled programme implementation to 
begin in early I 996. 
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7.5. Objective S(b) 

Before the SPDs were adopted prior appraisals of the Objective S(b) programmes for the three new 
Member States were carried out. The appraisals covered one programme for mainland Finland and one 
for the Aland islands, seven programmes for Austria and five programmes for Sweden. The aim was to 
give the Commission a better idea of the needs of the regions, their potential and the priorities for their 
agricultural and rural development. The appraisals concentrated on these points: a clearer definition of 
the programme strategies and quantification of their aims, particularly for income and jobs; respect for 
the principle of regionalization, particularly for mainland Finland, where one programme was presented 
for all the Objective S{b) areas; determination of the physical and performance indicators and 
measurement of the impact of applying the common agricultural policy on rural areas. The studies also 
proved a useful tool for the Commission during negotiations on the programmes. 

Table 80: Objective 5(b)- SPDs adopted in 1995 in the new Member States (ECU million) 

"ember Stale/region 

Austna 

!Carinthia 
Lower Austria 

Upper A us/ria 
Sal=burg 
Styria 
Tyrol 
l"orarlberg 

ttnlantl 
.Ita inland f·tnland 

Aland islands 
TOT.-\L 

% 

AUSTRIA 

Popuh1.110n ('IJOO mhab.) 

I 
2.276 

A•ca (km~) 50.040 

h·cu 1ml1wn 

- .~ jJ /) \ Total! 411 ,u 

.. \ n~rngc per SPD I )8,7 

/Jrcu4 do"" 11 hy Fu11d 

EAl,c.l·l 164.2 

ERDF L 75.0 

ESF 7 L .8 

Total S.F. 
EAGGF ERDF 

cost total 
Z.b7~.~ 411 ,u I 64,2 175,0 

4U4,~ 5~,u lU,Y 2N,Y 

762,7 111,6 44,6 46,7 

539,3 98,5 41,3 41,3 
I 04,3 16,0 6,4 7.0 

629.1 85,3 34,1 34,1 
181,3 34,4 13,8 I 3.8 

58,3 7,2 3, I 3, I 
6Z4,1 I ~4,0 66,7 94,:> 

61J,o L!oil,4 0),) !o!J,4 

10,3 2,6 1.2 1.2 
3.304,0 (>05,0 230,9 269,5 

/00% 38% -15% 

(g) 1% (a) 28% 

(c) 8% {b) 28% 

ESF 

71./l 

~--
20.3 

15.9 
2.6 

17.1 
6.9 

1.0 

J~.ll 

:.~.:i 

0.3 
104,6 
I ~o.--: •• 0 

0 o i\er-siric:liiOn- anad~-.:-elriiiOlen-i 

of agricullure and forestry ta) 

0 Di\ t>rs•flcJIIon JTld de\ elopmcnt 
of the non-ngricultural sectors (b) 

• P rotcct1011 of the en1.·ironmL'n~ 
(o) 

oTouri~'" ltli 

Ill Local lk,·clopment Jnd 

reno' :~tiC'In oi villrq;es (c) 

: oJ-Ium:•n rc~ourccs (f} 

At the beginning of the year the Commission adopted the list of Austrian areas eligible under Objective 
5(b) and the amount of Community appropriations: ECU 411 million for the period 1995-99. The seven 
SPDs were approved on 4 December 1995. The priority under the programmes is agricultural 
diversification and aid to small firms and industries. They require a very considerable investment eff01t 
from the private sector. The Uinder will be responsible for their implementation. With regard to 
financial execution in 1995, the Commission committed 19% and paid 9% of the Community allocation 
for the entire period. 
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Table 81: Ohjecti1·e 5(h)- Austria- Financial implementation oftlle SPDs (ECU million) 

Programmes Total cost 
anc..l 

year of adoption 
19Y) 

:>l' v canntl11a 404,~ 

SPD Lower Austria 762,7 
SPD Upper A us tria 539,3 

SPD Salzburg 104,3 

SPD Sty ria 629,1 

SPD Tyrol 181,3 
SPD Vorarlberg 58,3 

TOTAL 2.679,9 

FINLA!\'D 

Populat10n ('UOO mhah l 

I 
I O•J~ 

:\ fl!il (k.m 1 ) 'J) 219 
f("l/mllttoll 

] .\"}'/).1 Tnlall 194,0 

A \·l!ragc per SPD I 97,0 

ilrt'uA do·Hil hy Fu1ul 

E.\ GGFl 66.7 

ERDF 94,5 

ESF 32,8 

~.F. jComm1tmcnts 
assistance 1995 

(I) (2) 

o~.u 11,0 
111,6 21.2 
98,5 18,9 
16,0 3,1 

85,3 16,2 
34,4 6,6 

7,2 1,4 
411,0 78,3 

(g) \% 
17% 

(e) 7% 

(d) 4% 

(c) 

(b) 4\% 

% Payments 'Vo 
(2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(3) 

I~% ),) 50% 
19% 10,6 SO% 
19% 9.4 50% 
19% 1,5 50% 
19% 8,1 50% 
19% 3,3 50% 
19% 0,7 SO% 

19'11fo 39,2 sou/o 

0 o~:e·rs~r;c;,ron-;~\·-efOp~\~nt: 
' of agricullure and forestry (a) 

Ia) 22% ~oD~vers1fic.:nion JndJevdopmcnt: 
of the non·at;ricuhur.al sectors tb): 

• Protection of the con\ •ronmcnt 
(c) 

· 0 rourism (d) 

1 gLocal development ilnd 
renontion ofvi1b.gcs (e) 

0 Human re~ourccs (f) 

• T echn•c:~l assiSt:lncc (g) 

Definitions of the Finnish Objective 5(b) areas and the amount of the Community contribution, ECU 194 
million for 1995-99, were adopted by the Commission in January and February 1995. The draft SPDs 
were presented by the Finnish authorities on 8 March 1995 and the Commission adopted the two 
programmes on 13 November 1995. Each programme was designed to take account of the geographic.1! 
and socio-economic characteristics of the area concerned, one programme being for the Aland islands. 
the other, containing fourteen regional subsections, for the mainland. The main priority is aid to small 
firms and industries. The second is agricultural and forestry diversification. For the Aland isl .ds 
lL)urism is a major development priority. 

Responsibility for implementation has been entrusted at regional level to "regional councils" 
national level to the Ministry of the Interior. The JV1onitoring Committees were constituted on 11 
December 1995 \\bile in 1995 the Commission committed 17% and paid 8% of the Con 
contribution for the two programmes for the entire period. 

Table 82: Objecth·e 5(h)- Fi11fant!- Financial implementation of the SPDs (ECU mi!Jion) 

Prn).!r:tmmt'' 
S.F. 

l"ol:ll COSt 
as:,i~tancr 

Cnmmi1mcnt'i p ;1~ Ill(.' II IS 

;-~nd at 
13 

1ity 

and (1) 1995 

(~) 

(~)/(II 19tJ=' 

(3) 

(3 )/(2) 

~(':II" of adoption 

IY'J5 

~l'D \"1:11111~1nd hnbn~l 

C:l'D .\ bnd ISland> 
l'O 1'.\ L 

,, 13' 1'11.·1 

I U .1 ~.6 

(,l.t.u I I ').\,0 

30.5 
' ' -. -~ 

_l ~ .s 1 

l (1 '; ~) 

SlJ'~ ;, 

1 7 ~~~. 

I<_:; 

0.7 
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SWEDEN 

(g) 2% 

133 

~
~!versa acataon an eve opment 

f agriculture and forestry (a) 
iversifacation and development 
f the non-agricultural sectors (b) 

rolection of the environment (c~~ 

I oTourism (d) 

• LocO'JI deve-lopmen1 and 
I renovation ofvillages(e) 

IIZJ Hum an resources (f) 

\•Tochnocalassistance (C) 

Selection of the Swedish areas eligible under Objective 5(b) was adopted by the Commission on 18 
April 1995. They have a very low population density (14 inhabitants per km2

). There are three mainland 
zones (South-East Sweden and Vasterbotten/Gavle/Dalama, a forest area with a very scattered 
population; West Sweden, with an ageing population and a continuous out-migration of Y&l!Ilg people) 
and two island zones (Skargarden, an archipelago of some 300 islands suffering from remoteness, an 
ageing population and out-migration of young people, and the island of Gotland, the largest Swedish 
island, with local production remote from the main markets but with an exceptional and underdeveloped 
cultural and environmental heritage). The allocation of appropriations was decided by the Commission 
on 22 March 1995 and covers ECU 138 million for the period 1995-99. The five draft SPDs were 
presented to the Commission in 1995 and were to be finalized in 1996. 
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B. OTHER ASSISTANCE 

1. Community Initiatives 

1.1. Introduction 

Many programmes approved 

The main events in 1995 were the adoption of most of the Community Initiative programmes and the 
proposal for allocating the reserve available for the Initiatives. The Commission approved 263 
programmes in 1995, about two thirds of the total of 401 programmes submitted by the Member States. 
This represents ECU 9 540 million, or 81% of the total of ECU 11 729 million initially allocated to the 
Twelve for 1994-99, plus ECU 157.7 million, or 42% of the total of ECU 376 million allocated to the 
three new Member States for 1995-99. Of the programmes approved, 45 are in the new Member States 
( 14 INTERREG programmes and 31 programmes under other Initiatives). As the allocation of resources 
between Initiatives in the new Member States was not decided until April 1995, only eight _EE_ogrammes 
were adopted in 1995.1 

Table 83: Number ofCommunily Initiative programmes presellted and adopted in 1995 

ADAPT Employment 
(A) (B) (A) 

B 2 2 0 

DK I I 0 

D I I 0 

EL I I 0 

E I I 0 

F 1 I 0 

IRL I 1 0 

1 1 1 0 

L 1 I 0 

N I I 0 

p I I 0 

UK 2 2 0 

EUR 12 14 14 0 

AT I I I 

Fl I I I 

SE I I I 

EURJS 11 17 3 

lnlerreg/ 

Regen 

Peace 

TOTAL 17 17 3 

(AJ Pm~;rammes pre~ented m 199 5 

(B) Programmes adopled in 19~5 

(B) 

LEADER 
(AI (BI 

0 4 0 

0 I 0 

0 )4 IJ 

c I I 

0 1 17 

0 20 II 

0 1 1 

0 21 Ll 

0 I I 

0 4 4 

0 I I 

0 l l 

0 ?II 6<; 

I 8 I 

I 2 0 

I 2 

3 101 67 

3 102 67 

• lnc:ludLng. C!Ps adopled in 199) and amended in 199.'i 

PESCA 
(A) (B) (A 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

I 1 

0 0 

I I 

I I 

0 0 

I I 

4 4 

I 0 

I 0 

6 4 

6 • 

SME REGIS RECIIAR KONVER RESIDER RET EX• 

(BI (A) (B (A) (B (AI (B) fA) (B) (A) (8) 

2 I 2 2 J J 2 l l I 

I c I I 

16 7 16 IJ 8 8 4 

I I I I I I I 1 I I 

I 0 I I I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 

3 J 4 I 7 6 11 I 5 I L 

1 1 I 0 

1 2 2 1 0 I 2 2 

I 1 0 I 

I I I 0 I I I I 

I I I I I I I I 0 0 I 0 

5 4 8 8 I I J 2 2 2 

34 11 6 3 19 16 •• 31 16 19 10 ll 

I I [ I 0 l 0 

2 

l I 0 

38 21 . - J 30 16 45 37 11 19 21 11 

38 21 6 3 30 26 45 31 27 19 11 12 

URBAN TOTAL 
fA) (B) (A (B 

J l 20 I 

I I 5 3 

10 8 81 61 

I I 8 8 

I 1 25 10 

8 0 69 46 

1 0 5 3 

L 0 ll 18 

I L 6 3 

2 l 12 II 

I I 8 7 

I I 37 16 

40 18 307 120 

I I 15 4 

I 0 8 1 

I 8 1 

43 19 33 21 

62 34 

I I 

4l 19 401 163 

The adoption of the programmes was a slow process, hampered at first by the sheer number of Initiatives 
( 13) and hence of programmes (about 400) for the Structural Funds as a whole, which was partly due to 
certain Member States having submitted regionalized programmes under the Community Initiatives. A 
further factor in slowing down progress was the Commission's concern to adopt good programmes 
matching the specific features of the Initiatives, to keep them distinct from CSFs and SPDs. The purpose 
of these concerns is to: 

• implement measures of an experimental nature, transferable between tegions of the same Member 
State and from one Member State to another (exchange of experience, good practice); 

• raise the local profile of the measures and clearly demonstrate the Union's interest in vulnerable 
target groups (e.g. in dealing with urban matters or equal opportunities) or sensitive subjects (e.g. 
conversion and restructuring of declining industrial regions). 

1 See below: 1.3 Community Initiatives in the three new Member States. 
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Community Initiatives and tire environment: 

The environmental aspects of Community Initiatives are a recurring theme, whether environment~ 
friendliness is seen as a priority in its own right or as an asset for development and innovation at 
local or regional level. This concern is not new: in 1990, the Envireg Initiative was introduced, with 
an endowment of ECU 580 million, to help the less developed coastal areas through depollution of 

water and processing of was!e, improvement of the coastline and protection of biotopes. 2 Since 1994, 
measures financed under Envireg are integrated into CSFs and SPDs, a sign of the new approach of 
systematically taking environmental considerations into account for structural operations. 
The "second generation" Initiatives also take account of this aspect. It is difficult to estimate exactly 
how much is specifically allocated to environmental expenditure under the Initiatives from 1994-99, 
but most of them include relevant innovative and integrated measures. 
The main purpose of the industrial conversion Initiatives (RECHAR, RESIDER, RETEX and 
KONVER) is to restore and find a new use for buildings (previously used for mining, steel production, 

textile production or military purposes) in seriously run-down industrial areas. 3 The urban 
environment is one of the basic dimensions of the programmes adopted under the URBAN Initiative. 
Similarly, in terms of the rural environment, LEADER is geared in particular to improving the quality 
of life in the countryside, where it promotes integrated measures for the restoration of sites and 
villages. More specifically, REGIS includes measures in the most remote regions, such as the 
improvement of coastal areas, treatment of waste water and urban or industrial waste, or the 
prevention of natural hazards. One of the priorities of the SMEs Initiative is to support firms that take 
account of environmental aspects and rational use of energy, in particular through the development of 
non-polluting production procedures and technologies. Lastly, through INTERREG II, a whole series 
of cross-border cooperation measures are financed in the field of rational use of natural resources, 
from joint management of nature parks and the development of renewable energy sources to the 
combined development of infrastructure for waste water treatment, the prevention and conlrol of 
pollution, waste disposal and the monitoring of compliance with environmental standards by new 
industries in border regions. Under REGEN, for the completion of energy networks, it is possible to 
give explicit priority to measures to introduce natural gas, which can reduce the pollution resulting 
from energy consumption. 

Proposal for the allocation of the reserve in 1995 

On 4 October, the Commission adopted a proposal for the allocation of the reserve available for 
Community Initiatives (ECU I 665 million) for the period up to the end of 1999. The reserve 
corresponds to the amount still available after approval in 1994 of the guidelines for 13 Community 
Initiatives in the T\:velve, as well as some financial adjustments in the meantime. On 2 November 1995, 
the Commission also proposed amendments to the guidelines for URBAN, EMPLOYMENT ("Integra" 
strand) and ADAPT ("Bis" strand) and a new Initiative: INTERREG II C. 

2 See Chapter 1V.C. Ex post evaluation of the Community Initiatives. 

3 For more detail, see below the presentation of programmes adopted in 1995. 
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Table 84: Summary of Commission decisions on Community Initiatives in 1994-95 (ECU million) 

Dates Decisions ~OUQtS 
Amounts 

(\ pnces) ( 1995 prices) 

July 1994 • Total for Cis (9 %) 13.467,0 

. Onrall amount ror 13 Cis ·11.872,5 

(allocation by Member State for 9 Cis) (9.950,5) 

(allocalion by subjec/for 4 "industrial" Cis) (1.916,8) 

(adjustment RETEX) (5,2) 
therefore: reserve al•ai/abiefor Cis 1.594,5 

·adjustment E, IRL, N, UK -250,0 
therefore: reserve available for Cis 1.344,5 

October 1994 ·Allocation by Member State for Rechar, Resider, Retex (1.416,8) 
• Supplementary allocation for Luxembourg Resider -5,1 
therefore: reserve available for Cis 1.339,4 

December 1994 · Allocation by Member State for Konver (500,0) 
·Allocation for Spain -50,0 
therefore: reserve available for Cis 1.289,4 

April 1995 ·Council Regulation on Textile Portugal (I) +400,0 -
therefore: reserve available for Cis 1.689,4 

May 1995 ·Allocation for Peace -98,4 
therefore: reserve al'aiiablefor Cis 1.591,0 1.613, 7 

January 1995 · Reserve for new Member States 51,3 
therefore: reserve available for Cis 1.665,0 

October 1995 ·Proposed distribution by Cl and by Member State of the reser.•e (12 MS) ·1.613,7 
·Proposed distribution by CI and by Member State of the reserve (3 MS) ·51 ,3 
therefore: reserve available for Cis 0,0 

(I) NB: the text1lcs and clothing programme in Portugal, adopted in 1993 by the Commission as a Cl to support modernization 

of this sector in Portugal, was transferred in 1994 to heading 3 of the Financial perspective and is covered by a specllicCouncil 

Regulation. As a result of this transfer, the corresponding appropriations were paid back into the reserve for the Cis. For 

information, in 199 5 the budget appropriations underthe heading for this programme comprised a commitment of ECU 80 

million and a payment ofECU ~0 million 

The proposed allocation of total financing was infonned by a concern to concentrate on the following 
priorities: industrial restructuring, human resources, urban and rural development and spatial planning, 
in line with the wishes of the European Parliament. Other factors taken into account were the guidelines 
set by the Edinburgh European Council and the overall amount set aside for Objective I. The allocation 
of the reserve among the three priorities can be summarized as follows. 

• The purpose of "industrial restructuring" is to achieve greater diversification in regions highly 
dependent on the sectors of textiles and clothing, coal, steel or armaments. Under this heading, the 
Commission proposed the reinforcement of each of the four Initiatives (RETEX, RECHAR, 
RESIDER and KONVER) and their extension to 1999. 

• The purpose of "human resources" is: 
the expansion of employment, involving the reinforcement of the EMPLOYMENT, 
ADAPT, KONVER, RECHAR, RESIDER, RETEX, URBAN, LEADER and PESCA 
Initiatives; 
the reinforcement of measures to promote equal opportunities, first of all through the 
"NOW" strand of the EMPLOYMENT Initiative and changes in the guidelines for 
URBAN, and secondly through reinforcement of the measures to encourage employment of 
young people through the "Youthstart" strand of the EMPLOYMENT Initiative; 
combating social exclusion, which also involves working to eliminate racism and 
xenophobia, through the new "Integra" strand of EMPLOYMENT; 
helping workers adapt to the information society, through the inclusion of a series of 
complementary measures (ADAPT "Bis"). 

" The purpose of "urban and rural development" is twofold: 
reinforcement of measures for towns and cities, in particular medium-sized towns (it is 
planned to amend the guidelines for the URBAN Initiative accorclingly, allocating a budget 
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of ECU 140 million), while continuing to stress rural development (a further ECU 230 
million for LEADER II); 
a new departure in trans-national cooperation, for which the Commission has proposed the 
adoption of a new Initiative: INTERREG II "C". 

Reinforcement of URBAN: The Commission has suggested concentrating on medium-sized towns and 
on priority matters in the urban context such as long-term unemployment, equal opportunities for men 
and women, and the urban environment. 

New strand INTERREG II C (ECU 415 million): This new Initiative relates solely to European spatial 
planning, and it is quite distinct from the cross-border cooperation promoted by the first strand of 
rNTERREG. This is clear from the extent of the area covered: the cooperation is trans-national (rather 
than cross-border) over a wide area, well beyond border regions, involving only matters of spatial 
planning. There are three aspects to take into account: general measures of trans-national cooperation in 
the field of spatial planning; flood prevention through trans-national cooperation; combating drought. 
The first implies a global approach, while the others relate to more specific needs. The maW. point is to 
give the Member States and the regions a new incentive to work together on defining a strategy to ensure 
smooth development, i.e. balanced distribution of economic activities and human resources, within the 
major common trans-national areas, and the practical application of joint measures. Examples of the 
areas concerned are the Baltic, the Alps, the Mediterranean basin, and the Atlantic seaboard. This will 
make it possible to demonstrate in concrete terms how a trans-national approach can add value. 

INTERREG II C and the environment: spatial planning and tire management a_( water 
The "Europe 2000+" report stressed the link between the protection of natural resources and spatial 
planning, i.e. the distribution of activities over the territory. Spatial planning is of major importance 
to preservation, protection and improvement of the environment, and to the prudent and rational use 
of natural resources. Article 130s of the Treaty refers to this aspect. For example, the extremely 
uneven distribution of water resources throughout the Community has inevitable consequences for 
activities in the regions where water is in short supply. Similarly, the location and/or concew·ation of 
economic activity has affected groundwmer and river basins, sometimes seriouslv. and trans-national 
cooperation has become necessary to e11sure concerted exploitation. For sea water, a global and 
integrated territorial approach is needed to preserve both the development and the natural resources 
of coastal areas. 
In I995, the Commission prepared a proposal for a new strand of the INTERREG II Iniriath·e. to help 
promote concerted trans-national action. The aims of INTERREG II C explicit(v relate to drawing up 
strategies for sustainable development and seeking to restore a balanced allocotion of activities over 
Community territ01y. There are three mpects to this: 
• trans-national cooperation in spatial planning measures, consistent ll'irh the sustainable 

development of the tram-national regions concerned, involving in particular the identification of 
environmentally sensitive areas and the improvement of the territorial impact of Communit_v 
policies (especially tramport policy): 

• flood prevention through trans-national cooperation, in particular in the form of joint plans for the 
improvement of river basins and flood prevention measures; 

• combating drought through sustainable development measures to limit excess 1mter consumprion 
and encourage rational allocation of water resources. 

For coastal areas, the Commission presented a communication on the subject in 1995. 4 

Each of the subjects mentioned above - industrial restructuring, human resources, urban and rural 
development and spatial planning - has been broken down by Initiative and by Member State, in 
accordance with Article 12 of the Structural Funds Framework Regulation and the criteria for the initial 
allocation of the total available for Community Initiatives in 1994. 

4 See Chapter I.B.2. Innovative measures and technical assistance. 
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Table 85: Allocation of the reserve between Initiatives proposed by Commission in 1995 (ECU million) 

Indus/ria/Initiatives: 380,0 
Retex 45,0 

Rechar 45,0 

Resider 45,0 

Konver 245,0 

Employment 100,0 
Adapt-Bis 170,0 
lnterreg II C 415,0 
Transnational cooperation /00,0 
Drought 150,0 

Flooding 165,0 
Urban 140,0 
Leader 230,0 
Pesca 30,0 
TOTAL 1.665,0 

This proposal for allocating the reserve was presented to the European Parliament on 17 October 1995, 
and to the Management Committee for Community Initiatives at an introductory information meeting on 

12 December 1995.5 It was due to be formally approved by the Commission early in 1996.6 

1995 in the context of programming for 1994-97/99 

Table 86: Community Initiatives- 1995 in tire context of programming for 1994-97/99 (ECU million)? 

ADAPT Employment LEADER PFS:\ I S.\IE REGIS I RECliAR KO.'WER RESIDER RETIX•• (IRIIAN II:O.'fERRI:Go<i Total 

8JRI2 
fiogJBJrmed(l'l94 p!ices) 1.402,0 1452,0 1.447,0. 257,0. 1.027,0. 600,0 406,0 506,0 520.0 522,0 651,0 2939,0 11.~9.0 

odC~<t:d 1.402,3 1.451,3 1.243,6. 253,0. 491,3. 456,5 328,0 352,1 284.2 512,1 375,0 23\0,8 9.540,:! 

%odor<ed 100'1. 100'1. 86% 98% 48"/o 76'1. 81% ')(!';. 55% 98% 58'!. 81% 8W 
Comminr.:;:nts 1954-1995 165,1 236,0 466,8. 53,1. 203,5. 58,8 172,5 238,2 177,1 165,1 150,5 561,8 2.7411.7 
%of aid 17'/ 16% 38"A> 21% 41% 13°/1 531}: 68"!. 62011 3::?"/c 40"!. 241}{ y;, 

Pa)TIUllS 1991-1995 B2.6 117,8 132,4 ~ 17,2. 67,7. 22.0 75,6 87,3 78,3 75,5 54.7 234,4 1.095.5 

%of aid 9'!/ 8"1< II% 7':/o 14% 5'1. 23o/. 251}' :!~{ 15~/. 15~ 10"!. II'!. 

8JRJ 
Prograrrmed { I'm pria:s) 42.5 72,9 62,1 6,5 36,3 1,B 3,3 5,1 2.6 17.0 125,9 376,0 

odor<ed 42,5 72,9 2,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 9,8 30,0 157,7 

%adq<ed 100"/. 100"!. 4% (1'/o O'lo O"J. O"lo rw 0"!. 57% 2~% 42"/. 

Cnomnttrents 1991-1995 ~2.5 72,Q ~0 0,0 0,0 - 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 c,s 23,5 147,7 
11/[].ofaid 100'/o 100'!. 78"/o (IY, O'lo (1',{ 0"!. 0"/. 0"!. 10"!. 78"!. ~·;, 

l'o)ments 1991-1995 20,0 36,4 0,3 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,4 7,0 67,3 
%of aid 47",; 50'!. 13% 0'% (]'/, 11'!. 0'!. 0"!. (flo 35°/. 23~/. 43~· . 
••Jnchrling only aprropiations for dle JlL'11CXi 1~97 
+UJncludingl~ 

A !though the adoption of programmes fell behind schedule in 1994, the lost time was largely made up in 
1995. By the end of that year, programmes accounting for 81% of financing planned up to 1999 had 
been adopted, the proportion rising to I 00% or thereabouts for certain Initiatives (ADAPT, 
EMPLOYMENT, PESCA, RETEX). The least advanced Initiatives are SMEs, RESIDER and URBAN. 
This good progress is matched by rates of commitment, which are closely linked to the proportion of 
programmes adopted by the beginning of the programming period. However, payments are less well 
advanced, as could be expected since the programmes had hardly filtered down to final recipients by the 
end of 1995, owing to the start-up stage. 

In negotiations for the approval of the programmes and during implementation, the Commission has 
made sure that Community Initiatives add value to the action of the Structural Funds in relation to 

5 See Chapter III.A.4. Committee opinions. 
6 The allocation of the reserve and the amendments to the guidelines for the Urban, Jnterreg II, ADAPT and 

EMPLOYMENT Initiatives were adopted by the Commission on 8 May 1996. 
7 The amounts shown in the table and in the rest of this Chapter correspond to those programmed after 

adjustment but before allocation of the reserve for Community Initiatives, which was decided only in 1996. 
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activities under CSFs and SPDs. To this end, the Commission encourages trans-national and innovative 
measures. Moreover, the Commission will have to ensure coordination and dissemination throughout the 
Community of local measures that deserve to be shared with other regions. With this in mind, the 
Commission is exploring the possibility of launching European networks in 1996 to enhance the 
usefulness of Community Initiatives. 

Table 87: Summary of Community Initiative programmes adopted in 1994 a11d 1995- EUR 15 (ECU millio11) 

Community Structural Fund assistance 
lnitiallveJ to areas •/, to areas 

(No or Total cost Total ERDF ESF EAGGF FIFG covered covered 
programmes) by Obj. 1-6 by Obj. !-6 

ADAPT (17) 3.010,9 1.444,9 SltS 1.391,4 0,0 0,0 413,5 29'!. 
Belgium (2) 91,9- 31,2 0,0 31,2 0,0 0,0 3,8 12% 
Denmark (1) 65,7 29,5 0,0 29,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 
Germany (1) 480,4 228,8 0,0 228,8 0,0 0,0 63,1 28% 
Greece (I) 44,6 30,1 3,5 26,6 0,0 0,0 30,1 100% 
Spain (1) 403,2 256,4 25,6 230,8 0,0 0,0 151,1 59% 
France (1) 622,5 249,7 23,3 226,4 0,0 0,0 -7;1 3% 
Ireland (I) 28,3 21,2 0,0 21,2 0,0 0,0 21.2 100% 
11aly (I) 360,5 190,0 0,0 190,0 0,0 0,0 76,7 40% 
Luxembourg (1) 0,8 0,3 0,0 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 
Netherlands (I) 142,8 57,6 0,0 57,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 
Aus1ria (I) 25,8 I 1,6 0,0 11,6 0,0 0,0 0,4 3% 
Portugal (I) 29,2 21,0 0,0 21,0 0,0 0,0 21,0 100% 
Finland {I) 42,9 19,7 0,0 19,7 0,0 0,0 3,0 15% 
Sweden (I) 21,7 I I ,3 0,0 11,3 0,0 0,0 0,5 4% 
United Kingdom (2) 650,6 286,6 0,0 286,6 0,0 0,0 34,9 12% 

EMPLOYMENT {17) 1.738,7 1.524,2 55,1 1.469,0 0,0 0,0 925,1 61'/,g. 
Belgium (2) 70,2 32,1 0,0 32,1 0,0 0,0 9,5 30% 
Denmark (I) 20,7 10,6 0,0 10,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 
Germany (I) 297,5 156,8 0,0 156,8 0,0 0,0 68,9 44% 
Greece ( 1) 83,1 64,4 5,8 58,6 0,0 0,0 64,4 100% 
Spain (I) 576,8 386,6 38,7 347.9 0,0 0,0 386,6 JQQO/o 

France (l) 384,4 146,5 0,6 145,9 0,0 0,0 5,9 4% 
Ireland (I) 99,5 76,1 4.0 12,1 0,0 0,0 76, I 100% 
haly (I) 589,1 348,7 0,0 348,7 0,0 0,0 246,8 71% 
Luxembourg, (I) 0,6 0,3 0,0 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 
Netherlands (I) 90,9 42,4 0,0 42,4 0,0 0,0 1,2 3% 
Au~tria (I) 49,4 23,0 0,0 23,0 0,0 0.0 0,8 3% 
POnugal (I) • 55,6 40.3 5, I 35,2 0,0 0,0 40.3 100% 
Finland {I) 66,3 29,2 0,0 29,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 
Sweden (I) 39,9 20,7 0,0 20,7 0,0 0,0 1,0 5% 
United Kingdom (2) 314,9 146,5 1,0 145,5 0,0 0,0 23,7 16%. 

LEADER {68) 3.092,1 1.242,4 554,8 120,4 ~67,3 0,0 886,1 '?P/o 
Germany (I 3) 382,4 169,8 59,9 16,9 93,0 0,0 82,1 48% 
Greece (I) 263,6 148,0 68,2 7,0 72,7 0,0 148,0 100% 
Spain(l7) 1.161,9 354,8 162,8 29,3 162.7 0,0 296,0 83% 
France (II) 319,0 122,9 59.5 15,3 48,1 0,0 3.0 2% 
Ireland (I) 165,6 67,9 41,0 8,7 18,2 0,0 67,9 tOO% 
Italy {12) 436,0 183,2 68,7 24,6 89,9 0,0 143,5 78% 
Luxembourg p) 4,8 1,0 0,5 0,0 0,5 0,0 0,0 0% 
Ne1herlands (4) 35,2 8,5 4,4 0,) 3,8 0,0 2,1 25'% 
Austria (1) 6,5 2,6 0,9 0.6 1,1 0,0 2.6 100% 
Portugal(!) 156,8 117.6 47,4 5,7 64,5 0,0 117.6 100% 
United Kingdom (5) 160,4 66,2 41,5 II ,9 12,8 0,0 23,3 35% 

PESCA (11) 605,9 lSJ,O 116,9 33,8 0,0 101,3 129,0 5P!i. 
Bclsium {1) 4,3 2.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,0 0,0 0% 
Denmark (t) 48,6 16,4 5,0 4,1 0,0 7,3 0,0 0% 
Germany (1) 62,0 23,0 18,0 2,4 0,0 2,6 13,1 57% 
Greece (I) 54,6 27,1 18,2 O,J 0.0 8,5 27,1 100% 
Spain (I) 95,7 41,5 11,9 8,4 0,0 21,J 29,1 70% 
France ( 1) 81,3 28,3 2,4 7,1 0,0 18,8 O.J l% 
Ireland (1) 12,2 6,7 2,4 0,7 0.0 3,7 6,7 100%1 
haly {I) 81.: 34,2 26.5 1,4 0,0 6.J 19,0 56 '0ft> 

Netherlands ( 1 ) H,2 IO,R 4,8 0,1 0,0 5.8 2,0 19% 
Portugal (I) 47,2 25,6 5,8 2,1 0,0 l ?,7 25.6 100% 
United Kingdom (I} 84,7 37,4 22,0 7,1 0,0 s.• 6,1 16% 
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Communily Struclural Fund assislance 

lnitieti"es to areu •;. to areas 

(No o( Total cosl Total ERDF ESF EAGGF FIFG co,·ered covered 

programmes) by Obj. 1·6 by Obj. 1·6 

SMEo(ll) 1.025,5 491,3 445,4 45,9 n,o 0,0 402,1 81% 

Belgium (I) 14.2 9,4 7,5 1,9 0,0 0,0 8,5 90% 

Germany (9) 356,3 156,8 139,0 17,8 0,0 0,0 136,7 87% 

Greece (1) 156, 83,3 74,4 9,0 0,0 0,0 83,3 100% 

France (3) 139,2 58,5 56,0 2,5 0,0 0,0 9,3 161/o 

Ireland (I) 53,2 28,8 26,5 2,3 0,0 0,0 28,8 100% 

Netherlands (I) 26.9 10.3 9,5 0,8 0,0 0,0 2,2 22% 

Ponugal (I) 235,9 124,0 113,7 10,3 0,0 0,0 124,0 I 00'/o 

United Kingdom (4) 43,0 20,1 18,8 1,3 0,0 0,0 9,2 46% 

REGIS (3) 751,5 456,5 384,4 28,7 42,9 0,6 456,5 too•;. 
Spain (I) 385,5 216,9 205,0 0,0 12,0 0,0 216,9 ~00% 

France (I) 209,2 115,6 63,4 28,7 22,9 0,6 115,6 100% 

Ponugal (I) 156,8 124,0 116,0 0,0 8,0 0,0 124,0 100% 

RECHAR (26) 900,1 328,0 266,0 62,1 0,0 0,0 61,0 19% 

Belgium (2) 58,1 15,7 11,6 4,1 0,0 0,0 0,9 6% 

Germany {6) 400,8 128,4 101,7 26,6 0,0 0,0 54.li 42% 

Greece (I) 2,0 1,5 1,4 0,2 0,0 0,0 1,5 100% 

France (6} 39,4 16,7 15,5 1,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 

Italy (2) 34,1 1,7 1,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,8 46% 

Ponugal (I) 1,1 0,9 0,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,9 100% 

United Kingdom (8) 364,6 163,2 133,2 30,1 0,0 0,0 2,9 2% 

KONVER (37) 883,7 351,1 299,8 .51,4 o,o o,o 87,5 15°/. 

Bet_gium (3) 30,4 11,5 9,9 1,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 

Denmark(!) 5,3 2,4 1,6 0,8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 

Germany (13) 342,3 144,5 122,9 21,6 0,0 0,0 59.0 41'%! 

Greece (I) 20,3 12,9 I 1,5 1,4 0,0 0.0 12.9 100% 

France (17) 244,1 71,0 64,1 6,6 0,0 o.o 0,0 0'% 

Portugal (I) 10,7 7,9 7,9 0,0 0,0 0.0 7,9 100% 

United Kingdom (I) 230,6 101,9 81,6 20,4 0,0 0,0 1,7 8% 

RESIIJER (20) 840,6 184,2 234,4 49,8 0,0 0,0 46,6 )61/G 

Bclg,lum (2) 52,9 24,4 24,4 0,0 0,0 0.0 9.0 37% 

Ger-many (8) 558,1 164,3 127,0 37,3 0.0 0.0 26,0 16% 

Greece { 1) 8,9 4,7 4, I 0,6 0.0 o.o 4.7 100% 

France 1 5) 105,8 42,6 38,1 4,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 

Netherlands (I) 51.5 18.1 14,7 3,4 0,0 o.o 0.0 0% 

Portugal (I) I 0,8 6,9 6.9 0,0 0,0 0,0 6.9 100% 

United Kingdom (2) 52,5 23,:: 19,1 4,1 o.o 0,0 0.0 0% 

RETEX (18) • 1.756,2 592,7 559,5 33,2 0,0 n,o 437,4 74% 

Belgium { l) 6,0 J,O 2,0 1,0 0,0 0,0 3,0 100% 

Germany (7) :!84.J 65,9 59,8 6,1 0,0 0,0 51.4 78% 

Greece (I) 145.3 87.5 78,0 9,5 0,0 0,0 87.5 100%. 

Spam ll) 361,1 90,4 87,1 3,1 0,0 0,0 50,7 56% 

France (I) 79.3 28,9 24,3 4,6 o.o 0,0 0,0 0% 

1rehnd (I) 22.5 11,4 9,2 2,3 0,0 0.{1 11,4 tOO% 

Italy 12) "249,2 79.0 79,0 o.o 0,0 0.(1 39,4 50% 

::-.!etherlands (I) 3,5 1,0 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 

Porlugal ( ll 526.8 189.0 189.0 0,0 0,0 o.o 189.0 100% 

United Kingdom 12) 78,:! 36.6 30.0 6,6 0,0 0,0 5,0 14% 

URBAN (19) 822,9 384,8 320,0 64,8 0,0 0,0 315,0 Rl% 

Belgium (2) 26.6 8,2 6,3 2,0 0,0 0,0 5,7 b')%lo 

Denmnrk (I) J,O 1,5 1,3 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 

Germany (8) . 270,1 86,4 74,8 II.(• 0.0 0,0 70.) 81% 

Greece{)) 67,2: 45,2 34,1 11,1 0.0 o.n 45,2 100% 

Spain (I) 248,7 162,6 144,9 17,7 0,0 0,0 132,6 82% 

Luxembourg (I) 1,0 0,5 0,4 0,1 0.0 0.0 0,0 0'%, 

Netherlands (2) 87,9 9,3 7,9 1,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0% 

Austria (I) 31,9 9,8 6,8 :2,9 0,0 o.o 0,0 0% 

Ponugal (I) 6::!,0 44,) 35,1 9,0 0,0 0,0 44,3 100%-

Unilcd K•ngdom 0) 24,5 17,0 8,1 8,8 0,0 0,0 17,0 100% 

PEACE (1) 41~.9 300,0 148,3 117,8 22,4 ~.~ 300,0 too•;. 
INTERREG/REGEN (341 3.888,3 2.120,8 1.904,3 105,0 108,9 2,6 1.825,7 86 1

/. 

TOTAL (291) l 20.732,4[ 9.774,8 5.341,3[ 3.585,1[ 741,5[ 107,0 6.285,6[ 64% 

lncludmg 11 C!Ps adopted 1n 1993,5 ofwh1-ch were amended m 1995 
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1.2. The individual Initiatives in the Twelve Member States 

ADAPT (1994-99) 

ADAPT (ECU I 402 million): Under the new Objective 4, the purpose of ADAPT is to encourage the 
adaptation of the workforce to industrial change, to help firms increase their productivity, and to encourage 
the emergence of new activities. The measures cover the following fields: training, counselling and guidance, 
anticipation and promotion of new employment opportunities, adaptation of support structures and systems; 
information, dissemination and increasing awareness. The average amount of financing available for each 
measure and each country means that 43% of the total allocated to all the Member States will be absorbed by 
counselling and guidance measures. The main beneficiaries are workers affected by industrial change and 
those whose jobs are in danger or have disappeared following reorganization of the firm that employs them. 

In May 1995 the Commission adopted the first 14 ADAPT programmes; the programmes of the three 

new Member States were adopted in December 1995.8 Among the measures financed, those relating to 
anticipation, promotion of networking and job creation will account for 25%. The other measures relate 
to the adaptation of support structures and systems (20%) and information, dissemination and awareness 
(12%). In the first phase ofprojectselection, a total of3 600 applications were received. It is estimated 
that I 400 ADAPT projects would be approved, and started by February 1996. 

Table 88: ADAPT Programmes adopted in1995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % raymcnts 0/o of 
State (I) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(1'\o ofClrs) (2) (3) 

Belgium (2) 91,9 31,2 5,7 18% 2.8 50% 
Denmark (I) 65,7 29,5 5,3 18% 2.7 50% 
Germany (I) 480,4 228,8 42,9 19% 21.5 50% 
Greece (I) 44,6 30, I 7, I 24% 3,6 50% 
Spain (I) 403,2 256,4 48, I 19% 24,0 50% 
France ( 1} 622,5 249,7 46,9 19% 23,5 50% 
Ireland ( 1) 28,3 21,2 3,9 18% 1,9 50% 
Italy (I} 360,5 190,0 36,1 19% 18,1 50% 
Luxembourg ( 1) 0,8 0,3 0,1 18% 0.0 50% 
Netherlands (I) 142,8 57,6 II ,5 20% 5,8 50% 
Purtugal (I) 29,2 21,0 4,0 19% 2,0 50% 
United Kingdom (2) 650,6 286,6 53,5 19% 26,7 50% 

Total (14) 2.920,5 1.402,3 265,1 19% 132.6 50% 

Belgium: The Flemish authorities emphasize the improvement of employees' skills rather than the more 
technical aspects of adjustment to change. The priorities defined by the French-speaking authorities 
comprise the improvement of the general level of skills and competitiveness of firms, and devising new 
measures for job creation. 

Denmark: The programme concentrates on the introduction of new technologies, new materials and new 
ways of organizing work, and on new systems of quality management and flexible working 
arrangements. 

Germany: The programme tackles two main subjects: improvement of basic skills and the way these 
skills can contribute to reinforcing the competitiveness of SMEs. In the new Uinder, priority will go to 
the building industry, distribution, environment protection and training, and to new business start-ups. 

Greece: The aim of the programme is to train management personnel in setting up and using shared 

services, training instructors, encouraging high-quality information for groups of companies, assisting 
with the development projects of small businesses and with business-type initiatives able to share 
product development, raw material supplies and training. 

8 See below: 1.3 Community Initiatives in the three new Member States. 
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Spain: The programme targets workers who need to up-date their skills or prepare themselves for new or 
newly-created jobs, newly-recruited workers needing training, workers in jobs for which a quality 
management scheme has been introduced, workers in danger of losing their jobs or temporarily 
unemployed, managers and owners of small businesses, and self-employed workers and members of 
cooperatives. 

France: The programme provides for an intensification of the effort to anticipate industrial change at 
local level, to assist the training of workers in small businesses and to create new forms of work. 

Italy: A feature of the Italian programme approach is the responsibility of the regions, not only for 
selecting projects, but also for implementing ADAPT. The main point is to support a national plan to 
introduce a modern and efficient further training scheme. The first stage ( 1994-96) is intended to 
encourage training within firn1s, to re-focus public capacity for vocational training, to set up regional 
monitoring units to assist training groups and the retraining of unskilled workers. 

Ireland: The purpose of the programme is to remedy the inadequate level of investmentJn. training in 
Irish firms, .their unsuitable training schemes, the need for multi-purpose and innovative approaches to 
training, the lack of training in very small firms and the lack of links between firms and teaching and 
training institutions. 

Luxembourg: The programme is expected to improve human resource development schemes for SMEs 
and provide new data bases and networks giving them better access to and use of information. 

Netherlands: The accent is on small finns, which are potential job-creators, with priority to new 
business start-ups. 

Portugal: The programme targets an improvement in the still weak level of basic training and labour 
skills, modernization of production capacity, the reinforcement of education and vocational training 

· systems, aid for the modernization and adjustment of firms, and consequently job creation. 

United Kingdom: The two UK programmes (for Great Britain and Northern Ireland respectively) 
concentrate on small businesses. 1l1ey highlight the steady decline in the manpower of large companies, 
and the increase in the number of jobs in small finns (especially those with fewer than 50 employees), 
particularly in expanding sectors like services, tourism and culture. 

EMPLOYMENT AND HUMAN RESOURCES (1994-99) 

EMPLOYMENT and HUMAN RESOURCES (ECU l 452 million): Through the development of human 
resources, and an integrated approach, this Initiative is intended to back up the recovery of employment and 
promote solidarity and equal opportunity on the labour market. It comprises three strands, each with its own 
budget: 
• Now (ECU 361 million) supports the development of innovative and more effective instruments for the 

training of women and their entry into working life; 
• HORIZON (ECU 731.1 million) encourages the disabled and other disadvantaged groups to enter working 

life, as part of the effort to combat exclusion; 
• YOLJTBSTART (ECU 319.3 million) helps young people without qualifications to enter working life. 
Each strand is organized around four main types of measure: 
(i) measures to improve the quality of schemes for training, guidance, counselling and employment; 
(ii) training measures, aiming not only at the target groups but also at those who influence the quality of access 
by those groups to the labour market; 
(iii) measures to aid job creation and new activities; 
'(iv) measures to raise the profile of the problems dealt with and the action taken under the EMPLOYMENT 
Initiative. 
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For EMPLOYMENT, as indeed for ADAPT, there were almost two years of negotiation and preparation 
between the Commission's original guidelines in February 1994 and the presentation of projects by the 
Member States at the end of 1995, followed by the launching of measures. The major events of 1995 
were the negotiation of the programmes for the new Member States, approved by the Commission on 8 

December,9 and the first stage in selecting projects for the whole of the Union (programmes for the 
Twelve, including two in Belgium, two in the UK and one in each of the other Member States having 
been approved by the end of 1994). Over 2 364 projects were selected altogether: 763 for NOW, 1 133 
for Horizon (some 930 projects for the disabled and about 200 for the disadvantaged), and 464 for 
Youthstart. These are tentative figures, as the information had not been fully confirmed by the national 
authorities responsible for selection when this report was drafted. Projects are selected on the basis of 
priorities defined in the programmes of each Member State, which combine the general priorities and 
objectives of EMPLOYMENT with each country's specific circumstances. They indicate the priority 
objectives and show how the results of the projects will be fitted into general policy and its 
implementation. 

A major trans-national technical assistance programme was launched in 1995 to assist the...Commission 
and the national and regional authorities in implementing the Initiatives, and especially in developing the 
trans-national aspects. National support structures for both EMPLOYMENT and ADAPT were set up in 
all the Member States early in 1995. A technical assistance body at Community level, known as Europs, 

was appointed from I May 1995 following a public call for tenders.IO These technical assistance 
structures at national and Community level are now up and running with a full staff. 

Programme Monitoring Committees were set up in 1995 in each Member State; most of the Member 
States have separate committees for EMPLOYMENT and for ADAPT, but some have combined 
monitoring of the two Initiatives, and others have Monitoring Committees dealing with the main 
Objective 3 and 4 programmes as well as these Initiatives. Over 50 Monitoring Committee meetings 
have already been held. 

Table 89: Implementation of EMPLOYMENT programmes- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % P*'~·ments e;o of 
State (1) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(No ofCIPs) (2) (3) 

Programmes adopted in J 994 

Belgium (2) 70,2 32,1 21,7 68% 10,8 50% 
Denmark (I) 20,7 10,6 I ,6 15% 0,8 50% 
Gcnnany (I) 297,5 156,8 23,1 15% 11,6 50% 
Greece (1) 83,1 64,4 8,0 12% 4,0 50% 
Spain (!) 576,8 386,6 58,6 15% 29.3 50% 
France (I) 384,4 146,5 22,3 15% 11,1 50% 
Ireland (I) 99,5 76,1 7,6 10% 3,6 47% 
Italy (I) 589,1 348,7 5 I ,5 15% 25.7 50%, 
Luxembourg (I) 0,6 0,3 0,3 100% 0,2 50% 
Netherlands (I ) 90,9 42,4 4,2 10% ~.I 50o/o 
Portugal (I) 55.6 40,3 5,7 14% 2,8 50% 
United Kingdom ( 2) 314,9 146,5 31,4 21% 15,7 50% 

Total (14) 2.583.2 1.451,3 236,0 1 6"'1i~ \]7,8 50Ufo 

Now: NOW mainly concerns authorities and bodies involved in trammg, employment and the 
occupational integration of women, i.e. regional or local authorities, organizations promoting equal 
opportunities, training and information centres, trade unions, private associations and women's 
organizations. Measures financed under the NOW strand of the EMPLOYMENT Initiative are designed 
to achieve four objectives: 

9 See below: 1.3 Community Initiatives in the three new Member States. 
10 See Chapter 1.8.2. Innovative measures and technical assistance. 
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• to reduce horizontal and vertical segregation on the labour market by improving women's access to 
the sectors with good job prospects and strong growth potential. In the Danish programme, priority is 
given to combating the growing trend towards marginalization of women on the labour market. In 
Greece, one of the priority objectives is to encourage participation by women in non-traditional 
sectors of the economy. TI1e programme of the Flemish authorities in Belgium provides incentives 
for young women to choose training programmes that are likely to lead to jobs with good prospects. 
TI1e programme in the United Kingdom gives priority to training methods, concentrating on women's 
careers within the labour market rather than on their access to it; 

• to reconcile working life and family life. The German programme gives priority to reconciling a job 
with family responsibilities through innovative work organization, child-care and measures to help 
women come back on to the labour market after a period spent bringing up children; 

• to promote enterprise and job creation by women, in particular through financial instruments to 
support new business start-ups. This is the main thrust ofthe French programme; 

• to raise awareness among firms, trade unions and others with influence. This approach leads the 
Netherlands programme to promote the presence of women in trade union and professional 
organizations, while the Portuguese programme aims at raising awareness among public and private 
bodies of the equal opportunities aspects of a changing society. 

Horizon: The purpose of Horizon is to improve the quality of training and create jobs for the disabled 
and those threatened with social exclusion. In many cases, this twofold aim has led Member States to 
introduce strategies adapted to the specific needs of these categories of persons. 

Horizon measures for the disabled: The programmes of the Member States reflect the disparity of 
national strategies and priorities. The areas for action can be divided into two: 

• development of schemes for training, guidance, counselling and employment, and the organization of 
further vocational training. In Denmark, priority is given to projects to help disabled persons 
undertake vocational training (particularly higher education and further training), with the emphasis 
on the use of new technologies, the adaptation of jobs and improving conditions for general 
education and vocational training; 

• job creation and support for new business start-ups, cooperatives and partnerships between the 
public and private sectors. The French and Italian programmes, for example, stress the integration of 
disabled per~ons into the labour market, through personalized access to employment, with the help of 
local authorities. Belgium's Flemish programme concentrates on suitable jobs and the use of new 
technology, and the development of distance working, with special attention to individual approaches 
to preparatory training, vocational skills and assistance in the early stages of a new job. In Germany, 
where women were under-represented in the earlier Horizon programme, the programme gives 
priority to projects meeting the needs of disabled women wishing to enter the labour market. Jn 
Greece, a special effort will be made towards trans-national cooperation to establish standards and 
procedures for distance working for specific tasks. 

Horizon metLwres for the disadvantaged: The EMPLOYMENT programmes include a separate list of 
priority measures for disadvantaged groups in all the Member States except Finland, Sweden and 
Luxembourg. As the guidelines of Horizon for the disadvantaged cover a wide range of target groups, 
the Member States have usually decided not to limit the choice of target categories. Measures planned 
therefore involve target populations and innovation in methods. 

• A number ofMeniber States give clear priority, among target groups, to immigrants, especially in the 
Netherlands, Denmark and Portugal, while drug addiction is a growing priority in Italy, Spain, the 
Netherlands and Portugal. Many Member States also give priority to training for instructors, 
including the training of those responsible for human resources, the organization of courses for 
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specialists (social workers, career counsellors, etc.) and the drawing up of new career profiles (local 
development workers, social and educational officers, etc.). 

• Some approaches provide a context conducive to innovation and the trans-national exchange of 
know-how. The idea of structured access to employment is now generally accepted. Emphasis is on a 
tailor-made approach or, as in Belgium, on setting up structures to give the target groups increasing 
access to employment. In France and Portugal, acquiring basic skills (literacy and language) is of 
major importance, while in Germany, Greece and the Netherlands various types of preparatory 
training are offered, providing guidance and work experience, to improve job-seeking ability (the 
UK) or the ability to cope in a real work situation (France). It should also be possible to undertake 
major experimental work in the sphere of job creation. Some Member States have given priority to 
developing partnership betv,reen projects and local employment or to setting up local partnerships 
between private and public sectors. For example, local firms have been involved in helping ex
prisoners return to working life after training provided through a project. Companies may also be 
associated in setting up firms in the cooperative, mutual and non-profit sector, or local bodies 
providing start-up aid. Another popular approach is to prepare disadvantaged groups to_work in the 
sectors providing new employment opportunities. Training programmes are geared in particular to 
the environment, leisure and tourism, health, and social services. There is also a concern to prepare 
people for adjustment to new types of jobs, while raising levels of skills. Certain Member States, 
such as Denmark, offer preparation for flexible working, distance working, job-sharing, etc. 

Although trend analyses for target categories show concern linked to the concentration of disadvantage 
in certain geographical areas, especially in towns and cities, the Member States do not use location as a 
criterion for priority. However, the method of local partnership is implicitly necessary to organize 
structured lines of assistance for firms in the cooperative, mutual and non-profit sector, or for micro
business start-ups. It is clear from the first set of projects approved that very many of them are managed 
by local partnerships. 

Youthstart: The Youthstart strand of the EMPLOYMENT Initiative is intended to stimulate the 
implementation of measures for young people in all the Member States. To attain this objective, 
Youthstart must provide efficient services to ensure that all young people have access to appropriate 
training and to the labour market. To this end, the Member States have adopted two approaches: 

• innovation with a view to improving vocational training in general, so as to make it more accessible 
to young people, especially the least skilled, and better adapted to the labour market, with special 
emphasis on work experience. For example, the French programme tries to strengthen and improve 
the quality of sandwich courses, by establishing closer links between theoretical training and 
practical on-the-job training, and to develop the skills of those responsible for training \vithin firms. It 
is also intended to widen the scope of sandwich courses to the whole of Europe, by offering work 
experience in other Member States; 

" personalized training: Ireland emphasizes pre-trammg projects, while the Danish programme is 
intended to develop and test remedial training outside the formal school frame\vork in order to 
stimulate individual motivation and personal initiative in relation to training. In Greece, the accent is 
on new teaching methods, training instructors in guidance and support, self-assessment, team
working and methods of communication. The programme of the Flemish authorities in Belgium 
involves training instructors to identify youngsters with problems at an early stage. 

Several programmes hope to deal with the cultural and linguistic barriers facing ethnic minorities and 
young immigrants in their access to vocational training and their progress in it. The German programme, 
for example, gives priority to projects such as informing and counselling young immigrants in their 
mother tongue. Most programmes also highlight improving the quality of guidance nnd counselling, so 
as to provide a more coherent and better coordinated service centring on individual needs and abilities. 
In Denmark, counselling and guidance for young people in the final years of compulsory school 
attendance is to be improved and extended, concentrating on the interaction between education, training 
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and the labour market, and on the integration of local support facilities such as joint counselling and 
guidance centres. 

The Youthstart guidelines formally call on the Member States to examine means of helping young 
people to become self-employed. In Belgium, for example, management training and legal advice are 
available for young people who wish to start up in business. Greece will concentrate assistance on local 
employment initiatives developed and managed by young people themselves. The programme for 
Northern Ireland is intended to tap into young people's ability to create jobs in rural areas with the 
support of local resources. 

The various programmes show a wide range of initiatives intended to reduce the institutional and 
administrative barriers to an innovative use of Youthstart. Setting up net\vorks bet\veen public and 
private sectors at local and regional level is a priority in Italy, while the Netherlands concentrates efforts 
on cooperation between education, training and the authorities (police and organizations representing 
ethnic minorities). 

LEADER II (1994-99) 

LEADER (ECU I 447 million) is intended to support rural development projects designed and managed by local 
partners in country areas, with emphasis on measures that are innovative, have a demonstration value and are 
transferable. The LEADER Initiative should stimulate close involvement by the local population, associations 
and communities, which should together define and implement a coherent strategy suitable for the characteristics 
of the area concerned. This is reflected in the fact that fmancing under LEADER II is available to only two 
categories: local action groups (public and private partners jointly devising a development strategy) or other rural 
collective bodies (local authorities, chambers of agriculture, commerce and industry, cooperatives, etc.) on 
condition their action fits in with a development strategy at a local level. LEADER II also supports trans-national 
cooperation projects and encourages exchanges of experience and the transfer of know-how through a European 
rural development nenvork (an indicative amount of2.5% is intended to finance the activities of the Community 
network and the national networks). LEADER II applies in the rural areas covered by Objectives l, 5(b) and 6 
(with ECU 900 million set aside for Objective 1 regions). 

The Commission received I 02 proposals for programmes for LEADER II from the fifteen Member 
States (90 from the Twelve). It made sure that the proposals resulted from wide agreement benveen local 
operators, as required under the guidelines for LEADER II. Of these proposals, 67 programmes and 
global grants have been approved (66 for the Twelve), and another 35 are awaiting adoption (comprising 
24 from the Twelve, and II from the new Member States). 

Table 90: LEADER II programmes adopted in 1995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % Payments %or 

State (I) 1995 (2)/(l) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(No ofCIPs) (2) (3) 

Gennany ( 13) 382,4 169,8 124,6 73% 38,8 31°/o 
Greece (I) 263,6 148,0 22,6 15% 11,3 50% 

Spain (17) 1.161,9 354,8 112,1 32% 34,9 31% 

France (11) 319,0 122,9 95,6 78% 15,5 16% 

Ireland (1) 165,6 67,9 7,5 11% 3,8 50°/o 
Italy ( 12) 436,0 183,2 28,6 16% 14,0 49o/. 

Luxembourg ( 1) 4,8 1,0 1,0 100% 0.4 40% 

Netherlands (4) 35,2 8,5 8,2 97% 2,5 30o/. 

Portugal (1) 156,8 117,6 6,7 6% 3,6 53% 

United Kingdom (5) 160,4 66,2 56,2 85% 4.8 9o/. 

Networking 3,7 2,9 77% 

Total (66) 3.085,6 1.239,9 466,8 38% 131,4 28% 

Most of these programmes include the three measures provided for 111 the notice setting out the 
Commission's guidelines for LEADER II: 
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• acquiring skills: where the practice of local development is new, this measure provides financing for 
informing and motivating local people, analysing the area's strong and weak points and drawing up a 
development strategy; 

• rural innovation programmes: this measure provides financing for the development strategy drawn up 
by local operators for the area concerned; 

• trans-national cooperation: this measure helps with joint projects undertaken by local action groups 
or other potential beneficiaries from more than one Member State. 

The operations planned can be divided into three main types: 

• reinforcing territorial identity: this includes such operations as the renovation of the architectural 
heritage (Asturias) and small urban centres (Ireland), promotion of traditional know-how (Portugal, 
Aragon), the development of local products or the natural heritage (East Anglia, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Greece, Portugal), or, more broadly, supporting local communities (United Kingdom); 

• networking: this relates to the supply of tourist facilities (Burgundy) or associations (Limousin), 
farmers and distribution companies (Hesse), public services, associating small urban centres and the 
surrounding countryside (Languedoc-Roussillon), setting up business service centres (Luxembourg); 

• support for new fonns of activity, which may be based on the use of new communications 
technologies, such as distance working (Northern Uplands) or reservation systems for rural tourist 
facilities (Greece, Portugal). 

LEADER and the rural environment: 
LEADER had to integrate environmental considerations into a sustainable developmellt policy. 
Economic development must take account of the natural heritage, which is an essential asset of such 
areas, especially the least-favoured. A number of measures with an impact on the environment at 
local/eve! are being undertaken in the countryside. One essential factor in keeping the inhabitants in 
the countryside, or attracting new residents, is to preserve an agreeable living environment. Several 
of the major categories of funding under LEADER programmes have an environmental impact: 
• ecological management of the countryside.· this involves protecting or restoring the natural 

heritage. In Denmark, the Danish Islands group has supported a "villages in bloom" operation,· in 
Belgium, the Hageland group has organized the ecological improvement and management of 
natura/landscape features (hedge planting, creation of marshes, upkeep of trees, etc.),· 

• waste management through the reduction of pollution, exploitation of waste, or production of 
energy from biomass. In France, the Buech-Durance group took part in the installation of a mobile 
treatmel1! plant for household waste. In Ireland, the Cavan and Monaghan group recovers the 
waste from mushroom production to make compost. In Spain, the Sierra de Bejar-Francia group 
has perfected a new system for complete purification of oil mill waste, the residue being used as 
fuel or fertilizer. In Greece, the Thebes group supports operations for the production of biomass 
energy for heating,· 

• protection of eco-systems.· improved management of natural resources, protection for fauna and 
flora and sensitive natural spaces. Many groups have given priority to planting woodland: Orense 
and Sierra de Gata in Spain, Tuscany in Italy, etc. In Greece, the Thessaloniki group is helping to 
improve a biotope for the reproduction of herons; the Mytilene group has begun work on the 
protection of afossilizedforest,· 

• ecotourism: the natural heritage is a basic factor in the development of tourism in the countryside; 
but facilities and activities are also needed. In Germany, the group from the Daun region has 
established a geological discove1y route around the volcanos of the Eifel. In Ireland, the Bally 
Houra group is developing recreational activities in the region's mountains. 

Also important is the development of organic farming, and of measures for training, outreach and 
counselling. In France, the Haul-Allier group is supporting an information and study centre dealing 
with the ecology and environment of rivers, and the Est-Magnus group is organising a permanent 
centre for initiation to environmental .studies. In Scotland, the Loch Aber group is taking part in the 
establishment of a natural heritage observation centre near a bird sanctuary. 
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Following an invitation to tender, the Commission also selected the body responsible for organization 
and running of the European Observatory of Rural Innovation and Development, whose role is to 
identifY, classifY, validate and facilitate the transfer of innovations introduced in the countryside. 

PESCA (1994-99) 

PESCA (ECU 257 million) provides financing to complement the structural aid available under CSFs, helping 
fishermen to retrain and fim1s in the sector to diversify. The operations planned relate to diversification in the 
fisheries sector (into tourism and crafts), improvement of occupational skills of fishermen, or upgrading of 
fisheries products and improvement of distribution channels. PESCA mainly applies in areas dependent on 
fisheries situated in Objective I, 2 and 5(b) areas, with half the financing being earmarked for Objective 1. 

Four PESCA programmes (Italy, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) were adopted during 
1995, seven programmes having already been adopted by the end of 1994. The late adoption of the 
programmes, and the somewhat complicated system of management, explain the level Of"take-up of 
financing. On the commitments side, 64% of the appropriations entered in the 1995 budget were 
committed (ECU 28.3 million out of ECU 45 million, divided among France, Italy and the United 
Kingdom), while only 17% of appropriations provided were paid (ECU 5.3 million out of ECU 31.9 
million, divided among the Netherlands, Italy and the United Kingdom). 

Table 91: PESCA programmes adopted in1995 and 1994- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % Payments 0/o of 
State (I) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(No ofCIPs) (2) (3) 

Programmes adopted in 1995 
France (I) 81,3 28,3 18,8 66% 0.0 0% 

Italy (I) 81,2 34,2 4.4 13% 1,2 50% 
Netherlands (1) 34,2 10,8 1,2 11°/o 0,6 50% 
United Kingdom (I) 84,7 37,4 5, I I4% 2.5 50% 

Programmes adopted in 1994 
Belgium (I) 4,3 2,0 0,3 17% 0.2 50% 
Denmark (1) 48,6 I6,4 2,7 17% I.4 50% 
Germany (I) 62,0 23,0 3,8 17% !.9 50% 

Greece (I) 54.6 27, I 4.5 17% 0 ' .;:..,_, SO% 
Spain (1) 95,7 4 I ,5 6,9 17% 3,5 50o/o 
Ireland ( 1) 12,2 6,7 1,1 17% 0,6 50% 

Portugal (I) 47,2 25,6 4,3 17% 2,1 50% 

Tot:~! (II) 605,9 253,0 53,1 21% 17.2 32% 

Inmost of the Member States, the selection of projects had just started or was about to start at the end of 
1995, except in Ireland, where 22 projects had already been approved by the national authorities. In 
Greece, the authorities decided to appoint an intermediary to manage the programme, because of the 
great complexity of planned operations due to the involvement of a number of different Funds. In the 
French overseas departments, where PESCA operations are covered by the REGIS programmes, only 
the programme for Reunion had been adopted by December 1995. The Swedish and Finnish 

programmes were presented to the Commission towards the end of 1995.1 1 

11 See below: 1.3 Cornmunily Initiatives in the lhree new Member St<Jtcs. 
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SME (1994-99) 

SME (ECU 1 027 million) responds to the need for SMEs to adapt to the constraints of the internal market and 
the globalization of economies. This Initiative also continues, with adjustments, the earlier Initiatives, STRIDE 
(strengthening technological potential in less-favoured regions), Prisma (improvement of business services) and 
TELEMA TIQUE (use of advanced telecommunications services). The SMEs Initiative is intended in particular 
for Objective I regions, where 80% of the appropriations will be spent. The measures promoted are intended to 
improve the system of production and organization of firms, to take better account of environmental 
considerations, to develop cooperation and networking between SMEs, or to reinforce cooperation between 
research centres, technology transfer centres, universities and SMEs. 

As the SME Initiative is a new Initiative for 1994-99, the proposals for programmes from the Member 
States were considerably adjusted to ensure that the guidelines were followed. The adjustments related 
in particular to innovative aspects and internationalization of SMEs, and they increased the time needed 

for negotiations. Of the 38 programmes presented by the Fifteen, 21 were approved in 1995; the others 
comprised one in Belgium, six in Germany, one in the United Kingdom, the norr=regionalized 
programmes in Denmark, Spain, Italy and Luxembourg, and four programmes in the three new Member 
States. 

Table 92: SME programmes adopted i11 1995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Tota1cost S.F. assistance Commitments % Payments 0/o of 

State (I) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 
(No ofCIPs) (2) (3) 

Belgium (I) 14,2 9,4 7,5 80% 2,2 30% 

Gcnnany (9) 356,3 156,8 101,2 65% 30,9 30% 

Greece (I) 156,9 83,3 10,5 13% 5,2 50% 

France (3) 139,2 58,5 15,4 26% 4,6 30% 

Ireland (I) 53,2 28,8 26,5 92% 7.9 30% 

Netherlands ( 1) 26,9 I 0,3 9,5 92% 2,9 30o/o 
Ponugal(l) 235,9 124,0 13,2 11% 6.6 50% 

United Kingdom (4) 43,0 20,1 19,7 98% 7,3 37o/o 

Total (21) 1.025,5 491,3 203,5 41% 67,7 33% 

Belgium: The programme adopted concems Wallonia (a programme for Flanders will also be 
approve~). It is designed around nvo central ideas: strengthening coordination and support networks for 
SMEs, and strengthening joint services to SMEs. 

Accefll mtnetworking and services to SMEs: 
Wallonia's programme is organized around two main themes: 
1. the coordination of support and networking through: 
• measures to integrate bodies providing services to SMEs so as to promote 

exchanges of experience and synergies; 
• establishment of coordination centres; 
2. joint services to SMEs through: 
• setting up a financial forum to study conditions of access to sources of 

financing; 
• technological measures, with a view in particular to coordinating and 

assessing certain measures for SMEs; 
• stimulating SMEs, taking account of the need to seek partners, of 

environmental constraints, of infonnation technology, and of quality 
requirements. 

Germany: Nine programmes have been adopted to support SMEs in the sectors of industry and services. 
Five programmes relate to the western Uinder (a further five have not yet been approved), and four to 
the new Uincler. It has proved difficult to draw up these programmes for German SMEs, because of 
difficulties of harmonization and coordination at national level; this has seriously delayed matters. An 
example of planned projects is management of the environment and of energy sources (Berlin, Structural 
Funds contribution of ECU 615 000). This involves, first, developing strategies to inform firms of ways 
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of conserving energy and reducing C02 emissions, and secondly, making the "Eco-Audit" instrument 

available to firms. 

Greece: The main objective of the programme is to promote the internationalization of Greek SMEs 
through a policy of "clusters", and to facilitate their access to the capital market by promoting financial 
engineering instruments (venture capital, mutual guarantees) and by introducing quality policy 
(certification, standards and standardization). 

Frallce: Three programmes were adopted. Under the two Objective I programmes (Corsica and 
Nord/Pas-de-Calais), investment of ECU 40.9 million will be supported by Community assistance of 
ECU 9.3 million, to contribute, in Nord/Pas-de-Calais, to intangible investment by SMEs, support for 
collective measures, and the improvement of the technological environment. The operations to be 
carried out in Corsica involve setting up innovative new businesses, developing new forms of 
cooperation and communication between firms to facilitate access to new markets, and developing 
expertise in economic conversion. The programme for the Objective 2 and 5(b) areas (Community 
assistance: ECU 49.2 million; total cost: ECU 98.3 million) will enable a guarantee fund to_.b.e set up for 
SMEs with projects for partnership or innovation, contribute to collective modernization and innovation 
projects following up the STRlDE programme and constitute partnerships between European businesses 
in various fields. 

Irelalld: The programme is specifically directed towards SMEs with fewer than 50 employees, or with a 
turnover under ECU 3.7 million. It concentrates on access to financing and credit, access to public 
contracts, the adjustment of service companies to the internal market, the dissemination of good practice, 
and the improvement ofknow-how and of the business environment. 

Netherlands: The programme covers all the Netherlands regions under Objectives I and 2, and is 
intended to improve the competitiveness of SMEs in order to reinforce regional production structures. 
To this end, it comprises five priorities: the development of systems of production and technological 
innovation; cooperation between SMEs and research centres; setting up networks of SMEs; job skills; 
technical assistance and trans-national exchanges. 

Portugal: In terms of financing, the Portuguese programme is the biggest SME programme adopted in 
1995. It covers the whole of Portugal and includes measures intended, first, to improve competitiveness 
and to modernize Portuguese SMEs, the basis of the country's productive economy, and secondly, to 
improve the business environment, in pariicular through training and financial engineering. 

United Kingdom: Four programmes have been approved: Highlands and Islands, Lowland Scotland, 
Wales, Northern Ireland; the programme for England is yet to be adopted. As an example, the 
programme for the Highlands and Islands accounts for Structural Fund aid of almost ECU 3 million for 
SMEs; the geographical features of the region are particularly difficult for small businesses, and the 
problems arising are very different from those encountered in most European regions. The aim of the 
programme is thus to counter the risk of isolation from the main economic current of Europe, through 
assistance with services to SMEs, a high standard of training, and cooperation between firms. 

REGIS (1994-99) 

REGIS (ECU 600 million) is intended to improve integration into the Commu11ity of the most distant 
regions. It includes some of the measures under the former Poseidom, Poseima and Poseican programmes, 
and measure from other Cis in the most remote regions, to enable them to take a full part in trans-national 
cooperation networks. The measures are intended to achieve diversification of economic activity, 
consolidation of links with the rest of the Union, cooperation between remote regions, natural risk 
prevention and vocational training. 
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Three Member States take part in the REGIS Initiative: Portugal, Spain and France. In 1995, Portugal 

presented a programme for Madeira and the Azores, Spain presented one for the Canary Islands, and 

France presented four programmes for the overseas departments. The Spanish and Portuguese 

programmes were approved in 1995, as was France's programme for Reunion; at the end of 1995, 
therefore, the programmes for Guadeloupe, Martinique and French Guiana were still awaiting approval. 

Table 93: REGIS programmes adopted in/995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % Pa)'ments 

State (1) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 

(No ofCIPs) (2) (3) 

Spain (I) 385,5 216,9 28,0 13% 0,0 

France (I) 209,2 I 15,6 8,8 8% 4,4 

Portuga 1 (I ) 156,8 124,0 22,0 18% 17,6 

Totai(J) 751,5 456,5 58,8 13% 22,0 

Spain: The programme provides for Community financing ofECU 216.9 million. 

A programme for the Canary Islands: 
The main objectives of the REGIS programme are to diversify economic 
activity, promote technological development and remedy spatial and economic 
imbalance through the development of tourism without threatening the 
environment and the cultural heritage, consolidation of links with the rest of the 
Community and the other remote regions, and vocational training and 
employment. 
Ten measures are planned: local development (14%); encouragement of tourism 
(21 %); infrastructure to support economic activity (22%); development of the 
economic fabric (ll%); URBAN Las Palmas (4%); URBAN Santa Cruz de 
Tenerife (4%); regional cooperation (0.3%); SMEs industrial development plan 
(19%); assessment, monitoring and technical assistance (0.7%). The Structural 
Funds finance 56% of the programme. 

%of 

(3)/(2) 

0% 

50% 
80% 
37% 

France: The programme for Reunion concentrates on the promotion of economic activity, the 

development of communications and regional and interregional cooperation, local development, control 
of the environment and prevention of natural 1-iazards,and training for improved skills and equal 

opportunities. 

Portugal: The purpose of the programme is promotion of a series of priority measures concerning basic 
infrastructure (Madeira airport, etc.), the development of local potential (e.g. energy production in the 

Azores), inter-regional cooperation and agricultural promotion. 

RECHAR II (1994-97) 

RECHAR II (ECU 406 million) still supports conversion in the areas worst affected by the decline of the coal 
industry, but it gives higher priority to environmental protection, new economic activity and human resources. 
The planned measures are thus intended to rehabilitate the environment and former mining buildings, promote 
new activities (especially in SMEs), support economic conversion agencies and regional development bodies, 
and contribute to training and employment (especially in SMEs). 

The Member States have submitted 30 programmes under the RECHAR Initiative. The experience of the 
preceding programming period (I 990-93) was useful during the negotiation and approval of 
programmes. Consequently, 26 programmes, almost all those submitted, were approved, with only four 

still to be adopted in ·1996 (one in Germany, one in France, one in Austria and the non-regionalized 
programme in Spain). 
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Table 94: RECHAR II programmes adopted in /995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % Payments %of 
State (I) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(No ofCIPs) (2) (3) 

Belgium (2) 58, I 15,7 15,7 100% 7,8 50% 
Germany (6) 400,8 128,4 55,9 44% 26,8 48% 
Greece (1) 2,0 1,5 1,4 90% 0,7 50% 
France (6) 39,4 16,7 15,5 93% 1,8 12% 
Italy (2) 34,1 1,7 1,7 100% 0,4 23% 
Portugal (I) 1,1 0,9 0,9 IOOo/o 0,3 30% 
United Kingdom (8) 364,6 163,2 81,6 50% 37,8 46% 

Total (26) 900,2 328,0 172,5 53% 75,6 44% 

Belgium: The two programmes, for Wallonia and Flanders, concern respectively the Charleroi area 
(Chatelet) and Limburg. The Chatelet programme comprises measures to restructure water supply 
networks, which have been damaged by intensive coal mining. These measures continue those already 
carried out under RECHAR I. The priorities in Limburg are conversion of economic infrastructure, 
modernization of social structures, and economic and social integration of labour. 

Germany: Six programmes were adopted, with only one, that for Brandenburg, still awaiting adoption at 
the end of the year. Three programmes concern the new Lander, and three the western Lander, that for 
North Rhine-Westphalia being the largest RECHAR programme in financial terms. The measures in the 
programmes mainly concern improving the environment, fostering new economic activity and 
maintaining existing human capitaL The programme for North Rhine-Westphalia is intended to diversify 
sectors of activity and reinforce intermediary economic activity. To strengthen the competitiveness of 
SMEs, the programme will support the creation of new markets through the development of new 
procedures and the sale of new products, and the improvement of opportunities for access to the latest 
technologies. It is hoped that the implementation of this programme in North Rhine-Westphalia will 
safeguard some 5 400 jobs. 

Greece: The main purpose of the RECHAR programme, which covers the industrial area around Kozani 
and Ptolemaida in northern Greece, is to improve the environment in areas damaged by lignite mining. 
A fu1iher measure will help the occupational conversion of workers who are unemployed or threatened 
with unemployment. 

France: The six programmes approved for France involve Community assistance of about ECU 17 
million, including ECU 11 million in Lorraine (districts of Boulay, Forbach and Sarreguemines), 
intended especially for the promotion of the mining areas concerned. Among the planned operations, it 
is worth noting the development of industrial tourism through the enhancement of the industrial heritage, 
in particular further improvement of the Blanzy mining museum (Montceau-les-Mines mining area, in 
Burgundy). Other mining areas to be promoted are those of Gardane (Bouches-du-Rh6ne), Albi
Canneaux (Tarn) and Lorraine (recovery of derelict land, urban restructuring, tourism, etc.), while 
measures in the areas of Ales (Gard) and La Mure (!sere) should create an environment and reception 
facilities conducive to conversion. 

Italy: Two programmes were adopted in 1995: Sardinia and Tuscany. The programme for Sardinia, 
which provides for investment of ECU 1.6 million, concerns the coal-mining area of Sulcis-Iglesiente, 
and comprises a single environmental improvement measure for the installation of SMEs. ln Tuscany, 
the mining area concerned is Santa Barbara, and the main feature of the programme is the very close 
involvement of the private sector, which is contributing almost 95% of the financing (ECU 35.6 
million). This programme too comprises a single measure, relating to the diversification of the local 
small business fabric, through interest-rate subsidies to firms presenting investment projects for 
technological innovation, energy or environment protection. 

Portugal: The programme is intended to tinance operations in the Castelo de Paiva area (in the Nord 
region), which has been adversely affected by the closure of coal mines. Besides aid to provide the 
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infrastructure needed for the development of replacement activities, the objectives of this programme are 
to improve the environmental situation and to provide technical assistance for economic activity. 

United Kingdom: Eight RECHAR programmes were adopted in 1995. The programmes for Yorkshire 
and the East Midlands are the largest, accounting for about half the financing, but other coal-mining 
areas in England and Scotland are also eligible. The other major programmes are those for Wales and for 
North-East England. 

KONVER (1994-97) 

KONVER (ECU 506 million) follows on from the Perifra I and II action programmes (support for demonstration 
projects for conversion from military activity) and from an initial year of implementation in I 993. It is now being 
implemented on a multi-annual basis, with the aim of supporting economic diversification in areas highly 
dependent on the defence sector, through conversion of industries related to that sector, and the encouragement 
of viable commercial activities in all industrial sectors, excluding activities with possible military applications. At 
least 50% of the financing is earmarked for regions covered by Objectives I, 2 or S(b). 

Because of the delay in allocating finance among the Member States and drawing up the list of areas 

eligible under this Initiative,l2 the presentation of programmes by the Member States was also delayed. 
In 1995, 37 programmes were approved, mostly at the end of December, and eight were still to be 
adopted by the end of the year (three in Germany, and the non-regionalized programmes in Spain, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Sweden). They account for 70% of total funding for this Initiative. 

Table 95: KONVER programmes adopted in 1995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % P:lymcnts %of 

St•te (1) 1995 (2}/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(No ofCIPs) (2} (3) 

Belgium (3) 30,4 11,5 II ,5 100% 5,7 50% 

Denmark (I) 5,3 2,4 2,4 100% 1,2 50% 

Germany (I 3) 342,3 144,5 130.6 90% 3::(7 30% 

Greece (I) 20,3 12,9 11.5 89% 5,7 50% 

France ( 17) 244,1 71,0 64,4 91~0 32.0 501Yo 
Portugal (I) 10,7 7,9 7,9 100% 3,9 SOo/o 

United Kingdom (I) 230,6 101,9 10,0 10% 0.0 0% 

Total (37) 883,7 352,1 238,2 68% 87,3 37% 

Belgium: The three Belgian regions each have a programme. In Flanders (Bruges, Louvain, Turnhout, 
Tongeren and Hasselt), the planned measures concern economic promotion and environmental supp011. 
In the Brussels-Capital region, a barracks is to be restored and converted for the installation of new 
economic activities (crafts,· small shops, arts centre). In Wallonia, the programme covers part of the 
areas eligible under Objectives 1, 2 and 5(b), and is intended to encourage small businesses, develop 
tourist activity after restoring derelict sites andre-skill workers employed in the sector. 

Denmark: The programme covers two areas: Karup in the centre of Jutland, and Copenhagen, both of 
which are outside the areas covered by Objectives. The measures concern services and support for the 
technological development of SMEs, the promotion of tourism and the environment, and training to re
skill workers. 

Germany: With ECU 144.5 million in Structural Fund appropnat10ns adopted in 1995 and 13 
programmes, Germany is the largest recipient under the KONVER Initiative. To give an example, under 
the priority for converting sites, the programme for North Rhine- Westphalia, the main programme in the 
western Lander, inclndes the construction of the Cartee technological centre on the site of the former 
Churchill barracks at Lippstadt. At Rodinghausen, the Birdwood military barracks, which is now empty, 

l2 Completed in I 994: see I 994 Annual Report. 
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will be converted into a shopping area, and in the town of Minden a former army college will be 
converted into training premises for commercial studies. 

Greece: The main purpose of the programme is the conversion of economic activities linked to the 
armaments industry and the adaptation of commercially viable businesses in all industrial sectors. 

France: 1l1e 17 French programmes concern 57 travel-to-work areas, 23 of which are outside the areas 
eligible under Objectives 2 and 5(b). In general, individual programmes receive less than ECU 5 million, 
although the largest, that for Aquitaine, has available financing of ECU I 3.2 million. Vocational training 
measures account for 9% of Structural Fund financing, while 31% of total investment is for restoring 
military sites and areas adversely affected by the reduction in military activity, in order to encourage the 
installation of SMEs. The next aspect is renovation and modernization of social and economic 
infrastructure (14%). The bulk of the aid (46%) concerns measures for SMEs, with priority for 
operations to improve the business environment. On the whole, these programmes reinforce the 
Objective 2 programmes in the same area or a neighbouring area (except those for ile-de-France, 
Limousin and Aquitaine). 

Portugal: The main objectives of the programme are to help the economy of the regions dependent on 
the defence sector (e.g. the Azores, Alentejo or Lisbon), to contribute to the rehabilitation of military 
zones with a view to developing new activities and to improve the environment around military training 
grounds. 

United Kingdom: A single programme was adopted, for Great Britain, Northern Ireland and Gibraltar. 
Almost 50% of the financing is for investment outside areas covered by the Objectives, so as to take 
account of specific problems due to the declint: in the defence industry. Operations will be aimed at 
diversification of the economic base in the areas covered, concentrating on improving the environment. 
Another aspect is technology transfer, which should e:-~able the vast system of expertise in the defence 
sector to be used for diversification and innovation in industrial SMEs. The programme, for which a 
Monitoring Committee will be established, will be divided into I 4 area sub-programmes, each one to be 
managed by a working party of representatives of ministries, local bodies and the Commission. 

RESIDER II (1994-97) 

RESIDER II (ECU 520 million) is a continuation of RESIDER I; it supports conversion in steel-producing areas. 
Like RECf-IAR !1, this Initiative gives priority to environmental protection, new economic activities and human 
resources, in order to speed up adjustment to radical change in the economic conditions in the areas concerned. 
The measures planned are of the same type as those under RECHAR !1. 

In 1995,27 programmes were submitted by the Member States for the RESIDER II Initiative (including 
one programme by Austria). Thanks to experience gained between 1990 and 1993, it was possible to 
approve virtually all the programmes by the end of 1995: I 9 programmes were adopted in the course of 
the year (the programme for Portugal having already been adopted in 1994), which left only eight 
programmes still to be approved at the end of 1995 (one in Germany, two in France, one in the United 
Kingdom, and the non-regionalized programmes for Spain, Italy, Luxembourg and Austria). 
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Table 96: RESIDER II programmes adopted in 1994 and 1995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % Pn)'mcnts %of 

State (I) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(No ofCIPs) (2) (3) 

Programmes adopted in 1995 

Belgium (2) 52,9 24,4 23,7 97% 5,6 24% 

Germany (8) 558,3 164,3 62,5 38% 31,2 50% 

Greece (I) 8,9 4,7 4,1 88% 2,1 50% 

France (5) 105,8 42,6 38,6 91% 17,5 45% 

Netherlands (I) 51,5 18,1 18,1 100% 7,4 41% 
United Kingdom (2) 52,5 23,2 23,2 100% 11,6 50% 

Programme adopted in 1994 

Portugal ( 1) 10,81 6,91 6,91 100% 2,~ 42% 

Total (20) I 840,6 284,21 177,11 62%1 78,31 44% 

Belgium: Two programmes were approved, for the areas of Charleroi and Liege, both of which have 
been seriously affected by the decline of the steel industry (unemployment running at over 20% in 
Charleroi in 1994, and over 10 000 jobs lost in Liege between 1978 and 1993). Both programmes 
include a measure for environmental improvement and/or site rehabilitation. Measures are also planned 
for diversification of the economic fabric, creation of a business start-up fund for new or restructured 
firms, aid for the provision of reception infrastructure, amenities and access roads to business parks for 
craft and service firms, better equipped research centres and promotion of technological innovation. 

Germany: Eight programmes were adopted, with only one, that for Brandenburg, still awaiting adoption 
in 1996. One of the main priorities is the reclamation of derelict industrial sites and their conversion to 
new economic purposes. The aid planned will make available new land for industrial and commercial 
firms, and also integrate areas of industrial and commercial activity into town planning while improving 
the environment. For example, the Land of North Rhine-Westphalia is carrying out general urban 
renovation, through the lnternazionale Bauausstellung-IBA-"Emscher Park", of a particularly run-down 
area of the Ruhr, in line with very strict environmental and urban development standards (Structural 
Fund financing of ECU 25.9 million). The programme should prevent the loss of a total of 6 500 jobs. 

Greece: The programme covers three areas, in the vicinities ofThessaloniki, Yolos and Athens; its main 
purpose is to repair dan; age to the environment and to redeploy economic activity in the steel-producing 
areas. It also provides for a measure for the retraining of workers who are unemployed or threatened by 
unemployment. 

France: Five programmes were approved, and two, those for Nord-Pas de Calais and for Normandy, 
were still awaiting approval at the end of 1995. The programmes adopted concentrate over 70% of the 
available financing in the departments of Meurthe-et-Moselle and Moselle, and three districts in Meuse 
(Etain, Spincourt and Yerdun-Est), in the region of Lorraine. The main objective is industrial conversion 
of these areas to a dynamic process of job-creation and improved living environment. The programmes 
provide for measures to develop public amenities, such as setting up a meeting and training centre for 
industry in premises formerly used for steel production (Le Creusot), or transforming a former steel 
works into an exhibition park (Ugine). Another priority is to enhance environmental and urban 
attractiveness, through such measures as treatment of pit water (Lorraine) or setting up a "centre of 
excellence" for techflical expertise and know-how (Lorraine). Support for the creation and development 
of new businesses by improving amenities and joint services is also available through a number of 
measures such as the provision of logistic amenities for harbour and on-shore activities (Fos-sur-Mer), 
or the reclamation of derelict industrial land for new activities to develop technological networks and 
technology transfer (Picardy). 

Netlterlands: There is a programme for Umond, an area affected by the decline in steel and other 
industries, especially fisheries. Its main purpose is to broaden the economic base of the region and it 
should lead to the creation of 2 000 permanent jobs. The measures relate to cleaning up industrial sites 
and developing new sites and installations, developing logistic infrastructure (port facilities), business 
innovation (aid plans for SMEs, risk capital, start-up aids, small business networks), training and the 
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labour market (guidance, monitoring centres, transfer of expertise), and an action plan to encourage 

tourism. 

Portugal: The RESIDER programme for Portugal was adopted in 1994, the first programme adopted 
under this Initiative. Its objectives are to speed up economic conversion in the region of Setubal, 
particularly hard hit by restructuring in the steel industry, to help unemployed workers and those 
threatened with unemployment back on to the labour market and to promote the creation and 
development of new economic activities with good job-creating potential, alongside the development of 
human and material resources. By the end of 1995, 69% of public expenditure programmed for 1994-95 
had actually been incurred. 

United Kingdom: T11e programmes for Wales and for Western Scotland were adopted in 1995; the 
programme for England was still awaiting adoption. The two- programmes supplement the other 
Community programmes in these regions, and the Objective 2 SPD for Western Scotland. 

RETEX (1994-97) 

RET EX (ECU 522 million) was launched in 1992 to support economic diversification in areas heavily dependent 
on textiles and clothing; in 1994, it was extended to 1997, taking in new areas that had become eligible under 
Objectives l, 2 and 5(b). The measures supported involve such things as counselling and non-productive 
equipment to improve firms' expertise, support for local groups of firms and cooperation measures, and staff 
training and business services. 

The increase in financing for RETEX from 1994 for Objective 1, 2 and S(b) areas was accompanied by 
major adjustments to most of the programmes adopted in 1993. New programmes have also been 
submitted. In 1995, 21 RETEX programmes were presented to the Commission, seven new programmes 
were approved, and five existing programmes were amended. Altogether, therefore, 12 programmes 
were adopted or amended in 1995. The total of 18 programmes adopted for RETEX represent 98% of 
the total amount allocated to the Initiative for the period 1994-97. 

Table 97: Situatiou of RETEX programmes inl995- EUR 12 (ECU milliou) 

Programmes adopted 

in 1995 

Genn.:my 
,\'a.\'(1/I.V 

l1mringia 

l.ower Sa.nmy 

Belgium- Wallonia 

Nethcrlnnds- Tw~ntc 

Uni1ed Ki11gdom 
Not!hcrn ireland 

Great !Jrilain 

Programmes adopted 

in 1993 
and amended in 1995 

Gcmmny - Ba\'nria 

France 
Italy 

( )h;ecJin! I orem 

O~jecii\'C 1 o11J 5(h) vrew 

Greece 

Programmes ndoptcd 

in 1993 

Gcmwny 
Nor!h nlum:-We.l!phvlw 

!3odt:H-Wi(rlfemherg 

He.1.,e 
Spain 
lrcbnd 

Portug::JI 

Assistance 

1993 
( 1993 prices) 

1.3 
4.0 

12,1 
-,I} 

-1,2 

12.1 
,\!'st~tnncc 

1993 

( 1993 prices) 

0,7 

11.2 

0,2 

0.3 

18.1 

2.3 
30,0 

Assistance 
for 1994-97 

(I) 

53,2 
~1.9 

9,6 

1.8 

3.0 
1.0 

36.6 
-1.2 

32J 
A~sistance 

1994-97 

7,6 

24,9 
66,9 

31.5 

35.5 
75,4 

Assistance 
1994-97 

( 1993 p•iccs) 

3,1 

u 
0,6 

I, I 

72.3 
9.1 

159,0 

Commitments 

1995 
(l) 

13.1 
3 -

8,2 

1,2 

3.0 
I ,0 

30.0 

J.R 
26.2 

Assistance Commitments 

1993-97 1993-95 
(1) (2) 

8.8 &.8 
28.9 7,0 

79,0 12,1 

39,./ 7,9 

39,6 -1.2 

87.5 11,8 
Assistance Commitments 

I 993-97 1993-95 

( 1993 prices) (2) 

(I) 
3.7 0,9 
1,6 IJ,l 

11,/i 11,2 

u 0,5 

90.4 38.5 

11.4 6,9 
189,0 111,4 

'Yo. Payments % 

(2)1(1) 1995 (3)1(2) 

(3) 

25%1 6.6 50% 
!J% 1,8 50% 

.\'6% u 50% 

..,-% (},(i 50% 

100% 1.5 50% 
100% 0.5 50% 
82% 14.1 47% 
8!)% 1.9 50% 

.\'I% 12.2 F% 
'\{, Pa~·ments ·x, 

(2)1(1) 1993-95 (3)1(2) 

(3) 
toO<:,;~ 1,0 II% 

24% 3.4 49% 

15% 6.0 SO% 

]0% 3,9 50% 
/0% 2.1 5()% 

!3% 9.1 78% 
'Xo Pu~·mcnts % 

(2)1(1) 1993-95 (3)1(2) 

(3) 

25% 0,6 59% 

II% 0.1 50% 

]S% 0,1 50% 

.JI)% 11.-1 fi5% 

43% 34.2 89°/o. 

Gl% 4.1 59% 

59% (o3.1 S7% 
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Belgium: TI1e RETEX programme adopted in 1995 concerns Wallonia (Hainaut); a second programme 
is planned for Flanders. The two main priorities are diversification of activity for SMEs through the 
development of locally-generated potential (assistance and information provided by a new economic 
development team, recruitment of management staff, recourse to external consultants to enhance 
openness to markets) and the improvement of skills (training in new technologies, internal and external 
mobility and collaboration between training centres and businesses). 

Germany: Four RETEX programmes, for Bavaria, Baden-WUrttemberg, North Rhine-Westphalia and 
Hesse, were adopted in 1993. The programme for Bavaria was granted extra financing in 1995 for the 
pe.riod 1995-97. A decision to increase financing was also expected to be taken in 1996 for 
Baden-Wi.irttemberg, but not for Hesse or North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995, three new programmes 

were approved for the period 1994-97: Lower Saxony, Thuringia and Saxony. Altogether, there are thus 
seven RETEX programmes in progress in Germany, with Structural Fund financing totalling ECU 63.8 
million from 1994 to 1997. 

Spain: The RETEX programme, which covers the period 1993-97, was adopted in 1993_,_It concerns 
parts of the areas covered by Objectives I, 2 and S(b) in eleven reg1ons. Additional Community 
financing of ECU 800 000 is to be granted for the period 1994-97. 

Diversification of regions dependent on the textile and clotlling sector in 
Spain: 
The RETEX programme in Spain covers areas in eleven regions: Andalusia, 
Aragon, Castile-Leon, Castile-La Mancha, Catalonia, Extremadura, Galicia, 
Rioja, Madrid, Murcia and Valencia; its distinguishing feature is the level of 
partnership achieved (measures within the competence of regional and local 
authorities represent 59% of Community financing). It comprises five sub
programmes: 
• "business competitiveness" (41%), on a multi-regional scale, implemented 

by the Industry Ministry in the framework of measures for adjustment to 
international competition and diversification of areas dependent on the 
textiles and clothing sector; 

• "improvement of the industrial fabric" (54%), on a regional or local scale, 
aiming at the constitution of development and Consultancy teams and groups 
of fim1s, consuhancy and diagnostic reports, modernization plans and the 
d iss em ination of new production methods; 

• "access by businesses to risk capital and loans" (4%), also on a regional or 
local scale; 

• "vocational training" (1 %) on a regional or local scale; 
o monitoring and assessment 

France: The RETEX programme for 1994-97 is a programme adopted in 1993, amended to 
considerably extend the area covered, from 21 employment areas in 1993 to 53 in 1994-97, and to 
channel more finance into diversification projects, while maintaining a maximum of 30% of Structural 
Fund financing to assist firms in thetextile sector. 

Ireland: The programme, adopted in 1993, covers the whole period from 1993 to 1997. It is specifically 
designed to deal with a certain number of structural weaknesses in the Irish textile industry. 

Italy: Two programmes, one for the Objective I Italian regions and the other for the Objectives 2 and 
5(b) areas, were adopted in 1995. They amend the two programmes that began in 1993 by changing the 
content of several regional measures and the annual breakdown of Community assistance. A special 
feature of both programmes is the participation of the private sector, which accounts for almost 30% in 
the Objective I regions and 52% in the Objective 2 and S(b) areas. 

Netherlands: The programme, adopted in 1995, covers the period 1994-97 and concerns the region of 
Twente. The aim is to reinforce the competitiveness of SMEs in the region both within and outside the 
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textiles and clothing sector; consequently, the programme has a single priority: to introduce innovative 
business organization, with special attention to quality management, environmental management, 
working conditions and strategic management. 

Portugal: The programme, which was adopted in 1993, is the largest RETEX programme in financial 
terms. It is intended to diversify the production structure in regions affected by restructuring in the 
textile sector, and to modernize the sector in regions where it is highly concentrated. By the end of I 995, 
5 I% of the programmed public expenditure had actually been incurred. 

United Kingdom: Two programmes were approved in I 995, for Northern Ireland and for Great Britain. 
The programme for Great Britain covers nine areas eligible under Objectives 1, 2 and S(b), in some of 
which the programme will be supplemented by specific regional strategies. Measures are concentrated 
on diversification of the economic base of the regions through the introduction of new technologies and 
new products. A training and re-skilling programme has been set up to facilitate the move towards self
employment and new business start-ups. Special measures for the environment are also planned, for 
example liquid waste treatment projects in Yorkshire and Humberside and in the East Midlands are 
expected to improve the image of those areas. 

URBAN (1994-99) 

URBAN (ECU 651 million) is intended to help solve the crisis in a number of urban areas, by supporting 
measures for economic and social revitalization through the launching of new economic activities; measures for 
the renewal of social, health and safety infrastructure and facilities; ensuring employment for local people; and 
improvement of the environment in connection with these measures. The projects must have a demonstration 
effect for other urban areas, and they should be part of longer-term urban integration strategies. Two thirds of the 
financing is eannarked for Objective 1 regions, the remaining third for Objective 2 areas. 

The Member States put forward some I 30 towns and cities for assistance under the URBAN Initiative, 
of which 86 were chosen. Some programmes were presented by national authorities, and cover several 
towns and cities in the Member State. Consequently, there are only 43 programmes, 18 of which had 
been approved by the end of I 995. By the end of the year, there were thus 24 programmes still to be 
adopted, comprising one in Belgium, two in Germany, the eight French programmes, the Irish and the 
Italian programmes, which are not regionalized, nine UK programmes and two programmes in the new 
Member States. 

Urban and the urban environment: 
The URBAN Initiative is intended to benefit neighbourhoods facing particularly difficult 
environmental conditions. This may be reflected, for example, in derelict or contami11ated sites, a lack 
of green ~paces and basic infrastructure, or lack of mobility on the part of the local population. The 
environmental and sustainable development aspects of URBAN's integrated approach are clear. The 
Initiative clearly declared the environment to be one of the keys to dealing wilh problems in the areas 
covered. Many of the measures in the URBAN integrated programmes are therefore geared to 
improving infrastructure and the environment, for example, renovation of buildings to adapt them to 
new economic and social activities, reclamation of public open spaces, particularly green spaces, 
energy conservmion, or the supply of cultural or recreational services that respect the living 
environment. Under the new guidelines to improve the URBAN Initiative, using part of the resen'e 
available for the Community Initiatives, 13 the problem of the urban envirmrme11t wi!f receive much 
greater atte11tio11. 

13 Sec above 1.1: Introduction- Proposal for the allocation of the reserve in 1995. 
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Table 98: URBAN programmes adopted in 1995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

Member Total cost S.F. assistance Commitments % Payments %or 

State (I) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 
(No orCIPs) (2) (3) 

Belgium (2) 26,6 8,2 8,2 100% 4,1 50% 

Denmark (I) 3,0 1,5 1,3 88% 0,4 30% 

Gennany (8) 270,1 86,4 79,0 91% 23.2 29% 

Greece (I) 67,2 45,2 4,5 10% 1,7 38o/c-
Spain (I) 248,7 162,6 22,8 14% 11,4 50% 
Luxembourg ( 1) 1,0 0,5 0,5 100% 0,0 8% 
Netherlands (2) 87,9 9,3 7,9 85% 2,4 30% 
Portugal ( 1) 62,0 44,3 9,2 21% 4,6 50% 
United Kingdom ( 1) 24,5 17,0 17,0 100% 6,9 40% 

Tota1(18) 791,0 375,0 150,5 40% 54,7 36% 

Belgium: Two programmes were adopted, with that for Brussels still awaiting approval. The area of 
Antwerp covered by the programme is the north-eastern section of the 19th century neighbourhood 
around the main railway station. The programme aims at new job creation, better security, training, 
education and town planning. TI1e programme for Charleroi covers the Foucault quarter,· where the 
educational level is low, housing is dilapidated, unemployment is high, and crime and drugsare a 
problem. The measures are intended to enhance the attractiveness of the neighbourhood (by establishing 
a pem1anent conference centre, and an exhibition stand to present the city and its products), to encourage 
development in a new sector by setting up a comic-strip institute, to benefit the whole neighbourhood, in 
particular by improving traffic conditions for both vehicles and pedestrians, and to change the social 
standing of the neighbourhood through a series of measures part-financed by the ESF and carried out in 
partnership with the Charleroi CPAS (public social w·elfare centre) and the MIREC (regional mission for 
employment and integration). 

Denmark: The programme concerns the town of Aalborg (suburb of Thistedvej) in northern Jutland, an 
area eligible under Objective 2. The to·.vn is facing a high level of unemployment, traffic problems and 
inadequate social and cultural services. The programme will concentrate on a single project, a 
sustainable urban development centre, intended to modernize the Thistedvej suburb by encouraging 
sustainable and financially stable industrial growth and by encouraging the local inhabitants. 

Germany: Eight programmes were adopted: Berlin, Brandenburg, Rostock, Magdeburg, Chemnitz, 
Erfurt, Bremen and Duisburg; six are in the new Lander and two in the western Lander. A third 
programme for Saarland was to be adopted in 1996. Tn the framework of the programme for Duisburg
Marxloh, for example, a Stadtteilwirtschaft development project will be drawn up, along with aid and 
outreach measures to safeguard the potential of the area and encourage new business sta1t-ups. The 
prime objective is to stop the out-migration of small firms and to identify opp01tunities for setting up 
new innovative businesses. 

Greece: The programme covers six projects: Drapetsona-Keratsini and Peristeri in Attiki, Nea-lonia in 
Yo los, Patras (south-east), Thessaloniki (east) and Syros (Ermoupolis), each of which constitutes a sub
programme. These are all demonstration projects for other urban areas, involving innovative measures 
within a long-term urban integration strategy. The objective in each case is to launch new local 
economic activity, which should in return encourage the measures, both social (jobs for local people, 
sanitation infrastructure) and urban (infrastructure and environmental measures related to economic 
activity) required to improve living conditions for the areas and people concerned. 

Spain: In terms of financing, the Spanish programme is the largest programme adopted under the 
URBAN Initiative in 1995. It covers 17 neighbourhood projects in cities with a population of over 
I 00 000 (see table below), which relate to economic and social revitalization, renovation of buildings, 
and the improvement of infrastructure, including environmental infrastructure. The projects also attempt 
to include innovative measures to deal with social exclusion and crime. Associations of citizens will 
pa1ticipate in implementing the programme, and technical assistance will concentrate on the exchange of 
experience within Spain and throughout Europe. Day-to-day management of the programme will be the 
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responsibility of the local and regional authorities, in close cooperation with the Ministry of Finance, 
which has overall responsibility for the programme. 

Table 99: URBAN- Detailed financing of the progranune in Spain (ECU million) 

Total cost ~ru~t. ERDF ESF 
un s 

Objective 1 regions 
Cadiz 14,3 10,0 7,0 3,0 
Malaga !4,3 10,0 10,0 0,0 
Huelva 14,4 10,0 8,0 2,0 
Seville 14,3 10,0 9,1 0,9 
Badajoz 14,3 10,0 7,6 2,4 
Cartagena 14,3 10,0 9,0 1,0 
Valencia 14,3 10,0 10,0 -
Toledo 14,3 10,0 8,0 2,0 
Valladolid 14,3 10,0 10,0 -
Salamanca 14,3 10,0 9,9 0,1 
Langreo 14,3 10,0 8,8 1,2 
La Corufta 14,3 10,0 9,1 0,9 
Vi go 14,3 10,0 8,1 1,9 
Objective 2 areas 
Sabadell 13,4 6,7 6,1 0,6 
Badalona 6,6 3,3 2,3 1,0 
Baracaldo 20,0 10,0 9,4 0,6 
not covered by an Objective 
Madrid 20,0 10,0 10,0 -

Toto/towns and cities 245,8 160,0 142,3 17,7 
Assessment, management 2,9 2,6 2,6 0,0 

TOTAL 248,7 162,6 144,9 17,7 

Netherlands: Two programmes were adopted in 1995. The URBAN programme for the Hague is 
intended to benefit the Schilderswijk quarter, which was built in the second half of the nineteenth 
century and covers 149 hectares. Its purpose is to strengthen ·,he local economy, create new job 
opportunities for the local inhabitants and improve safety. The URBAN programme for Amsterdam 
covers Amsterdam-Bijlmenneer, an area of 7 km2 in Amsterdam Zuidoost. The purpose of the 
programme is to give the area a boost through measures for territorial innovation and socio-economic 
and administrative renewal. 

Portugal: The URBAN programme for Portugal was established nationally rather than for individual 
cities; it provides for four projects in the Lisbon area and two in the Oporto area. Measures include not 
only small infrastructure projects but also a set of measures to stimulate local initiatives and involve the 
community. It cannot be expected to have a major impact on creating and safeguarding jobs, but it 
should contribute to considerably improving the living environment. Some of the measures will have a 
high profile, such at that in the Casal Ventoso neighbourhood of Lisbon. 

United Kingdom: Only the programme for Northern Ireland was adopted in 1995, nine other projects 
having also been presented by the UK authorities with applications for Structural Fund assistance of 
almost ECU 80 million. At the end of 1995, the Commission was awaiting revised programmes. The 
Northern Ireland programme relates to Belfast and Londonderry. In both cases, the Catholic and 
Protestant areas concerned will combine their efforts to launch a process of renewal. In Belfast the 
emphasis is on job creation for parents, especially mothers, and on helping young unemployed people 
get back to work. In Londonderry, urban reclamation and economic recovery projects on the initiative of 
the local community will be granted financial assistance and help with training measures. 
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INTERREG II (1994-99) 

INTERREG II (ECU 2 939 million) has two strands corresponding to the INTERREG I and REGEN Initiatives: 
cross-border cooperation and aid to areas on the Union's internal and external borders (ECU 2.4 billion, 75% of 
which is for Objective I regions); and the completion of energy networks to link them up to wider European 
networks (ECU 500 million). For the borders with the countries of central and eastern Europe, a cross-border 
cooperation programme between those countries and the Community Member States was adopted in 1994 in the 
fi:amework of the Ph are programme. 

Of 62 INTERREG II programmes presented by the fifteen Member States, a total of 34 were approved, 

three under the REGEN strand and 31 under cross-border cooperation. This corresponds to about 77% of 
the total amount presented. The programmes approved in 1995 are the largest in financial terms. The 
forms of cross-border cooperation have progressed since the first programming period, in 1990-93, and 
the Commission has financed some measures developed by the Association of European Border 
Regions. In September, a practical guide to the organization of cross-border cooperation was published. 

REGEN strand: 

Table 100: INTERREG!REGEN programmes adopted in1995- EUR 12 (ECU million) 

S.F. assistance Commitments % Payments 0/o of 
INTERREG/REG EN Total cost (1) 1995 (2)/(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 

(2) (3) 
Spain/Ponugal 548.2 220,0 61.9 28% 43,5 70% 

Grecc:c/Ltaly (e!ectricily) 189,4 75,8 4) 6% 2,\ 500)/~ 

Greece Completion of energ,y 

networks 450,0 180,0 45,0 25% 4,5 10% 

Total 1.187,6 475,8 lU.2 23"/ .. !'0,2 45'Y .. 

REGEN Spain and Portugal: The objective of the programme is to finance the last stage of work on the 
system to receive and transport natural gas to Portugal and to interconnect systems for the transport of 
natural gas in Spain and Portugal. These projects are part of the development of trans-European energy 
networks with a view to diversifying energy supplies in the two Member States, which will have a 
favourable impact on the environment and improve the competitiveness of the economies concerned. By 
the end of 1995, 42% of the public expenditure planned for this programme for 1994-95 will have been 
incurred. 

REGEN Greece and Italy (electricity): This programme completes the interconnection of the Italian and 
Greek electricity supply networks and continues the achievements of the REGEN programme of the 

earlier period. Financing is entirely allocated to Objective I regions. 

A project within tl1e conte:..:t of tile completion of tile internal market; 
The INTERREG/REGEN programme bet\veen Italy and G.reece to interconnect 
the electricity networks of the two countries provides for total investment of 
ECU 204 million and Community financing (ERDF) of ECU 75.8 million (with 
ECU 189.4 million covered by the programme). It involves: 
• the construction ofnvo stations for conversion between alternating and direct 

current; 
• installing an overhead direct current cable to connect the t\vo stations; 
• laying a 160 km cable on the sea-bed to transport 600 MW between Porto 

Badisco (Italy) and Aetos (Greece). 
This programme thus contributes not only to cross-border cooperation between 
Greece and Italy, but also to the completion of the internal market, especially for 
energy and reduction of dependence on oil, as well as to the Community's 
enviroi11nental policy (reduction of S02 and C02). 

REGEN Greece: "completion of energy networks": This programme concerns the completion of work 
on reception and transpm1 facilities for the introduction of natural gas into Greece; it follows on from the 
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measures financed under REGEN between 1989 and 1993. TI1e project as a whole was covered by 
ERDF financing as a "natural gas" major project under the first Greek CSF between 1989 and 1993. l11e 
programme relates to the main high-pressure pipeline bringing Russian gas from the Bulgarian frontier 
to Athens, the main high-pressure branches, and work on the reception, processing and transport by 
pipeline of Algerian liquefied gas (LNG). 

Table 101: JNTERREG II cross-border cooperation programmes adopted ini995 - EUR 12 (ECU million) 

S.F • .u.sistan.ce Commitments % Payme-nl:s a;. of 
Total c:o1t (I) 1995 (2)1(1) 1995 (3)1(2) 

(2) (J) 
/Jd'll•eert Mt:mber ,\'tales 

Belgium/Netherlands. Euregio Scheldemond 22,8 11,1 9,S 88% 2,9 30% 
Belgium/Netherlands· Middengebied 66.) 32,4 29.2 90% 8,8 JOC'/o 
Germany/Netherlan.ds/Belgium: Euregio Meuse-Rhin 71,9 35,7 33,5 94% 10,0 30% 
Denmark/Germany. Fyns Amt/KERN 3,6 1,8 1,4 80% 0,4 30% 

Denmark/Germany: S.JutlandiPianungsraum V 22,2 11,1 8,3 74% 2.5 30% 
Denmark/Germany: Storstmm/Os1holstein/LUbeclc 10,4 5,2 4,1 79% 1,2 30% 
Germany/france: Rhineland-Palatinate/Saarland/Lorraine 46,5 23,3 22,3 96% 6,7 30% 
France/Germany: PAM INA 22,1 11,1 10,1 CJJ% 3,0 300/o 
Germanyfluxembourg: Euregi o 30,9 8,0 8,0 100% 2,4 30% 

Germany/Netherlands: Ems-Dol lard 62,7 22,5 22,5 100% 6,7 30% 
Germany/Netherlands: Euregio 53,6 22,0 22,0 100% 6,6 Jefl/o 
Germany/Ne~herlands: Eureglo Rhine-Meuse-North 12,8 6,4 6,4 100% 1,9 JO% 

Germany/Netherlands· Euregio Rhine-Waal 23,1 11,5 I 1,5 100% 3,5 30% 
Ireland/United Kingdom: Northern Ireland 261,7 157,0 26,9 17~1o 13,4 50% 

lreland/United Kingdom: Wales 142,8 84,1 10,9 JJD/o 5,5 50% 
Spain/Portugal 155) 552,0 75,0 14% 44,6 59% 
JJtttwccn Mcmb~r Siulcs umJ nan-member cnuntries 

Denmark/Baltic Sea 4,6 2,0 1,8 90% 0,5 30% 

Germany/Czech Republic Bavaria 42,2 16,8 16,8 100% 5,4 32% 

Germany/Poland: Brandenburg !20,0 12,0 10,1 14% 5,0 50% 

Germany/Poland: Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania 84,1 63,1 8,0 13% 4,0 50% 

Germany/Poland/Czech Republic Sa.,.ony 215,7 146,5 16,6 II% 8,3 50% 

Greece' Albania/Bulgaria 459,4 277,0 28,1 10% 14,0 50% 

Germany/France/Switzerland Obcrrhe1 n~M ine·Slid 49,9 24,6 23,4 95% 7,0 30% 

GermanyfSwnzerland Lake Constance 9,7 4,9 4,9 JOO'V~ 2.4 50% 

France/Switzerland· Franche-Comte 14,2 7,1 7,1 JQQC./c 2.2 31% 

France!Sw\tzerland: RhOne-A!pes 11,6 5,4 0,6 II% 0,2 JO% 

United Kingdom/Morocco· Gibraltar 1,7 0,7 0,5 66% o.o 0% 

Total 2.621,9 1.615,0 419,6 !6o/, 169,4 40% 

Cross-border coooeration strand 

A large proportion of the programmes adopted in 1995 were part of the cross-border cooperation strand 
ofiNTERREG II. Altogether, 59 were presented and 31 adopted, leaving 27 still to be adopted at the end 
of the year, including ten from the new Member States. The introduction of INTERREG II and the 
enlargement of the European Union to three new Member States has considerably enhanced the 
importance of cross-border cooperation. In particular, on the eastern borders of the Union, the 
Commission, the Member States and the countries of central and eastern Europe involved in joint "cross
border" measures under INTERREG II and the Phare programme have introduced joint mechanisms and 
instruments to improve their cooperation. 

Tlze programmes adopted in 1995 between the Member States 

Between Belgium and the Netherlands: Two programmes were adopted with a total Structural Fund 
contribution of ECU 43:5 million (total investment: ECU 89.1 million). The two programmes concern 
respectively the Scheldemond Euregio (Zeeland (NL)/ East Flanders and part of West Flanders (B)) and 
the Middengebied area (Antwerp, Limburg and part of Louvain (B)/ North-Brabant and Limburg (NL). 
As well as reinforcing cross-border cooperation, each programme has a development objective: the first 
aims at stimulating sustainable, high-quality social and economic development and the second at 
strengthening the economic base of the border area. 

Between Belgium, tlte Netherlands and Germany: The regions concerned by a programme for the 
Meuse-Rhine Euregio are partly eligible under Objectives 2 and S(b). This programme is coordinated by 
the Meuse-Rhine Euregio, a body established under Netherlands law with long experience of cross-
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border cooperation, by the governments of the Lander and the federal authorities on the Gennan side, 
and by national ministries in the Netherlands and Belgium. The programme is organized around five 
priorities: economic and technological development and innovation (28%), environment, nature and sites 
(27%), regional planning (15%), socio-cultural integration (15%) and development of skills and the 
labour market (II%); technical assistance accounts for the remaining 5%. 

Between Denmark and Germany: There are three programmes in receipt of Structural Fund financing 
totalling ECU 18.1 million (total cost: ECU 36.2 million). The programmes cover three regions with 
different geographical features: the Planungsraum V (Nordfriesland, Schleswig-Flensburg, Flensburg) 
and S"mderjyllands Amt, the only land border between Germany and Denmark, for which the 
Community had financed several successful cross-border projects in recent years; the 
Ostholstein/Ltibeck area and Storstroms Amt, a maritime region encountering structural difficulties, 
which was already eligible under INTERREG I; and the so-called KERN (Kiel, Eckernf6rde, 
Rendsburg, Neumtinster) and Fyns Amt, which is now eligible under INTERREG for the first time. The 
strategies for these three programmes are slightly different, first because cross-border structures are 
well-established in some cases but fairly new in others, and secondly because the border c.Qncemed is a 
land border in some cases, and a sea crossing in others. Among other things, the measures aim at the 
development of SMEs, and research and development and training; the first two programmes are also 
intended to help reconcile the needs of the environment with Energy consumption, and the last two 
provide for the development of tourism. 

Between France and Germany: Two programmes have been adopted, with total assistance of ECU 34.3 
million. The programme for Saarland, Lorraine and the Palatinate, in cooperation with the INTERREG 
programme bet\veen Germany and Luxembourg, provides for the construction of a "Euro-Management 
Centre", which will offer European seminars to businessmen interested in the European Market. In 
I 991-93, a joint Franco-German financial institution, the Saarliindische Jnvestitionskredietbank (SIKB), 
was set up on the basis of an agreement between the three regions and France, and this agreement has 
been renewed for the present period. The other programme concerns the regions of southern Palatinate, 
Mittlerer Oberrhein and northern Alsace (PAMINA); it is intended to intensify integration over this area 
through measures for economic development, regional planning, development of natural resources and 
the environment, social cohesion, and culture and training. For the first time, the ESF is contributing to 
the financing of measures, under the last two headings. 

Between Luxembourg and Germany: There is a programme for areas that are partly eligible under 
Objectives 2 or 5(b). Joint management and financial resources for the projects was introduced under 
lNTERREG I and continued under this programme. Measures relate to protection of the environment 
(32%), economic and technological development and innovation (I 9%), and tourism ( 19%). 

Between the Netherlands and Germany: Four programmes were adopted, for a total of ECU 62.4 
million. The Ems-Dollard programme complements the Objective 2 or Objective S(b) SPDs in the 
regions. While the fNTERREG I programme concentrated on tourism, the present programme aims at 
improving business competitiveness and attracting new investment, especially in infrastructure (35%), 
tourism (29%) and economic development (15%). The other three programmes, Euregio, Euregio Rhine
Waal and Euregio Rhine-northern Meuse, concern areas partly eligible under Objectives 2 or 5(b). They 
provide for a limited series of measures: economic and technological development and innovation 
(35%), the development of skills and the labour market (17%), regional planning (14%) and socio
cultural integration (13%). Each ofthe programmes is managed independently. They were drawn up by 
the Euregios, with ten years' experience of cross-border collaboration, the governments of the Uinder 
and the federal authorities on the German side, and the national ministries on the Netherlands side. 

Between Ireland and the United Kingdom: Two programmes were approved in 1995, involving total 
Structural Fund financing of ECU 241 million. The first concerns cooperation between Ireland and 
Northern Ireland, and follows on from an INTERREG I programme; it will concentrate more than its 
predecessor on locally-generated cross-border projects and small infrastructure of direct benefit to the 
area. The other programme concerns areas not previously eligible under INTERREG, the east coast of 
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Ireland and the areas of Gwynedd and Dyfed in Wales. It is aimed at the maritime developmeht of thes.; 
areas, with special attention to ports and access to ports (especially in Ireland), and also their genera! 
economic development, supporting only joint projects relating to the economic and commercial field, 
tourism and culture and human resources. 

Ad /we cooperation structures between Ireland and the United Kingdom: 
Each !NTERREG programme provides for the establishment of ad hoc 
cooperation structures. A responsible authority has been designated for the 
Ireland-Northern Ireland programme, to raise the programme's profile and act as 
a link between local groups, central authorities in the two Member States, and 
authorities responsible for other Structuml Fund programmes in the area. 
Similarly, for the Ireland-Wales programme, a local coordination team 
(comprising two coordinators for Wales and representatives of the three regional 
authorities concerned in Ireland) was set up to encourage partnerships and 
economic development projects. 

Between Portugal and Spain: The INTERREG II programme includes measures to remed¥-the specific 
difficulties.ofthe border region, due to its relative isolation from the national economies and the rest of 
the European Union. The strategy concentrates on locally-generated cross-border development, and the 
reinforcement of economic and environmental infrastructure. The projects considered are also intended 
to promote balanced economic and social development on both sides of the border, to keep people from 
leaving, to achieve cross-border regional planning and to support the setting up of cross-border 
cooperation arrangements. At the end of 1995, 38% of the public expenditure programmed had actually 
been incurred in 1994-95. 

Programmes adopted in 1995 with non-member countries 

With the Baltic countries: A programme was adopted between Denmark and the regions of the Baltic 
sea, with the aim of continuing to develop cooperation benveen the county of Born holm (Denmark) and 
other Baltic regions. 

INTERREG cooperation on the Baltic sea: 
The programme adopted in November 1995 supports cross-border cooperation 
between the county of Bomholm (eligible under Objective 5(b)) and the Baltic 
regions, mainly in Poland and the Baltic States. The measures are aimed at: 
• developing SMEs through the activities of a commercial and industrial 

consultancy body; 
• establishing cross-border structures, involving working pm1ies and 

conferences to encourage both bilateral and multilateral cooperation; 
" ensuring cooperation in the field of communications and media, in order to 

develop new activities at the Baltic Media Centre in Bomholm; 
• providing the vocational training needed to establish and develop 

cooperation. 

With the countries of central and ea .. "itern Europe : Four programmes involving German regions were 
adopted in 1995, with Structural Fund financing totalling ECU 298.3 million. These programmes are 
coordinated with Phare operations. There are two programmes for the German-Polish border 
(Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania/Poland and Brandenburg/Poland), one that involves three countries 
(the German Land of Saxony, Poland and the Czech Republic), and one for the border between Bavaria 
and the Czech Republic. The first three are intended to reduce the structural weaknesses specific to the 
border regions of Poland and the Czech Republic. Appropriations are concentrated on infrastructure and 
the environment, on economic development (including the development of tourism) and agricultural 
development, on human resources and on technical assistance. Many projects got under way in 1995. 

The programme involving Bavaria and the Czech Republic concentrates on socio-economic 
development, especially tourism and economic cooperation (44%), transp011, infrastructure and 
protection of the environment (34%), human resources (12%), and regional planning and technical 
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assistance (10%). The Monitoring Committee includes representatives of the Czech Republic, which 
means that for the first time, representatives of a central European country are closely involved in 
implementing a programme in a shared area. It is interesting to note that the programme was designed as 
a function both of the cross-border cooperation strand of Phare for the Czech Republic, and of the 
INTERREG II programme in Saxony, Poland and the Czech Republic. This made it possible to define a 
standard line from Pomerania to Passau for the composition of monitoring and steering committees. 

A programme linking Greece and Albania with Bulgaria was adopted under the protocols on cross

border collaboration agreed with the Albanian and Bulgarian authorities, also financed under Phare.I4 
The measures in this programme concern not only transport, telecommunications and energy 
infrastructure, which are essential to link these non-member countries to trans-European networks (e.g. 
the Via Egnatia), but also industry, tourism, the environment, agriculture, local development and human 
resources. The programme also includes cooperation (exchange of experience on education, 
management of water resources, etc.) with Cyprus and some countries of the Middle East (Egypt, Israel, 
etc.). 

With Switzerland: Four programmes were adopted, involving France, Germany and Austria, with a 
Community contribution totalling ECU 41.9 million. The programme for the Oberrhein-Mitte-Stid, 
between France, Germany and Switzerland, concentrates, as it did in the first stage of INTERREG, on 
cooperation on questions relating to the economy, the environment, training and tourism. Moreover, it 
will include measures to encourage collaboration in the fields of vocational training and health. The 
Monitoring Committee decided, at one of its early meetings, to establish a new information and 
consultancy bureau at the border, at Breisach/Neuf Brisach (to supplement the two existing information 
bureaux, one in the north and the other in the south). The purpose of these bureaux is to infonn and 
advise private and public bodies and individuals about the neighbouring country. Between Germany and 
Switzerland, the Hochrhein-Bodensee programme launched under fNTERREG I has now been extended, 
following enlargement, to an Austrian border region, the Voralberg, thus forming a new Alpenrhein
Bodensee-Hocbrhein programme with an internal and an external component. In 1995, only the German 
side of the programme was adopted, for an amount of ECU 4.9 million. Two programmes were adopted 
between France and Switzerland, one involving the French region of Franche-Comte and the other the 
region ofRhone-Alpes. 

With ,Morocco: The programme with Gibraltar is additional and complementary to Objective 2 
operations in Gibraltar. The measures under this programme - infrastructure, cooperation studies and 
pilot projects, cooperation in the fields of vocational education and training- are intended to add value to 
cooperation between businesses in Gibraltar and those in Morocco, which is expected to have a 
multiplier effect on cross-border trade in the medium term. The Monitoring Committee for the 
programme, on which the Moroccan Government will have observer status, will be responsible for 
supervising provisions for the selection of individual projects. 

PEACE (1994-97) 

On 28 July, the Commission approved the PEACE Initiative for peace and reconciliation, involving 
Northern Ireland and the border counties of Ireland. In the spring of 1995, three major conferences were 
held for local consultations with interested parties and people with experience of restoring dialogue and 
mutual understanding, which facilitated rapid adoption of the programme. Structural Fund participation 
in the programme amounts to ECU 300 million out of a total cost of about ECU 416 million between 
1995 and 1997, with supplementary aid to be decided later for 1998-99. The whole of N011hern Ireland 
and the six border counties oflreland are eligible for assistance under this programme. 

14 The aid approved in 1995 (ECU 277 million) should be supplemented 111 1996 by EAGGF assistance 
(ECU 32.8 million). 
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Table 101 bis: PEACE programme (ECU millio11) 

S.F. assistance Commitments % Payments %of 

PEACE Total cost (I) \995 (2)1(1) 1995 (3)/(2) 
(2) (3) 

ERDF 148,3 18,7 13% 8,6 46% 

ESF 127,8 11,0 9% 5,5 50% 

EAGGF 22,4 1,3 6% 0,6 50% 

FIFG - 1,5 0,1 9% 0,07 50% 

Total 415,9 300,0 31,1 10% 14,8 48% 

Nortllem Ireland - 240,0 

Ireland 60,0 - - -

The aim of the programme is to help consolidate the cease-fire in Northern Ireland by providing those 
involved in local economic and social life with the resources needed to transform these developments 
into a lasting peace. The objective is to promote the social integration of people on the margins of 
economic and social life, and to restore economic growth in the areas that have suffered most from the 
conflict. This involves seven sub-programmes: the regeneration of urban and rural sites; employment; 
cross-border cooperation; combating social exclusion; the promotion of productive investment and 
industrial development; establishing partnerships, and technical assistance. In order to involve as many 
people as possible in the decision and implementation process, the distribution of resources is very 
decentralized, with 43% being distributed by non-governmental agencies (trusts and cooperatives), 
including one cross-border organization, which will have a major role in selecting projects and 
allocating funds. Moreover, 15% of resources are under the responsibility of 26 newly created district 
partnerships, which must include elected representatives of district councils, representatives of local or 
voluntary bodies, and representatives of the private and other sectors, including local statutory agencies. 

The main achievement of 1995 was to set up these new structures. The contracts between the 
Commission and the eight intermediaries were signed in December, and a political stumbling block to 
the establishment of district partnerships was eliminatP.d. Moreover, the necessary coordination between 
the various financing bodies and the authorities was set up. All this made for rapid progress towards the 
first grants, the green light for district partnerships, and a major information and promotion campaign. 

1.3. Community Initiatives in the three new Member States 

In April 1995, the Commission adopted a communication on the implementation of the Community 
Initiatives in the three new Member States, setting out an indicative allocation of appropriations between 
[nitiatives and Member States. 

Table 102: Community Jnitiatil'eS in tlze new Member Stllfes - Jndicmive allocation of appropriatiom 1995-99 
(ECU million) 

Austria Finland Sweden Total 

ADAPT 11,6 19,7 11,3 42,5 

EMPLOYMENT 23,0 29,2 20,7 72,9 

LEADER 23,3 24,7 14,2 62,1 

PESCA - 3,0 3,5 6,5 

Industrial change 18,2 10,8 20,0 49,1 

-of which: RECHAR /,8 - - 1,8 

- ufwilich: RESIDER 5.1 - - 5,1 

-of which: RETEX 2,6 2,6 

- ofwlricll: KONVER - 3,3 3.3 

- ofwlriclr: SMEs 8,7 /0,8 16,8 36,3 

URBAN 9,8 3,9 3,4 17,0 

INTERI{EG 42,7 43,7 39,5 125,9 

Resen·e 17,5 18,4 15,3 51,3 

TOTAL 146,1 153,4 127,8 -127,2 
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Each of the new Member States will participate in a different way in the Community Initiatives. Austria 
will not take part in KONVER, PESCA or REGIS; Finland will not take part in RECHAR, RESIDER, 
RETEX, KONVER or REGIS; Sweden will not take part in RECHAR, RESIDER, RETEX or REGIS. 
The three new Member States also differ as to progress with approval of their programmes. Of its 15 
programmes presented (half of them under LEADER), Austria has had four adopted; Finland has had 
two out of eight adopted, and Sweden two out of seven. 

Table 103: Community Initiatives in the new Member States- Programmes adopted in 1995 (ECU million) 

Community Total cost S.F. assitance Commitments % Payments %of 
Initiatives (1) 1995 (2)1(1) 1995 (3)1(2) 

(No ofCIPs) (2) (J) 

ADAPT 

Austria (1) 25,8 11,6 11,6 100% 5,8 50% 
Finland (1) 42,9 19,7 19,7 100% 8,6 44% 
Sweden (1) 21,7 11,3 11,3 100% 5,6 50% 

Total 90,4 42,5 42,5 100% 20,0 47% 
EMPLOYMENT 

Austria (1) 49,4 23,0 23,0 100% 11,5 50% 
Finland (1) 66,3 29,2 29,2 100% 14,6 50% 
Sweden (1) 39,9 20,7 20,7 100% 10,3 50% 

Total I 155,5 72,9 72,9 100% 36,4 50% 

LEADER 

Austria (1) 6,5 2,6 2,0 78% 0,3 16% 
URBAN 

Austria (1) 31,9 9,8 6,8 70% 3,4 50% 
INTERREG 

Austria/Hungary 28,2 11,0 8,8 80% 2,6 30% 
Austria/Czech Rep. 12,1 4,5 3,9 88% 1,2 30% 
Austria/Slovakia 16,0 5,5 4,9 88% 1,5 30% 
Austria/Slovenia 22,6 9,0 5,9 65% 1,8 30o/o 

Total 78,9 30,0 23,5 78% 7,0 30% 

ADAPT 

The three programmes, one for each of the three new Member States, were prepared with the 
Commission in the second half of the year and adopted in December, which enabled the promoters in 
these Member States to play a full part in the ADAPT Initiative from the outset. For example, Finland 
has concentrated on aid to increase productivity and employment. The accent will be on the 
internationalization of fim1s (especially SMEs), the promotion of distance and flexible working, 
improved programming of training, distance learning, promoting the introduction of new technologies 
into firms, and the creation of data bases for employment services. The priority under the Austrian 
programme will be to establish local networks associating SMEs and public and private training bodies. 
Sweden's programme aims at finding new means and structures to enable employees and their firms to 
anticipate the changes facing them. As in Austria, the emphasis is on joint work by complementary 
bodies (firms, research centres, local agencies, etc.), on taking account of the specific needs of women in 
the working world, and on the potential of information technologies. 

EMPLOYMENT 

The programmes of the three new Member States under the EMPLOYMENT Initiative were adopted in 
1995. Each national programme describes specific priorities for each strand of the Initiative. Under the 
Horizon strand for the disabled, the Austrian programme will support the introduction of flexible 
training schemes (training instructors in the use of multimedia aids, distance learning, computer-assisted 
learning); while one of the priorities under the Swedish programme will be to devise models for the 
integration of measures for counselling, training, employment and v·mrking in the firm, so as to organise 
a continuous chain of ability and experience which can be transformed into jobs. Under the Horizon 
strand for the disadvantaged, neither Sweden nor Finland has opted for a specific target population, 
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although Sweden gives clear priority to immigrants while Finland proposes various forms of preparatory 
training on guidance or working experience. Finland gives priority to developing partnership between 
projects and local employment, while Austria stresses employment programmes combined with support 
services to improve self-confidence in the target groups. 

Under the NOW strand, Sweden has provided for a wide range of measures including new business 
start-up incentives for women and incentives to choose careers in areas perceived as "masculine". 
Finland shares this priority, where the accent is also placed, as in Austria, on reconciling work and 
family life, e.g. through flexible working hours and high-quality child-care services. 

Under the Youthstart strand, all three Member States emphasize a varied series of measures to respond 
to the range of difficulties encountered by young people. The priorities relate both to training and to 
experience within firms. The Austrian and Swedish programmes aim to open ways into work that take 
account of young people's problems on the training and on the social fronts, encouraging cooperation 
between all those involved at local level. The Finnish programme highlights, among other things, 
opportunities for practical experience within the "young people's workshops" that already exist in 
Finland. It pays special attention to young people with "multiple disadvantages", \vhile tlie Swedish 
programme refers in particular to young immigrants as one ofthe priority target groups. 

LEADER 

Only one LEADER programme (the Austrian programme for Burgenland) was approved in 1995 for the 
new Member States, out of the total of twelve that were presented (eight for Austria, two for Finland, 
two for Sweden). The programme for Burgenland was approved by the Commission on 21 December, 
and was to have been followed by the seven other programmes for Austria. Projects selected should be 
innovative, have demonstration value and be transferable. Stress is placed on motivating the local 
population. 

PESCA 

The PESCA programmes for the new Member States (i.e. for Sweden and Finland, since Austria is not 
taking part in PESCA) could not be adopted in 1995, but progress was made with preparations and it was 
planned to adopt them early in 1996. 

URBAN 

Austria, with only one programme under the URBAN Initiative, is the only new Member State to have 
had an URBAN programme adopted. On 17 July the Austrian authorities presented a proposal for a 
programme for the city of Vienna, which was adopted by the Commission on 21 December. The 
programme concerns an inner-city area with a population of 130 000. It will finance an integrated 
package of economic, social and infrastructure measures. The programme is based on quantified 
objectives, comprising the creation of 400 new jobs, renovation and refurbishing of 7 000 to I 0 000 m2 

of business premises and the training or retraining of3 000 people. 

INTERREGII 

Austria is the only one of the three new Member States to have had programmes adopted in 1995 under 
INTERREG II. About one third of total resources available for Community Initiatives in Austria is for 
INTERREG. Austria has a long border with Germany and Italy, but also with four central European 
countries, and, like the Community, it attaches great importance to these new external borders. It has 
therefore decided to concentrate the major share of INTERREG II resources (ECU 30 million) on the 
four programmes concerning external borders. Proposals for these four programmes were presented on 
17 July and adopted by the Commission on 21 December. 
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The main aim is to work in conjunction with Phare to help the common borders of the new framework of 
Europe to adapt, encouraging bilateral cooperation at local and regional level through the creation of 
cooperation networks. Almost 60% of total financing under these four programmes is to be spent on 
improving cooperation and economic development. Other priorities are technical infrastructure, human 
resources, protection of the environment and cross-border studies. INTERREG II programmes are of 
major strategic importance with a view to the preparation of the future enlargement of the Union. Even if 
available resources are fairly modest, the measures in receipt of financing are an expression of the 
commitment of all partners concemed to improve cooperation and cross-border contacts. 

Community Initiatives and the environment in Austria: 
All the Community Initiative Programmes adopted for Austria in 1995 include direct or indirect 
environmental measures. 
LEADER: The preservation and enhancement of the environment is one of the priorities in the 
programme for Burgenland; in the south of Burgen/and, it is planned to set up a centre for marketing 
organic products. 
URBAN: There are no explicitly environmental measures in the programme, but many of#t-em have a 
strong "environmental orientation": in the priority "requalification and job creation", one of the main 
projects to be funded is the redevelopment of a derelict building block to house a business centre for 
companies involved in solar energy (training will be provided in solar technology and other 
environmental techniques); the "urbion" priority is directly aimed at improving the physical 
environment in the area (renovation of Stadtbahnb6gen, improving public spaces, including green 
areas). The environmental component of the programme could probably be estimated at at least one 
quarter of the total EU budget available (or at around ECU 2.5 million of Structural Fund resources). 
INTERREG: All the programmes contain explicit measures for environmental protection. The reason 
is twofold: the special geographical situation caused by the former "Iron Curtain" left nature almost 
untouched in large parts of the border regions; environmental pollution in the neighbouring countries 
is a serious threat for the development of new economic activities, in particular of soft tourism, for 
which expectations are high in the border regions. The measures are the following: 
• INTERREG Austria-Slovenia: cooperation in cross-border nature preservation and environmental 

programmes (studies, surveys and pilot measures e.g. to modernize Alpine huts ecologic .fly, 
protect water reserves and prevent flooding); water saving and hydraulic engineering: cross
border nature protection and nature parks. 

• INTERREG Austria-Czech Republic: environment and energy, including environmemal ,1-· 'ww 
transfer and counselling. use of renewable energy; tourism will be developed i11 the f01m soft 
tourism, including provision to increase understanding of nature and rhe environmental com ext; 
agricultural measures include the restoration of damaged forests. 

• INTERREG Austria-Slovak Republic: the priority "environment" includes measures for technical 
environmental protection, environmental and energy counselling. and nature protection. 

• !NTERREG Austria-Hungary: the priority "environment and nature" supports 1he enlargement 
and creation of cross-border national parks. 
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1.4. Summary by Member State- EUR 1215 

Table 104: Community Initiatives - Summary of financial allocations by Member State 1994-99 (before 
allocation of tile reserve, after adjustment- 1994 prices) 

(ECU million) 
Member State INTERREG' ADAPT Employment LEADER PFSCA SM£ REGIS RECHAR KONVER RFSIDER RETE. X URBAN lUTAL 
B 82 31 32 g 2 12 0 16 II 24 4 11 234 
DK 18 30 11 g 16 3 0 0 2 0 0 2 89 
D 402 229 157 174 23 183 0 159 219 191 68 97 1.902 
EL 595 30 64 146 27 82 0 2 13 5 75 45 1.083 

E 565 256 387 350 42 248 214 34 23 72 75 160 2.425 
F 246 250 147 187 28 58 262 33 70 62 25 55 1.421 
IRL 160 21 76 67 7 28 0 0 0 0 9 16 384 
I 347 190 349 282 34 188 0 2 45 84 67 115 1.703 
L 4 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 1 19 
N 72 58 42 8 II lO 0 0 12 18 I 9 242 
p 340 21 40 116 26 122 124 1 g 7 162 44 1.010 
UK 109 287 147 65 37 67 0 161 101 45 36 97 1.152 
NetWOrking 0 0 0 34 5 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 64 
IDTAL 2.939 1.402 1.452 1.447 257 1.027 600 4116 506 520 522 651 11.729 
•mdudmg Peace 

BELGIUM 

Belgium is participating in all the Community Initiatives except REGIS, with a total of 16 national 
programmes approved in 1994 and 1995, and three TNTERREG Programmes. At the end of 1995, there 
was still one programme awaiting approval for each of the following Initiatives: URBAN, RETEX, 
SMEs, TNTERREG (with France) and LEADER. 

DENMARK 

Between 1994 and !995, five programmes were adopted at national level in Denmark, as well as four 
!NTERREG programmes. Three programmes were awaiting approval: those under the SMEs Initiative, 
LEADER and an lNTERREG programme with Sweden. This means that Denmark will be taking part in 
seven Community Initiatives: URBAN, KONVER, EMPLOYMENT, ADAPT, SMEs, PESCA, 
LEADER and INTERREG. 

GERMANY 

Most of the programmes were approved by the Commission in the course of 1995. It was sometimes 
difficult to approve these programmes, since the measures were not described in sufficient detail (in 
particular, there was not enough information about how they complemented Objective 2 programmes) 
and the indicators for assessing them were somewhat vague. Altogether, 67 programmes for 
implementation at national level were adopted, for all the Community Initiatives except REGIS, plus 17 
INTERREG programmes. By the end of 1995, there were still 19 programmes awaiting approval, for the 
LEADER, URBAN, RECHAR, RESIDER, RETEX, SME and KONVER Initiatives. In the new Lander, 
entirely eligible under Objective I, eight Community Initiatives - KONYER, RESIDER, RECHAR, 
RETEX, SME, URBAN, LEADER and 1NTERREG -are being implemented according to regionalized 
arrangements, mainly using ERDF appropriations. They involve 38 programmes and Structural Fund 
financing of ECU 817 mill ion (80% from the ERDF). In 1995, 31 of the 38 programmes were adopted 
(28 national programmes and 3 INTERREG programmes). The remaining ~even concern Brandenburg 
(5), Saxony-Anhalt ( l) and Saxony (I). 

As a rule, payments could be made under programmes for 1991-94 until the end of 1995, and it is worth 
recalling that a substantial number of programmes from the first programming period were still being 
financed in 1995. In the western Lander, the situation varies quite widely from one Initiative to another, 
some programmes having been completed in 1995, while payment deadlines have been extended for 

15 For a more detailed presentation of the Community Initiatives in each Member State, sec Annex 3, Table 2. 
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others. On the whole, the volume of payments for these programmes is fairly limited. For INTERREG I, 
the payment period expired at the end of 1995, but an extension was granted for three programmes (to 
31 December 1996 for Pamina and Oberrhein-Mitte-Siid, and to 30 June 1996 for 
Germany/Switzerland/Austria/ex-Czechoslovakia). Payments under the STRIDE Initiative were fairly 
modest, at ECU 117 000, but results were considerable in terms of improved potential for research, 
technology and innovation in the regions concerned, and thus in terms of wider use of modem 
technology. One of the two programmes under RECHAR I, that for North Rhine-Westphalia, was 
completed in 1995 (an application for payment of the balance of ECU 23.1 million was made in 
February). Altogether North Rhine-Westphalia will have received ECU 54.1 million from the ERDF for 
this programme. The RECI-IAR I programme for Saarland was still under way, with a balance still to be 
paid of ECU 1.4 million (out of total assistance of ECU 7.5 million). The RESIDER I programme for 
North Rhine-Westphalia was also completed in 1995. The balance paid in 1995 amounted to ECU 15.7 
million and the total ERDF contribution was ECU 31.1 million. 

There was more of a delay for KONVER I programmes, due to their having been approved only at the 
end of 1993 so that commitments were postponed until 30 June 1994. Consequently, after long and 
difficult programming procedures, the deadline for payments was extended to 31 December 1995 for ten 

programmes16 and to 1996 for a further six. 17 Some interesting projects were carried out in Germany 
involving the conversion of military buildings and sites to mainly economic use, which is one of 
KONVER's main priorities. In Rhineland-Palatinate, for example, part of the fanner Zweibriicken air 
base has been converted into a civil airport, with the remainder being transformed into a centre for 
industry and crafts. A municipal grouping was set up to deal with conversion work on the aerodrome; 
the runway has been kept in service, and several training services for air traffic careers have been 
introduced alongside the industry and crafts centre. 

GREECE 

Greece participates in all the Initiatives with the exception of REGIS; all the programmes (one for each 
Initiative) were adopted in 1995, with the exception of those for EMPLOYMENT and PESCA, which 
were adopted in 1994. Ten programmes are therefore in the course of implementation at national level, 
alongside three INTERREG programmes (two for REGEN and one for cross-border cooperation). 

SPAIN. 

Spain is taking part in all the Community Initiatives. for the period 1994-99. Each operation is 
implemented through a single programme at national level, except LEADER ( 17 programmes, including 
ten in Objective I regions). TI1ree programmes were approved in 1993-94, for the RETEX, PESCA and 
EMPLOYMENT Initiatives, and 22 in 1995, comprising two INTERREG programmes (one for cross
border cooperation and one for REGEN), one each for URBAN, ADAPT and REGIS, and 17 LEADER 
programmes. Altogether, this makes 23 programmes implemented nationally, and two INTERREG 
programmes. Six programmes were still awaiting a decision (INTERREG Spain-France, INTERREG 
Spain-Morocco, RECHAR, RESIDER, SME and KONVER) and were under consideration at the end of 
1995. 

FRANCE 

The French authorities presented 85 proposals for programmes under all the Initiatives in 1994 and 
1995, all but five regionalized (the exceptions be.ing programmes under EMPLOYMENT, ADAPT, 
RETEX, SME Objectives 2 and S(b) and PESCA). Of these 85 proposals, the Commission had already 
approved the programme under the EMPLOYMENT Initiative in 1994, and 51 programmes were 

16 Hamburg, Saarland, Baden-Wlirttemberg, Berlin, Bremen, North Rhine-Westphalia, Brandenburg, Saxony, 
Saxony-Anthalt, Thuringia. 

17 Rhineland-Palatinate, Bavaria, Lower Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, Hesse, Mecklenburg- Western Pomerania. 
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adopted in 1995 ( 46 at national level), with 33 still awaiting a decision, for most of which the procedure 
was in the final stages by the end of the year. The 5 I programmes comprise five under INTERREG, six 
under RECHAR II, five under RESIDER, the amendment of the RETEX programme, three under the 
SME Initiative, one under REGIS, all the KONVER programmes, the PESCA programme, the ADAPT 
programme and II programmes under LEADER. 

IRELAND 

All but one of Ireland's programmes were approved in 1995, the exception being URBAN (with a 
planned Structural Fund contribution of ECU 15.8 million). The programmes approved in 1995 involve 
the SME, ADAPT and LEADER Initiatives, the RETEX programme having been adopted in 1993 and 
the EMPLOYMENT and PESCA programmes in 1994, along with the PEACE programme and the tvvo 
INTERREG programmes involving Ireland. Ireland does not take part in RECHAR, RESIDER, 
KONVER or REGIS. 

ITALY 

Eighteen programmes were adopted in 1995 for Italy, the programme under the EMPLOYMENT 
Initiative having been adopted in 1994. The programmes adopted involve RECHAR, RETEX 
(amendments to the programme adopted in 1993), ADAPT, LEADER and PESCA; programmes under 
URBAN, RESIDER, SME and KONVER are scheduled for adoption in 1996. Alongside the national 
programmes, there are two INTERREG programmes under the REGEN strand, also adopted in 1995. 
Italy takes part in all the Community Initiatives except REGIS. 

LUXEMBOURG 

Only three programmes were adopted for Luxembourg in 1995 (under URBAN, ADAPT and LEADER) 
but a programme under the EMPLOYMENT Initiative was approved in 1994. There vere three 
programmes still awaiting approval, those under RESIDER, SME and KONVER. Luxembou is also 
involved in an INTERREG programme, but does not take part in the RECHAR, RETEX, R~:-Li; 

PESCA Initiatives. 

NETHERLANDS 

Eleven programmes 111 the Netherlands were adopted in 1995, under all the Initiatives except 
EMPLOYMENT (programme adopted in 1994), RECHAR and REGIS (in which the Netherlands does 
not take part). There are seven INTERREG programmes involving the Netherlands. By the end of 1995, 
only the KONVER programme was still awaiting approval. 

PORTUGAL 

Portugal takes part in all the Initiatives, and all the programmes have now been adopted: RETEX in 
1993, RESIDER, EMPLOYMENT and PESCA in 1994, and the rest in 1995. Altogether, I I 
programmes are being implemented at national level, one for each Initiative, plus two INTERREG 
programmes, one under REGEN and the other under cross-border cooperation. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

The United Kingdom takes part in all the Community Initiatives except REGIS, and also pm1icipate in 
the PEACE programme for Northern Ireland. A !together, 28 national programmes were approved in 
1995, two programmes under the EMPLOYMENT Initiative having been adopted in 1994. Moreover, 
three INTERREG programmes were adopted in 1995. A further II programmes were presented, one for 
RESIDER, one for the SME Initiative, and nine for the URBAN Initiative, with projects that were later 
amended after negotiations between the UK authorities and the Commission. By the end of 1995, 
progress had been made towards their adoption.All the regionalized programmes for Northern Ireland 
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(which is eligible under Objective I) were adopted in 1995; they comprise programmes under PEACE, 
RETEX, SME, EMPLOYMENT, ADAPT and LEADER. Northern Ireland also benefits from KONVER 
and PESCA programmes for the United Kingdom as a whole. 

Arrangements have already been introduced for the implementation of some of the Initiatives in the 
United Kingdom. In certain cases, the management committees have adopted new procedures such as 
the approval of projects in groups. There is a distinction to be made here between programmes for which 
an ad hoc Monitoring Committee has been set up (national Monitoring Committees for KONVER, 
RETEX, EMPLOYMENT, ADAPT, PESCA), and the programmes for which a specific Monitoring 
Committee was not needed, since the SPD Monitoring Committees (Objectives I or 2) were also 
responsible for monitoring Community Initiatives. The RECHAR programmes are in the second 
category; since each programme follows on from a priority under the SPD for these regions, the 
corresponding Monitoring Committees have the general task of supervising the implementation of the 
various Community programmes in the region concerned, including Community Initiative programmes. 
Actual implementation on the ground is the responsibility of the RECHAR management committees, 
which reflect local partnership in the mining areas. Similarly, for RESIDER, a partnership ~cture like 
that for the RECHAR programmes has been introduced, with stress on involving local communities and 
bodies. In Westem Scotland, for example (Lanarkshire), the strategy was designed in partnership 
between groups managing the programme, which include the Lanarkshire Development Agency, local 
authorities, the Strathclyde regional council, the East Kilbride Development Corporation, Scottish 
Enterprise National and the Scottish Office. 
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2. Innovative measures and technical assistance 

Each of the Structural Funds and the FIFG may finance measures on its own initiative concerning 
studies, pilot schemes or technical assistance. A ceiling is imposed on the maximum amounts for 
financing such measures for each Fund: 1.5% of the ERDF's annual budget, I% for the EAGGF, 0.5% 
for the ESF and 2% for the FIFG 18. 

2.1. Innovative measures and technical assistance under Articles 7 and 10 of the ERDF 
Regulation 

Innovative measures under Article 10 oftlte ERDF Regulation 

Article I 0 of the ERDF Regulation provides for the financing, in particular, of innovative studies and 
pilot schemes to promote economic and social development. Priorities for this type of measure were 
defined and rationalized in 199419, and a total ofECU 395 million was allocated for 1995-99. Measures 
were launched in 1995. 

Table 105: Innovative measures (Anicle 10 of the ERDF Regulation)- priorities for assistance, 1995-99 (ECU 
million) 

ll'riorities 
11nter-reg10nal cooperation I HO,O 
-within the Union 110,0 
-with non-member countries 70,0 

11nnovat1ve ~eg10nal development 90,0 

measures 

-promotion of technological innovation 
-information sociey 

-culture and economic development 

-new employment areas (particularly 

local jobs) 

1
t'hys1ca1 planning 45,U 

1uroan p11ot proJects IW,U 

Iota I J~S,U 

The Commission has opted for three main pnont1es in its approach to innovative measures under 
Article 10 of the ERDF Regulation for t~e new period: ·. 

• improving the transparency of project selection through systematic use of calls for proposals; 
• closer collaboration between those responsible at the political level, the different levels of local 

authorities and the economic and social partners; 
• greater involvement of the Member States in the monitoring and assessment of pilot projects so that 

their innovative character can influence the operational programming of the regional policies. 

During the autumn of 1995 the Commission published a series of calls for proposals with a view to 
implementing measures financed under Article 10. These calls for proposals, concerning the priorities 
listed above, cover five domains: the information society, technology transfer, new employment areas, 
economic development networks in the cultural area and urban pilot projects. 

Innovative measures in regional development: The calls for proposals under A11icle 10 in the fields of 
the information society and technology transfers were prepared by two sets of pilot projects. The first, 

18 For the principles and the changes made by the 1993 amendments to the Regulations, see the 1994 Annual 
Report. 

19 See the 1994 Annual Report. 
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jointly financed by the ERDF and the ESF20, is a programme of pilot schemes, with financing of 
ECU 20 million, to prepare regional strategies for the development of the information society in six 
regions (Nord-Pas de Calais, Saxony, North-West England, Central Greece-Macedonia, Piedmont and 
Valencia). The chief objective is to make the concept of the information society a reality in the everyday 
life of the regions through demonstration services and innovative applications, strongly encouraging the 
participation of users and disseminating good practice, particularly in less-favoured regions. Following 
this series of calls for proposals, it is planned to select some 150 pilot projects in 1996. The second series 
consists of eight pilot projects launched as regional technology plans, concerning regional innovation 
strategies in Lorraine, Saxony, Wales, Limburg, Norte (Portugal), Abruzzi, Central Greece-Macedonia 
and Castile-Leon and with a budget of ECU 15 million. These regional innovation strategies will seek 
the best methods for promoting cooperation between SMEs, research institutes and public authorities 
with a view to assessing the local technological requirements of firms and the skills and potential 
existing locally for improving a region's capacity for innovation. 

Regional planning and the sustainable integrated development of coastal areas 
The "Europe 2000+" report and the Report on implementation of the Fifth European Community 

Programme of policy and action in relation to the environment - "Towards Sustainability'l21 reveal 
the threats to the environment and the sustainable development of the Community's coastal areas. On 
31 October 1995, in order to propose ways of acting in the spirit of integrated development and 
preservation of national resources, the Commission adopted a communication on the integrated 

management of coastal zones22 reviewing the situation in these areas, reiterating the reasons for 
Community action and laying the foundations for a demonstration programme. This programme fits 
into the context of the Fifth programme of action in relation to the environment and ihe preparation 
of a European approach to spatial planning and has two objectives: 
'" to demonstrate the conditions for the sustainable development of coastal zones in all their 

diversity, giving special attention to innovative models and mechanisms for collaboration between 
the different levels of responsibility and to structures facilitating coordination between the 
different sectoral policies; 

'" to stimulate debate between those mainly involved in the development of these areas in order to 
facilitate the emergence of a consensus at the different levels of decision-making. 

The selection of demonstration projects is planned for 1996 and great importance will be attached to 
disseminating the lessons learned from the programme, particularly for the least favoured regions. 
ERDF financing could be arranged in two ways: through Article 10 of the ERDF Regulation, under 
the regional development section; or through the new strand of the Community Initiative 

Interreg II C23, since the integrated management of coastal areas could be an important aspect of 
programmes for trans-national cooperation between the coastal Member States. 

Urban pilot projects: As in the case of innovative local development measures, in 1995 the Commission 
launched the new programme for urban pilot projects for 1995-99, under which 25-30 projects will be 
financed in the Member States. The call for proposals was published in November I 995 and was 
presented in December at Directoria (see below). The closing date for submission of proposals was April 
1996. It should be noted that the possible themes proposed in the call for proposals included 
environmental improvement, giving as examples the creation of green spaces, the treatment of waste, 
recycling and use of renewable sources of energy. Also, 32 projects from the 1989-93 programming 
period were still running in 1995, with the Commission continuing to provide technical assistance and 
monitoring. Some of these projects should be wound up at the end of the year, while others will need to 
be extended because of unexpected difficulties (flooding, archaeological finds, changes in legislation, 
etc.). However, all the projects are now in the last phase of implementation and most should be 
completed in 1996. 

20 See below, 2.2 Innovative measures and technical assistance under A11icle 6 of the ESF Regulation. 
21 COM(95)624final ofiOJanuary I996. 
22 COM(95) 5 I I. 
23 See Chapter I. B. I Community Initiatives. 
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Economic cooperation measures: In December 1995 the Commission organized the Directoria event in 
Brussels, in which more than 500 delegations from local and regional authorities in the European Union 
participated. The objective was to enable those involved in economic development and inter-regional 
cooperation to identifY partners with whom to set up pilot projects. This event was a follow-up to an 
initial Directoria encounter held in March I 995, at which the Community programmes specifically 
concerning local authorities were presented. 

In addition, as in previous years, two' Europartenariat events were organized in 1995 and financed under 

Article 1024. This measure for SMEs was supplemented by the launch in 1995 of 14 new European 
Business Innovation Centres (BICs) in the eligible areas, including the new Member States, giving 
SMEs easier access to all the advisory services needed for their establishment and development. The 
Commission also launched a pilot experiment concerning four monitoring and management centres at 
large construction sites (Belgium, France, Greece and Portugal) to promote local development and 
capitalize on economic spin-offs at local level. 

Technical assistance under Article 7 of the ERDF Regulatimr 

Under Article 7 of this Regulation the ERDF may finance preparatory, appraisal, monitoring and 
evaluation measures, as well as studies and information measures concerning Community regional 
action. In 1995 expenditure on accompanying measures carried out on the Commission's initiative under 
Article 7 of the ERDF Regulation was greater than in 1994, at ECU 14 million in commitments (0. I I% 
of the ERDF budget) as against ECU 12 million in 1994 (also 0.11% of the ERDF budget). 

Table 106: Measures financed under Article 7 ofthe ERDF Regulation in 1995- commitments (ECU milliou) 

ERDF % 
PreparatiOn and mon Jtonng 1,0 7% 
Assessment 3,0 21% 
Regional studies 1,3 9% 
Conference's, symposia, seminars 0,4 3%1 

Infom1ation and publicity 4,9 35% 
Technical assistance and equipment 3,4 24% 

Total 14,0 100% 

The assessment exercises (21%) launched during 1995 concern Structural Fund assistance imp1 :1ented 
during the 1989-93 programming period and certain Community Initiatives. The regional stu<.iies (9%) 
added some useful knowledge to understanding of the regional question and will be used in particular as 
the basis for preparing the first three-yearly report on economic and social cohesion. The various 
conferences and symposia part-financed (3%) included the conference organized with the Council of 
Europe in Prague on European integration and regional planning in greater Europe. The various p .blicity 
measures and the creation of an infom1ation and communication strategy (35%) enabled the 
Commission to continue its efforts to improve the visibility of Community regional policy25 . As in 
previous years, most of the measures benefited several or an Member States. 

2.2. Innovative measures and technical assistance under Article 6 of the ESF Regulation 

Article 6 of this Regulation permits the ESF to finance different types of innovative measure, technical 
assistance and pilot and demonstration projects in the field of vocational training and the development of 
employment as well as the monitoring and evaluation of measures it has part-financed. 

There were two parallel innovative operations in 1995: the launch of the projects selected in 1994 and 
the selection of the pr.ojects to be financed in 1995. In March 1995 32 projects from the 1994 call for 

24 See Chapter ll.D.4. Structural Funds and SMEs. 
25 See Chapter I II.D. Information and communication, dissemination of good practice. 
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proposals were approved for the 1:\velve Member States. The projects cover three main themes: seeking a 
model of growth which generates more employment; improving the operation of the labour market and 
strengthening training systems. The vast majority of projects concern strengthening training systems and 
range from the establishment of mobile local training centres (Greece) to partnerships to improve 
employment for the disabled. l11e total cost of these projects for the Twelve amounts to ECU 32 million, 
with the ESF contributing ECU 18 million (56%). The first payments (50% of the ESF commitment) 
were made in August 1995. 

Calls for proposals for 1995 were issued in May and June 1995. By October, the closing date for 
submission of proposals, the Commission had received 169 proposals. These were assessed by external 
experts selected from candidates put forward by the Member States and the Commission's internal 
assessors. After assessment, a provisional list of 61 projects was drawn up. The total budget estimate 
totals ECU 62 million, with an ESF contributionofECU 27 million. 

Among the innovative regional development measures financed under Article I 0 of the ERDF 
Regulation, the measure to integrate the concept of the information society into the regional 
development policies of the least-favoured areas is jointly financed under Article 6 of the ESF 

Regulation and Article 10 of the ERDF Regulation.26 Total available funding for this measure will 
therefore amount to ECU 20 million (ECU 15 million from the ERDF and ECU 5 million from the ESF), 
with two sections: the preparation of regional strategies for the infonnation society (comprising aspects 
linked to employment and human resources) and the launch of multiregional applications with an 
innovative effect and demonstration value in the less-favoured regions. The ESF will focus on networks 
running projects related to employment, training and management of the labour market. Applications 
could thus concern distance education using infonnation and communications technology or using these 
technologies more effectively to link institutions and other parties involved in the local labour market on 
the one hand and job seekers on the other hand. The projects will be launched during the second half of 
1996. 

Most of the technical assistance measures are included in the programmes financed under the different 
Objectives or Community Initiatives. Appropriations for the Commission's initiative are used to help it 
to carry out its activities, and particularly to implement the Community Initiatives Employment and 
Adapt, for which an external support structure called Europs, managed by a firm under contract, was set 
up in May 1995. This structure was selected on the basis of an invitation to tender and has an annual 
budget of ECU 5 573 000. Its main role in 1995 was to help the Commission select programme 
proposals. The chief mission of Europs is to analyse the contents of the Employment and Adapt CIPs 
and to help prepare and circulate infonnation on these Initiatives. [n addition. an intermediary support 
structure specialized in public relations and communication was selected following a tendering 
procedure to run information and communication measures concerning the ESF. 

Table 107: Measuresfimmced under Article 6 ojtl1e ESF Regulation in 1995 (ECU million) 

Commitments % Payments 

lnnovat1ve measures, stud1es I R,O 69% 9.0 

Tcchn ical ass is tan ce 8.0 31% 9,9 
TOTAL 26,0 100% I ~.<J 

26 Sec above, 2.1 Innovative measures under Article I 0 of the ERDF Regulation - Innovative measures in regional 
development. 
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2.3. Innovative measures and technical assistance under Article 8 of the EAGGF Regulation. 

Under Article 8 of its Regulation, the EAGGF may finance: 

• preparatory and monitoring measures, technical assistance and general studies. Technical assistance 
may be implemented on the initiative of the Commission or a competent national or regional 
authority. Studies may be proposed only by the Commission, in accordance with the priority 
requirements of its departments; 

• pilot projects for adjusting agricultural structures and promoting rural development. Pilot projects 
concern the small-scale application in real conditions of promising research results; 

• demonstration projects to show the real possibilities of systems, methods and techniques of 
production and management which are in accordance with the objectives of the common agricultural 
policy. Demonstration projects are applied at almost full scale and must be based on results which 
have already been validated at research level; 

• measures needed for the circulation of experience and results of the work on rural development and 
improving agricultural structures. 

Summary of measures financed between 1989 and 1995 

Since previous Annual Reports have made no mention of measures implemented under Article 8 of the 
EAGGF Regulation since 1989, it was decided to include them at this point because some of the first
generation projects were continued in 1995 and second-generation projects were launched. 

Table 108: Measures financed under Article 8 of the EAGGF Regulation, 1989-95 (ECU million) 

Number ol 
EAGGF % 

projects 
TccllnJcal assistance, assessment, stl'dJes 51 1'1,2 26Yo 
Pilot and demonstration projects 78 51,6 71% 
Dissemination 8 1,8 2% 

Total [j"/ 71.,1.> I tJU "/o 

Assessment, monitoring, technical assistance and studies: Between 1989 and 1995, six projects 
concerned prior appraisal and seven ex post evaluation of specific Regulations. Most of the technical 
assistance measures (19 projects) concerned assistance in the implementation and monitoring of 
Community Regulations. Lastly, 19 general studies were launched on the Commission's initiative. 

Pilot and demonstration projects were implemented in the context of various sectors of agriculture and 
rural society. Most of the projects concerning diversification in fanning and product development 
focused on non-food products (development of forestry, rural tourism and regional planning), but also 
included the promotion of high-quality regional products. 

Agri-environmental pilot projects: 
EAGGF pilot and demonstration projects are an excellent vehicle for testing different methods of 
reconciling agricultural production with sustainable rural development and environmental 
protection.· Measures financed in 1989-95 included the demonstration of more environmentally 
friendly techniques and the setting up of pilot farms to demonstrate the viability of farming systems 
taking account of environmental concerns and management of the countryside. 

Dissemination measures mainly concerned the financing of booklets and the organization of seminars to 
circulate information on the Community's rural development policy and on the knowledge and results of 
experience in improving agricultural structures. 
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1995: a year of transition for EA GG F pilot and demonstration projects 

In order to ensure more widespread circulation of infonnation about the pilot and demonstration projects 
financed under Article 8 of the EAGGF Regulation, a call for proposals was published in October 1994 
(closing date for presentation of projects: 3 I March 1995) relating to four priorityareas: non-food 
products, agri-environmental aspects, forestry and rural development. 583 proposals were received and 
assessed by independent experts and the Commission's departments during 1995. The selected projects 
will be financed under the 1996 budget. It should be noted that this call for proposals concerned only 
pilot and demonstration projects. Assessment, technical assistance, monitoring and dissemination 
measures and studies (projects presented on the initiative of the Commission or national, regional or 
local authorities) are financed outside this procedure (six projects and technical assistance measures in 
1995). 

2.4. Innovative measures and technical assistance under Article 4 of the FIFG Regulation 

Like the other Structural Funds, the FIFG may finance studies, pilot projects and demonstration projects, 
the provision of services and technical assistance, infonnation campaigns, etc. on the basis of Article 4 
of its Regulation. In I 995 a total ofECU 2 050 000 was spent on measures of this type. 

Table /09: Measures financed under Article 4 oftlte FIFG Regulation inl995 (ECU million) 

FIFG •;. 

1

Studtes 1,5 71Yo 
Publications 0,0 2% 
Technical assistance 0,6 27% 

Total 2,1 100% 

Thirteen studies were launched following a call for proposals, mainly collecting data for biological 
purposes or dealing with the links between fisheries and the environment, socio-economic aspects, 
fisheries technology, the quality of water for the production of bivalve molluscs and quality certification 
for fisheries products. Appropriations for technical assistance went towards updating and demonstrating 
the Community register of fishing vessels, preparing the MGP IV (multianpual guidance programme for 
the adjustment of fishing effort, I 997-2000) and launching the Infosys system for computerizing the 
monitoring and assessment of structural measures financed by the FIFG. Lastly, publications financed 
under Article 4 include the report on Aquaculture and the Environment, and information booklets on 
structural measures for fisheries and aquaculture, which were distributed in each Member State. 
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A. BUDGETARY IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRUCTURAL FUNDS 

The financial year was marked by adoption of a supplementary and amending budget to make available 
the appropriations in the reserve for the three new Member States and introduce specific budget 
headings for CSFs/SPDs under Objective 6. This supplementary and amending budget provided the 
ERDF with ECU 261 million in commitment appropriations and ECU 130 million in payment 
appropriations, an increase of 2% on the original total. 

1. Budget implementation in 1995 

1.1. General implementation in 1995 

The aim of this section is to look at implementation of the 1995 budget as a whole, that is, of 
·appropriations for 1994-99 and those for previous periods. However, it aistinguishes between 
implementation of appropriations newly entered in the 1995 budget and that of appropriations carried 
over to the 1995 budget from the previous year. 

Table 110: Origin and implementation of commitment appropriations in 1995 (ECU-million) 

CSF CSF CSF CSF Community Transitional TOTAL 
ERDF ESF EAGGF FIFG (nitiatives measures 

Initial budget 10.592,70 6.443,80 3 315,80 438,95 2.144,00 242,00 23.177,25 
Transfer of appropria1ions -129,70 -54,80 -192,80 0,05 378,00 0,00 0,75 

Supplementary and amending budget 221,41 317,11 251,10 12,28 80,20 8,90 891,00 

Total appropriations 1995 10.684,41 6.706,11 3.3 74,10 451,28 2.602,20 250,90 24.069,00 
Appropriations reconstituted 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Appropriations carried O\'er 0,00 4,63 0,00 0,00 313,58 20,90 339,11 (I) 
Appropriations availabe 10 684,41 6.710,74 3.374,10 451,28 2.915, 78 271,80 24.408,11 (2) 
[mplcmentation 10.566,05 5.125,25 3.348,33 451,23 2.666,65 111,92 22.26g,4J 

Rate of implementation 9!1% '7"6% 99% JOO% 91% U% 9/% 

Appropriations not implemented 118,36 1 585,49 25,77 0,05 249,13 159,88 2.138,68 

Appropriations carried over early 1996 0,00 4,32 0,00 0,00 20,41 45,88 70,63 

Decommittnents without reconstitutions 5,44 
Appropriations reentered in the budget ror 
subsequent yean: 118,06 1.584,79 25,58 0,22 228,71 115,42 2.072,78 

Decornm itments 283,75 99,28 28,66 48,49 31.34 42,03 533,56 

(I) mcludmg ECU 7 5 milliOn b1oc~ed at 31 March 1995. 

(2) ECU 24 400.6 milhon after deduction of the ECU 7.5 million blocked. 

Table 111: Implementation of appropriations in 1995 (excluding carry-overs from 1994 to 1995 and 
appropriations made available again- ECU million) 

Uu/j,"'l~' Atfn'f.-iutlms muilabl~ (A) Ui//zdim <f o;yn,.WO,n< (I~ A{y1t1!priatU11U a.t1T'it:J 111\'r/11 JYW! (() A[prpia!U•rr 11ft inplmwud 
CormitnnD P:oynmn Cc11'1'1i£11'l'Slt! l'llymnts CormitiTI'I'tS Pa)nrnts Comnitnacs I'H)ttam 

Objecth-e 1 15 190,Si!. 12550,1 14.517,77 ll 871.54 0,00 116,00 673,11 556,62 
Objectiv-e 2 1.978,20 l25~« I 734,74 I 091,05 0,00 20,50 243,46 Ll41,05 
Objtcri,·el 2013,51 1.756,76 I 1£6,59 1474,72 4,32 73,00 402,59 209,03 

Objecti\'t4 365,39 188,20 94,50 54,11 0,00 0,00 270,89 134,08 
Obj«th~ 5(n) ngricullurt (excluding Objt'(ti\·es I 

&5(b)) 296,76 462,03 281,60 316,64 0,00 44,50 14,16 100,89 

OI.Jjrcth·e .5(a) ngriculhtre{in Objeclh~ 5(h)) :J.84,72 295,50 373,31 m.26 0,00 1~39 lt,4i ·5,15 

Objecth·e ~al lhherics 178,91 134,60 171\,97 91,63 0,00 o.ro 0,00 4~97 

Objccth·~ ~b} 6EI0,80 948,90 S./I,E6 4J7,&~ 0,00 0,00 100,94 511,05 

Obj«li\'e6 125,92 7~2A 125,92 6~96 0,00 0,00 0,00 13.28 

TransitionnJ and innov.ath·e nrasures 2:;Q,90 376,65 93,!1:) 183,87 38,74 IO,Cll 118,26 18.!,78 

Conununil)' lnitiath~ 2602,20 2101,15 2357,71 1320,06 20,4) 184,36 224,08 00~73 

Anti·fraud 0,75 0,71 0,06 O,IJ 0,00 0,00 0,69 0,64 

Foru-rrGDR l~OC 0,00 l6,ot 0,00 IIJ,CX:. 0,00 ·71,07 

lUTAL 24.M,OO 2l.201 .. 'i5- 21.'fl7.9'i 1'-214-"' 63,47 57].,81 2.U67,6t J.412.,90 

Taking all the assistance and all the Funds together, during 1995 the Commission committed ECU 
21 938 million and paid ECU 17 215 million from the 1995 appropriations. In addition, ECU 
331.6 mill ion was committed from appropriations carried over from the previous year. These figures 
should be compared with the ECU 24 069 million available for commitment appropriations (ECU 
24 408 million including carryovers) and the ECU 21 202 million available for payment appropriations. 
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In all, ECU 2 131 million in commitment appropriations (ECU 2 139 million including carryovers) and 
ECU 3 987 million in payment appropriations remained unused. Of these appropriations, ECU 
63.5 million in commitment appropriations and ECU 573.8 million in payment appropriations were 
carried over to the 1996 budget and ECU 2 072 million in commitment appropriations will be entered in 
budgets for later years. 

Table 112: Implementation of appropriations in 1995 by budget heading (excluding carry-overs and 
appropriations made available again) 

I Number Heading Commitments Payments! 

I '' :~. ' :CSF· ·, '~ :} ·· .. · ,:~· >/,,.·>~:·:· .. 
. ' ,; .. '"<'_, ::;~-. 

ll B2-100 CSF 

I 
B2-IOOO Objective I 

u.. 82-1001 Objective 5(a) (excluding I and 5(b) areas) 

v 82-1002 Objective 5(a) (in 5(b) areas) v 

2.395.179.999 1.694.819.384 

282.599.220 316.643.872 

373.305.787 288,255.362 

<( 82-1003 Objective 5(b) 
w 

249.500.000 207.015.401 

82-1004 Objec!ive6 47.740,000 23.870.000 

B2-1010 Anti-fraud 10.000 7.500 

l______~ Total EAGGF 3.348.335.0061 2.s3o.6u.s2o 1 

li 82-110 CSF 

I v I 
82-1100 Objective I 

82-1101 Objective 5(a) 
I~ 82-1102 Objective 6 u.. 

270.833.000 155.710.334 

178.967.000 91.628.181 

1.430.000 71 5.000 

82-1110 Anti-fraud 

I Total FIFG 451.230~ 248,053.5141 

82-120 CSF 

132-1200 Objective I 8.960.795.036 7.371.713.350 

u.. 82-1201 Objective 2 I J32.611.700 815.617.460 

~ B2-1202 Objective 5(b) 228.388.044 151i.l22.460 
w 82-1203 Objective 6 44.260.000 22.130.000 

82-1210 Anti-fraud 30.000 37.106 

Total ERDF I 0.566.084. 780 I 8.373.6l0.3761 

,--1 
. i 1!2-130 cs~-

82-1300 Objective 1 2.890.964.235 2.647.301.618 

82-1301 Objective 1 402.127.449 275.434.338 

u.. 82-1302 Objcclivc 3 1.606.593.0]5 1.474.721.111 
l/) Bl-1303 Objective 4 w 94.500.000 54.111.428 

82-1304 Objective 5(b) 93.970.958 74.715.824 

82-1305 Objective 6 32.490.000 16.245.000 

B2-131 Anti-fraud 19.000 81.000 

~-_1 I Total ESF 5,120.664.667\ 4.542.610.3191 

~-- COMMUNITY INITIATIVES 

r·--l 821400 Pesca (restructuring the fisheries sector) 

! ~ I 821400 ESF 

ll21400 FIFG 
~_~ 

ll21400 ERDF 

Total Pesca 

964.000 482.000 

20.760.036 1.564.518 

6.552.899 3.276.449 

28.276.9351 5.322.9671 

B2141 Inter-regional cooperalion 
---~-l ll21410 ESF 

0 i B21410 EAGGF 
::! I 

I 
"' I [32141 0 FIFG UJ 

~ I 
ll21410 ERDF i 

4.745.000 2.372.500 

7.010,000 4.030.200 

334.460.500 218.259.850 

-~--J Tncul INTERREG 346.215.5001 224.662.550 1 
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Number Heading Commitments Payments! 

~ 
821412 ESF l 0.963.000 5.481.500 

821412 EAGGF 1.271.000 635.500 

821412 FIFG 137.000 68.500 

821412 ERDF 15.014.000 7.507.000 

Total PEACE 27.385.ooo 1 13.692.soo 1 

82142 Employment and the developmenl or human resourees 

~ 
821420 ESF 26.728.815 13.364.407 

821420 ERDF 1.626.298 713.149 

1- Total NOW 28.355.1131 14.077.5561 

ITJ 
821421 ESF 51.908.658 25.954.329 

821421 ERDF 3.110.964 1.455.482 

Total HORIZON 55.019.622 1 27.409.8111 

[ill 821422 ESF 22.813.724 11.406.861 

821422 ERDF !.463.454 731.727 ... 
Total YOUTHSTART 24.277.1781 12.138.5881 

[}] 821423 ESF 297.622.306 147.600.000 

821423 ERDF 10.041.768 5.020.884 

Total ADAPT 307.664.0741 152.620.8841 

82143 [nd ustrial restructuring 

[IJ 821430 ESF 23.002.000 11.501.000 

821430 ERDF 148.660.161 63.672.168 

Total RECHAR 171.662.1611 75.173.1681 

·MI 821431 ESF 11.258.000 5.629.000 

i ~ I 821431 ERDF 143.470.500 71 .390.850 

: "' Total RESIDER I 54.728.500 I 77.019~ 
~'--' 

~ 821432 ESF 10.654.000 5.317.000 

' f I 821432 ERDF 227.568.000 82.004.885 
I 0 

238.2n.ooo 1 87.331.8851 I '-' ' Total KONVER '---· 

lll 821433 ESF 2.04 7.000 I .023.500 

821433 ERDF 162.776.410 74.335.571 

Total RETEX 164.823.4101 75.359.0711 

I! 82144 REGIS II (most remote regions) 

I ~ I 
821440 EAGGF 

821440 F!FG 

l _ _j 821440 ERDF 36.777 000 22.020.400 

Total REGIS 36. 7n.uoo 1 22.0211.400 1 

~] 
82145 URBAN (rural acras) 

821450 ESF 14.285.177 7.142.588 

821450 ERDF 121.611J82 46.574.610 

Total URBAN 135.896.5591 53.717.1981 

II 82146 LEADER II (rural development) 

821460 ESF 2.965.637 2.882.818 

821460 EAGGF 221.085.705 6 7 .I 06.871 

821460 ERDF 217.026.189 62.719.602 

Total LEADER 441.077.5311 132.709.2911 

l~ 
82147 SME Initiative 

8214 70 ESF 13.937.000 6.968.500 

821470 ERDF 183.390.000 60.739.701 

Toto! PME 197.327.ooo 1 6i.708.2oll 

ESF 493.894.317 24 7.136.003 

c ~ EAGGF 229.366.705 71.772.571 ·a ~ 
" ·- FIFG 20.897.036 1.633.018 E ;;; 
E :;: 

1.61 J .549.525 720.422.327 8.5 ERDF 

Total Community Initiatives 2.357. 707.583 1.040. 963.9 20 1 
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82-180 

B2-181 

B2-182 

82-183 

B21900 

821900 

821900 

821900 

821900 
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OTHER ASSISTANCE :· < '~ • 

ESF 

EAGGF 
ERDF 

Reserve 

EAGGF 
FIFG 
ERDF 
ESF 

ESF 
EAGGF 

FIFG 
ERDF 
Reserve 

Total Earlier measures (•) 

Total Tr:msitional1nd inno\'ative measures 

Total Former GDR 

(') l'oyments for 1989-93 
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Commitments 

0 

0 

0 

0 

of 

10.867.167 

13.371.419 

30.980.969 

38.677.505 

93.897.060 

0 

0 

of 

Payments[ 

51.654.64 7 

19.827.041 

207.616.049 

0 

2 79.097. 737[ 

42.062.926 

12.772.210 

82.322.392 

46.709.165 

183.866.694[ 

0 

14.938.560 

1.073.579 

0 

0 

16.012.1391 

Table ll3: Commitments in 1995 (excluding carry-overs and appropriations made available again - ECU 
million) 

TOTAL 
Obj.l Obj.2 Obj. 3 

Toral :w:\ilahle 24.068.25 (I) IS 190.88 1.978,20 2 013,51 

Totalimplementetl 21.9J'T,86 0) 14.517,17 1.734,74 1.606,.59 

% Y/,15% %% .\'~% IW% 

12.210,59 (2) B 960,!30 I.B2,61 

.5.653,22 (2) 2 !390,96 402,13 I 606,59 

CSF 
Obj.4 

)65,39 

94,.50 

}(,% 

Obj.5(a) 

860,45 

834,87 
9:""% 

Obj. 5(b) 

680,80 

571,86 
,\'./% 

228,39 

93,97 

Tot;<~ I Trmnition;:.l Communil)' % 

Obj.6 CSF JniliAtiv.es 

J25.92 ll 215.15 (I) 250,90 2.602,20 

125,92 19.486,26 (2) 9J.90 2.357,71 100% 

100% 91% F% 9}% 

44,26 lO S66,05 (21 J0,91! I 61J,5S 5f•% 

32,49 5 I 20,65 t2) 18,68 493,89 16% 

ERDf 

ESF 

EAGGF 3.588.56 (2) 2 395,18 655,91 249,50 47,74 J H8,33 (2) \0,&7 229,37 /(;% 

FIFG ... -~;,~~---- -·---~_.,~tJ ---·---~% ----% --u% . __ 11s;~ ---;ri----~j-~-----~~~~-·- ________ IJ(~~---- 2~;~ ----~ 
t I) :-.lol tndutl1ng ECU 750 000 a\ :ldallle for antt-fraud measures 
t2} ~01 mduding ECU 59 000 comm ltted ror anti-fraud mcasmes (ERDF: ECU 30 000, ESF. ECU 19 000, EAGGF. ECU l 0 000) 

In terms of programming, 1995 saw the adoption of the Community Initiative programmes, programmes 
for the new Member States and a few programmes still to be adopted for the various Objectives. 
However, these new commitments did not account for the bulk of budget implementation in 1995, which 
was rather the reflection of the implementation of the national initiative assistance programmes 
(CSFs/SPDs) decided on in 1994. The fact that implementation was spread over two years explains the 
failure to use all the commitment appropriations, with 91% (ECU 21 938 million) of the appropriations 
available used in the current programming period. The preparation and adoption of the programming 
documents towards the end of 1994 had an impact on budget implementation in 1995, since the 
requirement that 40% of the annual instalment for the previous year has to be used before the next 
annual instalment can be committed generates a degree of inertia, with lack of implementation in 1994 
acting as a drag on 1995. This inertia is amplified by the system of SPDs under which, while it is true 
that the first annual instalment can be committed more quickly, the amounts in question are greater than 
those in CSF operational programmes so that a higher level of implementation has to be achieved before 
the next instalment can be committed. 

Implementation varies considerably from one Objective to another. Only Objective 6 was fully 
implemented, through the adoption of a very small number of programmes. Over 95% of the 
appropriations for Objectives 1 and 5(a) were committed and Objectives 2 and 5(b) were around the 
85% mark. Only Objectives 3 and 4 encountered substantial difficulties in implementing the 
commitment appropriations (80% and 26% respectively). However, in general terms these were largely 
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offset by the fact that Objective I, for which the rate of commitment in 1995 was fairly satisfactory with 
ECU 673 million out of ECU 15 190 million remaining unused, by itself accounts for tvvo thirds of 
commitments for 1995, with the share taken by the other Objectives ranging from 0.4% (Objective 4) to 
8% (Objective 2). 

Turning to other assistance, total commitment appropriations for the Community Initiatives (excluding 
appropriations carried over and made available again) totalled ECU 2 358 million, leaving ECU 
244.5 million (9% of the appropriations available in 1995) unused. This made up to a considerable 
extent for the delay in 1994, as can be seen from the proportion of commitments for 1995 represented by 
the Community Initiatives (almost 11 %). 

Table 114: Payments in 1995 (excluding carry-overs and appropriations made available again- ECU million) 

TOTAL CSF To101l TrrmsilionRI Community 
Obj. I Obj. 2 Obj. J Obj. 4 Obj. S(a) Obj. S(b) Obj. 6 CSF lnitiati\'C5 

Total a\lailnble 20.618,19 (I) 12550,!1 2.252,60 1.156,16 188,20 892,13 948,90 76,24 18 664,99 (I) 316,65 1.585,15 

Tc-tnl implt:meneed 16.919,60 (2) 1 1.817,54 1.091,05 1.474~72 54,11 6%,5~ 4J7,85 62,96 15.694,17 (2) 183.87 1.040,96 
% 8J,t2% 95% 48% sm 29% 78% -Ill"% •J% X.J% -IIJ% (j(..% 

-- ---·---f----- ----· -----~ --~--·---- --- ····------·-- -------
ERDF 9.116,JJ (l) 7 319,11 815,61 156,12 22,13 8 313,58 (2) 82,3:2 120,42 

ESF 4.8~6,31 (2) 2.647,30 215,43 1.474,72 54,11 74,72 16,25 4 542}3 {2) 46,71 247,14 

EAGGF 2.644,44 (2) 1.694,82 604,90 207,02 23,87 2 530,60 12) 42,06 11,17 

FIFG 261,46 155,11 91,63 0,12 148,05 12,77 1,63 --··-----·--·-·- .. 
J(JO% ;(.i% ----6% ---~% --- 0% ----4% -------}% ··-·--·-o% ---··-·····-yj·%·---· ····-··-·····i%' !,% 

(I) Exdudmg ECU 765 000 for antl·fraud measures and ECU 522 m1lhon m the reserve for earher measures 
{2) Excluding ECU 126 000 for anti~fraud measures (ERDF: ECU 37 000, ESF ECU B I 000, EAGGF ECU & 000), ECU 219 098 000 in the rescr\'e for catiiCT measures 

and ECU 16 0 12 000 for the former GDR. 

·~ .. 

100% 

--·----
5.J% 

!?% 

lfJ% 

2% 

Payment appropriations implemented in 1995 totalled ECU 16 920 million, 82% of the ECU 
20 679 million available. Appropriations unused therefore totalled ECU 3 759 million. This means that 
implementation of programmes is still fairly poor in view of the fact that they had only been adopted 
over the period end-1994 to 1995. It should be stressed that Community payments reflect the 
implementation of programmes at national level since, when the programme has been adopted, the 
corresponding annual instalment committed and the first advance paid, the Commission cannot make a 
second payment until the Member State can certify that expenditure amounting to at least half the first 
advance has actually been incurred by the final beneficiaries. In the case of programmes adopted in mid-
1995 or at the end of the year it was therefore difficult to make the payments originally entered in the 
budget. 

Rates of payment vary much more between the various Objectives than do rates of commitment. Only in 
the case of Objective 1 did the rate of implementation of available appropriations approach 95%. Those 
for the other Objectives either hovered around 80% (Objectives 3, 5(a) and 6) or fell below 50% 
(Objectives 2 and 5(b )) or even 30% (Objective 4). Once again, the fact that Objective I accounts for 
70% of all payment appropriations explains the overall rate of implementation of 82%. Implementation 
of payment appropriations for the Community Initiatives (66%) reflects the fact that 1995 \vas the year 
when the programmes were approved and actual implementation had not yet begun fully. 

The above paragraphs refer to the implementation of appropriations for the second programming period 
entered in the 1995 budget for the first time, that is, excluding appropriations carried over and made 

available again. However, appropriations carried over and made available again from 1994 to 1995 1 

represent only a limited proportion of total budget implementation (ECU 339.1 million). They comprise 

1 Usually, commitment or payment appropriations not implemented at the end of the financial year for which they 
have been entered are cancelled. However, a decision to carry them over, to the next financial year only, may be 
taken in the following cases: for commitment appropriations, when they relate to commitments which are going 
to be made before 3 I March of the following year; for payment appropriations, when ihe appropriations 
authorized are exhausted. Furthermore, commitments not used in a particular year are normally decommitted, 
which means they are cancelled. However, commitment appropriations may be made available again in order to 
carry out the programme originally planned. 
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ECU 4.6 million for the ESF under Objective 2 (fully implemented) and, more importantly, ECU 
313.6 million for the Community Initiatives (ERDF: ECU 268.9 million; ESF: ECU 18.3 million; 
EAGGF: ECU 20.6 million; FIFG: ECU 1.2 million) with ECU 20.9 million (ESF: ECU 18 million) for 
innovative and transitional measures. In total, during 1995 ECU 331.6 million out of a total of ECU 
339.1 million (98%) was committed from appropriations carried over or made available again. 

A considerable volume of payments was also made for assistance decided on before 1994, i.e. 
corresponding to the first programming period (1989-93) or even earlier. These totalled ECU 
1 835 million, of which ECU 1 551 million corresponds to commitments for 1989-93. These are 
payments still being made normally for the completion of assistance under the first period. It should be 
noted that, while commitments for that assistance had to be made before the end of 1993 (unless the 
programmes were extended), the Member States normally had two years (up to 31 December 1995) to 
make payments to the final beneficiaries and a further six months (up to 30 June 1996) to send 
certificates of expenditure to the Commission. The Commission's payments in 1995 reflect the closure 
of programmes from the first programming period. 

Table 115: Payments ill 1995 in respect of assistance prior to the second progranuning period (includi11g carry
overs and appropriations made available again - ECU million) 

_u HJ ICI,;llV IC l.. 

I<HIH' "~ ~-. ICAI;li ... I• ...... 
< '"4 I JU,O .~: (I) I>,>U 
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D 0,00 5,20 {J) 30,00 (l 1 ,I 0 (l I 

EL 34,84 0,00 25,90 0,92 

E 80,05 90,88 41 ,80 6,83 
F 50,83 13,14 1 3,40 0,00 
IRL 0,03 0,27 9,50 4,7 I 

I 242,74 91,49 8,60 0,7 5 

L 
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p 139,73 77,03 2,3 0 I ,25 
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Table 116: Appropriations outstanding at 31 December 1995 (ECU million) 

I 
Obj.l Obj.l Obj.J Obj.4 Obj.S(a) Obj.S(b) Obj.6 Total CommuRity TmnsiL Fum,.,. Anti· 1UfAL .,, 

O..jec::D\Ies lnitiafh.oes """"'""' GDR lrnud md1995 
Tolal~ 13. 776;36 2.694,83 1.484,.88 174,95 974,19 923,10 62,96 20.091,2 2.704.65 377.<8 2.<4,32 0,05 23.427,87 ~ 
conmtnrra EliD' 8 723.20 l202,91 377,22 22,13 IJ.J25,4<' 

end 1995 ESF 263!,38 491,92 1.484,88 174,95 143,44 16,25 4 942,83 

EA<XJF I 828,05 7S4,7J 402,44 23,87 3 039,(); 

FIFG 593,72 189,46 0,72 783,9[ 

1995~ 7.539,44 1.091,77 635,63 

1 
617,29 332,00 62,96 IO.J43,31 1.6(lil,77' 51,46 0,00 ~- ·- 12.008,56 51o/t 

oub1onding EliD' 4.682,46 838,39 136,31 22,13 5679-;2' --,-----ESF U45,99 254,38 635,63 50,85 16,25 2371,31 
EA<XJF 1.262,87 491,83 144,84 23,87 1923,41 

FIFG 248,12 125,46 0,72 374,2 

/994~ l021,43 1128,96 313,34 106,74 192,49 118,89 • 3.~ 

·~r ~ 
0,00 O,!ll 3,789,28 ~ '~ EliD' 1.415,48 718,46 90,00 • 2l2l,9J f--'---1-- --· ' 

ESF 367,73 1!0,51 31J,84 106,74 28,89 • 927,7C 

EA<XJF 174,78 151,81 • 326,58 

FIFG 63,45 40,68 • l()l,L3 

~from 4.215,49 773,101 535,41 0,00 164,41 472,22 6.16D,63 975,661,42 25l,32 0,{)( 7.630,(0 J)Oj, 

bifort: 1994 SUJF 2 625,26 646,06 - 150,91 3 422,2 r--
nut>1mJJing ESF 917,67 127,03 535,41 0,00 63,70 1643,82 

EA<XJF 390,40 141,09 257,61 789,1C I FIFG 282,16 - 23.32 0,00 305,48 I 

The increase in commitment appropriations available arising both from the Edinburgh undertakings and 
carryovers from 1994, and the failure to use all the payment appropriations has an immediate impact on 
the payment appropriations outstanding at the end of the year. The rate of settlement in 1995 was 46%, 
as compared with 54% in ·1994, which means that total appropriations outstanding rose from ECU 
15 000 million in 1993 to ECU 23 428 million in 1995. However, the increase was due to a lower rate of 
settlement during the current year (1995, but this is also true for 1994) rather than a slowdown in the 
settlement of appropriations committed in previous years. At the end of 1995, when the programmes 
were being closed, outstanding appropriations relating to the first programming period amounted to one 
third. As a result of the closure in 1995 of a very large number of programmes from the first period, the 
rate of settlement of appropriations committed in previous years has increased. Taking all Objectives 
and Funds together, payments have been made in respect of 85% of the appropriations committed in 
1992 and 1993. 

The shares of each Fund in the total appropriations outstanding at the end of 1995 are as follows: ERDF: 
56.%; ESF: 25%; EAGGF: 15%; FIFG 4%. These figures are fairly similar to those for 1994 (ERDF: 
56%; ESF: 27%; EAGGF: 13%; FIFG 4%). They differ, however, from those for the first programming 
period in that the share ofthe ERDF has fallen considerably (from 68% in 1989 and 56% in 1993) while 
that of the EAGGF has increased (from 11% iri 1989 and 13% in 1993). The share of the ESF rose 
between 1989 and 1995 but fell between 1993 and 1995 (20% in 1989, 27% in 1993); this was also true 
of appropriations for fisheries (0.5% in 1989, 5% in 1993). 

1.2. Implementation of each Fund in 1995 in the context of 1994-99 

The aim of this section is to look at the implementation of appropriations for 1994-99 excluding 
implementation for previous years. It therefore includes appropriations not implemented in 1994 and 
carried over to the 1995 budget. 

The share of each Fund in the total implementation of the Structural Funds varies slightly depending on 
the type of appropriations even though the proportions remain the same (see Tables 113 and 114). The 
share of the ERDF is about 55% but is slightly higher in the case of commitment appropriations (55.7%) 
and slightly lower for payment appropriations (54.2%). The position with regard to the EAGGF is 
similar: its share in the work of the Structural Funds is about 16%, I 6.4% for commitment 
appropriations and 15.6% for payment appropriations. The same is true of the FIFG (2.2% for 
commitment appropriations, 1.5% for payment appropriations). By contrast, the ESF has proved more 
dynamic in implementing payments (28.6% of the Funds as a whole) than commitments (25 .8% of the 
Funds as a whole). 
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Table 117: Implementation in 1995 for tlte period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations made 
available again - ECU million) 

Available Commitments 1995 

1995 (1) (a) Obj.l Obj.2 Obj.3 Obj.4 Obj 5(a)A 

Total 21.219,78 14.513,10 1.739,37 1.567,90 94,50 655,07 

•t. (2)/(11 
B 8,97 4,63 33,39 30,23 

DK - 6,00 41,00 5,00 16,73 

D 2.022,55 38,01 48,22 165,14 

EL 2.653,04 

E 4.778,90 659,21 206,97 62,70 21,09 

F 222,4 7 313,09 396,80 251,08 

!RL 954,21 -
IT 2 228,63 -
L - 3,29 0,27 5,47 
N 17,20 9,15 143,83 4,88 
AT 28,80 54,15 64,06 11,70 61,50 
p I 379,72 
Fl 31,10 60,33 14,83 61,42 
SE 105,78 73,00 13,73 

UK 218,60 518,25 497,00 22,80 

Available Payments 1995 
1995 (1) (c) Obj.l Obj.2 Obj.3 Obj.4 

Total 18.932,14 10.794,61 885,91 1.349,82 54,11 
%(211(1) 
B 29,57 11,75 42,33 

DK 8,35 39,04 2,50 
D I 251,97 32,52 104,48 
EL 1.705,79 
E 3.779,30 447,96 169,65 38,13 

F 140,37 \45,06 312,88 
IRL 856,47 
IT 1.176,13 
L 4,00 0,21 

N 9,56 12,30 142,57 
AT 14,40 21,42 32,03 5,85 
p 1.667,23 -
FI \5,55 30,17 7,42 

SE 38,06 36,50 

UK 163,81 152,96 436.17 
(a) Not 111cludm£ ECU 750 000 m appropnat1ons avaTlable for anti-fraud measures. 
(b) Not including ECU 59 000 in commi11nent appropriations for anti-fraud measures. 

Obj.5(a)A 

554,63 

12,74 
16,49 

160,90 

27,64 
242,14 

2,0 I 

1.96 
30,75 

30,71 
6,86 

22,43 

Obj.5(a'F 

177,02 

-
23,28 
12,46 

19,90 
31,62 

22,37 
0,89 
1,40 
2,00 

-
B,OO 
40,00 

0,11 

Obj.5(a)F 

81,02 

1,29 
18.63 

9,93 

-

25,31 

2,33 
0,20 

6,90 
12,00 
4,43 

Obj.5(b) Obj.6 

571,86 125,92 

9,16 
3,36 

I 35,77 

88,58 
110,46 -

-
31,50 -

7,31 
78,33 

32,81 81,00 
44,92 

74,59 

Obj.5(b) Obj.6 

363,41 62,96 

4,58 
2,45 

71.21 

-
8\,69 
76,57 

15.75 
0.21 
9.45 

39,16 

15.94 40,50 
22,46 

46.39 

(c) Not including ECU 765 000 in appropriations available for anti-fraud measures 11nd a reserve of ECU 522 mill ion for prior measures. 
(d) Not including ECU 126 000 in payment appropriations for anti-fraud measures, a reserve of ECU 279 098 000 for pnor me-asures 

i\nd ECU 16 0 12 000 for the former G DR. 

Total (2) (b) 

19.444,74 

92% 
8~,38 

95,37 
2.422,15 
2.653,04 
5.837,35 
1.326,52 

954,21 
2.282,50 

9,92 
183,77 
300,54 

1.3 79,72 
304,49 
277,43 

1.331,35 

Total (2) (d) 

14.146,47 
75% 

102,26 
87,46 

].631,01 
1.705,79 
4.544,37 

942,33 
856,4 7 

I 191,88 
6,43 

178,17 
143,81 

1.667,23 
147,19 
115,88 
826,18 
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ERDF 

Table 118: ERDF implementation in 1995 for tlte period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations 
made available again- ECU million) 

Commitments 1995 ryll' Payments 1995 

Available (I) Obj.l Obj.2 Obj.5(b) Obj.6 Total (2) (2)~1) Obj.l Obj.2 Obj.5(b) Obj.6 Total 

Obj.l 9.021,26 8.960,80 - - 8.960,80 99% 6.651,15 6.651,15 
Obj.2 1.332,64 1.332,61 1.332,61 100% 611,01 611,01 
Obj.5(b) 285,95 228,39 228,39 80% 135,13 135,13 
Obj.6 44,26 - - 44,26 44,26 100% - 22,13 22,13 
Tolal (•) 10.684,11 - - 10.566,06 99% - - 7.419,42 

8 1,97 0,00 4,82 - 6,79 20,77 9,43 2,41 32,61 
DK 6,00 3,36 9,36 8,35 2,45 10,80 
D 921,90 20,33 49,48 991,71 452,44 15,63 15,54 483,61 
EL 1.812,99 1.812,99 1.131,50 - 1.131,50 
E 3.202,10 545,10 25,22 3.772,42 2.517,66 395,86 26,00 - 2.939,51 
F 96,22 261,90 45,02 403,14 37,65 98,97 27,77 - 164,38 
lRL 498,13 - - 498,13 391.45 391,45 
1 1558,98 0,00 12,41 1.571,39 878,35 0,00 6,20 884,5 5 
L 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,21 0,21 
N 10,00 0,09 1,94 12,03 4.29 7,77 7,40 19,46 
AT 19,96 38,91 33,34 92.21 9.98 1\80 16,67 40,45 
p 709,83 - 709,83 1.123,93 - - 1.123,93 
Fl - 24,80 16,03 22,40 63,23 12,40 7,78 11,20 31,38 
SE 83.22 0,00 21,86 105,08 26,78 0,00 10,93 37,71 
UK 128,71 352,26 36,78 517,75 83,14 22,03 - 22.68 127,85 
(*)Not 111cludmg ECU 300 000 m ava1lable appropnatwns ECU 30 000 m comrnllments and EC U J 7 000 Ill payments tor <mil-fraud measures. 

Total implementation of ERDF appropriations in 1995 amounted to ECU 12 211 million in 
commitments and ECU 9 176 million in payments (see Tables 113 and 114). For the CSFs/SPDs (budget 
heading 82-120), it amounted to ECU 10 566 million in commitment appropriations and ECU 
8 374 million in payment appropriations, rates of implementation of 99% and 87% of the total 
allocations (after adoption of the supplementary and amending budget and transfers of appropriations). 
Some of these payment appropriations relate to periods prior to 1994. Payments for 1994-99 alone 
amounted to ECU 7 419 million. The operations conceming the CSFs/SPDs accounted for 87% of the 
commitment appropriations and 91% of the payment appropriations in the ERDF. 

A significant proportion of the commitments in 1995 arose directly from the adoption of new forms of 
assistance, mainly in Italy and the three new Member States. However, by .the end of 1995 virtually all 
the assistance planned for Objectives I, 2 and 6 had been adopted. Implementation of Objective l had 
made good progress, as reflected by a high capacity to absorb commitment appropriations (over 99% of 
the available appropriations). The initial allocation of commitment appropriations (including the 
supplementary budget) to the heading for the ERDF (82-1200) was boosted by a further ECU 
627 million from ERDF allocations available in the headings for other Objectives (2, 5(b) and 6). In 
contrast, the original allocations for the ERDF under the other Objectives proved excessive. Hence, 
besides the transfer for Objective I mentioned above, a transfer of ECU 130 million was made from 
Objective 2 to the Leader Initiative as part of the annual general transfer process. 

In the case of payment appropriations, Objective I accounted for ECU 6 651 million during the period 
1994-99; there too, the implementation rate was 99% of the appropriations available. However, the 
lower capacity for absorption of payment appropriations of Objectives 2 and 5(b) and the lack of 
alternative outlets meant that ECU 1 253 remained unused at the end of the year. 

In the case of the Community Initiatives, implementation of ERDF appropriations (budget heading 82-
14 ), including appropriations carried over and made available again, amounted to ECU I 882 million in 
commitments and ECU 928 million in payments, 96% and 70% respectively of the total allocations after 
the supplementary and amending budget and transfers. Taking appropriations for 1995 alone (excluding 
appropriations carried over and made available again), the Community Initiatives represented ECU 
1 614 million in commitments (13% of the activity of the ERDF) and ECU 720.4 million in payments 
(8%). 
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All the commitment appropriations in the ERDF allocations for regional Initiatives (Interreg, Peace, 
Regis, the industrial conversion Initiatives, Urban, SMEs) were implemented and, with a few exceptions, 
all the commitments reflected the adoption of new programmes. A large volume of these commitments 
arose from assistance for which a single commitment was made (programmes for which assistance 
amounted to less than the prescribed limit ofECU 40 million). This significantly increased the capacity 
to absorb commitment appropriations and resulted in an increase in the ERDF allocation of ECU 
552 million, partly through the annual general transfer which released appropriations from the headings 
for the CSFs/SPDs but, mainly through transfers within the Community Initiatives chapter from 
allocations to the ESF. In the case of the Employment and Adapt Initiatives, it should be noted that 
ERDF participation in these programmes was lower than expected when the budget was drawn up so 
that ERDF allocations in both commitment and payment appropriations proved excessive. 

The initial allocation of payment appropriations for the Community Initiatives in 1995 was too high 
because very few programmes were adopted in I 994 so that commitment appropriations were underused 
in that year. This meant that only part of the commitment appropriations for 1994 could be used and this 
had an effect on the payment appropriations for 1995. 

Implementation of transitional measures and ERDF innovative measures in 1995 (budget heading B2-
1820) amounted to ECU 31 million in commitment appropriations and ECU 82.3 million in payment 
appropriations, 23% and 40% respectively of the original allocation (after the amending budget and 
transfers). This budget heading finances measures adopted by the Commission under Articles 7 and I 0 
of the ERDF Regulation and Article 16 ofthe Coordination Regulation. To ensure the greatest possible 
transparency in the adoption of these measures, the Commission decided in 1995 to apply a specific 
procedure.2 However, late adoption of the procedure meant that the calls for projects had to be held over 
to 1996 and so the appropriations for those measures could not be used in 1995. 

ESF 

Table 119: ESF implementation in 1995 for the period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations made 
available again - ECU million) 

Commitment! 1995 % Paymrnts 1995 

A'r'ailnblr(l) Obj.l Obj 2 Obj3 Obj 4 Obj 5(b) Obj 6 Total(l) (2V(I) Obj.l Obj 2 Obj3 Obj.4 Obj 5(bl Obj.6 Total 

Obj.l 3503,61 2 886,19 2..886,19 82% 2.470,76 2.470,76 

Obj.2 650,19 406,76 406,76 63% 274.90 274,90 
Obj 3 201),51 I 567,90 1.567,90 18% I 349,82 1.349,82 
Obj 4 3M.J9 94,50 94,50 26'0/o 54,11 54,11 
Obj.l(b) 145)5 93,97 93.97 65'% 57,40 57,.&0 
Obj 6 32,49 32,49 31,49 100% 16,25 16.25 
Tor:.J(•) 6710,54 5.081,91 76% 4.223,24 

B 0,00 4,6J JJ,J9 0,00 1,55 39,57 7,4 ~ 2,32 42.33 0,00 0,77 52,83 
DK 0,00 41,00 5,00 0,00 46,00 0,00 3Q,04 2,50 0,00 41,54 
D 606,0:'i 17,68 4&,22 0,00 ~.tO 617,05 . 416,56 16,89 104,4& 0,00 4.26 602.19 
EL 368,56 368,56 253,46 2.51,46 
E ~J7,75 ]14,1 l 206,97 62,70 5,30 I 226,83 765,90 52,10 169,65 38,13 3,21 l 028,99 
F 115,64 51,19 196,80 0,00 29,73 593.36 95,74 46.09 J 12.8R 0,00 18,11 472,92 
IRL 195,13 295,1] 293,97 293,97 
I 22JJ9 0,00 0,00 0,00 3,21 226,66 80,79 0,00 0.00 0,00 1,6.4 82,43 
L 0,00 3,29 0,27 0,00 3.~6 0,00 4,00 0.21 0,00 4,21 
N 5,00 9,06 143,83 0.00 0,92 158,81 3,46 4,)) 14257 0.00 0,46 151,02 
AT 5.04 15,24 64,06 11.70 IJ,6& 109,72 2,51 7,62 J2.0J :\,8.~ 6,84 54,86 

r )70,86 370,86 437,67 437,67 
Fl 6,30 60,33 14,83 5,18 21,10 101,74 3,15 30,17 7,42 2,59 10,55 53,88 
SE 22,56 73,00 0,00 0,00 ll,J9 106.95 11,28 )6,50 o.oo 0,00 5,70 5J,48 
UK 58,87 165,99 497,00 29,24 151,10 53,27 130,93 436.17 r9.42 639,79 

.. ( } Not 1nc!udmg ECU 200 000 tn a\ .-1lahle appropna110ns, ECU 19 000 m commllm~nls and ECU B.l 000 m payments for ani I rr.:md measures 

During 1995 the ESF implemented ECU 5 653 million in commitment appropriations and ECU 
4 836 million in payment appropriations (see Tables 113 and 114). In the case of commitment 
appropriations, this represents a rate of 76% of the total available ofECU 6 710 million. The CSFs/SPDs 
for 1994-99 (budget heading 82-130) contain ECU 5 082 million in commitment appropriations (90% of 
the ESF's commitments in 1995). Ofthe total committed, ECU 4.6 million corresponds to commitments 
carried over from 1994 to 1995, all of which were implemented. This substantial under-implementation, 

2 See Chapter 1.8.2 Innovative measures and technical assistance. 
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which varies depending on the Objective and the Member State, may be explained by the following 
factors: 

• under-implementation of the instalment of commitments for 1995 (ECU 1 448 million) was caused 
primarily by delays in taking a large number of decisions and hence in implementation with 
consequent reprogramming to later years. In some cases, the situation was also aggravated by local 
problems of coordinating assistance from different Funds to multi-fund programmes; 

• taking all the Objectives together, the total 1995 instalments of the original financing plans, which 
constitute what the ESF should have implemented without any reprogramming, amounted to ECU 
6 529 million. This meant that the ECU 6 710 million entered in the 1995 budget represented a 
surplus of some ECU 181 million. 

Under-implementation was particularly marked in Italy (28% of commitments for the 1995 instalment 
were implemented), Belgium (35%) and Germany (66%). These rates vary considerably from one 
Objective to another: only 24% of the 1995 instalment of appropriations for Objective 4 was committed 
in that year while the rate for Objective 1 was 86%, for Objective 3 76%, for Objective 2 74% and for 
Objective 5(b) 57% despite the fact that a single instalment for certain SPDs and OPs adopted in 1995 
under Objectives 2 and 5(b) was committed. Only in the case of Objective 6 were the appropriations 
fully committed. 

ECU 4 223 million in payment appropriations was committed in respect of 1994-99 (94% of total ESF 
payments). The overall implementation rate for the CSFs/SPDs, including payments for periods before 
1994,was 81% of the appropriations available. ECU 1 117 million was not implemented: 

The Community Initiatives (82-140) contained ECU 493.9 million in ESF commitments (9% of the 
total) and ECU 24 7.1 million in payment appropriations (5%). The rate of implementation was 82% for 
commitment appropriations and 46% for payment appropriations. Here too, the situation varied 
depending on the Initiative. Among the "human resources" Initiatives, commitment appropriations for 
Adapt were fully implemented and payment appropriations implemented at 86% because all the 
programmes were adopted in 1995. In the case of Employment, only 80% of the commitment 
appropriations available and 32% of the payment appropriations were used, leaving ECU 26 million 
unused at the end of 1995. The main reason was that five programme decisions were carried over to 
1996. For the other Initiatives in which the ESF was involved, the rate of implementation was only 56% 
for commitment appropriations and 33% for payment appropriations. The reasons are as follows: 

• there are some 300 Community Initiative programmes; the ESF participates in 230 of them. With 
such a large number of programmes, some holdups in management and monitoring are inevitable; 

• these problems are aggravated by the fact that, despite the Commission's effor1s, the programmes 
were adopted at the end of 1995 (it proved very difficult to plan activities); 

• unlike the other two Funds, the ESF Regulation requires the Member States to submit applications 
for assistance electronically. The departments responsible for the ESF in the Member States were 
informed of this late or proved reluctant to accept this requirement. 

In the case of the innovative measures under Article 6 of the ESF Regulation (ECU 38.7 million, or 
0.6% of total commitments), all the ECU 18 million in commitment appropriations carried over from 
1994 was implemented. However, it was impossible to take the decisions required on 61 projects 
representing a total of ECU 26.8 million by the end of 1995 so this amount had to be carried over to 
1996. 
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EAGGF 

Table 120: EAGGF implementation in 1995 for tile period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations 
made available again - ECU million) 

Commitments 1995 IX. Payments 1995 

Available (1) Obj.l Obj.5(a) Obj.5(b) Obj.6 Total (2) (2)1(1) Obj.l Obj.5(a) Obj.5(b) 

Obj.l 2395,18 2.395,18 2.395,18 100% 1.591,42 
Obj.5(a) 681,48 655,07 655,07 96% 554,63 
Obj.5(b) 249,50 - 249,50 249,50 100% 170,89 
Obj.6 47,74 - 47,74 47,74 100% 
Total(*) 3373,90 - 3.347,49 99% -
B 7,00 30,23 2,79 40,02 1.39 12,74 1,40 
OK 16,73 0,00 16,73 16,49 0,00 
D 482,60 165,13 81,19 728,92 314.87 160,90 51,41 
EL 452,19 452,19 315,50 -
E 571,12 21,10 58,06 650.28 454,79 27,64 52,48 
F 9,50 252,08 35,70 297,28 6,12 242,14 30,59 
IRL 154,76 154,76 167,06 
I 411,69 0,00 15,83 427,52 216,99 0,00 7,91 
L 5,47 0,00 5,47 2,01 0,00 
N 0,00 4,89 4,45 9,34 0,53 I ,96 1,59 
AT 3,80 61,50 31,30 96,60 1,90 30,75 15,65 
p 275,10 275,10 86,53 
Fl - 61,42 11,60 36,80 109,82 30,71 5,56 
SE 13,72 0,00 10,94 24,66 6,86 0,00 
UK 27,42 22,80 8,57 58,79 25,75 22,43 4,29 
(*)Not mcludmg ECU 200 000 m available appropnauons, ECU 10 000 m commitments and ECU 8 000 m payments toranu-fraud 

measures. 

Obj.6 Total 

- 1.591,42 
554,63 
170,89 

23,87 23,87 
- 2.340,81 

15,53 
16,49 

- 527,18 
- 315,50 
- 534,91 
- 278,85 

167,06 
224,90 

- 2;01 
4,08 

- 48,30 
86,53 

18,40 54,67 
5,47 12,33 

52,47 

Commitment appropriations under the EAGGF Guidance Section implemented in 1995 amounted to 
ECU 3 589 million and payment appropriations to ECU 2 644 million (see Tables 113 and 114)- the 
implementation rates were 97% and 83% of the appropriations available. During 1995 ECU 183 million 
in commitment appropriations was transferred from the EAGGF to the other Funds. This concerned 
primarily the Community Initiatives, which had needs arising from programmes approved during the 
year but not known when appropriations were entered in the budget. Only a small amount (ECU 
32.5 million) of payment appropriations was transferred from the EAGGF to the other Funds. Of the 
appropriations implemented in I 995, those for the CSFs/SPDs (82- I 00) amounted to ECU 3 347 million 
for commitments (93% of the total for the EAGGF) and to ECU 2 530 million for payments (96%). 99% 
of these appropriations was committed. 

Implementation left ECU 94.9 million unused. This amount concems: 

" Objective 5(a), with ECU 25.6 million (4% of the appropriations available) not used because of late 
approval of two marketing programmes for Austria and Italy; 

• the Community Initiatives, with ECU 49 million unused including ECU 29.8 million (16% of the 
available appropriations) for Leader, where the rate of implementation is the consequence of certain 
Member States preferring to use the system of commitments in annual instalments rather than a 
single commitment of the whole amount although the appropriations available had been calculated on 
the basis of single instalments for all the Member States. In the case of the other Initiatives with 
which the EAGGF is concerned, appropriations allocated outstripped needs in the financing plans 
and, in any case, there was a delay in adopting the programmes; 

• transitional measures (ECU 20.3 million or 65% of the appropriations available unused). 
Commitments for measures under Article 8 of the EAGGF Regulation were vitiually zero (ECU 
600 000 compared with forecasts of over ECU 20 million) because of delays in the prior appraisal of 
projects. 

The rate of implementation of payment appropriations (83%, leaving ECU 553 million unused) was due 
to the low level of implementation of programmes in the first period, which were not closed as planned. 
This was true of Objective S(b) (ECU 36. I million paid or 16% of the ECU 228 million outstanding at 
the beginning of I 995) and of programmes for marketing and processing under Objective 5(a) (ECU 
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94 million paid or 22% of the ECU 431 million outstanding at the beginning of 1995). Because of this 
situation, the Commission approved an extension to the deadline for payments for these programmes. 

Implementation of the EAGGF varied considerably from one Objective to another. Objective 1 is still 
the most important (72% of commitments under the CSFs/SPDs and 68% of payments) and overall it 
demonstrates a certain dynamism in the absorption of appropriations (all but two of the programmes 
under the CSFs were adopted in 1995), although the situation varied from one Member State to another. 
During 1995, the Objective I CSFs set the pace for implementation of EAGGF appropriations since 
certain Member States (Greece, Spain and Germany) submitted applications to commit the 1996 
instalments, which meant that part of the unused appropriations for Objectives 5(a) and 5(b) could be 
committed. Implementation therefore amounted to ECU 2 395 million as against ECU 2 250 million 
programmed for the year. 

As stated above, the Objectives with the lowest rates of implementation were Objectives 5(a) and 5(b). 
This was due to the fact that most of the programmes were approved in November and December 1994 
and so the remainder were approved in 1995 (by the end of that year all but two programmes had been 
approved in the twelve Member States). This meant that the Member States could not apply for 
commitments and payments in respect of the 1995 instalment. 

In the case of Objective 5(a), commitment appropriations amounted to ECU 655.1 million, 62% of the 
ECU I 057 million in the budget. However, this rate should be seen in context since the appropriations 
available were calculated on the assumption that part of the EAGGF reimbursements for expenditure by 
the Member States in 1993 (the former programming period) would be made in 1995 . .Jn fact, all these 
reimbursements were made in 1994 and implementation of the 1995 budget therefore concerned only 
commitments for the new period. This means that implementation amounting to ECU 655.9 million 
should be compared with the ECU 958 million programmed for the 1995. instalment of the new 
programmes. This raises the rate of implementation to 68%. 

This ECU 655.9 million comprises commitments under "indirect programming" (mainly Regulation 
(EEC) No 2328/91 ), which accounted for ECU 578 million, and commitments for marketing and 
processing measures (Regulation (EE•:) No 866/90), which amounted to ECU 78 million. In the first 
case, appropriations for the three new Member States totalled ECU 129.7 million (22%) and those for 
the twelve to ECU 448.3 million (78%), or 75% of the ECU 594 million available for the twelve in 
1995. The reason for this was that implementation in 1994 was lower than programmed in Spain, 
France, Italy and the Netherlands. Of the ECU 78 million in commitments for marketing and processing 
measures, only ECU 8.4 million (II%) related to commitments from the 1995 instalment (including 
ECU 6.9 million for Finland), \vhile the remainder comprised commitments from the 1994 instalments 
for the new period which had not been approved in 1994 but were approved at the beginning of 1995. 

The position with regard to the appropriations for Objective 5(b) is similar, with implementation of ECU 
249.5 million (49%) of the ECU 507.5 million originally entered. Of this amount, only ECU 170 million 
(68%) related to commitments programmed for 1995 and ECU 42.9 million (25%) of this amount went 
to Austria and Finland. The remaining ECU 79.5 million committed in 1995 related to instalments 
programmed for 1994 and committed at the beginning of 1995 following delays in approving the 
programmes. The only Member States which committed the 1995 instalments were Spain, Germany 
(Bavaria, Hesse, Lower Saxony, Rhineland-Palatinate and Schleswig-Hoistein), France (a very small 
number of programmes: Auvergne, Burgundy, Limousin) and the Netherlands (Friesland and Zeeland). 

Implementation varies considerably from one Member State to another. Consumption of commitments 
was highest in Germany (ECU 728.9 million) followed by Spain (ECU 650.3 million) while in terms of 
payments the order was reversed (Germany: ECU 527.2 million; Spain: 534.9 million). It would, 
however, be premature to draw conclusions because 1994 and 1995 were years when programmes were 
approved at different rates depending on the Objectives and the Member States. Nevertheless, it is 
important to stress that the time lost in certain Member States (France for Objectives 1 and 5(b ), Italy 
and the United Kingdom for Objective 5(b)) may well prove hard to make up in later years. A large 
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number of programmes for the new Member States were approved and appropriations committed in 
1995 totalled ECU 231.1 million. Hence all the SPDs for Objectives l and 6 and all the "indirect 
programming" under Objective 5(a) were approved and committed while under Regulation (EEC) No 
866/90 only appropriations for Finland were committed in 1995 and under Objective 5(b) commitments 
were made for Austria and Finland. 

A large number of programmes were approved under the Leader Community Initiative; these amounted 
to ECU 236 million in commitments (ECU 221 million excluding appropriations carried over and made 
available again). 

FIFG 

Table 121: FIFG implementation in 1995 for the period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations 
made available again - ECU million) 

Commitments 1995 % Payments 1995 
+ Available (I) Obj.l Obj.5(a) Obj.6 Total (2) (2)/(1) Obj I Obj.5(a) Obj.6 Total 

Obj.l 270,83 270,83 - - 270,83 100% 81,27 - 81,27 
Obj.5(a) 178,97 - 177,02 - 177,02 99% - 81,02 81,02 
Obj.6 1,43 - - 1,43 1,43 100% - - 0,72 0,72 
Total(*) 451,23 - - - 449,28 100% - 163,01 

II:! O,UO O,UU O,UU U,UU 1,1'1 1,29 
DK - 23,28 23,28 - 18,63 18,63 
D 12,00 12,46 - 24,46 8,10 9,93 18,03 
EL 19,30 - - 19,30 5,34 5,34 
E 167,93 19,90 187,83 40,96 0,00 - 40,96 
F 1,11 31,62 32,73 0,87 25,31 26,18 
IRL 6,19 6,19 4,00 - 4,00 
I 34,57 22,37 - 56,94 0,00 0.00 0,00 
L - 0,89 - 0,89 - 0,00 0,00 
N 2,20 1,40 - 3,60 1,28 2,33 - 3,61 
AT - 2,00 2,00 0)0 0,20 
p 23,93 - 23,93 19,09 - 19,09 
Fl 23,00 0,70 23,70 6.90 0,35 7,25 
SE - 40,00 0,73 40,73 - 12.00 0,37 12,37 
UK 3,60 0,11 3,71 1,64 4,43 - 6,07 
(*)Not mcludmg ECU 50 000 m appropnat1ons available for antJ·fraud measures. 

1995 was the second year of programming for the FIFG, except in the three new Member States. In 
order to monitor carefully the actual implementation of programmes on the spot, the Commission 
adopted Regulation (EC) No 1796/95 of25 July 1995 laying down detailed rules for the implementation 
of assistance granted by the FIFG. All the commitment appropriations entered in the budget were used 
and some commitments had to be held over to the 1996 budget. Total commitments for the FIFG 
amounted to ECU 485.5 million (see Table 113), including ECU 449.3 under the CSFs/SPDs (93% of 
the work of the FIFG). Payments in 1995 amounted to ECU 262.5 million, including ECU 163 million 
for the CSFs/SPDs for 1994-99, 94% ofFIFG payments. 

In the case of the Pesca Initiative, 1995 was the second year of programming for the seven programmes 
adopted at the end of 1994 and the first for the others (Netherlands, France, Italy, United Kingdom). In 
1995 ECU 28.2 million of the ECU 45 million in the budget was committed. The appropriations not 
implemented in 1995 concerned the ERDF and the ESF while those for the F!FG were committed in full 
(ECU 20.7 million).- Only ECU 5.3 million out ofECU 31.9 million in payment appropriations was paid 
out (ECU 600 000 to the Netherlands, ECU 2.2 million to Italy and ECU 2.5 million to the United 
Kingdom). Late adoption of the programmes and complex management mechanisms may explain the 
low level of consumption of Pesca appropriations compared with the previous period. A solution should 
be found to these problems in 1996. The shortfall ofECU 24 million in commitment appropriations will 
have to be recovered in the budgets for 1997-99. 

To simplify management, the three Objective 5(a) FIFG programmes for the new Member States were 
committed in a single instalment. Decisions for two other programmes were amended to permit 
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commitment in a single instalment. Six programmes had to be reprogrammed to take account of delays 
in implementing 1994. TI1ese concerned Italy (Objectives I and 5(a)), the United Kingdom (Objective 
5(a)) and the Netherlands (Objective 5(a)). The Objective I programme in Germany was reprogrammed 
because appropriations were used more quickly than had originally been expected. 

2. Implementation of programming for 1994-99 

2.1. Implementation 1994-95 

Table 122: Implementation in 1994-95 for the period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and llppropriations made 
available again in 1995- ECU million) 

Available Commilment1 1994·95 
1994-95 (I) (a) Obj.l Obj.2 Obj.3 Obj.4 Obj.5(a)A Obj.5(a)F Obj.5(b) 

Total 40.266,37 27.268,56 3.796,91 3.357,11 363,63 1.387,32 313,45 1.181,25 
•;. {2)/(J) 

B 107,00 62,16 97,76 4,63 53,03 4,08 9,16 

DK 30,29 85,00 6,00 38,67 46,59 9,79 

D 3.892,08 286,85 307,17 29,61 322,72 24,87 261,74 

EL 4.572,22 

E 8.317,41 659,21 426,59 118,10 17,41 39,83 162,09 

F 497,67 904,39 778,40 95,39 518,73 63,27 373,18 

IRL 1.709,66 
IT 3.024,80 299,95 200,4 7 60,61 117,47 44,77 107,00 

L 7,97 6,46 0,53 12,22 1,10 0,84 

N 37,20 105,02 282,27 22.23 25,27 9,16 25,61 

AT 28,80 54,15 64,06 11,70 61,50 2.00 78,33 
p 4.549,40 . 
Fl 31,10 60,33 14,83 61,42 23,00 32.81 

SE . 105,78 73,00 13,72 40,00 

UK 532,32 1.250,05 975,00 85,16 14,78 120.70 

A,.·ailable Payments 1994-95 

1994·95 (I) (c) Obj.l Obj.Z Obj.3 Obj.4 Obj.5(a)A Obj.5(a)F Obj.5(b) 

TotDI 35.529,48 17.754,80 1.877,84 2.407,64 188,68 730,60 149,28 661,85 

%(2)1(1) 

B 79,77 29,31 74,51 2,32 16,51 3,33 4,58 

DK 19,99 74,24 3,00 19.19 30,29 5,66 

D 2 470,05 156,94 234,26 14,81 209,82 16,13 134.20 

EL 2.791,66 
E 5.549,60 447,96 244,54 65,83 55,81 9,97 118.44 

F 279,66 423,29 503,68 4 7,70 242,97 41,13 207,93 

IRL J.J99,16 . . 
IT 1.555,47 149,97 100,23 30,31 58,73 11,20 53,50 

L 3,99 5,59 0,34 5,37 0,11 0,42 

N 19,63 52,51 253,32 I 1.12 12,15 6,21 12,56 

AT 14,40 21.42 32,03 5,85 30,75 0,20 39,16 
p 3 264,05 . 
Fl 15,55 30,17 7,42 30,71 6,90 15,94 

SE 38,06 36,50 6,86 12,00 

UK 331,36 518,85 818,57 41,73 11,82 69.45 
(a) Not mcludmg ECU I 500 000 m appropnat10ns ava,lable for ant1-fraud measures and ECU 44 232 000 under headmg 82-1000 

{Structural actions directly Iinkc:d to markets policy) not allocated by Objec1ive in 1994. 

Ohj.6 

125,92 

. 

. 

. 

81,00 
44,92 

. 

Obj.6 

62,96 

. 

40,50 
22,46 

{b) Not including ECU 174 000 in commitmeRt appropria6ons for anti-fraud measures. and for Objective 5(a) for a~ricul1un:, ECU 4J,65 

million under heading B2-l 000 and ECU 356,6 million of reimbursements under reg.(EEC) No 1328/91 (in 1994 only). 
(c) Not including ECU 990 000 in appropriations available for anti-fraud measures, ECU 61 million under heading 82-1000 not 

allocated by Objective in 1994 and a reserve Qf ECU 522 mill ion for prior measures. 
(d) Not including ECU 126 000 in appropriations available for anti-fraud measures, a reserve ofECU 279,098 million forpdor 

measures, ECU 16,012 million for the former GDR, and for Objective 5(a), ECU 43,65 million under heading B2-IOOO and ECU 417,02 

million ofrchnbursements under reg.(EEC} No 2328/91 (in 1994 only). 

Total (2)(b) 

37.794,15 
94% 

337,82 
216,34 

5.125,65 
4.572,22 
9.800,64 
3.231,03 
1.709,66 
3.855,07 

29,12 
506,76 
300,54 

4.549,40 
304,49 
277,42 

2.978,0 I 

Tot>l (2) (d) 

23.833,64 
67°1~ 

210,34 
152,37 

3.236,20 
2.791,66 
6.492,14 
1.746,36 
1.399,16 
1.959,41 

15,81 
367,50 
143,81 

3.264,05 
147,19 
115,88 

1.791,78 

For the Funds as a whole, budgetary implementation of commitment appropriations for the new 
programming period stood at 90% in 1994 and 91% in 1995, which means ECU 2 billion was not 
implemented in 1994 and ECU 2.1 billion in 1995. However, for the two years 1994 and 1995, the rate 
of implementation of the appropriations available for the CSFs/SPDs alone under the various Objectives 
was 94%. [f these first two years are compared with the period 1989-93, the results are less good. 
However, implementation of appropriations was very good between 1989 and 1993 with rates of over 
99% in 1989 and 1991 to 1993 (although only 93.7% in 1990). 
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In 1994 commitments of appropriations for the CSFs/SPDs stood at virtually 99% for all hmds with 
only the ESF using no more than 95% of its allocation (ECU 272 million unused). The main reason why 
appropriations remained unused was the delay in adopting the Community Initiatives in 1994 when only 
12% of appropriations was committed. This left ECU I 697 million unused of which ECU 339.1 million 
was carried over and ECU 311.6 implemented in 1995. 

The rate of implementation of payment appropriations was 75% in 1994 with ECU 4.8 million unused. 
1995 therefore represented an improvement with a rate of implementation of 82% and ECU 
3 759 million unused. This corresponds to the beginning of effective implementation of the programmes 
in 1995. 

2.2. Implementation of each Fund in 1994-95 in the context of 1994-99 

ERDF 

Table 123: flRDF implementation in 1994-95 for the period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations 
made available again in 1995- ECU million) 

Commitments 1994-95 •x, Payments 1994-95 

Available (l) Obj.l Obj.2 Obj.S(b) Obj.6 Total (2) (2)/(l) Obj.l Obj.2 Obj.S(b) Obj.6 Total 

Obj.l 16.766,42 16 705,60 16.705,60 100% 10.626,76 - !0.626,76 
Obj.2 2.932,64 - 2.931.52 2.931,52 100% - 1.375.72 - 1.375,72 
Ohj.5(b) 581,95 - 485,60 - 485,60 83% - 257,48 - 257,48 
Obj.6 44,26 - 44,26 44,26 100% - - 22,13 22,13 
Total(') 20.325.27 - - 20.166,97 99% - - 12.282,09 

B 67,93 49,12 4\82 121,87 53,75 24.39 2,41 80.55 
DK 24,84 5,93 30,77 17,77 3,74 21,51 
D 1.844,97 198,05 99,04 2.142,06 1.027,06 104,49 40,32 1.171,87 
EL 3.151 ,22 - 3.151,22 1.847,77 1.847,77 
E 5.:167,19 545,10 44,65 5.956,94 3.582,35 395.86 35,72 4.013,93 
F 236,69 751,68 157,11 I 145,48 107,89 326,44 83,81 518,14 
IRL 748,60 - 748,60 568,45 568,45 
I 2.018,14 239,29 43,86 2.30 I ,29 1.087,57 I 19.65 21.93 1.229,15 
L 6,03 0,43 6,46 3.01 0.21 3,22 
N 24,30 66,95 14,02 105,27 11,44 33,48 7,40 52,32 
1\T 19,96 38,91 33.34 92,21 9,98 13,80 16,67 40,45 
p 1.925.37 2.925,37 1.161,09 2.161.09 
Fl 24,80 16,03 22,40 63,23 - 12,40 7.78 11,20 31,38 
SE 83,22 0,00 21,86 105,08 - 26,78 0,00 10,93 37.71 
UK 301.24 903,52 66,36 1.271,13 169,41 297,66 37.48 504.55 
{")Not mcludmg ECU 600 000111 available appropnatwns, ECU 45 000 m comml1mcnts and ECU 37 000111 payme11ts for anu-fraud measures. 

In the case of the ERDF, progress in commitments under the CSFs/SPDs at the end of 1995 shows a 
slight backlog of l .3% (ECU 265 million) compared with the instalments for 1994 and l995 shown in 
the financing tables. However, this is due to a variety of situations. Generally, for the ERDF Objective I 
shows commitments running ahead of the financing plans by ECU 526 million (3%), to the greatest 
degree in Greece, Spain, Ireland and Portugal, where extra implementation totalled ECU I 071 million. 
By contrast, under-implementation in Belgium, Germany, France, Italy and the United Kingdom 
amounted to a total of ECU I 178 million. 

Overall, Objective 2 showed EROF commitments lagging behind the financing plans by ECU 
650 million ( 18%). The main reason was that most assistance was adopted at the end of 1994 and during 
1995. This rate of adoption did not permit programmes to advance sufficiently for the second 
instalments to be committed. A number of operations were the subject of a single commitment, in 
accordance with Article 20(3) of the Coordination Regulation, which helped improve slightly the 
utilization of commitment appropriations. Lags in implementation, totalling ECU 709 million, affected 
mainly Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom while only Austria, 
Luxembourg and Sweden outstripped their plans since single commitments were made there. 
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In the case of Objective 5(b), ERDF commitments fell 39% (ECU 305 million) short of the financing 
plans. The reason was similar to that affecting Objective 2. Most Member States were affected, but 
mainly France, Italy and the United Kingdom, where under-implementation totalled ECU 244 million. 
The Member States where programme implementation proceeded satisfactorily were Spain and 
Denmark. Operations in Austria and Finland were adopted in 1995. 

Operations under Objective 6 were adopted in 1995. Commitments for the first instalments were made 
as programmed. 

In the case of the Community Initiative programmes, very few of which were adopted in 1994, 
budgetary implementation for the ERDF reflects their progress in 1994 and 1995. There was a general 
delay in implementing all the regional Initiatives which resulted in a total shortfall as compared with 
expectations of ECU 833 million (32%). Since financial implementation of these Initiatives is directly 
linked to the adoption of the programmes, utilization of commitment appropriations was strongly 
affected by the number of new programmes which were the subject of a single commitment. This means 
that no firm conclusion about progress in the financial implementation of the Community Initiatives can 
be drawn from implementation of commitment appropriations. 

ESF 

Table 124: ESF implementation in 1994-95 for the period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations 
made available again in 1995- ECU million) 

Commitrmnts 1'994-95 % P.n)·mrnfS 1994-1995 

Availnble {I} Obj.l Obj.l Obj.3 Obj 4 Obj 5(b) Obj 6 Tot>l(2) {1)1(1) Obj.1 Obj.l Obj.3 Obj.4 Obj.5(b) Obj6 Total 

Obj.l 6572,80 5 780,37 S.i80,37 88% 4 084,30 4.084,30 
Obj.l 1187,19 S65,39 865,]9 73% 502,13 S02.13 
ObjJ 3!!22,31 3 3:"7.l I 3.157,11 8B% 2.407,64 1.4D7,6-I 
Obj.4 634,59 J63,6J 363,63 57% 188,68 1811,68 

Obj.l(b) 256,95 180,31 ISO,:! I 70% 100,57 100,57 
Obj.6 32,49 32,49 32,49 100% 16,25 16.15 
Totnl("') 12506.JJ 10.579,]1 &5% 7.299,57 

B 24,70 IJ,04 97,76 4,63 1.5~ t41,6-8 19,76 4,9J 7-l-,51 2,Jl 0,71 102,29 
DK 5,45 85,00 6,00 1,29 97,74 2,2J 74,24 3,00 0,64 80,11 
D 1.166.51 88,80 307,77 29,61 27,46 I 620,15 852,73 52,45 234.26 14,81 15,44 1.169,69 
EL 6S.t.7l 684,71 411,5] 411,53 
E l 666,10 114,11 426,59 118,10 13,29 2 3J8, I& 1.166,94 52,10 244.~4 65,83 7,21 1.!136,62 
F 185,46 152,71 778,40 95,39 64,71 1.276,67 130,65 96,85 5-03,68 47,70 J5,70 814,58 
uu: 619,31 619,31 539,76 539,76 ,. 462,35 60,66 200,47 60,61 14,35 798,44 200,27 J0,3J 100,.2) 30,31 7,18 368,]2 

L 1,94 6,46 0,53 0,11 9,04 0,97 5.59 0,34 0,05 6,95 
N 8,20 38,07 282,27 22,23 2,22 352,99 5,06 19,03 253.)2 11,12 1,11 289,64 
AT 5,04 15,24 64,06 11,70 13,68 109,72 2,52 7,62 32,03 S,85 6,84 54,86 
p 795,89 795,89 650,18 6$0,)8 

Fl 6,JO 60,33 14,8] 5,18 21,10 107,74 J,ll 30,17 7,42 2,59 10,55 53,88 
SE 22,56 7.3,00 0,00 0,00 11,39 106,91 11,28 ]6,50 0,00 0,00 5,70 53,48 
UK 162.ll )46,53 975,00 36,47 1.520,11 104,89 221,20 818..57 2J,04 1.16?,?0 . ' ( } Not mcludmg ECU 400 000 1n J.\ aJ lable appropnaiiOns, ECU 119 000 1n comm11men1s and ECU 81 000 m pa) menls for anti fraud measures . 

The general situation relating to implementation in 1994 and 1995 shows better results than those for 
1995 alone. The rate of implementation of commitment appropriations was 85% taking all the 
Objectives together, which demonstrates the multi-annual nature of the programmes. 

The situations of the various Objectives and Member States do not differ substantially from those in 
1995. Apart from Objective 6, which was fully implemented, utilization was highest for Objective I, 
whether in terms of available appropriations (83%), the 1995 instalment (86%) or the 1994-95 
instalment (91 %). However, this conceals substantial backlogs in two Member States (Italy and the 
United Kingdom). Implementation of Objective 3 was clearly lagging in Germany ( 18% of the financing 
plan for 1995 and 58% of that for 1994-95) and, to' a lesser extent, in Belgium (53% of the financing 
plan for 1995). There was a complete failure to use the 1995 instalment for Objective 4 in Belgium, 
Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden. Despite the assistance provided by the adoption in 
1995 of a number of single-instalment decisions for the SPDs and OPs under Objectives 2 and 5(b), 
implementation remains particularly weak, or indeed zero, in Denmark (Objectives 2 and 5(b)), 
Germany (Objectives 2 and 5(b)), Spain (Objective 5(b)), France (Objective 2), Italy (Objectives 2 and 
5(b), Luxembourg (Objective 5(b)) and the Netherlands (Objectives 2 and 5(b)). 
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Since programmes under the Employment Community Initiative were approved in December 1994 and 
those under Adapt in May 1995, the Member States used the following months to seek partners in other 
countries. Hence the first contracts with project promoters were not signed until mid- I 995 with the result 
that no appropriations were used in 1994 and only a limited amount in 1995. 

EAGGF 

Table 125: EAGGF implementation in 1994-95 for the period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and 
appropriations made available again in /995- ECU million) 

Cnmmitments 1994-95 % Payments 1994-1995 
A•·ailable (I) Obj.l Obj.5a .. Obj.5(b) Obj.6 Total (2) (2)/(1) Obj.l Obj.5a .. • Obj.5(b) 

Obj.l 4275,92 4.275,75 . . 4.275,75 100% 2.844,47 . 
Obj.S(a) 1769,48 !.387,32 . 1.387,32 78% . 730,60 
Obj.5(b) 515,41 . 515,34 . 515,34 100% . 303,81 
Obj.6 47,74 47,74 47,74 100% . 
Total• 6608.55 6.226,15 94% 

B 14,00 53,03 2,79 69,82 6,08 16,51 1,40 
DK 38,67 2,57 41,24 . \9,19 1,29 
D 861,60 322,72 135,24 1.319,56 578,67 209,82 78,44 
EL 699.19 699,19 518,12 
E 979,67 77,41 104,15 1.161,23 691.08 55,81 75,52 
F 69,21 518,73 151,36 739,30 37,65 242,97 88,42 
IRL 332,56 . 332,56 285,46 . 
I 477,78 117,47 48,78 644,03 251,65 5&.73 24,39 
L 12,22 0,30 12,52 5.37 0,15 
N 1,90 25.27 9,37 36,54 I ,55 12,15 4,05 
AT 3,80 61,50 31,30 96,60 1,90 30.75 15,65 
p 776,14 776,14 419,63 . 
Fl . 61,42 11,60 36,80 109,82 . 30.71 5,56 
SE . 13,72 0.00 10,94 24,66 . 6,86 0.00 
UK 59,91 &5, 16 17,87 . 162,94 52.69 41,73 8.93 . ' Not mcludmg ECU 400 000 m available appropnat1ons. ECU 10 000 m comm•tments and ECU 8 000 m payments for antJ·fnud 

measures. 
"Not including ECU 43.65 million under heading B2-i000 (Structural actions directly linked to markets policy) and ECU ::6.6 

mililon of reimbursements under reg.(EEC) N'2328191 (in 1994 only) 
••• Not including ECU 43.65 million under heading B2-1000 and ECU 417,02 millior of reimbursements under reg.(EEC) N"2328/91 

(in 1994 only). 

Obj.6 

23,87 

. 

. 

. 

. 

18,40 
5,47 

Total 

2.844,47 
7311,60 
303,81 

23,87 
3.902,74 

23,99 
20,48 

866,93 
518,12 
822,41 
369,04 
285,46 
334,77 

5.52 
17,75 
48,30 

419,63 
54,67 
12,33 

103.35 

At the end of I 995, progress in using CSF/SPD commitment appropriations for the EAGGF Guidance 
Section lagged slightly behind (by 0.4% or ECU 25.6 million) the 1994 and I 995 instalments shown in 
the financing tables. This was, however, the result of a variety of situations. Overall, commitments under 
Objective I were ahead of the financing plans by ECU 790 million (23%). This was most marked in 
Greece, Spain, Ireland and Portugal. However, France and Italy were lagging behind. Commitments 
under Objective 5(a) were lagging behind the financing plans by ECU I 15 million (8%) mainly because 
of under-implementation of Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91 (agricultural structures) everywhere, but 
most notably in Italy, and a lag of one year everywhere except Spain and Luxembourg in implementing 
OPs under Regulation (EEC) No 866/90 (marketing and processing). EAGGF commitment 
appropriations for Objective 5(b) lagged behind the financing plans by ECU 25 million (32%) because 
of delays in implementing the OPs everywhere except Spain and Germany. Assistance under Objective 6 
was adopted in 1995. Commitments for the first instalments were adopted, so there was no divergence 
from what had been programmed. Since very few programmes under the Community Initiatives (mainly 
Leader) had been adopted in 1994, implementation in 1995 reflected progress during the two years 1994 
and 1995. 
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FIFG 

Table 126: FIFG implementation in 1994-95 for the period 1994-99 (including carry-overs and appropriations 
made available again in 1995- ECU million) · 

Commitments 1994-95 % Pa)'mcnts 1994-95 
Available (1) Obj.l Obj.5(a) Obj.6 Total (2) (2)/(1) Obj.l Obj.S(a) Obj.6 Total 

Obj.l 506,84 506,84 . 506,84 100% 199,28 . 199,28 
Obj.S(a) 317,97 . 313,45 313,45 99% 149,28 149,28 
Obj 6 1,43 . . 1,43 1,43 100% 0,72 o,n 
Total(*) 826,23 . . 821,71 99% 349,28 

l:l U,JI 4,U~ . 4,4:> U,l~ J,JJ . J,)L 
DK 46,59 . 46,59 30,29 . 30.29 
D 19,00 24,87 . 43,87 11,60 16.13 . 27,73 
EL 37,10 . 37,10 14,24 . 14,24 
E 304,46 39,83 344,29 109,22 9,97 . 119,19 
F 6,30 63,27 69,57 3,46 41,13 . 44,59 
IRL 9,19 . 9,19 550 - 5,50 
I 66,54 44,77 111,31 15,99 11.20 27,19 
L - 1,10 1,10 0,11 - 0,11 
N 2,80 9,16 11,96 1,58 6.21 7,79 
AT - 2,00 2,00 0,20 0,20 
p 52,01 52,01 33,14 33,14 
Fl - 23,00 0,70 23,70 - 6,90 0,35 7,25 
SE - 40,00 0,73 40,73 12,00 0,37 12,37 
UK 9,06 14,78 - 23,84 4,37 11,82 16,19 
(*)Not mcludmg ECU 100 000 m appropnattons ava1lable for ant1-fraud measures. 

The rate of implementation of FIFG appropriations for the t\¥o years 1994-95 was satisfactory, 
amounting to 99% of the appropriations available for the CSFs/SPDs (ECU 4.5 million unused). With 
regard to payments, at the end of 1995, ECU 199.3 million (39%) had paid for Objective I out of the 
ECU 506.8 million committed in 1994 and 1995. This is a reasonable rate in view of the fact that the 
programming period was reduced by approving programmes at the end of 1994. Similarly, in the case of 
Objective S(a) fisheries, by the end of 1995 ECU 151.6 million (48%) had been paid out of the ECU 
317.8 million committed in 1994-95, which is satisfactory. 1995 was the first year of programming for 
Objective 6 and the figures for 1995 remain reasonable (ECU 720 000, or 50%, paid out of ECU 1.43 
million committed). In the case of Pesca, ECU 53.1 million (65% of ECU 81 million) was committed 
and ECU 17.2 million (32% of the ECU 53.1 million committed) paid out. 
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B. CHECKS AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

Under Article 205 of the Treaty, the Commission is responsible for implementation of the Community 
budget as a whole, and therefore of the Structural Funds budget. It ensures that implementation is correct 
and effective, since this is essential for the effectiveness and credibility of Community structural 
measures. However, in doing so, it must take account of the fact that on-the-spot management of 
Structural Fund programmes and projects is the responsibility of the Member States, in line with the 
principle of subsidiarity and partnership which governs the Structural Funds. Nevertheless, with the 
launching of the second programming period (1994-99) and the increase in Structural Fund 
appropriations, the Commission is keeping a closer watch on the quality of the management and control 
system employed both by itself and by the Member States. All those involved are aware of this need: at 
the informal ministerial meeting in Strasbourg in March 1995, for example, the Commission and 
Member States agreed on the need to improve and strengthen the control and management of the 
Structural Funds. Following that, in May 1995 Mrs Wulf-Mathies, the Member with special 
responsibility for regional policies and cohesion, wrote to the Member States stressing once again the 
importance of improving the financial management system for Community appropriations, and control 
and assessment, and requesting the Member States to take appropriate measures to ensure that these 
requirements are met. As for the Commission itself, in 1995 its attention was directed towards the 
stepping up of on-the-spot checks, which it had been pursuing since 1994 and continued in 1995, and, at 
a more fundamental level, the launching of an exercise to rationalize and improve financial 
management. 

1. Checks 

1.1. Checks carried out by the Commission's Structural Funds departments 

The Commission's role is to ensure that appropriate systems for financial monitoring and management of 
programmes have been put in place in the Member States. To do this, it makes on-the-spot checks and 
systems audits to ensure that Structural Fund appropriations are put to proper use. However, under 
Article 23(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 4253/88, it is primarily the Member States that are responsible for 
ensuring that proper use is made of Community funds and preventing irregularities. For example, they 
are responsible for the reliability of certificates of expenditure submitted to the Commission, and the 
eligibility of expenditure incurred in implementing programmes. In this way, each of the Structural 
Funds is subject to specific checks by the departments responsible for them. All these checks are 
intended to verify the reliability of the control and management systems in the Member States, and to 
check the regularity of expenditure incurred under the programmes. 1995 saw greater coordination of 
these monitoring activities among themselves, and greater coordination with the checks made by 
Financial Control, the UCLAFI and the Court of Auditors. 

ERDF: For the ERDF, 20 on-the-spot inspections were carried out in 1995 (one in Denmark, one in the 
Netherlands, two in France, Italy, Ireland and the United Kingdom, three in Spain and Portugal, and four 
in .Germany). As required by Article 23 of Regulation (EEC) No 4253/88 as amended, the inspection 
programmes are communicated to the Member States concerned. Firstly, these checks are intended to 
verifY the existence and effectiveness of a system for the management and control of operations, and the 
reliability of the information forvvarded to the Commission (in particular certifications of expenditure). 
Secondly, they are intended to check on proper use of ERDF funds, accounting accuracy, legality, 
regularity and sound financial management in the light of the objectives of each form of assistance and 
of Community rules and policies. Each programme of inspection visits was drawn up to take account, 
inter alia, of the checks made by Financial Control and the Court of Auditors and the results of the risk 
analysis and previous checks. 

1 The Commission's Unit on Coordination of Fraud Prevention. 
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The checks show that individual or system irregularities f.-equently occurred in operations on the ground. 
In general, these relate to the unreliability of certifications of expenditure, which are the basis for 
Community payments and advances, and the weakness of certain internal checking procedures, which do 
not adequately reflect Community rules. The declarations of expenditure often include expenditure not 
eligible for financing by the ERDF (such as the salaries or operating expenditure of ministries or other 
public bodies), and expenditure declared as actually incurred sometimes includes estimates of future 
expenditure. The beneficiaries' declarations of expenditure are in some instances submitted to the 
Commission and certified by the authorities appointed by the Member States without any internal 
checks, which can lead to incorrect submissions and formal irregularities. In addition, in many regions 
Community rules on public procurement are not fully complied with and the programming of assistance 
is not monitored or assessed with sufficient precision. For example, in some cases the legal and financial 
commitments and payments are not established by the deadlines laid down in the decisions to grant 
assistance. 

ESF: As with the ERDF, and as is done each year, a coordinated control programme was sent to the 
Member States before the beginning of 1995. The programme was implemented as planned: a total of 73 
inspection visits were made, 10% of which were unscheduled visits in coordination with the Unit on 
Coordination of Fraud Prevention. In general the checks covered the management systems and revealed 
a number of weaknesses in the national, regional and local administrations. These were analysed in 
partnership and solutions to ensure the proper administration of Community and national funds are 
under consideration. More specifically, the checks revealed problems with ineligible expenditure 
(financing costs, for example), operations not eligible under the ESF, accounting documents not 
acceptable for tax purposes, non-compliance with the VAT rules of the Member State, non-compliance 
with the principle of sound financial management (disproportionate costs), etc. The checks also revealed 
a few cases of fraud, which are being pursued by the national authorities. 

EAGGF: In 1995, 35 inspection visits were made to check the use made of EAGGF appropriations, a 
considerably larger number than in 1994 (21 ). These were organized on the initiative of the departments 
responsible for the EAGGF or the Financial Control of the Member States concerned. The audits 
focused on the systems used and on the entries in the accounts, which were checked for compliance with 
Community rules. Priority was given to programmes and operations covered by the first programming 
period, 1989-93, funds for which should have been committed by the end of 1993 or, where an extension 
was granted, in 1994 or 1995. Once again, in accordance with Article 23 of Regulation (EEC) No 
4253/88, as amended, the Member States were requested to increase the number of their own inspection 
visits and keep the Commission informed of the results of these audits. 

As a rule, the systems introduced by the majority of Member States to check declared expenditure 
function well. Nevertheless a number of weaknesses and irregularities were revealed in almost all the 
Member States and measures. Exampies of these include: uncertainty as to the validity of some 
commitments made before the end of the prescribed period, the lack of publicity and information on 
EAGGF part-financing, non-compliance with Community rules on public procurement, the award of aid 
for ineligible expenditure, unsuitable and inadequate control measures, major delays in payments to the 
final beneficiaries, incorrect application of conversion rates, and a risk of duplicate Community funding 
from different sources. 

FIFG: In 1995 the departments responsible for the FIFG made six inspection visits (one in Greece, 
France, Italy and the United Kingdom, and two in Spain) to check 20 projects financed under the old 
rules (Regulations (EEC) No 4028/86 and 4042/89), since checks on the FlFG are not due to begin until 
1996. The inspections revealed irregularities in four Member States. In France (La Seyne-sur-Mer and 
Saint-Andre), one aquaculture project had been stopped by the beneficiary himself (a decision on 
possible suspension is pending), and ineligible expenditure was detected for another. In Greece 
(Thessaloniki, Khalkidiki and Athens), a processing plant had not yet started operation (a report was 
requested from the Member State for 1996) and, in the case of an eel farm project, the Member State has 
been requested to make a thorough check ofthe beneficiary company and the constmction company. In 
Spain (Madrid), a small amount of ineligible expenditure was discovered in a processing project. 
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Finally, in Italy (Naples and Bari), in one of the three processing/marketing projects inspected, a 
considerable delay in implementation was discovered. The Unit on Coordination of Fraud Prevention 
took part in the inspection visits to Greece and Madrid. No major irregularities were detected during the 
other inspection visits, to Lugo {Galicia, Spain), relating to vessel construction projects, and in Scotland, 
relating to six aquaculture projects. 

All Funds: In most cases the results of each inspection are communicated to the Member State 
concerned, drawing its attention to shortcomings and requesting changes to bring the procedures in line 
with current rules and in most cases the Commission also requests the designated authority in the 
Member State to submit a new, duly corrected declaration of expenditure, and makes the necessary 
financial adjustments. However, the Commission departments may- where the situation warrants- stop 
any further funding. They then propose to the Member State (pursuant to Community rules) a number of 
general or specific solutions to permit compliance with Community rules and national provisions, and 
then monitor their implementation. When judicial inquiries are opened (in cases of suspected fraud), the 
Commission suspends payments until the procedure is closed, so that it can then take the necessary steps 
(payment, reduction or discontinuation). However, the most important effect of these inspections is their 
role in instructing the regional authorities and bodies responsible for the administration and internal 
auditing of the Structural Funds how to adjust their practices and procedures where they do not comply 
with the rules. 

The Commission departments regularly remind the authorities of the Member States of the need to apply 
the provisions on financial implementation contained in the Commission decisions approving the 
programmes at all administrative levels. In 1995, the departments responsible for the Funds focused 
more closely on monitoring the results of inspection visits by the Court of Auditors (sector letters, 
annual report) and Financial Control, and intensified their cooperation with the Unit on Coordination of 
Fraud Prevention. In addition, all departments took part in discussion meetings held ?t the Commission 

on the problems linked to the eligibility of expenditure2. 

Inspection activities were also intensified by the introduction of Commission Regulation (EC) No 
1681/94 concerning irregularities and the recovery of sums wrongly paid in connection with the 
structural policies. On the whole, the situation resulting from the information forwarded by the Member 

States is far from satisfactory3, since the Commission continues to discover a large number of cases of 
irregularity which are not reported. 

Finally, at the request of the European Parliament, in October 1995 the Commission presented a report 

on irregularities in the management of Community Structural Funds in the new German Lander4 for the 
period 199 I -93. The report highlights the irregularities and suspected cases of fraud detected, the 
weaknesses in the management and control systems, inadequate knowledge of Community rules and the 
lack of administrative organization, due to the exceptional political, economic and administrative 
situation in the new German Lander during that transitional period. It also describes the measures taken 
by the Commission and the Member State to correct and prevent such irregularities. 

1.2. Inspections carried out by Financial Control 

In 1995 Financial Control carried out its Structural Fund inspection activities in I ine with the current 

discussions on improving financial managements. The main aim was to rationalize the inspections, 
partly by investigating whether random sampling could be used to grant approval within the 
Commission and partly by increased use of systems audits in the Member States. 

2 See !.2 below- Inspections caJTied out by Financial Control. 
3 See !995 Annual Report "Protecting the Community's financial interests" (COM(96) 173 final). 
4 0JNoL353, 17.12.1995. 
5 See below: 2. Improving financial management. 
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In 1995, Financial Control made 86 on-the-spot inspections in which expenditure totalling around ECU 
7 250 million under the forms of assistance audited was checked. The main aim of the control 
programme was to check the legality, regularity and effectiveness of transactions under the Structural 
Funds and, at the same time, to complete the audit records for each Fund and each Member State 
available to Financial Control and update the 1994 systems audit report. To that end, the checks 
concentrated on an audit of the administration and control systems in the Member States for all the 
Funds, in accordance with the audit methods developed by Financial Control. One of the more general 
findings was that the certifications of expenditure by the authorities designated in the Member State are 
not always based on a reliable or adequate control system. This is particularly the case with the lack of 
checks on the eligibility of expenditure at the various stages of processing of the financial infonnation 
forwarded by the final beneficiaries, resulting in some expenditure being rejected as ineligible in a large 
number of spot checks on projects. These cases involve the purchase of second-hand equipment, general 
or personnel costs incurred outside the eligibility periods, non-entry into the accounts of revenue to be 
deducted from declared expenditure, methods of converting expenditure into ecus not complying with 
the rules (ESF), the purchase of land, financial commitments not complying with the rules or outside the 
time limits laid down in the programmes (EAGGF), etc. 

In order to make better use of the resources of the various authorities involved in checks, and in line with 
the guidelines adopted by the Commission under the SEM 2000 exercise, negotiations continued in 1995 
with a view to extending the cooperation protocols concluded between the Commission and the relevant 
national inspection authorities to other Member States. For example, following the establishment of a 
special inspection coordination body within the Greek Ministry of Finance, a protocol was signed with 
Greece (April 1995), and thorough discussions with the Netherlands will make it possible to adapt the 
formula of the protocols to the decentralized or distributed inspection systems of those Member States 
with a similar structure (in pm1icular the United Kingdom, Sweden and Finland) and those with a federal 
structure (Belgium, Germany and Austria). As far as the existing protocols are concerned, coordination 
of inspections with France, Italy and Spain was put into practice in line with the coordinated plans drawn 
up and discussed at the beginning of the year. 

Finally, following the systems audit programme carried out between 1992 and 1994, and the report 
mentioned above, it became apparent that there was a special problem with expenditure eligibility. The 
reason is that the regulations governing the Structural Funds do not give any detailed definition of 
eligible expenditure, and that, although the texts approving the various forms of assistance contain 
standard clauses for certain general aspects (expenditure committed and paid, supporting documents, 
definition of the final beneficiary and eligibility dates), they do not provide any specific guidelines on 
certain items or particular types of expenditure. Therefore a detailed discussion within the Commission 
was launched in 1995 to clarify some of these complex eligibility problems. The inter-departmental 
working party set up to that end in September 1994 and chaired by Financial Control produced an initial 
set of datasheets describing and harmonizing the approach of the Structural Funds to certain items of 
expenditure, such as second-hand equipment, depreciation, VAT, bank interest, eligibility periods and 
the concept of final beneficiary. The work centred on the establishment of transparent and monitorable 
methods of implementing financial engineering measures - venture capital funds (guidelines laid down 
by the Commission in July 1995) and guarantee funds. Several eligibility issues remain to be studied for 
1996 (investments in land and property, for example). Subsequently, the question of eligibility was put 
on the agenda for the group of personal representatives of the European Finance Ministers set up as part 
of the exercise for improving financial management described below. 

2. Improving financial management 

When it took up office, the new Commission decided to launch an internal discussion on ways of 
strengthening financial management within the Commission. The discussion began in 1995 as a three
stage process and are of vital concern to the departments responsible for the Structural Funds. The first 
stage consisted in consolidating the internal administration system within the existing framework by 
rationalizing the Commission's financial procedures and departments. The idea was to give the budget 
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and financial units a more effective structure, provide better training for staff and modernize 
management tools, in order to rationalize financial management procedures, improve assessment of 
Community programmes and improve the effectiveness of the action taken in response to the 
observations of the other Community institutions on budget issues. The second stage was aimed at a 
more substantial reform of internal procedures and organization, in particular to introduce greater 
transparency into budget decision-making and initiate an assessment process for the measures adopted. 
These two stages were introduced successively in the course of 1995 and continued i.n paraJ\el 
throughout the year. 

The third stage of the exercise was launched at the end of 1995 and is to continue in 1996. It is aimed at 
strengthening and developing the partnership with the Member States in those areas in which they are 
responsible for administering Community appropriations. This therefore very much concerns the 
Structural Funds. For example, discussions began at ministerial level in various areas relating to the 
organization and administration of Community appropriations in the Member States to ensure that their 
administration is proper and effective. These discussions, which are intended to improve cooperation 
between the Commission and the Member States, concern in particular, as far as the Structural Funds are 
concerned, the question of finding a common, transparent and universally agreed definition of 
expenditure eligible for Structural Fund part-financing. The discussions will therefore be decisive for the 
immediate future of the programmes, both as regards their monitoring and in tenns of their proper 
economic and administrative implementation. 
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C. COORDINATION OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

1. Cohesion Fund 

Colresion Fund, Structural Funds and environment: 
Like the Structural Funds, the Cohesion Fund provides major financial support for environmental 
projects. TI1e Regulation establishing it specifies that a suitable balance must be struck between 
transport infrastructure and environmental projects, the two sectors for which it was set up. From its 
ECU 16 million budget for the period 1993-99, 45% of appropriations in its first two years of 
operation (1993-94) were allocated to environmental projects. For the period as a whole, a 50/50 
balance between environment and transport will be sought. Projects cover, for example, water 
management, waste water treatment and waste disposal. In all cases the Commission seeks maximum 
coherence and coordination between Cohesion Fund and Structural Fund financing. 

The need to coordinate assistance from the Cohesion Fund, the Structural Funds, the EIB and other 
financial instruments for environmental and trans-European transport network projects is mentioned in 
the preamble to the Council Regulation establishing the Cohesion Fund 1. Article 1 of the Regulation 
states that the Fund may contribute to financing project stages that are technically and financially 
independent. TI1e Commission must accordingly ensure that an item of expenditure relating to a project 
in several stages financed from the Cohesion Fund is not granted assistance at the same time from the 
Structural Funds, and Article 9 of the Regulation (on cumulation and overlapping) states that no item of 
expenditure may benefit from both the Cohesion Fund and the Structural Funds and that combined 
Cohesion Fund and other Community aid for a project may not exceed 90% of total expenditure thereon. 
This does not rule out separate contributions to a large project from several instruments provided that 
expenditure on the individual stages can be clearly identified in terms of either time or the nature of the 
stages. 

The purpose is to allow financing in tandem, with the ERDF in particular, of large projects comprising 
several stages. Such coordination of the available Community financial instruments helps increase the 
impact of assistance, particularly where trans-European transport networks are concerned, and so 
accelerates their establishment. Separation into project stages requires close coordination between 
financial instruments and both physical and financial monitoring. Aid for environment and trans
European transport infrastructure projects can in fact be granted from the Structural Funds, mainly the 
ERDF but also, to a lesser extent, the EAGGF. Action is therefore taken to prevent double financing. 

This involves in the first place organizational arrangements for coordinated financing. When the CSFs 
were being drawn up, the Commission mounted a general coordination exercise to implement the 
doubling in real tenns of commitment appropriations for Objective I regions in the countries benefitting 
from the Cohesion Fund as envisaged by the Edinburgh European Council. The CSF financing plans 
accordingly explicitly mention the resources allocated from the Cohesion Fund2. In the case of Spain for 
example, where only some regions are eligible under Objective I, ECU 7.95 billion from the Cohesion 
Fund for the period 1993-99 was entered in the Objective I CSF. This amount was determined on the 
basis of the Edinburgh target. Under the principles of subsidiarity and partnership, the submission of 
suitable projects to achieve the doubling in real terms of Structural Fund appropriations in the less 
prosperous parts of Spain is the responsibility of the national government and the Objective I CSF 
Monitoring Committee. As a "non-regional" fund, the Cohesion Fund does not normally collect 
regionalized data. 

In the second place, even closer attention has to be paid to coordinating the projects themselves given 
that Structural Fund assistance is principally for programmes whereas the Cohesion Fund finances 
individual projects or groups of projects. Coordination procedures were introduced when the cohesion 

1 Council Regulation (EC) 1164/94 of 16 May 199~, OJ No L 130, 25.5.1994. 

2 See 1994 Annual Report. 
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financial instrument, which preceded the Cohesion Fund, came into operation in order to ensure that 
project or project stages submitted had not already been presented for Structural Fund assistance. The 
departments responsible for Structural Fund management have to be consulted before the Commission 
takes a decision to grant assistance from the Cohesion Fund. Checking procedures were also introduced 
to ensure that no item of expenditure can be simultaneously financed from the Structural Funds and the 
Cohesion Fund. These procedures have so far functioned effectively. There has been neither 
disagreement between the departments responsible for managing the Structural Funds and the Cohesion 
Fund nor any case of double financing. In certain cases Member States have applied for financing from 
different instruments for various stages of a single project; this is in accordance with the rules. 

A major project in Portugal: 
The Cruz-Braga motorway was initially included in the 1994-99 CSF for ERDF 
fmancing. After the Cohesion Fund started to operate, it was considered that, as 
an element of the trans-European transport networks, it should be financed by 
the Cohesion Fund, so allowing more ERDF aid to be devoted to transport. The 
second stage of construction was therefore taken out of the ERDF OP and given 
Cohesion Fund financing at a higher rate under Article 7 of the Cohesion Fund 
Regulation. To prevent any overlapping of Community aid, Commission 
officials, in cooperation with the national authorities, identified two distinct 
stages of the project using physical indicators. Then, for financial management 
purposes, a date was set from which payment applications and supporting 
documents were to be sent to the Fund. The Commission also stepped up 
monitoring at the time when aid was transferred from the ERDF to the Cohesion 
Fund, two inspections visits being made in four months. Obviously, the 
administrative burden of managing projects in several stages is lighter if stages 
are clearly separate. 

The Commission is examining how the four Member States concerned (Spain, Greece, Ireland, Portugal) 
could be more closely involved in this coordination, given that under the OPs selection of individual 
projects is generally done at regional programming level. 

2. EIB 

The EIB confirmed in 1995 that economic and social cohesion remains its priority, an objective in any 
case assigned to it by the Treaty on European Union. In ·1995 out of a total of ECU 21.4 billion in loans 
granted (a 7.5% increase on 1994, which itself represented an increase of 1.6% on 1993), ECU 18 782 
million was granted in the Community (a 5.2% increase on 1994 compared with a fall of 2% from 
1993). A total ofECU 12 I 44 million was granted to regions lagging behind in development or suffering 
from industrial decline. 

Table 127: E/B- Financing for regional de••elopment (ECU million) 

1995 1994 1~93 

Total act1v1ty 111 the Eu (I) IUS, 17 6~L 16 779 

[Keg 10 nal development ll.l44 I L.UJ5 I L.462 

68% 72% 74% 

fObjCC(IVC I 5.HH! ).748 1.12~ 

48% 48% 58% 
fl'ountnes eligible under the Cohcs1on Fund 4.648 4.746 6.142 

38% 39% 3-1% 
I) Amount of tmance g ranted, 1.c md1vidualloans s1gncd and appropnat1ons 

allocated for current g loballoan s. 

The concentration of financing in favour of investment located in regional development zones, which 
had eased in 1993 (72% in 1994 against 74% in 1993), again lessened in 1995 (68%). In contrast to the 
upward trend of the period 1989-93, the bank's activity in promoting regional development, although 
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greater in absolute terms, is in relative tenns lower than the level attained m 1992. Despite this 
slackening, economic and social cohesion remains the EIB's priority. 

In the regions where development is lagging behind (Objective I), EIB loans amounted to ECU 5 881 
million, i.e. 48% of the total for regional development (48% in 1994, 58% in 1993), again a lower 
proportion than in 1993 or for the period 1989-93. Assistance in the four Cohesion Fund countries 
(Greece, Spain, Ireland, Portugal) amounted to ECU 4 648 million, 26% of total financing in the 
Community (28% in 1994, 37% in 1993) and 38% of total regional development financing (39% in 
1994). 

Table 128: EIB- Breakdown by sector ofjillallcingfor regional development (ECU million) 

Transport 
T e le co mmu n ic at ions 

Environment and other infrastructure 
Industry, agriculture and services 

The breakdown behveen individual and global loans confirms the upswing in global loans (sharply down 
in 1993 ). Individual loans were slightly down. 

3. ECSC 

Under Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty, the Commission has at its disposal a loan instrument for 
conversion investment to create jobs in areas affected by the reduction of activity and employment in the 
coal and steel sector. These can be accompanied by interest-rate subsidies (calculated on the number of 
jobs to be created) of up to 3% for five years. The regional orientation of these loans and their 
coordination with the Structural Funds have been progressively strengthened by operational provisions 
adopted by the Commission since 19903 which have increased their concentration in zones eligible 
under the regional objectives of the CSFs and the Community Rechar and Resider Initiatives. 

The total volume of new ECSC conversion loans approved by the Commission in 1995 and given 
Council assent in February 1996 was ECU 394.4 million with the number of jobs to be created around 
27 000. The sum of ECU 11.45 million was committed under the ECSC budget for 1995 for interest-rate 
subsidies on current loans. During 1995 the Commission made I 02 conversion loans, 95 global loans 
totalling ECU 196 million and seven direct loans totalling ECU 64.2 million. 

4. European Investment Fund 

The purpose of the Fund, established in June I 994, is to support medium and long-term investment by 
providing long-term guarantees for loans taken out for investment in trans-European networks and 
SMEs. 

The loan volume guaranteed in 1995 was ECU 686.8 million, of which ECU 116.46 million was for 
transactions actually signed. Trans-European network projects amounted to 94% of the total volume 
signed: 17% in transport, 26% in telecommunications and 51% in energy. SMEs projects accounted for 
6% of operations. 

3 OJ No C 188/9, 28.7.1990, OJ No C 59/4, 6.3.1992, Commission Decision E/1967/94 of 12 December 1994. 
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S. The financial mechanism of the European Economic Area 

The Agreement on the European Economic Area provided for a financial mechanism, paid for by the 
EFT A countries and managed by the EIB, to help promote economic and social cohesion in the 
Community. Its scope is defined in Protocol 38 to the Agreement: grants totalling ECU 500 million 
between 1994 and I 998 and I 0-year interest-rate subsidies of 2% on a total loan volume of ECU 1.5 
billion. Assistance is given for projects in Greece, Ireland, Northern Ireland, Portugal and, for I 989-93, 
the Spanish Objective I regions. 

Following enlargement, the contributions of Austria, Finland and Sweden have been taken over by the 
Community budget and the Commission is accordingly represented on the Financial Mechanism 
Committee, which approves projects. 

In I 995 the Committee approved interest-rate subsidies on ECU 302.4 million in loans for seven projects 
in Spain and one in Greece and ECU 68 million in grants for four projects in Greece and three in Spain. 
These were in the three eligible sectors: transport, environment and education and training. 

Piraeus container terminal, an example of assistance from tire Conmrunity 
instruments: 
The port of Piraeus is the principal cargo entry point to Attica, the region which 
is home to some 50% of the population of Greece, a country where sea transport 
has recently grown in importance, more than 90% of goods arriving by sea. 
Piraeus is one of the two Greek ports to have a specialized container terminal. 
One of its three sections, Ikon ion, already has a te;minal and a second, Ikon ion 
II, is partly complete. Under the EEA Financial Meclranism, ECU 12.1 million 
has been granted to complete the second terminal, which will substantially 
increase the port's container traffic capacity. A loan of ECU 42.9 million from 
the EIB has also been granted plus an interest-rate subsidy of 2% a year for ten 
years. The Cohesion Fund is also contribming ECU 15 million for completion 
of the quay wall and purchase of cranes, tra :tors and other specific equipment. 
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D. COMPLEMENTARITY WITH THE OTHER COMMUNITY POLICIES 

Introduction 

Endeavours to achieve the complementarity between structural measures and other sector-specific 
Community policies required under the regulations on the Structural Funds (Article 7 of the Framework 
Regulation), which is a matter for this Annual Report, were stepped up in 1995. Selecting the 
environment as the theme for this Report illustrates those endeavours, which are evident in various ways 
and at various levels. In terms of legislation and regulations, attention to coordination and forecasting 
continued to increase in 1995 with a view to preventing and penalizing infringements of the rules on 
competition and public procurement, particularly in environmental fields. In terms of financial support, 
the Structural Funds supplement Community Initiatives in certain sectors, like equal opportunities, 
support for SMEs, trans-European networks, and research and technological development. 

Within the Commission, a start has been made on assessing possible ways of enhancing synergy 
between the various Community policies and the Structural Funds. The Commission also urges the 
Member States and authorities responsible for implementing programmes to take account of these 
guidelines at their level. Complementarity between Community policies must apply both in the drawing
up of programmes, guaranteed since the review of the Regulations in 1993, and in their practical 
implementation. The Commission therefore urges the Member States to make a special effort, at all 
administrative levels and stages of implementation (in particular within the Monitoring Committees and 
when awarding public contracts or applying aid schemes), to reduce the risks of infringing Community 
rules. In 1995 the Commission also gave consideration to the drafting of recommendations incorporating 
certain concerns stemming from other Community policies in the current programming of the Structural 
Funds. This consideration gave rise to several Commission communications on cohesion policy and the 
environment, the integrated management of coastal zones1, structural assistance and employment2 and 
encouraging local development and employment initiatives, while further communications were being 
prepared, in particular on incorporating equal opportunities in Community policies. As the environment 
is touched on throughout this Report, this section will not deal with the topic. 

Complementarity with employment policy 

With more specific reference to employment, the Structural Funds are, as already stressed in this Report, 
the Community's prime weapon in the fight against unemployment. Of the five priority measures 
advocated by the Essen European Council, three, improved vocational training, a more effective 
employment market and measures to facilitate the integration into the labour market of groups 
particularly affected by unemployment, are the direct concern of the Structural Funds. The priority to be 
given to these measures was confirmed by the European Councils in Cannes and Madrid, \Vhich also 
supported the Commission's proposals on local development and employment initiatives. 

The Structural Funds are the main instrument used for these ends, particularly under Objectives 3 and 4 
for the ESF but also under the regional Objectives (Objectives I, 2 and 5(b)) for all the Funds. During 
the year, the Commission tabled a series of documents containing suggestions on how to implement the 
employment priorities of the European Councils. In June 1995 it adopted a comm~.;nication on a 
European strategy to encourage local development and employment initiatives, which includes a strategy 
to support this process and distribute the results through the Monitoring Committees for the Structural 
Funds. Its October communication on the European employment strategy has the Structural Funds at its 

1 For these two communications see Chapter I.A.1.2. Greater integration of the "environment" factor and Chapter 
I.B.2. Innovative measures and technical assistance. 

2 Communication first presented at the informal ministerial meeting in Madrid (30 November-] December 1995) 
and subsequently published in 1996 (COM(96) 109 final of 30 March 1996)- See Introduction. C. Employment, 
a major challenge for the Union. 
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centre and this is spelt out in detail Ill the communication "Community Structural Policies and 
Employment" referred to above. 

However, the very nature of the operations, which are directly aimed at making the employment market 
more effective (e.g. support for vocational training), makes any attempt at quantification difficult. 
Nevertheless, the Structural Funds have made a considerable effort to adapt themselves to the situations 
which the Essen summit identified as priorities. 

l. The Structural Funds. equal opportunities and combatting social exclusion 

Combatting social exclusion and promoting equal opportunities are among the Community policy 
priorities set in Essen and endorsed in Cannes and Madrid. In this area the ESF intervenes mainly with 
regard to Objective 3, but also, albeit less identifiably, with regard to the regionalized objectives 
(Objectives I, 2 and 5(b )). 

The Structural Funds and combatting social exclusion 

Combatting social exclusion is a clear Objective 3 priority of the ESF, with ECU 5.6 billion to be spent 
on achieving the goal in 1994-99. At variance with past practice, the approach adopted wilt involve 
tackling the phenomenon of social exclusion in an integrated fashion and not as an appendage to other 
policies. Priority wilt thus be given to facilitating the return to the labour market and consequently to 
training measures. For the first time, the ESF regards setting up integration pathways to employment as 
eligible, whether they target employment or social integration. In this respect Community funding 
supports both social accompanying measures and training measures proper. 

Tile Structural Funds and equal opportunities 

The amendments to the regulations governing Structural Fund assistance in 1993 extend the obligation 
to observe the principle of equal opportunities to all assistance from the Funds. In decisions approving 
programmes, a standard clause has been specially inserted to ensure compliance with this new 
obligation. Two approaches have been adopted in programmes, varying according to the Member States. 
Some Member States (the United Kingdom, Germany and Spain) have adopted specific measures 
targeting women while others have preferred a broader approach, which entails checking the impact of 
the equal opportunities policy by means of precise assessment indicators. This is the case in particular in 
France. The Objective 1 and Objective 3 appropriations allocated to this priority are estimated at at least 
2% of the total, or ECU 785 million for the period 1994-99. In Objective 5(b) measures relating to rural 
society, there is increasing emphasis on equal opportunities for men and women, given the fact that in 
many regions over 40% of farm income comes from activities outside the holding, which are almost 
always carried out by \VOmen. Such activity creates wealth and employment and contributes towards 
maintaining and developing a dynamic economy. The NOW programme (1991-93) was renewed and 
strengthened within the framework of the EMPLOYMENT Community Initiative (1994-99). With ESF 
funds amounting to ECU 361 million, NOW focuses on devising, testing and implementing new training 
and employment ideas for women3. One of the priority objectives of EMPLOYMENT-NOW is the 
uptake of positive results from projects financed under the CSFs. 

In 1995 a working GROUP on equal opportunities comprising Members of the Commission was set up 
under the chairmanship of Mr Santer and an interdepartmental working party prepared a draft 
communication from the Commission to Parliament and the Council entitled "Incorporating equal 
opportunities for women and men into all Community policies and activities". The document contains a 
section on the Structural Funds, the main financial instrument able to play a part in implementing this 
Union priority. Considerations covering indicators and ways of measuring the degree to which the 

3 See Chapter !.B. I Community initiatives, analysis of programmes in the Member States. 
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principle of equality is taken into account in current programming must nevertheless be pursued. The 
document proposes the establishment of basic indicators for certain types of positive measures in the 
field of equal opportunities with a view to defining criteria to be applied by programme Monitoring 
Committees in selecting projects. A cross-sector assessment study has been undertaken to throw light on 
the way this aspect is actually implemented by the Structural Funds. The Commission is also to draw up 
methodological guidelines for the Monitoring Committees. Work carried out to date supports the view 
that cohesion and the complementarity between various types of Community assistance should be 
enhanced. 

2. The Structural funds. the common agricultural policy and rural development 

The Structural Funds and the common agricultural policy 

Since agriculture is still one of the main activities for many regions of the Community, most of the 
programmes for \994-99 include measures relating to the sector. It is therefore essential, on the one 
hand, to ensure that the measures proposed by the Member States in development plans for rural areas 
under Objective 1 or Objective 5(b) are compatible with the guidelines of the CAP and, on the other 
hand, to take into consideration the contribution which agricultural measures make to the development 
of economic activity. With reg:>rd to the more specific case of Objective S(b), measures relating to 
agriculture in the SPDs were devised with an eye to the necessary complementarity between the refom1 
of the CAP and rural development. Those measures take account of the diversity of agriculture in 
Objective 5(b) areas (in terms of structures, fonns of collective organization, traditions and know-how, 
geographical situation, and relative distance from markets). Matching this diversity in structures is a 
variety of solutions to allow each agricultural holding to adapt to the market and extend the range of 
products or services offered (farm tourism, environment), while endeavouring to control production 
costs. 

The measures plmmed allow a sufficient number of fanners to stay in fanning to contribute towards the 
socio-economic development of rural areas and the Commission has ensured that certain guarantees are 
forthcoming. Ge"erally speaking, each time a national aid scheme is proposed, a check is made to ensure 
that it is compatible with the existing rules of the CAP and those on State aid. The measures given 
priority have included the application of new technologies, energy saving and quality promotion. In the 
case of irrigation, for example, priority has been given to measures to improve existing structures to 
avoid water losses (through evaporation, leaks, etc.) without affecting the area irrigated. If it was found 
that new areas were being irrigated, the Commission placed severe restrictions on the extension and 
asked to be informed of the crops which it was intended to grow there. 

The same approach was followed under Objective 5(a) with regard to structures for both production and 
marketing. In order to maintain market balance in certain products, investment aid which would have 
increased production was banned (pigmeat, eggs and poultrymeat). Restrictions were imposed on 
beef/veal. For the processing and marketing of agricultural products, the Commission laid down 
selection criteria following the guidelines set by Community policies, and in particular the CAP. In some 
sectors, investment aid was prohibited or authorized subject to strict limits and an accompanying 
reduction in existing capacity, the aim being to modernize and rationalize the sectors concerned 
(beef/veal, pigmeat, etc., and some processed fruit and vegetables). 

Tlte clta/lenges facing rural society 

More generally, since the 1988 reform of the Structural Funds, the Commission has introduced a specific 
policy for rural areas. Rural society is undergoing far-reaching changes and is increasingly subject to 
pressures which threaten an already delicate balance. Predominantly rural areas account for more than 
80% of Community territory and over one quarter of its population. The prosperity and environment of 
rural communities are increasingly threatened while agriculture, the main activity in a large number of 
rural areas, is going through a crisis which calls into question the very basis of their existence. Economic 
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decline, an ageing population, the drift of young people to the towns, the disappearance of services vital 
for the quality of J ife due to a lack of sufficient population, and desertification are some of the risks 
facing certain rural areas. 

In order to strengthen economic and social cohesion, Article 130a of the Treaty on European Union 
provides that the Community should reduce "disparities between the levels of development of the 
various regions and the backwardness of the least-favoured regions, including rural areas." To assist 
rural areas, their advantages should be turned to account, taking all aspects of economic and social life 
into consideration by giving thought to agriculture and all other aspects of rural society which are vital 
for an integrated and viable rural economy and satisfactory "quality of life". Maintaining agriculture in 
some rural areas is often a condition of their survival and calls for the coordination of various measures, 
such as the common organization of markets, diversification of production, improving product quality, 
and implementing policies relating to plant health and research. At the same time, efforts to modernize 
and adapt agricultural structures must be pursued in order to make agricultural holdings competitive and 
to preserve the natural environment through an appropriate protection policy. 

However, for many years jobs in agriculture have constantly declined. Agriculture now accounts for 
only 5.5% of the total working population whereas this figure stood at over 20% in the early 1960s. The 
drift to large conurbations holds no solution since, on the one hand, persistent unemployment curbs the 
recruitment of labour and aggravates existing problems and, on the other hand, the flight from the land is 
likely to lead to its abandonment, thereby jeopardizing the overall equilibrium of the territory of the 
Union. A Community policy for multi-sector rural development must therefore help to preserve the 
social fabric and develop viable rural communities. Accordingly, alternative solutions must be found to 
keep the population in the countryside, wherever possible, by creating new jobs outside agriculture in 
sectors like tourism, craft trades, SMEs, farm relief services, the renovation of villages, and maintaining 
the residential environment and the historic heritage. 

This development policy for rural areas must be put into effect throughout the Community. The financial 
measures under Objective S(a) play a part in achieving this, as do the measures accompanying the 
reform of the CAP. However, efforts must focus as a priority on regions economically most affected or 
least developed. Accordingly, appropriations must be concentrated on Objective I and 6 regions and 
Objective 5(b) areas within both the CSFs/SPDs and the Community Initiatives, in particular LEADER. 
For the period 1989-93, approximately ECU 15 billion has been allocated to rural development. That 
figure is expected to double. in 1994-99. 

3. The Structural Funds and the common fisheries policv 

Since 1994, the year marking the incorporation· of the CFP into the Structural Fund mechanisms, the 
instruments mobilized to assist fisheries structures (both the CSFs/SPDs and the PESCA Initiative) have 
a dual purpose in so far as they seek to ensure the survival and sustainable development of the policy by 
helping the fishing effort to adapt to dwindling stocks. These instruments also help strengthen economic 
and social cohesion through aid to reinforce structures in the fishing industry as a whole - the fleet, 
aquaculture, processing and marketing of products and port facdities. Furthermore, measures financed 
by the FIFG in relation to the fishing fleet must comply with the objectives of the !'vlultiannual Guidance 
Programmes (MGPs), which place restrictions on the fishing effort of each Member State. In particular, 
aid for the construction of new fishing vessels is authorized only where the annual intermediate 
objectives of the MGP, and subsequently the final objectives, are obse1ved. 

4. The Structural Funds and SMEs 

As far as assistance to SMEs and the craft sector is concerned, the OPs adopted for 1994-99 reflect the 
imp01iance which the Community attaches to SMEs. Thus an average of l 0% of the ERDF's resources is 
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allocated specifically to measures for SMEs4 . Furthennore, the SME Community Initiative helps raise 
the level of know-how in small firms while ADAPT promotes employment and the adaptation of the 
labour force to industrial change and should also benefit small firms. 

During 1995, most of the programmes relating to the SME Community Initiative (ECU 1 billion, 
including ECU 800 million for Objective 1 regions) were adopted. Through the Monitoring Committees, 
the Commission will ensure that the- economic and social partners invited to take part in the 
implementation of the programmes include representatives of SMEs so they are more closely associated 
with the Community programmes, as recommended in the report which the Commission sent to the 

Madrid European Council,5 which stressed the importance of SMEs as a dynamic source of 
employment, growth and competitiveness in the European Union. It should be noted that the 
Commission staff responsible for enterprise policy attend Monitoring Committee meetings for 
programmes relating more specifically to SMEs, like those on industry and services, particularly in the 
Objective I countries (Ireland, Portugal and Greece), and those of the SME Initiative. 

EUROPARTENARIAT- events fostering contacts between European firms: 
Two EUROPARTENARIAT events were organized in Germany and Portugal 
in 1995. They were intended to stimulate cooperation and foster contacts 
between firms in eligible regions (Objectives I, 2, 5(b) and 6) and those in other 
Member States or non-member countries. 
EUROPARTENARIAT North Rhineland-Westphalia (Dortmund, 20 and 21 
March 1995) drew around 5 000 visitors from 54 countries. The 357 Gennan 
firms had around I 0 000 business meetings with the 2 000 visiting SMEs, 200 
of which came from countries in the Commonwealth of Independent States. 
EUROPARTENARIAT Portugal (Lisbon, 24 and 25 November 1995) was also 
a great success. The 406 Portuguese fmns established contact with around 2 000 
SMEs in the course of 13 000 meetings. 
The Commission also supports participation in such events by firms from the 
central and eastern European countries, the Commonwealth of Independent 
States and the Mediterranean. 

5. The Structural Funds, research and technological development 

Measur.es undertaken since 1993 in connection with the Commission Communication on Cohesion and 
RTD Policy6 were continued in 1995. In the wake of the Communication, greater account was taken 
from 1994 on of economic and social cohesion in the Fourth Frameviork Programme for Research and 
of research and technological development in the Structural Funds. In particular, spending on actions 
relating to RTD financed by the Structural Funds increased substantially in· absolute terms (partly owing 
to the fact that global funding for the Structural Funds almost doubled for 1994-99) and as a percentage 
compared with the previous period7• For the record, those measures account for nearly 5% of the 
Community contribution under Objective 1 and 12% under Objective 2. In addition, the revised ESF 
Regulation provides for the Fund to support, under Objectives I, 2 and 5(b), measures covering training 
in research, science and technology. 

In 1995 most of the programmes under the SME and ADAPT Community Initiatives were launched. 
The SME Initiative provides for financing to promote cooperation for RTD between SMEs themselves 
and between SMEs and research centres, technology transfer centres, universities and training centres. 
The ADAPT Initiative (ECU 1.5 billion, including E.CU 400 million for Objective I regions) encourages 

4 See 1994 Annual Report. 
5 Commission Report on Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises: A dynamic source of employment, growth and 

competitiveness in the European Union (SEC(95) 2087). 

6 COM(93) 203 of 12 May 1993. 
7 See 1994 Annual Report. 
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inter alia cooperation and exchanges between firms and research in technology transfer to firms and 
vocational training bodies. Added to this are innovative measures under Article I 0 of the ERDF 
Regulation, for which calls for proposals were issued in the second half of 1995 covering the 
development of innovative regional strategies, regional strategies for the development of the info1111ation 
society and inter-regional networks for the development of specific applications concerning the 

information society8. Funds set aside for these measures in 1995-99 amount to ECU 20 million for the 
information society and ECU 15 million for cooperation measures to encourage innovation and 
technology transfer. 

Furthermore, in accordance with the 1993 Communication, the Fowth Framework Research Programme 
takes account of economic and social cohesion, mainly under the third activity (disseminating research 
results and turning them to account) and fourth activity (training and mobility of research workers). 
Within the former, 18 innovation centres (of a total of 52) are currently operating in Objective I regions 
and one in an Objective 6 region. Most of the Objective 2 and S(b) areas are covered by the network of 
innovation centres. The measure for research workers offers them many opportunities in less-favoured 
regions, and in pa1ticular in Objective I and 6 regions, through additional one-year grants to encourage 
researchers to return to their laboratories of origin; grants for high-level scientists to spend time in those 
regions; facilities for networks linking less-favoured regions and more prosperous regions; the selection 
of applications for access to major installations taking account of the impact on the scientific and 
technical potential of less-favoured regions; encouragement for less-favoured regions to participate in 
Eurocon ferences and regular assessment of the progress of the programme in the field of cohesion (a 
working pmty responsible for monitoring was set up to that end in 1995). 

6. The Structural Funds and trans-European networks 

Generally speaking, the Structural Funds continue to d~vote a large pmt of their budget to financing the 

series of trans-European networks9. With the establishment of a "progress chart" for monitoring 
financial assistance from the various Community instruments and a procedure for multiannual 
programming for the TENs for transp01t, better coordination and cohesion could be established between 
the various instruments. More specifically, the salient fact in 1995 as regards the implementation of the 

TENs was the adoption of the financial Regulation I o, which lays down the conditions and procedures for 
the grant of Community financial assistance to projects of common interest within the framework of the 
TENs for transport, telecommunications and energy. That Regulation provides for a budget of ECU 
2 345 million for the period 1995-99. 

Trans-European transport networks 

The development of trans-European transport networks, whj(;h should make up for some shortcomings 
in outlying regions in terms of infrastructures and connections with the central regions of the 

Community, is bound up closely with the common transport policy11 . The Community's contribution in 
this area takes the form of guidelines to help to achieve two fundamental objectives, namely the internal 
market and economic and social cohesion. The main purpose of the networks is to link isolated, island 
and peripheral regions with the centre of the Community. In accordance with the Treaty provisions on 
the subject (Articles 129b, 129c and 129d), the guidelines define the objectives, priorities and broad 
lines of measures envisaged. They are also to identify projects of common interest. All these proposals 
are included in the Community guidelines for the development of the trans-European transport network 

8 See Chapter 1.8.2. Innovative measures and technical assistance. 
9 See I 994 Annual Report. 
1° Council Regulation (EC) No 2236/95 of 18 September 1995. 
11 This is set out in the Commission communication "The future development of the common transport policy" 

(COM(92) 494). Its chief points are the trans-European network policy and the need to take account of 
environmental protection in transport policy. 
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to which Parliament gave a second reading in December 1995. These consider multimodal transport as 
one of the solutions to be adopted to strengthen environmental protection and also identify the various 
components of the trans-European transport networks: 

• the road network (75 000 km): 20 000 km of road is to be built or improved in the next ten years and 
around 40% of the work will be carried out in outlying regions; 
the railway network (73 000 km by the year 20 I 0), where the objective is to eliminate bottlenecks in 
the central regions and improve the quality of the network in peripheral regions (plant and 
equipment, electrification, new access lines, etc.); 
ports, which are vital for the outlying Member States, as is the information and management network 
for shipping, the future development of which (improved safety and efficiency plus greater 
environmental protection in ecologically sensitive areas) directly concerns outlying countries; 
the airpor1 network, which acts more specifically as a gateway, in particular in outlying areas, and the 
progressive introduction of an air traffic management network, the current lack of which is a real 
handicap in certain outlying areas. 

The Community provides financial assistance through the financial Regulation mentioned above. Such 
assistance involves part-financing feasibility studies, loan guarantees and interest-rate subsidies and, in 
duly justified cases, direct grants for investment to supplement resources committed by the Member 
States. The financial perspective approved includes ECU 1.8 billion to finance transport· projects, in 

particular the 14 projects given priority at the Essen European Co unci I' 2. ECU 240 mill ion was allocated 
in 1995. To optimize the effectiveness of Community assistance, the Commission proposed an indicative 
multiannual programme for 1996-99. The budget for the TENs for transport supplements financing 
under the Structural Funds (in particular under the CSFs), which funds some sections of the TENs for 
transpor1 (in Spain, Ireland and Italy), and the Cohesion Fund, which also funds sections of TENs in the 
eligible Member States. These measures are moulded into a coherent \vhole through inter-departmental 
consultation procedures within the Commission. The ERDF and the Cohesion Fund contribute very 
substantially to the implementation of projects of common interest within the trans-European transpor1 
networks, thereby helping to make up for shortcomings in infrastructure, which constitute one of the 
barriers to the free movement of persons and goods towards or from the outlying regions. The ERDF 
also par1-finances work covering access to the TENs. By their efforts to suppo11 projects relating to 
various modes of transport, the two Funds are one of the Community's main instruments for developing 
the trans-European network and achieving its objective, namely lasting mobility in line with the 
Community policy on the environment. 

Trans-European energy networks 

The guidelines on the TEN for gas and electricity were given a second reading by Parliament on 26 
October 1995, as were the specific measures relating to the TENs for energy. Through the CSFs/SPDs 
and also fNTERREG II, the Structural Funds contribute substantially to the development of the trans
European energy networks. In 1995 the Commission granted a substantial contribution under 

INTERREG (REGEN) for the development of gas networks in Greece and the Iberian peninsula 13 • 

These projects form pa11 of the ten energy projects given priority by the Essen European Council in 
December 1994. Furthermore, one of the fundamental objectives of the policy on the TENs for energy 
(Ar1icle 129b of the Treaty) is to contribute towards economic and social cohesion and in pa11icular to 
linking the outlying regions with the central regions of the Community. To implement that policy, in 
1995 the Commission granted ECU 12.2 million from the budget heading for trans-European networks 
to pa11-finance studies on energy networks, including ECU 6.5 million (53%) for projects in regions 
whose development is lagging behind. 

12 See 1994 Annual Repo11. 

l3 See Chapter I.B.l. Community initiatives. 
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Trans-European telecommunications networks 

Lastly, in the telecommunications field, the guidelines for the ISDN TENs were adopted on 19 October 
1995 and set out a general framework for the financing of Community measures relating to the ISDN. 

7. The Structural Funds and the transparency of public contracts 

Observance of the Community rules on the award of public contracts is one of the requirements 
explicitly mentioned in Article 7 of the Framework Regulation on the Structural Funds. The 
Commission monitors compliance with the provisions applicable on the subject by two means, firstly 
when part-financing applications are made and secondly when it acts to oversee the Funds and verifY 
compliance with those provisions. In the former case, and in particular by virtue of the principle of 
partnership and programming, observance of the provisions applicable to public procurement (Treaty 
and directives) is verified beforehand solely in respect of major projects of a value in excess of ECU 
25 million. During the implementation of the programmes, the Commission may verifY compliance with 
the rules on public contracts through the Monitoring Committees. However, given the large number of 
projects concerned, the Commission's checks are not comprehensive. It is the task first and foremost of 
the authorities responsible in the Member States systematically to verifY compliance with the rules on 
public procurement when public contracts are awarded in connection with the implementation of 

programmes. During each on-the-spot inspection visit14, compliance with the rules on public contracts is 
one of the points verified systematically. Furthermore, when disputes arising from infringements of the 
rules on public procurement are investigated, the Commission takes action where Community part
financing is concerned. Thus in 1995 some major cases of dispute showed that Community financing 
was involved. 

Despite these various sources of information, chance still remains a significant factor and the risks of 
discrimination are high. The way the system works, by part-financing programmes and not projects, 
implies that verification of compliance with the rules on public procurement is essentially the task of the 
national authorities responsible for implementing the programmes and selecting the projects. 
Nonetheless the Commission is giving thought to improving the situation. This involves ensuring firstly 
that national legislation to implement Community directives is properly adopted. Furthermore, a solution 
which should be considered and discussed in partnership with the Member States could entail issuing a 
certificate of compliance with the rules on public procurement to the awarding authorities, setting up a 
body to verify observance of the provisions applicable on the subject and increasing the responsibility of 
the authority awarding contracts pa11-financed by the Community. It would be based on subsidiarity and 
pa11nership. At all events further progress must be made to improve the system of controls so that the 
situation regarding public contracts is clearer and there are controls which lay more stress on prevention 
and less on penalization after the event. 

8. The Structural Funds and competition policy 

Under Articles 92 and 93 ofthe Treaty, the Commission keeps under review public aid to firms in so far 
as it distorts competition and affects trade between Member States. Among its criteria for assessing aid, 
the Commission gives prominence to economic and social cohesion, as the general texts adopted in 1995 
show. Thus the Guidelines on aid to employment15 state that the Commission will be favourably 
disposed towards aid to create new jobs in less-favoured regions. Similarly. the Community Framework 

for State aid for research and development16 provides for higher rates where subsidized projects are 
carried out in an assisted region. Conversely, it is important for the Commission to ensure that its 

14 Sec Ch~pter II.B. Checks ~nd tinancialmanagement. 
15 OJ No C 3.34. 12.12.1995. 
16 0.1NoC45, 17.2.1996. 
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structural policy is consistent with competition policy as aid to firms accounts for a considerable part of 
structural intervention. To ensure such consistency, the Commission examines aid measures set out in 
programming documents and verifies in particular that national payments to Community part-financed 
projects fall within the framework of schemes approved by the Commission in accordance with Articles 
92 and 93 of the Treaty. 

In 1995, the efforts begun in 1994 17 to improve consistency between competition policy and structural 
policy continued. Firstly, the revision of maps of regions eligible for regional aid at national level in 
Spain and Belgium was completed. Apart from the fact that such maps meet the timetable for 
programming of the various Structural Fund Objectives, they improve consistency between regions 
assisted nationally and those eligible under the Structural Funds. Secondly, the list of schemes part
financed by the Community was forwarded to the Commission by the three new Member States 
(Austria, Finland and Sweden). Some of those schemes were accepted as such as they had been adopted 
in 1994 under the Agreement on the European Economic Area. Others, which had been implemented 
before the entry into force of the EEA Agreement, were adjusted in accordance with the Community 
rules on competition. The maps relating to regional aid in the new Member States were thus adopted in 
1995. The fact that there remain some areas eligible under Objectives 1, 2, 5(b) and 6 but not included 
by a Member State in its regional aid map is not incompatible with pmt-financing by the Structural 
Funds of schemes for aid to firms. The aid schemes which are authorized in such eligible areas must 
comply with the provisions on aid to SMEs or the de minimis aid rules, or else should fall under 
horizontal aid schemes for the environment or aid for research and development. Lastly, better 
coordination of decision-making procedures covering, on the one hand, the granting of assistance from 
the Structural Funds and, on the other hand, State aids continues to bear fruit in so far as it has enabled 
decisions on the granting of Structural Fund assistance to be approved more quickly. 

9. Structural policv and education and training 

1995 was the first year of the new generation of Community action programmes m the field of 

education and vocational training. These new action programmes, namely SOCRATES 18 and 

LEONARDO DA VINCrl9 have been adopted by the Council on the basis of Articles 126 and 127 of 
the Treaty on European Union. Both programmes call for a consistent or complementary 
implementation with other Community programmes and initiatives. In addition, Art. 8 of the Council 
Decision establishing LEONARDO DA VINCI stipulates that "in the context of their responsibility 
for implementing Community suppott frameworks, the Member States shall be free to establish 
consistency between this programme and the Structural Funds" .. 

This emphasis on consistency and complementarity is evident against the background of the 
development after the European Council in Essen, that put education and training on the top of the 
political agenda as keys to employment and competitiveness. It is necessary that the results of 
innovative education and training projects are transferred into mainstream funding of the Structural 
Funds. 

Practical steps has been taken to ensure complementarity between the Community Initiatives ADAPT 
and EMPLOYMENT and the LEONARDO DA VINCI programme. Commission services responsible 
for these programmes issued a framework paper on complementarity in March 1995 which 
demonstrated the scope for measures to be taken. These measures aimed to avoid double funding on 

I 7 See 1994 Annual Report. 
18 Decision 819/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 !V1arch 1995 establishing the 

Community action programme "Socrates". 
19 Council Decision 94/819/EC of 6 December 1994 establishing an action programme for the implementation 

of a European Community vocational training policy. 
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the on hand and to benefit from a complementary implementation of both sets of programmes on the 
other hand. 
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A. INTER-INSTITUTIONAL DIALOGUE 

Implementation of the Structural Funds entails a constant and wide-ranging dialogue between the 
Commission and the other Community institutions. Both the number of partners involved and the 
subjeCts under discussion are constantly growing. The form of these discussions ranges from the now 
systematic exchange of information between the Commission, the European Parliament, the Economic 
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions to the adoption of official texts addressed to 
the other institutions in the form of communications from the Commission and opinions and resolutions 
from the other institutions. These exchanges take the fonn principally of meetings, whether formal (e.g. 
meetings of Parliament or its Committees, ministerial meetings) or informal (seminars or joint working 
parties) at political or technical level (inter-departmental or within the Structural Funds committees). 

These varied contacts naturally cover a very wide range of subjects. During 1995, these included the 
main topics which affected the Structural Funds and economic and social cohesion during the year: the 
adoption of the programmes for the new Member States and the new PEACE Initiative for reconciliation 
and peace in Northern Ireland, preparation of the Commission Decision on the allocation of the reserve 
for the Community Initiatives and the consultations which that entailed, preparation of the second phase 
of programmes under Objective 2 for 1997-99 and responses to the Fifth Periodic Report on the Social 
and Economic Situation and Development of the Regions in the Community, which was adopted in 
1994. They also embraced topics relating to the implementation of the Structural Funds such as their 
effectiveness and assessment, progress in implementing operational programmes and the finance they 
involve and the inclusion of the economic and social partners. Other topics discussed include subjects 
relating to the context of the Structural Funds such as their links with the development of a spatial 
planning policy on a European scale or the contribution of the Structural Funds to promoting job
creation. 

1. Dialogue with the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee 

1.1. The European Parliament 

The Commission and Parliament maintained a continuous and fruitful dialogue during 1995. Pursuant to 
the code of conduct signed by the two bodies in July 1993, all programming documents concerning 
structural measures are sent to Parliament. The dialogue between the Commission and Parliament takes 
the fonn of the adoption of resolutions and opinions on structural policies proposed by Parliament's 
specialist committees and regular attendance by Commission representatives at meetings of those 
committees. 

During the year, Parliament issued opinions on a number of operations by the Structural Funds: financial 

assistance to Portugal for a specific programme to modernize the textiles and clothing industry, 1 the 

special programme of aid for peace and reconciliation in Northern Ireland (PEACE Initiativef, the 
Commission's proposal on emergency Community aid for the reconstruction of the areas devastated by 
the hurricane which hit Madeira in October 1993 and the proposal for a Decision on the reduced rate of 
excise duties on traditional rum produced in the overseas departments. 

Parliament also issued an opinion on the Fifth Periodic Report on the Social and Economic Situation and 
Development of the Regions in the Community. It noted that, despite a general improvement in the 
situation in the regions of the Community, economic and social disparities were sti II considerable and 
asked for the factors which have a negative impact and help increase imbalances to be identified, for an 
assessment to be made of structural and financial assistance and for further measures to be taken and 

I Originally adopted in 1993 as the Textiles and Clothing in Portugal Initiative and then transferred to Heading 3 of 
the Financial Perspective (see 1994 Annual Report and Chapter !.8.1 -Community Initiatives- of this Report). 

2 See Chapter I. B. [ Community Initiatives. 
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penalties introduced to prevent poor utilization of appropriations. It also asked for a study on the criteria 
for eligibility under the Structural Funds to ensure greater effectiveness and for consideration to be given 
to future enlargement of the Union. Parliament also adopted a resolution on "Europe 2000+" in which it 
asked the Inter-governmental Conference beginning in 1996 to incorporate in the Union Treaty the basis 
of a Europe-wide policy on spatial planning, including the adoption of common guidelines to ensure the 
coherence and complementarity of the various Community policies, the strengthening of the trans
European networks and a legal framework to facilitate cross-border and inter-regional cooperation. 

The Commission demonstrated complete willingness to keep the Committee on Regional Policy 
informed about developments in the implementation of the structural policies. Mrs Wulf-Mathies, the 
Member with special responsibility for regional policy and cohesion, presented the regional aspects of 
the 1995 work programme and infonned members of Parliament about the follow up to the infonnal 

ministerial meeting in Strasbourg on 30 and 31 March3 and the Commission's proposal on the allocation 

of the reserve for the Community lnitiatives.4 In addition, she covered cross-border cooperation and the 
link between economic and social cohesion and economic and monetary union, a topic also dealt with by 
Mr de Silguy, the Member with special responsibility for economic and monetary matters. Before the 
end of the year, Mrs Wulf-Mathies presented the Commission's work programme for 1996, the 
guidelines for assistance to Objective 2 areas for 1997-99 and the communication on "Cohesion policy 

and the environment."5 The Director-General for Regional Policy and Cohesion presented the work of 
the cohesion financial instrument, the predecessor to the Cohesion Fund, in 1993 and 1994 and the 
communication on the new regional programmes under Objectives I and 2 of the Structural Funds. 

With more specific reference to the ESF, the working pmty set up at the end of 1994 with members from 
Par! iament's Committee on Social Affairs and the ESF continued its work throughout 1995. This flexible 
structure comprises five members of the Committee on Social Affairs and the Director and Heads of 
Division responsible for the ESF. On average, it met once a month during 1995 and dealt with horizontal 
matters, such as implementation of the budget, implementation of the OPs, assessment and the 
Community Initiatives, and more specific topics, such as innovative measures under Article 6 of the ESF 
Regulation, the information society, the report of the Court of Auditors, etc. The working party also 
went to Italy to take an on-the-spot look at measures part-financed by the ESF. 

Tuming to agriculture and rural development, as part of the preparation~ of an opmton on the Fifth 
Annual Report on the Structural Funds ( 1993), a discussion was held on implementation of a rural 
development policy in the European Union under the various Objectives concerned (I, 5(a) and 5(b)) 
and the Leader Community Initiative. Topics included the maintenance of jobs in rural areas, the 
diversification of economic activity both in agriculture and in other sectors, the problems of protecting 
the countryside and the defence of the environment as well as more administrative matters such as 
payment channels and the participation of the economic and social partners. Opinions were also issued 
on the definition in the three new Member States of mountain and less-favoured agricultural areas 
pursuant to Council Directive 75/268/EEC of 28 April 1975 on mountain and hill farming and farming 
in certain less-favoured areas. Opinions were issued on the implementation of the Community Initiatives 
in the three new Member States and in particular on the allocation of appropriations between the 
Initiatives and the allocation of the reserve for the twelve original Member States. 

Dialogue between the Commission and Parliament's Committee on Fisheries was also continuous. 
Parliament had requested socio-economic measures for fishermen and gave a very warm welcome to 

their adoption during the year. 6 Mrs Bonino, the Member with special responsibility for Fisheries, 
explained the Commission's point of view on this matter to Parliament's September 1995 part-session. 
Dialogue between the Commission and Parliament's Committee on Fisheries continued in 1995 with 

3 See Chapter !li.A.3 lnfonnal meetings of the ministers responsible for regional policies and spatial planning. 
4 See Chapter 1.8.1 Community Initiatives. 
5 See Chapter l.A.l.2 Greater integration of the "environment" factor. 
6 See Chapter l.A.5.2. Objective 5(a) for Fisheries. 
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subject-based seminars, one of which was devoted to structural policy in the sector (Santiago de 
Compostela, 2-3 October 1995). 

1.2. The Economic and Social Committee 

The Commission follows the work of the Economic and Social Committee attentively and makes policy 
and technical contributions at all levels. In 1995 contacts continued and the Commission considered all 
the opinions issued by the Committee. These included three opinions on Commission reports: the Fifth 
Report on the Implementation of the Structural Funds (1993), the Fifth Periodic Report on the Social and 
Economic Situation and Development of the Regions in the Community and the Annual Report on the 
cohesion financial instrument (1993-94). In each case, the Commission took note of the Committee's 
remarks and suggestions and gave its reactions. The Committee also adopted an opinion on the PEACE 
Initiative. 

The Committee chose to deliver an own-initiative opinion on "the future of cohesion" with reference to 
further enlargement. On local development initiatives, it stressed their advantages from the economic, 
spatial and social points of view. In the case of planning, it issued an opinion on "Europe 2000+" and on 
"Spatial planning and inter-regional cooperation in the Mediterranean area" with a view to greater 
economic and social cohesion. The Committee broadly shared the points of view expressed by the 
Commission in "Europe 2000+" and stressed the need for a Community view on spatial planning. It 
therefore supported vigorously the development of cross-border cooperation under the revised 
INTERREG II Initiative? and the work of the Committee on Spatial Development in drawing up the 
European Spatial Development Perspective (ESOP). The Committee also expressed the desire to see 
planning policy brought within the scope of the Union Treaty. 

At the same time, the dialogue on the ESF continued in 1995 with Commission representatives 
contributing to the work of the Committee on aspects of the labour market and the implementation of the 
Structural Funds. This was also true of fisheries, where the Committee unanimously adopted two fwther 
opinions8 on two amendments to the FrFG Regulation (changing the unit of tonnage and socio-economic 
measures for sea fishermen). 

2. Relations with the Committee of the Regions 

During 1995 the Commission laid the basis for an intensive dialogue with the Committee of the Regions 
by proposing wide-ranging cooperation based on an annual programme of consultations extending 
beyond the five areas laid down in the Treaty and concerning both proposals for legislation and the 
preliminary consultation process. When she addressed the Committee's September meeting, Mrs Wulf
Mathies expressed her views on the information society as a means of increasing cohesion within the 
Community and stressed the role to be played by the Member States and local authorities to ensure 
equitable participation in all the regions. 

The Committee also expressed its views on a number of current topics which influence regional policy 
and cohesion directly or indirectly. These included the PEACE Initiative, urban development, innovative 
measures under Article 10 of the ERDF Regulation and the Annual Report on the Cohesion Fund (1994). 
fn its own-initiative "Opinion on the role of regional and local authorities in the partnership principle of 
the structural funds," the Committee noted that progress had been made in this field but asked for the 
local authorities to be more closely associated with the implementation of structural measures. It asked 

7 See Chapter I.B.l Community Initiatives. 
8 See Chapter I.A.5.2. Objective 5(a) for Fisheries. 
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for Article 4 of the Structural Funds Regulation to be amended so that regional and local authorities are 

expressly included in the partnership.9 

The Committee of the Regions also issued a reasoned opinion on the Commission's "Europe 2000+" 
communication, which it welcomed warmly. The Committee agreed with the main conclusions and 
came out in favour of a Community policy on spatial planning, to be expressed first of all in the ESDP. 
It confirmed the proposal it had already made in its opinion on the revision of the Treaty on European 
Union, that sp.atial planning, like inter-regional, cross-border and trans-national cooperation, should be 
included in the treaty. 

Two of the opinions directly concerned rural society. One, on the development of rural tourism, called 
for "greater consistency in Community intervention and a harmonization of the different Member States' 
policies." The second concerned the European Charter on Mountain Areas drawn up by the Council of 
Europe's Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe, to which the Committee recommended 
that the European Union and the Member States should accede. Other opinions, particularly those on 
"Europe 2000+" and on "Measures to combat the socio-economic and environmental impact of drought 
in southern Europe" dealt with the problem of the countryside. 

3. Informal meetings of the ministers responsible for regional pulicies and s'patial planning 

The ministers responsible for regional policy and spatial planning held two informal meetings in 1995, 
one in Strasbourg on 30 and 31 March under the French Presidency and one in Madrid on 30 November 
and I December under the Spanish Presidency. 

The Strasbourg meeting considered the implementation of regional policies between 1994 and 1999, 
specifically the results of work in 1994 on drawing up the programmes under Objectives I, 2 and 5(b) 
and the conditions required for the successful implementation of assistance from the Structural Funds in 
the years to come. Agreement was reached on a number of points: the prioriiy to be given to promoting 
lasting jobs, which should involve all the partners and sectors concerned, the general need to concentrate 
assistance on a number of major priorities which took full account of the Uni:m's policy guidelines, and 
the over-riding need to ensure the effectiveness of Structural Fund expt.:nditure, whether through 
rigorous monitoring, the most exhaustive possible independent assessment or more rigorous financial 
controls. Greater effectiveness of the Structural Funds was a matter for both the Member States and the 
Commission. It was agreed at Strasbourg to hold a further meeting to consider how the Structural Funds 
could have a greater impact on employment. Further considerat:or. would also be given to improving 
and strengthening the partnership so as to give still greater priority to employment. 

At their meeting on 30 November and I December in Madrid, the Ministers discussed preparation of the 

new Objective 2 programmes for 1997-99. 1 o Most of the ministers favoured an approach constituting a 
continuation of the first phase ( 1994-96). However, they acknowledged that efforts needed to be made to 
improve the effectiveness of the Structural Funds by concentrating resources on areas where the need is 
greatest. The ministers and the Commission also agreed that measures part-financed by the Structural 
Funds should make a significant contribution to promoting employment in Objective 2 areas. They 
considered that the new Objective 2 programmes should cover research and development, the protection 
of the environment and the promotion of equal opportunities while also taking account of the specific 
situations and needs of each area. 

9 See Chapter Ill. B Regional partnership. 

10 Under Article 9 of the Structural Funds Framework Regulation, Objective 2 is programmed in two consecutive 
three-year phases (1994-96 and 1997-99). At the end of the first phase, the Commission. in close consultation 
with the Member States, will propose a revised list of the eligible areas. 
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These meetings continued the consideration of spatial planning matters begun in earlier years. 11 Tl-)ey 
concentrated on three major and related aspects: preparation of the ESOP, the launch of trans-national 
cooperation projects concerned with planning and the scope which a European planning strategy should 
have. Trend scenarios for Europe were presented at the Strasbourg meeting comprising maps setting out 
likely future developments if policies remained unchanged. Further consideration was given to this point 
at Madrid. The initial policy options suggested by the Member States were presented as a prelude to the 
application on their territories of the principles agreed at the Leipzig meeting in 1994. The minsters also 
agreed to consider a first official draft of the ESDP in 1997. 

On the question of cross-border cooperation on planning the minsters agreed at both meetings on the 

importance they attached to the new strand C of the INTERREG II Initiative. 12 Mrs Wulf-Mathies 
presented two documents setting out considerations on the future of spatial planning policy at 
Community level, one based on the policy and institutional perspectives for the planning of the 
European territory and the other on the European dimension of planning. 

4. Committee opinions 

The five Committees which assist the Commission in implementing the Structural Funds 13 continued to 
have a heavy work load in 1995. This took two main forms: the adoption of programming for the new 
Member States and the implementation of the Structural Funds. 

The Advisory Committee on the Development and Conversion of Regions met three times, was 
consulted by written procedure twice and issued a total of 16 opinions, three of them by written 
procedure and all unanimously favourable. They concerned the programmes for the new Member States, 
firstly, the list of areas eligible under Objective 2 and then the SPDs as such for Objectives I, 2 and 6. 
As regards the implementation of the Structural Funds, the Commission informed the Committee of its 

guidelines for launching activities under Article 10 of the ERDF Regulation, 14 following which a guide 
to innovative measures was distributed to the members of the Committee. European planning 
perspectives were discussed with particular reference to the conclusions of the informal meetings of the 

ministers responsiblel5_ There were useful discussions on various matters relating to the implementation 
of principles and programmes such as the assessment of regional policies, the verification of 
additionality, internal Commission procedures for the approval of programmes, financial irregularities in 
the management of the Structural Funds and the implementation of the provisions on information and 
publicity. These discussions enabled the Commission and the Member States to make each other aware 
of their aims and the challenges they faced and so to identify better the points requiring improvement if 
assistance, particularly from the ERDF, was to be implemented effectively. 

The ESF Committee was also very busy during 1995. Since its members' three-year term of office 
expired, its composition was renewed in October by a Council Decision. It held five meetings at which, 
in accordance with the rules, it issued opinions on the draft Commission Decisions on the CSFs/SPDs, 
mainly for the new Member States. Like the Advisory Committee on the Development and Conversion 
of Regions, the ESF Committee considered in partnership matters of a horizontal nature relating to the 
implementation of the Structural Funds, including budgetary implementation, irregularities notified by 
the Member States and the identification affinal beneficiaries. Other, more forward-looking, discussions 
covered the PEACE. Community Initiative, progress on the Community Initiatives, the guidelines for 
employment aid and the implementation of social dialogue measures and innovative measures under 

11 See in particular the Corfu and Leipzig meetings in 1994 referred to in the 6th Annual Report (1994). 

12 See Chapter 1.8.1 Community Initiatives. 
13 Pursuant to Article 17 of the Framework Regulation (Council Regulation (EEC) No 2052/88 as amended). 
14 See Chapter 1.8.2 Innovative measures and technical assistance. 

I 5 See paragraph 3 above. 
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Article 6 ofthe ESF Regulation. The Committee also branched out in a new direction when it considered 
drawing up a work programme for 1996. In order to encourage more active participation by its members, 
it began to discuss setting up an ad hoc working party to contribute to work arising from the conclusions 
of the Essen European Council and action plans for employment. 

The Committee on Agricultural Structures and Rural Development (STAR Committee) also met 
frequently in 1995 and considered all the structural measures in the sector. It issued 180 favourable 
opinions. The Committee was closely associated with work on the new phase of Objective 5(b) and each 
meeting included a specific agenda item to report progress on the SPDs under that Objective. The 
Committee also issued unanimously favourable opinions on all the summary programme documents for 
Objective 5(b) submitted in 1995 and on the draft decisions approving them. It issued many other 
opinions on measures concerning Objective 5(a) including the new programmes on the processing and 
marketing of agricultural products and measures to accompany the reform of the CAP (particularly those 
with reference to the environment). 

The Standing Management Committee on Fisheries Structures met six times in I 995 and considered all 
the structural measures in the sector. [t issued a total of six favourable opinions, five unanimously on the 
SPDs for Objective 5(a) fisheries and Objective 6 in the new Member States and one on the new 
regulation on the implementation of assistance from the FIFG .16 

The Management Committee for Community Initiatives met at the end of 1995 to hold an initial 
discussion on the allocation of the reserve for the Community Initiatives and amendments to the 
guidelines for INTERREG II, URBAN, EMPLOYMENT and ADAPT. This was a discussion for 
guidance prior to Parliament issuing its opinion early in 1996, after which the Committee adopted its 
formal opinion. The meeting provided an opportunity for the Commission to set out the priorities on 
which it had based its proposal to allocate appropriations from the reserve17 and for the Member States 
to give their reactions, which the Commission undertook to take into account as far as possible. At that 
meeting, the Commission explained to the Member States its guidelines for the part-financing of 
national networks under LEADER II. 

!6 Commission Regulation (EC) No 1796/95 of25 July 1995, OJ No L 174, 26.7.1995. 

l? See Chapter 1.8.1. Community Initiatives. 
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B. REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP 

1. .Overview 

With the actual physical commencement of the programmes in 1995, the monitoring of assistance in 
partnership at regional level entered its active phase (in the case of Objective 5(b), for example, 86 
meetings of regional Monitoring Committees were held in 1995). It was accordingly felt appropriate to 
report here how the partnership and programme monitoring are organized at regional level. The 
information on the preparation of the new programmes presented in the previous Annual Report 
illustrates how greatly the administrative structures of the regions and States of the European Union and 
their operation differ from one to another. The effective operation of the regional partnership in the 
context of the Structural Funds is influenced of course by this institutional and political diversity. The 
information currently available on the establishment of bodies to manage and monitor assistance testifies 
first and foremost to a broad level of participation by the regional authorities. This is an improvement on 
the previous programming period. The situation is more complex as regards the other- regional, 
especially local, partners, depending on their institutional and financial responsibilities. However, in 
some cases, these bodies bring together or represent local authorities involved in monitoring assistance. 

Participation of the environmental authorities: The review of the Structural Funds Regulation in 
1993 made participation by the environmental authorities in preparing and implementing the 
programmes compulsory. Their role is particularly important in ensuring compliance with the 
Community rules on the environment. In particular, the rules governing their involvement must be 
laid down in the programming documents. The Commission communication on "Cohesion Policy 
and the Environment"! also stressed the importance of the environmental authorities when 
implementing structural assistance. This stems in particular from the provisions making the 
environmental authorities members of the Monitoring Committees for various programmes, 
especially where they include measures with an environmental impact. 

In the implementation of structural assistance, the Monitoring Committees are the principal mechanism 
for conducting the partnership at nutional, regional or even subregional level. The Committees, which 
meet at least twice a year for each form of assistance (SPD, OP, global grant, etc), are functioning well 
in general and their operating procedure allows the various regional and local partners to be fully 
involved. However, it must be acknowledged that a certain amount of complexity in national and 
Community procedures is one of the regulatory constraints under which the partnership has to develop 
(various levels of co-operation, time limits, a multiplicity of sectors aided, etc). 

This complexity can sometimes discourage the full and active participation of all the partners concerned. 
The Commission believes that the management of the Structural Funds can be simplified. However, the 
requirement to use the Structural Fund appropriations properly warrants procedures that ensure both 
effectiveness and supervision. A large part of the work of these Committees usually involves financial 
monitoring and following the physical implementation of assistance. The general analyses of the 
strategies, the results and the impact of the assistance should- also be improved. Moreover, the working 
procedures of the Committees, given their highlyoperational task, do not always lend themselves to 
promoting the new guidelines or suggested new departures that might be adopted by the Community 
institutions during the lifetime of the programmes (for example, the communications on employment, 
the environment, equal opportunities). 

The review of the regional partnership2 and the opinion expressed on it by the Committee of the Regions 
support this analysis in the main. The Committee notes in particular that "with a few exceptions local 
and regional authorities are more involved at present than in the last programme period" (point 17). rt 

1 See Chapter I.A.l.2. Greater integration of the "environment" factor. 
2 Own-initiative Opinion No 234/95 of 20 July 1995 on the role of regional and local authorities in the partnership 

principle of the Structural Funds. . 
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stresses that the partnership needs a "political will" to be in place beforehand and points to the "benefits 
flowing from the close involvement of the partners" (point 36). However, it also feels that the rules on 
the Structural Funds should be Jess complicated (point 23). Of the Committee's proposals, the following 
merit particular mention: 

• the programming documents should be jointly signed by the various partners concerned (State, 
region, Commission). TI1is was the practice formerly with the Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes and is obviously of particular political interest, but it would prove rather hard to 
implement; 

• the "current partnership provisions in the Structural Funds Regulations are vague" and this needs to 
be remedied. This interesting proposal may not be immediately applicable, perhaps, but the 
Commission recognizes its cogency. Indeed, a certain regulatory lack of clarity in the allocation of 
responsibilities when implementing assistance is likely in some instances to harm both its visibility 
and its proper implementation on the ground; 

• the formal inclusion in Article 4 of Regulation (EEC) No. 2052/88, as amended, of the local and 
regional authorities "since they are the ones with the democratic legitimacy to represent the regional 
and local need and priorities." Article 4 already mentions the "competent authorities and bodies[ ... ] 
designated by the Member State at national, regional, local or other level". 

While sharing this concern to improve the operation of the regional partnership, the Commission is 
aware of the limits placed on it by considerations of subsidiarity and the institutional, legal or financial 
responsibilities of each partner. 

2. Implementation of the regional partnership in the Member States3 

Belgium: Under the federal structure of this country, programmes are managed, implemented and 
monitored by both the Walloon and Flemish Regions. The Monitoring Committees meet under the 
presidency of the federal Ministry for Foreign Affairs. The projects, their conformity to the eligibility 
criteria and compliance with Community rules are examined by the technical committees. The 
Commission can be present and, while unable to vote, it can make technical comments. In the case of 
Wallonia alone, Commission participation in these technical committees is-laid down in the provisions 
for implementing the programmes. A preliminary choice of projects is done by another body, the 
selection committee, on which the Commission is not represented. The technical committees, which 
meet twice a year before the meetings of the Monitoring Committees, act on the basis of this initial 
selection. Both the Flemish and Walloon regions are represented on the Objective 5(b) fisheries 
Monitoring Committee. 

Dellmark: Like Belgium, Denmark organizes technical committees alongside the Monitoring 
Committees. The technical committees met seven times in 1995. The Commission can attend -although 
it has not yet done so -but only as an observer. 

Germany: For the new Lander and Eastern Berlin (Objective 1), the CSF is implemented by an inter
regional, multifund Monitoring Committee, by horizontal monitoring sub-committees, and in each Land 
by a multifund monitoring sub-committee. The inter-regional, multifund Monitoring Committee met 
twice in 1995 to discuss general topics concerning the implementation of the CSF. It set up the 
sub-committees for each Land and adopted guidelines on the technical assistance measures. The Lander 
sub-committees met in all the Lander in 1995 and in June of that year the Commission organized an 
information seminar at which certain aspects of practical and financial implementation were discussed, 
as were measures to ensure that Community policies were taken into account more fully. 

3 It should be noted that in the case of the fisheries sector under Objective 5(a), which is not regionalized, regional 
representatives are full members of the relevant Monitoring Committees in several Member States. 
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Specific arrangements were also made for Objective 2. Beside the Monitoring Committee &t federal 
level, which covers all the Lander and all the Funds, the Commission proposed awarding responsibility 
for programmes receiving more than ECU 40 million in Community aid to sub-committees in each 
Land. These will ensure effective regional monitoring of these programmes and are in line with the 
principle of partnership. Negotiations with the national authorities on this subject were still ongoing at 
the end of 1995. It should be noted that the Objective 2 Monitoring Committee and the sub-committees 
(where involved) are responsible for the Objective 2 programmes and for those under the Community 
Initiatives (except for the INTERREG programmes, for which specific Monitoring Committees were set 
up, given their particular aim). In the individual case of Berlin, a single sub-committee, which met at the 
end of 1995, is responsible for the Objective 2 (Western Berlin) programmes and the Objective I 
(Eastern Berlin) programmes, including the Community Initiatives which concern Berlin. 

Lastly, the responsibility for implementing each Objective 5(b) programme was given to the Lander. 
The Lander are represented on both Monitoring Committees dealing with fisheries aid, i.e. nine Lander 
are represented on the Objective 5(a) Committee and six Lander plus Eastern Berlin are on the Objective 
I committee. 

Spain: Two regional Monitoring Committee meetings took place in each region in 1995 for the 
Objective I programmes and one meeting in each for the Objective 2 and 5(b) programmes. The 
regional authorities took part in preparing the CSF priorities for Objectives I and 2 and in drawing up 
the regional OPs. The amount of Structural Fund assistance allocated to them differs depending on their 
responsibilities, the Structural Finds involved and the types of measures implemented. A more limited 
share of the Community aid is also allocated to the local authorities, even though they were not involved 
in preparing the CSFs. Thus~ as regards assistance approved and/or planned under Objective I, measures 
for which the Autonomous Communities or the local authorities are responsible account for respectively 
35% and 10% of total ERDF assistance in the CSF, percentages which reach 48% and 16% respectively 
in the case of Objective 2 assistance. The regional authorities are also represented on the multifund 
regional Monitoring Committees for Objectives I and 2. On the other hand, the local authorities are not 
always represented, except for the Objective 2 Basque Country programme (the three Diputaciones 
Fora/es sit on it) and the Balearic Islands programme (three members represent all eleven beneficiary 
municipalities) and on the Monitoring Committees for the Objective I "local environment" and "local 
development" OPs. 

The desire to involve the local authorities in the implementation of the Objective 5(b) programmes also 
resulted in certain regions in the full involvement of the· district councils and mountain and hill fanning 
associations in the programming process. Lastly, where fisheries measures are concerned, each 
Autonomous Community is represented either on the Objective 5(a) Monitoring Committee (six 
Communities) or on the Objective I Monitoring Committee for the fisheries programme (eleven 
Communities). 

France: The Monitoring Committees for Objectives I and 2 are chaired by the regional prefect and 
include representatives of the local authorities (regional Council, general Council, municipality), the 
national depat1ments in the region and the Commission. All these Committees (five for Objective I, 19 
for Objective 2) were established and met in 1995. Responsibility for implementing the Objective 5(b) 
programmes was given to the regional representatives of the State, but the local authorities and the 
economic and social partners are also represented on each Monitoring Committee. To take account of 
the great internal heterogeneity of cet1ain regions which cover an extensive area eligible under Objective 
5(b), some programmes include measures (or sub-measures) that are programmed on an sub-regional 
(department) level, the aim being to increase local authority involvement. Lastly, all the coastal regions 
are full members of the Pesca Monitoring Committee. 

Ireland: Ireland is regarded as a single "region" for the purposes of managing and administering the 
Structural Funds. Ho\\'ever, the eight regional authorities have responsibi I ity for monitoring Structural 
Fund expenditure in their respective regions. To tl1is end, meetings are regularly organized between 
them and the national administration to discuss progress. They will also be involved in the mid-term 
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review ofthe CSF, which must take place in 1996. The regional authorities also attend a special meeting 
that takes place after the ordinary meetings of the CSF Monitoring Committee. The Monitoring 
Committee at regional level includes elected local representatives, and representatives of voluntary 
organizations, local authorities, the public authorities and the social partners. 

Italy: The Italian regional authorities play an important role in the implementation of the operations 
part-funded by the Structural Funds, especially as regards Objective I (the Mezzogiomo), since they are 
the organizations mainly responsible for carrying out the OP. Approximately half the Community funds 
provided for under the Objective I CSF are managed by the regional administrations. Regions also take 
part in centrally-managed programmes. Similarly, the regions are responsible for implementing 
Objective 2 programmes, while for Objective 5(b) both the regions and the autonomous provinces are 
responsible. With regard to fisheries aid under the FIFG, six regions (Abruzzi, Basilicata, Calabria, 
Apulia, Sicily, Sardinia) sit on the Objective I FIFG Monitoring Committee, while the autonomous 
province ofTrento takes part in the Objective 5(a) Monitoring Committee. 

The dialogue between the Commission, the State and the regions has developed satisfactorily in 
general. The quality of the information provided by the regional authorities responsible for the 
implementation of the programmes is on the whole good, and the Monitoring Committees are 
appropriately consulted. Moreover, considerable efforts have been made to improve the organization 
of the regional bodies implementing the aid, in line with the agreement negotiated between the 
Commission and the Italian Government in July 19954 . Thus, regional coordinating units ("cabine di 
regia") to liaise with the national coordinating unit ("cabine di regia") were established in each 
region, at both political and administrative level, to coordinate the various departments involved in 
implementing the priorities or specific measures under the various programmes. These coordinating 
units were established quicker in the Objective 2 areas than elsewhere. · 

Netherlands: The programmes for all the eligible Objective I and 2 areas are administered and 
1nonitmed by the national agency for the development of trade and industry, a body that operates under 
the au:,pices of the Ministry of Economic Affairs. This agency issues final approval to the projects 
part-funded by the ERDF in particular. The projects are selected in advance by a technical Committee 
which the Commission can attend as an observer. At the meetings of the Monitoring Committees, which 
it does attend, the Commission is informed in particular of the projects which were selected for part
fullding. and those which were rejected through a document listing both categories and the financial 
impact. By contrast, responsibility for implementing Objective 5(b) programmes was given to the 
regions. 

Austria: The regional partnership in Austria continued to prepare the new programmes in 1995. The 
Objective 1 and 2 programmes were prepared by a partnership comprising the national, regional and 
local authorities. An extended partnership including the Commission and the social partners will 
subsequently operate in the SPD Monitoring Committees. 

Portugal: In the case of this Member State, which is entirely eligible for Objective 1 but in which there 
is little regionalization, the Commission stressed to the Portuguese authorities the great importance that 
it attaches to the implementation of the part11ership with the regional authorities. With the creation in 
1995 of regional advisory subcommittees whose task it is to monitor the implementation of regional 
OPs, the situation should now improve. It should be noted that representatives of the autonomous 
regions of the Azores and Madeira attend meetings of the Monitoring Committee for the Fisheries OP, 
as observers. 

Finland: A very extensive partnership has developed in Finland for the preparation of the new 
programming documents. A pyramidal approach was adopted to the preparation and implementation of 
the SPDs for Objectives 2 and 6. The first stage was the preparation of the programmes in each of the 

4 See Chapter 1.!\.2. Objective 1 
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regions concerned. The central authorities then gathered the regional projects into a single programme 
adopted by the Commission in the form of an SPD for each Objective covering the entire country and 
including estimated allocations of the appropriations between the activities and various regions. The two 
SPDs are monitored by a Monitoring Committee made up of representatives of all the regions, the 
funding ministries, the Commission and the social partners. Management of the programme is entrusted 
in each region to a management Committee comprising representatives of the region, the local offices of 
the national ministries and the social partners. The regional management Committee draws up its own 
plan for implementing the programme in its region based on the plan initially submitted to the central 
authorities. Project funding is to a large extent decided by the local offices of the central ministries or by 
the ministries themselves, but the regional management Committee examines and must adopt all the 
projects, thereby giving it control over implementation and enabling it to decide to a very large extent on 
how the SPD is implemented in its region. 

Implementation of the programmes under Objectives 3 and 4 is similarly very decentralized. The Finnish 
Ministry of Employment coordinates the assistance relating to human resources for all the Objectives 
and is also responsible for implemerting most of the horizontal ESF programmes. Other Minist~ies, 
Education and Trade and Industry in particular, also assume responsibilities, while the municipal 
authorities, social partners and non-governmental organizations take part in carrying out the ESF 
measures at regional and local level. At project level, the adoption of the budget and national legislation 
ensure that the decision-making procedures on the projects part-funded by the ESF are widely shared. 
Under the horizontal programmes, the decision-making process is decentralized within the Ministry of 
Employment and within the other Ministries concerned (Trade and Industry, Agriculture). At regional 
level, the advisory committees for the employment areas and the regional management committees 
ensure that the activities are integrated by scrutinizing all the projects in the regional aid programmes 
before the competent authorities take the final decision. Lastly, the ESF lays stress on the need to ensure 
practical cooperation between the administrators in the interest groups, the regions, the municipalities, 
the universities and other educational establishments, the employment agencies and the representatives 
of trade and industry. Most of the projects in the programmes are therefore carried out in partnership. 

Sweden: The Swedish regional partners were fully involved in the preparation of the programmes 
submitted to the Commission. They include representatives of local and regional government, county 
councils, the employers, the trade unions, the financial organizations, the agricultural and environmental 
lobby and local or other associations. They will be represented on the SPD Monitoring Committees 
alongside the national government and the Commission. In addition, most of the programme budget 
(80%) will be implemented by the regional management committees that derive from the local and 
regional structures in place. Some measures, those under Objective S(a) for example, will be managed 
by central agencies, while the Sami people will receive a global grant. 

United Kingdom: The regional partnership was strengthened in the programmes adopted in 1994. For 
each Objective I, Objective 2 or Objective S(b) SPD a Monitoring Committee was established at 
regional level, chaired by the regional manager of the relevant Government Office, including 
representatives of all the main interested partners, in particular the Ministries concerned 
(Environment, Trade and Industry, Transport, Education, Employment and Agriculture) and the 
Commission. The local authorities, the training, education and private sectors are also represented on 
the Monitoring Committees. The number of Monitoring Committee members range in number from 
five or six (Gibraltar) to close on forty in other regions (East Midlands for example). The local 
authorities are heavily represented. They usually account for about a third of the seats on the 
Committees and are ordinarily represented by officials, although elected representatives also sit in 
certain cases. More specifically, in the case of the Objective 2 programmes, the Commission made 
strong representations to the United Kingdom authorities that the lack of participation by elected 
members (participating in four of the sixteen Objective l and 2 Monitoring Committees) and by the 
economic and social partners, whose involvement ran into central government resistance, should be 
remedied. This expanded partnership was able to play a modest role in a number of cases, thanks to 
ad hoc meetings organized bythe chairmen of the Monitoring Committees. 
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The urban development assocJatJOns and the regional and local development offices are also 
represented. Mention should also be made of the lesser role played by collective and environmental 
bodies (e.g. the National Rivers Authority or Scottish Natural Heritage) and sometimes major local 
companies. The private sector is often asked to participate through the involvement of the Ch~mbers 
of Commerce or other bodies like Railtrack, Training and Enterprise Councils (which play a major 
role in England and Wales) and Local Enterprise Councils (the competent authorities in Scotland). 
The involvement of local higher education establishments (universities) and the post secondary 
schooling (over 16 years) sector was also ensured. 
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C. DIALOGUE WITH THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PARTNERS 

1. The socio-economic partnership in monitoring structural assistance 

In monitoring the Structural Fund programmes, and most notably at meetings of the Monitoring 
Committees, the Commission stresses the importance of greater participation by the socio-economic 
partners, who, since they too are working towards social and economic development, can usefully 
contribute to the implementation of the programmes in their regions. The involvement of the social 
partners varies from one Member State to the next depending on the institutional, legal or financial 
responsibilities delegated to them. This involvement also varies depending on the Objectives of the 
Structural Funds. 

1.1. Overview 

In 1995, the Commission concluded its analyses ofthe involvement of the economic and social partners 
in implementing and monitoring structural measures. In general, four scenarios can be distinguished: 

• the social and economic partners are directly involved in the Monitoring Committees. Only a small 
amount of Community assistance is dealt with in this manner, but almost all ESF assistance under 
Objectives 3 and 4 is monitored with social partner participation; 

• the socio-economic partners are not directly involved in the Monitoring Committees but are 
represented, for example, through national or regional economic and social councils; 

• the economic and social partners are not directly or indirectly involved in the Monitoring 
Committees. However, additional activities (infonnation sessions, advisory committees, seminars, 
etc.) are provided for, sometimes on a regular basis, to keep them informed about implementation 
and to allow them to voice their concerns and put forward suggestions; 

• no particular provision has been made to involve the economic and social partners in implementing 
and monitoring structural assistance. A significant amount of Community assistance falls into this 
category. 

Recent trends indicate that the authorities responsible for implementing structural assistance are now 
more willing to involve a greater number of partners and actors in monitoring Community structural 
measures. To this end, the Commission supports all the additional information, consultative or 
cooperative activities organized by the competent authorities that allow the various partners to be 
involved as effectively as possible, with due regard to their real responsibilities and their technical and 
operating capabilities. 

1.2. Implementation of the socio-economic partnership in the Member States 

A description of the different situations in the Member States, broken down by region-based Structural 
Fund Objectives and then the non-regional Objectives, is useful for illustrating the above. 

Region-based programming (Objectives I, 2 and S(b)) 

Belgium, Lw.:embourg, Netherlands, Denmark: Provision is made in these four Member States to 
supply the social partners (trade unions and representatives of employers' associations in particular) with 
information on the progress of the programmes. The social partners are full members of the SPD and 
Community Initiative Monitoring Committees and their presence is a necessary condition. For example, 
for Objective 5(b) in Belgium and Denmark, the representatives of the social partners number four, there 
are two employers' representatives and two workers' representatives in Belgium while in Denmark there 
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are two union representatives, one employers' representative and one representing the Chamher of 
Agriculture. In the Netherlands they are five in number: one employers' represental ive, three \vork~:rs 
representatives and one agriculture representative. 

Germany: The social partners are involved in different ways depending on the Objectives. In the case of 

Objective 1 (the new Lander), meetings of the horizontal Monitoring Committees I are preceded by 
preparatory meetings with the economic and social partners. In the case of Objective 2, the economic 
and social partners should be involved in the Land subcommittees proposed by the Commission fcir the 
programmes in receipt of the most significant funding, but discussions in this regard were still 
continuing at the end of 1995. As for Objective S(b), the economic and social partners (local chambers 
and organizations party to collective agreements) are informed at meetings held before and after the 
Monitoring Committee. 

Spain: The sociai partners are not members of the Monitoring Committees for the Objective 1 and 2 
CSFs and OPs. They are instead informed of the progress of the CSF, the programmes, projects and 
related global grants through the Spanish Economic and Social Committee after each CSF Monitoring 
Committee. The Commission has for the first time persuaded the Spanish authorities to hold a meeting 
with the social partners within the Economic and Social Committee (ESC). One purpose of the meeting 
was to inform the ESC of the conclusions of the Committee monitoring the Objective I CSF for the 
second half of the year. By contrast, the involvement ofthe social partners in Objective S(b) differs more 
widely from region to region. Two regional Monitoring Committees include trades union and Economic 
and Social Committee representatives, the other regions organize only specific information meetings. 

France: The economic and social partners' involvement in programme monitoring, which is quite 
extensive in tenns of the number of interests represented, varies depending on the Objective and the 
region. In the case of Objective 1 programmes, the social partners are represented on Monitoring 
Committees by a representative of the regional Economic and Social Council in the case of Corsica and 
Nord Pas-de-Calais, while in the overseas departments (Reunion, French Guiana, Guadeloupe, 
Martinique) the local chambers (chambers of trade and industry, agriculture and trades) are formally 
involved in the Monitoring Committees, although the arrangements vary. They are either members of 
the actual Monitoring Committee or are invited to information meetings held after the Committee meets. 
Furthermore, when the SPDs were adopted for the overseas departments, formal meetings including not 
only the local chambers but also employers' or professional groiups and trades union representatives 
were held with all representatives of the social partners in each region. It should also be noted that, when 
Commission officials undertake missions to each region, they regularly meet the local chambers to 
discuss aspects of programme implementation. 

In the case of Objective 2 and all these SPDs, the social partners are represented in the Monitoring 
Committees by a representative of the regional Economic and Social Council. By contrast, the Objective 
S(b) Monitoring Committees include, in addition to the local partners, representatives of the regional 
chambers of agriculture, trades, commerce and industry, as well as members of the regional Economic 
and Social Council. Some Monitoring Committees also include representatives of environmental 

protection associations. 

Ireland: The social partners have been fully involved in the management of Structural Fund expenditure 
since the reform of the Funds in 1989. Their representatives are full members of the OP Monitoring 
Committees and take part in the decision-making process on Structural Fund assistance. This 
involvement is highly regarded and provides very important sectoral experience at the various 
Monitoring Committee meetings. Furthermore, the social partners are represented on each of the 

regional Monitoring Committees2. Lastly, the social partners attend a special meeting organized after 

1 See Chapter III. B. Regional partnership. 
2 See Chapter 111.8. Regional partnership. 
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each ordinary meeting of the CSF Monitoring Committee. They are thus fully integrat~d into the 
Structural Funds management structure in Ireland. 

Italy: The enlargement of the partnership to include the economic and social partners was a genuine 
innovation compared to the previous period. Representatives of the main trades union and employers' 
organizations contribute to the work of the Objective I Monitoring Committees in a regular manner 
through attendance at technical meetings preparatory to the Monitoring Committees and at an 
information meeting on the decisions taken there. Objective 2 saw a more complete approach in that the 
economic and social partners participated in the drawing up of the conversion plans and in the SPD 
negotiations in I 994 and this participation gained formal recognition through their full membership of 
the Objective 2 SPD Monitoring Committees, made up of one trades union representative, one 
representative of the employers' associations and one representative of the local authorities. The 
socio-economic partners were also represented on all the Monitoring Committees for Objective S(b ), but 
only in an advisory capacity. 

Austria: The social partners (employers' organizations, trades unions, chambers of commerce and, in the 
case of Objective I, farming organizations) are represented on the Monitoring Committees. Their precise 
role in these committees was still being discussed at the beginning of 1996, however. 

Portugal: As in the case of the regional partnership, the Commission attaches great imp01tance to 
implementing the partnership with the socio-economic partners in Portugal and it has stressed this fact to 
the Portuguese authorities. The Commission has ensured that the national Economic and Social 
Committee is informed about four times a year of progress in implementing the Objective 1 CSF. 

Finland and Sweden: The representatives of the social partners (employers' organizations, trades 
unions, chambers of commerce and, in the case of Objective 6, representatives of the farming 
organizations) are full members of the Monitoring Committees in Finland and Sweden. These 
organizations are also consulted when decisions are being taken on important projects. It should be noted 
that efforts have been made to extend the partnership to include in the Monitoring Committees other 
organizations representing the local residents u:x example, the popular movements in Sweden). 

United Kingdom: The social dialogue in the l·K programmes is not as well developed as in the other 
Member States. No single programme fully involves all the social partners in assuming responsibility for 
its regional implementation. The social partners are sometimes included as part of an enlarged regional 
partnership, but not in the Monitoring Committees. They are given information on the programmes but 
how this information is communicated to them varies from region to region. The chairman of the 
Monitoring Committee sometimes provides reports after the event to the social partners involved (in the 
case of Objective S(b), specific information meetings are held after the Monitoring Committee meetings 
for the local authorities and associated bodies). In other instances, the social pa1tners are informed in so 
far as this is deemed useful. There is no regular advance consultation of the social partners in any region. 

Non-regional programming (Objectives 3, 4 and 5(a)) 

In the case of Objective 3, the social and economic partners are represented on the Monitoring 
Committees of all Member States, except for the United Kingdom. The situation is virtually the same for 
the Objective 4 Monitoring Committees where the social partners are full members. It differs, however, 
in that the economic partners (the local chambers, for example) are more often represented than is the 
case under other Objectives. Thus, in Germany, the Objective 4 Monitoring Committees include in an 
advisory capacity the Association of German Chambers of Industry and Commerce (DIHT) and the 
Zentralverband des Deutschen Handwerks (ZdH- German union of craft industries). This is equally true 
of Finland, France, the Netherlands, Austria and Italy. 

In the case of structural measures in the fisheries sector (Objective S(a)), the economic and social 
partners (fishing and/or aquaculture enterprises, those employed in the industry, fishing organizations) 
take a direct part in the Monitoring Committees in six Member States (Austria, Denmark, Finland, 
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Greece, Ireland, Sweden), while in two others (France and the Netherlands) their involvement is only 
indirect, i.e. prior to meetings of the committee. 

2. The economic and social partners at Community level 

The Commission has consolidated the statutory practice of consulting annually the social partners 
organized at Community level. The working group proposed by the Commission at the December 1994 
meeting was established in 1995. This group made it possible to by-pass the strictly annual nature of this 
consultation procedure and turn it into an on-going cooperative process. Two meetings of the group in 
1995 helped to improve the preparation of the formal annual consultation procedure which, for technical 
reasons, took place at the beginning of 1996. During this procedure, the Commission presented the Sixth 
Annual Report on the Implementation of the Structural Funds in 1994. It also gave an early progress 
report on Structural Funds activities in 1995 and described the work under way on the first three-yearly 
report on economic and social cohesion. Notable among the social partners' comments were: 

• their desire, shared by the Commission, to demonstrate the results and impact of the structural 
measures and in particular their contribution to economic and social cohesion. To this end, the social 
partners showed a marked interest in preparing the three-yearly report on cohesion. They felt that this 
report should also identify the first steps to be taken in redirecting structural policies after 1999 with 
a view to increasing their effectiveness; 

• the concerns of certain sectors: the on-going problems in the agriculture and fisheries sectors, the 
desire of bodies such as the chambers of commerce and industry to participate actively in structural 
operations, the difficulties of SMEs in gaining access to Community aid; 

• the desire to see the Commission analyse practical issues such as the participation of the social and 
economic partners in monitoring the implementation of the aid measures in greater detail in future 
reports; 

• while acknowledging a gradual improvement, the need to make significant progress in involving the 
social partners in monitoring the implementation of the structural measures. The social partners do 
however recognize the technical difficulties inherent in their participation when this involves, for 

· example, evaluating or estimating the potential impact of the projects in creating dynamic regional 
development or even in job creation. As a result, they also wish to see targeted technical assistance 
measures to strengthen their technical and operational capabilities. 

The Commission echoes most of the social partners' wishes. It is aware that their participation can be 
effective only where the partners involved have the necessary technical and operational capabilities. For 
this reason, the ERDF funded 15 seminars in 1995 organized by the ESC to prepare regional and 
national representatives of its member confederations for attendance at the Objective I Monitoring 
Committees. An introductory seminar was held in Luxembourg, with Commission participation, to 
establish the aims, policies and working methods. The results, conclusions and proposals of each of the 
15 seminars organized in the regions whose development is lagging behind in the Member States were 
submitted to a joint session at Lisbon, from which the ESC was able to produce a general progress report 
and submit its conclusions to the Commission. The ESC notes that trades union participation in the 
Monitoring Committees is rather limited and feels that its member organizations should continue to 
insist on participating in the Committees to ensure that the programmes and projects create dynamic 
regional development that in turn creates jobs. The ESC has noted that the technical capabilities needed 
to monitor structural operations are lacking. The Committee feels that the technical assistance provided 
for under the Structural Funds Regulations should be used to improve these capabilities. With this in 
mind, the ESC would favour the establishment of a netvvork of regional experts to assist the monitoring 
activities of union officials. 
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The relationship between the ESF and certain categories of social partner mainly takes the form of 
funding for training. Such training, provided for under Article 6 of the ESF Regulation3, is likely to 
strengthen the training measures in the Objective 4 programming documents and the ADAPT Initiative, 
both of which provide for the active participation of the social partners in implementing the 
programmes. At the end of 1994, the Commission drew up, in collaboration with the social partners 
concemed, guidelines for measures funded in this regard, and it submitted them to the ESF Committee. 
These guidelines concemed first and foremost the Community's economic and instititutional framework 
within which other types of measures develop, secondly the new methods of production and 
organization of work and thirdly, a series of themes linking issues of industrial change with the Jabour 
market. 

Thus, in accordance with the guidelines, in 1995 the ESF funded trammg measures for the social 
partners at Community level4. In the case of the Economic and Social Committee, this involved 14 
training courses in which the 15 Member States participated, covering the impact of new technologies on 
employment in various sectors, such as high-speed trains, telecommunications, air transport and the 
environment. Furthermore, various training sessions were organized for employers' representatives 
under the programmes submitted by UNICE-CONPRI. The action programme submitted for the first 
time by the CEEP sought to provide a response to the prospects for managing equal representation 
between the social partners. The Fondazione Regionale Pietro Seveso set in motion an action 
programme on the prospects for developing and evaluating industrial relations models in Europe. The 
ESF funded sectoral studies alongside the appropriate social partners which looked at the difficulties 
inherent in the effects of industrial change on working practices (vocational qualifications, new skills 
and trades in particular). These sectoral studies involved the textiles, clothing and footwear industries, 
among others. Lastly, as a result of the reflection process started at the end of 19945, the groundwork 
was done on producing a mechanism to associate the social and economic partners with the effects of 
industrial change. New structures better adapted to future social dialogue were introduced. In this 
context, the accent will be placed on the need to integwte in the process of European social dialogue all 
organizations that can contribute significantly to industrial relations. A Commission communication in 
1996 should further clarity this issue. 

As regards rural issues, the Advisory Committee on Questions of Agricultural Structure Policy is the 
body most consulted by the Commission. It met on two occasions in 1995, and at these meetings a wide
ranging discussion of the problems of rural development policy took place. Specific problems relating to 
the Community aid scheme for early retirement from farming, aid for the installation of young farmers 
and the introduction of the LEADER II initiative were also discussed. The Commission also informed its 
partners about progress on the CSFs/SPDs and the OPs for Objectives 1, 5(b) and 6, progress with the 
LEADER II Initiative, and the measures accompanying the reform of the CAP6 . Lastly, the role, 
workings and future of the advismy Committee on Agricultural Structures were also discussed. 

Similarly, in the fisheries sector, the Advisory Committee on Fisheries is the body through with the 
industry engages in a dialogue with the Commission. It received on several occasions information and 
explanations concerning the implementation of the FIFG, measures under Article 4 of the FIFG 
Regulation7 and the PESCA Initiative. In March 1995, Mrs Bonino, the Member of the Commission 
with responsibility for fisheries, attended a meeting of the committee that dealt with, inter alia, structural 
assistance for the industry and socio-economic measures for deep-sea fishermen. In addition, the 
Commission worked with the Joint Committee on Social Problems in Sea Fishing, established as part of 

3 See Chapter I.B.2. Innovative actions and technical assistance. 
4 1l1ese measures continue those undertaken in the preceding period. In this regard, a comprehensive ex post 

evaluation of the AFETI and CONPRI I measures should be undertaken in 1996. Such an exercise is obviously 
of great importance both for the ESF, which funds the measures, and for the beneficiaries. 

5 See the 1994 Annual Report. 
6 Regulations (EEC) Nos 2078/92, 2079/92 and 2080/92. 
7 See Chapter l.B.2. Innovative measures and technical assistance. 
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the European social dialogue. Furthermore, the industry was represented at some sessions of the 

thematic seminars organised by the Commission for Members of the European ParliamentS: the first 
seminar (Ancona, 22-23 June 1995) related to the preservation of fish stocks, the second (Santiago de 
Compostela, 2-3 October 1995) dealt with structural policies for aquaculture and fisheries. 

8 See Chapter lll.A.l. Dialogue with the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee. 
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D. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION, DISSEMINATION OF BEST PRACTICE 

I. Information and communication 

Provisions concerning the Member States 

The duties of the Member States with regard to information and publicity are laid down by Article 32 of 

Regulation (EEC) No 4253/88 as amended and the Commission Decision of 31 May 1994,1 in which the 
Commission undertook to provide the authorities concerned in the Member States with a practical 
manual to facilitate implementation. The manual was published in 1995 and sent to those responsible for 
structural policies in the national administrations, who were also invited to consider this matter and 
ensure that it was considered by the Monitoring Committees. 

The obligation to provide information also forms part of the standard clauses attached to the decisions 
adopting the SDPs and the Monitoring Committees strive constantly to apply the Community rules. The 
Commission representatives drew the attention of the Monitoring Committees to this matter at meetings 
during 1995.· As part of the implementation of the OPs, a number of Monitoring Committees have also 
adopted communications plans financed by technical assistance. 

Commission information activities 

Article 7 of the ERDF Regulation permits the Commission to take certain technical assistance measures 
on its own initiative. It has part-financed attendance at major events, the organization of seminars and 
other one-off measures. During 1995, the Commission had stands at 40 events which it was part
financing and provided documentation and information for 17 000 visitors. Particular attention was paid 
to media coverage of these events and the provision of specific information for the press. The 
Commission also produces various types of publications which are distributed mainly through a regional 
database of some 30 000 addresses. This now includes the new Member States. The publications already 
produced and made available to the public include almost all the programming documents for the 
Objective 1 regions (full and summary CSFs) and the Objective 2 areas (summaries only). News on 
regional policy is contained in a monthly newsletter and an Internet site for regional and cohesion policy 
has been created.2 

"The environment and the regions: towards sustainable development" 
This is the title of an inf~rmation booklet published by the Commission for the general public. It 
reviews the state of the environment in the regions and sets out the main lines of Community policy on 
the environment - particularly the Fifth action programme on the environment - and the measures 
taken in the various regions of the Community. It covers measures under the Structural Funds and the 
Cohesion Fund and includes examples of projects carried out since 1989. 

Following its adoption of a revised communications strategy in March 1995, the Commission continued 
its efforts to extend its contacts and objectives. A pilot project which had begun successfully in France 
was extended in cooperation with Commission offices in the Member States to Spain, the United 
Kingdom and Germany. This extension of the media plan enhanced knowledge and so extended 
coverage of regional policy issues by national and regional press and television. As part of this strategy, 
the Commission broadened the scope of its video image bank, which is used frequently by television 
stations, and is developing a picture library for the same purpose. 

1 Commission Decision concerning infornmtion and publicity measures to be carried out by the Member States 
concerning assistance from the Structural Funds and the Financial Instrument for Fisheries Guidance (FIFG)- OJ 
No L 152, 18.6. 1994 (see also the 1994 Annual Report). 

2 Server Europa: ht1p .. //www.ccc.lu. 
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Making the ESF better known, to the general public in particular, and making its working more 
transparent led to the preparation and coordination of a communications plan and related measures. The 
first meeting with representatives of each Member State was organized in 1995 and two seminars will be 
held in 1996. This contact led to an exchange of views on information, communications and knowledge 
of the ESF in the Member States. A general information booklet on the ESF was produced and 
distributed in nine languages and over 160 000 copies to meet a real need for information. A number of 
publications on the EMPLOYMENT and AD1\PT Community Initiatives and Objective 4 were also 
produced and the ESF took part in a number of events to increase the exchange of experience and 
knowledge, including those held in Opio and Seville. 

In the case of the EAGGF Guidance Section, this desire for information took the fonn of active 
participation in the preparation of regional booklets for the Madrid European Council. The Commission 
intends to step up its policy of information on rural development in the future. 

The FIFG did not lag behind in terms of the production of documentation nor the organization of events. 

The publications produced in 1994 on structural measures for fisheries3 were distributed in all the 
Member States. They were supplemented by 15 booklets for the general public financed under Article 4 

of the FIFG Regulation4 on FIFG assistance in each Member State and a publication entitled 
"Aquaculture and the environment in the European Community." The Commission organized a seminar 
on structural policy on fisheries and aquaculture at Santiago de Compostela (Spain) attended by a 
number of Members of the European Parliament and representatives of those working in the sector. It 
also organized in Brussels a round table on the conversion of areas dependent on fisheries, to provide 
better knowledge of and analyse experience in this area in Europe. 

2. Measures to disseminate good practice 

The Commission's measures to provide information on the Structural Funds cover not only the 
programmes and their implementation but also innovative measures, so that these can later be 
disseminated on a larger scale. The spread of good practice takes various forms, mainly networking and 
major events organized by the Commission. 

In the case of innovative measures and inter-regional cooperation under A1ticle I 0 of the ERDF 
Regulation, dissemination takes three main forms: 

• first of all, in view of their operation through networks, RECITE (internal cooperation) and ECOS
OUVERTURE (external cooperation) pilot projects, which contribute to the exchange of experiences 
leading rapidly to the transfer of knowledge among their members. This transfer concerns innovative 
practices on subjects of common interest to the network, e.g.mechanisms for the control and 
prevention of pollution in the case of ENVIRONET, vine-growing techniques in the case of 
DYONl SOS, instruments for computer calculation in the case of the network of scientific centres. At 
an earlier stage, the PACTE/Exchange of experiences programme for smaller networks seeks to raise 
initial awareness of inter-regional cooperation through the exchange of information and experience 
on matters of common interest relating to regional development; 

• for all these networks the Commission organizes launch days so that their members can meet. They 
also attend review days to summarize good practice and extend it on a regional level. These days 
result in the production of documents which are widely distributed; 

3 "The European Community and the fishing industry. Practical guide to structural aid". "The common fisheries 
policy," infonnation file including the structural aspect. "The new common fisheries policy," an inform~tion 

booklet containing a chapter on structural assistance. 
4 See Chapter 1.8.2. Innovative measures 1md technical assistance. 
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• the Directoria events organized by the Commission each year in Brussels (twice in 1995) enable the 
delegations of some 500 local authorities representing I 200 participants to meet and be informed 
about programmes of innovative measures and inter-regional cooperation which concern them, to 
receive through case studies methodological support on development techniques and good practice 
and, most important, to begin cooperation projects through a pool of appointments based on calls for 
proposals. 

Most of the Community Initiatives make provtston for cross-border measures, principally the 
establishment of networks for the exchange of information and meetings between participants in 
partnerships, all of which are designed to disseminate good practice and stimulate cross-border 
cooperation. Hence, for the new period of the Community Initiatives, appropriations to finance networks 
are available under LEADER (ECU 34 million), SME (ECU 25 million) and PESCA (ECU 5 million) 
and are incorporated in the ADAPT and EMPLOYMENT programmes. Since some of the programmes 
were adopted in 1995, most activities relating to the exchange of information remained at a preparatory 
stage and will be implemented in 1996. In the case of PESCA, calls for tenders and proposals were 
prepared for publication in 1996 to encourage innovative cross-border projects and disseminate good 
practice through publications, conferences, partnership meetings, the creation of networks, etc. It is 
intended to publish guides to good practice under the ADAPT and EMPLOYMENT Initiatives. 

The LEADER network has, however, continued to operate strongly thanks to the experience acquired 
through LEADER I. The European Observatory for Innovation and Rural Development organizes the 
European rural development network, which includes the whole of LEADER II. The Observatory's 
activities include the publication of a number of journals and the organization of various meetings and 
events. The INFO-LEADER monthly information bulletin is a useful means to encouraging the 
European rural development network because it offers a forum for all those concerned by LEADER II to 
publish news and seek partners, cooperation or exchanges likely to be of interest to all those involved in 
the Initiative. In particular, a number of national or international meetings attended by several LEADER 
groups took place in 1995; in March the Murcia LEADER group organized a meeting on the restoration 
of buildings for rural tourism, in the spring ten local action groups in Portugal, France and Wales took 
part in a seminar in Poland to present the LEADER Initiative, in July there was a national meeting of 
local action groups in Paris organized by the CNASEA (Centre national pour l'ambwgement des 
structures des exploitations agricoles - national centre for improving the structures of agricultural 
holdings) and in Spain a national network for rural development was established to federate the local 
action groups. In October, a seminar to launch the LEADER Initiative was organized by Carinthia and 
the local action group for the Norische region. Also in October, the tenth meeting of members of the 
Greek LEADER network was held at Mirina on Lemnos. 
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Introduction 

The very nature of programming means that evaluation of the entire first period, 1989-93, is an ongoing 
process. The programmes were adopted throughout the period (some in 1993) with their physical 
execution taking place as late as 1995, and many programmes were extended, as was their financial 
implementation (for although expenditure commitments were not possible after the end of 1993, 
payments to beneficiaries by the Member States and to the Member States by the Commission were 
authorized until 1995, or even 1996). That continuing situation explains why evaluation of the entire 
period is also a gradual process. Although initial work by the Commission started in 19941, it was often 
preliminary in nature and in any case related only to certain measures. The successive annual reports, 
from 1993 onwards, sought to present the results as they became available to the Commission. This 
report continues that work for the evaluations carried out in 1995. 

However, this type of framework, a report prepared annually to set out the activities of the previous year, 
does not easily lend itself to an overall summary of an entire programming period without becoming 
excessively long or failing to meet legislative requirements. Nevertheless, under the 1993 revision of the 
rules (Article 16 of the Framework Regulation), the Commission must prepare every three years a report 
on economic and social cohesion taking into account all financial instruments and Community policies 
(first and foremost the Structural Funds) to analyse of their contribution to the achievement of cohesion. 
The first such report was prepared in 1996. 

A. EX POST EVALUATION OF ADDITIONALITY 

Because structural measures provide part-financing for national programmes, the principle of 
additionality is particularly important when gauging the true economic impact of those measures. The 
Commission has to ensure that Member States maintain their public or similar structural expenditure 
over the relevant programming period at at least the same level as during the previous period. There was 
therefore intensive work in 1995 on verifying additionality for the 1989-93 period, because it is not until 
a year after the legal end of the financial commitments, while national and Community payments are 
still being made, that such work can reliably be undertaken. The work on some Member States and some 
Objectives has been concluded, but it often proved difficult. 

I. Objectives 1 and 2 

The ex post additionality evaluation started in 1995 for these Objectives. The situation varies 
substantially between the Member States. The information presented at the end of 1995 by Belgium 
(Wallonia), Denmark, Spain, Ireland and the Netherlands was satisfactory, demonstrating that 
additionality had been observed in 1989-93. In contrast, the information forwarded by Germany, 
Belgium (Flanders) and Greece was incomplete and did not permit a proper evaluation. Lastly, by the 
end of 1995 France, Italy, Luxembourg and Portugal bad not submitted any figures at all. 

2. Objectives 3 and 4 

As in the case of Objectives 1 and 2, the verification exercise is useful and effective if the Member State 
agrees to cooperate. Thus, a reliable conclusion was reached for the Member States which applied the 
Commission's methodology rigorously: Luxembourg, France, Gem1any, Denmark (although the exercise 
was based on an unrepresentative sample) and Portugal, where additionality was clearly respected. In 
two cases, additionality was verified without the Commission receiving figures which were sufficiently 
detailed (the Netherlands) or representative (Italy). Greece supplied figures only for 1990-91, while 

1 See the 1993 and 1994 Annual Reports. 
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conclusions for other Member States (Belgium and the United Kingdom, where additionality could not 
be verified), which looked at the entire national budget, were not reliable. Lastly, two Member States 
raised an objection of principle: Ireland felt that additionality could not be measured for Objectives 3 
and 4 as the whole country was eligible under Objective 1, and Spain held that the sources of the 
infonnation supplied to the Commission did not have to be revealed. 

In conclusion, the evaluation exercise demonstrated that additionality had been respected in France, 
Gennany, Denmark, Luxembourg and Portugal. On the basis of the findings, the same can be said of 
Italy and the Netherlands. On the other hand, the evaluation exercise could not be completed in 1995 for 
Belgium, Spain, Greece, Ireland and the United Kingdom. 

B. EX POST EVALUATION OF OBJECTIVES 

Work on ex post evaluations of the various Objectives started in 1994 and was pursued intensively in 
1995. The reader is asked to refer to the previous Annual Report for Objective I, whose results and 
impact were presented in detail, and for Objective 2, the preliminary results of which were also 
presented there. With regard to the latter Objective, the in-depth analysis by the assessors was still under 
way in 1995. Preliminary results for Objectives 3, 4 and 5(b) were given in the previous report and are 
confinned here by the work done in 1995. Results for Objective 5(a) were available for presentation only 
in this Report. 

1. Objectives 3 and 4 

1995 saw the finalization of the ex post evaluation reports for the former Objectives 3 and 4 for 1989-93. 
Despite the delay in the submission of reports by some Member States, the summary of the results was 
completed by the end of the year and should be distributed in 1996. TI1is will permit coordination of the 
approaches of the Commission and the Member States and will help preparation of the policy guidelines 
for the ESF, particularly with regard to ensuring appropriate rules for assistance and the effect on target 
groups. 

The final conclusions do not differ from the preliminary results already described in the 1994 Annual 
Report. It is worthwhile giving some details on the implementing conditions for the programmes. TI1e 
summary report stresses two key elements of the 1988 reform, multiannual programming and 
evaluation. Multiannual programming produced changes in the way the national administrations 
operated but it helped to create a true continuous development and assistance strategy. In addition, a new 
evaluation culture gradually developed at Community level and in each Member State. 

Another fundamental principle of the 1988 reform was the strengthening of partnership, and this led to 
the increased involvement of regional actors and social partners. While in countries with a decentralized 
structure the report notes a growing convergence and even a movement of resources to the most 
appropriate level, the involvement of the social partners remained modest in most cases between 1989 
and 1993. Neither the bodies responsible for the actual monitoring of beneficiaries nor those involved in 
business training have anything other than a purely formal role in partnership. 

2. Objective 5(a) 

The method of evaluating Objective 5(a) agriculture is quite different from those for the other forms of 
assistance, mainly because it falls under two Regulations: Council Regulations (EEC) Nos 2328/91 on 
improving the efficiency of agricultural structures and 866/90 on improving the conditions for the 
processing and marketing of products. 
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Measures under Regulation (EEC) No 2328191 (production structures): These measures have long 
been an important element of the common agricultural policy. Ex post evaluation concentrates on their 
application, using questionnaires drawn up by the Commission and sent by the Member States every 
year with information on: 

• investments on holdings; 
• the number of holdings targeted by the programme broken down by region, the income bands of 

beneficiary farmers, cultivated area, production type; 
• a breakdown by category of investment, the main purpose of the investments and their total amount, 

the planned amount of aid; 
• start-up aid for young fanners and additional aid intended to facilitate their investments; 
• compensatory allowances, with the number of farms per region and by size, areas benefiting and the 

amounts granted in different regions. 

The overall impact of those measures on the development of agricultural structures has not been 
systematically analysed. However, there have been studies on certain measures in some Member States 
while aid to young fanners was the subject of a Commission report which had not been completed by the 
end of 1995. 

Measures under Regulation (EEC) No 866/90 (processing and marketing of products): Only since 
1991 have measures to improve the processing and marketing of products been the subject of a 
programming procedure under Regulation (EEC) No 866/90; before then the Commission selected 
projects submitted under Regulation (EEC) No 355/77. Member States were obliged to infom1 the 
Commission of the results of the various projects in the form of final reports on each project drawn up 
after completion. Now, under Regulation (EEC) No 866/90, monitoring and evaluation are governed by 
Articles 25 and 26 of Regulation (EEC) No 4253/88 (as amended) coordinating the Structural Funds, 
which provide for the setting up of Monitoring Committees and the establishment of physical and 
financial indicators to determine the progress of measures. The Monitoring Committees established to 
evaluate application of Regulation (EEC) No 866/90 are now in place in all Member States, and 
appropriate monitoring and evaluation programmes have been prepared. It is they \vho will be 
organizing ex post evaluation for the period 1989-93. 

3. Objective S(b) 

Numerous environmental initiatives: 
Assistance for the environment r-epresented a significant part of the operational programmes. For 
1989-93 the percentage of the Community contribution for environmental protection is the same as 

for I994-99: 11.4% and II. 7%. Depending on the region, measures might relate to the reduction and 
prevention of agricultural or agri-food industry pollution, the management of natural resources 
(water, flora and fauna). the reintroduction of rare or endangered species, waste disposal in rural 
areas, and rehabilitation and development of the cultural heritage, for example, by means of 
protected sites or nature reserves. 
The success of this aspect of the programmes undoubtediy stems from greater environmental 
awareness. Furthermore, environmental rules, particularly concerning the di.\po.wl of waste, require 
substantial public investments which are a heavy burden on the budgets of rural authorities. 
Community grants have often been decisive in providing the facilities required 
In the case of private systems of waste disposal and treatment of effluent, measures must be financed 
with regard to the general guidelines on environmental aid. Many rural areas are 110w seeking not 
simply to protect but to build on the environment by developing new forms of tourist activity based on 
the discove1y of nature. A1easures of this type are easily implemented because the investment required 
is often slight: a reception centre, the marking of paths, ubservali011 points in remote areas, etc. 
Initiatives of this type have succeeded and are increasing in number. The links between protection 
and use of the environment should be encouraged as a way of turning 11'hot may appear to be an 
obligation (application of the rules) into new and profitable i1ctivities suitable for rural areas. 
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The ex post evaluation of Objective 5(b) for 1989-93 was completed during 1995 with the finalization of 
the coordination report for the 21 regions covered. The final results of the exercise do not differ from the 
interim results presented in the 1994 Annual Report, which the reader should consult, remembering 
always that the evaluation was carried out only in a limited number of regions. It should, however, b_e 
noted that many problems were encountered in establishing quantified and comparable data permitting 
measurement of trends in income, job creation and the deceleration of rural population decline. The 
report does establish a more systematic summary of physical implementation (agricultural and forestry 
investments, renovation of villages, SMEs aided, industrial and tourist infrastructure, environmental 
Initiatives, etc.). During 1989-93 the Objective 5(b) areas covered 17% of the Community's territory and 
5.1% of its population (16.3 million inhabitants). The total amount of Community aid was ECU 3 000 
million, or about 5% of the total available Structural Funds appropriations. 

C. EX POST EVALUATION OF THE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES 

In 1989 the Commission launched a series of Community Initiatives under Article II of Regulation 
(EEC) No 4253/88. These Initiatives are the special financial instruments of structural policy which the 
Commission proposes to the Member States on its own initiative to support measures which will help 
solve problems having a particular impact at European level, and which are not covered by the Member 
States' development plans. The Community Initiatives were intended to provide flexibility and to offer 
special possibilities for cooperation and innovation, for example by encompassing measures which 
extended beyond national borders, by bringing a genuine Community dimension or by experimenting 
with new approaches. In total, the contribution of Community funds to carrying out the Initiatives 
amounted to ECU 5 300 million, representing almost 10% of the overall total allocated to the Structural 
Funds. 

In 1995, the Commission undertook an ex post evaluation of all the Initiatives, grouping the evaluation 
work according to the three main types of Initiative: regional development Initiatives, human resourCI~ 
Initiatives and LEADER, the rural development Initiative. 

Consideration of the environmellt hetween1991 and 1993: 
Many of the Community Initiatives in the period 1989-93 included measures for the environment, in 
yariou~ kinds of region: mining (RECHAR), coal and steel (RESIDER), border regions (lNTERREG) and 
via various types of measure c research and development, product quality, etc. Of those Initiatives, 
ENVIREG, launched in 1990, was specifically_ aimed at protecting the environment in the least
developed coastal regions (see below). In rural areas LEADER aided the implementation of many 
environmental protection measures. That initiative particularly encouraged the development of 
innovative ecological products and processes in less-favoured rural areas. For example, in Greece 
(Lejkada island) the use of olive stones as an energy source has been encouraged; in Italy (Umbria), 
a ~ystem to recycle waste from a potter's studio has been developed; in France (Haut-Jura), low
pollution burners fed by smallwood from forestry activities have been installed 

1. Regional development Initiatives. Regional development Initiatives 

Evaluation of the regional development Initiatives covered ten Community Initiatives based on four 
main themes: 

• integration of the least-developed regions into the internal market: STRIDE, to reinforce the capacity 
for innovation and technological development in certain regions assisted under Objectives l and 2; 
TELEMATIQUE, for the promotion of the use of advanced telecommunications services in the 
Objective I regions; PRISMA, aimed at improving the infrastructure and services for enterprises in the 
Objective I regions in terms of policies of quality and access to public procurement markets; 

• protection of the environment: EN VI REG, to improve and protect the environment and to encourage 
economic development, mainly in the coastal areas of the Objective I regions; 
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• cooperation and cross-border networks: INTERREG, to help frontier regions to prepare for the Internal 
Market, principally by improving cross-border cooperation; 

• diversification of the activities of industrial areas dependent on sectors in crisis: RESIDER, for iron 
and steel areas; RENA VAL for naval shipyard areas; RECHAR for coal-mining areas. 

Table 129: Community Initiatives 1989-93- Assistance by Initiative and Member State (ECU million) 

ENVIREG PRIS~IA ·~·=·"''' RECIIAR RESIDDI RENA VAL STRIDE TELEIIIATIQUE TOTAL 
REG~ 

e g•um " . '"· .. •.> 37, 

Denmark 12,4 2,2 14,6 

Germany 87,6 93,2 37.) 4.J Z22,4 
Greece 84,0 17,7 89,9 l9,3 41,3 292,2 
Spain 139,2 32,2 25,3 l2,4 18,2 155,9 75,5 498,7 
France \6,1 (1) ~.2 (:l.) l2,4 58,8 65.) 16.4 (.l) 1,7 215,9 
Ireland 30,4 9,4 lJB,4 13,1 11,0 182,3 
Italy 171,1 22.6 2,0 23,0 20,5 94,9 64,7 398,9 
Luxembourg 8,7 2,1 10,8 
Netherlands 27,6 4,6 Jl,l 
Portugal 101,8 17.5 82,2 3,4 l,O 24,0 54,1 35,6 323,6 
United Kingdom 17,7 5,7 184,2 4,7 87,3 30,2 5,4 3Jl,2 
Contm.~nity (4) I 077,2 1.077,2 
Total 560,4 110,3 I 369,7 380,5 264,4 299,1 441,6 235,2 3.661,2 
(I) Incudes ECL l.t vou uuu or uqect1ve reg1ons 
(2) Includes Prisma-Telematique. 
(3) EN\~REG-STRIDE. 

(4) This figure represents the value oflnterreb for EUR-12, and includes ECU &2 390 000 for Article 10 ERDF appropriations. 

The general value of the Community Initiatives lies in the development of cross-border cooperation, the 
visibility of the Community action and its demonstration effect, and the innovation which the flexibility 
of the programmes can penn it. It must be said that despite the positive effects of the programmes, there 
were certain factors which reduced the potential effectiveness of the actions: 

• the breadth of the objectives which gave the advantage of flexibility also led to a reduction of the 
specific nature of the Initiatives, so that they sometimes appeared to be merely an extension of 
existing national policies; 

• the administrative arrangements for the programmes were often complex, and the lack of coherence 
between the Member States in both content and timing meant that some of the potential for cross
border cooperation was lost. 

However, the socio-economic actors involved regarded the Initiatives favourably since their "bottom-
up" approach enabled them to demonstrate capacity for innovative action. ' 

STRIDE, PRISMA, TELEMA TIQUE 

These three Community Initiatives provided a crucial connection between cohesion and integration. 
Their aim was to assist the less-favoured regions in developing the technical and human capital 
infrastructure needed to give firms in those regions access to the wider benefits of the internal market. 
The three programmes were linked by their emphasis on technological development and innovation: 

• STRJDE was aimed mainly at stimulating the R & D capacity of the Objective 1 regions, although 
certain measures in Objective 2 regions were also eligible for funding. It provided funds to Objective 
1 regions to assist investment in basic R&D infrastructure through regional technological studies, 
new investments and project running costs to start up R&D activities and R&D centres preparing for 
and participating in EC-funded research. It also supported links and networks between research 
centres and industly in both Objective I and 2 regions, covering a wide range of consortia and 
technology transfer methods. The area which received the most funding was research activities 
including R&D centres, R&D and equipment grants (57%); 

• TELEMA TIQUE concentrated on supporting the use of advanced telecommunications services, rather 
than just increasing access to them, and emphasizing the role of SMEs. The programme supported a 
wide range of projects covering data communications (including database and network development), 
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support for service users, development of advanced services for SMEs and marketing, promotion and 
training activities. Data communications received the greatest proportion offunding (42%); 

• PRJSMA aimed at helping firms in the Objective 1 regions to benefit from the completion of the 
internal market, placing particular emphasis on meeting quality standards in private and public 
markets. The majority (75%) of the funding was used for projects in calibration and metrology, 
which included both laboratory infrastructure and associated quality system projects. 

STRIDE, PRISMA, TELEMATIQUE: Breakdown b)· Member State (ECU million) 
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The key areas examined were innovation, the demonstration effects of the programmes, the degree of 
internationalization, any links to other programmes and the level of additionality (the extent to which the 
actions would have taken place if the programmes had not existed). 

STRIDE: There was quite a high degree of innovation. The programme concept itself was novel, and the 
programme design led to significant new links between universities and local firms (especially in 
Portugal and Greece). There was a substantial impact on the rate and level of technological innovation in 
support of research leading to product development, and in the provision of support services. Overall, 
several hundred new products and processes were developed with STRIDE support, and it facilitated the 
introduction of a rich variety of research techniques into certain regions and countries for the first time. 
Where the beneficiaries has been involved closely in the design and implementation of tbe projects, the 
demonstration aspect was quite successful. 

Internationalization was a specific objective of the programme, and it helped to foster the development 
of a large number of trans-national links. However, very few projects involved contractors from other 
Member States. The main success came from encouraging research organizations and firms to 
participate in the Framework Research Programmes, and from building links to help the mobility of 
research workers, which meant that large numbers of beneficiaries could be reached with a relatively 
small budget. Fonnal collaboration between projects was difficult due to a lack of knowledge of the 
content of other STRIDE programmes, differences in timescales and delays in implementation. However, 
there were examples of informal collaboration. Links to other programmes occurred mainly through 
Framework Programmes, and in a few cases through a contribution of current expenditure to ERDF
funded capital projects. There was little collaboration with other programmes, even those apparently of 
interest such as SPRINT or COME'IT. 

Generally the additionality of the Initiative was good in that it brought forward a large number of 
projects which would not otherwise have been funded, and in some cases developed whole lines of 
action at a regional level which did not previously exist. An area of concern was a few projects in Italy 
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where large finns, particularly multi-nationals, had received large grants, and also aid to major public 
sector schemes and laboratories where the programme was being used to fund activities which would in 
all likelihood have been carried out anyway. 

The STRIDE Initiative was an extremely successful experiment in introducing a technological dimension 
to Community regional policy. It had profound effects on the pattern of expenditure within the wider 
CSFs and stimulated interest in a number of other regional technology initiatives. 

Some of the key outputs from STRIDE: 
• 68 new research centres and 100 others equipped or developed in the 

less favoured regions; 
• approximately 300 new products and processes and 46 new patents; 
• 4 400 jobs directly or indirectly created. 

TELEMATIQUE: This Initiative had an advantage enjoyed by no other Community Initiative at the time in 
that the national administrations already had experience of a similar programme - the STAR programme. 
However, the budget of the programme at just under ECU 220 million was a tiny fraction of what is 
spent on telecommunications in the less developed regions in one year. As already stated, the aim of the 
programme was less to develop innovative services than to support the use of advanced services. 
Innovation tended to lie in the application of existing technologies to new situations. A key objective 
was the opening up to SMEs of the opportunities offered by advanced telecommunications services and 
the information society. 

The demonstration effect of the programme was most effective in terms of illustrating success and thus 
encouraging new users. This tended to be indirect, rather than the result of specific demonstration or 
promotional measures. 

The degree of internationalization within the programme was limited. Opportunities for cross-border 
collaboration, providing access to services in other Member States and exchanging experience between 
projects were missed. However, it should not be assumed that internationalization is in all cases 
desirable. Where only expertise is required from another Member State, there is not necessarily a need 
for formalized involvement, and indeed the problems of obtaining and justifYing matching funding may 
be insurmountable. 

There was usually a degree of deadweight in that projects would probably have gone ahead at a later 
date or in a less ambitious form. However, in a fast-moving field such as telecommunications, this 
advance can have in itself a significant impact. 

Some of the key outputs from TELEMATTQUE: 

• 17 000 SMEs using advanced telecommunications services 
• 32 000 new users of advanced services 

PRJSMA: The value added by PRlSMA lay in the fields of innovation, demonstration and additionality. 
The programme itself was innovative, especially the idea of solving the problems of SMEs in less
favoured areas through the introduction of service-support infrastructures such as calibration and 
metrology laboratories. From a local perspective, the technology employed was also innovative as these 
technologies had not previously been transferred to these areas. There were also examples of innovative 
project design. These projects tended to have a high demonstration effect since firms can see the 
quantifiable benefits of calibration and quality certification. The public procurement projects were less 
successful, but this is a more difficult area for SMEs and the level of resistance was that much higher. 

Levels of deadweight were generally low, particularly for the calibration and metrology service since 
private companies do not tend to invest in facilities which offer this service to other SMEs because of 
low returns and significant risks, and because this is not an area in which government agencies 
traditionally invest. 
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In general, this reinforcing of standardization and quality assurance made a real contribution to the 
completion ofthe Internal Market. 

Some of the key outputs from PRISMA: 

• 300 projects in the field of calibrations and standards 
• 4 500 participant organizations benefiting from the services. 

ENVIREG 

The ENVIREG Initiative had four very specific objectives: 
• to reduce pollution in coastal areas whose economy depends significantly on tourism, with priority 

given to areas experiencing rapid economic growth and with serious environmental problems; 
• to promote land-use planning in coastal areas so as to preserve natural ecosystems and check the 

·. deterioration of coastal habitats; 
• to contribute to the development of systems and infrastructure to manage toxic and hazardous wastes; 
• to strengthen technical expertise relating to the design and management of pollution control and 

treatment infrastructure and technologies. 

The Initiative covered the coastal zones of Objective 1, 2 and 5(b) areas around the Mediterranean and 
other coastal locations in Southern Europe, with a hinterland up to 10 km. In the case of toxic waste and 
technical assistance, the entire relevant Objective I regions were eligible. 

The value added by EN VI REG 

ENVIREG was able to help finance a number of projects which were of significance because of their 
·innovative content and which might other.vise not have gone ahead. Funds were also often used to 
support projects focusing on responding to specific directives, including the Urban Waste Water 
Treatment Directive and the Toxic Waste Management Directive, which posed serious challenges to 
many of the Objective I regions. In particular ENVIREG made a contribution to environmental 
improvements in Objective I regions by: 

• allowing individual regions to carry out investment m waste water and waste management 
infrastructure; 

• carrying out technical assessments of issues, or feasibility studies which helped improve designs and 
environmental benefits; 

• focusing attention on coastal zone management issues; 
• targeting coastai biotopes - an innovative approach; 
• adding emphasis to water resource management and the reuse of treated effluent; . 
• acting as a catalyst which encouraged other projects building on or enhancing the ENVIREG projects. 

In addition, AMBER, a technical assistance structure, was created to organize exchanges of experience 
and the dissemination of good practice between those involved in environmental projects. 

This Initiative led to a significant change in Community structural policies through better integration of 
the environmental dimension into the new generation ofCSFs and OPs. 
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Some oftlte key outputs from ENVIREG: 

• over 800 projects were financed; 
• a significant impact was made on the level of collection, treatment 

and disposal of urban waste and waste water, making a decisive 
contribution to reducing the gap with the rest of Europe. Almost 
two thirds of the funds were devoted to waste water treatment 
installations in Objective l coastal regions, mainly in Spain, 
southern Italy and Greece. 

In Portugal Envireg part-financed major clearing and prevention 
measures (waste compacter at Matosinhos, tannery waste recycling at 
Alviela, floating barriers, pump vessels, purgers and holding dams to 
control petroleum and chemical pollution in Madeira and the Azores), 
within an integrated approach combining preservation of both 
ecosystems and countryside of importance for tourism, and here local 
planning efforts to manage the environment were particularly 
important. 

RESIDER, RENA VAL, RECHAR 

255 

These three Community Initiatives seek the diversification of areas affected by industrial decline and 
together account for Community expenditure totalling ECU 943.9 million. The R.ESJDER programme 
concerns areas adversely affected by the decline of the steel industry and which subsequently require 
restructuring. The programme covers 18 regions in eight Member States. RENA VAL centres on areas 
dependent on shipbuilding, ship conversion and repair where there have been similar employment losses 
and covers 26 regions in nine Member States. RECHAR assists those areas hit particularly hard by the 
rapid dec] ine of coal mining and threatened by consequent job losses. It covers 26 coal mining regions in 
six Member States. four Member States (france, Germany, Spain and the UK) received over 80% of the 
funding, with the UK being the largest recipient. 

EC funding was not made available to directly support the industries in decline, but to encourage the 

creation of employment, the establishment of new businesses and the expansion of existing firms in the 
areas affected. This was to be achieved by: 

• investing in infrastructure projects; 
• directly assisting capital investment in SMEs; 
• indirect assistance (e.g. through intermediaries) to SMEs by the provision of technical assistance such 

as research and development, marketing, etc.; 
• in the case ofRECHAR, providing vocational training and aid for redeployment. 

Clearly the programmes were too small to deal entirely with the problems caused by the decline of the 
industries they were supposed to support. The_ programmes were, therefore, only a starting point for 
stimulating and encouraging new activities. , 

The value added by RESIDER, RENA VAL and RECHAR 

Evaluation puts the level of full dependency on the programmes as relatively high: 45% of RECI-IAR and 

33% of RENeWAL and RESJDER projects were entirely dependent on Community assistance; only 5% or 
less of projects (and none at all for RECI-IAR) would have gone ahead in the absence of the programmes. 
Thus it can be said that the programmes had a positive effect on the implementation of the projects. The 
level of leverage ofthese projects from the private and public sector was also relatively high at 2.66%. 

One of the most significant outcomes was the level of private sector investment pulled in to areas which 
had suffered from a progressive lack of investment as they were considered so unattractive. Measures 
funded incluclecl both ''hardware" type investment such as infrastructure or environmental improvements 
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or direct aid to SMEs, and "software" type investment, such as indirect aid to SMEs and, in the case of 
RECHAR, aid for tourism, vocational training and economic conversion bodies. Generally, between 67% 
and 80% of funding was spent on "hardware" type projects. 

The study highlighted a number of projects where cross-border cooperation occurred through European 
nety.rorks and between projects situated close to national borders. There were also examples of 
complementary linkages between ERDF and ESF projects under Rechar which are regarded as examples 
of good practice. 

lNTERREG I 

Some of the key outputs from RESIDER, RENA VAL and RECHAR: 

• 904 projects under RESIDER; 

• I 771 projects funded under RENA VAL; 

• 2 220 projects supported under RECHAR; 
• ECU 2 000 million ofnon-EC funds attracted to the programmes; 
• a large number of jobs directly or indirectly supported by the three 

Initiatives. 

INTERREG seeks to stimulate cross-border cooperation with the double objectives of: 
• accelerating the process of Community development, particularly in terms of the completion of the 

internal market, by acting on the areas where Member States meet- the frontier zones; 
• overcoming specific development problems resulting from geographical or economic handicaps. 

Thirty-one operational programmes were approved of which nine related to external frontiers, and 22 to 
the internal borders of the Community. ECU I 077 million from Community funds was allocated to this 
Initiative, and was divided among 2 500 projects. Approximately half of the expenditure on INTERREG 
went to communication and energy infrastructure, this focus being pa11icularly marked in the Objective 
I regions. However, hvo other sectors which proved to be effective in promoting cross-border 
cooperation were tourism and the environment. 

Tile va(ue added by INTERREG I 

The very open objectives of the programme, which put the emphasis as much on socio-economic 
development of the frontier regions as on actual cross-border cooperation, led to a high level of 
integration of Community, national and regional policies. One of the key effects of the programme was 
its ability to reinforce local policies. Two thirds of the projects could not have operated without the 
support of the programme, and a further 20% were significantly enhanced in scale or timescale. The 
cross-border nature of the programme led to the development of many innovative implementation and 
management mechanisms and new forms of partnership both at an international level and within the 
Member States. In a third of the frontier areas there were more ambitious forms of support for cross
border cooperation which stimulated other forms of cooperation benveen the semi-public and private 
sectors. 
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Table 130: lnterreg /:Breakdown of projects by sector 

Sector No. of projects % of projects 
%of 

expenditure 

SME 278 11,1 7,J 

Tourism 659 26,4 16,4 
Environment 187 7,5 8,9 
Rural development 182 7,3 5,3 
Employment and training 160 6,4 3,7 
Research and higher education 142 5,7 2,7 
Communication infrastructure 464 18,6 49,3 
Cross -border organizations 229 9,2 3,8 
Cross -border development plans 174 7,0 2,5 

Tite programme also exerted a strong demonstration effect by giving credibility to the concept of cross
border working: a third of projects led in tum to other cross-border projects. At a cultural level, the 
objectives of the project were not, in general, to promote uniformity but rather to add value to local 
customs and practices so that the e>:perience of both parties could be exchanged and developed, 
enhancing the richness of both sides. This was particularly the case for projects in the tourism sector, 
where regions were able to develop an appreciation of their own heritage as part of the process of 
exchanging experience with others. In terms of the contribution to innovation and excellence, the key 
elements of INTERREG I were in the fields of circulation of information, exchange of experience, 
transfers of know-how and technology and the creation of new dynamics of economic and cultural 
exchange. 

Some of the key outputs from lNTERREG I: 
Because of the extremely diverse nature of the proje:ts involved, it is hard to 
list a series of concrete outputs. However, in the short term, INTERREG has 
contributed to: 
• increasing the level of qualification through training; 
• improving the accessibility of regions and their services through improved 

communications links; 
• making ref;ions more attractive through tourism and cultural projects; 
• creating employment through the work financed by the projects. 
In the longer term, lnterreg will have contributed to an improvement in the 
standard ofliving in these regions through: 
e the development of human resources which should reduce the fragility of 

the regions when faced by economic change; 
• the opening up and internationalization of relationships between local 

SMEs; 
• concrete measures to follow up the preparatory studies carried out; 
• the effect of the environmental improvement actions. 

2. Human resources Initiatives: Now, HORIZON and EUROFORM 

These three Community Initiatives were the subject of ex post evaluations by independent assessors. The 
main aims of this exercise were to estimate the coherence and effectiveness of implementation at 
programme and project levels and to evaluate the value added by the Community, i.e. cross-border 
working, harmonization and circulation of information. The study was carried out between August 1994 
and July 1995 and the final report was presented -in December 1995. That ti111etable allowed the study's 
conclusions and recommendations to be used for the preparation and launch of the EMPLOYMENT and 
ADAPT Community Initiatives for the new programming period 1994-99. 

A total of 4 408 projects under the three Initiatives Now, HORIZON and EUROfORM were aided in the 
twelve Member States between 1991 and 1994, the majority ofthcm, managed by public bodies, being 
targeted at local or regional problems. The eligible measures mainly involved improvements to the 
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training sector (which absorbed most of the aid), advisory services, services and aid systems for target 
groups and job creation. 

The results of the Now Initiative, which targetted unemployed women, are positive in that trends on the 
labour market indicate an increase in jobs for women to which the Initiative seems to have contributed. 
However, there is still a grey area in that pay rates for men and women still differ and part of that 
increase in jobs for women is in unstable jobs. The major variations in employment rates and 
percentages of female employment throughout Europe must also be taken into account. 

Evaluation of the overall impact of the HORIZON Initiative, which was targeted at people suffering from 
incapacity or a specific handicap, raised a number of problems since there are no comparable statistics at 
Community level. However, it appears that, in general, HORIZON's funding was relatively modest 
compared to the size of these groups and the amount of national aid. Results were therefore mixed, 
although its impact appears to have been more significant in the priority regions where it contributed 
ECU 295 per potential. beneficiary. 

EUROFORM mainly benefited the jobless, with the training sector receiving most of the funding. The 
Community contribution to training activities undertaken within this Initiative was estimated at 10% of 
the total commitments in the priority regions where ESF funding already accounts for the majority of the 
measures for training. The innovative aspects of EUROFORM above all (its trans-national nature, the type 
of measure, the beneficiary groups, the geographical targeting and the characteristics of the bodies 
responsible for implementing it) were more evident than for Now and HORIZON. 

The value added by NOW, HORIZON and EVROFORM 

The added value aspect was considered from the point of view of the Initiatives' innovative features, 
such as their trans-national nature, circulation of information and harmonization. For their trans-national 
nature, the study attempted to measure the degree of implementation. An analysis by project revealed 
that about 20% of the total resources was devoted to trans-national activities and that the average 
number of partners per project was slightly under three. More importantly, the trans-national aspect, 
which would have been absent had it not been for the Initiatives, was deemed to be the most innovative 
aspect of the Community Initiatives. The report also defined certain major constraints militating against 
improving this aspect, such as the tight timetable for the projects, poor coordination at programme level 
and difficulties in identifying partners at Community level. These factors must be taken into account for 
the new programming period. Other constraints related to language and cultural barriers. 

These conclusions were taken into consideration by the Commission in its definition of the new 
generation of Community Initiatives. To this end, common selection criteria and coordinated selection 
procedures were agreed with the Member States and technical assistance was granted to support 
structures. In addition, the approval rules now include a "trans-national cooperation agreement" between 
the partners participating in the projects covering the main aspects of project implementation. Lastly, the 
condition that at least three partners must participate was accepted as being best practice. 

With regard to circulation of information, the evaluation concluded that, despite good communication of 
information at national level, the impact of the results of the project and the media impact were modest. 
The two main weaknesses were insufficient product development by the public bodies (such as training 
manuals, computer systems, etc.) and, more generally, the lack of a communication strategy at all levels, 
obstructing the proper dissemination of the results. To improve the circulation of information, the 
responsible bodies in the ESF, the Commission and the Member States agreed to launch a coherent 
communication strategy which should bring about the creation of a more systematic information base 
and produce skills at project level. The impact of the Initiatives on the content of the CSFs for the new 
programming period was considered poor. This is partly due to the inherent characteristics of the 
Initiatives (trans-national nature and many small projects), which are difficult to integrate into the CSFs. 
Better coordination at Commission and national levels is needed. The study found that the impact on 
local, regional and national policies was particularly great at local level, where cooperation between 
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existing bodies increased markedly, as did the ability to part1c1pate in trans-national activities. 
Nevertheless, the overall impact on national measures and policies was deemed slight, with a few 
exceptions. This can also be explained by the basic characteristics of the Initiatives, which restrict their 
impact on national programmes with rather larger funding. 

The main recommendations of the study for the next programming period were, firstly, that a clear 
strategy is needed to demonstrate the potential impact of the Initiatives and improve the coherence of 
their trans-national dimension. Secondly, even though the demand for training is higher than in other 
sectors, the Initiatives should be restricted to those which are more innovative in the labour market. 
Lastly, priority must be given to better coordination with the main ESF programmes so as to create 
synergies, including developing monitoring and evaluation systems. 

3. The rural development Initiative: LEADER I 

A public invitation to tender was launched in 1995 to select assessors for LEADER I. The analysis must 
cover the 217 local action groups created in the twelve Member States and their activities, along with 
those of the coordination unit for 1990-94. The first stage must be the definition of a working method 
and will have to include an analysis of the impact of the Initiative, the added value achieved compared to 
other operational programmes, the effectiveness of the use of funds and the establishment of 
implementing rules. TI1e study must be carried out in 1996 and 1997. 
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Annex 1: Financial implementation by Objective in 1995 • 

Table 1: Objective 1- CSF 

Member Stale Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including cany- Including carry-overs Not including carry-
overs and and overs and 

appropriations appropriations appropriations 

made available again made available again made available again 

BELGIUM IERDF 1,n 1,97 20,77 
ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 
EAGGF 7,00 7,00 1,39 
FIFG 0,00 0,00 0,00 
TOTAL 8,97 8,97 22,16 

GERMANY ERDt 921.~u 921,90 452,44 
ESF 606,05 606,05 4 76.56 
EAGGF 482,60 482,60 314,87 
FIFG 12,00 12,00 8,10 
TOTAL 2.022,55 2.022,55 1.251,97 

GREECE ERDF 1.812,99 1.812,99 1.131,50 
ESF 368,56 368,56 253,46 
EAGGF 452,19 452,19 315,50 
FIFG 19,30 19,30 5,34 
TOTAL 2.653,04 2.653,04 I .705,79 

SPAIN ERDF 3.202,10 3.202,10 2.517,66 
ESF 837,75 837.75 765,90 
EAGGF 571,12 571,12 454,79 
FJFG 167,93 167,93 40,96 
TOTAL 4.778,90 4.778,90 3.779,30 

FRANCE ERDF 96,22 96,22 37,65 
ESF I 15,64 115,64 66,94 
EAGGF 9,50 9,50 6,12 
FIFG 1,11 1,11 0,87 
TOTAL 222,47 222,4 7 1 11.56 

IRELAND ERDF 498,13 498,13 391.45 
ESF 295,13 295,13 293,80 
EAGGF 154,76 154,76 167,06 
F!FG 6,19 6,19 4,00 
TOTAL 954,21 954,21 856,30 

ITALY· ERDF 1.558,98 1.558,98 875,35 
ESF 223,39 223,39 66,54 
EAGGF 411,69 411,69 216,99 
F1FG 34,57 34,57 0,00 

TOTAL 2.228,63 2.228,63 1.158.89 
NETHERLANDS ERDF 10,00 10,00 4.29 

ESF 5,00 5,00 3.46 
EAGGF 0,00 0.00 0.53 
FIFG 2,20 2,20 1,28 

TOTAL 17,20 17,20 9,56 
AUSTRIA ERDF 19,96 19,96 9,98 

ESF 5,04 5,04 2.52 
EAGGF 3,80 3.80 1,90 
FIFG 0,00 0,00 0,00 

TOTAL 28,80 28,80 14,40 

PORTliGAL ERDF 709,83 709,83 1.12},9} 

ESF 370,86 370,86 411.86 
EAGGF 275,10 275,10 86,53 
FIFG 23,93 23,93 19,Q9 
TOTAL 1.379,72 1.379,72 1.641.42 

UNITED KINGDOM ERDF 128,71 128,71 83.14 
ESF 58,87 58,87 53.27 
EAGGF 27,42 27,42 25.75 
FIFG 3,60 3,60 I ,64 
TOTAL 218,60 218,60 163,81 

TOTAL 14.513,10 14.513,10 10.715,16 

ERDF 8.960,80 8.960,80 6.648,15 

ESF 2.886,29 2.886,29 2.394,31 

EAGGF 2.395,18 2.395,18 1.591,H 
FIFG 270,83 270,83 81,21 

*Budget headings 82-1000,132-1100,82-1200,82-1300. 
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1,64 
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10.794,61 

6.651,15 
2.470,76 
1.591,42 

81,27 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Annex 1: Financial implementation by Objective in 1995 • 

Table 2: Objective 2 - CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (I 994-99) 

No1 including cany. including ~ny-cvcrs Not includmg carry~ 

overs and and overs and 

appropriations appropriations appropriations 

made available again made available again made available ayain 

jERDF o,uu u,uo 9,43 
ESF 0,00 4,63 0,00 

TOTAL 0,00 4,63 9,43 
ERDF 6,00 6,011 8,35 
ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

TOTAL 6,00 6,00 8,35 

ERDF 20,33 20,33 15,63 
ESF 17,68 17,68 10,30 

TOTAL 38,01 38,01 25,92 
ERDF 545,10 545,10 395,86 
ESF 114,11 114,11 52,10 

TOTAL 659,21 659,21 44 7,96 
ERDF 261,90 261,90 98,97 
ESF 51,19 51,19 43,15 

TOTAL 313,09 313,09 142,12 
ERDF 0,00 0,00 0,00 
ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

TOTAL 0,00 0,00 0,00 

EKVF 0,00 0,00 0.00 
ESF 0,00 0,00 0.00 

TOTAL 0,00 0,00 0.00 
ERDF 0,09 0,09 7,77 
ESF 9,06 9,06 4,53 

TOTAL 9,15 9,15 12,30 

ERDF 38,91 38,91 13,80 
ESF I 5,24 15,24 7,62 

TOTAL 54,15 54,15 21,42 
ERDF 24,80 24,80 12,40 
ESF 6,30 6,30 ~.15 

TOTAL 3 I ,I 0 31,10 15.55 
ERDF 83,22 83,22 26,78 
ESF 22,56 22,56 11.28 

TOTAL 105,78 105,78 38.06 
ERDF 352,26 352,26 22,03 
ESF 165,99 165,99 123,40 

TOTAL 518,25 518,25 145,43 

TOTAL 1.734,74 1.739,37 866,54 

ERDF 1.332,&1 1.332,61 611,01 
ESF 402,13 406,76 255,53 

*Budget headings 82-1201, 82-130!. 
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II ,75 

8,35 
0,00 

8,35 
15,63 
16,89 

32,52 

395,86 
52,10 

447,96 

98,97 
46,09 

145,06 
0,00 
0,00 

0,00 
0,00 
0,00 

0,00 
7,77 
4,53 

12,30 

13,80 
7,62 

21,42 
12,40 
3,15 

15,55 
26,78 
11,28 

38,06 

22,03 
130,93 

152.96 

885,91 

611,01 
274,90 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

UNITED KINGDOM 

TOTAL 

* Budget heading 82-1302. 

Annex I: Financial implementation by Objective in 1995 • 

Table 3: Objective 3 - CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

No1 including carry· Jnduding carry-overs No I including carry-

overs and and ovc~ and 

appropriati<lnS appropriations approprialions 

made availzbte Bl:ll!!.in made available again made IWail<'lble again 

ESF 33.39 33,39 34,24 

ESF 41,00 41,00 12,30 

ESF 48,22 48,22 96,49 

ESF 206,97 206,97 169,65 

ESF 396,80 396,80 312,88 

ESF 0,00 0,00 0.00 

ESF 3,29 3,29 3.51 

ESF 143,83 143,83 141,57 

ESF 64,06 64,06 32,03 

ESF 60,33 60,33 30.17 

ESF 73,00 73,00 36.50 

ESF 497,00 497,00 436.17 

ESF 1.567,90 1.567,90 1.306,51 
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ECU million 

Including carry-oven; 

and 

approprialions 

made available again 

42,33 

39,04 

104,48 

169,65 

312,88 

0,00 

4,00 

142,57 

32,03 

30,17 

36,50 

436,17 

1.349,82 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXE~ !BOURG 

J'o;ETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

TOTAL 

* Budget heading 132-1303. 

7th Annual Report on the Structural Funds (1995) 

Annex 1: Financial implementation by Objective in 1995 • 

Table 4: Objective 4- CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
( 1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including cany· Including carry-overs Not including carry· 
overs and and overs and 

appropriations appropriations approprialions 
made available again made avai:lable ayain made available again 

ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

ESF 5,00 5,00 2,50 

ESF (),00 0,00 0,00 

ESF 62,70 62,70 38,13 

ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,27 0,27 0,21 

---· 

ESF 0,00 0,00 0.00 

ESF I I ,70 11,70 5,85 

ESF 14,83 14,83 7.42 

ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

ESF 94,50 94,50 54,11 

ECUmillion 

l:ncluding carry-overs 

and 

appropriations 

made available again 

0,00 

2,50 

0,00 

38,13 

0,00 

0,00 

0,21 

0,00 

5,85 

7,42 

0,00 

54,11 
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• 

Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

UNITED KINGDOM 

TOTAL 

Annex I: Financial implementation by Objective in 1995 • 

Table 5: Objective S(a) agriculture- CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including carry- Including carry-overs Not including carry-

overs and and overs and 

appropriations appropriations appropriations 

made available again made available again made available again 

EAGGF 30,23 30,23 12,74 

EAGGF 16,73 16,73 16,49 

EAGGF 165,13 165,13 160,90 

EAGGF 21,10 21,10 27,64 

EAGGF 252,08 252,08 242,14 

EAGGF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

EAGGF 5,47 5,47 2,01 

EAGGF 4,89 4,89 1,96 

EAGGF 61,50 61,50 30.75 

EAGGF 61,42 61,42 30.71 

EAGGF 13,72 13,72 6,86 

EAGGF 22,80 22,80 22,43 

EAGGF 655,07 655,07 554,63 

Budget headings 82-1001, B2-1 002. 
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ECUmillion 

Including cany-overs 

and 

appropriations 

made available again 

12,74 

16,49 

160,90 

27,64 

242,14 

0,00 

2,01 

1,96 

30,75 

30,71 

6,86 

22,43 

554,63 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

UNITED KINGDO~I 

TOTAL 

* Budget heading !32-ll 0 I. 

7th Annual Report on the Structural Funds (1995) 

Annex I: Financial implementation by Objective in 1995 • 

Table 6: Objective S(a) fisheries- CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including carry- Including carry-overs Not includtng carry-

overs and and overs and 

appropriations appropnations appropriations 

made available again made available again made available asain 

F!FG 0,00 0,00 I ,29 

FIFG 23,28 23,28 18,63 

FIFG 12,46 12,46 9,93 

FIFG 19.90 19,90 0,00 

FIFG 3 I,62 31,62 25,31 

FIFG 22,37 22,37 0.00 

F!FG 0,89 0,89 0,00 

FIFG I ,40 1,40 2.33 

FIFG 2,00 2,00 0,10 

FIFG 23,00 23,00 6.90 

FIFG 40,00 40,00 12,00 

FIFG 0,11 0,11 4,43 

FIFG 177,02 177,02 81,02 

ECUmillion 

Including carry-overs 

and 

appropnations 

made available again 

1,29 

18,63 

9,93 

0,00 

25,31 

0,00 

0,00 

2,33 

0,20 

6,90 

12,00 

4,43 

81,02 
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• 

Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

UNITED KINGDO~I 

Annex 1: Financial implementation by ObjectiYe in 1995 • 

Table 7: Objective S(b)- CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

No1 induding earry- Jncluding c.arry-cvers No[ including c!rry-

overs and and D\'ers and 

appropriations appropriations appropriations 

made available again made available again made available again 

ERDF 4,82 4,82 2,41 
ESF 1,55 1,55 0,77 
EAGGF 2,79 2,79 I ,40 

TOTAL 9,16 9,16 4,58 
ERDF 3,36 3,36 2,45 
ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 
EAGGF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

TOTAL 3,36 3,36 2,45 
ERDF 49,48 49,48 I 5,54 
ESF 5,10 5,10 4,26 
EAGGF 81,19 81,19 5 I ,4 I 

TOTAL 135,77 135,77 71,21 
ERDF 25,22 25.22 26,00 
ESF 5,30 5,30 3,21 
EAGGF 58,06 58,06 52,48 

TOTAL 88,58 88,58 81 ,69 
ERDF 45,02 45,02 27.77 
ESF 29,73 29,73 18.21 
EAGGF 35,70 35,70 30.59 

TOTAL I 10,46 I 10,46 76,57 
ERDF 12,41 12,4 I 6,20 
ESF 3,27 3,27 1,64 
EAGGF 15,83 15,83 7,91 

TOTAL 3 I ,50 31,50 15,75 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 0,21 
ESF 0,00 0,00 0,00 
EAGGF 0,00 0,00 0,00 

TOTAL 0,00 0,00 0.21 
ERDF 1,94 I ,94 7,40 
ESF 0,92 0,92 0,46 
EAGGF 4,45 4,45 1,59 

TOTAL 7,31 7,31 9,45 

ERDF 33,34 33,34 16,67 
ESF 13,68 13,68 6,84 
EAGGF 3!,30 31,30 15,65 

TOTAL 78,33 78,33 39,16 
ERDF 16,03 16,03 7,78 
ESF 5,18 5,18 2,59 
EAGGF I 1,60 11,60 5,56 

TOTAL 32,81 32,81 15.94 

ERDF 36,78 36,78 22,68 
ESF 29,24 29,24 19,42 
EAGGF 8,57 8,57 4,i9 

TOTAL 74,59 74,59 46,39 

TOTAL 571,86 ~71,86 363,4! 

ERDF 228,39 228,39 135,13 

ESF 93,97 93,97 57,40 

EAGGF 249,50 249,50 170,89 

Budget headings B2-l 003, 82-1202, 82-1304. 
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ECUmillion 

tnduding carry-overs 

and 

appropriations 

made available again 

2,41 
0,77 
I ,40 

4,58 

2,45 
0,00 
0,00 

2,45 

I 5,54 
4,26 

51.4 I 

71,21 

26,00 
3,21 

52,48 

8 I ,69 

27.77 
18,21 
30,59 

76.57 

6,20 
1,64 
7,91 

I 5,75 

0,21 
0,00 
0,00 

0,21 

7,40 
0.46 
1,59 

9,45 

16,67 
6,84 

I 5,65 

39.16 
7,78 

2.59 
5,56 

15,94 

22,68 
19,42 

4,29 

46,39 

363,41 

135,13 
57,40 

170,89 
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Member State 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

Annex 1: Financial implementation by Objective in 1995 • 

Table 8: Objective 6 - CSF 

fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including CIUT)'· Including carry~vers Not including carry· 

overs and and overs and 

appropriations appropriations appropriations 

made available again made available again made available again 

ERDF 22,40 22,40 11,20 
ESF 21,10 21,10 10,55 
EAGGF 36,80 36,80 18,40 
FIFG 0,70 0,70 0,35 

TOTAL 81,00 81,00 40,50 
ERDF 21,86 21,86 10,93 
ESF 11,39 11,39 5,70 
EAGGF 10,94 10,94 5,47 
FIFG 0,73 0,73 0,37 

TOTAL 44,92 44,92 22,46 

TOTAL 125,92 125,91 62,96 

FEDEil 44,26 44,26 22,13 
FSE 32,49 31,49 16,15 
FEOGA 47,74 47,74 23,87 
!FOP 1,43 1,43 0,72 

*Budget headings 132-1004, B2-1102, B2-1203, B2-1305. 

ECUmillion 

lncludtng carry-()vers 

and 
appropriations 

made available again 

11,20 
10,55 
18,40 
0,35 

40,50 

10,93 
5,70 
5,47 
0,37 

22,46 

62,96 

22,13 
16,25 
23,87 

0,72 
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Annex II: Financial implementation by Objective, 1994-95 • 

Table 1: Objective 1- CSF 

Member State Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including carry. Including carry-overs Not including carry~ 

overs and and overs and 

appropriations approprialions appropriations 
made availab-le again made available again made D'llailable again 

BELGIUM 1''-KUI- 67,93 67,93 53,75 
ESF 24,70 24,70 12,35 
EAGGF 14,00 14,00 6,08 
FfFG 0,37 0,37 0,19 
TOTAL 107,00 107,00 72,36 

jGERMANY ERDF I .844,97 I .844,97 1.027,06 
ESF 1.166,51 1.166,51 852,73 
EAGGF 861,60 861,60 578,67 
FIFG 19,00 19,00 11,60 
TOTAL 3.892,08 3.892,08 2.470,05 

!GREECE ERDF 3.151,22 3.151,22 1.847,77 
ESF 684,71 684,71 411,53 
EAGGF 699,19 699,19 518,12 
FIFG 37,10 37,10 14,24 
TOTAL 4.572,2~ 4.572,22 2.791,66 

SPAIN EKUF 5.367,19 5.367,19 3.582,35 
ESF 1.666,10 1.666,10 1.166,94 
EAGGF 979,67 979,67 668,62 
FIFG 304,46 304,46 109,22 
TOTAL 8.317,41 8.317,41 5.527,13 

FRANCE ERDF 236,69 236,69 107,89 
ESF 185,46 185,46 101,85 
EAGGF 69,21 69,21 .17,65 
FIFG 6,30 6,30 3,46 
TOTAL 497,67 497,67 250,86 

IHELMW ERDF 748,60 748,60 568,45 
ESF 619,31 619,31 539,59 
EAGGF 332,56 332,56 285,46 
FIFG 9,19 9,19 5,50 
TOTAL I .709,66 1.709,66 1.398,99 

ITALY ERDF 2.018,14 2.018,14 1.087,57 
ESF 462,35 462,35 186,02 
EAGGF 477,78 477,78 251,6; 
FIFG 66,54 66,54 15,99 
TOTAL 3.024,80 3.024,80 1.541.22 

N ETII ERLANDS ERDF 24,30 24,30 11,44 
ESF 8,20 8.20 5,06 
EAGGF 1,90 1,90 1.55 
FIFG 2.80 2,80 1,58 
TOTAL 37,20 37,20 19.63 

AUSTRIA ERDF 19,96 19,96 9,98 
ESF 5,04 5,04 2.52 
EAGGF 3,80 3,80 1.90 
FIFG 0,00 0,00 0.00 
TOTAL 28,80 28,80 14,40 

PORTUGAL ERDJ· 2.925,37 2.925,37 2.161,09 
ESF 795,89 795,89 624.37 
EAGGF 776,14 776,14 419,6.1 
FIFG 52,01 52,01 33,14 
TOTAL 4.549,40 4.549,40 3.238,23 

UNITED KINGDOM ERDF 301,24 301,24 169,41 
ESF 162,11 162,11 104,89 
EAGGF 59,91 59,91 52.69 
FIFG 9,06 9,06 4,37 
TOTAL 532,32 532,32 331,36 

TOTAL 27.268,56 27.268,56 17.655,89 

ERDF 16.705,60 16.705,60 10.626,76 
ESF 5.780,37 5.780,37 4.007,85 
EAGGF 4.275,75 4.275,75 2.822,01 
FIFG 506,84 506,84 199,28 

• Budget headings 132-1000, 132-1100. 132-1200, ll2- I 300. 
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ECUmillion 

Including carry-ove~ 

and 

appropriations 
made avallable again 

53,75 
19,76 
6,08 
0,19 

79,77 
1.027,06 

852,73 
578,67 

1f,60 
2.470,05 
1.847,77 

411,53 
518,12 

14,24 
2.791,66 
3.582,35 
1.166,94 

691,08 
109,22 

5.549,60 
107,89 
130,65 
37,65 

3,46 
279,66 
568,45 
539,76 
285.46 

5,50 
1.399,16 
I .087,57 

200,27 
251,65 

15,99 
1.555,47 

11,44 
5,06 
1,55 
1,58 

19,63 
9,98 
2,52 
1,90 
0,00 

14,40 
2.161,09 

650,18 
419,63 

33,14 
3.264,05 

169,41 
104,89 
52,69 

4,37 
331,36 

17.754,80 

I0.626,76 
4.084,30 
2.844,47 

199,28 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

. 1\.USTRIA 

Fll'\LAND 

SWEDEN 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Annex II: Financial implementation by Objective, 1994-95 • 

Table 2: Objective 2 - CSF 

Fund Commitments Pn)·ments 
(1994-96) (1994-96) 

Not including carry- Including carry-overs Not including carry-

overs and and overs and 

appropriations approp-iations appropriations 
made available again made available again made av!.ilab!e again 

ERDF 49,12 49,12 24,39 
ESF 8,41 13,04 2,61 

TOTAL 57,53 62,16 27,00 
ERDF 24,84 24,84 17,77 
ESF 5,45 5,45 2.23 

TOTAL 30,29 30,29 19,99 
ERDF 198,05 198,05 104,49 
ESF 88,80 88,80 45,85 

TOTAL 286,85 286,85 150,34 
ERDF 545,10 545,10 395,86 
ESF 114,11 114,11 52,10 

TOTAL 659,21 659,21 447,96 
ERDF 751,68 751,68 326,44 
ESF 152,71 152,71 93,91 

TOTAL 904,39 904.39 420.35 
-

FEDER 239,29 239,29 119,65 
FSE 60,66 60,66 30,33 

TOTAL 299,95 299,95 149,97 
ERDF 6,03 6,03 3.01 
ESF 1,94 1,94 0,97 

TOTAL 7,97 7,97 3,99 
ERDF 66,95 66,95 33,48 
ESF 38,07 38,07 19,03 

TOTAL I 05.D2 I 05,02 52.51 
ERDF 38,91 38,91 13.80 
ESF 15,24 15,24 7,62 

TOTAL 54,15 54,15 21,42 
ERDF 24,80 24,80 12,40 
ESF 6,30 6,30 3,15 

TOTAL 31 ,I 0 31,10 15,55 
ERDF 83,22 83,22 26,78 
ESF 22,56 22,56 11,28 

TOTAL 105,78 105,78 38,06 
ERDF 903,52 903,52 297,66 
ESF 346,53 346,53 213,67 

TOTAL 1.250,05 1.250,05 511 ·" 

TOTAL 3.79Z,28 3.796,91 1.858,47 

ERDF 2.931,52 2.931,52 1.375, 72 
ESF 860,76 865,39 481,75 

• Budget heudings 82-120 l, B2-l30 I. 

ECU million 

Including carry-overs 

and 

appropriations 

made available aga\n 

24,39 
4,93 

29,31 

17,77 
2,23 

19,99 
104,49 
52,45 

156,94 

395,86 
52,10 

447,96 
326,44 

96,85 

423,29 
119,65 
30.33 

149,97 

3,01 
0,97 

3,99 

33,48 
19,03 

52,51 

13,80 
7,62 

21,42 

12,40 
3,15 

15,55 

26,78 
11,28 

38,06 

297,66 
221,20 

518.85 

1.877,84 

1.375,72 
502,13 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

UNITED KINGDOM 

TOTAL 

Annex II: Financial implementation by Objective, 1994-95 * 

Table 3: Objective 3 - CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including carry- Including carry--ov-en; Not including carry-

oven. and and overs and 
appropriations appropriations appropria6ons 

made available again made available again made available at-a in 

ESF 97,76 97,76 66,42 

ESF 85,00 85,00 47,50 

ESF 307,77 307,77 226,27 

ESF 426,59 426,59 244,54 

ESF 77(40 778,40 503,68 

ESF 200,47 200,47 100,23 

ESF 6,46 6,46 5,09 

ESF 282,27 282,27 253.32 

ESF 64,06 64,06 32,03 

ESF 60,33 60,33 30,17 

ESF 73,00 73,00 36,50 

ESF 975,00 975,00 818,57 

ESF 3.357, II 3.357,11 2.364,33 

*Budget heading 82-1302. 

ECUmillion 

Jncluding carry-overs 

and 

appropriation1 
made available again 

74,51 

74,24 

234,26 

244,54 

503,68 

100,23 

5,59 

253,32 

32,03 

30,17 

36,50 

818,57 

2.407,64 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPA liN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

TOTAL 

Annex II: Financial implementation by Objective, 1994-95 • 

Table 4: Objective 4 - CSF 

Fund Commitments Pa)·ments 

(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including carry- Includlng carry-overs Not including carry-

overs and ••d overs .and 

appropriations appropriaElons appropriations 

made available again made available again made ava1lable again 

ESF 4,63 4,63 2,32 

ESF 6,00 6,00 3,00 

ESF 29,61 29,61 14,81 

ESF 118,10 I 18,10 65,83 

ESF 95,39 95.39 47.70 

ESF 60.61 60,61 30,3 I 

ESF 0,53 0,53 OJ4 

ESF 22,23 22.23 I I ,11 

ESF 11,70 I I ,70 5.85 

ESF 14,83 14,83 7,42 

ESF 0,00 0,00 0.00 

ESF 363,63 363,63 188,68 

*Budget heading 82-1303. 

ECUmillion 

Including carry-overs 

aod 

appmpriaticns 
made available again 

2,32 

3,00 

14,81 

65,83 

47,70 

30,3 I 

0,34 

I 1,12 

5,85 

7,42 

0,00 

188,68 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

-

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

LIN !TED K1NGD0~1 

TOTAL 

Annex II: Financial implementation by Objective, 1994-95 • 

Table 5: Objective S(a) agriculture- CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not including carry- Including carry-overs Not including carry-

overs and and oven and 
appropriations appropriations appropriations 

made available again made available again made available again 

EAGGF 53,03 53,03 16.51 

EAGGF 38,67 38.67 19.19 

EAGGF 322,72 322,72 209,82 

EAGGF 77,41 77,41 55,81 

EAGGF 518,73 518,73 242,97 

EAGGF 117.47 117,47 58,73 

EAGGF 12.22 12,22 5,37 

EAGGF 25.27 25,27 12.15 

EAGGF 61,50 61,50 ~0.75 

EAGGF 61,42 61.42 30,71 

EAGGF 13,72 13,72 6.86 

EAGGF 85,16 85,!6 41.73 

EAGGF 1.387,32 1.387,32 730,60 

279 

ECU million 

Including cany--overs 

•nd 

appropriations 

made available again 

16,51 

19,19 

209,82 

55,81 

242,97 

58,73 

5,37 

12,15 

30,75 

30,71 

6.86 

41,73 

730,60 

Budget headings 132-1001, !32-1002 (not including budget heading !32-1000-Structural actions directly linked to markets policy 
(only in 1994 - ECU 43.65 million in commitments and in payments) and reimbursements under reg.(EEC) No 2328/91 
corresponding to the year 1993 (ECU 356.6 million in commitments and ECU 417.02 million in pnyments). 
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Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

AUSTRIA 

FINLAND 

SWEDEN 

UNITED KINGDOM 

TOTAL 

Annex II: Financial implementation by Objective, 1994-95 • 

Table 6: Objective S(a) fisheries- CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 

(1994-99) (1994-99) 
Not including carry· (ncluding carry-uvcrs Not including carry-

overs. and and overs and 
appropriations appropria'Cions appropriations 

made available aszin made available again made available again 

FIFG 4,08 4,08 3,33 

FIFG 46,59 46,59 30,29 

FIFG 24,87 24,87 16,13 

FIFG 39,83 39,83 9,97 

FIFG 63,27 63,27 41,13 

FlFG 44,77 44,77 11,20 

FIFG 1,10 1,10 0,11 

FIFG 9,16 9,16 6,21 

FIFG 2,00 2,00 0.20 

FIFG 23,00 23,00 6,901 

FIFG 40,00 40,00 12,00 

FIFG 14,78 14,78 11,82 

FlFG 313,45 313,45 149,28 

• Budg~t beading l32-ll 01. 

ECUmillion 

[ncluding carry-overs 

and 

appropriations 

made available again 

3,33 

30,29 

16,13 

9,97 

41,13 

11.20 

0,11 

6,21 

0,20 

6,90 

12,00 

11.82 

149,28 
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Table 7: Objective S(b)- CSF 

Member State Fund Commitments Payments 
(1994-99) (1994-99) 

Not induding carry- Jnduding carry..aver:s Nol including carry-
overs. and and cvers and 

appropriations appropriations appropriations 
made available again made avaiiable again made available again 

BELGIUM ERDF 4,82 4,82 2,41 
ESF 1,55 I ,55 0,77 
EAGGF 2,79 2,79 1,40 

TOTAL 9,16 9,16 4,58 
DENMARK ERDF 5,93 5,93 3,74 

ESF 1,29 1,29 0,64 
EAGGF 2,51 2,57 1,29 

TOTAL 9,79 9,79 5,66 
GERMANY ERDF 99,04 99,04 40,32 

ESF 27,46 27,46 15,44 
EAGGF 135,24 135,24 78,44 

TOTAL 261,74 261,74 134,20 
~PAIN ERDF 44,65 44,65 35,72 

ESF 13,29 13,29 7,21 
EAGGF 104,15 104,15 75,52 

TOTAL 162,09 162,09 I 18,44 
FRAI':CE ERDF 157,1 I 157,11 83,81 

ESF 64,71 64,71 35,70 
EAGGF I 51,36 I 51,36 88,42 

TOTAL 373,18 373,18 207,93 
!TAL\' ERDF 43,86 43,86 21,93 

ESF 14,35 14,35 7,18 
EAGGF 48,78 48,78 24.39 

TOTAL 107,00 107,00 53.50 
LUXEMBOURG ERDF 0,43 0,43 0,21 

ESF 0,11 0,11 0,05 
EAGGF 0,30 0,30 0,15 

TOTAL 0,84 0,84 0,42 
NETHERLANDS ERDF 14,02 14,02 7.40 

ESF 2,22 2,22 1,11 
EAGGF 9,3 7 9,37 4.05 

TOTAL 25,61 25,61 12,56 
AUSTRIA ERDF 33,34 33,34 16,67 

ESF 13,68 13,68 6,84 
EAGGF 31,30 31,30 15.65 

TOTAL 78,33 78,33 39.16 
FINLAND ERDF 16,03 16,03 7,78 

ESF 5,18 5,18 2,59 
EAGGF 11,60 11,60 5,56 

TOTAL 32,81 32,81 15,94 
liN IT ED KINGDOM ERDF 66,36 66,36 37.48 

ESF 36,47 36,47 23.04 
EAGGF 17,&7 17,87 8,93 

TOTAL 120,70 120,70 69,45 

TOTAL 1.181,25 1.181,25 661,85 

ERDF 485,60 485,60 257,48 

ESF 180,31 180,31 100,57 

EAGGF 515,34 515,34 303,81 

* Budget headings B2-1003, B2-1202, B2-1304. 
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ECUmillion 

Including carry-overs 

and 

appropriations 

made available again 

2,41 
0,77 
1,40 

4,58 
3,74 
0,64 
1,29 

5,66 

40,32 
15,44 
78,44 

134,20 

35,72 
7,21 

75,52 

118,44 
83,81 
35,70 
88,42 

207,93 
21,93 

7,18 
24,39 

53,50 
0,21 
0,05 
0,15 

0,42 
7,40 
1,11 
4,05 

12,56 

16,67 
6,84 

15,65 

39,16 
7,78 
2,59 
5,56 

15,94 
37,48 
23,04 
8,93 

69,45 

661,85 

257,48 
100,57 
303,8\ 
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Member State 

WINLAND 

SWEDEN 

Annex II: Financial implementation by Objective, 1994-95 • 

Table 8: Objective 6 - CSF 

Fund Commitments Payments 
(1995-99) (1995-99) 

No I inctuding carry· Including carry-overs Not induding carry-
overs and and overs and 

appropriations appropriations appropriations 
made available again made 1!1\'ailablc again made available again 

ERDF 22,40 22,40 11,20 
ESF 21,10 21,10 10,55 
EAGGF 36,80 36,80 18,40 
F1FG 0,70 0,70 0,35 

TOTAL 81,00 - 81,00 40,50 
ERDF 21,86 21,86 10,93 
ESF 11,39 11,39 5,70 
EAGGF 10,94 10,94 5,47 
FIFG 0,73 0,73 0,37 

TOTAL 44,92 44,92 22,46 

TOTAL 125,92 125,92 62,96 

ERDF 44,26 44,26 22,13 
ESF 32,49 32,49 16,25 
EAGGF 47,74 47,74 23,87 
FIFG 1,43 1,43 0,72 

* Budget he~dings B2-1 004, B2-ll 02, 112-1203, 132-1305. 

ECUmillion 

Including carry-overs 

and 

appropriations 

made available again 

11,20 
10,55 
18,40 
0,35 

40,50 

10,93 
5,70 
5,47 
0,37 

22,46 

62,96 

22,13 
16,25 
23,87 

0,72 
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Annex III: Financial implementation of the Community Initiatives, 1994-95 

Table 1: Presentation by Community Initiative 

Community 

lnhi.atives 

(number orCJP,:) 

ADAPT(I7) 

Belgium 

Waf/rmia 

Flamler.\· 

Denmuk 

Grrmany 

Grrec:e 

Spa~n 

France 

Ireland 

lcnly 

Lur.embourg 

Netherlands 

Austria 

Porrugal 

Finland 

Sweden 

United Kingdom 

Great Bntain 

Norlhem lrda~~ti 

EMPLOYMENT (17) 

Belgium 

IValhmia 

Flundl!l.~ 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

lr~l.and 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Nethrrhmds 

Austria 

PorlugAI 

Finlaod 
·-
S"'cdrn 

·-------
Uniled Kingdom 

G11!ai/Jrilum 

Norlhcm Jrt'luntl 

LEADER (68) • 

Germany 

!JaJeu-Wiirllt:mher~ 

!Ja\•aria 

Eu.l'(t•m flcrlin 

!JratulenhurK 

He.u~ 

}.1i!d·Jcuhurt;-Wt•.\fL'III Pomerwriu 

J.m••t•r Saxo11y 

North llhim•-Wf!.llphafia 

Rhi!idmtJ-J>alaana/e 

Smtrlund 

~\l.t>:(my 

Sa:mny-A11!1U/t 

17mrh~giu 

3.010,89 

91,9S 

5/,29 

40,65 

6S,68 

480,43 

44,59 

403,24 

622,51 

28,27 

360,49 

o,:ao 
141,80 

25,7:5 

29,17 

41,90 

11,12 

650,60 

M5,83 

.f,i; 

2.738,61 

70,19 

43,53 

.26,66 

20,68 

197,53 

83,15 

576,7S 

384,41 

99,49 

589,08 

0,60 

90,86 

49,37 

55,55 

66,25 

39,89 

314,85 

]f}(i, ~6 

JR,OY 

3.092,11 

382,40 

IU6 

113.45 

0,40 

33,fl': 

11.19 

1Y.31 

40,09 

/1,':'(1 

15,./H 

./,20 

35.J5 

2fi,J.I 

21J,69 

'1ncludmg networks (comm1tmen1s: ECU 3.7 m1ll1on, payments ECU 2,9 m1lllon) 

1.44.C,87 307,66 21% IS2,61 

31,20 5,69 18'Yo 2,85 

/6,U 3,04 Jl)% 1,52 

/4,96 2.66 18% 1,33 

29,SO 5,31 181Y. 2,66 

221,10 41,91 19'1. 21,46 

30,10 7,14 24'Y. 3,S7 

256,40 48,1-0 19% 24,05 

249,70 46,94 19% 23,47 

21,20 3,90 18% 1,9S 

190,00 36,10 19°/o 18,05 

0,30 0~05 J8•;. 0,03 

57,55 11,51 20% 5,76 

ll,S1 11,57 too•t. 5,19 

21,00 3,99 19•;. 2,00 

19,70 19,70 too•;. 8,64 

11,25 11,25 lOOY. 5,63 

286,60 53,49 19°/o 26,75 

2.13,50 53,/8 /IJ% 26,59 

3,10 0,31 /0% 0,16 

1.524,1S 308,87 20%1 154,23 

31,10 11,69 68°/o 10,85 

1~,89 19,89 /00% 9,95 

12,21 1.~0 15% 0,90 

1,0,56 1,61 15•;. 0,80 

156,80 23,14 15'Y. 11,57 

64,40 8,04 12% 4,02 

386,60 58,63 IS% 29,31 

146,50 22,27 15•/. 11,13 

76,10 7,61 lQ•;. 3,61 

348,70 51,47 t5•; .. 25,73 

0,.)0 0,30 too-; .. 0,15 

42,44 4,24 lo•;. 1,12 

13,01 13,01 100•;. 11,51 

40,30 5,67 14"/. 2,83 

29,15 29,15 100"/. 14,58 

20,69 20,69 100''1. 10,3S 

146,50 31,36 21% 15,68 

/34,60 ](J,.J'; 15% JrJ,U 

11.~0 /0,8~ ()/% 5.~~ 

1.241,44 468,76 38'Yoj 132,71 

169,79 124,57 73% 38,82 

5,68 5,67 100% co 
41,05 6,118 J..i% 3,0~ 

O,U O,U /00% rt.o-:: 

18,83 r.21 Yl% 5.22 

fi,20 5,(.1 !J()% /,fiX 

/5,56 15.25 !JX% .J,59 

18,84 /8,21 !J-% 5,-ltJ 

3,54 3,54 lOU% 1,06 

H. 55 X. 55 100% 1,5~ 

I.H2 /,21 (j~% 11,3(, 

IH,OJ IH.IO J()(J% 5,45 

15,56 Jl,fl3 -j% 3,fi2 

13,92 JJ,2fl 05% .J,fiO 

285 

50~. 

SO% 

50% 

50% 

so•;. 
SO% 

so•;. 
50% 

~0'/o 

50% 

so•.t. 
50% 

50% 

~o·;. 

so•;. 
44°.1. 

SO% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

so•1. 
50% 

50% 

5o•;. 

so•t. 
50% 

so•,<, 
5D"Ao 

47'/. 

50% 

so•;. 
so•;. 
50% 

50% 

50% 

so•;. 

50'/ .. 

50% 

50% 

28-J. 

31% 

30% 

50% 

J/1% 

30% 

JU% 

30% 

3fJ% 

JfJ% 

30% 

.30% 

30% 

3/% 

30% 
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Table 1: Presentation by Community Initiative (ctd.) 

Community 

lnieiati~es 

(number of CIP1) 

Greece 

Spain 

Andalusia 

Aragon 

A.\'11/ria . ..-

JJalearic /.!'land( 

Canary /.\laud."' 

('antabria 

CaMile-La MaJ,t.:ha 

Cmlile-U:Iin 

Catalonia 

Extremadura 

Galicia 

Uioja 

MaJriJ 

Murcia 

Numrre 

/Ja,WJill! ('mmtry 

Valencia 

France 

.AquilaiJie 

A111>ergm• 

J.mt•er Normandy 

JJurJ..:!IIIdy 

Jlrillauy 

Conk a 

Franche-( 'oru/rJ 

l.un~ur:doc:-H.cm.\,,i(ltm 

/.immr~in 

l'oiloii·Char~·!I/('S 

ln·lnnd 

llnly 

Ahr11:::i 

11a:.ilh.·ut/J 

/Jtt/::ann 

('u/uhrw 

('um,ania 

F:,mrlio·UimtaJ,:Itt:r 

1-iiuli-l'en~::w Umlit~ 

A;mhu 

SarJima 

nr,\CQIIY 

l/mhria 

l63,6G 

1.161,93 

U9,19 

/30,40 

35,53 

11.27 

30,HI 

/9,H9 

142,63 

/21,8H 

fi8,10 

56,/l 

ll9,r 

/R,40 

/l,/5 

U,26 

:!J,./7 

12,63 

318,97 

38.51 

31,/9 

2J,Hl 

ci.IY 

18,52 

165,58 

435,96 

30,33 

JY,/0 

19,}0 

r.-1 

51.32 

N.S.J 

148,00 

JS4,81 

68,8/ 

27,48 

!3,00 

3,13 

/2,33 

6,l/ 

41.00 

53,50 

/3,62 

14,00 

~3.lf2 

3,68 

3,60 

9,52 

Ml 

],.J7 

23N 

112,89 

17,23 

12. ex 
10,/J 

X,SJ 

J.I,IJY 

3,05 

5. -, 

/.J,JI) 

15,04 

9,83 

12,06 

67,92 

183,10 

15,9~ 

/-.J,5~ 

·UW 

13.15 

25.82 

rJ,J5 

./,1)1} 

}(.,(.0 

J2.r 

J../,111 

.V,../1 

22,56 

111,10 

9,85 

N,/8 

12.51 

3,0~ 

.1.H5 

0.9~ 

4,47 

9,60 

2.11 

11,ll 

l,!HJ 

JJ3 

3,36 

1.~4 

./,}';" 

1.31 

3.11 

95,56 

!5,0(i 

II.Y6 

9,11 

-,-IS 

-1,}6 

3,05 

.J,I)-

12,% 

I.J,5a 

X,O/ 

..J,22 

7,50 

18,61 

fo,OJ ,-, 
../,Ui 

5,% 

2.--

IJ,(ol) 

0,30 

r.,O../ 

0.5-:

(/,{10 

0,00 

96% 

!Jb'% 

1.5% 

15% 

1/% 

/H% 

/(,% 

!JJ% 

YJ% 

}S% 

!J.J% 

/3% 

,..-% 
!J-.1% 

YO% 

30% 

100% 

}o,'(o%1 
WI%! 

:;:.11 
35% 

II% 

~3% 

0% 

IJ% 

Valh• J'A()IfU /,SJ 0,./7 0,2!f 5Y% 
·--------- _, ___ .. ___ -------- ---------;-;;-; -----1-------- ---
LUI.I'mbourg 4,85 1.01 1,01 too•;. 
-------------- -----·-------·- ------1--------- ·-
Ncthl'rhmds 35,11 8,46 8,18 97•1.,. 

/)rt'llllll! 

Ffewdaml 

,\'urth11 "'' Fltl'.\lunJ/.Votlhwo/ ( i1o11ing··t1 

,'\'orth'Ht'.liFril'.\"md 

Au~lria- Bur:~tt'nland 

Porh1gal 

6,50 

156.80 

/,115 

2.11 

2,65 

1;5'7 

117,59 

/,05 

1,(12 

2,50 

2,61 

2.01 

6,74 

J(UJ% 

11,18 

34,86 

4.93 

4,51 

2,45 

/,22 

0,9] 

0,-18 

1,24 

.J,h'O 

1,06 

4,39 

I.J5 

/,03 

/,01 

0,87 

1,25 

0,69 

1,56 

15.~3 

us 
2,/J 

0,50 

1,5} 

1.18 

0,5.J 

l,.JY 

0,1)0 

J,/2 

1,53 

J.r 
3,75 

14,00 

3,02 

O)Ui 

ur: 
2,YX 

1,38 

0,34 

fl./5 

J.a: 

0,21) 

0,00 

U,IJO 

O,OX 

0,41 

1,45 

0,32 

0,60 

o.-.5 
o. -x 
O,lJ 

3,59 

Jt•J., 

50% 

19% 

20% 

40% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

SO% 

10% 

50% 

30% 

30% 

50% 

30% 

30% 

50% 

16% 

H% 

)8% 

5% 

]0% 

30% 

/8% 

JO% 

12% 

/9% 

30% 

49•/. 

SO% 

50% 

U% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

j()% 

50% 

50% 

30% 

40•;. 

JV% 

30% 

30% 

l6o/o 

53% 
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Table 1: Presentation by Community Initiative (ctd.) 

United Kingdom 

F.l1glami 

Communiry 

Initiatives 

(number ofCIPs) 

Highlands am/ blond.o; 

Nurrhem Irela~rd 

Wales 

Scolland 

Networks 

PESCA (Ill 

Belgium 

Deomnk 

Germany 

Greece 

Spatn 

France 

lr~land 

Haly 

Netherlands 

Por~ugal 

United Kingdom 

SME(21) 

Belgium -Wallonia 

Ge:rmany 
Bu,•aria 

H.:rlin 

flrt!mt!n 

AJt•ckl.:nhurg- We;>h•rfl Ponwruniu 

N11rfh Rhim.•-IVl'MplwNa 

Suxtu~r 

.\'arony-Arrlw}l 

71mringiu 

Grttce 

Fnnc'e 
('ur.\it.:a 

Hainaul 

Ohj,•cJiw 2 attd 5{h) ar('a_, 

Ireland 

Ndhcrbnds 

PorEugal 

Unit~Cd Ki:ngdo m 

HighlmuJ.,· 

Northl!rll !relm1J 

~Vcorlantl 

Wcrh!s 

RECiiAR(26l 

Dr-lgium 

Chcikh·t 

l.imlmrg 

GC"rm.nny 

/..tJH't•rS.a:umy 

Nonh R!Jim•-ll't'.\ll'lwlia 

160,37 

57,78 

27,91 

31,47 

/8,83 

U,3N 

605,89 

4,25 

48,64 

54,63 

95,66 

81~33 

12,18 

81,19 

34,18 

47,17 

84,65 

1.025,!51 

14,22 

356,25 

/1},(,,1( 

36,20 

8,Y./ 

3,./0 

35,38 

JJ,().j 

YY,6-

(d,NV 

57,45 

156,86 

139,22 

/5,75 

15,/4 

98,33 

53,20 

26,86 

235,90 

6,Wi 

//,10 

/9,C/ 

5,12 

900,17 

58,05 

J.xr. 

5fi,JY 

400,81 

3,30 

280,-1/ 

66,20 

25,85 

/1,96 

/1,35 

8,61 

8,41 

252,99 

2,00 

16,40 

23,00 

27,10 

41,50 

28,30 

6,70 

34,17 

10,80 

25,60 

37,42 

491,25 

9,41 

156,83 

6,97 

1./,6/ 

0,9-

/,/6 

JR,30 

./l,NO 

35,/0 

ZY,OO 

8J,JJ 

58,49 

3,04 

6,19 

.J9,J": 

28,79 

10,34 

123,98 

20,09 

3,0./ 

6,20 

H,52 

],J3 

318.-01 

15,68 

0,113 

u.-s 
12&,38 

1,65 

M,-15 

56,16 

12,40 

8,84 

Y, -o 
i,58 

'i,6.J 

3,75 

53,11 

0,33 

2,73 

3,83 

4,51 

6,91 

18,78 

1,11 

4,42 

1,15 

5,07 

lOJ,Sl 

7,49 

101,20 

6,Y:"" 

14,6/ 

O.Y~ 

1.16 

l.J,6j 

-,Y2 

./,39 

21,52 

lY,OIJ 

10,45 

15,41 

2,60 

6,l!J 

6,53 

26,49 

9,54 

13.22 

19,74 

3,0./ 

fi.20 

R,52 

J,9H 

172,52 

15,68 

0,93 

u,-5 

VI% 

21% 

17% 

17"!. 

17~. 

17"/o 

66"1. 

17"1. 

13"/o 

ll "!. 

17% 

14"1. 

41% 

80% 

65"/o 

100% 

J(I(J% 

/(1(1% 

/O(i% 

SO% 

}OIJ% 

10% 

61% 

J(lfl% 

IJ'Yo 

26'1 .. 

N5% 

J!W% 

lJ% 

91"!. 

II% 

98% 

100% 

}()(}% 

1110% 

X5% 

too•; .. 
}{}(}% 

/f)ll% 

IJ% 

4,82 

/,47 

/,U 

O,NI 

0,63 

2,88 

17,16 

0,17 

1,92 

2,26 

3,46 

0,00 

0,56 

2,21 

0,58 

2,13 

2,54 

67,71 

2,25 

30,85 

2,0Y 

4,48 

(1,-111 

fl,35 

-1.rs 
3,96 

2,20 

Z.YR 

Y,ti5 

5,23 

4,62 

0,-8 

/,NY 

1,96 

7,95 

6,61 

7,J4 

0,96 

J,/0 

2.M 

0,5!J 

75,60 

7,84 

o,.r 
-.38 

26,80 

O,HJ 

3,1i"; 

287 

9"1. 

7% 

13% 

H% 

1/% 

8% 

77% 

50"/. 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

0% 

50"t. 

50"t. 

50% 

30% 

30% 

J/% 

50 'Yo 

30% 

3~% 

50% 

50% 

14% 

Jj% 

~0% 

30% 

30% 

30% 

3(1% 

30% 

37% 

3/% 

50% 

32% 

30% 

48"/ .. 

50% 

50% 
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Table 1: Presentation by Community Initiative (ctd.) 

Community 

Initiatives 

(number or CIPs) 

Saarland 

SarfJny 

,\'ar!IID-'MAnholt 

nwrm}:ta 

Gree(e 

Fnmce 
!Jr1rgrwJy 

/..tJIIJ;Uedoc-Rou.\sillmJ 

Lorrai11e 

MiJi-l'yri!mh•s 

Prow:nce-Aip1!.1-Cc'Jte d' A;11r 

fU~tjJJt•-Aipc,· 

hnly 
Sanlima 

Tu.H:mry 

Por1ugal 

Uuited Kingdom 

/in11Midlund.' 

1~.\h'm Scolltmd 

A'orfh Emt J!.n~hmd 

A'm th W('Vf F.nKianJ 

;val£•., 

I'Vt•.wMidlmiJ.\ 

Wt•.\ll!rn.\.'cmlwrd 

York.1hire 

REGIS(J) 

22,86 

5J,6J 

30,60 

10,00 

l,Ol 

)9,41 

3,08 

2. 7-J 

15.11 

.t,n 

1,01 

1,0} 

34,1) 

1,56 

31,57 

1,15 

364,59 

IJrJ,],\' 

1 1 .• ~-~ 

51./5 

15,2.1' 

Y6, /~ 

i51,47 

6,26 ./,56 

29,80 /9,8/ 

/9,21 17,12 

5,00 5,00 

1,51 l,J1 

10,66 1~.49 

1,5./ /,5./ 

73% 

(,fi% 

XIJ% 

100% 

9)% 

J(J(I% 

/,/5 

9,9/ 

11,56 

2,50 

0,68 

1,78 

O,ii 

1,01 O,lJI NO% 0,00 

10.~3 /0,01/ ')}.% 0,00 

tU tU n% AM 

l,Ot t,O/ /00% 0,5) 

!,OJ 1,0/ /00% 0,5/ 

1,68 1,68 tOO'Y. 0,)9 

0, 78 0, 78 f(I{J% 0, 39 

o,Yo o.sm IOU% o.oo 

0,86 0,86 I 00"/. 0,26 

163,25 81,51 50% J 1,85 

.n.J5 4,2-1 /0% '2,12 

10,00 10,00 /(}{)% 5,00 

23,46 23,.J6 /00% 11. ~3 

6,90 5,XN Nj% 0,00 

20,.J(J :O,.Jr. /00% /0,23 

12,(i(i 10,13 NO% 5,0-

3,0-1 3,0.J /00% 1,52 

• '.5~ ./,3r. /(1% 2,18 

456,50 58,8) 1 J%1 22,02 

25% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

SO'Y. 

ll'Y. 

50% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

50% 

5o% 

0% 

30% 

46•;. 

50% 

50% 

50% 

0% 

50% 

50% 

jO% 

50% 

37% 

0% Sp:J.in J85,49 216,93 28,0] 13"/o•L 0,00 
F;";n~~~------~---------- ------m·,-!1=1-----1-I-5.-5-J6-------8-,7-J6-------H-'X.,------4-,3-81-------5-0"-Y•l 

124,00 22,05 -1~8~"1.-.!1-----1~1-,6-41-
Porlugal 

KONVER (31) 

Belgium 

llnt!o.~d.l 

Flond~.·n 

Wallowa 

Denmark 

GermAny 

Bm'Uiia 

Hamhui'J.: 

Akdh·nhwJ,:-Wt•\h'llll,omcramu 

l.m•·a Saxony 

N•wrh JUun~:-Wt>•!pho/hr 

1\hindaml-l'"farmale 

.'\'w.rmy-Aulm/1 

Sd~le•••·i;:-l{of.llcill 

17mriu~w 

Gr('ece 

France 

AI.\.UCt' 

(:;6,81 

883,69 

J0,43 

s. -5 

Jl,.\'0 

J],S.V 

5,33 

142,33 

!8,!15 

Jx.r.

!1,5./ 

~~ • .J8 

.J!J, -j 

33.U3 

J(,,J./ 

3.J,J5 

r.~o.·2 

.J,5S 

r.o.J 

3X,OI 

20,27 

244,06 

j'J,I)R 

{J.f,N 

352,13 238,22 68% 87,33 

11,45 11,45 100% 5,13 

1.~ 1.~3 /00% 

.f,RU -J,JW 

-1,92 

2,38 

144,54 

J],(i-

11,:"6 

-1,-1? 

/,2./ 

12,-n 

/9,../5 

12,92 

J./,90 

/JYI 

/,}./ 

J/,16 

N,CJ.J 

/Y,./5 

12,91 

71,02 

{15 

/3,/6 

.J,9] 

2,38 

130,61 

X,./5 

10,26 

./,.J-: 

1,2.J 

J1,.J2 

19,-15 

12,92 

J..I,'){J 

IJ,O.J 

0,65 

IJ.Jtl 

fJ,J') 

HJ,-15 

ll.48 

64,42 

./,0./ 

IJ,tUJ 

1/J/J% 

/Ill)% 

too•/. 

90"/. 

/()I)% 

IIIII% 

100% 

/flO% 

100% 

/11(1% 

fl5% 

5}% 

/(!(J% 

M% 

/fill% 

91% 

~5% 

fl,,Wi 

2,../0 

2.-16 

1,19 

38,14 

.J,12 

J,VtJ 

2,2-1 

O,fJO 

O,!Jl 

0,00 

r.,.J5 

- • .JS 

I.J5 

S,74 

Jl,99 

:!,02 

5,93 

80% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

SO% 

30% 

50% 

JN% 

50% 

0% 

0% 

5(}% 

50% 

/5% 

(j% 

5% 

J(J% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 
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Annex III: Financial implementation of the Community Initiatives, 1994-95 

Table 1: Presentation by Community Initiative (ctd.) 

Commun.Hy 

Initiati"·cs 

(number a( CIPs) 

Am•ergne 

l.owa Normandy 

Bri1tw1y 

Cenln 

('hampaJ.:neRArdl!tllil! 

1/e-di!-France 

Langued•K·-Roll.\,\·il/on 

Umtmxiu 

Lorraine 

Midi-PyrJJJJC.\ 

Nord Pa.\-di!-(_'alai.\' 

Prol'l:'nce-Aipr:.,·('lj!e rl'A:,tr 

Picarrly 

Poilou-Charenl~.\· 

Rll6m!-Aipes 

Portugal 

UniiC'd Kingdom-Gibrall.ar 

RESIDER (20) 

Belgium 

Churf!!roi 

Germany 

IJamria 

Hrenuu 

Lowt•r Suxony 

North Rhin,•-Wt!.\tplwlia 

.\"aarlaml 

ScrrmJy-Anhalt 

nmriugia 

Grrece 

fr:mce 

Burgundy 

I.orrauu• 

Pnwellct.·-Aif'C:·'·-C,jtt: d'A;:ur 

l'kurJ.v 

/Ur(iJw-Afpt'.' 

!'o:elhorrlnnds 

P'ortugr.l 

Unit<ed Kingdom 

Wa/('.\ 

We.,lem Scor/amJ 

3,?N 

i,.J] 

/O,.JO 

11,02 

5.~9 

IR,H3 

10,06 

21,Y5 

2,13 

12.~5 

2.23 

II.'~ 

H!,-:'0 

3,11 

-.23 

10,66 

230,61 

840,61 

52,89 

2{~8 

}8,.J2 

558,30 

12,M 

ti.55 

Jrr . .fo 
.r_js 

J(),}') 

-.r.CJ 

CJ,l!J 

8,94 

105,75 

J,r.R 

"3.52 

1,52 

2,33 

5.16 

~.15 

2.~3 

5,52 

3,1-J 

,,05 

1.11 

-I, OJ 

/,II 

5,H7 

9,.12 

1.5.' 

2,23 

7,90 

101,94 

284,20 

24,43 

/1,90 

JU3 

164,27 

5,JY 

J,:!S 

1·011 

JOI,RY 

12YO 

J.J,R8 

5,00 

6,/2 

4,69 

42,62 

1.8~ 

3t.l/ 

1,21 

!,02 

.J,.r 

3,Y2 

J,Y(o 

-1,-.J 

2, -(I 

4,05 

1,1/ 

3,65 

1,11 

s.r 
~UD 

1,52 

1,13 

7,90 

9,991 

177,10 

23,68 

11,15 

12.53 

62,49 

5.3Y 

3,28 

I.J,81 

S.3fJ 

!i,JY 

10,/2 

5,00 

r..n 

38,61 

1,8.J 

2-,53 

UU tM t~ 

-.n 2.11 1.11 

r.,U6 2,18 1, -.J 

51,50 18,10 18,10 

10,77 6,-!ll -6,91 

52,46 13,18 23,18 

1!!,5.J O,Yr. 0,% 

23.93 /0,13 /0,23 

RETEX (18) 1.756,22 592,70 244,56 

SO% 

!J.I% 

Xi% 

8fi% 

/00% 

CJO% 

/fJO% 

!)}% 

NY% 

/00% 

J(l(J% 

99% 

10% 

62% 

97"!.. 

/flO% 

38% 

/00% 

/011% 

/(I (I% 

100% 

/00% 

ql 'Y., 

/t!U% 

/(J(l'Yr, 

/(J(J% 

SO% 

100% 

100% 

/0/J% 

/(1/1% 

O,fi/ 

/,()J 

2,13 

J,Y6 

O,')H 

2,1" 

/,38 

2,02 

0.33 

Ul 

0.5r. 

2,(8 

4,20 

0, "(, 

1.11 

3,95 

0,00 

78,30 

31,25 

;:,-o 

J,t • ./ 

- • .u) 

.J,}') 

1,50 

11.~5 

O.CJ1 

13.--

1,55 

0, -y 

0,5} 

7.3~ 

2,93 

11.59 

r.,.J/>.' 

5.11 

144,10 

Belgium. Wnllonia 6,00 3,00 3,00 I 00% 1,50 
i·G:-.~,~m-n-ny----~------------j------;;l-;;84o-,c;-34~-----,6-.-5."B7'1------;;2c;-2.""8"71-------·~-c-35'-:c% --------~s:Ti 

Badt•n-WIIrl/('mheJ}!• 1-1,-15 O,HO 0,23 

/kll'mia' J::Y.JY N,J..'h' S,h'/ 

!lt•.l.le' fi, -o 1.-w o.55 

l.owt•rSa.tOJJ)' 

Nort!r Ulliue-Wt•.,·tplwliu • 

SaX lillY 

l7wriiiJ:ia 

-I,!JJ l,XJ 1,21 

J, 7j 1,5- 0,1-

f){(,/.J .J 1 .• ~5 J.r.-
25,01 '},5(, 

~ CIP adopltd m 1993. Total cost and aSSIStance 1993-97, Commltmcnt~ r.nd payments 199)-95 

0,11 

1.on 

O,Jf, 

/J,r.tl 

II,OH 

1,,\'3 

.J, 11 

289 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

5li% 

50% 

JO% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

0% 

44% 

50% 

0% 

5/J% 

50% 

50% 

5()% 

5(J% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

45"/. 

50% 

50% 

3-1% 

](/% 

42% 

~OR/• 

50% 

50% 

50% 

J5% 

50% 

if% 

50% 

50% 

.'ill% 

50% 
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Annex III: Financial implementation of the Community Initiatives, 1994-95 

Table 1: Presentation by Community Initiative (ctd.) 

Greece"' 

Spain• 

France* 

Ireland"' 

J!Aiy 

Community 

Initiatives 

(numbu ofCIPs) 

R~;giou.\· ohjeclif 1 • 

n,•~:inm nhj£'(:/if\' 2 l'f 5b' 

Nelhertands • Twente 

Portugal• 

Uni•ed Kingdom 

Northf!mlrdai/J 

Grear Britain 

URBAN (19t 

Belgium 

An~·ers 

Chorlerui 

DenmArk 

Cermnny 

Nali11 

('/~t:mon: 

145,33 87,51 11,80 13°/o 9,14 

361,1J 90,39 38,53 0% 3~,16 

79,27 28,89 7,0~ 24% 3,41 

249,20 78,99 n.os 1sy, 6,03 

?N,JV 39,37 -:,90 )0% 3,95 

/70,82 39,6} -1,/6 /0% 2,08 

526,84 189,00 111,37 59% 63,06 

78,15 36,60 29,96 31':1. 14,10 

8,-10 ./,20 J, 75 .YY% /,liN 

69, ~5 32,./0 26,2/ 81% 12,23 

812,93 3&4,76 157,37 41% 58,13 

26,56 8,25 8,25 100% 4,11 

15,U 2,58 },jR /00% 1.29 

1/,33 5,66 5,M /00% l,RJ 

210,01 36.37 79,00 91'/o 23,19 

J 1.os J6.Jo J6.Jo Joo% 1. ;o 

16,3/ N,OO 8,00 100% 0,7./ 

/.JJ,JJ !J,20 Y,20 100% },YY 

Dr~1.-h"'K 18,65 8,/0 6,81 8.1% 1,0./ 

/0:fwt r.JH 12,89 12,89 /00% 3,1JJ 

l'o1aKJelwmg /f),Y--1 /2,88 8,92 ti9% ./,./() 

UrJSifnk 16,02 /2,0() 9,BH S2% .J.Y-1 

89% 

59% 

so•;. 
57% 

47% 

50% 

r% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

30% 

l91Y. 

/1% 

9% 

J3% 

30% 

30% 

50% 

50% 

/Jrandt.'tlhm-s !I,M ':',]U 7,20 /00% 2,-Jl 3-1% 

Gre-ec-e 67,n 45,20 4,52 10% 1,70 Js•; .. 
------------- ----------- -----~2:-:4"'s,-,-6s;;t-----1"6"'2-,,6"'ol-------,2'"'2:-:,sc;st-------;1-:4"'"% ---------,1:-:1-,4:-:2+------,s"'o""'% 

t::i;~bou_•_g ____________ -------,1-,,0"'Jf------;o",s"'lt-------oc-,s"l+--- ---c1o'"o~o;.c-!.l_____ o,o4 s .. ;. 

Netherlands 87,91 9,30 7,89 85'/. 2,37 JO% 

Am.•h•rJam 19,6}1 .J,65 3,6':' -y% 1,10 30% 

1-lJ Hayl! r.X.23 .J,65 -1,22 YJ% 1,]": 30% 

Ausfria- Vienne 

Portugal 62,0
00
2f------4

7
4,-,,3,-,0+------,-9,.-,2'"2,f------,2,-,1"''Yo,-!. ,-------,4,.,,6,.,1+------5:-:0

7
'Yo,j 

United Kingdom· Norchcrn lre-Jand 14,52 16,9!5 16,95 100% 6,85 40% 

• CIP adopted m 1993~ Total cost and ass•stance \993-Q7, Commt~menls and payments 1993·95 
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Annex III: Financial implementation of the Community Initiatives, 1994-95 

Table 2: Presentation by Member State 

BELGIUM 

ADAPT(2) 

Memb~r 

State 

(number or CIPs) 

EMPLOYMENT (2) 

PESCA (I) 

SME(I) 

RECHAR(2) 

KONVER(3) 

RESIDER (2) 

RETEX(I) 

URBAN(2) 

Total (16) 

JNTERREGIREGEN (3) 

DENMARK 

ADAPT (I) 

EMPLOYMENT{!) 

PESCA (I) 

KONVER(1) 

URBAN(I) 

Total (5) 

JNTERREGIREGEN (1) 

GERMANY 

ADAPT (I) 

EMPLOYMENT{!) 

LEADER (13) 

PESCA(I) 

SME{9) 

RECHAR(6) 

KONVER(I3) 

RESIDER (8) 

RETEX (7)• 

URBAN(8) 

Total (67) 

INTERREGIREGEN (I~) 

GREECE 

ADAPT(!) 

EMPLOYMENT (I) 

LEADER (1) 

PESCA (I) 

SME(I) 

RECHAR(I) 

KONVER (I) 

RESIDER(!) 

RETEX (I) 

URBAN (I) 

Total(IO) 

IN1E/IREGIREGF.N (3) 

1993-95 

1993·1995 

Total c:ost 

91.95 

70,19 

4,25 

14,22 

58,05 

30,43 

52,89 

6,00 

26,56 

354,s.4 

65.68 

20.68 

48.64 

5.J3i 

3.04 

143,37 

480.431 

297.5Jj 

382,401 

62,001 

356.251 

400.811 

342,33.1 

558,JOl 

284.341 

270,07! 

3.434,47 

44,591 

83.tsl 

263.601 

54,63 

I 56,861 

2,03 

20,271 

8,94j 

I45,Hi 

67,171 

846,561 

31.20 5,69 \8% 2,85 

32.10 21,69 68% 10,85 

2,00 O.J3 17"% 0.17 

9,41 7,49 SO% 2,25 

15,68 15,68 100% 7,84 

11,45 11,45 1000/o 5,73 

24,43 23,68 97% 5,58 

3,00 3,00 100% 1,50 

8,25 8,25 100% 4,12 

137,51 97,26 71% 40.87 

29,50 5,31 18% 2.66 

10,56 1,61 I 5°/~ -----~ 

16.40 2,73 17% 1.37 

2.38 2,38 100% 1.19 

1,52 1,34 g&% 0,40 

60,36 13,37 22% 6.41 

228,80 42,92 \9% 21,46 

156,80 23.14 15% 11.57 

169,79 124,57 73% 38,82 

23.00 3,83 17% 1,92 

156.83 101,20 65% 30,85 

128.38 55.8l 44% 26,80 

144,54 130.61 90% 38.74 

164.27 62,49 J8% 31,25 

65,87 22,87 35% 8.1 I 

86,37 79,00 9]% 23,19 

1.324,64 646,51 49ilfu 232,71 

30,10 7,14 ::4% 3,57 

64,40 8,04 12% 4,02 

148,00 22,56 15% I 1.28 

27,10 4,51 17%~ 2,26 

83,33 10,45 lJ'% 5.23 

1,52 1,37 90% 0,68 

12.91 11.48 8Q0/c 5,74 

4,69 4,12 88% ::!,06 

8/,52 11,80 IJ% Ci.!4 

45,20 4,52 10"/c 1,70 

504,76 85,98 17% 45,68 
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50% 

50% 

SO% 

30% 

SO% 

SO% 

24% 

50% 

50% 

42% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

SO% 

JQD/(lo 

48% 

50% 

50% 

31% 

SO% 

30% 

48% 

30% 

50% 

35 10/~ 

::!9% 

36% 

SO% 

SO% 

50~"c 

50% 

S.O% 

50% 

SO% 

50% 

TS% 

JS%,, 

5J% 
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Annex III: Financial implementation of the Community Initiatives, 1994-95 

Table 2: Presentation by Member State (ctd.) 

M!fmber SF Commitments % Paymen.s 

Stqte Tot a[ .cost Assiauoce 1994-95 (l)/(1) 1994-95 

(number or CIPs) (1) (2) (J) 

SPAIN 

ADAPT (1) 403,24 256,40 48,10 19% 24,05 

EMPLOYMENT (1) 576,75 386,60 58,63 15% 29,31 

LEADER (17) 1.161,93 354,81 112,10 32% 34,86 

PESCA (I) 95,66 41,50 6,91 17% 3,46 

REGIS (I) 385,49 216,93 28,01 I Jo/~ 0,00 

RETEX (I)' 361,13 90,39 38.S3 43% 34,16 

URBAN (I) 248,68 162,60 22.85 14% II ,42 

Tol•l (23) 3.232,88 1.509,23 315,12 21•;. 137,26 

INTERREGIREGEN (2) 
'-
!FRANCE 

ADAPT (1) 622,5! 249,70 46,94 19% 23.47 

EMPLOYMENT(\) 384,42 \46,50 22,27 IS% 1!,13 

LEADER (II) 3 18,97j 122,89 95,56 78% 15,53 

PESCA (I) 81,33f 28,30 18,78 66% 0,00 

S~IE (3) ll9,22f 58,49 15.41 26% 4,62 

RECHAR (6) 39,42f 16,66 15,49 93% 1,78 

REGIS (I) 209, ''I 115,56 8,76 8% 4,38 

KON\'ER (!7) 244,06! 71,02 64,42 91% 31,99 

RESIDER (5) 105,75 42,62 3&,61 91% 17,55 

REI"EX (I)' 79,21il 28,89 1,04 24% 3,42 

To~al {47) 1.224.12 880,63 333,19 38Ya 113,88 

/NlDIIIEG!/IEGEN (5) 

IRELAXD 

ADAPT (1) 28,2/i 21,20 3,90 lS% 1,95 

EMPLOHIE;->T (I) 99,49i 76,10 7,61 lO% 3,61 

LEADER (I) 165,581 61,92 7,50 11% J.JS 

PESCA (I) 1::!.18; 6,70 1,11 17% 0,56 

S~1E{ll 53.2.0i 28,79 26,49 92"% 7,95 

RETEX (1)' 22,461 1 1,43 6,9] 61~/(1. 4,06 

Tutu I (6) 381,17! lll,14 !=-3,~4 25% 21,87 

1.\'7ERIIIXill/QiLN (2! 

l'h'.KE (!) 

ITA!.¥ 

AD.,PT!l) 360,49: 190,00 36,10 19{]./o 18,05 

E~l PLOYMENT (I) 589,0&: 348,70 51,47 IS% 25,73 

LEADER (12) 435,96: 183,20 ~8.62 JO% 14,00 

I'ESCA (I) 81,191 34,17 4,42 IJ% 2.21 

RECH.~R (2) 34.1 'i 1,68 1,68 100% 0,39 

RETEX (2)' ::!49,20! 78,99 1::!,05 15% 6,03 

Tolnl (19) 1.750,041 8]6,74 134,35 16% 66,41 

!Nn"RRUi!RLGH.\' (J) 

LUXEMBOURG 

ADAPT(IJ 0,80i 0,30 0,05 18% om 
EMPLOYMENT(!) 0,601 0,)0 D,JO tOO%, 0,15 

LE.,DER (I) 4,851 1.01 1,01 100% 0,41 

URIJAN(I) I,Oli 0,51 0,51 I00%1 0,04 

ToLnl (4) 7.28j 2,12 1,87 SS% 0,62 

1.\'!}:UNBimLGI.'N (I) 

ECU million 

% 

(3)/(l) 

SO% 

SO% 

Jt% 

50% 

0% 

89% 

SO% 

441!1. 

SO% 

50'll;f 

16% 

0% 

JO% 

!2% 

50% 

5004 

45% 

49% 

34% 

SO% 

47% 

50% 

50% 

30% 

59% 

41•/o 

50% 

50% 

4Q% 

50% 

:!3% 

50% 

49°/ .. 

50°/o 

SO% 

40% 

S% 

3J% 
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Annex III: Financial implementation of the Community Initiatives, 1994-95 

Table 2: Presentation by Member State (ctd.) 

Mrmber 

StAl-e 

(number of CIPs) 

NETHERLANDS 

ADAPT (1) 

EMPLOYMENT (I) 

LEADER (4) 

PESCA (1) 

SME(I) 

RESIDER(!) 

RETEX(I) 

URBAN(2) 

Total (12) 

INTF.R!UiGIREGEN (7) 

AUSTRIA 

ADAPT(!) 

EMPLOYMENT (I) 

LEADER(!) 

URBAN(!) 

Total (4) 

IN7'ERREGIIIEGEN (-1} 

PORTUGAL 

ADAPT(!) 

EMPLOYMENT (I) 

LEADER(!) 

PESCA (I) 

SME(I) 

.RECHAR(l) 

REOJS (I) 

t;ONVER [I) 

RESIDER (1) 

RETEX (I)' 

URBAN (I) 

Total (II) 

INI'ERIIEGIIIEGr;N (2) 

FINLAND 

ADAPT (I) 

EMPLOYMENT (I} 

Total (2) 

SWEDEN 

ADAPT II) 

EMPLOYMENT [I I 

Total (2) 

UNITED KINGDOM 

ADAPT (2) 

EMPLOYMENT (2} 

LEADER (5) 

PESCA (I) 

SME(4) 

RECHAR(8) 

KONVER (I) 

RESIDER (2) 

RETEX (2} 

URBAN (I) 

Total(28) 

JNn;wu;r;mu;J:N (3J 

/'liAC/0 (I) 

1993-95 

I 
Total cosl 

142,80 

90,86 

35,171 

34,181 

26,861 

51,50 

3,50 

87,91 

472,71 

25,75j 

49,37 

6,501 

J 1,93 

] 13,55 

29,1 J 

55,5Si 

I 56,801 

47,!7: 

235,901 

1,15i 

156,81i 

10,661 

10,77i 

526,84! 

62,021 

1.292,851 

42,90! 

66,25: 

109,1Si 

21,7:1 

39,89~ 

61,60j 

650,601 

314,851 

160.l7: 

84,651 

42,99: 

364,59; 

230,611 

52,46: 

78,151 

24,52. 

2.003,791 

SF 

(I) \ 

Commitment• \ 

1994-95 

(2) 

Auistance 

57,55 11,5! 

42,44 4,24 

8,46 8,18 

10,8[ i,l5 

10,34 9,54 

18,10 18,10 

1,01 1,01 

9,30 7,89 

tS8,00 61,63 

11,57 11,57 

23,01 23,01 

2,57 2,01 

9,77 6,84 

46,92 43,43 

21.00 3,99 

40,30 5,67 

117.59 6,74 

25,60 4,26 

123,98 13,22 

0,86 0,86 

124,00 22,05 

1,90 7,90 

6,91 6,91 

189,00 111,37 

44,30 9,:!2 

701,43 192,18 

19,?0 19,70 

29,15 29,15 

48,85 48,85 

11,25 11,25 

20,691 20,69 

31,94 31,94 

286,60 53,49 

146,50 31,36 

66,20 56,16 

37,42 5,07 

20,09 19,74 

163,25 81.57 

101,94 9,99 

23,18 23,18 

36,60 29,96 

16,95 16,Q5 

898,73 327,47 

% 

\ 

(2)/(1) 

20% 

10% 

97% 

11% 

92% 

100'% 

100% 

85% 

39% 

1000/o 

1000/o 

78% 

70% 

93% 

19% 

14% 

6% 

17%1 

11% 

100% 

lS% 

99% 

100% 

59% 

:2l% 

17•/, 

100% 

\00% 

100% 

1000/o 

100% 

tOO% 

IY% 

21% 

8 5~'~ 

14% 

9S% 

SO% 

Ill% 

100% 

82% 

100% 

Jb% 

Paymenll 

1994-95 

(3) 

5,76 

2,12 

2,45 

0,58 

2,86 

7,35 

0,51 

2,37 

23,99 

5,79 

11.51 

0,33 

3,42 

21,04 

2.00 

1.83 

3,59 

2,13 

6.61 

0,26 

17,64 

3,95 

2,93 

63,06 

4,61 

109,60 

8,64 

14,58 

23.211 

5,6) 

I 0,]5 

1~.97 

26,75 

!5,68 

4,8:2 

!,54 

7,34 

37.85 

0,00 

I 1,50 

!4,10 

6,85 

127,52 

ECUmill\on 

% 

(3)/(2) 

1 

50% 

50°/o 

30% 

SO% 

30% 

41% 

50% 

30% 

39'/.. 

SO% 

50% 

16% 

50% 

48'/• 

SO% 

50% 

53% 

SO% 

50% 

30% 

80% 

50% 

42% 

5?% 

SO% 

57 1/a 

44% 

50% 

48"1· 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

9% 

SO% 

37% 

46% 

0% 

50% 

47°/o 

40% 

39 1/~ 
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Annex IV: Financial implementation of transitional and innovative measures • 

Table 1: Implementation in 1995 

ECU million 

Member State I Fund Commitments Payments 

BELGIUM 25,05 20,02 

ERDF 0,00 2,46 

ESF 24,99 16,80 

EAGGF 0,00 0,58 

FIFG 0,06 0,18 

DENMARK 1,25 2,85 

ERDF 0,00 1,10 

ESF 1,10 0,67 

EAGGF 0,00 0,01 

FIFG 0,16 1,06 

GERMANY 6,40 13,24 

ERDF 0,90 8,21 

ESF 5,30 4,66 

EAGGF 0,00 0,15 

FIFG 0,21 0,22 

GREECE 2,81 9,47 

ERDF 0,01 0,00 

ESF I ,63 3,19 

EAGGF 0,02 4,98 

FIFG 1,15 1,30 

SPAIN 4,40 15,52 

ERDF 0,00 2,28 

ESF 0,52 7,44 

EAGGF 0,00 3,08 

F1FG 3,88 2,72 

FRANCE 3,73 18,44 

ERDF 0,00 1,51 

ESF 2,38 7,46 

EAGGF 0,01 8,40 

FIFG 1,33 1,07 

IRELAND 4,96 7,81 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 4,16 4,87 

EAGGF 0,01 2,63 

FIFG 0.80 0,31 

ITALY 13,89 36,85 

ERDF 0,00 12,83 

ESF 2,06 1.79 

EAGGF 10,30 20.63 

FIFG 1,54 1,59 

LUXEMBOURG 0,95 0,58 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,95 0,58 

EAGGF 0,00 0,00 

FIFG 0,00 0,00 

• Budget headings 1321800, 1321810, 1321820 and 821830, Including carry-overs and appropriations made available again. 
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, Annex IV: Financial implementation oftransitional and innovative measures • 

Table 1: Implementation in 1995 (ctd.) 

ECU million 

Member State/ Fund Commitments Payments 

NETHERLANDS 2,67 3,05 

ERDF 0,00 1,48 

ESF 1,74 0,76 

EAGGF 0,00 O,D2 

F1FG 0,92 0,79 

AUSTRIA 0,26 0,15 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,24 0,14 

EAGGF 0,01 0,01 

FJFG 0,00 0,00 

PORTUGAL 7,86 25,02 

ERDF 0,00 18,00 

ESF 7,44 5,34 

EAGGF 0,00 0,21 

F1FG 0,42 1,46 

FINLAI"D 0,29 0,11 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 
' 

ESF 0,28 0,10 

EAGGF 0,01 0,00 

F1FG 0,00 0,00 

SWEDEN 0,57 0,10 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,22 0,10 

EAGGF O,Q2 0,00 

FIFG 0,34 0,00 

UNITED KINGDOM 6,54 6,14 

ERDF 0,00 0,97 

ESF 3,71 !,75 

EAGGF 0,27 I ,35 

FIFG 2,56 2,07 

COM~ !UNITY 30,30 34,50 

ERDF 30,08 33,48 

ESF 0,00 1,02 

EAGGF 0,21 0,00 

FIFG 0,01 0,00 

TOTAL 111,92 193,85 

ERDF 30,98 82,32 

ESF 56,70 56,69 

EAGGF 10,87 42,06 

FIFG 13.37 12,77 

• Budget headings 1321800, 821810. B21820 and 821830, Including carry-o1-crs and appropriations matlc available again. 
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Annex IV: Financial implementation of transitional and innovative measures • 

Table 2: Implementation in 1994-95 

ECU million 

Member State I Fund Commitments Payments 

BELGIUM 49,13 56,29 

ERDF 0,00 6,61 

ESF 45,34 48,52 

EAGGF 3,20 0,80 

FIFG 0,59 0,35 

DENMARK 3,79 5,13 

ERDF 0,00 2,40 

ESF 1,75 1,20 

EAGGF 0,00 0,21 

FIFG 2,04 1,31 

GERMANY 10,11 32,12 

ERDF 1,27 24,88 

ESF 6,63 5,59 

EAGGF l ,33 1;01 

FIFG 0,88 0,64 

GREECE 33,68 33,20 

ERDF 2,11 7,59 

ESF 29,20 18,22 

EAGGF 0,02 5,47 

FIFG 2,35 1,92 

SPAIN I 68,00 52,54 

ERDF 55,00 32,97 

ESF 1,60 8,65 

EAGGF 5,55 6,83 

FIFG 5,85 4,10 

FRANCE 11,38 53,89 

ERDF 0,00 23,26 

ESF 3,65 8,34 

EAGGF 4,71 20,12 

FIFG 3,02 2,17 

IRELAND 6,32 12,19 

ERDF 0,00 0,88 

ESF 4,87 5,68 

EAGGF 0.57 5,22 

FJFG 0,88 0,41 

ITALY 32,19 95,45 

ERDF 0,00 32,39 

ESF 8,81 12,28 

EAGGF 20,97 47.69 

FIFG 2,41 3,08 

LUXE~!BOURG 1,12 0,64 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 1,12 0,63 

EAGGF 0,00 0,00 

r:IFG 0.00 0,00 

* Budget headings 1321 SOO, l32lS I 0. 1321820 and 1321830, Including carry-overs and appropriations made available again. 
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Annex IV: Financial implementation of transitional and innovative measures • 

Table 2: Implementation in 1994-95 (ctd.) 

ECU million 

Member Stale I Fund Commitments Payments 

NETHERLANDS 4,47 II,04 

ERDF 0,00 8,29 

ESF 1,95 1,25 

EAGGF 0,00 0,44 

FIFG 2,52 1,07 

AUSTRIA 0,26 0,15 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,24 0,14 

EAGGF 0,01 0,01 

FIFG 0,00 0,00 

PORTUGAL 76,39 66,58 

ERDF 59,01 52,51 

ESF 7,99 5,72 

EAGGF 6,33 6,44 

FIFG 3,06 1,91 

FINLAND 0,29 0,11 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,28 0,10 

EAGGF 0,01 0,00 

FIFG 0,00 0,00 

SWEDEN 0,57 0,10 

ERDF 0,00 0,00 

ESF 0,22 0,10 

EAGGF O,Q2 0,00 

FIFG 0,34 0,00 

UNITED KINGDOM 11,96 16,12 

ERDF 0,00 2,88 

ESF 5,26 8,08 

EAGGF 0,27 2,59 

FIFG 6,43 2,57 

COMMUNITY 46,66 78,04 

ERDF 46,28 76,01 

ESF 0,01 2,03 

EAGGF 0,21 0,00 

FIFG 0,16 0,00 

TOTAL 356,31 513,57 

ERDF 163,67 270,68 

ESF 118,92 126,54 

EAGQF 43,20 96,82 

FIFG 30,52 19,54 

* Budget headings 821800, B2 I 810, B2 I 820 and B21830, Including carry-overs and appropriations made available again. 
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Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 1: Regional breakdown of commitments in 1995 

BELGIUM 
Brussels 

Flander5 

Wallonia 

Multi-regional 

DENMARK 

Member Sute I 

Region 

0st for Storeb~rlt 

Vest for Storeb.;elt 

Multi-regional 

GERMANY 
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania 

Brandenburg 

Saxony 

Thurinsia 

Berlin 

Schleswig-Holstein 

Hamburg 

lo\VCt Saxony 

Bremen 

North Rhine-Westphalia 

Hesse 

Rl1 ineland-Palatinate 

Baden-Wumemberg 

Bavana 

Saarland 

MultHegional 

GREECE 
Eastern Central and Jslands(l) 

Central and Western Macedonia 

Pcloponnese and Western Centra! Gr (2) 

Thcs.saly 

Cre1e 

Epirus (3) 

Thnco (4) 

Eastern Aegean Jslands (5) 

Multi·regional 

8,97 4,63 33,401 0,00 30,23 0,00 9,16 92,19 17&,59 

1,901 J,OO 0,27 1,73 3,89 

0,00 0,001 0,00 12,31 4,31 24,79 41,41 

8,97 4,63 25,951 0,00 5,90 4,86 65,68 II 5,99 

5,551 0,00 II ,75 0,00 0,00 17,30 

6,00 41,001 5,00 16,73 2l,l8 3,36 9,03 104,40 
0,00 

6,00 

41,0~1 5,00 16,73 23,28 3,36 9,03 98,40 

2.022,55 38,01 48,221 0,00 165,13 12,46 135,77 617,61 3,039,76 
370,40 -j 59,24 429,63 

212,79 ·1 24,41 297,2o 

338,53 -1 75,35 413,88 

461,58 -1 65,28 526,86 

297,82 ·I 93,96 391,78 
tv9,98 13,10 8,091 41,22 172,38 

0,00 6, 121 0,49 I 0,69 6,19 23,49 

0,001 0,68 1,24 1,92 

6,49 0,001 4,74 15,60 48,79 75,62 

2,61 6,281 0,11 16,72 25,72 

5,37 0,001 0,00 5,49 49,30 60,16 

1,20 7,901 3,33 14,05 19,47 45,95 

3,10 5,041 0,00 7,97 17,59 33,70 

8,341 3,50 8, 79 5,67 26,30 

0,00 0,001 13,56 70,36 34,44 118,36 

6,14 6,451 0,50 2,82 15,81 31,72 

111,46 o,oo; o,ooj 138,23 12.46 42,92 365,07 

2.653,04 -1 -\ 61,64 2.714,68 

195,86 -1 -1 0,00 195,86 

118,41 -1 0,00 118,41 

140,50 0,00 !40,50 

55,24 -; 0,00 55,24 

84,20 -1 0,00 84,20 

~ 1 ~ ~ 
72,66 -1 0,00 72,66 

9!,25 -1 0,00 91,25 

I 812,45 -1 61,64 1.874,09 

SPAIN 4.778,90 659,21 206,971 62,70 21,10 19,90 88,58 239,54 6.076,89 

Galicia 589,88 2,90 592,78 

Asturias 224,68 12,52 237,20 

Cantabria 106,55 -j 0,97 107,52 

Basque Country 192,43 20,661 3, 78 2,J I 219,18 

Navarre 22.S3 6)81 ·r 'tO,! I 4, 17 43,89 

Rioja II ,87 0,001 -1 I ,94 3,43 17,24 

Aragon 13,86 0,00/ ·! 40,95 24,18 78,99 

Madrid 79,13 18,411 6,52 3,36 107,42 
I-~C-as"'ti71e"'-L-oo~' n-----------\--"'29'-'6',o'"71----+-----t_;----'l--------· -------------: ------;;9,"6o"t---3:-:0c:5~,6-61 

Castlle·La Mancha 240,09 -1 4,47 244,56 

Extremadura 155,20 ·) 22,44 177,64 

Catalonia 288,98 15,561 
-,V"-a"-le=n~ci~.----------~------f---7.58~9~,6~0~--- -1 

Balt:aric Islands I 0,3 7 0,00
1 

(I) Jncludmg lhe OP for An1ca 

{2) Including the OPs for Central Greece, Western Greece and the Peloponncse 

{3) lnduding the OPs for Epirus and 1he Ionian Eslands 

{4) 1ncluding the OPs for Thrnce and Western Macedonia 

(5) Jncluding the OPs for the nor1hem and southern islands of the Aegean 

17,05 _______ 2_._12 -~ 
. 3,12 592,72 

8,21 3,07 21,65 
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Andalusia 

Murt:ia 

Member Stale I 

Region 

Ceuta and Melilla 

Canary lslands 

Multi-regional 

71/r Annual Repor/ on !he Struc/uraf Funds ({995) 

Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 1: Regional breakdown of commitments in 1995 (ctd.) 

700,29 

169,37 

25,42 

307,57 

I 314,18 39,75 145,561 62,701 21,10 19,90 

U2.44 31l,09 396,80 0,00 lSl,OB 31,6l 

9,&5 710,14 

1,74 171,11 

0,00 25,42 

29,86 337,42 

99,43 L762,61 

Jle~e-France 4, 74 4. 74 
UppcrNor.nandy 45,19 0,00 0,00 45, 19 
Lower Normandy 17.08 12.&0 ll,D 41 •02 

Picoroy 37,58 10.11 48.29 
Champagne-Ardenne 0,00 0,00 1,96 1,96 

Burgundy 13,91 20,35 10,86 45,12 

Centre 0,00 1,12 3.92 5,04 

Nord-Pas-de-Calats 9.40 12,02 -1 7,40 28,82 

Brittany 0,00 0.00 8,72 8,7" 
J--,~~;,~e"R~~~i~on~--------------------l--------r---~.•1,9~4~-------,_-------r-------t--------t----.1'2.752"!--------r-----o•.~oo+-----5~4 .~4~7 

Poitou-Charentes 17,10 J, 75 9,52 30,38 

Lorraine 39,96 1,40 )8.,73 8-0,09 

Alsace 0,00 0.211 4,04 4.25 

Fnnche-ComiC 2,10 6,86 4,97 13,93 

Limousin -! 14.01 18.54 32.55 

Aqwtaine 3,82 -~ 2,84 26,92 33,5-B 

Auvergne 19,25 2:\,6S 13,11 58,11 

RhOne·Aipes 0,00 ·i 1.56 4,9S 6.54 

Languedoc·Roussillon 19,86 ·[ 0.00 t6,SJ 36,39 

Provence·A1pes·C6te d'Azur 29,64 0,32 ~5,?9 4:5,74 

Co~ica 14,25 5,65 !9,90 

Martinique 24,45 0,00 24,45 

Guadeloupe 54,03 0,00 54,03 

French GuiaM '8,12 0,00 8-,lJ. 

Reunion 112.20 8,76 !20,96 

Mulli-regional )96,80 0,00 252,08 31,6:! 2,14 75,39 758,04 

IRELAND 954,21 42,64 996,85 
954,21 42,64 996,85 

ITAL\' 2.218,59 o,oo o,oo o,ool o,oo 22,37 31.50 70,8J 2.J5J.29 

o.oo o.oo1 -1 "· 78 o.oo 9, 78 
--------l------~l----~o~.oo,f------o•.o~o+-------~-~--------~------~-----~o~.o~ol--------~----~o.~28+------o~.2~81 

Piedmont 

Valle d'Aosta 

Lombardy 0,00 0,00 -1 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Trealino 0,00 0,00 4,26 4,26 

Veneto 0,00 0,00 -1 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Friuli-Venez1a Giutia 0,00 0,00 -1 S,22 0,30 5,S2 

Ligurla 0,00 0,001 4,19 0,00 4,19 

Emilia·Romilgna 0,00 0,00 3,39 0,69 4,0& 

Tuscany 

Umbria 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Man:he --+--------1------..o".o"'ot---------,o".o"'ot-----+------ ----- ------8.-9i --------: ----------,o".oo~-----8=' . .,-:93 

Lazio 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Abruzzi 134,3 7 6,03 140,40 

Molise 26,75 0,00 26.75 
--Campania -----------·----------·-----~ -----------~-~----+-------1--------f------- 2,77 126,78 

Apulia 203,67 6,04 209,71 

Basihcata 51,65 1,72 53,37 

Calabria 117,i7 5,96 123,13 
~S~ic'"il-y-----------------------+--"""'18"'o"",J.,j9f--------l----·----f--------+------+--------: ------- ------+----o•.oo;d-----~-8-9,--JO 

Sardinia 50,9:5 1,35 52,30 

i\1ulli-regional LJ30,62 0,00 0,00 0,00 22}7 40,52 1 393,52 
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Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 1: Regional breakdown of commitments in 1995 ( ctd.) 

Member St•tc I 

Rqlon 

LUXEMBOURG 0,00 3,19 O,l7 5,47 0,89 0,00 

Multi~egionaJ 0,00 3,29 0,27 5,47 0,89 0,00 

NETHERLANDS 17,20 9,15 IO,Bl 0,00 4,89 1,40 7,31 

Nor1h Netherlands 9,15 4,50 

East Netherlands 17,20 0,00 1,42 

Wes.r Netherlands 1,40 

South Netherlands 0,00 0,00 

Multi-regional 143,831 0,00 4,89 1,40 

AUSTRIA 18,80 54,15 64,06 11,701 61,50 1,00 78,33 

East Austria 28,80 22,41 21,18 

South Austria 11,12 27.21 

West Austria 10,62 29,94 

Multi-regional 64,06 11.70 61,50 2,00 

PORTUGAL 1.379,71 ·I ·I 
Nonh 97,80 

Cet1Lre 59,99 

Lisbon and the Tagus valley 9J,98 

AlenteJO 57,69 

Algarve 14,88 

Azores 84,70 

Madeira 82,35 

Muhi-regional 878,33 

FINLAND 31,10 60,33[ 14,831 61,42 23,00 32.81 

Continental Finland ·I 30.481 
---

rslands 2.3J 

Multi-re~ional 3 I, to 60,33 14,83[ 61,42 23,00 -I 
SWEDEN 105,78 7J,ooj I 13,72 40,00 ·I ., 

South Sweden 15,00 ·I ·I 
West Sweden 24.00 ·! -j 
Central Norriand 18,00 r--
Upper Norrland 48.78 

Muhi-regional 73,00 13,72 40,00 ·I 
UNITED KINGDOM 218,60 518,25 497,00 22,80 0,00 74,59~ 

Nonh 0,00 

Yorlshire and Humberstde 10~,79 

East Midlands 6,55 7.511 

East A.nglia 

-~J Soulh East 6.13 
·-south Wes1 --·-----~--- 0,00 ·r 5.111 

\lies( .Mid!ands l22,96 ·r 
Nonh Ea~t England 95.65 J 2.16 

Nonh Wesl 50.17 32,70 ·I 
Wales 15,58 ---·-2f0S 

Scotland 39,14 134,89 ·I 23,71 

Nonhem Ireland 119.29 ·I 

81,00 

81,00 

44,92 

44.92 

Gibraltar 0,00 ___ L ___ · 
Multi-regional 497,00j ·j 22,80 0,00 7.571 

COMMUNITY -I ·I ·I 
TOTAL 14.513,03 1.739,37 1.567,911 94,50\ 655,08 1?6,92 571,86[ 125,91 
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1,83 11,75 
1,83 11,75 

57,38 l•H 116 

6,16 19,80 

3,03 21,65 

7,89 9,29 

0,00 0,00 

40,30 190,42 

43,0 343,97 

8,85 81,24 
0,00 38,33 

0,00 50,56 

34,58 173,84 

147,98 1.527,70 

0,00 97,80 

0,00 59,99 

9,12 103.20 

0,00 57,69 

0,00 24,88 
0,00 84.70 

0,00 82,35 

138,76 1.017,09 

48,85 353,34 

0,00 30,48 

0,00 2,JJ 
48,85 320,53 

31,94 309,36 

0,00 15,00 
0,00 24,00 

0,00 18.00 
0,00 48,78 

31,94 203,58 

305,86 1.637,10 

0,00 0,00 

4,36 108,16 

4.24 18,29 

0,00 1,39 

0,00 6,13 

0.00 5.11 
10.13 133.09 

13.46 121.17 
5,88 88,75 

42,98 85,64 

51,30 249,11 

46,61 175,91 

0.00 0,00 

116,89 644,26 

588,78 588,78 

2.666,65 22.111,23 
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Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 2: Regional breakdown of commitments in 1994-95 

BELGIUM 
Brussels 

Flandm 

Wallonia 

Multi-regional 

DENMARK 

Member State I 

Region 

0st for Storeba::h 

Vest for Storeba:lt 

Multi-regional 

107,00 

107,00 

62,16 97,77 

J,7J 

JS,32 J0,40 

2J,S4 52,7J 

10,91 

30,29 85,00 

9,52 

20,77 

85,00 

4,63[ 53,03 4,08 9,161 ., 97,26 435,09 

0,291 r.n -1 1 1,7J 6,02 

J,45) 16,10 4,31~ j 26,59 119,17 
0,27 9,6J 4,86) _, 68,61 266,94 

0,62 27,03 4,08 -1 -) O,JJ 42,97 

E,OO 38,67 46,59 9,79j_ _, 13,J7 229,70 

-! ., 0,00 9,52 

-r -r o.oo 20,11 
6,00 1&,67 9,791 IJ,37 199,41 

GERMANY 3.892,08 261,741 646,51 5.772,15 286,85 307,77 24,87 322,72 

Mecklenburg-Western Pomennia 625,34 J 59,24 684,58 

Brandenburg 568.,39 j_ 24,41 592,81 

Saxony-Anhalt 67J,61 j 75,35 748,96 

Saxony 916,10 -! -1 65,28 981,38 

Thuringia S71,5J -1 ·1 93.96 665,49 

Berlin 211,42 49,19 15,88 -1 J j 41,22 J!7.71 

I-~Sc~h~l~~w_i_B_-H_o_ls_••_in __________________ +-------1------IS_,J_9~----12~,2~0+-------~--~----~o~,4~9~-------r----2-0_,9_1! ______ ~-~~----6,.~19~--~5~5,~18~I 
Hamburg 5,99 ·J 0,6B 1,24 7.9.1 

LowerSaxony 13,52 18,58 ·[ 4,74 44,41[ 48,79 130,05 

Bremen 14,94 12,33 j_ 0,11 ·j 16,72 44,09 

North Rhine-Westphalia liS,OO 43,02 4,85 5,49; ·j 49,47 217.82 

Hesse 21.26 15,50 3,33 2J,66! 19,74 83 •49 

Rhineland-Palatinate 2),46 10,17 3,02 20.17: 17.59 74,40 

l-~D_ad_e~n-_w_u_·n_••_m_b_er:C.~-------------------l--------1-1--,"""' ____ I-,6 . ...,Jol7 ________ l,._ __ -c3,.-,l;-;Oj--------- 8, 79i __i_ ,;,~ 34.56 
Bavaria 13.64- 8,66 13,56 - -~135,49:- -~ ~5.70-;;:1,04 

Saarland 20.46 13,01 0,50 2.82. 15,81 52,61 
~·""1-cul'~,i--r.-g~io-n-calc---·---------------+--""'J"'25~."'7o+-------+---cl J"'6"'.o"'5!------.c29".6"'1;ti ----..,2'"8"7."9<15 ------cc2(87 --·- ------·:·------------,6"'9".9"'0~---8-74-.o-s 

GREECE 4.544,89 -1 -\ &5.98 4,630.87 

Eastern Central and lslands(l) 298,72 0,00 29'8, n 
Central and Western Macedonia 239,23 0,00 239,13 

Peloponnese and Western Central Gr. (2) 284,40 · ·1 • • _ -~-------~~ ~84,40 
f-"'T"'hes--sa~ly-----------------------!----;1-;-1 ,...1,761;-!---------I------_J-------_r------:t------: ·--- 'i -; 0,00 111.61 

-~:7'P;.~,:-·.,~(.,-J)c-~--------------- ----~1134"JI"' .• o5"'o4~--------!l-------~------""'--l ______ _,_______ _ _____ :: ____ ___j_ __ ~~ IJI.oo 
" ·- -. -j 0,00 143,54 

Thrace (4) 146.81 0,00 146,81 

Eastern Aegean lslar1ds (S} 156,40 _:l 0,00 156,40 

Muh~·re!;ional 3.0H,18 J 85,98 3.119,17 

SPAIN 8.372,41 659,ll 426,59 118,101 101,86 39,83 162,119~ 

2,90 940,84 

Asturias :n 1!.,64 ________ --------!--~-__ -------··-
-- Cant;lbr~a-- ·--~-- _______ .. ----·--1------.1 "ss".9"st------ ---,- ~l 12,52 Jll.l6 

--~-_;-----eo.~91r---~~~~.~.9~s 1 

Basque Country 192.43 41,n -1 ------+-------+ 6.4.\i 
22.8"'J~-----,I'J"'.4"'4+--------:_I- ----10:45;' ___ ----

I-"'R"'ioJ7. ,-------------------------+-------+----;-;\ l'.s"7j-------4;-,J;-;4~-- 6.20l 
Kavarre 

-! 2.J I 242.50 

4.17 j6,87 

l,4J 2S,8J 
Aragon I ),86 20,04 24.1% I 36,91 

Madrid 79,13 36.76 11,3:2, 3,36 130,57 

Castile-LeOn SJ7,87 9,60 547,46 

Castile-La Mancha 407,00 4.47 411,47 

Extremadura 284,96 - -1 • • ·' 22,44 )07,41 

Catalonia 288,98 JI,Ji -----~-----:-------~ ---J~6t --- 2,12 356.88 

Valencia 886,02 ·i_____ w ~------ ·---· j__ _ ___j ______ J._12 ~ 
·iJalearic Islands -------------------+-------t----~l"o".3"7~----cl2".9";t-------~ ---:: · S,211 -j 3,07 34,60 

(I) Including the OP for Atti"Ca 

(:!)Including the OPs for Central Greece, Western Greece and the Peloponnese 

(J) Including the OPs for Epirus and the Ionian. Islands 

(4) Including the OPs for 1lmtce and We~tem Macedonia 

(S) Including the OPs for the northern and southern islands of the Aegean 
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Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 2: Regional breakdown of commitments in 1994-95(ctd.) 

Andalusia 

Murcia 

Member State I 

R~gion 

Ceuta and Mehlla 

Canary Islands 

FRANCE 

Upper Normandy 

Lower Nonnandy 

Picardy 

Champagne-Ardenne 

Burgundy 

Centre 

Nord-Pas-de-Cala1s 

Brittany 

Loire Region 

Poitou-Charentes 

Lorraine 

Alsace 

Franche-ComtC 

Limousin 

AquiLaine 

Midi-Pyrene-es 

AU\'ergne 

Rh6ne-Aipes 

Languedoc-Roussi lion 

Provence-Alpes-COte d' Azur 

Co!"'.iica 

Martinique 

Guadeloupe 

French Guiana 
-Reunmn --~------

Multi-re~ional 

IRELAND 
Multi-regional 

l.J37,JJ 

263,91 

44,19 

453,00 

2.725,59 

497,61 

69,87 

48,49 

57,57 

100,61 

26,87 

194,21 

I.680.JJ 

I 680,13 

39,75 266,62 118,10 101,86 39,83 

904,39 778,40 678,61 63,27 373,181 

91,59 1,09 

35,45 31,54 

76,49 

24,64 4,12 

29,61 29,69 

24,20 5,09 

114,06 

28,52 26,19 

85,14 27,78 

34,04 

80,44 10.201 

19,60 6.751 

17,30 ..i 
J2,02 

)7,86 

27,17 3J,89j 

38,68 44,881 

31,69 j 
42,27 11,651 

65,65 

77~,40 95,391 678,61 6],27 2.14[ 

·I -i 

307 

9,15 1.347,18 

1,74 265,65 

0,00 44,19 

29,86 482,86 

175,01 3A66,76 

333,29 3.714,14 

4,74 4,74 

0,00 92,68 

11,13 78,13 

10,71 87,20 

1,96 30,72 

10,86 70,16 

3,92 33,21 

7,40 191,33 

8,72 63,44 

0,00 112,91 

9,52 64,42 

38,73 129,36 

4,04 30,39 

4,97 36,18 

18,54 50,57 

26,92 99,16 

4,68. 65,75 

13,17 96,72 

4,98 61,58 

..i 16,53 70,45 

IS, 79 93,52 

5,65 54,13 

0,00 57,57 

0,00 100,61 

0,00 26,87 

8,76 202,97 

101,56 1.719,37 

_j 
53,54 I. 733,67 

ITALY 299,95 200,47 60,611 107,00 134,35 3.989,32 3.024,71 117,47 44,77 

Pi edmon! 65,1 S 18,32 9,78\ 0,00 9J,25 

Valle d'Aos<a 6,00 I ,86 0.591 0,28 V3 

Lombardy 23,00 26,25 4.79j 0,00 54,04 

Trenlino 7,90 6,231 4,26 18,39 

Veneto 22,57 16,23 17.30i 0,00 56,09 

f:riuli-Venezia Giulia 24,00 8,00 5,22 O,JO J7,52 

cc-~-----------------------------~~----~1------+-----+----~----~-----~----nMr-~~~ Liguria 30,53 6,]) 4,19 0,00 41,05 

Emilia-Romagna 12,00 27,64 6,7S 0,69 47,11 

Tuscany 40,36 9,84 15.791 0,90 66,89 

Umbria 35,00 4.57 10.75[ ·\ 0,00 50,32 

Marchc 21,00 5,51 8.9li 0,00 35,44 

Laz.io 20,34 18,30 16.66 0,00 55,31 

_ Ab~------------------~~ ·---··---____ - j--------1,-------+------+----t----;;~-n .. ooo:nl3r---15_6"=,9-J1 
Molise 37,74 - -~ ·J 37,74 

Campania 177,22 
-A~-----------~------II----,-2o"'Jc:,6,..!7 ---- ----

BasilicatB 98,05 

Calabria 189, IS 

Sicily 189,39 

San.linia 170,58 

Mulli-regional 1 808,0 I 49,71 

____ :1------- ------- -----r------i---.2-,,7;:;-7r--~17::9::,99::-l 
6,04 209,71 

1,72 99,77 

-j :L 5,96 195,11 

·I ·I 0,00 189,)9 

1,35 171,93 

60,61 117,47 44,77 104,04 2.184,61 
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Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 2: Regional breakdown of commitments in 1994-95(ctd.) 

Member State I 

Reg.on 

I:L~U~XEMB~~O~UR~G~------------------~--------1------7~,9i7~----76,~46~-----~0~~~3r---~1~~2~1~----~~I~·.I~IOOI·----~0~,8~4r-\------T-----~1~~7.r----J-0~~-81 
Multi-regional 7,97 6,46 0,53 12,21 0,841 1,87 30,98 

NETHERLANDS 37,20 IOS,02 112,27 12,23 2S,27 9,16 2S,61I 61,63 S68,38 

North Netherlands J3,38 16,86\ 6.16 s6,40 

East Netherlands 37,20 36,48 3,2Ef 3,03 79,99 

W-est Netherlands 3,18j 7,89 11,07 

South Netherlands 35,16 2,291 0,00 37,45 

Multi-<egional 282,27 22,23 25,27 9,16 -1 44,54 383,47 

AUSTRIA 1&,80 54,1S 64,06 11,70 61,50 1,00 18,33[ ·1 43,43 343,97 

Ea.n Austria 28,80 22,41 21, 18[ -[ 8,85 81,24 

South Austria 11,12 27,21! ·j 0,00 38,33 

West Austria 20,62 2c;l,941 0,00 50,56 
I-~M~u"lu~-"-eg-.io_o_a~I--------------------+-------T-------,_--~~~.0~6r----.11~.7vot----_671.c5o'r-----2,,~ooJ-----~~--------+----.347,~58,r----17-3~.8-41 

PORTUGAL 4.S48,75 192,18 4.740,93 

No:1h 210,00 -1 0,00 210,00 

Centre 126,00 -1 0,00 126,00 

Lisbon .and the Tasus \'alley 124,54 ·I 9,22 DJ, 76 

Alentejo 78,62 ·\ 0,00 78,62 

Algarve 28,48 'i 0,00 28,48 

Azores 216.21 0,00 216,21 

Madeira 148,65 0,00 148,65 
l.....,~~~,----------+-oo-770'=ol-----l---+----.-----+---l-----c .. --------,-"""'.+----C.'-'-J 

Muhi-regional 3.616.26 182,95 ) 799.::!:2 

FINLAND 31,10 60,33 14,831 61,4l 23,00 3l,81: 81,001 48,85 353,34 

Continental Finland 30,48 0,00 30,48 
-rs~--------------·-------+-------+------_,------~J--------+-------+--------+----~,_~J~J--------~----o".~oo~-----2.~3-3 1 

Mulli-regional 31,10 60,33 14,8Jj 61,42 2.3,00 81,00' 48,85 310,53 

SI\'EDEN 

South Sweden 

West Sweden 

105,78 73,00 -1 13,72 40,00 

15,00 
--------------+------- ----"'l•".o;;;loc--·----+-------;---------:1-- -----: -- - .. -._ ... 

••·nl 31,94 309,36 

-i 0,00 15,0(1 
---------;;-;;; 

-, 0,00 24.00 

Central Norrland 18,00 0,00 18,00 
--------r---~.8~.7~8+--------l--------+-------+---------------------------~-----.o~.o~o+-----48~.7-81 Upper Norrland 

~1ulti-reg1onal 73,00 13,72 40,00 4-1.921 31,94 203,58 

UNITED KINGDOM 532,31 1.250,05 975,00 -I 85,16 14,78 120,70: 327,47 3.305,48 

North 0,00 2\00 

Yorkshire and Humbcrside '204.~4 4, 36 :208,& ~ 

East Midlands 31,66 4.24 4),40 

East AnBlia 

South East 41.65 0,00 43,65 

- ____ -; __ ~ .. ~.:.'! 
-: 10,13 251,01 

15.01-Nonh East England 19J,5S 
I--;:;N,..on"'h-;W-.-c-esc-t-----------~---- ---l--~1"'6""2."1o;ll --IJ"?.'i6---~ ---------=!------- ---·---- · --· 

23,46 23:2,0~ 
------------~8 -- J05_27 

~Wc-a-,les·,--,-------------------·---- -----=-=r---·=75",3""4+-------+--------f-•1 ______ --l-------- ____ ~---
Scotland 81,89 264,27 -1 ~J.77j 

42,98. 145,40 

51,30 ~21,23 

Nonhem Ireland 288,30 -1 47,79 JJ6,09 

Gibraltar 5,00 "j_ 0,00 5,00 

Mulli-regional 975,00 i 85,16 l4,78 137,33 1.219,84 

COMMUNITY -I -I 589.06 589,06 

TOTAL 27.265,91 3.796,91 3.357,12 363,631 1.57!,64 31J,4S 1.181,25. 125.921 1.975,84 40.9~1,67 
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BELGIUM 

Brussels 

Flanders 

Wallonia 

Muhi-regional 

DENMARK 

Motmber State I 

Region 

0st for Storeb;rlt 

Vest for Storeb:tlt 

Muhi-regtonal 

GERMANY 

Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 3: Regional breakdown of payments in 1995 

29,57 11,75 41,33 0,00 1,22 4,581 
1,49 0,00 0,13 

0,00 9,39 0,00 8,21 2,151 

29,57 11,75 26,00 0,00 4,40 2,431 

5,45 0,00 0,00 1,22 

8,35 39,04 2,50 16,49 18,63 
0.00 

8,35 

39,04 2,50 16,49 18,63 2,45! 

1.251,97 32,52 10.,41 0,00 160,90 71.211 

38,33 140,54 

0,86 2,48 

12,39 32, IS 

15,08 99,23 

·J 0,00 6,68 

4,25 . 91,70 

0,00 0,00 

0,00 8,35 

4,25 83,36 

218,18 1.849,20 
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania 247,43 1<.18 261,62 

Brandenburg 228,36 7,63 215.99 

Saxony-Anhalt 165,63 22,7J 188,37 

Saxony 298,53 27,43 325,96 

Thuringia 129,16 36,96 166,12 

Berlin 47,19 11,90 8,81 10, IS 78,04 

Schleswig-Holstein 0,00 6,72 0.24 1,84; 1,83 10,63 

Hamburg 1,80 0.34 0,00 2,14 

Lower Sa.'l:ony 3,25 0,00 2,3 ll.30i 20,75 37,66 

Bremen 4,22 6,84 0,05 5,10 16,21 

Nonh Rhine-Westphalia 2,68 12,91 1,45 2,75, 22,58 42,J7 

Hesse 0,60 6,231 -1 1,67 7,991 3,10 19,58 

Rhioeland-Pa1atinate 1,55 4,061 0,91 6.37; 3,92 16,80 

Baden-WUntemberg 6,581 1,75 4.39 1,70 14,42 

Bavaria 2,55 2.6o 6,78 34.86 -1 12.43 59•22 
Saarland 5,77 7,13 0,25 1.72 ·[ 6,24 ll,ll 
Muhi-regional 1J5,67 40,82 0,001 145.09 9,93 -1 21,46 352,97 

GREECE 1.705,79 -1 -1 30,26 1.736,05 

Eastern Central and Islands( I) 106,54 ~~ ~1 0,00 106,54 

Centrnl and Western Macedonia 124,56 ~1 0,00 124.56 

Peloponnese and Western Central Gr (2) 119,65 0,00 119,65 

Thessaly 59,56 0,00 59,56 

Crete 49,68 0,00 49,6:8 
-.E'cr~iru~s'(~J)~----------------------+----~5~o~.4~1--------r-------+-------~-------r--------r-------~-------r----,o~.o~o+---~so~.4-l-l 

n-~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

Eastern Aegean Islands (5) 59,42 0,00 59,42 

Mulli~rcg)onal I 061,57 30,26 1.09L,83 

SPAIN 3.772,23 447,96 169,65\ 38,13 27,65 0,00 81,69 94,42 4.6)1,72 

Gaf1cia wo.88 -1 1,4s 392,33 

As Iuria..~ 132.54 -! 2,4 5 1 ]4, 99 

Can tab ria •2.o1 -1 o,48 42.52 
Basque Country 

Navarre 

148,42 15.54 -1 J.cl· o,69 167.87 
--------------l------~--"~--~~----~------l-----~----;~~~----~--~vr-----1 16,72 6.72 -1 10.92, 1.25 35•61 

Rioja 5,93 0.62 1.82. I.OJ 9,41 

Amgon 6,93 1,10 31,83j 4,51 51.36 

Madnd 29,46 IJ,45 5,::;7_ 1,01 49,28 

Ca~lile~Le6n 300,55 4,80 305,3 5 

252,77 2,24 255,00 

E'li:Lremadura 147,46 4,39 151,85 

Catalonia 220,40 18,51 IS.75j I.06 255,72 

Valencia 429,69 i,56 431,25 
Balearic Islands ---------------~- --------~-----"'s"',Jcolg ----~o"',ooc+---------+---------l--------+------,6,-,.7'"67' ---------1----~1"',2"'21------13"","'16 1 

(I) lncludmg the QP for AIIIC<l 

(2) lncludin!,lthe OPs for Central Greece. Western Greece and Lhc Peloponnese 

0) Including the OJls for Epirm and the Ionian Islands 

(4) Including the OPs for Thrace and \\'estern Macedonia 

())Including the OPs for the nonhem and southern ISlands oftl1e Aegean 
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Member State I 

Region 

Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 3: Regional breakdown of payments in 1995 (ctd.) 

Andalusia 638,23 ·j -1 -I 4,93 643,1 s 

Murcia 101,59 -1 -1 0,87 102,46 

Ceuta and Mel ilia 22,n -1 -1 -1 o.oo n.J J 
Canary Islands. 254,35 'I -! 0,92 255,28 

Multi~regional 1.059,82 14,92 112,72 38,131 27,65 0,00 59,56 1 312,80 

~F~RA~NiC~E~~--------------------~--~·~·'~·4~'t---~•~4~S,~06~---J~I~2~,s~s~l ____ ~o~,o~o+-j--~2~42~,~~4~----~25=~~~-----7-6_.s_7~;--------t----J-o~o,,79~----•·_os_o_,l~9 
ne de France 2,3 7 2,3 7 

J-~U-pp_e~r~Ncom __ M_d~y--------------------r-------t----~1~8,,4~9~------~------+--------r------~-----.O~,O~OIL--------jl-----~0,7.00~ 
LowerNonnandy 12,15 7,77; -1 l.Sl 21,43 

p;<Mdy 30,47 4,99 35,45 

Champagne-Ardenne 0,00 O,ooi 0, 98 0,98 

Burb'llndy 0,00 9,40j -j 3,21 12,60 

Centre 0,00 0,5lj -j 1,96 2,47 

Nord-Pas-de-Calais 8,94 1 \, 74 2,44 23.12 

Brittany 0,00 3,08i 3,51 6,59 

Loire Region 22,85 ~--------,------,o"'.o"'o~-----2-'7."-01 
Poitou..Charentes 6,74 257; 

Lorraine l 5,48 1.23' 
____ _,_ _____ 2~.2~9 11,60 

14.10 30,81 

Alsacc 0,00 0.00 2,02 2,02 

Franche-ComtC 1,10 4.so: 1,49 7,38 

Limousin 12.46, 5,14 11,61 

Aquitaine 2,59 ~~ 3.42 7.! B
1 

1 3 ,l'l 

Midi-Pyrenees 2.11 ~1 J,&S: 1,82 7,59 

Auvergne 15,62 18,98 2,74 37.34 
J-.-Rh,-o"'n-:ce-~A"Ip::-es-:--------------------~------+------;;o-;;.oo!o~------j--------'--------t-------I-----T.SS--~--~1----,-,~4 3,69 

Lan,suedoc-Roussi Uon ---t--------t------;;-S,-,7;;11 --------;--------_,-----------~-___ o
1
.:___ogo_;'_·-- _ --~~_;_! _____ 26~ .. c0~· 81+----"S,~OO Provence~Alpes-C6le d'Azur 0,00 7,93 

Corsica 10,45 1.3:! 11,78 

Martinique 21,89 0,00 21,89 

Guadeloupe 32,40 0;00 32.40 

-I French Guiana 7,60 
-"Re~-u~n;o-n-----------\--------,676,-;-;16-t-----l----+--------------- -----·--- --

' 0,00 7,60 
_ ___j_______.__ ___ ·'U8 ---- 70.55 

t.1ulll·regional 312,88 0,00 :!42,14 2S.Jl 1,07 26,90 60S,JO 

IRELAND 856,47 16,42 

Multi~reg.ionlll 856,47 16,42 '8'72,89 

1.176,10 0,001 0,00 0,00 JS,i'$ 34,6~ 1.226.,$0 
4)i9 0.00 4,89 

Valle d'Aosta 0,00 0,00 o.oo: 0,08 

Lombardy 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Trentino 0,00 0,001 1,87 1.87 
Veneto 0,00 o,oo

1 
·o-:oo:·-- - · 0,00 0,00 

Friuli-Venez1a Giulia 0,00 0,00 2,6\l 
J-,L,,--.g-,-un"'·ac---------------- -------t--------1- ----,o."w;;l------;;o-;;.o"o~------:----------: ------~ ·- ----1ffJ~ 

. ·------!---0._1: ____ 2,76 
"I' 0. 00 2. 09 

Emilia-Romag.na 0,00 0.00[ U•'l• O,J4 2,04 

Tuscany 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Umbria 0,00 0,001 0,00, 0,00 0.00 

Marthe 0.00 0,001 4,46 0,00 4,46 

Luio 0,00 O,OOj 0 00 0,00 0,00 

'"""""":"1:ru70\is-:-; --------------~-----+---c~:":
1

'"'~~ol-------+~+ -~-- -- .. -: -----+---- .. _____ L __ ~~ _____ 71_,_2c' 
·! 0.00 15.5.:: 

Campania 63,21 1,.18 64,59 

I--A;;-p::uc;];::a:;:---------------------+-----,9;;-2,:;;91;1------+------j--------;--------t-------- ~---------- ----------c;:;· .=02)_ 9S,9J 
13asilicala 29,20 tl)'t• 30,0() 

Calabria 60,93 2,98 63,91 

S1cily 74,06 0,00 74,06 

Sardinia 25,47 O,U8 26,15 

Multi~reg;onal 746,59 0,00 0,00. 0,00 0,00 20.26 ?66,RS 
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Member StAte I 

Region 

LUXEMBOURG 
Muhi-regional 

NETHERLANDS 
North Netherlands 

East Netherlands 

West Netherlands 

South Netherlands 

Multi-regional 

AUSTRIA 

East Austria 

South Austria 

Wes• Austria 

Muhi-regional 

PORTUGAL 
Nonh 

Centre 

Lisbon and the Tagus valley 

Alentejo 

Algarve 

Azores 

Madeira 

Multi-regional 

Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 3: Regional breakdown of payments in 1995 (ctd.) 

0,00 4,00 0,21 2,00 0,06 0,211 
0,00 4,00 0,21 2,00 0,06 

9,56 12,30 142,57 0,00 1,96 2,33 9,451 
12.30 

9,56 0,00 

0,00 

142,57 1,% 2,JJ 

14,40 21,42 32,03[ 5,85 30,75 0,20 .39,161 

14,40 7.62 10,591 

5,56 13,60! 

8.24 14,971 

J2,0J 5,85 )0,75 0,20 

1.667,01 -I 

77,75 

47 OJ 

65,08 

27,04 -1 
15,90 

96,87 -, 
74,80 

I 262,54 

311 

0,60 7,10 

21,87 200,04 

1,85 19,93 

1,1 I 11,91 

2,37 4,37 

0,00 0,43 

16,54 163,40 

21,04 164,85 

3,75 36,36 

0,00 19.16 

0,00 23,21 

17,29 86,12 

79,35 1.746,36 

0,00 77,75 

O,()( 47,03 

4,61 69,70 

0,00 27,04 

0,00 15.90 

0,00 96,87 

0,00 74,80 

74.74 1 3J7,28 

FII\LAND 15,55 30,17[ 7,42 30,71 6,90 15,94· 40,501 23,21 170,39 

Continen1al Finland 15.~4 ·I 0.00 15,24 

lsi ands -\ 0, 70 0,00 0, 70 

Multi-region_a_I __________ I----+---I-S_.s.Jsi---J-o_.I_7!...1 ___ 7_.4_2+----J-o._7-il ____ 6._9o+-------::-4o:-. .,so,;: ___ 2_3_.2_11--.:.15::..4::.·4:..:j5 

SWEDEN 38,06 36,501 6,86 12,00 22,461 15,97 131,85 

South Sweden 5,04 ·1 -! 0,00 S,04 
'\"'ve--=st'"S-we""de-n-~---~------ -----l------;c8.""20j----..J-I,-----T----1------f-- 0,00 8.20 

Centmt Norrland 6,16 -\ -; 0.00 6,! 6 

Upper Norrland 18,66 -1 -'! 0,00 18,66 

Multi-regional 36.501 ·/ 6,86 12,00 22,461 15,97 93,79 

UNITED KINGDO~I 163,81 152,96 436,171 -1 22,43 4,H 46.39 ·J 116,71 942,91 

Nonh 0.00 -1 O,OC 0,00 

Yorkshire and Humbemde 19,J I -1 2.18 21,49 

East Midlands 

East Angl1a 

South East 

South West 

·- ·i'est Midlands 

Nonh Ea!>l England 

Nonh West 

Wales 

Scotland 

Noni1cm Ircl:and 

Gibraltar 

Multi-regional 

C0,\1.\IUI\IT\' 

TOTAL 

5.85 -1 2.12 11,94 

0.96 0,00 0,96 

4,37 0,00 4,37 

- 0,00 .I -, · S,79 
~~-~-~----~~-- ~--~--- ~-----:---------rD0----1- ----:j-----:f--- -----------

0,00 8,79 

5,0 24,17 

~----------- ---4-.-,-.lc---:_
7
7.
3
.:. --~-1----:_+1,----+------' ' 'I I ---~----------,---o:ao -----n:o~ 

1,67 11,73 50.77 

16,55 

14.33 -1 15.26· 18.11r~ 

.:!5,09 11.66 17,06 70,36 

102,78 17,61 120,39 

0,00 0,00 0,00 

436,17j 22.43 4,43 4,09 42,84 509,97 

-I -I -I -I 244,31 244,JI 

10.794,35 885,91 1.349,83! 54,111 81,02 363.~ I. 1.060,37 1~.206,61 
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BELGIUM 
Brussels 

Flande11i 

Member Scntc I 

Region 

Wallonia 

Muhi·regional 

DENMARK 

0sL for Storebzll 

Vest for Storebrelt 

Multi-regional 

7Jh Annual Repor/ on 1he S!ruc/ural Funds (1995) 

Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 4: Regional breakdown of payments in 1994-95 

79,77 29,31 

79,77 11,75 

4,26 

15,73 

74,52 
2,40 

24,59 

39,39 

8,13 

74,24 

2,32 

0,15 

1,73 

0,13 

0,31 

3,00 

16,51 3,26 4,58 40,37 251,14 

0, I 3 0,86 3,55 

10,11 2,15 13,29 69,44 

6,27 2,43 26,54 166,28 

0,00 3,26 0,17 11,87 

19,19\ 30,29 5,66 6,41 158,78 

·j 0,00 4,26 

-1 0,00 15,73 

74,24 3,00 19,191 30,29 5,66 6,41 IJ8,79 

FG~E~RMA~7NY~--~~~~--~--------~--2~.4~7o~·~o5~---'~5_6~,9-·~ ___ u_4~J_6+-____ 1_4,~8~~~ ___ 2o_9~,a_3+-\ ____ 1_6~,1-3+----~-J_•J~o-t--------r----2~J~z,~7I~ ___ 3._46_a~~-21 
Mecklenburg-Wescem Pomerania 402,99 14,18 417,18 

Brandenburg 422,32 7,63 429,95 

Saxony-Anhalt 355,83 22,73 378,57 

Saxony 61 8)19 27,43 646,32 
I--~Th~u-ri~ng~i-a----------------------~--~3'"o~6.~0~5--------l--------+--------r-------1-----------_-----~--------+----~3~6.~96'r---J-4-J~.0-1l 

l---ns=er"lin::---'-----------------------+----1;-;;0;;-7_-;;o-,t1-----2,-;9;-;,9;::;41-----,-12;-,;-71;t---------+-------f---------- 10.15 159,80 

Schleswig-Holstein 7,70 9,76 0,24 6,95 l,&J 26,48 

Bamburg 4,80j 0,)4 0,00 5,14 

LowerSaxony 6,76 9,29 2,J7 25.71 20,75 64,87 

Bremen 10,38 9,87 0,05 5,10 25,40 
I--~N"on~h~Rh~i~ne~-W~~~,p~h~a~ha~---------------+--------~---.s7".'-5o~--~3~4•,4-,j1~------+-----,3."88~------~----~2".75---------l----~2~2.76~6----~,2=l~.2~0 1 

Hesse 10,671 10,03 1,671 12.7C) 3.32 38.44 

Rhineland-Palatinate -1 tl,7J 6,621 2,41! 12,47 3.92 37,15 

Baden-WUmemberg ·1 !0,60 1,75j 4.39 1,81 1S.55 
-"'o""a-v-an~-,------------------------r------,---------,9~.J'"7~----6,-,9"'J+--------+-----:6~.7"'8+-

1
--------+----~<>7~4~--------I--------,-I,J.~05;1-----10-,--.56 

~-----;-~-------------------------+----------j-----~~---~~ . ------- -----------1----~~-
Saarland 12,93 10,41 0,25 1.72 6.~4 31,5~ 

Mulli-regional 256.96! 108,84 14,81 190,08 16,13 34.951 621,77 

GREECE 2.76o, 1o I -i -i 45,6! 2.8o6,38 

Eastern Central ar.d Islands( 1) 157,97 -1 0,00 157,97 

Central and Western Macedonia \84,97 0,00 JS4,97 

Peloponnese and Weslem Central Gr. (~) 191,60j -1 -J 0,00 191,60 

Thessaly 87,741 -1 -1 0,00 87,74 

Crele . ~ 73,081 -j -1 0,00 73,08 

Epuus (J) 80,95 -1 0,00 80,95 

_0T~".,"_c_e(~4_) __ ----;--;-----;--;-,-------------------l-;c1l".4"'7+-----------r----------j----------~-------+j· ________ +---·-- 0,00 111,47 
Ell.St>!m Aegean rslands (5) 92,00 - -1· -1 0,00 92,00 

Muhi-regional I 780,92 -! 4~.68 \.826,60 

SPAIN 5.570,0lj 447,96 244,54 65,83 80,251 9,97 IU.44 137,261 6.674,27 

Galicia 561,98 1.4~ 563,43 

A~Lurias 

--Cantabri·;-·-- ----
---------------- ----- 188,191 ______ __], _______ __:- - 2,45 190,64 

-~------+---------~-,-------- "! --- --l- 0,48 67,23 

Basque Country 148,42 25,87 ~.S5 0,69 179,53 

Navarre 16,72 10,05 14.08 l_2j 42,10 

R~oja 5,9J 0,621 ·~ ~.9~ 1.03 

Aragon 

Madrid 
-r _____ "'6'"",9'"'Jt---"""";;-2.-;S8_1. --~ ________ -,! _____ ___: ___ ____!!:!_! ______ ____: ~-----'_:5_1 ------------------- -------i 29,46 22,62~ - - -,-- - 7.17 - 1,01 

Casli le-LeOn 421,46 "! 4,80 

Castile-La Mancha ll5.2SI -1 2.24 

E"tremadura 212,34i 

Catalonia 

\'alcr.cLa. 

·I 22o.4o n.oJ -
1 

~4.56 
-----------------·1--------,~o~---------+--------+--------- - --------],-------~----- ----- --------------

570,721 

Balearic Islands 5.18 

(I) lncludmg the OP for AIILCa 

(2) Including tl1c OPs for CentrO![ Greece, Western Greece and I he Pcloponnes.e 

{J) Including the OPs for Epirm and the Ionian Islands 

H) Including the OPs for 'JliTiiCe and \\'elitcm Macedonia 

(~)Including the OPs for the northern and ~outhern 1slands of the Acbean 

1,021 (-.,76 

1,06 

1,56 

1,22 

11,54 

70,78 

60,86 

426,25 

3J 7,49 

216,73 

269,04 

:572,28 

14.19 
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Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 4: Regional breakdown of payments in 1994-95 (ctd.) 

Member State I 

Region 

Andr.lusla 956,74 

Mur~:ia 148,12 

Ceut.a and Melilla 31,71 

Canary Islands 327,07 

Multi-regional I 749,70 14,92 158,75 65,83 80,25 9,97 

FRANCE 2&6,71 Hl,29 503,68 47,,0 401,85 41,13 2G7,93 

lie de France 

Upper Normandy 41,69 0,54 

Lower Normandy 21,34 17,14 

Picardy 49,92 

Champagne-Ardenne 12,32 2,06 

Burgundy 7,85 J4,06 

Centre 12,10 2,50 

Nord-Pas-de-Calais 40,02 62,76 

Brinany 14,26 16,18 

loire Region 27,03 11.79 

Poitou-Charentes 15,21 11.12 

Lorraine 35,72 5,63 

Als.ace 9,80 3.27 
----Franche-Comu\ 8,69 S.3J 

Limousin 11.47 

Aquitaine 19,61 19.19 

Midi-Pyrenees 8,88 lS.I5 

Au\'eryne ·i 25,33 :8.57 

RhOne-A!pes --------+- 15,85 13.23 

-Languedoc-Roussillon ·I 16,92 
----· 

~.83 

flro,•ence·Aipes·GHc d'Azur 
I 

18,01 7 81 

Corstca 27.361 

Martinique J8,45: 

Guadeloupe 55,991 .I . 
-French Guian;------ --·-·- --------· ~---- -----. . 

Reunion 107,871 

Multi-regional 503,681 47.70 402,85 41,13 1,07 

IRELAND 1.369,611 

Mutti-regional I 369,63 

ITALY 1.555,411 149,97 100,231 3G,31 58,73 11,20 !'3,50 

Pi"edmont ·I 32,57 9,16 .;_s9 

Valle d'Aosta ·i 3,00 0,931 .I OJO 
I 

Lombardy ·I 11.50 13,12 ·I ~J9 

Trcr11ino 3,95 ·I J-,11 
----------------. 

Veneto 11,28 8,11 ·I S,t)~ 

Friuli-Venezia Giuha 12,00 4,00 ·I ::!,61 

lrguria 15.27 3,16 ·I :::.09 

Emdia-RomajJna 6,00 13,82 ·I .;,>9 

_ _Tuscany ___ ------·-------___ ·I~--~ __ _____:_---+---:_ 
Umbna ----=1· 17 50 2.29 • • -
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4,93 961,67 

0,87 148,99 

0,00 31,71 

0,92 327,99 

\02,40 2.181,82 

113,88 2.027,17 

2,37 2.37 

0,00 42.24 

1,51 39,99 

4,99 54.90 

0,98 15,)6 

3,21 25.12 

1,96 16,56 

2.44 105,23 

3,51 33,95 

o.oo 38,82 

2,29 28,62 

14,10 55,45 

2,02 15,09 
---1,4-9 

18,51 

5,14 26,61 

7,18 45,98 

1,82 28,86 

2,74 56,65 

2,14 31,21 

2,28 2S.OJ 

6,01 31,83 

1,32 28,69 

0,00 38.45 

0,00 55,99 
0,00 17.00 

4.38 112,25 

39,99 1.036,41 

21,87 !.391,5G 

21,87 1.391,50 

66,41 2.025,77 

0,00 46,62 

0,08 4.31 

0,00 27,02 

1,87 8,94 

0,00 28,05 

0.1~ 18,76 

o.oo 20,52 

0.34 23,55 

Man:he ·1 10,50 2,751 ·I -1.46 0,00 17,72 

Lazio l0,17 9,15! 8.3.1 O,OG 27,65 

J,02 79~0 

Mot;
50 

19,32 l----j+-'-----l----j-----]----],-----1---cocc,ocoo --~~ 
Campania 89,81 1.38 91.19 

Apulia 92,91 3,02 95,93 

Basilicata ~2.40 O,S6 53,26 

Srcth 74 ,06! - 0,00 74 06 
· ·s·,;d;n;, ----·-------------- ----,876,""9~01 _____ -----t------+----+------ ----- -----:---·0,6s --87~ 

Multi-reHron;o.l 985,281 24,86 JO,J I 58,731 11,20 52,02 1, 162,40 
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M~tmber St.ate I 

Region 

LUXEMBOURG 
Multl~regicnal 

NETHERLANDS 

Nonh Netherlands 

East Netherlands 

West Netherlands 

South Netherlands 

Multi-regional 

AUSTRIA 
East Austria 

South Austria 

West Austria 

Mul6-regional 

PORTUGAL 
North 

Centre 

Lisbon and the Tagus valley 

Alentejo 

AlgaPt'e 

Azores 

Madeira 

Multi-regional 

FINLAND 
Contincnta1 Finland 

islands 

Multi-regional 

SWEDEN 
South Sweden 

West Sweden 

Central Norrland 

Upper Norrland 

Multi-regional 

UNITED KINGDOM 
North 

Yorksh1re and Humberside 

East Midlands 

East Anglia 

South East 

South West 

\Vest Midlands 

Nonh Ea~t Englar.d 

Nonh West 

Wales 

Scotland 

Northern Ireland 

G'brnltar 

Multi-regional 

COMMUNITY 

TOTAL 

7th Annual Report 011 the Struc/lira/ Funds (1995) 

Annex V: Regional breakdown of financial implementation 

Table 4: Regional breakdown of payments in 1994-95 (ctd.) 

-i 3,99 5,59] 0,34 5.37 0,17 0,42 

-j 3,99 5,591 O,J4 5,J7 0,17 0,42 

19,63] 52,51 253.32] 11,12 12,15 6,21 12,56 _, 
16,69 -I 7,27 

19,63] 18.24 1,64 

-! ·i -I 2,50 

-1 17,58 -1 -I 1,15 

-I 25J,llj 11,12 12,15] 6.21 

14,401 21,41 32,03] 5,85 30,15] 0,20 39,16 

14,401 7,62 -1 -1 10.59 

-1 5,56 13,60 

-I 8,24 
_, 

14,97 

-1 n,o3: 5,85 30,75 0,20 

3.263,42] -I 
148,281 ·j 

88,34] 

89,53! 

43,nj 

18,78: ----------: 
181,16i 

123,801 

2 569,75] 

-1 15,55 30,111 7,42 30,71 6,90 15,94 

-I 1:'.24 

·I -; 0,70 

·I 15.55 30,17] 7,42 30,71] 6,90 

38,06 36,50] 6,861 12,00] 

5,04 ~ 
8.20 -I 
6,16 -! 

18,66 ~ 
36,50~ 6,&61 12,00 

331,361 518,85 818,571 41,731 11,82 -~~~ -I 12.50 -i I 
69,63 

18,40 ·j J.n 

-1 456 

2J.J3 -1 
-----·-

14,50 -j :!1.82 

78,06 

86,33 .1 S.09 

i00,46j 79,82 
_, 

-I 44.2\ -1 1>.26 

40,69) 89,78 -1 11,66 

19fl,2ll ·I 
-I 2,50 ·I 
-I Sl8,57j 4l,1Ji II ,S2 -4,0lJ 

-I -1 -1 

17.721,101 1.877,84 2.407,65) 188,68 914,93] 149,28 661.8~ 

0,62 16,50 

0,62 16,50 

23,99 391,48 

1,85 25,81 

1,11 40,61 

2,37 4,87 

0,00 18,73 

18,66 301,46 

21,04 164,85 

3,75 36,36 

0,00 19,16 

0,00 23,21 

17,29 86,12 

109,60 3.373,01 

0,00 148,28 

0,00 88,34 

4,61 94,14 

0,00 43,78 

0,00 18,78 

0,00 181,16 

0,00 123,80 

104,98 2 674,7'). 

40,50 13,21 170,39 

o.oo 15,::!.4 

0,00 0,10 

40,50 23.21 154,45 

22,46 15,97 131,85 

0,00 5,04 

0,00 8,20 

0,00 6,16 

0,00 18,66 

22,46 15,97 93,79 

127,52 1.919,31 

0,00 12,50 

2,18 71,82 

2,12 24,49 

0,00 456 

0,00 .23,13 

0,00 36,32 

5,07 83,13 

11,7) 106,15 

0,00 180,27 

18,11 77,58 

17,06 159.l8 

18,19 208,40 

0,00 2,50 

5],0() 929,28 

244,31 244,31 

62,96 1.231,34 25.215,63 
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Annex VI: Major projects adopted in 1995 • 

ECUm'llion I 

Obj. Total ERDF Nalional Private Commilml!nts % Payments % 

<OU assistance public contribution 1995 (2)1(1) 1995 (3)1(2) 

(I) contribution (2) (3) 

IRELAND 
Tallaght Hospital 
(Dublin) I 131,24 39.37 91,87 0,00 39,37 100% 31,50 80% 

ITALY 
Gioja Tauro Port 

(Calabria) I 120,00 40,00 0,00 80,00 40,00 100% O,DO 0% 

• Major projects within the meaning of A11iclc 16(2) of the Coordination Regulation. 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries* 

Table 1: EUR15 

Distribution of ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% •1. of total costs 1000 pers 

Tra.ning 74% 50% 20.008,9 
Employment support 6% 62% 820,0 
Technical assistance 5% 57% 482,4 
Other support measures 15% 47% 5.403,5 
Total 100% 51% 26.714,8 

Distribution of ESF financing by theme. (199-4 prices} % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-term unemployment )9% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 20% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclus:on from the labour market 11% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 3% 
2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 10% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 19% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 2% 
4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 12% 

b. Training of public officials 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 3% 

Total 100% 

Beneficlarie.s per 1000 inhabitants by theme BfdiOOO pers %. 

I a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to lon.s·tenn unemployment 13,9 19% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 14,5 20% 

c Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 7,3 10% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 1,9 3% 

2. Adaptation of workers to lndustrlal change 8,9 12% 

3. ;\. Supporting employment ~rowth and stability 11,7 16% 

b. Boostin~; hum:m potential in research. science, and technology 0,7 1% 
4. a Strengthen and improve education and training systems 11,5 16% 

b. Training of public officials 1.7 2% 
Technical assistance/Multipurpose 1,3 2% 

Total 73,4 100% 

• Situation miJ 1996. 
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75% 

3% 
2% 

20% 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries• 

Table 2: Belgium 

Distribution of ESF finandng by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% 'Y. of total costs 1000 pen 

Training 80"/o 38% 371,5 

Employment support 4% 35% 23,6 
Technical ass.Jslancc 6% 44% 11,4 

Other support measures 9% 43% 23,2 

Total 100"/o 39% 429,7 

Distribution of ESF financing by theme (1994 prites) % 
l. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-lcnn unemployment 24% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 14% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 20% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 4% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 10% 

3. a. SupportinB employment Browth and stability 8% 
b. Boosting human potential in research. science, and technology 5% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and train~ng systems 9% 

b. Training of public officials 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipufl!OSC 7% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per l 000 inhabltants by theme Rfc/1 000 pen % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long·term unemployment 16,1 37% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking en,pioyment 8,2 19% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 4,8 11% 

d. Promorins equal opportunities for men and women 1,0 2% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 5,2 12% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 4,0 9% 
b. Boosting human potentia] in research, science, and technology 1,3 3% 

4. a, Strengthen and improve education and training, systems 1,8 4% 
b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 1,1 3%. 

Total 43,5 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 

•..~o 

86% 

5% 

3% 
5% 

]00% 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries· 

Table 3: Denmark 

Distribution of ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% •;. of total costs I 000 pers 

Training 93% 47% 56,5 

Employment support 3% 50% 1,4 

Technical assistance 4% 49% 0,4 

Other support measures 0% 0% 0,0 

Total 100% 47% 58,4 

Di•tribution of ESF financing by theme (1994 prke•) % 

1. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-tenn unemployment 41% 

b Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 17% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 19% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities fof men and women 1% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industriai change lO% 

3. a. Supporting employment gTO\\th and stability 7% 
b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and 1echnology 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 1% 

b. Training of public officials 0% 

Tcchnica~ ass.stance/Multipurpose 4% 

Tolal IOOo/. 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme BrcJIOOO pen % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-1enn unemployment 4,4 38% 

b. Occupational [ntc:grntion of young persons seeking employment 2,1 l&% 

c. lntegrntion of persons exposed to excJusion from the labour market 2,0 l7% 

d. rromoring equal opportunities for men and women 0,1 I% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 1,1 10% 

3. a. SuppOJ1ing employment growth and stability 1,6 14% 

b. Boosting. human potentli'll in research, science, and tcchnotogy 0,0 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 0,1 1% 

b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistanceJMultipurpose 0,1 l% -
Total 11,5 100% 

• Situation mid 1996, 
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97% 

2% 

J% 

0% 
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Annex VII: Distribution of ESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries· 

Table 4: Germany 

Distribucion of ESf financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 

% % of total costs 1000 pers 
Training 79% 48% 1.214,1 

Employment support 1% 52% 9,3 
Technical assistance 5% 58% 0,0 

Other support measures 15% 58% 275,0 

Total 100% 50% 1.498,5 

Distribution of ESF financing by theme (1994 prices) % 
I. a. Occupational integration of persons exposed to long·term unemployment 16% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 16% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 6% 
d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 6% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 2% 

3. a. Supporting Crt:Jployment growth and stability 43% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 2% 
4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 3% 

b. Training of public officials 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 4% 

Total IOU% 

Benenciaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Brc/1000 pen % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-term unemployment 3,2 17% 

b. Occupational lntegratjon of young persons seeking employment 2,3 12% 

c. Integration of persons exposed 10 exclusion from the labour market 1,2 6% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 1,4 8% 

2 Adaptation of workers to indusnial change 1,3 7% 

3 a. Supporting employment growth and stability· 8.1 44% 

h. Boosting human potential in resear-ch, science, and technology 0,3 2% 

4. a. St1en,grhen and improve education and training systems 0,7 4% 

b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistance/f\1ultipurposc 0,0 0% 

ToEa I 18,5 100')(, 

• Situation mid 1996. 

% 

81% 
1% 

00/o 
18% 

100% 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries• 

Table 5: Greece 

Distribution of ESF financing by mea.sure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% % of total costs 1000 pers 

Training 19% 66% 1.050,3 

Employment support QDA 0% 0,0 

Technical assistance 2% 76% 3,0 
Other support measures 19% 74% 98,1 

Total 100';[. 68% 1.151,4 

Distribution or ESF financing by theme ( 1994 prices) % 

I. a. Occupation a] Integration of persons exposed to long·term unemployment 4% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 3% 

c. lntegrarion ofpers1ms expased to eKclusion from the Labour market 10% 

d. P'romoting equal opportunities for men and women 2% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 15% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 8% 

b. Boosting human potential in res-earch. science. and technology l% 
4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 54% 

b. Training of pub1ic officials 2% 

Technical assiStance/Multipurpose 0% 

Total !00% 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Bfc/1000 pen % 

1. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-term unemployment 4,9 4% 

b. Occupational Integration <lf young persons seeking employment 4,6 4% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 11,7 11% 

d. Promoting equal opponunities for men and women 2,5 2% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 27,3 25% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 8,1 7% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 0,4 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 31,7 29'% 

b. Training of public officials 19,2 17% 

Technical assistance!Mu!ripurpose 0,3 0% 

Tot01l 110,7 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution of ESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries• 

Table 6: Spain 

Distribution or ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% % of total costs 1000 pers 

Training 67% 61% 6.630,6 
Employment support 2l% 69% 496,4 
Technical assistance 6% 64% 433,8 
Other suppon measures 6% 62% 213,9 
Total 100% 63% 7.774,8 

Distribution ofESF financing by theme (1994 prices) % 
I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-term unemployment 26% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 24% 
c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 10% 
d. Promot~ng equal opportunities for men and women 3% 

2. Adaptation of workers 1o industrial change 10% 
3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 9% 

b. Boosting human po[en6aJ in research, science:. and technology 3% 
4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems l5% 

b. Training of public officials 0% 

Technical assistancc:/MuJtipurpose 0% 
Total 100% 

Be.nenciaries per 1000 inhabltants by theme Bfc/1000 pers % 

I. i\. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-tenn unemployment 29,0 14% 

b. Occupationallntcgrarion of young persons seeking emplo)-ment 28,0 13% 
c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 10,8 5% 
d. P1 omoting equal opportunities for men and women 5,1 2% 

2. Adaptation of workers to lndus.trial change 38,5 18% 
3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 22,1 II% 

b. Boosting human potential in 1esearch, science, and technology 3,8 2% 
4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 58,2 28% 

b. Training of public officials 2,7 \% 
Technical assistance/Multipurpose II, I 5% 
Total 209,3 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution of ESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries· 

Table 7: France 

Dtstribution of ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% •y., of lo~al costs 1000 pers 

Training 36% 33% 2.264,3 
Employment support 0% 0% 0,0 
Technical assistance 5% 52% 0,2 
Other support measures 58% 43% 4.155, I 

Total 100% 39% 6.419,6 

Distribution of ESF financing by theme {1994 prices) % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long~term unemployment 15% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 25% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 18% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 1% 

2. Adaptation of workers to ~ndustrial change 20% 

3. a. Supp-orting emp!oyment _growth and stability 14% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technoJo~;;y 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 0% 
b. Training of public officials 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 7% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Brc/1000 pers % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long,term unemployment 27,3 25% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 42,9 39% 

c. Integration of persons eKposed to exclusion from the labour mat ket 16.8 15% 

d. Promoting equal opponunitjes for men and women 0,8 1% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 8,9 8% 

3. a. Supponlng employment ~rowth and stability 14,0 13% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science. and technology 0,1 U% 

4. a. Strengthen and imprO\'e education and trainin,g systems 0,2 0% 

b. Training. of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistance!Multipu~ose 0,0 0% 

Total "1,0 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution of ESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries· 

Table 8: Ireland 

Distribution of ESF finandng by measure- ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% % of total costs 1000 pers 

Training 89% 44% 897,6 
Employment support 1% 75% 3,7 

Technical assistance I% 80"/o 0,0 

Other support measures 9% 63%. 95,1 

To-tal 100% 46'/.. 996,4 

Distribution ofESF financing by theme (1994 prices) % 

1. a. Occupationallntegration of persons exposed to Long-term unemployment 12% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 44% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 22% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 1% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 4% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability L3% 

b. Boosting human potentia] in research, science, and technology 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and trainins systems 4% 

b. Training of public officials 0"/o 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 0% 

Total IOO'Y. 

Beneficiaries per 1000 •nhnbitants by theme Bft/1 000 pers % 

1. a. Occupational Integration of persons expo.sed to long-term unemployment 22,8 '8% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 74,0 26% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 82,5 29% 

d. Promoting, equal opportunities for men and women 10,7 4% 

2 Adaptation of workers to industrial change 43,5 1:5% 

·' a. Supp01tlng employment grD\\·th and stability 45,0 16% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 0,0 0% 

4 a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 4,2 1% 

b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 0,0 0% 

Total 281,7 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution of ESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries* 

Table 9: Italy 

Distributio-n of ESF financing by measure ESF fjnance Beneficiaries 
% %of total costs 1000 pors 

Training 90% 57% 1.856,4 
Employment support 0% 0% 0,0 
Technical assistance 6% 51% 5,9 
Other suppon measures 3% 61% 37,3 
Total 100% 56% 1.899,6 

Distribution of ESF financing by theme (1994 prices) % 
I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-tenn unemployment 19% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 27% 

c. Jntegration of persons exposed to exc.lusion from the 1a00ur market 8% 
d. Promoting equal opponunities for men and women S% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 11% 
3. a. Supporting employment growfh and stabjJity 11% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 5% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 7% 

b. Training of public officials 2% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 6% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Bfc/1000 pers % 

I. a~ Occupational [nte~ration of persons exposed to long,~tenn unemployment 7,8 23% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking, empJo;,ment 8,2 25% 
c. integration of persons exposed to exclusion fr{lm the labour market 1,4 4% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for me-n and women 1,1 3U;{, 

2. Adaptation of workers to indusrrial change 2,4 7% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability ),7 11% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 0,7 2~ (I 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 5,6 17% 
b. Training of public officials 2,4 7% 

Technlca~ assistance/Multipurpose 0,1 0% 

Total 33,4 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries* 

Table 10: Luxemburg 

DL:stribution of ESF finan-cing by measure ESF FLnance Beneficiaries 
% % of tolal costs 1000 pers 

Training 82% 45% 8,6 
Employment support 12% 45% 1,4 
Technical assistance 5% 45% 0,0 
Other support measures 0% 45% 0,0 
Total 100% 45% 10,0 

Di!lribution of ESF financing by theme ( 1994 prices) % 
J. a. Occupational [ntcgration of persons exposed Ia [ong-tcrm unemployment 22% 

b. Occupationallntc~:~rarion of young persons seeking employment 12% 

c. (ntegration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour marke1 40% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 5% 

2. Adaptation of w9rkers to industrial change 4% 
J. a. Supporting employment growth and stabillty 8% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, sdence, and technology O% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 6% 

.b. Training of public officials O% 
Technical assistance/Multipurpose 4% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per I 000 inhabitants by theme Bfc/1 000 pers ov.. 
I R. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to Jon.g-tenn unemployment 2,9 II% 

b. Occupationallntegration of young persons seekin.g employment 2,7 10% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the Labour market 3,6 14% 

d Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 2,5 10% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 3,6 14% 

J. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 9,5 37% 

b Boosting human potenli.:1l in research. science. nnd technology 0,0 0% 

4 tt. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 1,2 5% 

b Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistancc!Multipurpose 0,0 0% 
Total 26,0 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries· 

Table 11: Netherlands 

Distribution of ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 

% "/,,of totol .costs 1000 pers % 
Training 62% 41% 292,7 81% 
Employment suppon 0% 45% 1,0 0% 

Technical assistance 5% 46% 0,0 0% 

Other support measures 33% 42% 66,9 19% 

Total 100% 42% 360,6 100% 

Distribution of ESF financing by theme (1994 prices) % 

1. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long·term unemployment 42% 

b. Occupational Integration of yDung persons seeking employment 27% 

c. Integration of per~ons. exp-osed to exclusion from the labour market 3% 

d. Promoting equal opportunitjes for men and women 1% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 17% 

3. a. Supponing employment growth and stability 10% 

b. Boosting human potential in research. science, and technology 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 0% 

b. Training of public officials 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 0% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per 100(} inhabitants by theme Bfcl1 000 pers •y,, 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-tenn unemployment 10,9 46% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 0,1 0% 

c. rnregration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market O,J 1% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 0,1 0% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 8,1 34% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 4,0 17% 

IJ. Boosting human potential in research. science, and technology 0,0 0% 

4. a. SLrengthen and improve education and training systems 0,0 0% 

b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical essistance/Multipurpose 0,0 0% 

Tot:tl 23,5 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries• 

Table 12: Austria 

Distribution of ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% % of tots I costs 1000 pers 

TraiRing 63% 41% 128,7 
EmpJoyment support J3% 44% 11,2 
Technical assistance 5% 48% 0,0 
Other support measures 18% 42% 12,7 
Total 100% 42% 158,7 

DistrLbution of ESF financing by theme (1994 prices) % 
I. a. Occupationallntecration of persons exposed to long·term unemployment 20% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 4% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 17% 

d. Promoting equal-opportunities for men and women ll% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 17% 
3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 23% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 1% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and traiRlng systems. 0% 

b. Training of public officials 0% 

Technicnl assistance/t.1ultipurposc 6% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiarie~ per 1000 inhabitants by theme Bf</1060 pers % 

1. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to longMterm unemployment 3,9 20% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 0,9 5% 
c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 1,5 8% 
d. Promoting; equal opportunities for men and women 1,4 7% 

2. Adilptation of ''-'OTkers to industrial change 7,1 36% 

3. a. Supporting employment gro\Yth and stability 4,9 25% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 0,3 2% 
4 a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 0,0 0% 

b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistance/Multlpurpose 0,0 0% 

To~::.J 20,0 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution of ESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries· 

Table 13: Portugal 

Distribution of ESF financing by measure ESF finance Beneficiaries 

% % of total costs 1000 pers 
Training t2% 74% 1.917.1 
Employment support 4'% 74% 60,0 
Technical assistance 3% 76% 0.3 
Other support measures 11% 75% 362.8 
Total 100% 74% 2.340,2 

Distr•bution of ESF financing by theme {1994 prices) % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to Jong·tenn unemployment 14% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 9% 
c. lntegration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 7% 
d. Promoting equal opponunities for men and women 0% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 2% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 15% 
b. Boosting human potential in research. science, and technology 5% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 46% 

b. Training of public officials 1% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 1% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Bfdl 000 pers % 

!. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to lon!Herm unemployment 35,7 15% 

b. Occupational rntegration of young persons seeking employment 7.8 3% 

c. [ntegration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour marke1 10,6 4% 
d. P'romoting equal oppo11unities for men and women o.o 0% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 2,7 1% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 34,7 15% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science. and technology 0,5 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and 1m prove educalion and trainin~; systems 125,0 53% 

1>. Training of public officials 20.B 9% 
Technical assistanceJMultipufllose o.o 0% 

Tolal 237,8 100%. 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution of ESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries• 

Table 14: Finland 

Distribution of ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% % of total cost !I 1000 per:s 

Tra~ning 56% 31% 132,7 
Emplcyment supper! 6% 48% 4,9 
Technical assistance 2% 49% 0,0 
Olher support measures J6% 31% 63,0 
Total 100"/ .. 3!% 200,6 

Dlstribulion of ESF financing by theme (1994 pri('e5) % 

I. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long-tcnn unemployment 33% 
b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 19% 

c. Integration of persons exposed 10 exclusion from the labour masket 5% 
d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women l% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 22% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 12% 
b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 3% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and trainins systems 4% 
b. Training of public officials. 0% 

Technical assisEance!Multipurpose 1% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Bfc/1 000 pers % 

L a. Occupational [nEegration of persons exposed to-lons-tcnn unemplo}ment 11.4 12% 

b. Occupational Integration of young perso-ns see-king ernpioyment 10.4 li% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 1.2 J% 
d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 0,4 0% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 64,6 67~'0 

3. a. Supporting; employment growth and stability ' 5,7 6% 

b. Boosting human potential in research. science, and technolog.y 1,4 1% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 0,9 1% 
b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistanceJMultipurpose 0,0 0% 
Tot::~) 96,0 100%, 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries· 

Table 15: Sweden 

Distribution of ESf financing by m~asure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% •y. of totaE costs 1000 pen; 

Training 93% 37% 281,3 
Employment support 0% 0% 0,0 
Technical assistance 7% 50% 3,5 
Other support measures 0% 0% 0,0 
Total 100% 37"1. 284,7 

Di.stribulton of ESF financing by theme (1994 price.s) % 

1. a. Occupational Integration of persons expos-ed to Jong-tenn unemployment 26% 
b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment l6% 

c. [ntegration of persons exposed to excJusion from the labour market 12% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 1% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 27% 

3. a. Supporting employment growth and stability 7% 

b. Boosting human potentia] in research, science, and technology 6% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and trainjng systems 2% 
b. Training of pubHc officials 0% 

Technical assistanceJMultipurpose 4% 

Totnl 100% 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Bfc/1000 per! % 

J. a. Occupational [ntegration of persons exposed to lon,g·lerm unemployment 9,0 II% 

b. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 5,2 6% 

c. Integratlon of persons exposed to cxc1usion from the labour market 3,4 4% 

d. Promoting equal opponunities for men and women 0,1 0% 
2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 60,5 75% 

3. a. Supponlng employment growth and stability 1,6 2% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 0,3 0% 
4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 0,0 0% 

b. Training of public offLclals 0,0 0% 
Technical assistance/Multipurpose 0,4 0% 

Total 80,5 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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Annex VII: Distribution ofESF financing by measure, theme, beneficiaries* 

Table 16: United Kingdom 

Distribution of ESF financing by measure ESF Finance Beneficiaries 
% % of total costs lOOO pers 

Training 89% 41% 2.906,5 
Employment support 5% 43% 200,9 
Technical assistance 3% 51% 23,7 
Other support measures 2% 71% O,S 

Total 100% 42•/o, 3.131,6 

Distribution or ESF financing by theme (1994 price•~ •:t,, 

1. a. Occupational Integration of persons exposed to long·tcrm unemployment 16% 

b. Occ:upational Integration of young persons seeking employment 14% 

c. Integration of persons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 15% 
d. Promoting equal opponunities for men and women 4% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 9% 
3. a. Supporting employment growth. and sfability 38% 

b. Boosting human potential in research, science. and technology lo/o 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and tra~ning systems 0% 
b. Training of public officials {)% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 4% 

Total 100% 

Beneficiaries per 1000 inhabitants by theme Bfc/1 000 pers % 

I. a. Occupational Jntegra6on of persons exposed to long·term unemployment 12,4 23% 
h. Occupational Integration of young persons seeking employment 9,5 18% 
c. lntegr.arion of pers.ons exposed to exclusion from the labour market 8,7 16% 

d. Promoting equal opportunities for men and women 3,0 6% 

2. Adaptation of workers to industrial change 2,8 5% 

3. a. Supporting employment grov.-th and stability 17,1 32% 
b. Boosting human potential in research, science, and technology 0,2 0% 

4. a. Strengthen and improve education and training systems 0,0 0% 

b. Training of public officials 0,0 0% 

Technical assistance/Multipurpose 0,4 1% 

Total 54,1 100% 

• Situation mid 1996. 
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ADAPT 
AFEIT 
CAP 
CEEP 

CES 
CI 
CIP 
CSF 
EAGGF 
ECOS-OUVERTURE 
ECSC 
EFTA 
EIB 
ElF 
EMPLOYMENT 
ENVIREG 
ERDF 
ESDP 
ESF 
EUROCHAMBRES 
EUROFORM 
EUROPARTENARIAT 

FIFG 
Forcem 
GG 
HORIZON 

INTERREG 

ISDN 
KONVER 

LEADER 
NOW 
OP 
PACTE 

PEACE 

PERIFRA 
PESCA 
PHARE 

PRISMA 
RECHAR 
RECITE 
REGEN 

Community Initiative for the adaptation of workers to industrial change 
Association for European training of workers in new technologies 
Common agricultural policy 
Centre europeen de l'entreprise publique (European Centre for Public 
Enterprise) 
European confederation of trade unions 
Community Initiative 
Community Initiative programme 
Community support framework 
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
Cooperation network with central and eastern European cities 
European Coal and Steel Community 
European Free Trade Association 
European Investment Bank 
European Investment Fund 
Community Initiative for the development of human resources 
Community Initiative for the environment 
European Regional Development Fund 
European Spatial Development Perspective 
European Social Fund 
Association of European Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
Community Initiative to develop new qualifications 
Events to promote contacts between businesses in regions eligible under the 
Structural Funds and businesses elsewhere in the Community and/or non
member countries 
Financial Instrument for Fisheries Guidance 
Foundation for continuing training (Spain) 
Global grant 
Community Initiative for the occupational integration of handicapped and 
disadvantaged persons 
Community Initiative for the promotion of cross-border and inter-regional 
cooperation 
Integrated Services Digital Network 
Community Initiative for the conversion of regions dependent on the defence 
sector 
Community Initiative for rural development projects 
Community Initiative for the occupational integration of women 
Operational programme 
Programme for sharing of experience among local and regional authorities of 
Europe 
Community Initiative for reconciliation and peace in Northern .Ireland and in 
the border counties of Ireland 
Action programme for the remoter regions and declining activities 
Community Initiative for the fishing industry 
Programme of aid for the economic conversion of central and eastern European 
countries 
Community Initiative to prepare for the single market 
Community Initiative for the conversion of coal-mining areas 
Programme to create networks among the regions and cities of Europe 
Community Initiative for energy networks 
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REGIS 
RESIDER 
RETE X 

RTD 
SME 
SME(s) 
SPD 
STRIDE 

TELEMATIQUE 

TEN(s) 
UCLAF 

UNICE-CONPRI 

URBAN 
YOUTHSTART 
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Community Initiative for the most remote regions 
Community Initiative for the conversion of steel-making areas 
Community Initiative for the diversification of economic activities in regions 
heavily dependent on the textiles and clothing industry 
Research and technological development 
Community Initiative for the adjustment of SMEs to the Single Market 
Small and medium-sized firm(s) 
Single programming document 
Community Initiative on science and technology for regional innovation and 
development 
Community Initiative to promote the use of advanced telecommunications 
services in the least-favoured regions 
Trans-European network(s) 
Unite de coordination de Ia lutte anti-fraude (anti-fraud unit at the 
Commission) 
Union des industries de Ia Communaute europeenne - employers' federation for 
industrial relations 
Community Initiative to assist declining urban areas 
Community Initiative for the occupationai integration of young people 
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